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Chapter 392: Indirect Allusion  577

Chapter 393: Divulging A Secret  578
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<td>401</td>
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<td>402</td>
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<td>407</td>
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<td>408</td>
<td>Omens</td>
<td>594</td>
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<tr>
<td>409</td>
<td>The Excellence Of Someone Who Takes No Notice Of Omens</td>
<td>595</td>
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<td>596</td>
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<tr>
<td>411</td>
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Chapter 422: Do Not Say, “Āb” 610
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Chapter 424: When A Jew Sneezes 612

Chapter 425: How A Man Prays For Mercy For A Woman When She Sneezes 613

Chapter 426: Yawning 614

Chapter 427: One Who Says, “Labbayk (At Your Service)” When He Answers 614

Chapter 428: A Man Standing Up For His Brother 615

Chapter 429: A Man Standing Up For A Man Sitting Down 620

Chapter 430: When Someone Yawns, He Should Put His Hand Over His Mouth 621

Chapter 431: Should Anyone Delouse Someone Else’s Head? 622

Chapter 432: Shaking The Head And Biting The Lips In Amazement 625

Chapter 433: A Man Striking His Hand On His Thigh When He Is Amazed Or For Some Other Reason 626

Chapter 434: When A Man Strikes His Brother’s Thigh And Does Not Intend Any thing Bad By It 628
Chapter 435: One Who Dislikes Being Seated While Others Are Standing Up 632

Chapter 436: [This World Is More Worthless In The Sight Of Allah Than A Dead Goat] 634

Chapter 437: What A Man Says When His Foot Goes Numb 635

Chapter 438: [Tidings To Certain Companions] 636

Chapter 439: Shaking Hands With Children 637

Chapter 440: Shaking Hands 638

Chapter 441: A Woman Stroking A Child’s Head 639

Chapter 442: Embracing 639

Chapter 443: A Man Kissing His Daughter 641

Chapter 444: Kissing The Hand 641

Chapter 445: Kissing The Foot 643

Chapter 446: A Man Rising Out Of Respect For Another Man 644

Chapter 447: Giving The Greeting First 645

Chapter 448: To Disseminate The Greeting 646

Chapter 449: One Who Gives The Greeting First 647

Chapter 450: The Virtue Of The Greeting 649

Chapter 451: As-Salām (Ṣalām) Is One Of The Names Of Allah, The Mighty And Majestic 651

Chapter 452: It Is A Duty For One Muslim To Greet Another Muslim When He Meets Him 652
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Chapter 457: The Young Person Greets The Old 656
Chapter 458: The End Of The Greeting 657
Chapter 459: The Person Who Greets By A Gesture 658
Chapter 460: Make It Heard When You Greet 659
Chapter 461: One Who Goes Out To Greet And Is Himself Greeted 660
Chapter 462: The Greeting When Someone Comes To An Assembly 661
Chapter 463: The Greeting When Someone Gets Up From An Assembly 661
Chapter 464: The Duty Of Someone Who Gives The Greeting When He Stands Up 662
Chapter 465: The Person Who Perfumes His Hand For The Handshake. 663
Chapter 466: Greeting Those You Know And Those You Do Not Know 664
Chapter 467: To Sit In Front Of The House Or On The Road And The Necessary Conduct 665
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<th>Chapter</th>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>470</td>
<td>Greeting The Amīr</td>
<td>670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>471</td>
<td>Greeting The Sleeper</td>
<td>674</td>
</tr>
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<td>472</td>
<td>Hayyaka Allah Min Ma’rifah (May Allah Give You Long Life)</td>
<td>675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>473</td>
<td>Marhaban (Welcome)</td>
<td>675</td>
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<td>474</td>
<td>How To Return The Greeting</td>
<td>676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>475</td>
<td>One Who Does Not Return The Greeting</td>
<td>678</td>
</tr>
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<td>476</td>
<td>One Who Is Miserly With The Greeting</td>
<td>680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>477</td>
<td>The Greeting To Children</td>
<td>681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>478</td>
<td>Women Greeting Men</td>
<td>682</td>
</tr>
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<td>479</td>
<td>Greeting Women</td>
<td>683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>480</td>
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<td>685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>481</td>
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<td>686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>482</td>
<td>Three Times Of Undress</td>
<td>688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>483</td>
<td>A Man Eating With His Wife</td>
<td>689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>484</td>
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<td>690</td>
</tr>
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<td>691</td>
</tr>
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Chapter 531: How Are You?  737
Chapter 532: How To Answer When Someone Asks You, “How Are You This Morning?”  738
Chapter 533: The Best Assembly Is The Most Spacious One  740
Chapter 534: Facing The Qibla  741
Chapter 535: When Someone Stands Up And Then Returns To His Place  741
Chapter 536: Sitting On The Road  742
Chapter 537: Making Room In A Gathering  743
Chapter 538: A Man Sitting At The Edge Of A Gathering  743
Chapter 539: Do Not Separate Two People  744
Chapter 540: Stepping Over People To Approach The Leader Of A Gathering  745
Chapter 541: The Dearest Of People To A Man Are Those Who Sit With Him  747
Chapter 542: Does A Man Put His Foot In Front Of Someone He Is Sitting With?  748
Chapter 543: When A Man In A Group Of People Spits  749
Chapter 544: Gatherings On Roads  750
Chapter 545: One Who Sits Dangling His Feet In A Well And Uncovers His Legs  751
Chapter 546: When A Man Rises In An Assembly To Give His Place To Someone, That Person Should Not Accept  754
Chapter 547: The Trust  754
Chapter 548: When He Turned Round, He Did So Fully  755
Chapter 549: When A Man Is Sent To Another Man For Some Reason And He Does Not Tell Him What It Is  756
Chapter 550: Should One Ask, “Where Have You Come From?”  757
Chapter 551: One Who Listens To People’s Conversation When They Do Not Wish It  758
Chapter 552: Sitting On A Raised Seat  759
Chapter 553: When One Sees People Conversing Confidentially He Should Not Enter Where They Are  763
Chapter 554:
Chapter 554: Two Should Not Converse To The Exclusion Of A Third 764

Chapter 555: When There Are Four People 765

Chapter 556: When A Man Sits With Another Man, He Should Ask His Permission To Leave 766

Chapter 557: Do Not Sit In The Edge Of The Sunlight 766

Chapter 558: Squatting Wrapped Up In A Garment 767

Chapter 559: One Who Has A Pillow Offered To Him 768

Chapter 560: Squatting 769
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Chapter 565: Lying On One’s Face 775
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Chapter 571: What One Should Say When He Goes Out For Something 780
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## Transliteration Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic Letter</th>
<th>English Transliteration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>أ</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ى . أ</td>
<td>ā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ب</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ت</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ث</td>
<td>th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ج</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ح</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>خ</td>
<td>kh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>د</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ن</td>
<td>dh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ر</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ز</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>س</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ش</td>
<td>sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ص</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ض</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ط</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ظ</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ع</td>
<td>'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>غ</td>
<td>gh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ف</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ق</td>
<td>q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ك</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ل</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>م</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ن</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ه - ه - ه</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>و</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>و (as a long vowel)</td>
<td>ū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ي</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ي (as a long vowel)</td>
<td>ī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fathah</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kasrah</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dammah</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaddah</td>
<td>Double letter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sukun</td>
<td>Absence of vowel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A Brief Biography of Imam Al-Bukhaaree

He is Ameer al-Huffaadh (leader of the great scholars of hadeeth), Sayyid al-Fuqahaa (the chief of the scholars of Islamic Jurisprudence), Abu Abdullah, Muhammad bin Ismaa’eel bin Ibrahim bin al-Mugeerah bin Bardizbah al-Ju’fee al-Bukhaaree. The name al-Bukhaaree is an ascription to his place of birth, Bukhara (Uzbek: Bukhoro) in present day Uzbekistan.

Imam al-Bukhaaree was born on Friday, 13th of Shawwal, 194 AH after the Jum’ah prayer.

His Family

His father, Abu al-Hasan, Ismaa’eel bin Ibrahim al-Ju’fee was also an eminent scholar of hadeeth who learnt from Imam Malik (rahimahullah) and met other great scholars such as Abdullah bin Mubarak and Hammad bin Zayd (rahimahumullah). Ahmad bin Hafs related that shortly before his death, Imam al-Bukhaaree’s father said, “I do not know any single dirham in my wealth from an unlawful means or a dirham from an ambiguity.”

However, Abu al-Hasan died while al-Bukhaaree was only a child. So the Imam grew up under the tutelage of his mother who was also a righteous woman and an ardent worshipper.
His Early Studies

As a young boy, Imam al-Bukhaaree learnt the Qur’an, studied many books on the Islamic Sciences and heard and narrated ahaadeeth from the scholars of his time. Since then, he was known to be intelligent, brilliant and hardworking. Muhammad bin Abee Hatim (rahimahullah) said, “I asked Abu Abdullah, ‘How did your affair start?’ He replied, ‘I was inspired to memorize hadeeth when I was in school.’ So I enquired, ‘How old were you then?’ He answered, ‘Ten years old or younger. Then I used to attend the classes of ad-Daakhilee and others. One day while he was teaching the people he said, ‘Sufyan narrated from Abee Zubayr who reported from Ibrahim.’ So I said to him that, ‘Abu Zubayr did not report (narrations) from Ibrahim.’ He berated me, but I said, ‘Refer to the source.’ So he went in and checked it and then came out and said to me, ‘what then is it, O young man?’ I answered, ‘It is Zubayr bin Adiyy who related from Ibrahim.’ He took a pen from me and corrected his book. He then said, ‘You’re correct.’”

When Imam al-Bukhaaree was asked how old he was then, he said, “I was only eleven years old.” He continued, “By the time I turned sixteen, I had memorized the books of Ibn al-Mubaarak and Wakee’ and known their rulings.” Haashid bin Ismaa’eel, who was together with Imam al-Bukhaaree as a student said, “In our student days in Basra, he would memorize whatever he heard and he did not use to write (due to the strength and reliability of his memory).”

Abu Bakr al-Kaloozaanee said, “I have not seen any one like Muhammad bin Ismaa’eel (al-Bukhaaree); when he holds a book of Knowledge and looks at it, (reading it) once, he memorizes it completely from that one (reading).”
His Journeys for Learning

Imam Al-Bukhaaree traveled to the Arabian Peninsula in 210 AH at age 16 together with his old mother and his brother to perform hajj. He later stayed in Madeenah where he commenced the compilation of his monumental work on the biographies of narrators of hadeeth called Taareeq al-Kabeer. His journeys in search of knowledge also took him to places like Basra, Kufah, Shaam, Hums, Asqalaan, Egypt and Baghdad learning from the scholars of the cities.

During a trip to Baghdad, the Scholars of Baghdad intended to test his brilliance and intelligence. They mixed up the chains of transmission for 100 ahaadeeth giving completely different Isnaad (chain of transmission) for a completely different Matn (text) such that it would require the one who knows the hadeeth together with their chains of transmission to be able to distinguish between them. The 100 ahaadeeth with their mixed up chains of transmission were distributed amongst ten scholars who would examine Imam Bukhaaree one after the other.

People were gathered to witness the event and during the test, for each of the hadeeth read with the chain of transmission (as mixed up), Imaam Bukhaaree said, “I do not know.” People wondered at the answer of Ameer al-Mu’mineen fee al-Hadeeth!

After all the examiners had finished questioning him concerning the narrations, he turned to the first and said, “Concerning your first hadeeth, it is such and such…”, citing the correct chain of transmission for the text. He did the same thing to the second examiner until he read all 100 ahaadeeth with their correct chains of transmission and texts to the 10 examiners. Hence, the Scholars attested to his knowledge of Prophetic narrations and narrators and respected his dexterity and precision.
**His Teachers**

Having travelled far and wide in his pursuit of knowledge, Imam al-Bukhaaree studied under the leading scholars in his time. Al-Bukhaaree recalled, “When I visited Balkh, they requested me to dictate to them from (the narrations) of every person from whom I had written hadeeth. So I narrated 1000 hadeeth to them from 1000 persons from whom I had written down hadeeth.”

Therefore, due to their large number and eminence those who wrote the biography of the Imam would either classify his teachers according to their city of residence or according to their ranking as reporters of hadeeth.

Here, Allah willing, it will suffice to only mention some of them:

- Imam Makkee bin Ibraaheem
- ‘Abdan bin ‘Uthman
- Yahya bin Yahya
- Qutaybah bin Sa’eed
- Ahmad bin Hanbal
- Ishaq bin Rahwayh
- ‘Alee bin al-Madeenee
- Yahya bin Ma’een (may Allah shower blessings on them all).

**His Students**

It has been reported that a large number of people, some of whom were scholars in their own respects attended the learning circles of the
Imam. Sometimes in a single lesson, up to **10,000** people would be present listening to him – may Allah shower blessings on him.

Some of his major students are: Imaam Muslim bin Hajjaaj bin Muslim al-Neesaboori (who compiled Saheeh Muslim), Imaam Abubakr bin Abee Dunya, Imaam Abu 'Issa Muhammad bin ‘Issa at-Tirmidhee (the author of Sunan at-Tirmidhee), Abu Qaasim al-Baghawee, Abubakr al-Bazzaar, Imaam Abubakr bin Ishaaq bin Khuzaymah amongst others – may Allah shower blessings on them all.

**Imam al-Bukhaaree’s Death**

He passed away on the night of ‘Eid al-Fitr, 1st of Shawwal, **265 AH** in the city of Khartank.

**His Works:**

Some of the works of Imam al-Bukhaaree include:

- Tareekh al-Kabeer
- Tareekh al-Awsat
- Tareekh as-Sageer on the biographies of the narrators of hadeeth.
- Khalq Af’aal al-‘Ibaad on the fact that the actions of man are created.
- Raf’u al-Yadayn about the raising the hands in the different postures during the Salaat.
- Al-Qiraa’at Khalf al-Imam basically on the recommendation of reciting Soorat al-Faatihah behind the imam during obligatory prayers.
- Birr al-Waalidayn regarding dutifulness to parents.

- Saheeh al-Bukhaaree: In this book, he stipulated to compile only ahaadeeth that fulfill the stipulated conditions for a Saheeh (authentic) hadeeth. He also stipulated that the compilation would cover a wide range of subjects such as Worship, Rulings, Virtues of Deeds, Etiquette and Character, Stories of the Past Peoples and Prophets (peace and blessings be upon them), the Signs of the Last Hour.

These stipulations were due to the fact that the earlier compilations of hadeeth were either relatively brief, containing only narrations on a single subject or few others or restricted to the reports of one or few of the Companions from their students. In some cases, ahaadeeth and reports from the Companions were put together but were not subject based.

Those who based their compilations on the different subjects like Imam Maalik bin Anas and Imaam Abubakr bin Abee Shaybah amongst others still had a number of narrations in their compilations not fulfilling the generally accepted conditions for a Saheeh Hadeeth.

Imam al-Bukhaaree named the book, “Al-Jaami’ as-Saheeh al-Musnad al-Mukhtasar min Umoori Rasoolillaahi wa Sunanihi wa ayyaamihi” meaning “The Summarized Compilation of Authentic Narrations from the Affairs of the Prophet (sallallaahu alayhi wasallam), his Sunnah and his Days.” It contains 9,082 ahaadeeth and has been widely read and taught all over the Islamic World since its compilation. Imam Shamsuddeen adh-Dhahabee (rahimahullah) said, “But for the Book, Saheeh al-Bukhaari, it is the most important book in Islam, and the most honored after the Qur’aan…”

- Al-Adab al-Mufrad: This book deals exclusively with the subject of moral etiquettes in Islam, focusing on the customs and traditions of the early Muslims. Although Kitab al-Adab (The Book of Manners) contained in Saheeh al-Bukhaaree explores the same subject, Al-Adab al-Mufrad was basically compiled as a separate work. So while
Kitab al-Adab has 128 sections with 256 hadeeths, al-Adab al-Mufrad contains 644 sections with 1,322 ahaadeeth and narrations from the pious predecessors.

Therefore, al-Adab al-Mufrad comprises more benefits from the daily life of the Prophet (sallallaahu alayhi wasallam), his companions and the early Muslims. Also, while Imam al-Bukhaaree stipulated to collect only authentic ahaadeeth in his Saheeh as mentioned earlier, al-Adab al-Mufrad includes ahaadeeth and reports that are either Saheeh (Authentic), or Hasan (Sound) or Da’eef (Weak).

Regarding the significance of the book, Imam Abdur-Rahman al-Yamaanee al-Mu’allamee – may Allah be pleased with him – said, “Those who really know Islam and stick to it have regularly emphasized that the weakness and failings and other forms of decadence that has befallen the Muslims were due to their distance from the reality of Islam; and I think that is owing to some things:

One: Mixing up what is not from the religion with that which is from it.

Two: Weak certainty about that which is from the religion.

Three: Not acting according to the rulings of the religion.

I believe that knowing the authentically related prophetic manners in worship and dealings; while at home, during journeys, while with others or alone, while active and inactive, and during wakefulness and sleep, while eating and drinking, during talk and silence and other aspects of human engagements and sticking to following it as is easy is the only remedy to those ailments. Many of those etiquettes are easy upon the soul; so if one acts by what is easy for him of it while abstaining from what contradicts it, he does not take long – Allah willing – before he seeks to improve upon it.

So, after a while, he becomes a model in that for others. And by following that true guidance and adopting that great character – even
if to some extent – the heart is illuminated, the mind is delighted, the soul becomes tranquil, and so, certainty becomes deep-rooted and the actions become good. When those who follow this path become large in number, those ailments soon disappear by Allah’s leave.

From the simplest of the compilations from the Books of Sunnah about the manners of the Prophet is the book, Al-Adab al-Mufrad by Imam Muhammad bin Ismaa’eel al-Bukhaaree (may Allah be pleased with him): Imam al-Bukhaaree is famously known and his works are the best in quality and authenticity. This book of his, I mean al-Adab al-Mufrad, is, after his book - al-Jaami’u as-Saheeh -, the most deserving of been given attention by the one who seeks to follow the Sunnah. This is because he carefully and painstakingly collected and preserved it pointing out the salient points of benefit (in it).

However, the Ummah has unfortunately fallen short regarding the book; its manuscripts are very nice, and it has been repeatedly published. However, it is as if it does not exist because they (those publications) are error laden in their chains of report and text: errors that would not be discerned except by those well grounded in knowledge.”

Therefore, this publication of the English translation of al-Adab al-Mufrad takes its uniqueness in the following:

1. The Arabic text was based on the checking and editing of:

   i. Imam Muhammad Naasiruddeen Al-Albaanee (rahimahullah) in Saheeh and Da’eeef Al-Adab al-Mufrad (Daar as-Siddeeq and Muassasat ar-Rayyaan, 1420 AH).

   ii. Dr. Muhammad Luqman as-Salafee in Rashsh al-Barad Sharh al-Adab al-Mufrad by (Daar ad-Da’ee lin-Nashr wat-Taozee’ and Markaz al-‘Allaamah Abdul-‘Azeez bin Baaz, 1426 AH).
iii. Shaykh Sameer bin Ameen az-Zuhayree in Kitab al-Adab al-Mufrad.

2. The English translation is placed adjacent to the Arabic text.

3. The grade of each hadeeth or narration was appended according to the checking and grading of Imam Muhammad Naasirudddeen al-Albaanee (rahimahullah) in his books, Saheeh and Da’eeef Al-Adab al-Mufrad.

4. To aid the understanding of the ahaadeeth and narrations, brief commentaries were supplied. Some of the comments were direct quotations of the explanations of the scholars while others, for brevity were only summarized from the comments of the scholars about the hadeeth. Here also, the work depended basically on:

   i. Saheeh and Da’eeef al-Adab al-Mufrad by Imam Al-Albaanee.


   iii. Rashsh al-Barad Sharh al-Adab al-Mufrad by Dr. Muhammad Luqman as-Salafee.

   Benefits were also drawn from some of the works of other scholars such as Shaykh Muhammad bin Saalih al-‘Uthaymeen (rahimahullah), Shaykh Saleem bin ‘Eid al-Hilaalee (hafizahullah) and Shaykh Fadlullaah al-Jeelaanee (rahimahullah).

   I would like to thank Brother Fareed Hussein, the Director, Dakwah Corner, Makkah al-Mukarramah, who suggested the work at Makkah during the Hajj 1430 AH. He also facilitated its completion and undertook its publication and distribution. I beg Allah – the Most High – to reward him abundantly. My sincere appreciation also goes to the members of my household for their understanding during the compilation of the work; may Allah reward their patience with good in...
this world and the Garden in the Hereafter. Abu Asma, Abdul-Hakeem Harun, did the type-setting of the work – jazahullahu khayran.

I beseech Allah, the Mighty and Sublime to bless this humble effort and make it beneficial to all out of His Mercy and Benevolence. May He pardon our mistakes and shortcomings and bring it on our scales of good deeds on the Day whereon neither wealth nor sons will avail, except him who comes to Allâh with a clean heart

Our invocations conclude that: All praise is due to Allah the Lord of all that exist.

Abu Naasir Ibrahim Abdur-Rauf
Kaduna, Nigeria.
Dhul-Qa’dah, 1432 AH (19th October, 2011).
Chapter 1: On The Words Of Allah The Exalted: “We Have Enjoined Man To Be Kind To His Parents.” (al-‘Ankabūt 29: 8)

1. Abū ‘Amr ash-Shaybānī said: “The owner of this house (and he pointed to the house of ‘Abdullāh b. Mas‘ūd) said, ‘I asked the Prophet ﷺ which action Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, loves best.’ He said, ‘Prayer at its proper time.’ I asked, ‘And after that?’ He said, ‘Then dutifulness to parents.’ I asked, ‘And after that?’ He said, ‘Then jihād in the way of Allah.’” He said: “He told me about these things. If I had asked him to tell me more, he would have told me more.” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth exhorts towards observing the Prayers at their stipulated times, and being dutiful to parents. It also shows the keenness of the companions of Allah’s Messenger ﷺ for good deeds, and the importance of giving responses to questions based on the condition and need of the questioner. Otherwise, he ﷺ had mentioned faith in Allah and His Messenger, Jihad and the well-performed pilgrimage, in that order, in other narrations as the dearest deeds to Allah – the most High.
2. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar said: “The pleasure of the Lord lies in the pleasure of the parent. The anger of the Lord lies in the anger of the parent.” (Sound)

Commentary: This is because Allah – the Mighty and Exalted – has ordered obedience and dutifulness to the parent. So, they must be obeyed except when they order disobedience to Allah, the most High. The hadeeth is also reported from the Messenger ﷺ as from his saying and graded authentic by Imam Al-Albaanee in Silsilat al-Ahaadeeth is-Saheehah (516).

Chapter 2: On Dutifulness To One’s Mother

3. On the authority of Bahz b. Hakim from his father through his grand-father, Mu‘āwiya b. Haida, who said: “I asked, ‘Messenger of Allah, towards whom should I be dutiful?’ He said, ‘Your mother.’ I asked, ‘Then towards whom?’ He replied, ‘Your mother.’ Again I asked, ‘Then towards whom?’ He answered, ‘Your mother.’ I said, ‘Then towards whom should I be dutiful?’ He said, ‘Your father, and then the next nearest relative and then the next nearest.’ ” (Sound)
Commentary: (1) The eagerness of the companions of Allah’s Messenger ﷺ to know the ranks of good deeds is shown in this hadith. (2) Preference is given for the mother because she suffered the difficulties of pregnancy, childbirth, breast-feeding and general care. (3) The fact that the nearest relatives should take precedence over others when we show kindness is also evinced in the narration.

4- عن عطاء عن ابن عباس رضي الله عنهما أنه أتاه رجل فقال إني خطبته امرأة فقتلتها فقال لي هل لي توبة إلى الله عز وجل قال لا قال إنني لا أعلم من توبة قال استطعت أن تكحلي وخطبها غيري فأنجبت أن تكحلي فعرت عليها فقتلتها فهل لي من توبة قال أمك حية قال لا قال تب إلى الله عز وجل وقترب إليه ما استطعت فذهبت فسألت ابن عباس لم سأله عن حياة أمه قال لذي لا أعلم عملا أقرب إلى الله عز وجل من بر الوالدة). صحيح

4. ‘Atā’ b. Yasār reported from Abdullah b. ‘Abbas that: “A man came to Ibn ‘Abbās and said, ‘I asked a woman to marry me and she refused to marry me. Another man asked her and she agreed to marry him. I became jealous and killed her. Is there a way for me to repent?’ He asked, ‘Is your mother alive?’ The man replied, ‘No.’ Ibn ‘Abbās said, ‘Repent to Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, and try to draw near to Him as much as you can.’ ‘Atā’ said: ‘I went and asked Ibn ‘Abbās, ‘Why did you ask him whether his mother was alive?’ He replied, ‘I do not know of any action better for bringing a person near to Allah than dutifulness to his mother.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The people of knowledge should guide the rest of the people towards the things that benefit them such as how to repent from sins, no matter their gravity. Also, being obedient and kind to the mother is mentioned in this hadith as an atonement for the sin of taking a soul unlawfully. Jealousy could lead to backbiting, slander, hatred and worse sins such as killing.
Chapter 3: On Dutifulness To One’s Father

5- عن أبي هريرة  قال: قيل يا رسول الله من أبّرت؟ قال: (أمّك) قال: ثم من؟ قال: (أمّك) قال: ثم من؟ قال: (أمّك).

صحيح

5. Abū Hurayra said: “Someone asked, ‘Messenger of Allah, towards whom should I be dutiful?’ He said, ‘Your mother.’ He was asked, ‘Then towards whom?’ He said, ‘Your mother.’ He was asked, ‘Then towards whom?’ He said, ‘Your mother.’ He was asked, ‘Then towards whom?’ He replied, ‘Your father.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: Being kindhearted and respectful towards the father and the obligation of doing so is evinced in this hadeeth.

6- عن أبي هريرة  قال: أتى رجل نبي الله صلى الله عليه وسلم فقال: ما تأمرني؟ قال: (بر أمك) ثم عاد فقال: (بر أمك) ثم عاد فقال: (بر أمك) ثم عاد الرابعًا فقال: (بر أمك) ثم عاد الخامسًا فقال: (بر أباك).

صحيح

6. Abū Hurayra said: A man came to the Prophet of Allah  and asked: “What do you command me (to do)?” He replied, “Be dutiful towards your mother.” Then he asked him the same question again and he replied, “Be dutiful towards your mother.” He repeated it yet again and the Prophet replied. “Be dutiful towards your mother.” He repeated the question a fourth time and the reply was, “Be dutiful towards your mother.” Then the put the question a fifth time and the Prophet said, “Be dutiful towards your father.” (Authentic)
4- بَابُ بِرِّ وَالِدَيْهِ وَإِنْ ظَلَمَا

Chapter 4: On Dutifulness To Parents, Even If Their Treatment Is Unjust

7- عن ابن عباس: ((ما من مسلم له والدان مسلمان يصبح إلينهما محتسبًا إلا فتح له الله بابين - يعني من الجنة - وإن كان واحدًا فواحدٌ وإن أعصب أحدهما لم يرض الله عنه حتى يرضى عنه)). قيل: وإن ظلمه؟ قال: ((وإن ظلمه)). ضعيف الإسناد

7. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “Any Muslim who has Muslim parents and is dutiful to both of them seeking Allah’s pleasure, Allah will open two gates of Jannah for him. If there is only one parent, then one gate will be opened. If he makes one of them angry, then Allah will not be pleased with him until that parent is pleased with him.” He (Ibn ‘Abbās) was asked: “Even if they treat him unjustly?” He said, “Even if they treat him unjustly.” *(Weak Chain)*

5- بَابُ لِينِ الْكَلاَمِ لِوَالِدَيْهِ

Chapter 5: On Kind Words To Parents

8- عن طيسلة بن مياس: كانَتْ مع النجادات فأصابت ذُنوبًا لا أرأيها إلا من الكبائر، فذكرت ذلك لأبي بن عمر. قال: ((ما هي؟)) قلت: كذا وكدا. قال: ((ليست هذه من الكبائر، هي من تسعد: الإشراف بالله، وفَتْنَتْ نَشْمَةً، وَالْفَزْرَ مِنْ...))
الْزَّحْفِ وَقَذْفُ الُْْصَنَةِ، وَأَكْلُ الرِّبَا، وَأَكْلُ مَالِ اْليَتِيمِ وَإِلَْادُ فِي الَْسْجِدِ، وَالَّذِي يَسْتَسْخِيرُ، وَبُكَاءُ اْلوَالِدَينِ مِنَ الْعُقُوقِ). قَالَ لِي بْنُ عُمَرَ عِنْدِي: ((أَحَىٰ وَالِدَاكَ؟)) قُلْتُ: إِىْ وَاللهِ قَالَ: ((أَتَفْرَقُ مِنَ النَّارِ، وَتُِبُّ أَنْ تَدْخُلَ الَْنَّةَ ؟)) قُلْتُ: ((فَوَاللهِ! لَوْ أَلَنْتَ لَهَا الْكَلاَمَ وَأَطْعَمْتَهَا الطَّعَامَ لَتَدْخُلَنَّ الَْنَّةَ مَا اجْتَنَبْتَ أُمِّي)).) صَحِيحٌ 8

Taysala b. Mayyās said: “I was with the Najadites (Khawārij, the followers of Najdah ibn ‘Āmir) when I committed wrong actions which I supposed to be major sins. I mentioned that to Ibn ‘Umar. He inquired, ‘What are they?’ I said, ‘Such and such.’ He stated, ‘These are not major sins. There are nine major sins and they are: associating things with Allah; killing someone; desertion from the army when it is advancing; slandering a chaste woman; usury; consuming an orphan’s property; heresy in the (sacred) Mosque (of Makkah); scoffing (at Muslims); and causing one’s parents to weep through disobedience.’ Ibn ‘Umar then said to me, ‘Do you fear the Fire? Do you want to enter the Paradise?’ I said, ‘By Allah, yes.’ He asked, ‘Are your parents still alive?’ I replied, ‘My mother is.’ He said, ‘By Allah, if you speak kindly to her and feed her, then you will definitely enter the Paradise as long as you avoid the major sins.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: (1) This hadeeth highlights the importance of keeping the company of the people of Sunnah and referring to the scholars to understand the true position regarding any matter in the religion. Perhaps Taysala, was influenced by the Najadites to believe wrongly that the sin he committed was a major one. (2) We also learn from this hadeeth that sins are not entirely of the same category; some are major while others are considered minor with respect to the major ones and not by way of trivializing sin. (3) One of the meanings of the expression, yastaskhiru is to burden people and to make them do a job without pay. Some of the scholars even consider it the most preponderant meaning here for its been mentioned after usury and consumption of an orphan’s wealth both of which are illegitimate means to seek wealth. (4) The permissibility of swearing without been asked to swear while giving a religious verdict or admonition is pointed to in the narration.
(5) As long as one abstains from the major sins, speaking kindly to parents and feeding them is surely a means to attain admission to the Paradise by Allah’s leave.

9. ‘Urwa commented on the verse, “Lower the wing of humility to them out of mercy.” (al-Isrā’ 17: 24) (It means): “Do not refuse them anything they love.” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: The exemption to this is when their desire involves disobedience to Allah, the Mighty and Exalted; for the religion prohibits obedience to a creature in disobedience to the Creator.

6. Bab Jarā’ Al-Walidin

Chapter 6: On Repaying Parents

10. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘A child cannot repay his father unless he finds him as a slave and then buys him and sets him free.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: It is as if the slave is non-existent and that by his freedom he comes into existence such that the child’s action here, is as that of his parents through whom he came into existence from non-existence.
11. Abū Burda. b. Abū Mūsā related that: Ibn ‘Umar saw a Yamani man going around the House making tawāf while carrying his mother on his back and chanting: “I am her humble camel, if her riding animal breaks loose I remain in her service.” Then the man asked, “Ibn ‘Umar, do you think that I have repaid her?” He replied, “No, not even for a single groan (of the birth pangs she suffered).” Then Ibn ‘Umar performed tawāf and came to Maqām (Ibrāhīm) and prayed two rak‘ats. He said, “O Ibn Abū Mūsā, every two rak‘ats make up for everything (expiates) that has happened before them.” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: The pains of childbirth and nursing endured by the mother and the tremendous reward and high rank she earns as a result are highlights in this hadith. Therefore, the parents must be shown kindness and great respect. The Tawaf and performance of the two units of prayer after it behind the station of Ibrahim are two major means to seek expiation of sins.
12. Abū Murra, the mawlā of ‘Aqīl (Ibn Abū Tālib) [also known as mawlā of Umm Hāni’ bint Abū Tālib], said: “Marwān [the governor of al-Madīna] used to appoint Abū Hurayra as his deputy - (when Marwan left Madīna for Hajj) and he used to live in Dhu’l Hulayfa. His mother was in one house and he in another. When he wanted to go out, he would stop at her door and say, ‘Peace be upon you, mother, and the mercy of Allah and His blessing.’ She would reply, ‘And peace be upon you, my son, and the mercy of Allah and His blessing.’ Then he said, ‘May Allah have mercy on you as you raised me when I was a child.’ She answered, ‘May Allah have mercy on you as you were dutiful towards me when old.’ Whenever he wished to enter, he would do something similar.” (Weak Chain)

13. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said: “A man came to the Prophet ﷺ and made a pledge to him that he would do hijra (emigrate). He had left his parents weeping.” He (i.e. the Prophet ﷺ) said, “Go back to them and make them laugh as you made them weep.” (Authentic)

Commentary: This further evinces the virtue of dutifulness to parents and warns against being sources of sadness to them. The necessity of correcting mistakes also forms a point of benefit in the hadeeth.
14. Abū Murra, the mawlā of Umm Hāni’ bint Abū Tālib said that he rode with Abū Hurayra to his land in al-‘Aqīq (valley). When he entered his land, he shouted in his loudest voice, “Peace be upon you, mother, and the mercy of Allah and His blessing.” She replied, “And peace be upon you and the mercy of Allah and His blessing.” He said, “May Allah have mercy on you as you raised me when I was a child.” She replied, “My son, may Allah reward you well and be pleased with you as you were dutiful towards me when old.” Mūsā (one of the narrators of this Hadīth) said, “The name of Abū Hurayra was ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr.” (Sound Chain)

Commentary: From what gladdens parents is the child’s dutifulness to them, and Abu Hurayra’s mother showed appreciation in the best manner by saying: Jazakallahu khayran (meaning: may Allah reward you well). As regards Abu Hurayra’s name, Imam Adh-Dhahabee (رحمه الله) said: “There is some variance on what his actual name is. However, the most preponderant is Abdur-Rahman bin Sakhr.”

Chapter 7: Disobedience To Parents

15. Abū Bakr  said that the Messenger of Allah  said: “Shall I tell you which is the worst of the major sins?” He repeated that three times. They replied, “Yes, Messenger of Allah.” He said, “Associating something else with Allah and disobeying parents.” He had been reclining, but then he sat up and said, “Beware of lying.” Abū Bakra added, “He continued to repeat it until I wished he would stop.” (Authentic)

Commentary: (1) Allah’s Messenger  would show how crucial any matter was either by repeating a question regarding the matter or employing emphasis or even changing his posture, all of which he employed in this hadith. He could also mildly touch the companion on the chest or hold his hand amongst other means. (2) The narration shows that some major sins are still worse than some others, and from the worst ones is offending the parents, rebelling against them and severing relationship with them which are all contradictory to being dutiful to them. (3) It also indicates that the companions () had great concerns for the Prophet .

16. Warrād, the scribe of al-Mughīra b. Shu‘ba, said: “Mu‘āwiya wrote to al-Mughīra and asked, ‘Write down for me something that you heard the Messenger of Allah  say.’ ” Warrād said, “He dictated to me and I wrote out, ‘I heard him forbid asking too many questions, wasting money and idle talk.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on narration no. 460.
Chapter 8: “Allah Curses Whoever Curses His Parents”

17. Abū’t-Tufayl said: ‘‘Alī was asked, ‘Did the Prophet ﷺ grant you something special which he did not grant to anyone else?’ He replied, ‘The Messenger of Allah ﷺ did not give us anything special which he did not give to the people except for what I have in my scabbard.’ Then he brought out a booklet on which was written, ‘Allah curses whoever sacrifices an animal to other than Allah. Allah curses whoever steals a landmark. Allah curses whoever curses his parents. Allah curses whoever gives shelter to a Muhdith (or Muhdath).’’ (Authentic)

Commentary: (1) Abdullah bin Saba and his cohorts maliciously spread falsehood that the Messenger ﷺ had granted some special things to ‘Ali (soon) which he did not grant to the rest of the companions (soon) from which is the right to assume the leadership of the Muslims after the Messenger’s death. So, the people used to seek clarification from ‘Ali (soon); hence the question. In some other wordings of the same hadeeth, he grew furious at the question. (2) The booklet was from the documentation of hadeeth that took place during the lifetime of Allah’s Messenger ﷺ. (3) The word محدثات is reported with the dal having a Kasra, and so it would mean, an offender; and with a Fatha so that it means an innovation. So in the first case the expression in which it occurs would mean, “whoever gives shelter to an offender” and
in the second case, “whoever supports an innovation”. Giving support to innovation includes being pleased with it, tolerating it and not controverting and refuting it. (4) The hadeeth warns against cursing one’s parents.

18. Abū’l Dardā’ said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ admonished me with regard to nine things:-

- Do not associate anything with Allah, even if you are cut to pieces or burnt. Do not abandon an obligatory prayer deliberately. Anyone who deliberately abandons it will lose Allah’s protection.
- Do not drink wine for it is the key to every evil.
- Obey your parents, even if they command you to abandon your worldly possessions, then leave it for their sake.
- Do not contend with those in power, even if you think you are more capable.
- Do not run away from the army when it advances, even if you are killed and your companions run away.
• Spend on your wife out of your means.
• Do not raise a stick against your wife.
• Command your family to fear Allah, the Mighty and Exalted.” (Sound)

Commentary: This hadeeth tells us about some of the harms that result from the iniquities it mentioned. It emphasizes the obligation of giving obedience to our parents in every situation and being ready to part with our possessions for their sake except when it entails sinfulness. And as regards what they could take from the wealth of their children, Allah’s Messenger referred to them: “...they (i.e. the children) and their possessions are yours when you are in need of them.” However, explaining the hadeeth, Imam Al-Albaanee averred: “it is not without exception, that a father could take just whatever he desires from the wealth of his child; not at all. He should only take what he needs.” See: As-Saheehah (2564). This hadeeth also shows the necessity of spending on our wives, and teaching and enforcing Islamically acceptable patterns of behaviour. We should not leave the members of our household without discipline, but when they are, they must be treated in the best of ways. The husband has a huge responsibility to order his household to fear Allah – the Mighty and Exalted – and so, he must also fear Allah – the most High - regarding himself and in his dealings. The right teacher guides the student towards what benefits him and warns him against whatever may harm him.

19. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said: “A man came to the Prophet  and said. I have come to make a pledge with you. that I will do hijra although I have left my parents in tears.’ The Prophet  said, ‘Go back to them and make them laugh as you made them weep.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: Imam An-Nawawee (رحمه الله) explained: “All this is evidence for the greatness of the virtue of being dutiful to them (i.e. the parents) and that it is given preference over jihad. It also contains evidence for the statement of the scholars that it is not permissible to go for jihad except with their permission if they are both Muslims.” Additionally, exerting oneself in the service of parents is also referred to as jihad. The hadeeth evinces the fact that the leader should be in charge of organizing the matters of jihad; considering the conditions of each of the followers, and giving preponderance for issues of personal benefit over those of general benefit.

Chapter 10: One Who Finds His Parents And (Despite That) Does Not Enter The Garden
21. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Disgrace! Disgrace! Disgrace!’ They said, ‘Messenger of Allah, who?’ He said, ‘The one who finds his elderly parents or one of them and despite that enters the Fire (by not serving them).’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: Emphasis is shown in this hadith for kind treatment of and respect for parents, and the tremendous benefit that doing so entails: entrance into the Paradise and salvation from the Fire. The one who abandons his parents faces entrance into the Fire in disgrace – We seek Allah’s refuge from the Fire.

Chapter 11: Allah Will Prolong The Life Of Someone Dutiful Towards His Parents

22. Mu‘ādh said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Bliss is for him who is dutiful towards his parents. Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, will prolong his life.’ ” (Weak)
23. ‘Ikrima related that: Ibn ‘Abbās, may Allah be pleased with him, commented on these words of Allah, the Mighty and Exalted: “When one or both parents reach old age with you, do not say ‘Fie’ to them nor repulse them, but speak to them a gracious word. And lower to them the wing of submission through mercy. and say: My Lord! Have mercy on them both as they did care for me when I was little.” (al-Isrā’ 17: 23-4) Ibn ‘Abbās said that this was abrogated in sūra at-Tawba (9), “It is not for the Prophet or those who believe to ask forgiveness for the idol-worshippers, even if they are near relatives after it has become clear to them that they will be the people of hell-fire.” (9: 113)

Commentary: That is, the verse in al-Isra orders kindness to parents from which is seeking forgiveness for them after their death whether they were Muslims or not. So the verse in at-Tawba abrogated this ruling and prohibited seeking Allah’s forgiveness for one’s relatives amongst the non-Muslims which includes a polytheist father.
Chapter 13: Kindness To The Non-Muslim Parent

24. Sa’d b. Abū Waqqas said: “Four verses of the Book of Allah, the Mighty, were revealed about me: The first was when my mother swore she would neither eat nor drink until I left Muhammad ﷺ. Allah the Mighty revealed, ‘If they strive with you to make you ascribe to Me something of which you have no knowledge, then do not obey them. Keep company with them in this world in a correct manner.’ (Luqman 31: 15) The second was when I took a sword that I admired and said, ‘Messenger of Allah, give me this.’ Then the verse was revealed: ‘They will ask you about the booty.’ (al-Anfāl 8: 1) The third was when I was ill and the Messenger of Allah ﷺ came to me and I said, ‘Messenger of Allah, I want to divide my property. Can I will away a half?’ He said, ‘No.’ I asked, ‘A third?’ He was silent and so after
that it was allowed to will away a third. The fourth was when I had been drinking wine with some of the Ansar. A man from among them hit my nose with the jaw bone of a camel. I went to the Prophet (ﷺ) and Allah the Mighty and Exalted revealed the prohibition of wine.”

(Authentic)

Commentary: We learn from this hadeeth that one could tell others about Allah’s favors on him if it will not lead him to self-importance. The fact that the parents should not be followed when they order disbelief or any other act of disobedience to Allah the most High is also deduced from the hadeeth. Even when the parents do that, one should deal with them kindly, being mild and generous to them, inviting them to faith and obedience to Allah with good words and in a nice manner. In another wording of the same hadeeth collected by Al-Bukhaari and Muslim in their Saheehs, Allah’s Messenger (ﷺ) said: “that you leave your heirs rich is better than leaving them poor, having to beg the people.” So, this hadeeth also points to the fact that, generally speaking, it is better to be rich through legitimate means than to remain poor, having to beg the people. Taking wine is prohibited “for it is the key to every evil”.

25. Asmā’ bint Abū Bakr said: “During the period of the Prophet (ﷺ), my mother (still an unbeliever) came to me hoping I would be dutiful to her. I asked the Prophet (ﷺ), ‘Do I have to keep ties of kinship with her?’ He replied, ‘Yes.’ ” Ibn ‘Uyayna said. “Then Allah the Mighty and Exalted revealed about her, ‘Allah does not forbid you as regards those who have not fought you in the dīn and drove you not out from your homes, that you should show them kindness and deal justly with them. Lo! Allah loves the just dealers.’ ” (60:8) (Authentic)
Commentary: This hadeeth indicates the eagerness of the companions () to know the rulings of the religion, and that they gave preference for the religion whenever it conflicted with issues of family ties. The hadeeth also teach that the Muslim child should give maintenance to the non-Muslim parents as a matter of obligation and that family ties could be kept with non-Muslim relatives within the same limits. The visit of Asma’s mother to her in Madina was during the period of the Treaty of Hudaibiyya as is indicated in other wordings of the hadeeth.

26. Ibn ‘Umar said: “‘Umar saw a silk robe for sale. He said, ‘Messenger of Allah, would you buy this robe and wear it on Friday and when delegations come to you?’ He replied, ‘Only a person who has no portion in the Hereafter could wear this.’ Then the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) was given some robes of the same material. He sent one of these robes to ‘Umar. ‘Umar said, ‘How can I wear it when you said what you said about it?’ The Prophet (ﷺ) replied, ‘I did not give it to you so you could wear it. You can sell it or give it to be worn by someone else.’ ‘Umar sent it to a brother of his in Makka who had not yet become a Muslim.” (Authentic)

Commentary: Umar’s proposal that the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) should wear the robe on such important occasions like the Friday or when delegations visit him was upheld by the Messenger (ﷺ); he only rejected the silk robe particularly, and any other prohibited dress or mode of dressing as is known from other narrations by extension. However, the hadeeth shows the permissibility of selling silk clothes, earning profit thereby and connecting ties of kinship with non-Muslim relatives by giving them gifts.
Chapter 14: A Person Should Not Revile His Parents

27. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Reviling one’s parents is one of the major sins.’ They asked, ‘But how could one revile them?’ He said, ‘By reviling a man who in turn reviles the other’s mother and father.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The Messenger of Allah ﷺ ordered not to revile one’s parents by first uttering a stirring statement that invited the attention of the listener and showed the weight of the matter. Although it is against man’s innate disposition to revile his parents, his insult of another person’s parents could lead to that. As such, the hadeeth is evidence that a thing becomes forbidden if it basically leads to something forbidden.

28. ‘ Abdullāh b. ‘ Amr b. al-‘ Ās said: “That a man should provoke someone to revile his parents is one of the major sins in the sight of Allah the Mighty.” (Good Chain)

Commentary: The statement takes a cue from that of Allah’s Messenger ﷺ in the hadeeth that just preceded.
Chapter 15: The Punishment For Disobeying Parents

29. Abū Bakra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘There is no sin more deserving that its punishment is quickened (in this world) for the offender in addition to what is stored up for him (in the Hereafter) than oppression and severing ties of kinship.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: This hadeeth proves that retribution for sins is quickened against those who commit the sins depending on the sin committed, and that severing the ties of kinship and oppression are quicker to invite retribution than other sins. Conversely, “there is nothing regarding which Allah is obeyed that is quicker to bring reward as connecting the ties of kinship.” See: Silsilat al-Ahaadeeth is-Saheehah (978).

30. ‘Imrān b. Husayn said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘What do you say of fornication, drinking wine and theft?’ We said, ‘Allah and His Messenger know best.’ He stated, ‘They are acts of outrage and there is punishment for them; but shall I tell you which is the greatest of the major sins? Associating with Allah the Mighty and Exalted, and disobeying parents.’ He had been reclining, but then he
sat up and said, ‘and lying (in testimony)’.” *(Weak Chain)*

Chapter 16: Making Parents Weep

31. Ibn ‘Umar said: “Making parents weep is part of disobedience to them and one of the major sins.” *(Authentic)*

Chapter 17: The Supplication Of Parents

32. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Three supplications are answered without a doubt: the supplication of someone who is oppressed, the supplication of someone on a journey and the supplication of parents against their children.’” *(Good)*
Commentary: As for the oppressed it is due to the stress inflicted on him and his been dominated harshly. As regards the traveler, it is for his lonesomeness and toil in his journey. Regarding the parents, it is because after bearing the pains of pregnancy, childbirth and nursing, they look forward to the child with strong emotional attachments. The hadith warns against disappointing and annoying parents.
33. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah  said, ‘No human child has ever spoken in the cradle except for ‘Īsa b. Maryam, peace be upon him, and the associate of Jurayj.’ The Prophet of Allah was asked, ‘Who was the associate of Jurayj?’ The Prophet said, ‘Jurayj was a monk who lived alone in his hermitage. There was a cow-herd who used to take shelter at the foot of his hermitage, and a woman from the village used to come to the cow-herd.

‘One day his mother came and called, “Jurayj” while he was praying. He asked himself, “My mother or my prayer?” He thought that he should prefer the prayer. She shouted to him a second time and he asked himself, “My mother or my prayer?” He thought that he should prefer the prayer. She shouted a third time and again he asked himself. “My mother or my prayer?” He thought that he should prefer the prayer. When he did not answer her, she said, “Jurayj, may Allah not let you die until you have looked in the face of the harlots.” Then she left.

‘Then the village woman was brought to the King after she had given birth to a child. He asked, “Whose is it?” She replied, “Jurayj’s.” He asked, “The man in the hermitage?” She answered, “Yes.” He ordered, “Destroy his hermitage and fetch him to me.” His hermitage was hacked down with axes until it collapsed. Jurayj’s hand was bound to his neck with a rope and he was dragged along and paraded through the district of the harlots. He saw them and smiled. They were staring at him along with the other people.

‘The King said, “(Do you know) what this woman claims?” He asked, “What does she claim?” He said, “She claims that you are the father of her child.” He asked her, “Is this what you claim?” “Yes,” she replied. Then he asked, “Where is the child?” They replied, “It is the one who is in her lap.” He turned to the child and asked, “Who is your father?” He said, “The cow-herd.” The King said, “Shall we build
your hermitage out of gold?” He replied, “No.” He asked, “Of silver?” He answered, “No.” The King asked, “Then of what shall we make it?” He said, “Put it back the way it was.” The King then asked, “What made you smile?” He said, “Something that I knew. My mother’s supplication overtook me.” Then he told him about it.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: This hadeeth teaches the following: (1) That a man remains in seclusion with a woman who is not his wife or those with whom he is permanently prohibited in marriage is a precursor to great evils. (2) That the supplication of Jurayj’s mother overtook him indicated that to respond to his mother’s call was more important. (3) The excellence of the scholar over the worshipper. Hafidh Ibn Hajar (rahimahullah) said: “If Jurayj were to be a scholar he would have known that responding to his mother is more important.” (4) Allah the Mighty and Exalted protects the truthful and provides them ways out of trials. However, this may be delayed in some instances so that they earn more reward for their patience and hope in Him during trials, or just as a way of further rectifying and purifying them. (5) It evinces the fact that Allah, the most High, grants Karaamaat (extra-ordinary events) to whomever He wills among His slaves as is the creed of the Ahl as-Sunnah wal-Jamaa’ah. (6) Whoever is in the position to discipline a person or people should do so with leniency for despite the fact that Jurayj’s mother was angry she did not supplicate that he should fall into sin with the harlots. (7) Children should desist from whatever will make them incur the anger of their parents as long as doing so does not entail sinfulness.
34. Abū Hurayra said: “There is no one, be he a Jew or Christian who would not love me on hearing of me. I wanted my mother to become a Muslim, but she refused. I told her about it and she still refused. I went to the Prophet ﷺ and said, ‘Make supplication to Allah for her.’ He did so and I went to her. She was behind the closed door; she said, ‘Abū Hurayra, I have become Muslim.’ I informed the Prophet ﷺ and said, ‘Make supplication to Allah for me and my mother.’ He said, ‘O Allah, make people love Your servant, Abū Hurayra and his mother.’” (Sound)

Commentary: The hadeeth contains evidence that it is permissible to request a person whose knowledge and piety is trusted to supplicate for a non-Muslim to accept Islam. It also shows the merit of Abu Hurayra and his mother (رضي الله عنهما), and the importance of inviting one’s non-Muslim relatives to accept Islam employing supplications, good words and beautiful character.
35. Abū Usayd (Malik b. Rabi’ah) said: “We were with the Messenger of Allah ﷺ when a man asked, ‘Messenger of Allah, is there any act of dutifulness which I can do for my parents after their death?’ He replied, ‘Yes. There are four ways: making supplication for them, asking forgiveness for them, fulfilling their pledges, being respectful to their friends, and maintaining all such ties of kinship which you have inherited through them.’” (Weak)

36. Abū Hurayra said: “The dead person would be upgraded after his death. He would ask, ‘My Lord; how can this be?’ He would be told, ‘Your child asked for forgiveness for you.’” (Sound Chain)

Commentary: This contains evidence for upgrade of a person by virtue of his child’s supplication. Therefore, parents should ensure the proper upbringing of their wards upon the religion so that the children become sources of upgrade for them after their (i.e the parent’s) death.

37. Muhammad b. Sīrīn said, “We were with Abū Hurayra one night and he said, ‘O Allah, forgive Abū Hurayra and his mother and whoever asks for forgiveness for both of them.’” Muhammad b. Sirin said, “We ask forgiveness for them so that we may be included in the supplication of Abū Hurayra.” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: The hadeeth clearly shows Abu Hurayra’s eagerness towards dutifulness to his mother; he sought Allah’s forgiveness for everyone who seeks Allah’s forgiveness for his mother. We beseech Allah the Mighty and
Exalted to forgive us, our parents, Abu Hurayra and his mother and the rest of the Muslims.

38. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said, ‘When a person dies, all his actions come to an end with the exception of three things: a Sadaqa Jāria (a charity which continues to benefit), knowledge that benefits, or a righteous child who makes supplication for him.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: That is, the rewards for his deeds cease except from the angles mentioned. This is because they are actions with uninterrupted benefits and since they were from his deeds, he also continuously gets rewarded. Knowledge mentioned here includes beneficial knowledge which he taught and books, beneficial works he wrote, dictated, translated or even edited, for they remain over generations. The hadeeth shows the virtue of marrying with the intention of having pious children therefrom and actually training the child upon the path of righteousness. Quite unfortunately, many hoard their wealth, giving only little or even nothing in any form of charity in the absurd notion that they are preserving the wealth!

39. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “A man said, ‘Messenger of Allah, my mother died without a will. Will it help her if I give sadaqa (charity) on her behalf?’ He replied, ‘Yes.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Preparing one’s will is urged in this hadeeth. It also shows the permissibility of giving charity on behalf of one’s parents and that doing so
is actually from kindness to them. The importance of knowledge before action is also highlighted here.

Chapter 20: Charitable Acts Towards Whom One’s Father Was Charitable

40. ‘Abdullāh b. Dinār said: “Ibn ‘Umar passed by a bedouin during a journey. The bedouin’s father had been a friend of ‘Umar’s, may Allah be pleased with him. So he (Ibn Umar) asked the bedouin, ‘Are you not the son of so-and-so?’ He said, ‘Yes, indeed.’ Ibn ‘Umar ordered that he be given a donkey which he took along on his journeys. He also took off his turban and gave it to the man. One of those with Ibn ‘Umar said, ‘Wouldn’t two dirhams be enough for him?’ Ibn ‘Umar replied, ‘The Prophet ﷺ said, “Maintain what your father loved. Do not sever it otherwise Allah would put out your light.” ’” (Weak)

Commentary: The report is authentically reported by Imam Muslim in his Saheeh, Ahmad in his Musnad and the author, Al-Bukhaari, in the narration that follows immediately after this with some difference in its text.
41. Ibn ‘Umar said: “The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said, ‘The best form of dutifulness is that one maintain relations with the people one’s father loved.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: When Ibn ‘Umar (رضي الله عنه) traveled he took along a donkey which he rode whenever he got bored on the camel. He gave the man his turban and the donkey. The virtue of maintaining such relations with the beloved ones of one’s father could be better taken bearing in mind that such relations bring about mentioning one’s father with good and praying for him. So it counts as from the child’s kindness to his parents. The hadeeth proves that good deeds are of categories.

Chapter 21: Do Not Cut Off Relations With One Who Had Ties With Your Father Otherwise Your Light Would Be Put Out

42. It is related from Sa’d b. ‘Ubāda az-Zuraqī that his father said:
“I was sitting in the mosque of Madīna with ‘Amr b. ‘Uthmān when ‘Abdullāh b. Salām walked by us. He was leaning on his nephew. ‘Abdullāh b. Salām (the Companion of the Prophet who was a respected Jewish rabbi before he became Muslim) passed through the assembly. Then he turned and said, ‘Do whatever you like, ‘Amr b. ‘Uthmān,’ and he repeated this two or three times. By the One who sent Muhammad ﷺ with the Truth, it is in the Book of Allah the Mighty (the Torah) (and he said this twice) ‘Do not cut relations with those who had ties with your father otherwise your light would be put out.’ ” (Weak Chain)

Chapter 22: Love Is Inherited

42. It is related from a man who was one of the Companions of the Prophet ﷺ that he said: “It is enough that I tell you that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Love is inherited.’ ” (Weak)

Chapter 23: A Man Should Not Call His Father By His Name Nor Sit Down Before He Does Nor Walk Ahead Of Him
44. It is related from ‘Urwah – or other than him – that Abū Hurayra saw two men and said to one of them: “Who is this man in relation to you?” He said, “He is my father.” Abū Hurayra said, “Do not call him by his name nor walk ahead of him nor sit down before he does.”

(Authentic Chain)

Commentary: The child does that by way of honouring the parents. However, the child could walk ahead of him in circumstances where only doing so assures the child’s safety. Allah knows Best.

Chapter 24: Can A Man Call His Father By His Kunya?

45. Shahr b. Hawshab said: “We went out with Ibn ‘Umar and Sālim (son of Ibn ‘Umar), said to him, ‘Assalāh (time for prayer) Abū ‘Abdu’r Rahmān (using his kunya).’ ” (Weak)

46. Ibn ‘Umar said, “But Abū Hafs ‘Umar decided …”. (Authentic
25 - بَابٌ وُجُوبُ صِلَةِ الرَّحم

Chapter 25: The Duty Of Maintaining Ties Of Kinship

46        عنْ كَلَيْبٍ بن مَنْفَعَة قال - : يا رَسُولَ اللهِ! مَنْ أَبَرُّ ؟ قَالَ : (أُمَّكَ وَأَبَاكَ، وَاخْتَكَ وَاخَاكَ، وَمَوْلَاهُ الَّذِي يَلِي ذَاكَ، حَقٌ وَاجِبٌ وَرَحِمٌ مَوْصُولَةً)) ضَعِيفٌ.

47. Kulayb b. Manfa’a said: “My grandfather said, ‘Messenger of Allah, towards whom should I be dutiful?’ He said, ‘Towards your mother, your father, your sister and your brother. Then towards your relative, the nearest to them. This is an obligatory duty and those ties of kinship must be maintained.’ ” (Weak)
48. Abū Hurayra said: “When the following verse was revealed ‘Warn your nearest relatives’ (26: 214), the Prophet ﷺ rose and called out, ‘Banū Ka‘b b. Lu‘ayy! Save yourselves from the Fire! Banū ‘Abd Manāf! Save yourselves from the Fire! Banū Hāshim! Save yourselves from the Fire! Banū ‘Abdu’l-Muttalib! Save yourselves from the Fire! Fātima daughter of Muhammad! Save yourself from the Fire! I cannot alter Allah’s decision about you (if you deserve it). Except for the fact that you have ties of kinship which I shall maintain.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: (1) The hadeeth orders maintaining ties with the near relatives without restricting it to the Muslims among them alone. The Prophet ﷺ would quickly act upon the instructions of the Qur’aan and give admonitions employing methods that depicted the importance of what he said. (2) The hadeeth forms evidence that the Muslim could still relate himself to his fathers; grand-fathers, great grand-fathers and further above, whether they were Muslims or not for the verse referred to some of the non-Muslim grand parents of the Messenger ﷺ and mentioned them as his near relatives. (3) Everyone is enjoined to hasten towards acting upon good deeds and not depend on nor take pride in family ties. Connecting family ties is emphasized in the hadeeth.

49. Abū Ayyūb al-Ansāri said: “A bedouin came to the Prophet ﷺ while he was travelling. He asked, ‘Tell me what will bring me near to the Paradise and keep me away from the Fire.’ He replied, ‘Worship
Allah and do not associate anything with Him and perform the prayer and pay the zakāh and maintain ties of kinship.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth exhorts towards asking the scholars about what will bring one towards the Paradise and keep one away from the Fire. It warns against destroying one’s acts of devotion with association of partners with Allah. Ibn Abee Hamzah said, “If they are non-Muslims and evil doers, disconnecting relations with them for the sake of Allah is the way to maintain ties with them on the condition that efforts will be made to admonish them. It will also be made known to them that that is due to their keeping away from the truth. Even at that, one will still supplicate for them in their absence that they should return to the right path.”

50: Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said, ‘Allah the Mighty and Exalted created the creatures. When He had finished with that, kinship arose. Allah said, “Stop”.’ It said, ‘This is the opportunity for one seeking refuge with You from being cut off.’ Allah said, ‘Are you not content that I should maintain connections with the one who maintains connections with you and that I should cut off the one who severs from you?’ It said, ‘Yes indeed, my Lord.’ He said, ‘You have that.’ ” Then Abū Hurayra said, “If you wish, you can recite, ‘Would you then, if you were given the command, work corruption in the land and sever your ties of kinship?’ ” (47: 22) (Authentic)

Commentary: This hadeeth is evidence that kinship spoke in the real sense, by Allah’s leave, and that it gets angry and becomes pleased. It is also evidence that speech is from the Action-related Attributes of Allah the Mighty
and Exalted. Severing the ties of kinship brings about Allah’s wrath on the offender – and with Allah is the refuge.

51. Muhammad b. Mūsā reported that Ibn ‘Abbās (ﷺ) said (about the verses): “Give the relative his due, and the needy and the traveller and squander not (thy wealth) in wantonness. Lo! The squanderers were ever brothers of devils, and the devil was ever ingrate to his Lord. But if thou turn away from them, seeking mercy from thy Lord, for which thou hopest, then speak unto them a reasonable word. And let not thy hand be chained to thy neck nor open it with a complete opening, lest thou sit down rebuked, denuded.” (17: 26-9) “He begins by commanding the most pressing of the obligatory dues and He directs man to the best action if he has something - by His saying - ‘Give the relative his due, and the needy and the traveler.’ Likewise He teaches man how he should excuse himself if he has nothing - by His saying - ‘If you turn away from them, seeking the mercy from your Lord that you are hoping for, then speak gentle words to them’ (17: 28) in the form of a good promise.” ‘Do not keep your hand chained to your neck’ like a miser that you do not give anything at
all ‘nor outspread it altogether’ that means if you give everything ‘so that you sit reproached …’, those who come to you later will find you empty and reproach you ‘denuded’.” (17: 29) He (Ibn ‘Abbās) said, ‘that means: The person to whom you gave everything has denuded you.” (Weak Chain)

Chapter 27: The Excellence of Maintaining Family Ties

52. Abū Hurayra said: “A man came to the Prophet ﷺ and said, ‘Messenger of Allah, I have relatives with whom I maintain connections while they cut me off. I am good to them while they are bad to me. They behave towards me like fools while I am forbearing towards them.’ The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘If things are as you have said, it is as if you were putting hot ashes on them and you will not lack a supporter against them from Allah as long as you continue to do that.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth teaches that one should always evaluate his conduct with his kith and kin and make appropriate amends. In some cases one would need to endure negative dispositions from them and not reply evil with its kind. The narration shows that such endurance earns one support from Allah the most High.
53. ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān b. ‘Awf said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said: ‘Allah the Mighty and Exalted, said, “I am the Merciful (Rahmān). I have created ties of kinship (rahim) and derived a name for it from My name. Whoever maintains ties of kinship, I maintain ties with him and I shall cut off from Me whoever cuts them off.” ’ ” (Authentic)

54. Abu l-’Anbas said, I visited ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr at Waht – that is, his landed property at Taif – and he said: “The Prophet ﷺ pointed his finger towards us and said, ‘The (root and word of) rahim, (the kin), is derived from the word Rahmān (the Merciful). Whoever maintains the connection of ties of kinship, Allah will maintain ties with him. Whoever cuts them off, Allah will cut him off. The kin will have a free and eloquent tongue on the Day of Rising.’ ” (Authentic)
55. ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “The Prophet  said, ‘The word rahim (kin), is derived from Allah (Rahmān, Merciful). Whoever maintains the ties of kinship, Allah will maintain ties with him. Whoever cuts them off, Allah cuts him off.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: These narrations show the loftiness of the ties of kinship, the excellence of maintaining it and the menace of breaking it.

56. Anas b. Mālik said: “The Messenger of Allah  said, ‘Whoever wishes to have his provision expanded and his term of life prolonged should maintain ties of kinship.’ ” (Authentic)

57. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah  said, ‘Whoever is pleased to have his provision expanded and his term of life lengthened should maintain ties of kinship.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: These hadeeths prove that it is encouraged to seek legitimate means of expanding wealth, and that a person’s lifespan could be extended through connecting the ties of kinship. Nevertheless, this does not contradict the fact that life span is preordained; for as Eemaan (faith) rises and falls
according to one’s deeds without contradicting preordainment, so does life span get shortened and prolonged according its means without contradicting preordainment.

Chapter 29: Allah Loves the One Who Maintains His Ties Of Kinship

58. Ibn ‘Umar said: “If someone fears his Lord and maintains his ties of kinship, his term of life will be prolonged, he will have abundant wealth and his people will love him.” (Sound)

Commentary: This narration and the one that comes after it with a similar wording exhort towards the fear of Allah the Mighty and Exalted and connecting the ties of kinship. It mentions them both as means to gaining extension of life span, abundance of wealth and love of one’s people which are all from the signs of Allah’s love for such a person.

59. As No. 58, with a different isnād.
Chapter 30: Being Dutiful To The Nearest Relative And Then The Next Nearest

60. Al-Miqdām b. Ma’dīkarib said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Allah enjoins you to be dutiful to your mothers. Then He enjoins you to be dutiful to your mothers. Then He enjoins you to be dutiful to your fathers. Then He enjoins you to be dutiful to your next nearest relative and then to your next nearest relative.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Kindness and respect to the mother is emphasized here because of her bearing the pains of pregnancy, labor and for nursing the child. The father is next in preference, and then the nearest relatives. The words Ummahāt (mothers) and Aabā (fathers) includes the grand mothers and fathers, the great grand mothers and fathers and so on, upwards.
61. Abū Ayyūb Sulaymān, the mawlā of ‘Uthmān b. ‘Affān, said: “Abū Hurayra came to us on a Thursday evening, the night of Friday. He said, ‘I oblige every individual who has severed ties of kinship to leave our company.’ No one left until he had said this three times. Then a young man went to one of his paternal aunts from whom he had severed ties for the last two years. He went to her and she asked him, ‘Nephew, what has brought you?’ He said, ‘I heard Abū Hurayra say such-and-such.’ She said, ‘Go back to him and ask him why he said that.’ Abū Hurayra said, ‘I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, “The actions of the children of Adam are presented before Allah the Exalted every Thursday evening, the night of Jumu‘a. He does not accept the actions of someone who has severed ties of kinship.”’” (Weak)

Commentary: It is rather authentically reported that Allah’s Messenger ﷺ said regarding his fasting on Mondays and Thursdays that, “Actions are presented to the Lord of all that exists on those two days, and I love that my actions are presented while I am fasting…” See: Irwaa ul-Galeel (948).

62. Ibn ‘Umar said: “Whatever a man spends on himself and his family, anticipating a reward from Allah, will not fail to be rewarded by Allah, Exalted is He. You should begin with your (immediate) dependents. If there is something left over, you should spend it on your next nearest relative and then the next nearest. If there is still something left over, you can give it away (to whom you think is more deserving).” (Weak Chain)

Commentary: However, that one begins with his immediate dependents is authentically reported from Allah’s Messenger ﷺ by Abdullah bin ‘Umar and other companions (ﷺ). See: Irwaa ul-Galeel (834).
31. — بَابِ لاَ تَنْزِلُ الرَّحْمَةُ عَلَى قَوْمٍ فِيهِمْ قَاطِعُ رَحِمٍ

Chapter 31: Mercy Will Not Descend On People When There Is Someone Among Them Who Severs Ties Of Kinship

63. ‘Abdullāh b. Abū Awfā said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Mercy is not conferred on people when there is someone among them who severs ties of kinship.’” (Weak)

32. — بَابِ إِثْمُ قَاطِعِ الرَّحِمِ

Chapter 32: The Sin Of Someone Who Severs Ties Of Kinship

64. Jubayr b. Mut‘im said he heard the Messenger of Allah ﷺ saying, ‘The one who severs ties of kinship will not enter the Garden.’” (Authentic)
Commentary: Imam an-Nawawee (رحمه الله) said, “this hadeeth is given two explanations: first, its been considered to refer to the one who declares severing the ties as legitimate without any reason or confusion while knowing fully well that it is prohibited. Such is a disbeliever who will remain in the Fire forever and will never enter the Garden. Second, that it means that he (i.e the one who breaks the ties of kinship) will not enter it (i.e. the Garden) along with the first people; he will rather be punished with delay for as long as Allah the most High likes.”

65. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Ar-Rahim is derived from Rahmān (the Merciful) and it would say, “My Lord! I have been wronged! My Lord! I have been cut off! My Lord! I have … I have …! My Lord! My Lord!” Allah answers, Aren’t you content that I cut off the one who cuts you off and I maintain ties with the one who maintains ties with you?’” (Good)

Commentary: By its saying, “I have...! I have...!” the ties of kinship counts the forms of wrong and severance it had suffered. The hadeeth contains stern warning against severing the ties of kinship. It also points to the fact that reward could be with the kind of the deed; so the one who cuts off the ties, is also cut off from Allah’s mercy. Similarly, the one who connects the ties, Allah showers His mercy on him.
66. Sa‘īd b. Sam‘ān said: “I heard Abū Hurayra (praying) seeking refuge from the rule of the young and the foolish.” Sa‘īd b. Sam‘ān said, “Ibn Hasana al-Juhanī told me that he asked Abū Hurayra, ‘What would be the token (of such rule)?’ He said, ‘Then the ties of kinship will be severed, those who misguide people will be obeyed and those who guide rightly will be disobeyed.’” (Authentic without Al-Juhani’s report)

Commentary: The Sabiyy (the young, immature) would lack the wisdom and emotional balance usually associated with adults and as such, may not bother to connect the ties of kinship. Similarly, the foolish lacks good sense of judgement such that he will also fail to connect the ties. When such persons lead, this sin may spread among their subjects; thus, the companion’s supplications. Allah knows best.

33- بَابٌ عَقَّابٌ قَاطِعِ الرَّحِيمِ فِي الدُّنْيَا

Chapter 33: The Punishment Of The One Who Cuts Off Ties Of Kinship In This World

67. Abū Bakra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘There is no sin more deserving that Allah is swifter to punish in this world in addition to the punishment that He has in store for the wrong-doer in the Hereafter than cutting off ties of kinship and transgression.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 29.
Chapter 34: The One Who Maintains Ties Of Kinship Is Not Merely The One Who Reciprocates

68. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘The one who maintains ties of kinship is not the one who simply reciprocates. The one who truly maintains ties of kinship is the one who, even when his relatives cut him off, still maintains ties of kinship.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Imam al-Manaawee (رحمه الله) said, “This refers to the highest level of maintaining the ties of kinship; otherwise, if he is not cut off by anyone among his relatives but he continues to connect with them, he is also considered from those who maintain the ties although his level is lower than that of the one who connects with the one that cuts off relations with him”.

Chapter 35: The Excellence Of The One Who Maintains Relations With Relatives Who Are Unjust

69. ‘Abūrabi’ ﷺ said: “If a person committed a sin, but his relatives came to him and justified him, and he said: ‘I am not the one who committed the sin,’ they said: ‘Indeed, we are witnesses that you were not in that place.”
Al-Adab Al-Mufrad

((لاَ؛ عِتْقُ النَّسَمَةِ أن تُعتِقَ النَّسَمَةَ، وفَكَّ الرَّقَبَةَ أَنْ تُعِيَ عَلَى الرَّقَبَةِ، وَالنِيحَةُ الرَّغُوبُ وَاْلفَيْءُ عَلَى ذِي الرَّحِم؛ فَإِنْ لَمْ تُطِقْ ذَلِكَ، فَأْمُرْ  بِالَْعْرُوفِ، وَانْهَ عَنِ الُْنْكَرِ ؛ فَإِنْ لَمْ تُطِقْ ذَلِكَ، فَكُفَّ لِسَانَكَ، إِلاَّ مِنْ خَيرٍ)). صَحِيحٌ

69. Al-Barā’ said: “A bedouin came and said, ‘Prophet of Allah! Teach me an action that will enable me to enter the Garden.’ He said, ‘The question is a wide one, though you have asked it in only a few words. Free someone. Set a slave free.’ He asked, ‘Aren’t they the same thing?’ He said, ‘No. Freeing someone is setting someone free yourself. Setting a slave free is to contribute to the cost of setting him free. Lend an animal for milking that has a lot of milk, and give generously to your relatives. If you cannot do that, then enjoin the right and forbid the wrong. If you cannot do that, then restrain your tongue from everything except that which is good.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth teaches that: (1) One should be keen to ask about and act upon good deeds. (2) The teacher could give all-embracing responses to questions that come in the same form, and he should explain aspects of his response that may not be clear to the questioner. (3) Giving generously to relatives includes both the just and unjust among them. However, maintaining ties with the unjust among them requires struggling against one’s soul; thus the saying, “...if you cannot do that...”. (4) Freeing a slave and helping to do so and the other deeds mentioned in it are from the major means of attaining the Paradise.
Chapter 36: Those Who Maintained Ties Of Kinship In The Jāhiliyya And Then Became Muslim

70. Hakīm b. Hizām said: I asked the Prophet ﷺ “Do you think that the good deeds by which I used to perform in the time of the Jāhiliyya such as maintaining ties of kinship, setting slaves free and sadaqa, will bring me a reward?” Hakīm said that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, “You became Muslim along with the good actions you had already done.” (Authentic)

Commentary: This hadeeth is one of the major evidences that establish the fact that the non-Muslim who acts upon good deeds while still a non-Muslim is rewarded for them if he accepts Islam and dies upon it. Imam as-Sindee (رحمه الله) explains, “this hadeeth proves that the good deeds of a non-Muslim are suspended; if he becomes a Muslim, they are accepted, otherwise they are rejected.” Previously, Hafidh Ibn Hajar al-Asqalaanee (رحمه الله) gave a similar explanation and said, “this is convincing”. He cited the same view from a number of the pious predecessors. From the narrations that establish this fact is: Once Aa’isha (رضي الله عنها) said to Allah’s Messenger ﷺ: ‘Indeed Ibn Jud’aan used to provide food (for the people) and he would be hospitable to his guest(s). Will any of that benefit him on the Day of Resurrection?’ The Prophet ﷺ answered: “No. Indeed, on no day did he ever say: O my Lord, forgive me my sin on the Day of Recompense.” (Muslim). Imam Al-Albaanee (رحمه الله) said: “This hadeeth contains clear evidence that if the non-Muslim accepts Islam, his good deeds which he performed while still a non-Muslim will benefit him as opposed to if he dies upon his disbelief; it will not then benefit him, rather it becomes vain due to his disbelief.” He also said, “This
is the right position which should not be contradicted due to the preponderance of the ahaadeeth that evince it.” See: Silsilat Ahaadeeth is-Saheehah (1/492-498)

37 ـ بَابٌ صِلَةُ ذِي الرَّحِمِ الُْشْرِكِ وَالتَّهْدِيَّةُ

Chapter 37: Maintaining Ties Of Kinship With The Non-Muslim And Giving Him Gifts

71 ـ عن ابن عمر رضي الله عنهما قال: رأي عمر حلةً سيرة فقال: يا رسول الله! لو أشترتيت هذه، فلبستها يوم الجمعة، وولوفّوك إذا أنتوك. فقال: ((يا عمر! إذا بليست هذه من لا خلاقوه)) ثم أهدي للنبي صلى الله عليه وسلم حلة، فأهدي إلى عمر منها حلة. فجاء عمر إلى رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم فقال يا رسول الله! بعثت إلي هذه، وقد سمعتك قلت فيها ما قلت! قال: ((إني لم أهدها لك لتلبسها، إما أهديتها إليك لتبيعها أو لتكسوها)). فأخذها عمر لأعه من أميه مشرك. صحيح

71. Ibn ‘Umar said: “‘Umar saw a silk robe and said, ‘Messenger of Allah! You could buy this robe and wear it on Friday and when delegations come to you.’ He replied, ‘Umar! Only someone with no portion in the Hereafter could wear this.’ Then the Prophet ﷺ was presented with some robes made of the same material. He gave one of them to ‘Umar. ‘Umar came to the Messenger of Allah ﷺ and said, ‘Messenger of Allah! How could you send me this robe after what I heard you say about it?’ He said, ‘I did not give it to you to wear. I gave it to you so that you could either sell it or give it as a gift to someone.’ ‘Umar gave it to one of his maternal half-brothers who was still an idol-worshipper.” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 26.
Chapter 38: Learn Your Lineages So That You Can Maintain Ties Of Kinship

72. Jubayr b. Mut‘im said he heard ‘Umar b. al-Khattāb, may Allah be pleased with him, saying on the minbar, “Learn your lineage so you can maintain ties of kinship. By Allah, if there are some bad feelings between a man and his brother Muslim and if he knows there is kinship between him and that man, that will prevent him from breaking up with him.’” (Sound Chain)

Commentary: The narration exhorts towards learning one’s lineage and knowing one’s relatives since the connection of the ties of kinship is dependent on it. Such knowledge will also prevent the sin of severing ties with near relatives.
73. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “Remember your lines of descent so you can maintain ties of kinship. Kinship is not distant if it is maintained even if the relatives are distant, and it is not near if it is not maintained even if the relatives are near. On the Day of Rising every tie of kinship will come before each individual and testify on his behalf that he maintained that tie of kinship if he did indeed maintain it. It will testify against him that he severed it if he did sever it.” (Sound Chain)

Commentary: Maintaining the tie of kinship gives the strong impression that the distant relatives are actually near and that the near relatives are nearer. As such, kith and kin will love one another; they will be showered Allah’s mercy and live in peace and security. This hadith is also authentically reported from the sayings of Allah’s Messenger ﷺ. See: Silsilat Ahaadeeth is-Saheehah (277).

Chapter 39: Can A Mawlā Say, “I Am From So And So”?

74. ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān b. Habīb said: “‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar asked me, ‘Which clan are you from?’ I said, ‘From Taym of Tamīm.’ He said, ‘One of themselves or one of their mawlās?’ I said, ‘One of their mawlās.’ He said, ‘Why didn’t you say, “One of their mawlās” then?’” (Weak Chain)
Chapter 40: The Mawlā Of A People Is One Of Them

75. Rifā’a b. Rāfi‘ said: “The Prophet ﷺ said to ‘Umar, may Allah be pleased with him, ‘Gather your people (the Muhājirīn) for me.’ He gathered them. When they came to the door of the Prophet ﷺ ‘Umar came up to him and said, ‘I have gathered my people for you.’ The Ansār heard that and said, ‘Some revelation may have been sent down about the Quraysh.’ People came to see and hear what would be said to them (the Muhājirīn). The Prophet ﷺ came out and stood among them. He said, ‘Are there those among you who are not of you?’ They replied, ‘Yes. There are those among us with whom we have made treaties as well as sons of our sisters and our mawlās.’ The Prophet
〈ﷺ〉 said, ‘Our ally is one of us. The son of our sister is one of us. Our mawlā is one of us. You who are listening: my friends among you are those with Taqwā (fear consciousness of Allah). If you are among them, then that is good. If not, be careful lest people come on the Day of Judgement with actions while you come with burdens and you are shunned.’ Then he called and said, ‘O people!’ He raised his hands and put them on the heads of the Quraysh. ‘O people! the Quraysh are the trustworthy people. Whoever wishes for them (and Zuhayr thought that he said “pitfall”), Allah will overturn him.’ He said this three times.” (Sound)

Commentary: The hadeeth shows the following: (1) The Prophet’s 〈ﷺ〉 concern for matters of the near relatives. (2) It is encouraged to gather the people for an important matter such as to acquaint relatives with one another and encourage them to do good deeds. (3) The companions 〈(blog) are always eager to know what was revealed in order to act upon them. (4) Our allies, sons of our sisters and our freed slaves are from amongst us. This refutes the practice among the Arabs during the Jahiliyyah and in other cultures where the sons of their sisters are not considered as among her people because they consider the daughter herself (their sister) as worthless. (5) The virtue of the Quraysh; it warns against seeking their pitfalls and contesting the leadership of the Muslims with them. (6) Everyone should hasten towards good deeds and not depend on family ties; the dear ones to Allah’s Messenger 〈ﷺ〉 and to Allah are those who fear Allah, act upon His orders and abstain from His prohibitions.

41- باب مين عال جارينين او واحده

Chapter 41: Whoever Cares For One Or Two Daughters

67- عن عقبة بن عامر رضي الله عنه قال: سمعت رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم يقول: ((من كان له ثلاث بنات، وصبر علیهن، وكسباه من جدته؛ كن له ججابة من النار)). صحيح
76. ‘Uqba b. ‘Āmir said: “I heard the Messenger of Allah  say, ‘If someone has three daughters and is patient with them and clothes them from his wealth, they will be a shield from the Fire for him.’” (Authentic)

77. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “The Prophet  said, ‘There is no Muslim who has two daughters and takes good care of them but that they will make him enter the Garden.’” (Good due to supporting proof)

78. Jābir b. ‘Abdullāh said: “The Messenger of Allah  said, ‘Whoever has three daughters and provides for them, suffices their needs and shows mercy to them, will definitely enter the Garden.’ A man from the people said, ‘And if he has two daughters, Messenger of Allah?’ He said, ‘And for two also.’” (Sound)

Commentary: The narrations in this chapter emphasize the rights of the daughters, and encourage steadfastness in taking good care of them. They mention the fulfillment of these rights as from the means to seek admittance into the Paradise and protection from the Fire.
Chapter 42: Whoever Provides For Three Sisters.

((لاَ يَكُونُ أَنَّ رَسُولَ اللهِ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ قَالَ عَنْ أَبِي سَعِيدِ الُْدْرِي - عَنْ أَحْدَ ثَلاَثَ بَنَاتٍ، أَوْ ثَلاَثَ أَخَوَاتٍ فَيُحْسِنُ إِلَيْهِنَّ، إِلاَّ دَخَلَ الَْنَّةَ)). حَسَنٌ

79. Abū Sa’īd al-Khudrī said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘No one has three daughters or three sisters and is good to them but that he will enter the Garden.’” (Sound)

Commentary: See comment on hadith no. 76, 77, and 78 above.

Chapter 43: The Excellence Of Someone Who Looks After His Daughter After She Has Been Sent Back Home.

((أَلاَ بَلَى يَا رَسُولَ اللهِ! قَالَ أَدُلُّكَ عَلَى أَعْظَمِ الصَّدَقَةِ، أَوْ مِنْ أَعْظَمِ الْصَّدَقَةِ؟)) قَالَ ((ابْنَتُكَ مَرْدُودَةً إِلَيْكَ لَا فَضْلُ مِنَ عَالِمَ ابْنَتَهُ الَْرْدُودَةَ

80. ‘Ulayy b. Rabāh said: “The Prophet ﷺ said to Surāqa b. Ju’shum, ‘Shall I tell you the greatest sadaqa (or one of the greatest forms of sadaqa)?’ He replied, ‘Yes indeed, Messenger of Allah!’ He went on, ‘To provide for your daughter when she is returned to you and you are her sole source of provision.’” (Weak)
81. As No. 80, with a different isnād. (Weak)

82. Al-Miqdām b. Ma‘dīkarib said: “The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said, ‘What you feed yourself is sadaqa (charity) for you. What you feed your child is sadaqa for you. What you feed your wife is sadaqa for you. What you feed your servant is sadaqa for you.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth teaches hastening towards feeding and maintaining oneself, the children, wife and servant; and intending by all that, Allah’s countenance; for Allah does not reward something done for the sake of other than Him. The narration is connected to this chapter heading since the daughter who is sent back home remains the daughter of her parents and should therefore, be maintained as she would before marriage.

Chapter 44: One Who Dislikes A Man To Wish For The Death Of Daughters

44- بَابٌ مَنْ كَرِهَ أَنْ يَتَمَنَّى مَوْتَ الْبَنَاتِ

43- عن عثمان بن الحارث، أبي الزَّوَّاعِ عَنْ ابنِ عمرٍ: أنَّ رَجُلًا كَانَ عَنْدَهُ بَنَاتٍ فَتَمَنَّى مَوْتَهُنَّ، فَغَضِبَ ابْنُ عُمَرَ فَقَالَ (أَلَا تَتَرْفَعَ فَسَأَنَّ لَكَ). ضَعِيفُ الإِسْنَادِ.
83. Abur-Rawwā‘ ‘Uthmān b. al-Hārith said: “A man who had daughters was with Ibn ‘Umar, when, (because of poverty and hardship) he wished his daughters were dead. Ibn ‘Umar became angry and said, ‘Do you provide for them!’ ” (Weak)

84. ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “Abū Bakr, may Allah be pleased with him, said, ‘By Allah, there is no man on the face of the earth that I love better than ‘Umar.’ When he went out, he came back and said, ‘How did I take the oath, daughter?’ I told him what he had said. Then he said, ‘He is dearer to me although one’s child is closer (to one’s heart).’ ” (Sound Chain)

Commentary: A person could take an oath while making a statement to indicate its importance. Since the children are closer to one’s heart, one naturally tends to give much attention to spending upon them and their general upbringing such that it may lead to being stingy and timid towards others.
Ibn Abū Nu‘m said: “I was with Ibn ‘Umar when a man asked him about the blood of gnats (killing a gnat in the state of Ihrām). He said, ‘Where are you from?’ He replied, ‘From the people of Iraq.’ He said, ‘Look at this man! He asks about the blood of gnats when they murdered the grandson of the Prophet ﷺ. I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, ‘They (al-Hasan and al-Husain) are my sweet flowers in this world.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The community where a person comes from greatly influences his dispositions; so, the teacher may inquire about that – especially when no harm is feared thereby – to enable him properly place the question of the student and its response. Ibn Battal (رحمه الله) said: “it can be deduced from the narration that it is obligatory to give preference (during an admonition or while answering a question) to something more obligatory on a person.”

Children are from the precious gifts of Allah the Exalted, endeared to people; so the child is smelled and kissed, and referred to as Rayhaan (the sweet-flower) as the sweet-flower is loved, smelled and kissed.

Chapter 46: Carrying A Child On One’s Shoulders

AI-Barā’ said: “I saw the Prophet ﷺ and al-Hasan, blessings be upon him, was on his shoulder. He was saying, ‘O Allah, I love him,
so (You) love him.’ ” *(Authentic)*

**Commentary:** The hadeeth shows the modesty of the Prophet ﷺ and his love for children, for he was kind to al-Hasan (DNA); he placed him on his shoulder and supplicated for him. It is from the Sunnah to love al-Hasan and al-Husain; but as our love for the Messenger ﷺ must be within the limits of the Sharee’ah, we must not overstep the proper limits of the Sharee’ah also, in our love for al-Hasan and al-Husain and any other creature: “Allah loves not the trangressors.”
وَيَعْلَمُ أَنَّهُ إِنْ هَلَكَ دَخَلَ النَّارَ، فَلاَ تَقِرُّ عَيْنُهُ، وَهُوَ يَعْلَمُ أَنَّ حَبِيبَهُ فِي النَّار، وَأَنَّهَا لِلَّتِى
قَالَ اللَّهُ عَزَّ وَجَلَّ: {وَالَّذِينَ يَقُولُونَ رَبَّنَا هَبْ لَنَا مِنْ أَزْوَاجِنَا وَذُرِّيَّاتِنَا قُرَّةَ أَعْيُنٍ}
(سورة الفرقان: 74). صَحِيحٌ

87. Jubayr b. Nufayr said: “One day we were sitting with al-Miqdād b. al-Aswad. A man passed by him. The man said, ‘Blessings be to those two eyes that saw the Messenger of Allah ﷺ. By Allah, we wish that we had seen what you have seen and witnessed what you have witnessed!’ This angered al-Miqdād, which surprised me as the man had said nothing but good. Then al-Miqdād turned to the man and said, ‘What has made you wish to be present in a place that Allah has kept you absent from? You do not know what your situation would have been, if you had been living then. By Allah, certain people living in the time of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ have been cast down by Allah on their faces into Jahannam (hell) for they neither answered nor confirmed the Prophet. Why do you not praise Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, since He brought you into being when you only know your Lord and you confirm what your Prophet ﷺ brought, (since) the people before you faced trials in faith from which you are saved. By Allah, the Prophet ﷺ was sent in the most difficult situation that any prophet was ever sent to - into a long gap (in the line of prophethood) and the time of the Jāhiliyya; when people did not believe that any dīn was better than the worship of idols. He brought the Criteria by which he distinguished between the true and the false and by which a father was parted from his child on the basis of faith. Then the one whose heart Allah had opened for belief found his father or his brother or his child to be an unbeliever and knew that they would be thrown into the Fire if they died in that state. Therefore his eye is not cool since he knew that the ones he loved will be in the Fire. It is this that Allah says, “Those who say: Our Lord, give us the coolness of the eye in our wives and children.”’” (25: 74) (Authentic)

Commentary: This hadeeth highlight the following: (1) The love and respect the Taabi’oon had for the companions of Allah’s Messenger ﷺ. (2) The
teacher should correct the student if he errs and always guide him to that which is right. (3) One should not wish to be present in a place or witness an event from which Allah has kept one absent. (4) Linking up with people is not praiseworthy in every situation and severing relations with them is not also absolutely blameworthy. It is blameworthy for one to follow his near relatives in their disbelief if they give preference to that over Eemaan (faith). (5) One should show concern for his relatives even if they are non-Muslims, strongly wishing them to be guided to Islam. (6) One should seek to marry pious women with the intention to have pious children who will be trained to become pious servants of Allah and coolness of one’s eyes.

Chapter 48: One Who Makes Supplication That His Companion May Have Much Money And Many Children

88. Anas said: “One day I visited the Prophet ﷺ and there were only myself and my mother (Umm Sulaim) and my aunt, Umm Harām. When he came to us, he said to us, ‘Shall I pray with you?’ It was not the time for any obligatory prayer. ‘One of the men listening asked, ‘Where did he have Anas stand in relation to him?’ and was told, ‘He put him on his right.’ “Anas said, ‘Then the Prophet ﷺ prayed with us and made supplication for us - the people of the house - that we
should have the best of the blessing of this world and the Hereafter.’ My mother said, ‘Messenger of Allah, make supplication to Allah for your little servant!’ He asked Allah to grant me every blessing. At the end of his supplication, he said, ‘O Allah, grant him much money and many children and bless him.’ ” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** The hadeeth contains the following points of benefit: (1) The leader should visit his adherents as was the practice of the Prophet ﷺ. (2) The Taabi’oon showed great interest in the matters of the religion especially the prayer. (3) The one who prays alone with the imam should stand on the right side of the imam and not on his left side, nor behind him. (4) One could request a person whose religion is trusted to supplicate for him; and such supplications could be made in the presence of the one who requested for it. (5) The parent should always seek and follow the means by which the child earns the blessings of this World and the Hereafter. Umm Sulaim had given her son, Anas to the service of the Prophet ﷺ at the prophet’s arrival in Madeenah. So Anas was nurtured in the prophetic household; he was there until the Prophet ﷺ died. (6) It is encouraged to ask Allah for abundant wealth and many children as they are both from the favors of Allah. Quite badly, many abort pregnancies today for the flimsiest reason and seek other means of reducing child birth! (7) It is legitimate also, to beseech Allah for long life as is contained in other wordings of the same hadeeth, just as one supplicates for wealth and children. This does not contradict preordainment. (8) The prophet’s supplication for Anas (ﷺ) was granted; he lived for over a hundred years, he had over a hundred and twenty children and grand children, and was one of the richest among the Ansar.

---

**Chapter 49: Mothers Are Merciful**

**49- بَابُ أَلْوَالِدَاتُ رَحِيمَاتٍ**

89- عن أنس بن مالك ﺗُ، قال: جاءت امرأة إلى عائشة رضي الله عنها، فأعطتْها عائشة ثلاثَ مرتينَ فأعطتْ كلَّ صبيّ لها مّرةً، وأفسكت لنفسها مّرةً، فأكلَ
Al-Adab Al-Mufrad

الصِّبْيَانِ التَّمْرَتَيِّ وَنَظَرَا إلَِِى أُمِّهِمَا، فَعَمَدَتْ إِلَى التَّمْرَةِ فَشَقَّتْهَا، فَأَعْطَتْ كُلَّ صَبِيٍّ نِصْفَ تَْرَةٍ، فَجَاءَ النَّبِيُّ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ فَأخْبَرَتْهُ عَائِشَةُ فَقَالَ: (وَمَا يُعْجِبُكَ مِنْ ذَلِكِ؟ لَقَدْ رَحِمَهَا اللهُ بِرَحْمَتِهَا صَبِيَّيْهَا)) صَحِيحٌ

89. Anas b. Mālik said: “A woman came to ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, and ‘Ā’isha gave her three dates. She gave each of her children a date and kept one date for herself. The children ate the two dates and then looked at their mother. She took the date and split it and gave each child half a date. The Prophet ﷺ came and ‘Ā’isha told him about it. He said, ‘Are you amazed at that? Allah has granted her mercy because of her mercy towards her children.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: This shows the kindness of the mother for her child, and that being merciful to others, especially the children and near relatives earns one Allah’s mercy. It also encourages towards giving in charity, and evinces the permissibility of mentioning a good deed one performed if doing so will not lead to pride.

50 - بَابٌ قُبْلَةِ الصِّبْيَانِ

Chapter 50: Kissing Children

90. ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “A bedouin came to the Prophet ﷺ and said. ‘Do you kiss your children? We do not kiss them.’ The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Can I put mercy in your hearts after Allah has removed it?’ ” (Authentic)
Commentary: This narration encourages kissing children, and that doing so is from soft-heartedness. One of the ways to correct the one who errs is to point out the error and mention the evil in it. The hadeeth also points to the fact that the actions of the limbs impact upon the soul.

91. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ kissed al-Hasan b. ‘Ali while al-Aqra‘ b. Hābis at-Tamīmi was sitting with him. Al-Aqra‘ said, ‘I have ten children and I have never kissed any of them.’ The Messenger of Allah ﷺ looked at him and said, ‘Whoever does not show mercy will not be shown mercy.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: That is, whoever does not show mercy will not be shown mercy by Allah, he will not be rewarded by the Most-Merciful for being merciful. The Prophet’s ﷺ love and care for children and his maintenance of the ties of kinship is shown in this narration. It also mentions the virtue of al-Hasan. See comment on hadeeth no. 86.
92. Al-Walid b. Numayr b. Aws said that he heard his father say: “They used to say, ‘Righteousness is (a gift) from Allah, but adab (right conduct) is from the parents.’” (*Weak Chain*).

93. An-Nu‘man b. Bashir, may Allah be pleased with them, said that his father carried him to the Messenger of Allah ﷺ. He said: “Messenger of Allah, I ask you to witness that I have given an-Nu‘man such-and-such.” He asked, “Have you given each of your children the same?” He replied, “No.” He said, “Then ask someone else to witness it.” Then the Prophet ﷺ said, “Do you not want all of them to be equally dutiful to you?” He said, “Yes, indeed.” He said, “Then don’t do that.” (*Authentic*).

**Commentary:** It points to the fact that the scholars could cooperate with the people in the aspects of their dealings with the members of their household, and that while giving admonitions and verdicts, they could make inquiries which will enable them properly place their statements. Parents should deal justly among their children in terms of giving gifts and exposing them to life opportunities, and shun whatever will sow the seed of discord and bring about disobedience to parents in the family. It is deduced from this hadeeth that some of the rulings of the Sharee’ah have implications that are easily understood and appreciated.
Chapter 52: The Dutifulness Of A Father Towards His Child

94. Ibn ‘Umar said regarding the word “al-abrār” in the Qur’ān, “Allah has called them the ‘dutiful (al-Abrār)’ because they fulfilled their duties to their parents and their children as well. Just as you have a duty which you owe your parent, so you have a duty which you owe your child.” (Weak Chain)

Chapter 53: One Who Does Not Show Mercy Will Not Be Shown Mercy

95. Abū Sa‘īd said that the Prophet (ﷺ) said: “Someone who does not show mercy will not be shown mercy.” (Authentic based on the next narration)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 91.
96. Jarīr b. ‘Abdullāh said, “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Allah will not show mercy to someone who does not show mercy to people.’” (Authentic)

97. Similar to No. 96, with a different isnād. (Authentic)

98. ‘Ā’ishah, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “Some bedouins came to the Prophet ﷺ. One of them said to him, ‘Messenger of Allah, do you kiss children? By Allah, we do not kiss them.’ The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Can I put mercy in your hearts after Allah the Mighty and Exalted has removed it?’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 90.
Abū 'Uthmān said that ‘Umar, may Allah be pleased with him, decided to assign to a man some public duties. The man said, “I have such-and-such a number of children and I have never kissed any of them.” ‘Umar said, “Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, will only show mercy to the dutiful among His slaves.” (Sound Chain)

Commentary: A person who is dealing with the public should have compassion. Since this man did not show compassion towards his own children, ‘Umar withheld his offer on hearing this. The narrations in this chapter reach the importance of showing kindness and goodwill, helping the needy and putting harm away from the people.

Chapter 54: Mercy Consists Of A Hundred Parts

Abū Hurayra said: I heard the Messenger of Allah ﷺ say: “Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, has divided mercy into one hundred parts. He kept back ninety-nine parts and sent down one part on earth. Because of that one single part on the earth, creatures are merciful to each other so that even the mare lifts its hoofs away from its foal for fear of trampling on it.” (Authentic)
Commentary: So if the single part sent down to the earth entails Islam; the prayer, the fasting, and the tranquility man feels in his heart among other things which are from the mercy of Allah the Mighty and Exalted, then how tremendous are the ninety-nine parts which he has kept back for the Hereafter, the everlasting abode?! The onus is upon us to show mercy to people so that we receive from this abundant mercy in the Hereafter.

Chapter 55: The Recommendation To Be Kind To Neighbours

101. 'Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said that the Prophet ﷺ said: “Jibrīl, peace be upon him, kept on enjoining me to treat neighbours well until I thought that he would make them heirs.” (Authentic)

Commentary: The rights of the neighbour is here emphasized. Hafidh Ibn Hajar (رحمه الله) said, “the word, neighbour encompasses the Muslim, the non-Muslim, the pious, the sinful, the friend, the enemy, the stranger, the resident, the helpful, the harmful, the near, the strange; the one whose residence is nearer and the one whose residence is more distant.” So, one must treat them well; desiring good for them, admonishing them towards goodness, supplicating for their guidance and refraining from causing harm to them by speech or action.
102. Abū Shurayh al-Khuzā‘ī said that the Prophet ﷺ said: “Whoever believes in Allah and the Last Day should be good to his neighbour. Whoever believes in Allah and the Last Day should be generous to his guest. Whoever believes in Allah and the Last Day should say what is good or be silent.” (Authentic)

Commentary: That is, whoever believes in Allah, his Creator and that He will reward him based on his actions should perform these good deeds. The hadith shows that to be silent is better than saying things that lack benefit, and that causing harm to one’s neighbour contradicts perfect Eemaan (faith). It also shows that actions are from the aspects of Eemaan (faith), and since people are certainly in categories in the performance of these deeds, their levels of Eemaan (faith) definitely vary. When they improve, the level of Eemaan (faith) increases; thus asserting the fact that Eemaan (faith) increases with good deeds and reduces with sins.
103. Al-Miqdād b. al-Aswad said that the Messenger of Allah  asked his Companions about fornication and they said: “It is harām (forbidden). Allah and His Messenger have forbidden it.” He said, “It is less serious for a man to fornicate with ten women than for him to fornicate with his neighbour’s wife.” He asked them about stealing. They replied, “It is harām. Allah and His Messenger have forbidden it.” He said, “It is less serious for a man to steal from ten houses than it is for him to steal from his neighbour’s house.” (Authentic)

Commentary: The teacher could ask a question regarding a matter he intends to discuss to show the importance of the matter and draw the attention of the student. Because a person should be basically safe in the hands of the neighbour, it is more serious for the neighbour to betray this trust and fornicate with his neighbour’s wife or steal from his house. The transgression is worse when it is directed at relatives.

Chapter 57: One Should Begin With One’s Neighbour

104. Ibn ‘Umar said that the Messenger of Allah  said: “Jibrīl, peace be upon him, kept on enjoining me to treat neighbours well until I thought that he would make them heirs.” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 101.
105. Mujāhid said that a sheep was slaughtered for ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr. He said to his servant: “Have you given some to our Jewish neighbour? Have you given some to our Jewish neighbour? I heard the Messenger of Allah ﷺ say, ‘Jibrīl, peace be upon him, kept on enjoining me to treat neighbours well until I thought that he would make them heirs.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: Good treatment of neighbours is not restricted to those among them who are Muslims; the non-Muslim neighbour should also be kindly treated except when such persons show hatred for Islam or when doing so strengthens such persons upon their disbelief.
Chapter 58: Give To The Neighbour Whose Door Is The Nearest To You

107. ‘Ā’isha said: “I said, ‘Messenger of Allah! I have two neighbours. To which of them should I give my gifts?’ He said, ‘To the one whose door is nearer to you.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth teaches the following: 1. The importance of knowing the rulings regarding an action before doing it. 2. It is better to do that which is more rewarding of good deeds. 3. The neighbour who lives nearer has a greater right to be treated kindly.

108. As No. 107, with a different isnād.
Chapter 59: The Nearest And Then The Next Nearest Of Neighbours

109. Al-Hasan (al-Basrī) was asked about the neighbour, and said: “The neighbour includes the forty houses in front of a person, the forty houses behind him, the forty houses on his right and the forty houses on his left.” (Sound Chain)

Commentary: Acting upon this narration: being generous and caring to neighbours in this range will certainly engender peaceful coexistence in the community. However, as mentioned earlier, the nearer the neighbour’s door, the greater his right to be treated kindly.

110. Abū Hurayra said: “One should not begin with his more distant neighbours before the nearer ones. Rather one should begin with his nearer neighbours before the more distant ones.” (Weak Chain)
Chapter 60: On The One Who Closes His Door To His Neighbour

111. Ibn ‘Umar said: “There was a time when no one had a better right to a Muslim’s money than his brother Muslim. Nowadays people love their dirhams and dinārs more than their brother Muslim. I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, ‘Many a man will be held [to account] on the Day of Judgement by his neighbour calling, “Lord! This man closed his door to me and denied me human kindness.” ’” (Sound due to supporting proof)

Commentary: This hadeeth shows the greatness of the rights of the neighbour, and warns against inhumane treatment of the neighbour. One wonders what the companion, Abdullah b. ‘Umar (رضي الله عنه) will say if he were to witness the attitude of the people towards their neighbours today?!
Chapter 61: A Muslim Should Not Sate Himself Without First Seeing To The Needs Of His Neighbour


**Commentary:** So, knowing the condition of the neighbour and providing him food and other things of basic need when he is in need according one’s ability is from the aspects of Eemaan (faith). As such, the extent of a person’s laxity in this indicates the weakness of his Eemaan (faith).

Chapter 62: Water Should Be Added To Broth So That It Can Be Shared With Neighbours

113. ‘Abū Dzār said: I heard Abu ‘Abbās Al-Himsī saying: ‘Sa‘īd b. ‘Abdullāh b. Al-Musawir told me: ‘I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, ‘If you make a special meal and have it, it is seen by the Messenger of Allah ﷺ; if you have others share in it, it is seen by the Lord of all.’ ”

**Commentary:** So, if a person has a special meal or makes a special meal for himself and shares with others, this is an indication of weakness of Eemaan (faith).
113. Abū Dharr said: “My beloved (the Prophet)  enjoined three things upon me:

1) Hear and obey, even if (the ruler) is a slave with his limbs cut off.

2) When you make a broth, add water to it, then see to the people in your neighbours’ houses and share it with them properly.

Pray the prayers at their proper times. Then if you find that the Imām has already prayed, you will have secured your prayer (having already performed it). If not, it becomes an additional prayer (since you pray it again behind the Imām).” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth contains evidence for the use of words that foster love and friendly relations as employed by Abu Dharr ( ). It also emphasizes the obligation of obedience to the leaders, encourages giving charity, having concerns for our neighbours and actually taking steps to improve their conditions. That the Prayers should be observed at their proper times and in congregation with the Muslims are also pointed to here.

114. Abū Dharr said: “The Prophet  said, ‘Abū Dharr! If you cook a broth, add water to it and fulfil your duty to your neighbours (or share it among your neighbours).’ ” (Authentic)
Chapter 63: The Best Of Neighbours

115. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr b. al-‘Ās said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘The best of companions in the eyes of Allah the Exalted is the one who is the best to his companion. The best of neighbours in the eyes of Allah the most High is the one who is the best towards his neighbour.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: Imam Al-Munawee (رحمه الله) said, “A companion would come across those who are lower or higher or even on a par with him in his religion or worldly affairs as he deals with people whether during a journey or while at home. The best of them in the sight of Allah in rank and reward in his dealings is the one who is most beneficial to his companion…” A similar thing applies to the neighbours.

Chapter 64: The Good Neighbour

116- عن نافع بن عبد الحارث ﷺ عن النبي ﷺ قال: ((من سعادة المنزه المسلمين: المسكين الواسع، والجار الصالح، والركب الهنيء)). صحيح
116. Nāfi‘ b. ‘Abd al-Hārith said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Part of the happiness of a Muslim man includes a spacious dwelling, a good neighbour and a good mount.’” (Authentic due to supporting proof)

Commentary: While the spacious home basically provides cover and shelter, enables one to appropriately segregate the household and accommodate visitors, the good ride helps its owner to fulfill the obligations that require him to move to distant locations. The good neighbour would aid one towards obedience to Allah and His Messenger ﷺ; encouraging him upon what is good and forbidding him evil, and so he is happy and successful. In some wordings of the same hadith, it includes: “the pious wife”.

117. Abū Hurayra said: “One of the supplications of the Prophet ﷺ was, ‘O Allah, I seek refuge with You from a bad neighbour in a permanent home, for a neighbour in the desert can be changed (i.e. moves from one place to another).’” (Sound)

Commentary: The bad neighbour is carefree about the rulings of the Sharee’ah regarding himself and the people around him; thus, his neighbours are not safe from his evil actions. However, for the one whose neighbour is as described, he should supplicate for him, encourage him upon goodness and forbid him evil with good words and nice character such that he would have fulfilled his own duties towards him. This hadith encourages us to seek
refuge with Allah from having bad neighbours.

118. Abū Mūsā said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said ‘The Hour will not come until a man kills his neighbour, his brother and his father.’” (Sound)

Commentary: Many narrations indicate that the Last Hour will be established when the worst sins spread among the people. So, from such evils is that near relatives and neighbours who should be treated with kindness will be maltreated and even killed!

Chapter 66: That A Person Should Not Harm His Neighbour

119. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ was asked, ‘Messenger of Allah! Such and such a woman prays in the night, fasts in the day, acts accordingly and gives sadaqa, yet through her tongue she hurts her
neighbours.’ The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said, ‘There is no good in her. She is one of the people of the Fire.’ They said, ‘Another woman prays the prescribed prayers, gives bits of curd as sadaqa and does not harm anyone.’ The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said, ‘She is one of the people of the Garden.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadith shows the importance of guarding the tongue, and that observing the late-night prayers, fasting regularly and giving charity may not outweigh the evil of badly treating the neighbour.
120. ‘Umāra b. Ghurāb related that an aunt of his related to him that she asked ‘Ā’isha, Umm al-Mu’mīnīn, may Allah be pleased with her, “If a Woman’s husband desires her and she refuses him either because she is angry or unwilling, is there anything wrong in that?” ‘Ā’isha replied, “Yes. One of his rights over you is that if he should desire you while you are on a pack-saddle, you should not refuse him.” And she said: I also asked her, “If one of us is having her period and she and her husband have only a single bed or a single quilt, what should she do?” ‘Ā’isha replied, “She should wrap her wrapper around herself and sleep with him. What is above the wrapper he may have. I will tell you what the Prophet ﷺ did. On one of my nights with him, I had ground some barley and made a loaf for him. He came in, shut the door and then went into the mosque. Whenever he wanted to go to sleep, he would bolt the door, tie up the waterskin, turn the cup over and put out the light. I waited for his return so that I might serve him the loaf. He did not come until after I had fallen asleep. When he did come much later, he was feeling the cold, for he woke me up, saying, ‘Warm me! Warm me!’ I said, ‘I am having my period.’ ‘Even so, uncover your thighs’, he said, which I did. He put his cheek and head on my thighs until he was warm. Then a pet sheep of our neighbour’s came in and stole away with the loaf. I was very upset and got up and chased it to the door. The Prophet ﷺ woke up, and said, ‘Take what you have left of your loaf and do not hurt your neighbour because of his sheep.’ ” (Weak Chain)

121. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘A person whose neighbours are not safe from his evils will not enter the Garden.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: This could refer to the one who despite knowing the prohibition of harming the neighbour considers it lawful; such is a disbeliever who will
basically not enter the Garden. It could also refer to the one whose entrance will be delayed because despite being well aware of its prohibition, he causes evil to his neighbours.

Chapter 67: Of Women Neighbours – That One Should Not Disdain What The Other Gives Her, Though It Be Only The Hooves Of A Sheep

122. 'Amr b. Mu‘adh al-Ash‘halee reported that his grandmother said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said to me, ‘Believing women! Do not let any of you women disdain her neighbour’s gift, even if it is only a burnt sheep’s hoof.’” (Authentic based on the next narration).

123. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Muslim women! Muslim women! A woman should not disdain her woman neighbour’s gift, even if it is only a sheep’s hoof.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Perhaps the women were specifically mentioned in the narration because they are usually in charge of food preparation and distribution; they determined the shares of members of the household and visitors. The hadeeth shows that one should not despise whatever is given
in charity or as gift no matter its size or value, and that illustrations aid the understanding of a matter.

Chapter 68: The Neighbour’s Complaint

124. Abū Hurayra said: “A man said, ‘Messenger of Allah! I have a neighbour who does me harm.’ He said, ‘Go and take your things out into the road.’ The man did so and people gathered round him, asking, ‘What’s the matter?’ He said, ‘The neighbour of mine does me harm. I mentioned it to the Messenger of Allah ﷺ. He told me, “Take your things out into the road.” They began to say, ‘O Allah, curse this neighbour! O Allah, disgrace him!’ When the neighbour heard that, he came out to the other man and said, ‘Go back to your house. By Allah, I will not harm you.’” (Sound and Authentic)

Commentary: The Hasan (good) hadeeth is as the Saheeh (authentic) hadeeth except that the narrators of the Hasan hadeeth follow those of the Saheeh hadeeth in rank in terms of Dabt (retention) of narrations. Both terms are used together as in this case, when the hadeeth has chain(s) that basically grade Saheeh and chain(s) that essentially also grade Hasan.
125. Abū Juhayfa said: “A man complained to the Prophet ﷺ about his neighbour. The Prophet said, ‘Take your bags and put them in the road and whoever passes will curse him.’ Everyone who passed began to curse that neighbour. Then this man went to the Prophet ﷺ and told him about the treatment he had received from the people. The Prophet said, ‘Allah’s curse is on top of their curse.’ Then he said to the one who had complained, ‘You have enough’ - or something to that effect.” (Sound and Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth teaches the following: 1. The legitimacy of backbiting in some circumstances such as while complaining about particular harm one suffered from a person. 2. The student could seek guidance from the teacher about how to get out of difficult situations. 3. Muslims should be concerned about the welfare of one another; guiding themselves towards what is right and cooperating upon goodness, and forbidding evil, even in strong terms when the situation demands for that. 4. It is permissible to curse a person who is clearly due for such as a way of reproaching him and as deterrent to others. 5. Perhaps the action of the rest of the companions (าะ) was to make the one who was cursed to realize the gravity of causing harm to one’s neighbour so that he would refrain which he actually did.
126. Jābir said: “A man came to the Prophet ﷺ to complain to him about the enmity of his neighbour. While he was sitting between the Corner [of the Ka‘ba where the Black Stone is situated] and the Maqām, [of Prophet Ibrāhīm, peace be upon him] the Prophet ﷺ passed in the company of a man wearing a white garment. He saw them standing near the Maqām where the people pray over the dead. When the Prophet ﷺ turned (to him), he asked, ‘My mother and father be your ransom, Messenger of Allah! Who was the man I saw with you wearing the white garment?’ The Prophet asked, ‘Did you see him?’ The man said, ‘Yes.’ He said, ‘Then you have seen much good. That was Jibrīl, peace and blessings be upon him, the Messenger of my Lord. Over and over he commanded me to treat the neighbours well until I thought that he would make a share for them in the inheritance.’” (Weak Chain)
127. Abu ‘Amir al-Himsee said, “Thawbān would say: ‘If two men break off with each other for longer than three days and one of them dies, (it means that) both die while relations between them remain severed, then both of them are ruined. And he that wrongs his neighbour to the extent that he forces him so far that he drives him from his home is destroyed.’” (Authentic Chain)

**Commentary:** The narration exhorts anyone who has broken up relations with another Muslim to hasten towards reconciling with him since the death of any one among them spells doom for them both. The prohibition of cutting off relations with a Muslim for more than three days is also authentically reported from the statements of the Prophet ﷺ. See hadeeth no. 402.

---

70- بَابٌ جَارُ اْليَهُودِي

**Chapter 70: The Jewish Neighbour**

128. Mujāhīd said: I was with ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr when his servant was skinning a sheep. He said, ‘Boy! When you finish, start with our Jewish neighbour.’ A man there said, ‘Jewish! (In surprise) May Allah correct you!’ ‘Abdullāh replied, ‘I heard the Messenger of Allah ﷺ recommending that we treat our neighbours well - to the point
that we feared - or “we thought” - that he would make them heirs.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: This hadeeth stresses the fact that we must be generous and compassionate towards our neighbours even when they are non-Muslims particularly when we do not fear being harmed by them. It also indicates that we could supplicate for a person to be rectified when he is considered to be upon error. See comment on hadeeth no. 105.

Chapter 71: Nobility

129. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) was asked, ‘Which people are the most noble?’ He replied, ‘The most noble of them with Allah are those with the most taqwā.’ They said, ‘That is not what we are asking about.’ He said, ‘The most noble of people was Yūsuf, the Prophet of Allah, son of Ya‘qūb, the Prophet of Allah who was the son of Ishāq, the prophet of Allah, the son of (Ibrāhīm) the Intimate Friend of Allah (peace be upon them all).’ They said, ‘This is not what we are asking about.’ He said, ‘Are you asking about those of Arab origin?’ They said, ‘Yes.’ He said, ‘The best of you in the Time of Ignorance is the best of you in Islam if you have true insight (of religion).’ ” (Authentic)
Commentary: While the first response of the Prophet ﷺ is from the angle of being noble by acting upon good deeds, his second response refers to nobility in terms of lines of descent. The word, Ma’adin (lit. treasures) actually refers to Arab ancestry to which the Arabs proudly ascribe themselves. So, those who displayed noble character during the Time of Ignorance to preserve ancestral pride and then accepted Islam and still adhered to nobility as a religious practice in addition to having true understanding of the religion are the best of the people. The hadeeth shows that a questioner could still make his intent clear in a good manner when the response given to his question does not resolve the problem area.

72 - بَابُ الْإِحْسَانُ إِلَى الْبَرِّ وَاْلْفَاجِرِ

Chapter 72: Of Fair Recompense For Both The Observant And The Erring

130. Muhammad b. ‘Alī (Ibn al-Hanafiyya) said (about the verse), “Can the repayment of goodness be other than goodness?” (55:60). Ibn al-Hanafiyya said: “Goodness is for both the observant and the erring.” Abū ‘Abdullāh (al-Bukhārī) said that Abū ‘Ubaid commented, that “Musjala” (the term used by Ibn al-Hanafiyya in his comment) means “unrestricted”. (Sound Chain)
Chapter 73: The Virtue Of Providing For Orphans

131. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘The person who strives on behalf of the widows and the poor is like those who do jihād in the way of Allah and like those who fast in the day and pray at night.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth encourages taking care of orphans, widows and the poor; it likens it to fighting in the way of Allah, fasting during the day and observing the late-night prayers. However, what is likened to another is basically lesser in rank to that to which it was likened.

Chapter 74: The Virtue Of Providing For One’s Orphans

132. A woman came with her two daughters and said, ‘My husband left me only one daughter and I gave her half of her inheritance, and then she went out.’ The Prophet ﷺ heard her and said, “May Allah have mercy on her, as she has a share in the Fire.” (Authentic)
132. ‘Ā’ishah, the wife of the Prophet ﷺ said: “A woman came to me with two of her daughters. She asked me for something, but I could not find anything except for a single date which I gave to her. She divided it between her two daughters and then got up and left. When the Prophet ﷺ came in and I told him what had happened, he said, ‘For whoever looks after these girls in any way and is good to them, they will be a veil for him from the Fire.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comments on hadeeth no. 77 and 89.

Chapter 75: The Virtue Of Providing For An Orphan From One’s Parents

133. Umm Sa‘īd Murra al-Fihri reported that her father said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘I and the guardian of the orphan are in the Garden like these two (or as this one is to this one.)’” The narrator said: “Sufyān was unsure whether the middle finger and the forefinger were meant.” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth shows that maintaining the orphan is one of the means to gaining entrance into the Garden. Imam Ibn Battaal (رحمه الله) said: “The one who hears this should act upon it to be in the company of the Prophet ﷺ in the Garden, and there is no rank greater than that in the hereafter.”
134. Al-Hasan (al-Basrī) said: “An orphan used to eat with Ibn ‘Umar. One day he called for food and looked for the orphan, but could not find him. He arrived after Ibn ‘Umar had finished eating. Ibn ‘Umar called for more food to be brought for this orphan, but they did not have any more. So sawīq and honey were brought and he said, ‘You, have this! By Allah, you have not been deprived!’” Al-Hasan commented, “By Allah, Ibn ‘Umar was not deprived either!’” *(Weak Chain)*

*Commentary:* Sawīq is a kind of mash made of barley.

135. Sahl b. Sa’d said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘I and the guardian of the orphan are in the Garden like that’, indicating the closeness of his forefinger and middle finger.” *(Authentic)*

*Commentary:* See hadeeth no. 133.

136. Abū Bakr b. Hafs narrated that ‘Abdullāh (b. ‘Umar) would not eat unless an orphan joined him at the meal. *(Authentic Chain)*

*Commentary:* This shows the humility of this companion (ﷺ), his kindness
towards orphans and his eagerness to earn the beautiful rewards of taking care of the orphan.

**Chapter 76: The Best House Is A House Where Orphans Are Well-Treated**

**137.** Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said, ‘Among the Muslims the best house is the house where an orphan is being well-treated. The worst house among the Muslims is the house where an orphan is being ill-treated. I and the guardian of the orphan will be like this in the Garden,’ indicating the closeness of his two fingers.” (Weak with the exception of the expression: ‘I and the guardian of the orphan’).

**Chapter 77: Be Like A Merciful Father Towards Orphans**
الرحيم، وأعلم أنك كما تزرع كذلك حصد، ما أفتح الفقر بعد الفنى! وأكثر من ذلك أو أفتح من ذلك الصلاحة بعد الهدى، وإذا وعدت صاحبك فأجز له ما وعدته؛ فإن لا تفعل بورثة بنينك وبنينه عداوة، وتعوذ بالله من ضاحيك إن ذكرت لم tuyênك، وإن نسيت لم يذكرك.

138. ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān b. Abzā said: “Dāwūd (the Prophet), peace be upon him said, ‘Be like a merciful father towards the orphan. Know that you will reap what you sow. How ugly poverty is after wealth! Worse than that – or uglier than that - is error after guidance! When you make a promise to your friend, keep it. If you do not, it will bring about enmity between you. Seek refuge in Allah from a companion who, when you mention something to him, does not help you and who does not remind you when you forget.’”

Commentary: The hadeeth encourages us to kindly treat orphans and reminds us that taking care of orphans earns us tremendous rewards. It could also be inferred from the narration that some orphans may choose to renegade from Islam if they lose their wealth; so they are warned that: As ugly as poverty is after wealth, misguidance after guidance is worse than that. And the refuge is with Allah. Breaking promises is from the aspects of hypocrisy and the hearts detest that. One should ask Allah for and actually seek out good companions, and seek Allah’s refuge from companions who will not give him remembrance when he errs.
139. Hamzah b. Nujayh, Abu ‘Umarah said, Al-Hasan (al-Basrī) said: “I remember a time among the Muslims when their men would loudly address (their households), ‘O household! O household! (Look after) your orphan! Your orphan! O household! O household! (Look after) your poor one! Your poor one! O household! O household! (Look after) your neighbour! Your neighbour!’ Time has been swift in taking the best of you while every day you become baser.” I also heard him (Al-Hasan) say: “If you wish, you can see an erring person go 30,000 times deeper into the Fire. What is wrong with him! May Allah fight him! He has sold his portion from Allah for the price of a goat (a trifling gain). If you like, you can see him wretched and mouse-like on the path of Satan. There is no one to warn him - neither himself nor anyone else.” (Weak Chain)

140. Asmā’ b. ‘Ubayd said: “I said to Ibn Sīrīn, ‘I have an orphan in my care.’ He said, ‘Treat him as you would treat your own child. Beat him as you would beat your own child.’ ” (Authentic Chain)

**Commentary:** That is, since you do not beat your child except that you anticipate that it benefits him in his religion and worldly affairs; then you should beat the orphan under your care for the same reasons. This indicates
that to beat a child when and as appropriate is from the parents’ showing mercy to their children.

**Chapter 78: The Virtue Of A Woman Who Perseveres With Her Child And Does Not Marry**

141. ‘Awf b. Malik said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘I and a woman whose face has darkened, a woman who is widowed and is patient with her child will be (as close) like these two fingers in the Garden.’” *(Weak)*

**Chapter 79: On Upbringing The Orphan**

142. Shumaysa al-‘Atakiyya said: “(Adab) the upbringing of orphans
was mentioned in the presence of ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, and she said, ‘I would beat an orphan until he submits completely (lit. lies flat).’” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: The orphans in the care of ‘Ā’isha (رضي الله عنها) were the children of her brother. She loved them as a mother would do, but she would also beat them to discipline them. See comment on hadeeth no. 140.

Chapter 80: The Virtue Of One Whose Child Has Died

Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘No Muslim, who has had three of his children die young, will be touched by the Fire, illā Tahillat al-Qasam, save to expiate the oath.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Imam al-Baghawee (رحمه الله) explained the expression, illā Tahillat al-Qasam (Save to expiate the oath), he said, “that is, except the degree by which Allah would have expiated His oath; and that is His saying: ‘Not one of you but will pass over it’ (Q 19:71). So when he passes over it and crosses it, He has kept His oath.” The hadeeth shows the excellence of patiently bearing trials such as the loss one’s children: It is a means of expiation of sins, elevation of one’s rank before Allah and protection from the Fire.
Abū Hurayra said: “A woman came to the Messenger of Allah Ḥ. with a child. She said, ‘Make supplication for him. I have buried three children.’ He said, ‘You have built a strong wall against the Fire!’” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** The hadeeth teaches that it is permissible that one mentions his painful experience to another person without resentment with the aim of hearing words of admonition and consolation from which benefits are taken. “A strong wall against the Fire” implies direct admittance into the Garden.

Khālid al-‘Absī said: “A son of mine died and I felt great grief for him. I said, ‘Abū Hurayra, have you heard anything from the Prophet Ḥ. to cheer us regarding our dead?’ He replied, ‘I heard the Prophet Ḥ. say, “Your children are Da’aamees in the Garden.” ’” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** Da’aamees (sing. Da’moos) are some kind of tiny organisms ever found in marshes. It also refers to one who is always engaged in issues. So, the children are ever found in the Garden, moving freely in its quarters without any hinderance. In the wording of Muslim, Abū Hurayra added: “They will meet their parents, hold their hand or their clothes as I am holding your clothes, and they will not leave their hands till Allah will enter them in the Garden along with their parents.”
146. Jābir b. ‘Abdullāh said: “I heard the Messenger of Allah ﷺ say, ‘If anyone has three of his children die young and resigns them to Allah (is patient, hoping for reward from Allah), he will enter the Garden.’ We said, ‘Messenger of Allah! What about two?’ He said, ‘And two.’ ” Mahmūd b. Labeed (the narrator) said to Jābir: “By Allah, I think that if you had said, ‘And one?’, he would have given a similar answer.” Jābir said, “I think so too, by Allah!” (Sound)

Commentary: See comments on hadeeth no. 143 and 144.

147. As No. 144, with a different isnād.

148. Abū Hurayra said: “A woman came to the Messenger of Allah ﷺ and said, ‘Messenger of Allah! We cannot come to sit with you, so set aside a day when we can come.’ He said, ‘Your rendezvous is the house of so-and-so.’ He came to the women at that time. Part of what he said to them was, ‘There is no woman among you who has three children die, resigning them to Allah (being patient, hoping for reward from Allah), who will not enter the Garden.’ A woman said,
‘And if it is two?’ He said, ‘And if it is two.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: It points to the fact that the female companions (radiya Allahu anhunna) took part in the matters of learning as well; they asked the Messenger (ﷺ) what they did not understand, and he even gave them a day when he addressed them. Also, see comments on hadith no. 143 and 144.

149. Umm Sulaim said: “While I was with the Prophet (ﷺ) he said, ‘Umm Sulaim! There is no Muslim couple who have three of their children die, but Allah admits them to the Garden by virtue of His mercy to them.’ I said, ‘And if there are two?’ He said, ‘And if there are two.’” (Authentic)

150. Sa‘sa‘a b. Mu‘awiya narrated that he met Abū Dharr who was carrying a waterskin and said: “Don’t you have any children, Abū Dharr?” He said, “Shall I tell you a hadīth?” Sa‘sa‘a replied, “Yes indeed.” Abū Dharr said, “I heard the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) say, ‘There is no Muslim who has three of his children die before they reach puberty, without Allah admitting him to the Garden by virtue of His mercy to them. There is no man who frees a Muslim, without
Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, making each limb of the freed man a ransom for each limb of the man who freed him.’ ” (Authentic)

151. Anas b. Mālik said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Whoever has three children die before they reach puberty, Allah will admit all of them to the Garden by virtue of His mercy.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The fact that these narrations about the reward for parents’ forebearance and hope in Allah’s reward at the death of their children have been reported by many companions indicates that it was something the Messenger ﷺ frequently mentioned and was commonly known among his companions (jemil).

Chapter 81: One Whose Miscarried Child Dies

152. Yazīd b. Abī Maryam related from his mother that: “Sahl b. al-Hanzaliyya, had no children (he wished that he would be granted a child), he said, ‘I wish to have even a miscarried child in the state of Islam, and bear this loss with patience for Allah is more precious to me than to have all the world and what it contains.’ ” Ibn al-Hanzaliyya was one of those (Companions) who offered allegiance to the Prophet ﷺ.
153. ‘Abdullāh (b. Mas‘ūd) said: “The Messenger of Allah  said, ‘Which of you prefers the wealth of his heirs to that of his own?’ They said, ‘Messenger of Allah, there is none of us who does not prefer his own wealth to that of his heirs.’ The Messenger of Allah  said, ‘Know that there is not one of you who does not prefer his heirs’ money to his own. Your wealth is what you have expended (for Allah) and the wealth of your heirs is what you leave.’” \(\text{(Authentic)}\)

**Commentary:** Everyone is said to prefer his heirs’ money since man basically likes to keep his wealth. Nevertheless, what really belongs to us is that which we owned before our death and at death because we expended them in the way of Allah the Most High. As for what we keep with us and finally leave behind at death, they are most appropriately attributed to our hieris. It seems this hadeeth is mentioned in this chapter to show that patiently bearing a miscarriage is better than the one you still have. Allah knows best. See the hadeeth that follows and its comment.

154. He (‘Abdullāh b. Mas‘ūd) said: “The Messenger of Allah  said, ‘What do you do if you lose the child you have? They said: ‘We give it to the child, and if he does not bear it, we give it to the son.’ They said: ‘Do not you lose the child, the child whom you have, and do not you lose the son whom you have? They said: ‘We will give it to your son who is not to beget. He said: ‘(Oh Allah) and let your servants be likewise.’” \(\text{(Authentic)}\)
said, ‘Whom do you count as childless among you?’ They said, ‘They are those who do not have any children.’ He said, ‘No. The childless are those who have not sent any of their children ahead (i.e. none of whose children have died).’’ (Authentic)

**Commentary:** This hadīth consoles the person whose children have died, yet he remains patient and hopes for reward from Allah. As for the one none of whose child has died, he does not get the reward that the one who patiently bears such loss gets in the Hereafter.

155. He (‘Abdullāh b. Mas‘ūd) said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Whom do you consider to be stronger?’ They said, ‘The stronger is the one whom others cannot throw down.’ He said, ‘No, the stronger is he who controls himself when he is angry.’ ’’ (Authentic)

**Commentary:** It seems that Imām al-Bukhārī brought this hadīth in this chapter because it has the same source with the preceding narrations or to demonstrate that strength is in controlling one’s anger, as well as sadness.
156. Nu‘aym b. Yazeed reported that ‘Alī b. Abī Tālib, Allah’s peace be upon him said: “When the illness of the Prophet ﷺ was heavy with him, he said, ‘Alī! Bring me a leaf on which to write something for my community after which they will not go astray.’ ‘Alī said, ‘I feared that he would die before I could do that, so I said, “I will remember better than the leaf.” His head was between my forearm and upper arm. He recommended the prayer and zakāh and kind treatment of what the right hands own (slaves). He spoke like that until he died.’ He commanded me to testify that there is no god but Allah and Muhammad is His servant and Messenger. Whoever testifies to that is saved from the Fire.’ ‘ (Weak Chain)

Commentary: As regards the expression, innee la ahfadhu min dhiraa’e as-Saheefah (I will remember the leaf better than my forearm), Imam Al-Albaanee (رحمه الله) said: “the expression is confusing, ambiguous; perhaps the word Saheefah is an interpolation and the correct thing is: innee ahfadh fa a’ee (I memorize and understand). This is because it is contained in the Musnad (1/90) that: ‘fa khasheetu an tafootanee nafsu, Qaala: qultu, innee ahfadh wa a’ee’ (I feared that he would die before I could do that. He said: ‘So I said, I memorize and understand’).


Commentary: The orders of the Prophet ﷺ indicate that it is obligatory to
accept invitations to feasts except due to a valid excuse or a disincentive, that it is prohibited to reject gifts except due to a pressing counterbenefit or beat the Muslim except while implementing legal punishments or disciplining. One should inculcate the habit of pardoning those who are preordained to be our subordinates.

158. ‘Alī (Allah’s blessing be upon him) said: “The last words that the Prophet said, were, ‘The prayer! The prayer! Fear Allah in regard to what your right hand’s own (i.e. in regard of your slaves).’” (Authentic)

Commentary: That is, the Prayers should be observed at their stipulated times in congregation with other Muslims and in the right manner. The hadeeth shows the importance of the Prayer and exhorts towards kind treatment of our subordinates.
159. Abu’d-Dardā’ used to say to people: “We know you better than the veterinarians know animals. We recognize the best of you from the worst of you. The best of you is the one whose good is hoped for and the one whose evil you do not fear. As for the worst of you, that is the person whose good is not hoped for and whose evil you fear and who does not set his slaves free.” (Authentic in Maoqoof form)

Commentary: The narration teaches that one should be clever and should recognize people as the veterinarian knows animals: Good and bad people may well be recognized through their actions. It also teaches that the teacher should always guide the students towards what benefits them from which is setting slaves free.

160. Ibn Haanee reported that he heard Abū Umāma say: “IngratITUDE is typified by someone who refuses to give, who lives alone and who beats his slave.” (Weak in the Maoqoof form)

161. Al-Hasan said: “A man ordered one of his slaves to draw water using one of his camels and the slave went to sleep. He came with a torch and put it in his face and the slave fell into the well. In the morning, the slave went to ‘Umar b. al-Khattāb, may Allah be pleased with him, and ‘Umar saw what had happened to his face. For that ‘Umar set him free.” (Weak Chain)
Chapter 84: Selling A Slave Among The Bedouins

162. ‘Amra said: ‘‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, had made one of her slave-girls mudabbar (arranged for her to be set free after her death). Then ‘Ā’isha became ill and her nephews consulted a travelling doctor who said, ‘You are asking me for information about a bewitched woman. A slave-girl of hers has bewitched her.’ ‘Ā’isha was told this and she asked the girl, ‘Have you put a spell on me?’ She replied, ‘Yes.’ ‘Ā’isha asked, ‘Why? You will never be free.’ Then ‘Ā’isha said (to her nephews), ‘Sell her to the worst masters among the Arabs.’ ” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: In other wordings of the hadeeth, the girl told ‘A’isha that, “I want you to die so that I will be set free”. The hadeeth indicates that one should not accept that a person has bewitched him until the person truly affirms having done so. It is permissible that a person evens score with a person that harms him as indicated in verses of the Qur’an and the Prophet’s narrations. Yet, it is better to pardon such persons as is also indicated in the verses and other narrations from the Messenger ﷺ.
Chapter 85: On Forgiving The Slave

163. Abū Umāma said: “The Prophet ﷺ came with two slaves and gave one of them to ‘Alī, Allah’s blessings be upon him, and said, ‘Do not beat him. I have forbidden beating people who observe prayer and I have seen him praying since he came to us.’ He gave Abū Dharr a slave and said, ‘Treat him well,’ so Abū Dharr set him free. He (the Prophet) said, ‘What has he done?’ Abū Dharr said, ‘You commanded me to treat him well, so I set him free.’”

(Sound)

Commentary: The hadeeth highlights the fact that the Muslim should not be beaten; the exemption to this being while implementing legal punishments or disciplining as mentioned earlier. The companions of the Prophet ﷺ would swiftly respond to his counsels in the best of forms.
164. Anas said: “The Prophet ﷺ came to Madīna and he had no servant. Abū Talha took my hand and brought me to the Prophet ﷺ and said, ‘Prophet of Allah! This is Anas, a clever, intelligent boy. Let him serve you.’” Anas said: “I served him when he was at home and on journeys from the time he came to Madīna until he died ﷺ. He never said to me about anything I had done, ‘Why did you do this?’ nor did he say to me about something I had not done, ‘Why didn’t you do such-and-such?’” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** A young boy serving the greatest leader of all times and keeping the best of his company day and night; in travel and at home, in times of peace and war. Yet the feelings of this little boy were not hurt; not even with a knitted brow or a frowned face as he reported in other wordings of the hadeeth. There is an important lesson here on leaving blame and avoiding criticism except when really necessary. The hadeeth shows that one could praise a person in his front if it will not make him become proud.

165. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘When a slave steals, sell him, even for a nashsh.’ Abū ‘Abdullāh said: “The nashsh is twenty dirhams. The nawa is five, and the awqiya is forty.” (Weak)
Chapter 87: On The Slave Who Commits A Sin

166. Laqīt b. Sabira said: “I went to the Prophet ﷺ when the shepherd had driven a lamb into the evening pasture. The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Do not suppose (that we had slaughtered the sheep for you). We have a hundred sheep and do not want to increase them. When the shepherd brought the lamb, we slaughtered a sheep instead of it.’ ”

Laqīt said, “Part of what he said is, ‘Do not beat your wife as you would beat your slave-girl. When you wash your nose, snuff up water freely unless you are fasting.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: Read this hadīth with Abū Dāwūd’s narration of the same hadīth in more detail Laqīt b. Sabira reported: ‘I was the leader of the delegation of Banu’l- Muntafiq or (the narrator doubted) I was among the delegation of Banu’l- Muntafiq that came to the Messenger of Allah ﷺ. When we reached the Prophet, we did not find him in his house. We found there ‘Ā’isha, the Mother of the Believers. She ordered that a dish called Khazīra should be prepared for us. It was then prepared. A tray containing dates was then presented to us. Then the Messenger of Allah (may peace
and blessings be upon him) came. He asked: ‘Has anything been served to you or ordered for you?’ We replied: ‘Yes. Messenger of Allah.’ While we were sitting in the company of the Messenger of Allah (may peace and blessings be upon him) we suddenly saw that a shepherd was driving a herd of sheep to their abode. He had with him a newly-born kid that was crying. He (the Prophet) asked him: ‘What did it deliver, O so-and-so?’ He replied: ‘female sheep.’ He then said: ‘Slaughter for us in its place a sheep. Do not think that we are slaughtering it for you. We have one hundred sheep and we do not want that their number may increase. Whenever a female kid is born, we slaughter a sheep in its place.’ I (the narrator Laqīt) then said: ‘Messenger of Allah, I have a wife who has something (wrong) in her tongue, i.e. she is insolent.’ He said: ‘Then divorce her.’ I said: ‘Messenger of Allah, she had company with me and I have children from her.’ He said: ‘Then ask her (to obey you). If there is something good in her she will do (obey); and do not beat your wife as you beat your slave-girl.’ I said: ‘Messenger of Allah. tell me about ablution.’ He said: ‘Perform ablution in full and make the fingers go through the beard and snuff up water well except when you are fasting.’ ” Sunan Abee Daawood (142), and graded Saheeh (authentic) by Imam al-Albaanee

placed this hadeeth here to show that a Perhaps Imam al-Bukhaari slave who commits a sin could be beaten by way of correction. See narration no. 170 below

Chapter 88: The One Who Seals Things Before Entrusting Them To His Servant For Fear Of Suspecting Him Unjustly

88- بَابُ مَنْ خَتَمَ عَلَى خَادِمِهِ مَخَافَةَ سُوءِ الظَّنَّ. Chapter 88: The One Who Seals Things Before Entrusting Them To His Servant For Fear Of Suspecting Him Unjustly

167. Abū’I-‘Āliya said: “We were ordered to seal things entrusted to
our servants and to weigh them and count them, because we disliked that they should get into habits of bad behaviour or that any of us should suspect them (unjustly).” (Authentic)

Commentary: So, when they are sealed, weighed and counted the servants are protected from bad behaviour and we are protected from suspecting them unjustly. This teaches that we should be transparent in our dealings and take steps that ensure rest of mind and prevents distrust.

89

Chapter 89: The One Who Counts Out Things To His Servant
Lest It Arouse Suspicion

168. Salmān said: “I count out pieces of bone to my servant for fear of suspecting him (unjustly).” (Authentic Chain)

Suspecting people unjustly is prohibited; Allah the Mighty and Exalted says, “Indeed some suspicions are sins…” (Q 49: 12).

169. Similar to No. 168, with a different isnād.
Chapter 90: On Disciplining Servants

170. Yazīd b. ‘Abdullāh b. Qusait said: “‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar sent a slave of his with some gold or silver – and he changed it and deferred the exchange and did not take the money straightaway [a way of transaction which was forbidden by the Prophet]. Then he went back to Ibn ‘Umar who gave him a painful beating. He said, ‘Go and take what is mine and do not exchange it.’” (Sound Chain)

Commentary: The exchange of gold or silver or wheat or barley or dates or salt or what shares cause with these items for its kind with an increment in any of the two traded items over the other or that one of them is collected on the spot while the other is collected at a later time is from the forms of Riba (Usury) called, Riba al-Fadl. The Prophet ﷺ said, “A kind for its kind, equal amounts. When these kinds differ, then you should transact as you wish if it is hand to hand.” (Muslim). The hadeeth also shows that it is permissible to beat a servant when he acts upon a prohibition by way of correcting him.

171. Abū Mas‘ud said: “I was beating a slave of mine when I heard a
voice behind me say, ‘Know, Abū Mas‘ud, that Allah has more power over you than you have over your slave.’ I turned around and there was the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ). I said, ‘Messenger of Allah! He is free for the sake of Allah.’ He said, ‘If you had not done that, the Fire would have touched you – or the Fire would have burnt you.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: Perhaps the Prophet (ﷺ) got aware that the beating exceeded the limits of discipline; and so he (ﷺ) gave him a strong word of restrain. In the version of Muslim in the Saheeh, it says, “the whip fell off my hand out of reverence for him” and “I will never beat any other servant”. The hadeeth warns against unfair treatment of servants and shows that the atonement for that is to free such servants.

٩١- بَابٌ لاَ تَقُلْ: قَبَّحَ الله وَوَجْهَهُ

Chapter 91: Do Not Say, “May Allah Make Your Face Ugly”

١٧٢- عَنِ أبي هُرَيْرَةَ، عَنِ النَّبِيِّ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ قَالَ: ((لاَ تَقُولُوا: فَقَبَّحَ اللهُ صَلِّي اللهُ عَلَيْهِ عَلَى صُورَتِهِ)). حَسَنٌ

١٧٢. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet (ﷺ) said, ‘Do not say (to anyone), May Allah make your face ugly.’ ” (Sound)

Commentary: Do not attribute his face to ugliness for Allah fashioned him and “He made everything He created good”. (Q32: 7). Quite badly, this is an expression people loosely employ against their subordinates.

١٧٣- عَنِ أبي هُرَيْرَةَ، قَالَ: ((لاَ تَقُولُنَّ: فَقَبَّحَ اللهُ وَوَجْهَكَ وَوَجْهَ مَنْ أَشْبَهَ وَجْهَكَ؛ فَإِنَّ اللهَ غَزِّيَ خَلْقَ آدَمَ صَلِّي اللهُ عَلَيْهِ عَلَى صُورَتِهِ)). حَسَنٌ
173. Abū Hurayra said: “Do not say (to any man), ‘May Allah make your face and any face like your face ugly.’ Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, created Adam, peace be upon him, in his form.” (Sound)

Commentary: That is, the face of the person being cursed, like all human beings is like the face of Adam - peace be upon him. So if you abuse anyone in this way you are actually abusing your ancestors including Adam, peace be upon him.

174. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘When one of you strikes his servant, let him avoid the face.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: This hadeeth shows the permissibility of beating the servant for the purpose of discipline; yet the face should be avoided. The prohibition of beating the face includes while beating a person for legal punishment or censure.

175. Jābir said: “An animal was taken pass the Prophet ﷺ which had been branded and its nostrils were smoking. The Prophet ﷺ
said, ‘May Allah curse the person who did this. The face must not be marked or struck.”” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** The hadith proves that to mark the face of a beast is prohibited, worst still human faces. However, it is encouraged to brand the animals for Zakat, and it is generally permissible for other animals, but the face must be avoided as is shown in other narrations. Branding is done as a means of identifying animals.

---

**Chapter 93: The One Who Slaps His Slave Should Free Him Although He Is Under No Obligation To Do So**

176. Hilāl b. Yasāf said: “We used to sell linen in the house of Suwayd b. Muqarrin. A slave girl came out and said something to one of the men and that man slapped her. Suwayd b. Muqarrin said to him, ‘Did you slap her face? We were seven and we only had a single servant. Then one of us slapped her, and the Prophet ﷺ ordered him to set her free.’ ” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** The order of the Prophet ﷺ that the slave-girl should be freed necessitated that the slave is freed as a matter of obligation; but his saying “let them engage her and when they can spare her, let her go on her way” as in another wording of the hadith (no. 178 below) when they mentioned to him that she was the only servant they had takes off the ruining...
of obligation; thus, the author’s chapter title. The hadeeth teaches that the wrongdoing committed by an individual or people could be mentioned out of necessity such as to explain the ways out of such problems. Also, the Muslims should correct one another when they fall into an error. The hadeeth also encourages us to kindly treat our servants.

177. Ibn ‘Umar said: “I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, ‘The expiation for someone who slaps his slave, or beats him when he did not make any mistake, is to set him free.’” (Authentic)

178. Mu‘āwiya b. Suwayd b. Muqarrin said: “I slapped a mawlā of mine and he fled. Then my father called me and told the slave, ‘Avenge yourself.’ We, the sons of Muqarrin, were seven and we had one servant. When one of us slapped her, it was mentioned to the Messenger of Allah ﷺ who said, ‘Order them to set her free.’ When the Prophet ﷺ was told, ‘She is the only servant they have,’ he said, ‘Then let them engage her and when they can spare her, let her go on her way.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 176 above.
179. Abū Shu’ba said: “Suwayd b. Muqarrin al-Muznī, on seeing a man strike his slave on his face, said, ‘Don’t you know that the face is forbidden? In the time of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ we were seven brothers and we only had one servant. Then one of us slapped him and the Prophet ﷺ commanded that we set him free.’” (Authentic)

180. Abū ‘Umar Zadhān said: “We were with Ibn ‘Umar and he summoned a slave of his whom he had beaten and uncovered his back. He said, ‘Does it hurt?’ The other said, ‘No.’ Then Ibn ‘Umar set him free. ‘Then he picked up a stick from the ground and said, ‘I do not have a reward which weighs as much as this stick.’ I asked him, ‘Abū ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān, why do you say this?’ He said, ‘I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, “The expiation of someone who beats a slave more than he deserves or slaps his face, is that the should set him free.”’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Perhaps, Abdullah bin ‘Umar (رضي الله عنه) beat the servant to discipline him but exceeded the limits resulting in the marks on the slave’s back. Then based on what he had heard from the Messenger ﷺ, freeing the
slave was the only way he could atone for the mistake, so he freed him. It shows that one should regularly evaluate his deeds and readress them as appropriate; by giving thanks to Allah and seeking to do more in some cases and by turning to Allah in repentance and returning the rights of people in other cases. The student should not hesitate to seek clarifications from his teacher about any of his statement or action he did not understand.

Chapter 94: The Qisas (Retaliation) Of The Slave

181. ‘Ammār b. Yāsir said: “None of you beats his slave unjustly without the slave having retaliation from him on the Day of Judgement.” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: It warns against injustice and reminds of the Day of Judgement and the punishment of Allah the Mighty and Exalted.

182. Abū Laylā said: “Salmān went out and saw the fodder falling from the manger. He said to his servant, ‘But that I fear retaliation (on the Day of Judgement), I would beat you.’ ” (Authentic Chain)
Commentary: It exhibits the piety of the Salaf as-Saalih (the pious predecessors), may Allah be pleased with them, and their fear of Allah’s punishment; they would leave their rights for the sake of Allah the most High, suppress their anger and overlook the shortcomings of people to seek Allah’s Countenance.

183. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘People will be paid their dues (on the Day of Judgement). Even the hornless sheep will have retaliation from the horned sheep.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: This is evidence that the beasts will also be resurrected on the Day of Judgement. Apparently, Imam Al-Bukhaari included this hadeeth in this chapter to show that since the horned and hornless sheep will get retaliation as appropriate, every human being; servant and boss, weak and strong will also be paid their dues on the Day of Resurrection.

184. Umm Salama said: “The Prophet ﷺ was in her house and called for a slave-girl of his (or hers) and she was slow. The anger showed in his face. Umm Salama went to the curtain and found the slave-girl playing. He had a siwāk-stick with him and said, ‘But that
I fear retaliation on the Day of Judgement, I would beat you with this stick.’” Muhammad b. al-Haytham added: “She was playing with an animal.” He also added, (that Umm Salama said) “When I brought her to the Prophet  I said, ‘Messenger of Allah! She swears that she did not hear you.’” (And that) Umm Salama said, “He had a siwāk-stick in his hand.” (Weak)


Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 181 and 183.

186. It is related from ‘Abdullāh b. Shaqīq that Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet  said, ‘On the Day of Judgement, retaliation will be taken from anyone who gives an unjust beating.’” (Authentic)
Chapter 95: On Clothing Slaves From The Clothes Oneself Wears

187. ‘Ubāda b. al-Walīd b. ‘Ubāda b. as-Sāmit said: “My father and I went out to seek knowledge from the Ansar before their knowledgeable men would perish. The first we met was Abu’l-Yasar, the Companion of the Prophet ﷺ who had one of his slaves with him. Abu’l-Yasar was wearing one striped robe and one muʿāfirī robe and his slave was wearing one striped robe and one muʿāfirī robe. I said to him, ‘Uncle! Why don’t you take your slave’s striped robe and give him your muʿāfirī robe or the other way round? Then he would have a (complete) garment and you would have a (complete) garment.’ He wiped his head and said, ‘O Allah, bless him in it. Nephew! These two eyes of mine have seen and these two ears of mine have heard and my heart has retained (and he indicated the area of his heart) that the Prophet ﷺ said, “Feed them from what you eat and clothe them
from what you wear.” It is easier for me to give him the goods of this world than to have my good actions taken away by him on the Day of Judgement.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth contains a great deal of benefits; including: the companions’ love for knowledge, and the humility of the father to learn along with his child. The companions (ﷺ) gave serious consideration to the words of the Messenger (ﷺ); and so, they memorized it, acted upon it and feared the evil consequences of contradicting his orders. One should kindly treat his dependants and servants; providing them from he eats and wears.

188. Jābir said: “The Prophet (ﷺ) used to recommend that slaves be well-treated. He said, ‘Feed them from what you eat and clothe them from what you wear. Do not inflict punishment on what Allah has created.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: It reminds us of the greatness of the Creator, Allah the Mighty and Exalted and cautions against ill-treatment of His creatures. So, the Prophet (ﷺ) regularly admonished that we kindly treat our servants

Chapter 96: Abusing Slaves

189. Abu ‘Asha’ b. Sūyūd: I asked ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar: ‘What did you see on the day of the battle of ‘ Uhud?’ He said: ‘I saw the Messenger (ﷺ) being covered with blood, and my companion (i.e., the Messenger) ordered that ‘Umar b. ‘Abdul-‘Azīz should be killed. When I killed him, some people opposed to the Messenger (ﷺ) approached me. They cast stones at me, then stayed in my house. I went out to them and told them: ‘You cast stones at the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ). If you let me alone, I will make you into a Companion of the Hereafter. But if you kill me, you will be the companions of the Fire. So, you had better let me alone.’ So, they let me alone with the condition that I should look after ‘Umar b. ‘Abdul-‘Azīz. I told them: ‘I will not care for you, for I will never touch you. If you kill me, I will call for help from Allah, and you will not be able to take over. But if you let me alone, I will accept you as companions.’ They left me alone. Then I returned. I gave alms to ‘Umar b. ‘Abdul-‘Azīz, and then returned to the fight. ‘Umar b. ‘Abdul-‘Azīz was killed and his body was burned. I went out to the Messenger (ﷺ) and said: ‘I have been the one who killed ‘Umar b. ‘Abdul-‘Azīz. I killed him on the orders of your Messenger (ﷺ).’”
189. Al-Ma'årūr b. Suwayd said: “I saw Abū Dharr wearing a robe and his slave likewise. We asked him about that and he said, ‘I insulted a man and he complained about me to the Prophet ﷺ who asked me, “Did you insult him by his mother?” I replied, “Yes.” He said, “Your brothers are your charges. Allah has put them under your authority. If someone has his brother under his authority, he should feed him from what he eats and clothe him from what he wears and not burden him with anything that will be too much for him. If you burden him with what may be too much for him, then help him.”’” (Authentic)

Commentary: A person could mention something he did wrong if doing so brings about benefits and does not cause greater harms. The hadith strongly condemns insulting people, especially their parents; it is contained in a wording of the hadith that the Prophet ﷺ asked him: “Did you insult his mother?” I said, “Yes.” He said, “You still have (traits of the Period of) Ignorance!” It also shows that the companions (ṣ) quickly turned to Allah in repentance whenever they were corrected. From kind treatment of servants is that they should not be over burdened with work; when the works is much, they should be helped. See hadith no. 192 below.

Chapter 97: Should A Person Help His Slave?
190. Sallam b. ‘Amr narrated from one of the Companions of the Prophet: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Your slaves are your brothers, so treat them well. Ask for their help in what is too much for you and help them in what is too much for them.’” (Weak)

191. Abū Hurayra said, “Help the worker in his work. He that works for Allah (i.e. the servant) will not be disappointed.” (Authentic Chain)

**Commentary:** The hadeeth shows the virtue of the servants: they will not be disappointed. However, their work will not be for Allah the Most High, if it involves prohibited matters.

Chapter 98: Do No Burden A Slave With Work Beyond His Capacity

192. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘The slave has his food and clothing. Do not burden a slave with work he cannot manage.’” (Authentic)
Commentary: See comment on hadeeth 189 above

193. As No. 192, with a different isnād.

194. Ma‘rur said: “We passed by Abū Dharr and he was wearing a garment while his slave had on a robe. We asked, ‘Why don’t you take this and give this man something else instead of the robe?’ He replied that the Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Allah has put your brothers under your authority. If a person has a brother under his authority, he should feed him from what he eats and clothe him from what he wears and not burden him with what will be too much for him. If he burdens him with what may be too much for him, he should help him.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth 189 above.
195. Al-Miqdām said: “The Prophet  said, ‘What you feed yourself is sadaqa. What you feed your child, your wife, and your servant is sadaqa.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: There is great reward in feeding one’s self and other members of the household including one’s slaves. However, since all actions are judged according to intentions, one should seek to please Allah the Most High, alone therefrom and anticipate His reward.

196. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah  said, ‘The best sadaqa is that which keeps you free of need. The giving hand is better than the receiving one, and start with your dependents. Lest your wife says, “Spend on me or divorce me,” your slave says, “Spend on me or sell me,” your child says, “On whom do you leave us to rely?” The giving hand is better than the receiving hand. Begin with those in your charge.’” (Authentic without the increment: “Lest your wife says...”)

Commentary: It shows that charity has grades, and it is better to be the giver than the a receiver. So, the best charity is that which is given such that one’s dependents do not start begging thereafter and one is able to give many more times. The hadeeth is evidence that it is obligatory upon a man to maintain his wives, children and other dependents.
197. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ commanded sadaqa. A man said, ‘I have a dinār.’ He said, ‘Spend it on yourself.’ The man said, ‘I have another.’ He said, ‘Spend it on your wife.’ The man said, ‘I have another.’ He said, ‘Spend it on your servant and then you know best whom to help.’” (Sound)

Commentary: It exhorts towards spending upon one’s self, wife, children (as is contained in other wordings of the hadeeth) and servants showing that all of that is from charity. Leaders and teachers should guide people towards what will bring benefits to them in this world and hereafter.

198. Abu’z-Zubayr related that he heard a man ask Jābir about when one’s servant has finished his labour and heat (i.e. his cooking). Did the Prophet ﷺ command that the servant be invited? He said, “Yes. If one of you dislikes having his servant eat with him, he should serve him with some food.” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth teaches us to be modest, and to show deference to other people including our subordinates, not being unnecessarily assuming in attitude and behaviour.
Chapter 101: The Master Should Feed His Slave What He Feeds Himself

١٠١- بَابٌ يُطْعِمُ اْلعَبْدَ مَِّا يَأْكُلُ

١٩٩- عن جَابِرِ بْنِ عَبْدِ اللهِ ﷺ قَالَ: كَانَ النَّبِيُّ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ يُوصِى بِالمُلُوكِ خِيْرًا. وَيَقُولُ: (أَطْعِمُوهُمْ مَا تَأْكُلُونَ، وَأَلْبِسُوهُمْ مِنْ لَبُوسِكُمْ، وَلَا تُعَذِّبُوا خَلْقَ اللهِ). صَحِيحٌ

199. Jābir b. ‘Abdullāh said: “The Prophet ﷺ used to recommend that slaves be well treated and used to say, ‘Feed them from what you eat and clothe them from what you wear and do not inflict punishment on Allah’s creation.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Same as hadeeth no 188.

Chapter 102: Should A Man’s Servant Sit With Him When He Eats?

١٠٢- بَابٌ هَلْ يُجْلِسُ خَادِمَهُ مَعَهُ إِذَا أَكَلَ

٢٠٠- عن أبي هِرَيْرَةَ ﷺ، قَالَ: أَحْدَكُمْ خَادِمُهُ بِطَعَامِهِ فَلْيُجْلِسْهُ، فَإِنْ لَمْ يَقْبَلْ فَلْيُنَاوِلْهُ مِنْهُ). صَحِيحٌ

200. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘When one of your servants brings you food, you should ask him to sit with you. If he does
not accept that, then you should serve him some food.’” *(Authentic)*

201. Abū Mahdhūra said: “I was sitting with ‘Umar, may Allah be pleased with him, when Safwān b. Umayya brought in a platter which some people carried in a cloth. They put it down in front of ‘Umar who then invited some poor people and some slaves of the people around him. They ate with him. Then he said, ‘May Allah curse a people who dislike having their slaves eat with them.’ Safwān said, ‘By Allah, we do not dislike them, but we prefer ourselves to them, and by Allah, we do not find good food we ourselves can eat and also feed them with.’” *(Authentic)*

**Commentary:** Every Muslim should emulate the companions (ﷺ). They had great concerns for the poor, the needy and slaves. They would eat the same food with them from the same containers in the same sitting; and they were displeased with the one who disliked showing kindness to the weak in the society. Allah the Mighty and Exalted provides for His creatures; so whomever He grants the ability to eat good food should not be wasteful in it and should remember to invite the needy to partake in this favour.
Chapter 103: When The Slave Is Sincere To His Master

202. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘When the slave is sincere to his master and is also assiduous in the worship of his Lord, he has a double reward.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: From the sincerity of the slave to his master is to be dutiful to him. So, his first reward comes from his dutifulness to his master and the second, for his assiduous worship of his Lord. Imam Ibn Abdil-Barr (رحمه الله) said: “It could be deduced from here that: the one who had two obligations and fulfilled them is better than the one who had only an obligation which he fulfilled. Such as the one upon whom the Prayer and Zakat became due and he fulfilled them; he is better than the one upon whom only the prayer is due (and he fulfilled it).”

203. Abu Musa said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said to them,
‘Three have a double reward: A person from among the People of the Book (Christian or Jew) who believes in his Prophet and then believes in Muhammad ﷺ has two rewards. Likewise the slave who carries out the due of Allah and the due of his master. And the man who has a slave-girl with whom he has intercourse and whom he teaches well and instructs well and then frees her and marries her. That man has two rewards.’ ‘Āmir (one of those in the chain of narration) said, ‘We have related (this hadīth) to you for nothing.’ To learn even minor points people used to journey to Madīna.’

(Authentic)

Commentary: Each of the three had two different obligations which they fulfilled each of which earned them distinct reward except the one from the People of the Book who believed in his Prophet but disbelieves in Muhammad ﷺ. His disbelief in Muhammad ﷺ is actually disbelief in his Prophet too; so he has no reward at all. The hadeeth also encourages dealing nicely with and educating slave-girls and then marrying them. Imam An-Nawawee (رحمه الله) said, “...this is from kindly dealing with her after treating her well.”

204. Abū Mūsā said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘The slave who is excellent in the worship of his Lord and fulfils the duties of obedience and sincerity which he owes to his master, has a double reward.’” (Authentic)

205 Abū Burda reported from his father that he said: “The Messenger
of Allah  said, ‘The slave has two rewards when he carries out Allah’s due in worship (or he said that he is excellent in his worship) and the right of his owner who owns him.’” *(Authentic)*

**Commentary:** Similar to hadeeth no. 202.

---

206. Ibn ‘Umar said: “The Messenger of Allah  said, ‘All of you are shepherds and all of you are responsible for your flock. The Amīr (leader) over a people is a shepherd and he is responsible for his flock. A man is the shepherd of the people of his house and he is responsible for his flock. A man’s slave is the shepherd of his master’s property and he is responsible for it. Each of you is a shepherd and each of you is responsible for his flock.’” *(Authentic)*

**Commentary:** As the slave is accountable for the property of his master, the master has a greater responsibility: he is accountable for each of his dependents and slaves. So, as the slave exerts efforts to carry out his dues towards his master, the master requires greater efforts to discharge his
responsibilities over his dependents. He should feed them, clothe them and teach them the religion and their worldly affairs. Allah is the source of strength. In other wordings of the hadeeth, it adds, “...and the wife is the shepherd of her husband’s house and she is responsible for it.”

207. ‘Abdullāh b. Sa’d, the mawlā of ‘Ā’isha, the wife of the Prophet ﷺ said: “He heard Abū Hurayra say, ‘When the slave obeys his master, he has obeyed Allah, the Mighty and Exalted. When he rebels against his master, he rebels against Allah, the Mighty and Exalted.’” (Weak Chain)

208. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘When the Muslim slave performs the due of Allah and the due of his master he has two rewards.’” And Abū Hurayra added: “By the One who has the soul of Abū Hurayra in His hand! If it had not been for jihād in the way of Allah, the hajj and dutifulness to my mother, I would wish to die as a slave.” (Authentic)
Commentary: As for performing the dues of Allah, it is his giving worship to Him and not joining any partner with Him, and carrying out the due of his master is to be sincere and dutiful to him as mentioned earlier. The hadeeth shows the permissibility of calling Allah to witness to affirm the importance of what one says even though he had not been requested to swear. It also indicates the eagerness of the companions (ﷺ) to earn rewards, and that good deeds have grades; each of jihād in the way of Allah, the hajj and dutifulness to parents earns a person more rewards than the slave’s dutifulness to Allah and his master.

Chapter 106: One Should Not Say “Abdī: (My Slave)”

209. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet (ﷺ) said, ‘None of you should use the expression, “abdī (my slave), amatī (my slave-girl).” All of you are slaves of Allah and all of your women are slaves of Allah. You should say rather, “ghulamī (my boy), jāriyatī (my girl), (fatāya (my lad) or fatātī (my maid).’’’ (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth prohibits exceeding bounds in our statements and actions; the word, my slave shows ownership while the master and slave truly belong to Allah the Mighty and Exalted. My boy and My girl are more friendly expressions. Teachers should always guide their students to that which takes away harm from them and brings them benefits here and hereafter.
Chapter 107: Should One Say “Sayyidī: (My Master)”?

210. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘None of you should say, ‘my slave (‘abdī or amatī)” and the slave should not say, “My lord (rabbī or rabbati).” Rather you should say, “my boy or my girl (fatāya and fatāti) and my master or mistress (sayyidī and sayyidatī).” All of you are slaves and the Lord is Allah, the Mighty and Exalted.’ ” (Authentic)

211. ‘Abdullāh b. ash-Shikhkhīr said: “I went in the delegation of the Banū ‘Āmir to the Prophet ﷺ. They said, ‘You are our master.’ But he answered, ‘The Master is Allah.’ And when they said, ‘The best of us in excellence and the greatest of us in generosity,’ he responded, ‘Say what you have come for and do not let Satan move you.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: Imam Al-Albaanee (رحمه الله) said, “When the Prophet ﷺ feared that some of the companions - especially those who only newly accepted Islam – could exceed bounds about praising him, he said to them, ‘The Master is Allah’ meaning, the true Master is Allah.” The hadeeth prohibits praising a person excessively and overburdening one’s self during speech. It shows the humility of the Prophet ﷺ.
Chapter 108: A Man Is The Shepherd Of His Family

212. Ibn ‘Umar said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘All of you are shepherds and each of you is responsible for his flock. A man is the shepherd of the people of his house and he is responsible. A woman is the shepherd of the house of her husband and she is responsible. Each of you is a shepherd and each is responsible for his flock.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Similar to hadeeth no 206.

213. Abū Sulaimān Mālik b. al-Huwayrith, may Allah be pleased with him, said: “We came to the Prophet ﷺ being young men of a similar age. We spent twenty nights with him. He felt that we were missing our own people and asked us about the one in whose charge we had
left our family and we told him. He was merciful and kind and said, ‘Go back to your family. Instruct and command them. Pray as you have seen me praying. When it is time for the prayer, then let one of you give the adhān and let the oldest of you lead the prayer.’ ”

(Authentic)

Commentary: The leaders and scholars should be concerned about the affairs of their people as a whole and as individuals in a community. Likewise the students of knowledge, research activities should not make them show indifference to the affairs of their people; they should invite them to goodness and forbid them evil, teach them from what Allah has bestowed upon them of knowledge and action, supplicate for them and give them sincere advices when required. The hadeeth is evidence that travelers can pronounce the call-to-prayer as those at home, and that when the individuals in a group are on a par in the knowledge of the religion, the oldest amongst them should lead their prayers.
of his family. A woman is the shepherd of her husband’s house and she is responsible, as is the servant in regard to his master’s property.’ I heard those words from the Prophet ﷺ and I reckoned that the Prophet ﷺ also said, ‘and the man is responsible regarding the property of his father.’ ” (Authentic)

Chapter 110: Someone For Whom A Favour Is Done And He Repays It

215. Jābir b. ‘Abdullāh al-Ansarī said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Whoever is done a favour should repay it. If he cannot find the means to do so, he should praise the one who did it. When he praises him, he thanks him. If he is silent, he is ungrateful to him. If someone adorns himself with something he has not been given, it is as if he were wearing a false garment.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: “He should praise the one who did it” that is, he should supplicate for him and speak well of him, and the best way to do this is to say, “Jazaakallah Khayran” (may Allah reward you with good). This is contained in an authentic hadeeth collected by Aboo Daawood in his Sunan, “Whoever is done a favour and says: ‘Jazaakallah Khayran’ (may Allah reward you with good) to the one who did the favour has fully given praise”. If a person is done a favour which became known amongst the people but did not make
known the person who did the favour, he is as a person who is wearing a false garment for he would make the matter appear as if he were the one who did the thing basically. Allah knows best.

216. Ibn ‘Umar said: “The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said, ‘Whoever seeks refuge in the name of Allah, you should give him refuge. Whoever asks in the name of Allah, you should give to him. Whoever does a favour for you, you should repay him. If you do not find anything, then say du‘ā (supplication) for the doer of the favour so that he knows you have repaid him.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: “Whoever seeks refuge in the name of Allah” that is, he seeks protection with you from being harmed by you or any other party, imploring you with Allah the Most High. The one who asks in Allah’s Name should be given out of reverence for His Name and kindness to His creatures. However, the obligation to give the one who asks depends on whether the one who is asked is able to give without bringing difficulty upon himself or his household, and that a greater evil is not caused to the receiver in one way or the other as a result. The narration encourages mutual kindness; the one who receives should also give, and when he has not what to give, he should supplicate for the giver.
111- بَابٌ مَنْ لَمْ يَجِدِ الْكَافَأَةَ فَلْيَدْعُ لَهُ

Chapter 111: Someone Who Cannot Repay Someone, Should Make Supplication For Him

217. Anas said: “Some Muhājirīn said, ‘Messenger of Allah, the Ansār have taken all of the reward.’ He answered, ‘No, not as long as you make supplication for them and praise them for it.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The Muhaajiroon are those who migrated from Makkah to Madeenah, and the Ansaar are those who welcomed and supported them in Madeenah. The Muhaajiroon asked whether the rewards of their migration and other good deeds they performed would go to the Ansaar for the kindness of the Ansaar towards them? But Allah’s favours are boundless; as long as the Muhaajiroon supplicate for them and commend them for their kindness to them, their supplications is as the kindness of the Ansaar to them and the rewards of the good deeds of the Muhaajiroon come back to them”.

112- بَابٌ مَنْ لَمْ يَشْكُرِ النَّاسَ

Chapter 112: The One Who Does Not Thank People
218. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘The one who does not thank people is not grateful to Allah.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: That is, the one who has formed an attitude not to be grateful to people is not also grateful to Allah. It could also mean that Allah will not accept the thanks of a servant to whom He has granted favours if the servant does not give thanks to people for their kindness to him. The hadeeth teaches being thankful to people, and that that is from the aspects of righteousness.


Commentary: This narration is considered as the concluding part of the preceding hadeeth for they have both been mentioned with the same chain of transmission. In that case, only the first part would be connected to the section heading. However, describing the connection of the narration to the chapter heading, Shaykh Husayn al-'Awaayishah (hafizahullah) said, “It appears to me that the statement of the soul, I come out only with reluctance, contains a breach of thankfulness, for thankfulness necessitates that it comes out willingly...”
Abū Dharr said: “The Prophet ﷺ was asked, ‘Which is the best action?’ and he replied, ‘Belief in Allah and jihād in His way.’ He was asked, ‘Which slaves is it best to set free?’, and he replied, ‘The highest in price and most precious to their owners.’ When he was asked, ‘What do you think I should do if I am unable to perform some of these actions?’ he replied, ‘Help someone with family or small children or work for someone unskilled.’ And when asked, ‘What do you think that I should do if I am too weak (to act accordingly)?’ he said, ‘Spare people your evil. That is a sadaqa which you bestow on yourself.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth shows the following: 1. The ardent desire of the companions (ﷺ) to identify which deed is best in order to hasten towards it. They would even seek to know the good deeds to perform in the circumstances of inability and weakness. 2. The importance of belief in Allah; no deed is accepted without Eemaan 3. From the best things to give out are those that are most dearing to us. 4. The unskilled may have problems of spending upon himself and his household; so benefit extended to him may turn to be benefits to large number of people. 5. Refraining from harming people is from charity. This is because it does not disturb the one in a sound state nor increase discomfort for the one in difficulty.
Chapter 114: The Good People In This World Are The Good People In The Next World

221. Qabīsa b. Burma al-Asadī said: “I was with the Prophet ﷺ. I heard him say, ‘The good people in this world are the good people in the Next World. The bad people in this world are the bad people in the Next World.’” (Authentic due to supporting proofs)

Commentary: Ma’roof generally refers to obeying the orders of Allah and refraining from His prohibitions and performing other supererogatory deeds such as kindness to people. So, those who obey Allah and refrain from His prohibitions in this world will be shown kindness by Allah the Mighty and Exalted in the hereafter. Conversely, those who disobey Allah in this world, the bad people, will be requited with evil in the hereafter.

222- حدث حبان بن عاصم عن حربة بن عبد الله رضي الله عنه، أنه خرج حتى أ(ab) النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم، فكان عنيدها حتى عرفه النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم، فلم يزل قلته في نفسه: والله لا يبتين النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم حتى أزيد من العلم، فجئت أمه حتى قمت بين يديه، فقلت: ما تأمرني أعمل؟ قال: ((يا حزنل! إن المريض، واجتنب المكلف)). ثم رجعت، حتى جئت الراهلة، ثم أقبلت حتى قمت مقامي قريبا منه. فقلت: يا رسول الله! ما تأمرني أن أعمل؟
222. Hibbān b. ‘Āsim narrated: Harmala b. ‘Abdullāh went to the Prophet ﷺ. Harmala stayed near him until the Prophet ﷺ recognised him. He said, “When I was about to depart, I said to myself, ‘By Allah, I will go to the Prophet ﷺ so that I may have more knowledge.’ I did so until I was in front of him, and I said, ‘What do you command me to do?’ He said, ‘Harmala, do what is correct and avoid the objectionable.’ Then I went back to the caravan. Later, I came back until I was in my place near to him and said, ‘Messenger of Allah! What do you command me to do?’ He said, ‘Harmala, do what is correct and avoid the objectionable. Find out what you like to hear people say about you when you leave them. Behave in that manner yourself. Find out what you dislike people to say about you and avoid that.’ When I returned, I thought that these two statements did not leave anything out.” (Weak)

223. Salmān said, “The good people in this world are the good people in the Hereafter.” Abū ‘Uthmān said: The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said something similar. (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadith no 221.

Commentary: Imam Nawawī (رحمه الله) said, “That is, it has the ruling of sadaqah in terms of reward.” This contains evidence that every good deed one performs or says is written down for him as sadaqah.

225. Abū Mūsā said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Every Muslim must give sadaqa.’ They asked, ‘And if he does not find anything?’ He said, ‘He should act with his hands, improve himself and give sadaqa.’ They asked, ‘And if he is unable to or does not do it?’ He said, ‘Then he should help someone with a great need.’ They said, ‘And if he does not do that?’ He said, ‘He should command the good or command the correct.’ They asked, ‘And if he does not do that?’ He said, ‘He should refrain from evil. That is sadaqa for himself.’” (Authentic)
Commentary: Every Muslim should give charity by way of giving thanks to Allah for His favours on him. The hadeeth contains exhortation for the needy Muslim to work with his hands, enhance himself and extend benefit to others and not be dependent upon the people. One should try to perform other good deeds if he is unable to perform a particular one.

226. Abū Dharr asked the Messenger of Allah ﷺ: “What is the best action?” He said, “Belief in Allah and jihād in His way.” He was asked, “Which slaves is it best to set free?” He replied, “The highest in price and most precious to their people.” He was asked, “What do you think I should do if I am unable to perform some of that?” He replied, “Help someone who is in straitened circumstances or work for someone unskilled.” He was asked, “What do you think I should do if I cannot do that?” He replied, “Spare people your evil. That is sadaqa which you bestow on yourself.” (Authentic)

Commentary: Same as hadeeth no 220.
Abū Dharr may Allah be pleased with him, said: “People asked, ‘Messenger of Allah! The wealthy have taken all the rewards. They pray as we pray. They fast as we fast and they give sadaqa from their surplus.’ He said, ‘Has Allah not given you something to give as sadaqa? Every time you praise or glorify Allah it is sadaqa. There is sadaqa in the act of sexual intercourse.’ He was asked, ‘Is there sadaqa in satisfying one’s appetite?’ He replied, ‘If a person does it in a prohibited manner, is that not a grave sin? Similarly, if he does it in a lawful manner, he has a reward.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Here, the Prophet ﷺ drew attention to the fact that one could actually get lots of reward from the aspects of good deeds that do not require spending money because all good deeds are written down and rewarded as sadaqah. Since holding back from sinful deeds is from the aspects of righteousness, performing marital duties such as having sexual intercourse with one’s wife is certainly from righteousness too. We should take after the companions (ﷺ) who emulated one another in performing good deeds.

Chapter 116: Removing Harmful Things

Abū Barza al-Aslamī said, “I said, ‘Messenger of Allah! Tell me of an action that will help me enter the Garden.’ He said, ‘Remove harmful things from people’s path.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadith shows the importance of removing harmful things from people’s path, and conversely, it shows the seriousness of placing harmful things on their path.
229. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet (ﷺ) said, ‘A man came across a thorn in the road and he said, “I will remove this thorn so that it may not harm a Muslim.” For that reason, he was granted forgiveness.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The narration teaches the virtue of loving one’s brother in faith which necessitates putting away harmful things from his path. Also, no matter how insignificant the people may consider a good deed they are meritorious and should not be disdained; Allah the Mighty and Exalted rewards good deeds in manifolds.

230. Abū Dharr said: “The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said, ‘I was shown the actions of my ‘Umma - both good and evil- and I found that one of their good actions is removing harmful things from the road. I found that one of the evil actions was spittle in the mosque which is not buried.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: This is evidence for the prohibition of splattering the mosque with spittle; the entire praying people of the mosque are guilty until it is removed. It also evinces the obligation of keeping the mosque clean at all times.
Chapter 117: Good Words


Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no 224.

232. Anas said: “When the Prophet ﷺ was presented with something, he used to say, ‘Take it to so-and-so. She was a friend of Khadīja. Take it to the house of so-and-so, she loved Khadīja.’ ” (Sound)

Commentary: It teaches being nice to the friends of one’s wife and her beloved ones, and maintaining that even after her death. These statements of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ are from sadaqah since they are inherently good and also lead to that which is good. The hadeeth shows how dearly Khadija (رضي الله عنها) is to the Messenger ﷺ.

233. Similar to No. 231, from Hudhayfa, with a different isnād.
Chapter 118: Going Out To The Vegetable-Garden And Carrying Things In A Sack On One’s Shoulders To The House

234 - عن عمرو بن أبي قرة الكندي قال: (عَرَضَ أَبِي عَلَى سَلْمَانَ أَُخْتَهُ، فَأَبَى، فَآتَاهُ يَطْلُبُهُ، فَأُخْبِرَ أَنَّهُ فِي مَبْقَلَةٍ لَهُ، فَتَوَجَّهَ إِلَيْهِ، فَقَالَ: يَا أَبا عَبْدِ اللهِ! مَا كَانَ بَيْنَكَ وَبَيْنِي عَصَاهُ فِي عُرْوةِ الزَّبِيلَ - وَهُوَ عَلَى عَاتِقِهِ - فَقَالَ:

فَأَنْطَلَقَا حَتَّى (الاسراء ﷺ) يَقُولُ سَلْمَانُ حُذَيفَة؟ قَالَ: ((مِنْ أُمَّتِي لَعَنْتُهُ لَعْنَةً، أَوْ سَبَبْتُهُ سَبَّةً، فِي غيرِ كُنْهِهِ، فَاجْعَلُهَا عَلَيْهِ صَلاَةً)). حَسَنٌ
234. ‘Amr b. Abū Qurra al-Kindī said: “My father offered his sister in marriage to Salmān who refused, and, later married a mawlāt of my father’s called Buqayra. “Abū Qurra heard that there were bad feelings between Hudhayfa and Salmān, and went to see the latter. On learning that Salmān was in his vegetable-garden, he went there to meet him. Salmān had a sack of vegetables, into the knot of which he put his stick and then hoisted it onto his shoulder. Abū Qurra asked, ‘Abū ‘Abdullāh, what is there between you and Hudhayfa?’ Salmān replied, ‘Be patient’, and recited ‘Man is ever hasty.’ (al-Isrā’ 17: 11).

“They went to Salmān’s house. Salmān entered, saying, ‘Peace be upon you,’ and gave Abū Qurra permission to enter, which he did. There was a fibre mat placed beyond the doorway and there was a saddle and some bricks where he put his head. He said, ‘Sit on the rug of your mawlāt which she has put out for herself.’

He then began to speak to Abū Qurrā and said, ‘Hudhayfa has related certain things which the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said in anger to some people. I was questioned about them and I said, “Hudhayfa knows best what he says - for I dislike there to be any rancour between people.” People came to Hudhayfa and told him, “Salmān neither confirms nor denies what you say.” Hudhayfa came to me and said, “Salmān, son of Salmān’s mother!” I said, “Hudhayfa, son of Hudhayfa’s mother! You must stop this or I will write to ‘Umar about you.” After I had alarmed him by speaking of ‘Umar about you.” After I had alarmed him by speaking of ‘Umar about you. “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ prayed to Allah, ‘I am one of the children of Adam. Whoever of my community I curse or abuse when he does not deserve it, make that a blessing for him.’”’

**Commentary:** From the points of benefit in this hadeeth are: 1. One could offer his daughter or sister to a pious person to marry. 2. The Muslim should make efforts to reconcile between his brothers if he got aware of any disagreement between them. Nevertheless, he should confirm whatever he hears in that regard. 3. Muslims, the scholars and the students of knowledge especially, should always avoid to make statements that cause disaffection and polarize the community. 4. The companions had respect for one another; they would even alarm one another with a fellow companion during a disagreement. 5.
The Prophet ﷺ is a human being; so, he gets annoyed too as is from the nature of human beings to get annoyed. 6. The Prophet ﷺ dearly loved his community; and so, he supplicated that his curse or abuse of the one who does not deserve it should be made blessings for such a person. 7. Bringing food items and other needs of one’s household even if it be in a sack on one’s shoulders and serving the household is from good character.

235. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “‘Umar, may Allah be pleased with him, said, ‘Let us go forth to the land of our people.’ We set out and ‘Ubayy b. Ka‘b and I were in the rear of the (other) people. A cloud gathered. ‘Ubayy said, ‘O Allah, remove the harm in it from us.’ We met the others and their mounts were wet. They said, ‘What fell on us did not fall on you!’ I said, ‘He asked Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, to remove its harm from us.’ ‘Umar asked, ‘Why didn’t you include us in your supplication?’” (Weak Chain)
Chapter 119: Going Out To An Estate

Abū Salama said: “I went to Abū Sa‘īd al-Khudrī and he was a friend of mine. I said, ‘Won’t you go out with us to the date-palms?’ He went out wearing a black-bordered cloak he had.” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth teaches that one could invite a person to a stroll. Such walks could serve as refreshing moments from exertion and beneficial issues could be discussed within the period as was the case here. In other wordings of the hadeeth collected by Imam Muslim in his Saheeh, Abu Salama, the son of Abdur-Rahman bin Awf asked his friend, Abu Sa‘eed al-Khudree (ﷺ) if he heard the Messenger of Allah ﷺ say anything about Laylat al-Qadr (the Night of Power) to which the later replied, “Yes” and then said, “Once we performed the I’tikaf with the Messenger of Allah ﷺ in the mid-ten of the month of Ramadan. We departed in the morning of the twentieth day. The Messenger of Allah ﷺ addressed us and said, ‘I was shown the Laylat al-Qadr but I forgot it (or was made to forget). So seek it on the odd days during the last ten days. I was shown that I prostrated in water and clay; so whoever was performing the I’tikaf with the Messenger of Allah ﷺ should return’.” He said, “So we returned and did not find any cloud gathering. Later, the cloud formed and it rained until the roof of the mosque, made of palm branches leaked water. The prayer was started and I saw the Messenger of Allah ﷺ prostrating in the water and clay. I even saw the traces of the clay on his forehead.”
237. ‘Alī, Allah’s blessings be upon him, said, ‘The Prophet ﷺ asked ‘Abdullāh b. Mas‘ūd to climb a tree and bring him something from it. His companions looked at ‘Abdullāh’s shin and laughed at its thinness. The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Why are you laughing? ‘Abdullāh’s foot is heavier in the balance than the mountain of Uhud’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: It shows the virtue of Abdullah bin Mas’ood (ﷺ). The teacher or leader should correct his students or subordinates when they err.

Chapter 120: A Muslim Is The Mirror Of His Brother

238. Abū Hurayra said: “A believer is the mirror of his brother. When he sees a fault in him, he should correct him.” (Sound Chain)

Commentary: The mirror shows a person what he may not see of himself; and so, he rectifies himself as appropriate. Likewise, the believer is as a mirror to his brother; he helps him rectify himself by calling his attention to his faults.
239. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘The believer is the mirror of his brother. The believer is the brother of the believer. He protects him against loss and defends him behind his back.’” **(Sound)**

*Commentary*: The hadeeth exhorts the believer to be kind to his brother; he should show him affection, and protect his person and property from evil to the best of his ability.

240. Al-Mustawrid said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘If anyone eats a meal at the expense of a Muslim’s honour (right), Allah will feed him a like amount of Jahannam (hell). If anyone clothes himself with a garment at the expense of a Muslim’s honour, Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, will clothe him with a like amount of Jahannam. If anyone achieves a position of vaunting and hypocrisy at the expense of a Muslim’s honour, Allah will put him in a position of vaunting and hypocrisy on the Day of Rising.’” **(Authentic)**

*Commentary*: Meaning, whoever refuses to assist his brother overcome his faults but hampers him; telling his enemies about his faults in order to earn a favour and bringing him disrepute and denigration will be punished in the Fire on the Day of Resurrection with the like of what he got. This seriously warns against disgracing a Muslim to get people’s admiration or benefit in any form.
241. Yazīd b. Sa‘īd said: “I heard the Messenger of Allah ﷺ say, ‘None of you should take the goods of his companion either in jest or seriously. When one of you takes his companion’s staff, he should return it to him.’” (Sound)

Commentary: To seriously take the property of a person is clearly theft; and to jokingly take his property could cause the owner discomfort and breed ill feeling. A stick, which is from the most trifle things a person could have is used as an example to ram home the fact that the warning is more serious with the importance of the property taken. The hadeeth is evidence that whatever leads to a prohibited thing is also prohibited.
242. Abū Mas'ūd al-Ansārī, may Allah be pleased with him, said: “A man came to the Prophet ﷺ and said, ‘My camel has become exhausted, so give me a mount.’ He said, ‘I have none. But go to so-and-so and perhaps he will give you one.’ He went to that man who gave him a mount. Then the man went back to the Prophet ﷺ and told him of this. He said, ‘Whoever guides to good, has the like of the reward of the person who actually does it.’” (Authentic)

One could guide towards a good deed by saying, writing, gesturing or acting upon the deed. However, to earn this reward, the guide should intend by his action, Allah’s Countenance; for Allah the Mighty and Exalted rewards only that which is done for His Sake.

Chapter 123: Excusing And Pardoning People

243. Anas said: “A Jewish woman brought the Prophet ﷺ a poisoned sheep. He ate from it and she was summoned. It was asked, ‘Shouldn’t we kill her?’ He said, ‘No.’”

Anas said: “I continued to recognise its effect (the poison) in the uvula of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ.” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth indicates the permissibility of taking food from a person whose food is basically legitimate for us to consume without asking
The Prophet ﷺ excused and pardoned this Jew but some of the Muslims will not pardon their fellow Muslim if he offends them!

244. ‘Abdullāh b. az-Zubayr said on the minbar, “Hold to forgiveness and command what is right and turn away from the ignorant.” (7: 199)

‘Abdullāh continued, “By Allah, we are commanded by this āya to hold to forgiveness regarding the misconduct of human beings. By Allah, I will follow it as long as I am with them.” (Authentic Chain)

245. Ibn ‘Abbās, may Allah be pleased with them, said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Teach and make things easy, not difficult. When one of you is angry, he should be silent.’ ” (Authentic due to supporting proofs)

Commentary: That is, teach the people what they should know from the matters of their religion and in doing that, make things easy and not difficult. Anger could be from the insinuations of the satan; it could take a person out of his normal self to such an extent that he might say or do any evil. He might also harbour hatred and other evils including disbelief. However, when the angry person keeps silent, it calms his anger and grants him control over it. So, the Prophet ﷺ repeated it twice for emphasis. In an authentic hadeeth collected by the author, Al-Bukhāre, and Imam Muslim in their Sаheehs, the Prophet ﷺ said regarding a person who was angry, “I know a statement which will take away what he feels if he says it; where he to say,
Chapter 124: Cheerfulness Towards People

246. ‘Atā’ b. Yasār said: “I met ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr b. al-‘Ās and asked him, ‘Tell me of how the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) is described in the Torah.’ He answered, ‘Yes. By Allah, he is described in the Torah partly as he is described in the Qur’ān, “O Prophet, We have sent you as a witness, a bearer of good news and a warner” (33: 45) and a protection for the unlettered. You are My slave and My Messenger. I have called you the Mutawakkl (one who has trust in Allah) who is neither coarse nor harsh nor clamorous in the markets, who does not repay evil with evil but rather pardons and forgives. Allah the Exalted will not take him until He has, through him, made the crooked community straight so that they say, “There is no god but Allah,” and by that blind eyes, deaf ears and sealed hearts will be opened.’ ” (Authentic)
Commentary: The Prophet ﷺ’s being mentioned as a slave of Allah the Mighty and Exalted rejects the extremism of those who exagerate in his praise, and being mentioned as a Messenger of Allah refutes those who reject his Messengership. To have trust in Allah and not be clamorous in the markets is evidence that Tawakkul (reliance on Allah) does not contradict actually seeking the means to attain needs as some of the people wrongly opine; yet the means should be legitimate as the need.

247. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said: “The āya in the Qur’an, - ‘O Prophet, We have sent you as a witness a bringer of good news and a warner’ (al-Ahzāb, 33: 45) - is in the Torah in a similar form.” (Authentic; see the preceding hadeeth)

248. Mu‘āwiya said: “I heard some words from the Prophet ﷺ by which Allah helped me. I heard the Messenger of Allah ﷺ say, ‘If you delve into suspicions about people, you will corrupt them.’ I therefore do not delve into my suspicions about people so that I may not corrupt them.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: Ibn Atheer (رحمه الله) said, “if you falsely accuse people and publicly announce them as probably guilty of offences, that makes them do what they are accused of and they become corrupted.” Being cheerful to
people rejects falsely accusing them and spreading evil about them while they are actually innocent.

249. Abū Hurayra said: “These two ears of mine have heard and these two eyes of mine have seen the Messenger of Allah ﷺ take the palms of al-Hasan - or al-Husayn – Allah’s blessings be upon them - in both of his hands. His feet were on the feet of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ. The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Climb up.’ The boy did so until his feet reached the chest of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ. Then the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Open your mouth.’ Then he kissed him and said, ‘O Allah! Love him for I love him.’” (Weak)

**Commentary:** See hadith no 1152.
250. Jarīr said: “Since the time I became Muslim, the Messenger of Allah ﷺ never saw me without smiling at me. The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘A man from among the best of the people of Yaman will enter by this door and his face has an angelic touch.’ Then Jarīr came in.” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth further shows the good character of the Prophet ﷺ; his humility and cheerfulness to people. He ﷺ had said in another authentic narration collected by At-Tirmidhee in his Sunan, “Meeting your brother with a cheerful face is sadaqah”. It also shows his love for Jareer (ﷺ). After the death of the Prophet ﷺ people would look at Jareer (ﷺ) in admiration.

251. ‘Ā’isha, the wife of the Prophet ﷺ said: “I never saw the Messenger of Allah ﷺ laugh in such a way that the back of his throat could be seen. Rather, he used to smile.” She also said: “When he saw a cloud or wind, unease could be seen in his face. (I asked) ‘Messenger of Allah! When people see a cloud, they rejoice, hoping for rain from it, yet when you see it, I see unease in your face.’ He said, ‘Ā’isha! How can I be sure that there is no painful chastisement
in it? People have indeed been chastised by the wind. Some have seen such punishment and said (only), “This is a rain cloud coming to us.” (al-Ahqāf, 46:24)” (Authentic)

Chapter 126: Laughter

252. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Laugh little. Too much laughter kills the heart.’” (Sound)


Commentary: One should seek the things that enliven the soul rather than what deadens it. This is an admonition for those who even invest their resources in laugh programmes.
254. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ went out to a group of his companions who were talking and laughing. He said, ‘By Him who holds my soul in His hand, if you knew what I knew, you would laugh little and weep much.’ He left them then, and the group were in tears. Then Allah: the Mighty and Exalted, revealed to him, ‘Muhammad! Why did you make My slaves despair?’ The Prophet ﷺ went back and told them, ‘Receive the good news: follow the right path and try to reach to that if you can’t exactly attain that and choose the middle way between going to excess and falling too short.’ ” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** The believer should regularly keep in mind the difficulties of the grave, Resurrection and the wrath of Allah, it will aid his refraining from what is prohibited. Likewise, one should hope in Allah’s Mercy and His bounteous reward for His servants in this world and the hereafter so that he is regularly urged towards good deeds. These states of the mind are interrupted by laughter; and so, the more a person laughs, the further he is from the realities of existence. Therefore, one should try to perform good deeds and remain steadfast and still give a cheerful face which is from the aspects of sadaqah.
255. Abū Hurayra often described the Prophet ﷺ and said: “He had long eyelashes and fair-complexioned flanks. When he faced someone, he faced him completely. When he turned away, he turned away completely. No human eye has ever seen anyone like him nor will ever.” (Authentic)

Commentary: The Prophet ﷺ was handsome in nature and character. So, when he faced or turned away from people, he did so completely. This mind alertness aids obedience to Allah, the Mighty and Sublime and refraining from His prohibitions. It also leads to attaining absolute sincerity and modesty.

Chapter 128: The Person Who Is Consulted Is In A Position Of Trust

you have a servant?’ He replied, ‘No.’ He said, ‘Come to us when we take some captives.’ The Prophet ﷺ was brought only two captives. Abu’l-Haytham came to him and the Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Choose between them.’ He replied, ‘Messenger of Allah, choose for me.’ The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘The person who is consulted is in a place of trust. Take this one. I have seen him pray. Treat him well.’ Abu’l-Haytham’s wife said, ‘You will not fulfil the words of the Prophet ﷺ about this man until you free him.’ Abu’l-Haytham said, ‘He is free.’ ”

The Prophet ﷺ said, “Allah has not sent either a prophet or a Caliph but with two kinds of confidants: one who commands him to do what is correct and forbids what is objectionable, and the other who will not be slow to corrupt him. Whoever is protected from the evil confidant has indeed been protected.” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth tells the following: The companions (ﷺ) had great respects for the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ); they would not hasten to make decisions in the matters of the religion – and even in some of their worldly affairs - before him. 2. It is recommended to ask specialists regarding our affairs before we make decisions. 3. The person who is consulted is entrusted with the matter about which his advice is sought. If he knows the truth but hides it, he has knowingly misled the person who consulted him, and this is prohibited. 4. The piety of a person could be known from his open deeds such as his Prayer and general conduct. 5. The husband is the shephered of the household as the Prophets ﷺ and caliphs are the shepherds of their people. From amongst their people, some are good while others are bad confidants. Thus, since a man ordinariy confides in his wife, the hadeeth exhorts us to select pious spouses. We seek Allah’s refuge from evil confidants.
Chapter 129: Consultation

257. ‘Amr b. Dīnār said: “Ibn ‘Abbās recited (this āya), ‘Consult with them upon the conduct of (certain) affairs.’ (3: 159)” (Authentic Chain)

**Commentary:** As regards the expression, “...the conduct of (certain) affairs...”, Hafidh Ibn Hajar (رحمة الله) said, “It is said that it was a commentary and not a mode of recital...” Also, the consultation is regarding certain affairs because some matters have already been decided through revelation. However after consultation, Allah the Mighty and Sublime says, “Then when you have taken a decision, put your trust in Allah.” (Aal-‘Imraan: 159).

258. Al-Hasan said: “People never seek advice without being guided to the best possibility available to them.” Then he recited, “And whose affairs are a matter of council.” (42: 38) (Authentic Chain)

**Commentary:** This narration expresses one of the benefits of consultation. Other benefits include: carrying the people along with descisions (and policies of government), and creating an atmosphere of mutual responsibility and trust.
Chapter 130: The Sin Of Someone Who Gives His Brother Wrong Advice

259. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Whoever attributes words to me which I did not say will take his seat in the Fire. Whoever gives his Muslim brother misguided advice when he consults him, has betrayed him. Whoever gives a ruling (Fatwā) which is not firm (without proper knowledge), the sin of it rests on him who gave it.’ ”

(Authentic due to supporting proofs)

Commentary: The hadeeth is authentic based on supporting evidences without the increment, “Whoever gives his Muslim brother…” which forms the point of reference in the hadeeth for the section heading. This increment is graded weak by Imam Al-Albaanee (رحمه الله).

Chapter 131: Love Between People

260. Abū Hurayra said: “Whoever attributes words to me which I did not say will take his seat in the Fire. Whoever gives his Muslim brother misguided advice when he consults him, has betrayed him. Whoever gives a ruling (Fatwā) which is not firm (without proper knowledge), the sin of it rests on him who gave it.”
260. Abū Hurayra said: "The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘By Him who holds my soul in His hand, you will not enter the Garden until you submit. And you will not submit until you love one another. Spread the greeting and you will love one another. Beware of hatred for it is the razor. I do not say to you that it shaves the hair. Rather, it shaves away the dīn.’" (Sound due to supporting proofs)

Commentary: The Messenger of Allah ﷺ declared with affirmation that the people will not enter the Garden until they have submitted or believed; the gates of the Garden are closed without Islam and Eemaan. Also perfect Eemaan cannot be attained except with mutual love which is in turn attained through spreading the greetings of Salaam. The hadeeth shows the devastating effects of animosity in any community.
262. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “Blessings will be denied, ties of kinship will be cut, and we do not see anything (better than) like hearts drawing near to one another.” (Authentic Chain)

263. ‘Umayr b. Ishāq said: “We used to say that the first thing to be removed from people would be affection.” (Weak Chain)

Chapter 133: Joking

264. Anas b. Mālik said: “The Prophet ﷺ came upon some of his wives which included Umm Sulaym. He said, ‘Anjasha! Be gentle when you are driving fragile creatures (lit. glass vessels)!’ ”

Abū Qilāba said: “The Prophet ﷺ used a word which if it had been
used by one of you, you would have criticised him. He said, ‘When you are driving glass vessels.’” *(Authentic)*

**Commentary:** Here the Messenger of Allah ﷺ referred to the women employing their tender nature: the fragile vessels. He cautioned that they be driven gently so that they do not fall over the beast of burden and be wounded. Some of the scholars have viewed that the Prophet ﷺ cautioned the cameleer, ‘Anjasha (ئ), regarding his songs so that the fragile vessels were not put to trial therefrom as is shown in other wordings of the same hadeeth. ‘Anjasha (ئ), was known to sing with sonorous voice. Yet, the hadeeth evinces the permissibility of singing songs and poems when they don’t involve forbidden words and musical instruments, and when doing so does not lead to something prohibited. It also shows the permissibility of using implied expressions, and good-natured teasing.

265. Abū Hurayra said: “They said, ‘Messenger of Allah! You jest with us.’ He said, ‘I only speak the truth.’” *(Authentic)*

**Commentary:** Imam An-Nawawee (رحمه الله) explains, “the prohibited jest is that which exceeds proper bounds and is continous for it causes laughter, hard-heartedness and prevents giving remembrance of Allah and pondering about important matters of the religion. In many situations, it causes harm, breeds bitter-feeling and destroys dignity and reverence. As for the jest free of all these, such is permissible; that was what the Prophet ﷺ would do sometimes, to soothe his listener and delight him. This is an encouraged practice.”

266. Abū Bakr b. ‘Abbās ra, quoted: (‘The companions of the Prophet ﷺ, peace be upon him, would play pranks with one another using the words ‘hayya binti binti’).” *(Authentic)*
266. Bakr. b. ‘Abdullāh said: “The Companions of the Prophet  used to throw melons at one another (in jest). In times of real trials, they were (serious) men.” (Authentic)

Commentary: It encourages joking with one another sometimes and being serious-minded at other times; all as the situation demands. Since the religion prohibits wastefulness; it is understood that they would only throw the peels of melon at one another.

267. Ibn Abī Mulayka said: “‘Ā’isha jested in the presence of the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ). Her mother said, ‘Messenger of Allah! These are some of the jokes from the Kinana.’ The Prophet (ﷺ) said, ‘Rather some of our own.’” (Weak Chain)

268. Anas b. Mālik said: “A man came to the Prophet (ﷺ) to ask him for a mount. He said, ‘I will give you a she-camel’s foal to ride.’ He said, ‘Messenger of Allah! What can I do with a she-camel’s foal?’ The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said, ‘Are camels born from anything other than she-camels?’” (Authentic)

Commentary: This shows the humility of Allah’s Messenger (ﷺ); and his being mannerly, even during jokes. The hadeeth encourages keeping friendly relations with other Muslims.
Chapter 134: Joking With A Child

Anas b. Mālik said: “The Prophet ﷺ used to mix with us to the extent of saying to a younger brother of mine, Abū ‘Umayr! What has happened to the little sparrow?’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth teaches among others, that:

1. The prohibition of much mixing with people is restricted to those from whom harm is feared.
2. A child and more so, an adult could have a Kunya, for the Prophet ﷺ called the boy by a Kunya, Abu ‘Umayr.
3. It is encouraged that children are allowed to play and even provided playthings as long it is permissible to play with such things.
4. One should relate with people according to their intelligence.
5. It is encouraged to joke with children within the limits of the Sharee’ah.

Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ took al-Hasan or al-Husayn, may Allah be pleased with them, by the hand and then put his feet on top of his own and said, ‘Climb up.’” (Weak)
Chapter 135: Good Character

270. (sic) Abu’d-Dardā’ said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘There is nothing which weighs heavier in the Balance than good character.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth affirms the Meezaan, the Balance with a pan suspended from each end upon which the deeds of man will be weighed on the Day of Rising. Good character is from the most weighty of good deeds that the servant will find on his scale of righteous deeds.

271. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said: “The Prophet ﷺ was neither coarse nor loud. He used to say, ‘The best of you is the one who has the best character.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: It encourages good character and points to the virtue of a person with good character. It prohibits being obscene and ill-mannered.
272. ‘Amr b. Shuayb reported from his father who said that his grandfather, ‘Amr b. al-‘As said: “I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, ‘Shall I tell you about the one of you I love the most and the one who will be seated nearest to me on the Day of Rising?’ The people were silent, so he repeated the question two or three times. Then the people said, ‘Yes, Messenger of Allah!’ He said, ‘The one among you with the best character.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: From the manners of imparting knowledge is to ask questions that invite the listener’s attention even if it means repeating it more than once. The hadeeth shows that one should not plunge into speaking about what he knows not. One should rather remain silent or say, “I do not know...” as is proven in other narrations. The approach employed by the Prophet ﷺ indicates the virtue of good character; and from those who will be seated away from the Prophet ﷺ are those with obnoxious character.

273. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘I was sent to perfect good character.’” (Authentic)

274. ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ was never given a choice between two things but that he chose the easier of the two as long as it was not a wrong action. If
it was a wrong action, he was very far from doing it. The Messenger of Allah ﷺ never took revenge on his own behalf. But when the sanctity of Allah the Exalted was violated, he would take revenge for Allah, the Mighty and Exalted.” (Authentic)

Commentary: If the Prophet ﷺ was given a choice that involves a sin by the disbelievers and the hypocrites, or a choice that could lead to a sin by the Muslims or he was very far from doing it even if it appears to be easier than the other choice which is not a sin and would basically not lead to sin. This makes clear the error in the attitude of those who consider every easy choice as Islamic even if it involves a sin or leads to a sin. The hadith also teaches that rulers, judges and others in the position of authority should not use their positions to settle individual scores with the people.

275. ‘Abdullāh (b. Mas‘ūd) said: “Allah the Exalted has shared out character among you as He has shared out your provision among you. Allah the Exalted bestows wealth on those He loves and those He does not love. He only gives Īmān (belief) to those He loves. Whoever is miserly about spending his wealth and fears to fight the enemy and is apprehensive of staying awake (for prayers) at night should say abundantly, ‘There is no god but Allah. Glory be to Allah, Praise be to Allah, and greater is Allah.’” (Authentic in the Mawqoof form with a ruling of a Marfoo’)

Commentary: The narration is authentic from the statements of Abdullah bin Mas‘ūd (ﷺ) and has the ruling of a saying from Allah’s Messenger ﷺ because the companion could not have said these words from personal opinion especially its first segments, “Allah the Exalted has shared out
character among you…” Additionally, it has other supporting proofs with other chains of narration that show that it has a ruling of a saying from Allah’s Messenger ﷺ. See, As-Saheehah no. 2714. The hadeeth teaches that as one supplicates for provision, he should also supplicate for good character, and that one should not be deceived by the abundance of wealth in the hands of the non-Muslims because Allah the Most High, grants wealth to those with whom He is pleased (such as Sulayman and ‘Uthman) and those with whom He is displeased (such as Fir’aon and Qaaroon). It also exhorts towards regularly giving remembrance of Allah.

Chapter 136:-The Contentment Of The Self


Many amongst those to whom Allah the Exalted has granted possessions are not satisfied with what they are given; so they make great efforts to acquire more as if they are destitutes, and care less about the source. They are usually stingy and would hardly even give out their obligatory Zakat. But the real wealth is to have self satisfaction; the Prophet ﷺ said to Abu Hurayrah (ﷺ) in an authentic report collected by Imam Ahmad in his Musnad, “…be contented with what Allah has shared out to you; you will be from the richest of people…”
277. Anas said: “I served the Prophet ﷺ for ten years. He never said ‘ouf!’ to me and he never said about something I had not done, ‘Why didn’t you do that?’ or about something I had done, ‘Why did you do that?’” (Authentic)

Commentary: ‘Ouf’ is a grunting exclamation that shows disgust. The fact that the Prophet ﷺ did not use to blame Anas (only) is not with respect to issues regarding Allah’s orders or prohibitions; otherwise, the Prophet ﷺ would not remain silent when Allah’s limits are trespassed. From self contentment is to leave unnecessary blame and criticism. See comment on hadeeth no. 164.

278. Anas b. Māik said: “The Prophet ﷺ was merciful. No one came to him but that he promised him something and carried out that promise if he had anything to give. The Iqāma for the prayer had been given when a bedouin came and took hold of his garment and said, ‘Some of my wants have not been met and I am afraid lest I would forget the matter.’ The Prophet ﷺ went with him and satisfied him. After that, he returned and prayed.” (Sound)

Commentary: The Prophet ﷺ is known to be ever merciful; and so the Bedouin could drag his garment asking the Prophet ﷺ to fulfill his want so that he does not forget. The obligatory prayer did not even commence until
he satisfied the Bedouin’s need! It contains evidence that there could be a break between the call for the commencement of Prayer, the Iqaamah, and its actual commencement when the leader needs to fulfill a need or for similar reasons.

279. Jābir said: “The Prophet ﷺ was never asked for anything to which he said, ‘No.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The Prophet ﷺ was very generous; he never said, ‘No’ to anyone who requested any of the things of this world from him. If he had, he gave; otherwise, he gave a promise which he fulfilled. In the Saheeh of Imam Muslim, it says, Anas (安宁) reported that, “A man asked the Prophet ﷺ for a herd in a valley and he gave him. So the man went to his people and said, ‘My people! Accept Islam; by Allah, Muhammad gives generously. He is not afraid of penury.’” Anas said, “If a person accepted Islam for no other than worldly benefits; as soon as he enters into Islam, it becomes dearer to him than the world and what it contains.”

280. ‘Abdullāh b. az-Zubayr said: “I have never seen two women more generous than ‘Ā’ishah and Asma’. Their generosity was different, ‘Ā’ishah used to gather things and after they had been collected together, she would share them out. Asmā’ would not keep anything for the next day.” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: The companions (安宁) – male and female – followed the lines of conduct of the Prophet ﷺ; and so, were openhanded. The hadeeth shows
the virtue of the companions, and exhorts towards following what the pious predecessors were upon which was what the Prophet ﷺ was upon.

Chapter 137: Avarice


Commentary: Unreasonably strong desire to obtain and keep money could prevent a person from being openhanded, and could even cause him to hoard wealth due for Zakat. In some cases – and the refuge is with Allah – it may cause him to cheat people and deprive them of their lawful wealth. All these show the weakness of the Eemaan of such a person.

282. Abū Sa’īd al-Khudrī said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Two qualities are not found together in a believer: miserliness and bad character.’” (Weak)
282. ‘Abdullāh b. Rabī‘a said: “We were sitting with ‘Abdullāh and people spoke of a man and of certain of his characteristics. ‘Abdullāh said, ‘What, do you suppose, if you cut off his head, you would be able to put it back on again?’ They said, ‘No.’ He said, ‘And his hand?’ They said, ‘No.’ He said, ‘And his foot?’ They said, ‘No.’ He said, ‘You cannot change his character until you change his physical form. The drop of semen remains in the womb for forty nights and then the blood congeals and then it becomes a blood clot and then a lump of flesh and then Allah sends an angel who writes down his provision, his character, and whether he will be fortunate or wretched.’” (Sound chain in the Mawqoof form)
Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said, ‘Through good character, a man attains the same station as someone who stands at night in prayer.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: It shows the superiority of some good deeds over others, and the virtue of being of good character. The one who combines between both is certainly better in the sight of Allah the Mighty and Exalted.

Abū Hurayra said: “I heard Abu’l-Qāsim (the Prophet) (ﷺ) say, ‘The best of you in Islam is the best of you in character when they possess understanding (of the dīn).’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadith is evidence that the Islam of a person is not perfect when he is of bad character; the defect is to the severity of the bad character. It also evinces the fact that the people are of different grades in their deen.

Thābit b. ‘Ubayd said: “I have not seen anyone more grave when he sits with the people nor more jocular in his house than Zayd b. Thābit.” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: Thābit b. ‘Ubayd (رحمه الله) is the freed slave of Zayd b. Thābit (رضي الله عنه).
287. Ibn `Abbās said: “The Prophet ﷺ was asked, ‘Which religion does Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, love the most?’ He replied, ‘The simple Hanīfiyya.’” (Sound due to supporting proofs)

Commentary: Hanīfiyya is the path of Ibrahim - peace be upon him -; the worship of Allah Alone with full sincerity, and the one upon the path is lexically referred to as Haneef. Simplicity and turning away from evil towards the worship of Allah Alone is from good character and it shows a person’s understanding of the religion.

288. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said: “There are four qualities – if you are given them, you will not meet with harm even if the world were to be taken away from you. They are: good character, restraint in food (halāl earning), truthful words, and honouring a trust.” (Authentic in the Mawqoof form)

Commentary: The hadeeth is authentic also as a saying of the Prophet ﷺ. See: As-Saheehah (733).

289. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Do you know what it is that makes most people enter the Fire?’ They said, ‘Allah and His Messenger know best.’ He said, ‘The two hollow ones - the genitals and the mouth. Do you know what it is that makes most people enter the Garden? Taqwā (fearful consciousness) of Allah and good
(character.’ " (Sound)

Commentary: Illicit sexual intercourse and consumption of prohibited food or seeking means of livelihood from prohibited sources are means by which many of the people will enter the Fire – and the refuge is with Allah. The hadeeth shows the virtue of good character: it is one of the major means to attain the Garden.

290. Umm ad-Dardā’ said: “Abu’d-Dardā’ stood up at night to pray. He wept while repeating, ‘O Allah! You made my physical form good, so make my character good!’ until the morning. I said, ‘Abu’d-Dardā’! Your only supplication for the entire night was for good character.’ He said, ‘Umm ad-Dardā’, the Muslim develops a good character with the result that his good character takes him into the Garden. He develops a bad character with the result that his bad character takes him into the Fire. The Muslim is forgiven while he is asleep.’ I asked, ‘Abu’d-Dardā’! How can he be forgiven while he is asleep?’ He replied, ‘His brother arises in the night and performs the night prayers and makes supplication to Allah, the Mighty and Exalted and he is answered. He makes supplication for his Muslim brother and his request is answered.’ ” (Weak Chain)

Commentary: This narration with this chain of transmission is weak; however, to supplicate for good character is authentically reported from the
Usāma b. Sharīk said: “I was with the Prophet ﷺ, when some bedouins came. There were many people there from various places. People were silent and no one except the Bedouins spoke. They said, ‘Messenger of Allah! Is there any restriction for us in such-and-such and such-and-such things?’ The question was about ordinary things which are of no consequence. He said, ‘Servants of Allah! Allah has removed the restriction except in a case where a man slanderers someone unjustly – that is the one who is constrained and destroyed.’ They asked, ‘Messenger of Allah! Can we make use of medical treatment?’ He said, ‘Yes, servants of Allah! You can make use of medical treatment. Allah, the Majestic and Exalted has not created an illness but that He has made a cure for it also – except for one disease.’ They asked, ‘And what is that, Messenger of Allah?’ He said, ‘Old age.’ They asked, ‘Messenger of Allah! What is the best thing that a human being is granted?’ He replied, ‘Good character.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth teaches many lessons including: 1. Students should be silent when questions are asked by others; for the teacher could give a response which may include a point of benefit they had not heard
previously. Although the most eminent among the companions were always with the Prophet ﷺ, Anas (r) said, “We used to be delighted that an intelligent bedouin would approach him and ask him and we would listen”. 2. One should know the rulings regarding matters before embarking upon them. 3. Seeking medical attention is permissible (Mubah) and not discouraged (Makrooh) as some of the people opine. 4. Allah the Exalted is Merciful; He did not create an illness except that He made a cure for it. 5. Old age is the major precursor to death as pregnancy is to birth; and so as the illnesses connected to pregnancy become cured at child birth, death is the absolute cure for those connected to old age. 6. Good character is from the greatest favours of Allah upon people. We ask Allah to perfect our character as he has perfected our physical looks. Ameen.

292. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ was the most generous of people in extending benefit. He was even more generous in Ramadān when Jibrīl, peace and blessings be upon him, would meet him. Every night of Ramadān, Jibrīl would come to him and the Messenger of Allah ﷺ would recite the Qur’ān to him. When Jibrīl came to him, the Messenger of Allah ﷺ was more generous in giving alms than the blowing wind.” (Authentic)

Commentary: Imam an-Nawawee (رحمه الله) said, “From the points of benefit in this hadeeth are: exhortation towards generosity at all times and doing more of that in Ramadan and on meeting with pious people. It also encourages visiting pious and good people and repeatedly, if such people do not detest it. It recommends much reading of the Qur’ān during Ramadan and that it is more meritorious than other patterns of giving remembrance, and that one could actually say, Ramadan without an annexation, and other benefits that
could be derived after due consideration.”

293. Abū Mas'ūd al-Ansāri said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Before your time a man was called to account and the only good found with him was that he was a rich man and used to mix with people. He ordered his servants to give relief to people who were in difficulty.’ Allah, the Majestic and Exalted, said, ‘We are more entitled to do that than he was’; so He forgave him.” (Authentic)

Commentary: He mixed with people; i.e “he used to lend people money” as is mentioned in another version of the narration. The hadeeth shows the virtues of extending relief to those in difficulty and being tolerant in trade dealings, seeking Allah’s countenance therefrom for Allah the Exalted only rewards an action performed for His Sake. It is also authentically reported that the man used to say to his servants, “When a person in difficulty comes, give him relief; perhaps Allah grants relief to us too…”

294. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ was asked, ‘What is the most frequent cause of someone entering the Garden?’ He said, ‘Taqwā (fearful consciousness) of Allah and good character.’ He was asked, ‘What is the most frequent cause of people entering the Fire?’ He said, ‘The two hollow ones – the mouth and the genitals.’” (Authentic)
Same as hadeeth no. 289.

295 - عَنِ نوَّاسٍ بْنِ سَْعَانَ اْلأَنْصَارِي؛ أَنَّهُ سَأَلَ رَسُولَ اللهِ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ عَنْ أَلْبَرَ وَأَلْإِثْمِ؟ قَالَ: ((أَلْبَرُ: خَسْنُ الْخَلْقُ. وَالإِثْمُ: مَا حَكَّ في نَفْسِكَ. وَكَرِهْتَ أَنْ يُظْهَرَ عَلَيْهِ الْنَّاسُ)). صَحِيحٌ.

295. Nawwās b. Sam‘ān al-Ansāri said: “He asked the Messenger of Allah ﷺ about righteousness and sin. He said, ‘Righteousness is good character and sin is that which pricks your heart and you dislike other people to become aware of.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: That is, the core of righteousness is good character. This hadeeth shows that sins have two signs: firstly, the fact that it pricks the heart of the doer due to the fact that the mind basically recognizes evil but is overpowered by the desires and as such, it is discomfited. Secondly, dislike of the people to be aware of it. This is because the mind basically likes to be known for its righteousness; so when it dislikes that a thing is known of it, then it shows that the thing is a sin.

Chapter 139: Miserliness

master, Banū Salama?’ We said, ‘Judd b. Qays, although we think that he is a miser.’ He said, ‘What illness is worse than miserliness? Your master is ‘Amr b. al-Jamūh.’”

‘Amr had been in charge of their idols during the Time of Ignorance. He arranged the wedding feast for the Messenger of Allah ﷺ when he got married. (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadith teaches that: 1. The Prophet ﷺ was concerned about the affairs of the people to the extent that he sought to know who their masters were. 2. It is permissible to backbite if it will bring about an overall pressing benefit. 3. Like those of the body, heart-related illnesses are in grades, and from the worst of them is miserliness. 4. Those who are more generous are more suitable for positions of leadership. 5. It is permissible that the associates or relatives of a man support him to host his marriage ceremony.

297. Warrād the scribe of al-Mughīra said: “Mu‘āwiyah wrote to al-Mughīra b. Shu‘ba, ‘Write down for me something that you heard from the Messenger of Allah ﷺ.’ Al- Mughīra wrote in reply, ‘The Messenger of Allah ﷺ forbade idle talk, wasting property, asking too many questions, refusing to give and being greedy to take, disobedience to mothers and burying daughters alive.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: From the dispositions of the miserly is overwhelming desire to take from people; both miserliness and greed to take from others are from bad character.
298. Jābir said: “The Prophet ﷺ was never asked for anything to which he said, ‘No.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Same as hadeeth no. 279.

Chapter 140: Good Property For A Good Man

299. ‘Amr b. al-’As said: “The Prophet ﷺ sent for me. He commanded me to put on my clothes and my arms and come to him. I came to him while he was doing wudū. He looked at me and then lowered his eyes. Then he said, “Amr, I mean to appoint you over an army and Allah will give you booty. I will give you a big portion out of the spoils.’ I said, ‘I did not become Muslim out of the desire for property. I became Muslim out of the desire for Islam and so that I
would be with the Messenger of Allah . He said, ‘‘Amr! Sound property is truly excellent for a righteous man.’’ (Authentic)

**Commentary:** The hadeeth draws attention to the facts that: 1. It is the duty of the leader of the Muslims or his designate to prepare and dispatch the Muslim army for Military assignments. 2. Those who are specifically enlisted for Military expeditions must respond to such calls by the leader. 3. The leader of the Muslims should see to the economic empowerment of the individuals of the community. 4. The virtues of ‘Amr bin Al-‘Aas (رضي الله عنه); his sincerity, piety and love for Allah’s Messenger . 5. Sound wealth is important and appropriate for the pious Muslim.

١٤١- بَابٌ مَنْ أَصْبَحَ آمِنًا فِي سِرْبِهِ

Chapter 141: The One Who Is Secure In His Property

300. ‘Ubaydullah b. Mihsan al-Ansāri said: “The Prophet  said, ‘Whoever is secure in his property, healthy in his body and has his food for the day, it is as if he owned the entire world.’” (Sound)

**Commentary:** The Muslim should be contented and regularly give thanks for Allah’s favours on him. The narration indicates the importance of security, sound health and provision.
Chapter 142: Cheerfulness

301. Abdullah b. Khubayb al-Juhani reported from his paternal uncle, ‘Ubayda b. ‘Abdu’l-Hayy said that the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) came out to them with signs on him that he had had a bath. He was cheerful. We thought that he had been with his wives. We said, ‘Messenger of Allah! We see that you are cheerful.’ He said, ‘Yes and praise be to Allah!’ Later wealth was mentioned and the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said, ‘There is no harm in wealth for someone who has taqwā (fearful consciousness of Allah), but health for the person who has taqwā is even better than wealth. Cheerfulness is a blessing.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: This narration indicates the followings: 1. Private relations with one’s wives is from the means to attain cheerfulness. 2. Wealth without fearful consciousness of Allah is harmful because it will be gathered unlawfully, spent unlawfully and denied those to whom it is due unlawfully. 3. Sound health aids the performance of good deeds; the sick is usually frail...
and unable. 4. Whomever Allah has granted sound health should make good use of the time and not waste it in engagement in unlawful things. 5. Allah the Mighty and Exalted is abundantly merciful to His servants.

302. An-Nawwās b. Sam‘ān aI-Ansāri said: “He asked the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) about righteousness and sin. He said, ‘Righteousness is good character and sin is what pricks on your heart and which you dislike for other people to become aware of.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Same as hadeeth no. 295.

303. Anas said: “The Prophet (ﷺ) was the best of people, the most generous and the most courageous. One night the people of Madīna were alarmed by a noise and people went towards its source. The Prophet (ﷺ) met them, having reached the source of the noise before them and he was saying, ‘Do not be alarmed. Do not be alarmed.’ He was riding a horse of Abū Talha’s without a saddle, and a sword hung around his neck. He said, ‘I found it (the horse) like a great river’ or it was a great river (i.e. in the speed of its running).” (Authentic Chain)
Commentary: The Prophet ﷺ was the best of people in nature, character, lineage, generousity, bravery, humility and other indices of goodness. Imam an-Nawawee (رحمه الله) said, “It shows the beautiful qualities with which Allah the Most High has honoured him…” The hadeeth is also evidence that ahead of official moves, an individual could explore and expose an army that attempts a sudden invasion of the Muslims.

304. Jābir said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Every good action is ‘sadaqa. One of the good actions is that you present to your brother a cheerful face and that you pour some water from your bucket into his water vessel.’” (Sound)

Commentary: One should always try to make his brother happy; and from the means to attain that is to meet him with a cheerful face, talking to him politely and seeking to ease his tasks at all times. Also, see comments on hadeeth no. 224.

Chapter 143: What Is Necessary About Helping Someone In Distress

305. Ask: “A boy was lost. One said: ‘I went to look for him, I found him with one of my servants’; another said: ‘I found him near his family’.” (Abū Lūlū)
Abū Dharr said: “The Prophet ﷺ was asked, ‘Which is the best action?’ He replied, ‘Belief in Allah and jihād in His way.’ He was asked, ‘Which slaves is it best to set free?’ He replied, ‘The highest in price and the most precious to their people.’ The man asked, ‘What do you think I should do if I am unable to do some of this?’ He replied, ‘Help someone in straitened circumstances or work for someone unskilled.’ The man asked, ‘What do you think that I should do if I am too weak (to act accordingly)?’ He said, ‘Spare people your evil. That is a sadaqa which you bestow on yourself.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Same as hadeeth no. 220.

Abū Mūsā al-Ash’ari said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Every Muslim owes sadaqa.’ A man asked, ‘What do you think he should do if he cannot find anything to give?’ He said, ‘He should find work and thereby benefit himself and be able to give sadaqa.’ The man asked, ‘What do you think he should do if he cannot or does not do that?’ He said, ‘He should help someone who has great need.’ The man asked, ‘What do you think he should do if he cannot or does not do that?’ He said, ‘He should command what is correct.’ The man asked, ‘What do
you think he should do if he cannot or does not do that?’ He said, ‘He should refrain from evil. That is sadaqah for him.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: Same as hadeeth no. 225.

Chapter 144: The Person Who Makes Supplication To Allah To Make His Character Good

307. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ used to supplicate, ‘O Allah, I ask You for health, chastity, trustworthiness, good character and contentment with the decree.’” (Weak)

308. Yazīd b. Bābanūs said: “We went to ‘Ā’isha and asked her, ‘Umm al-Mu’minin! What was the character of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ like?’ She said, ‘His character was the Qur’ān. You can recite the sūra called “The Believers.” Then recite, “Successful indeed are the
Yazid said: “So I recited, ‘Successful indeed are the believers who are humble in their prayers, who shun vain conversation, who pay their zakah and who guard their modesty.’ (23: 1-5) She said, ‘That was the character of the Messenger of Allah’ (Weak Chain)

Commentary: However, it is authentically related with another chain of transmission in Saheeh Muslim that she (رضي الله عنها) would say, “His character was the Qur’an...” It shows that the supplication of the Prophet ﷺ for noble character (as reported in other authentic narrations) was granted such that his character was the Qur’an. The Qur’an has been revealed to be learnt and acted upon.

Chapter 145: The Believer Is Not A Defamer

Sālim b. ‘Abdullāh said: “I never ever heard ‘Abdullāh curse any creature but not a person.”

Sālim used to say: “ ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar said, ‘The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, “It is not fitting for a believer to be a curser.” ’ ” (Authentic and Sound)

Commentary: The phrase, laysa insaanan (but not a person) is clearer in another wording of the same hadeeth authentically collected by Ibn Abee Dunya which says, illaa insaanan waahidan (except a single person). In that single case, Ibn Umar (رضي الله عنهما) freed the slave whom he cursed.
The hadeeth clearly disallows cursing, and the believer should only adorn himself with positive qualities.

310. Jābir b. ‘Abdullāh said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Allah does not love the loud and coarse nor the one who yells in the marketplace.’” (Weak)

311. ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “Some Jews came to the Prophet ﷺ and said, ‘Sam (i.e. death instead of Salām i.e. peace) be upon you.’ ‘Ā’isha said, ‘And upon you, and may Allah’s curse and His anger be upon you.’ The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Be patient, ‘Ā’isha, you must be gentle. Beware of harshness and coarseness.’ She said, ‘Didn’t you hear what they said?’ He said, ‘Didn’t you hear what I said? I returned it to them and what I said about them will be accepted and what they said about me will not be accepted.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: It exhorts towards being gentle and eschewing harshness and coarseness; one should still be mannerly even while responding to an offensive from an adversary. The Prophet ﷺ cautioned against being excessive in response to the non-Muslims in this hadeeth, not being excessive
with respect to the Muslim is therefore, with a greater need. Basically, the eminent may not invest time and energy to counteract inconsequential statements and dispositions from the stupid.

312. ‘Abdullāh said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘A believer is not a defamer nor a curser nor coarse nor obscene.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: These traits are certainly blameworthy; when a Muslim engages in them it depicts his weak Eemaan (faith) and the weakness is to the extent of his engaging in it and other sins.

313. Abū Hurayra, may Allah be pleased with him, said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘A person with two faces cannot be a trustee.’” (Authentic and Sound)

Commentary: When he is with those whom he dislikes, he amends his words and actions to suit the situation, and when he returns to his true associates he is something else. So for him, words are ever changing depending on the situation. How can such be trustworthy?!

314. ‘Abdullāh (b. Mas’ood) said: “The most blameworthy thing in the character of a believer is coarseness.” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: That is, being vulgar or obscene; unrefined.
315. Muhammad b. ‘Ubayd al-Kindī al-Kūfī reported from his father who said: I heard ‘Alī b. Abī Tālib, may Allah be pleased with him say: “The cursers are cursed.”

Marwān (one of the narrators of the hadīth) commented: “(He meant) those who curse other people.” *(Weak Chain)*

316. Abu’d-Darda’ said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Those who are in the habit of cursing will be neither witnesses nor intercessors on the Day of Judgement.’ ” *(Authentic)*

**Commentary:** They will not be witnesses for the earlier Prophets – alayhim as-Salam – on the Day of Resurrection against their nations who will deny that their Prophets did not invite them. It is also considered that they will not be witnesses means that their witnessing should not be accepted in the courts or that they will not be granted martyrdom in the path of Allah. Also, they will not be intercessors of the Day of Resurrection, for intercession involves asking that sins are pardoned and asking for Allah’s mercy. This contradicts the action of the curser who is in the habit of asking that Allah’s mercy is put away from His servants.
317. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said. ‘A siddīq should not be a curser.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The siddeeq is one who is ever truthful and whose actions follow his words. If such is in the habit of cursing people, his words will belie his actions and vice versa. However, if it happens for any reason that he curses once or thereabout, it does not remove or contradict the status of the siddeeq.

318. Hudhayfa said: “When people curse each other, the curse really falls on themselves.” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: So, the harm for which they supplicated against one another falls upon them – and the refuge is with Allah.

Chapter 147: The Person Who Curses His Slave And Then Frees Him
319. Shurayh b. Hāni’ said: “‘Ā’isha related to me that Abū Bakr cursed one of his slaves and the Prophet ﷺ said (to caution him), ‘Abū Bakr! A siddīq must not be a curser! No, by the Lord of the Ka‘ba!’ two or three times. ‘So that same day Abū Bakr freed one of his slaves. Then he came to the Prophet ﷺ and said, ‘I will not do that again.’” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** That is, have you seen a siddeeq being a curser? These are two clearly different and incompatible traits! So, Abu Bakr as-Siddeeq (ﷺ) freed a slave in atonement and also vowed never to curse anyone again. The hadeeth shows the virtue of Abu Bakr (ﷺ); that he is siddeeq, quick to turn in penitence to Allah the Mighty and Exalted. “Truly, Allah loves those who turn unto Him in repentance.” (Q 2: 222)

### Chapter 148: Cursing Each Other With The Curse Of Allah, With The Anger Of Allah And With The Fire

320. Samura said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Do not curse each other with the curse of Allah nor the anger of Allah nor with the Fire.’” (Weak)
Chapter 149: Cursing The Unbeliever


321. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah was asked, ‘Messenger of Allah! Speak a curse for us against the idol-worshippers.’ He replied, ‘I was not sent as a curser. I was sent as a mercy.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The Prophet ﷺ is a mercy to all; for the Muslims due to obvious reasons, and for the non-Muslims, because while he is with them, their punishment is postponed until the Day of Ressurrection.

Chapter 150: Slander


322. Hammām said: “We were with Hudhayfa and he was told, ‘A man slanders people before ‘Uthmān.’ Hudhayfa said, ‘I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, “A slanderer will not enter the Garden.” ’” (Authentic)

Commentary: This is explained in two ways: firstly, that it is regarding the one who considers slandering legitimate without any explanation despite knowing that it is prohibited. Secondly, that the slanderer will be delayed
from entering the Garden. However, if doing so involves certain pressing overall benefit, it is permissible; such as informing a man about a secret plan to execute him or his family or take away his wealth or to report an individual who spreads harm in the community to the appropriate Authority.

323. Asmā’ bint Yazīd said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Shall I tell you who are the best among you?’ They said, ‘Yes.’ He said, ‘Those who, when you see them, bring you to remembrance of Allah.’ He went on, ‘Shall I tell you who are the worst of you?’ They said, ‘Yes.’ He said, ‘Those who go about slandering, making mischief between friends to separate them, and desiring to lead the innocent into distress.’ ”

(Sound)

Commentary: The hadeeth mentions serious dispraise for and some consequences of going about slandering: It causes separation between friends and leads the innocent into distress. So when a person says to you, so-and-so said such-and-such about you; do the following: 1. Do not accept it as true, for the slanderer is a sinful person whose witnesses should be rejected. 2. Forbid him from doing so and give him sincere advice. 3. Dislike him for Allah’s sake for he is disliked in the sight of Allah. 4. You should still have a good opinion of your brother about whom he told you. 5. What the narrator says should not make you begin to sniff out for information on the matter. Allah knows best.
Chapter 151: The Person Who Hears About An Indecency And Then Spreads It About

324. ‘Alī b. Abī Talīb, may Allah be pleased with him, said: “The person who says something indecent and the person who spreads it are equal as far as the sin is concerned.” (Sound Chain)

Commentary: This is because they have both cooperated in this evil; while one of them originated it, the other joined in its spread.

325. Shubayl b. ‘Awf said: “It is said, ‘Whoever hears something indecent and then spreads it is like the one who originated it.’ ” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: That is, they are alike as far as the sin is concerned as contained in the preceding narration. The Prophet ﷺ had shown dispraise for rumour mongering in an authentic narration, collected by Imam Muslim in the Preface of Saheeh Muslim that, “It is sufficient sin for a person when he narrates whatever he hears.”
326. Ibn Jurayj said: “It was the view of ‘Atā’ that an exemplary punishment be executed on anyone who made an adultery known. He would say, ‘He has made indecency known’. “ (Authentic Chain)

327. ‘Alî – may Allah be pleased with him - said, ‘Do not be hasty in spreading and divulging secrets. The consequences for you are severe, distressing affliction and (distressing) events - namely grave conflicts.’ ” (Authentic Chain)

328. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “When you feel the need to mention your companion’s faults, remember your own.” (Weak Chain)
‘Ikrima said: ‘Ibn ‘Abbās spoke about the words of Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, ‘Do not find fault with each other’ (49: II), and he said that these words mean, ‘Do not attack each other.’ ” (Weak Chain)

Abū Jubayrā b. ad-Dahhāk said: “It was about us (the Banū Salima) that these words were revealed, ‘Do not call each other by offensive nicknames.’ ” (49: 11)

He said: “The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) came to us and there was not a man among us who did not have two names. The Prophet (ﷺ) began to say, ‘O so-and-so!’ They said, ‘Messenger of Allah! That will make him angry.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: ‘O so-and-so!’ that is, he (ﷺ) would call a person among them by his nickname which he disliked. Hafidh Ibn Hajar al-Aṣqalānī (رحمه الله) explains, ‘If a person likes a particular nickname and it does not contain excess praise which makes it become prohibited legally, it is permissible or even recommended. But if he dislikes it, then it is either prohibited or disliked except if he is popular with it and would not be differentiated from other than him until the nickname is mentioned.’
331. ‘Ikrimah said: “I do not know which of them, either Ibn ‘Abbās or Ibn ‘Umar, invited his companion for food, and a slave-girl was working in their presence. One of them said to her, ‘Adulteress!’ He (the other one) said, ‘Don’t! If she does not get retaliatory punishment (i.e. for slander) from you in this world, she will get it from you in the Next World.’ The man asked, ‘And what do you think if it (i.e. what I said) is the truth?’ He said, ‘Allah does not love anyone who greatly exceeds the bounds in speaking of indecencies.’ ”

It was Ibn ‘Abbās who said: “Allah does not love the one who greatly exceeds the bounds in speaking of indecencies.” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** The narration shows the followings: 1. ‘Ikrimah (رضي الله عنهم) was precise in his narration. 2. The dispraise for insulting somebody even though they may be our servants or subordinates. 3. The Day of Ressurrection is a day of recompense; “Whosoever does good equal to the weight of an atom shall see it. And whosoever does evil equal to the weight of an atom shall see it.” (99: 7-8). 4. We should regularly keep the company of the pious who will always guide us towards good and caution us when we err. 5. One must not commit nor spread indecency.

332. ‘Abdullāh said: “The Prophet  said, ‘The believer is neither a
defamer nor curser nor outrageous nor obscene.” (Authentic)

Commentary: Same as hadeeth no. 312.

Chapter 153: On Praising People Excessively

333. Abū Bakra said: “A man was mentioned in the presence of the Prophet ﷺ. Someone praised that man, and the Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Woe to you! You have cut off the head of your companion,’ and he said it many times. He went on, ‘If one of you must praise someone, he should say, “I consider that so-and-so is such-and-such” if it is thought that he is like that. Allah will take account of him. No one can appropriate Allah’s right to judge someone pure.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: Wayhak or Waylak as in other wordings of the hadeeth translated as “Woe to You!” is an expression of caution to a person who is groundlessly getting into ruin. The one whose head is severed is taken from life to death; likewise, the one who is praised excessively is been taken from humility to self-importance and from the Garden to the Fire. So, the Prophet ﷺ warned against such repeatedly. No one can say categorically how a person will end for that is from the Unseen, known to Allah Alone, the Mighty and Exalted. However, one could say what he thinks likely based on his knowledge of the person. Allah knows best.
334. Abū Mūsā said: “The Prophet, may Allah bless him and grant him peace, heard a man praise another man with exaggeration. The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘You have destroyed – or cut - the man’s back.’ ” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** The hadeeth shows how destructive praising a person could be especially when doing so involves exergeration. Thus, the Prophet ﷺ said, ‘You have destroyed – or cut - the man’s back.’ However, Imam an-Nawawee (رحمه الله) explains, “There are many narrations in the two Saheehs containing (the permissibility) of praising a person in his presence. The scholars say that they are reconciled (with those that evince prohibition) by considering the prohibition to mean praising people without looking at undesirable consequences of such and being excessive or praising a person who may fall into the trial of self-importance and something like that if he hears of the praise. But for a person for whom that is not feared due to his piety and his intelligence and knowledge, it is not prohibited to praise him as long as it does not include being excessive. In fact, if doing so will be beneficial to him such as motivating him towards good or encouraging him to do more or sustaining him upon it or lead to his been emulated (by others); then such is even encouraged. Allah knows best.” See hadeeth no. 337 below.

335. Ibrāhīm at-Taymī reported that his father said, ‘We were sitting with ‘Umar and one man praised another man to his face.’ He said, ‘You have wounded the man. May Allah wound you.’ ” (Sound Chain)

**Commentary:** The narration further indicates the seriousness of excessively
praising a person in his presence. Perhaps the one who was praised is from those for whom ‘Umar () feared being overtaken by the destructive trials of such praise; so he cautioned the one who gave the praise so strongly. Shaykh Fadlullah al-Jeelaanee (رحمه الله) explains, “Because the man did something that could destroy the Deen of his brother (i.e. his affairs in this world and the hereafter), it is permissible that ‘Umar () invoked upon him regarding his worldly affairs.”


Muhammad (b. Salām) commented: “He meant when the man accepts it (such praise).” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: This narration is also authentically reported from the Prophet ﷺ with the wording, “Beware of excessive praise; for it is slaughter.” See comment on hadeeth no. 333 and 334.

Chapter 154: The Person Who Praises His Companion When He Feels Sure Of Him

(Authentic)

Commentary: So, the Prophet ﷺ praised his companions, the most pious of Allah’s creatures after the Messengers and Prophets, ﷺ. The books of hadeeth contain lots of authentic narratives from the Prophet ﷺ wherein he praised those he mentioned here and many others amongst the companions, mentioning their virtues in different forms. There is no doubt that such words of commendation encouraged the companions, made them steadfast and inspires the love of these pious generation in the hearts of those who truly believe in the message of the Prophet ﷺ thereby placing them in the position of emulation.
338. ‘Ā’isha said: “A man asked permission to come to the Messenger of Allah ﷺ and the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘He is an evil son of his tribe.’ When that man came in, the Prophet was courteous and cheerful with him. When that man left, another man asked for permission to come in. He said, ‘He is an excellent son of his tribe.’ When this man came in, he was not cheerful with him as he had been with the other man. Nor was he courteous towards him as he had been towards the other man. When he left, I said, ‘Messenger of Allah! You said what you said about so-and-so and you were courteous to him. You said what you said about so-and-so and I did not see you act in the same way.’ He said, “Ā’isha! The worst of people are those who are feared for their bad temper.”” (Weak)

Commentary: See hadeeth no. 1311.

339. Abū Ma‘mar said: “A man began to praise one of the Amīrs. Al-Miqdād began to throw dust in his face and said, ‘The Messenger of Allah ﷺ commanded us to throw dust into the faces of those who praise people (in their presence).’” (Authentic)

Commentary: This clearly discourages praising people in their presence, and shows the companion’s keenness to obey the orders of the Prophet ﷺ.

Commentary: As for the word, al-Maddaahoon, translated as “those who praise people”, Imam al-Khattabbee (رحمه الله) explains that, “they are those in the habit of praising people, who have made it a trade item by which they seek to be paid by the one been praised and (by that), they bring him to trial.”
Rajā’ said: “One day Mihjan and I went to the mosque of the people of Basra. Burayda al-Aslami was sitting there at one of the mosque doors. Inside the mosque was a man, clad in a cloak, called Sakba, who used to pray long. When we went to the mosque door, Burayda - who was a humorous person - said, ‘Mihjan, don’t you pray as Sakba prays?’ Mihjan did not answer him and went back.”

Rajā’ said: “Mihjan said. ‘The Messenger of Allah ﷺ once took me by the hand and we climbed (mount) Uhud. He looked down on Madīna and said, ‘Woe to a village whose people will abandon it even though it is very prosperous. The Dajjāl will come to it and find angels at each of its gates, so he will not enter it.’

“Then the Prophet ﷺ went down until we reached the mosque and he saw a man praying, prostrating and bowing. The Messenger of Allah ﷺ asked me, ‘Who is this?’ and I began to praise the man lavishly. I said, ‘Messenger of Allah! This is so-and-so and this is so-and-so.’ He said, ‘Stop! Do not let him hear or you will destroy him.’”

Mihjan said: “The Prophet ﷺ began to walk until he reached his rooms, and he began to shake (the dust from) his hands and said, ‘The best of your dīn is the easiest of it. The best of your dīn is the easiest of it,’ three times.” (Authentic)

Commentary: The word, Wayl..., lexically translated as “Woe...” is employed by the Arabs to show commendation, not intending its lexical meaning. This hadeeth mentions some virtues of Madeenah: a thriving and booming city. It also encourages being of the middle-course in the performance of supererogatory prayers and not burdening one’s soul beyond its ability in recommended acts of worship. Excessively praising a person in his presence is also warned against in this narration.
Chapter 156: The Person Who Praises In Poetry

342. Al-Aswad b. Suray' said, “I came to the Prophet ﷺ and said, ‘Messenger of Allah, I have praised Allah and you in poems of praise and eulogies.’ He said, ‘As for Your Lord, He loves praise.’ So I began to recite them. Then a tall, bald man asked for permission to enter. The Prophet ﷺ told me, ‘Be - silent.’ The man came in and spoke for a while and then left. Then I resumed. Then the same man came back and he made me be silent again. Again he went out. That happened two or three times. I said, ‘Who is this man for whom you silenced me?’ He said, ‘This is a man who does not like worthless things.’ ” (Weak)

Commentary: See hadeeth no. 859.
Chapter 157: Giving To A Poet When You Fear His Evil

Abū Nujayd narrated: “A poet came to ‘Imrān b. Husayn and ‘Imrān gave him something. ‘Imrān was asked, ‘You give to a poet?’ He said, ‘I am preserving my reputation (i.e. from his satire).’” (Weak Chain)

Chapter 158: Do Not Honour Your Friend In A Way That Will Be Burdensome For Him

Muhammad (b. Sireen) said: “They used to say, ‘Do not honour your friend in a way that will be burdensome for him.’” (Authentic Chain; Mawqoof).

Commentary: Perhaps the burden referred to here is the friend’s inability to materially repay the favour done to him since we have been told to repay favours done to us.
Chapter 159: Visiting

345. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘When a man visits his brother (who is ill or pays him a general visit), Allah says to him, “You have been good and your steps are good and you have deserved a place in the Garden.” ’” (Sound)

Commentary: The hadeeth shows the virtue in visiting the Muslim for the sake of Allah, Alone, whether the one visited is sick or in sound health. It also forms evidence for the fact that Allah the Mighty and Exalted really speaks to His creatures.

346. Umm ad-Dardā’ said: “Salmān came on foot to visit us from al-Madā’in (in Iraq) to Syria wearing a Kisa (garment) with andarward (i.e. trouser).”
Ibn Shawdhab said: “Salmān was seen wearing a kisa with all his hair shaved off and his large ears showing. He was told, ‘You have made yourself ugly.’ He replied, ‘The real good is the good of the World Hereafter.’” (Sound)

Commentary: The visit of Salman al-Faarisee from Madaain to Abu ad-Darda (رضي الله عنه) in Syria is the point of reference in this narration; it shows the keenness of the companions to perform good deeds and earn rewards for them, and their great concern for one another. Ibn Shawdhab had basically heard this report from Malik bin Deenaar who narrated it from Aboo Gaalib on the authority of Umm Dardaa. Therefore, Ibn Shawdhab’s saying that, “Salmān was seen wearing…” is graded Mu’dal i.e. a narration with at least two missing narrators in succession in the chain of transmission. However, the statement, “The real good is the good of the World Hereafter” is authentically reported from the Prophet ﷺ with another chain of transmission. See As-Saheehah no. 3198.

347. Anas b. Mālik said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ visited one of the houses of the Ansār and took some food with them. When he wanted to leave, he asked for a place in the house and water was sprinkled on a rug for him. He prayed on it and made supplication for them.” (Authentic Chain)
Commentary: From the perfection of visits is that some food is presented to the visitor. Ibn Battaal (رحمه الله) said, “It is from the things that strengthen friendly-relations and increases mutual love.” The recommendation to partake in such meals is stronger if the visitor is a scholar or is in a position of emulation. It is also encouraged that the visitor supplicates for those he has visited before he departs.

جَاءَ عَبْدُ اْلكَرِيم أَبُو أُمَيَّةَ إِلَى أَبِي اْلعَالِيَةِ، وَعَلَيْهِ ثِيَابُ

Commentary: The Raahib (pl. Ruhbaan), monk, is the one who seeks worship by withdrawing from society; worldly things, its pleasure and people, and desiring its inconvenience, something for which Allah the Mighty and Exalted berated the Jews and Christians: “But the monasticism which they invented for themselves, We did not prescribe for them, but (they sought it) only to please Allah therewith, but they did not observe it with the right observance...” (Q 57:27). Here, Abū’l-Aliya decried Abdu’l-Karīm's dressing which appears as that of a monk and encouraged him to beautify himself as is the way of the Muslims when they visit each other. It is necessary to note that in beautifying oneself, one must remain within the limits of the Sharee’ah.

348. Abū Khalda said: “Abu ‘Umayya Abdu’l-Karīm came to Abū’l-Aliya wearing a woollen garment. Abū’l-Aliya said, ‘This is the garment of the monks. When the Muslims visit each other, they beautify themselves.’ ” (Authentic in Maqtoo’ form)

Commentary: The Raahib (pl. Ruhbaan), monk, is the one who seeks worship by withdrawing from society; worldly things, its pleasure and people, and desiring its inconvenience, something for which Allah the Mighty and Exalted berated the Jews and Christians: “But the monasticism which they invented for themselves, We did not prescribe for them, but (they sought it) only to please Allah therewith, but they did not observe it with the right observance...” (Q 57:27). Here, Abū’l-Aliya decried Abdu’l-Karīm's dressing which appears as that of a monk and encouraged him to beautify himself as is the way of the Muslims when they visit each other. It is necessary to note that in beautifying oneself, one must remain within the limits of the Sharee’ah.

348. ‘Abdullāh, the mawlā of Asmā’ said: “Asmā’ (bint Abī Bakr),
may Allah be pleased with them all, brought me a black woollen shirt with a brocade border, a span wide on its sleeves. She said, ‘This is the jubbah (long shirt) of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ. He used to wear it for delegations and on the day of Jumu’a.’” (Sound)

**Commentary:** It proves the recommendation of wearing decorated dresses as long as one remains within the limits of the Sharee’ah for the Prophet ﷺ would not wear the jubbah for delegations and on Fridays except that it was from the best ways to appear.

349. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar said: “‘Umar found a silk robe and brought it to the Prophet ﷺ and said, ‘Buy this and wear it on Jumu’a and when the delegations come to you.’ The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Only someone who has no portion in the World Hereafter wears this.’

“Later the Messenger of Allah ﷺ was brought some robes of which he sent one to ‘Umar, one to Usāma, and one to ‘Alī. ‘Umar said, ‘Messenger of Allah! You have sent this to me when I heard you say what you said about it.’ The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘You may sell it or otherwise meet your needs with it.’” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** See comment on hadeeth no. 26.
Chapter 161: The Excellence Of Visiting

年に阿里改变了他的态度，他说：“我对某一个兄弟的爱，与他对我的爱不能相提并论。”

Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘A man visited a brother of his in a village, so Allah set an angel in wait for him on the road. The angel asked, ‘Where are you going?’ He replied, ‘To a brother of mine in this village.’ The angel asked, ‘Has he done you some favour which you want to repay?’ He said, ‘No, I love him for Allah.’ The angel said, ‘I am a messenger of Allah to you. Allah loves you as you love him.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: While the Chapter on Visiting describes the validity of visiting, this chapter shows the virtues of visiting. Imam An-Nawawee (رحمه الله) said, “The hadeeth contains the virtue of Loving for Allah the Most High, and that it is a means to Allah’s loving a servant...”

Chapter 162: When A Man Loves People, But Cannot Equal Them In Deeds

年に阿里改变了他的态度，他说：“我对某一个兄弟的爱，与他对我的爱不能相提并论。”

351- عـن أبي ذر رضي الله عنه قال: قلت: يا رسول الله! الرجل يحب القوم ولا
351. Abū Dharr said: “I said, ‘Messenger of Allah! What if a man loves a people and cannot equal them in deeds?’ He said, ‘Abū Dharr, you are with the one you love.’ I said, ‘I love Allah and His Messenger.’ He said, ‘Abū Dharr, you are with the one you love.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Loving is in grades as following; and there are levels in the Garden. So, a servant’s level in the Garden is to the extent of his love for and following of the Messenger ﷺ. Even the person in the lowest level in the Garden, he will also be with the Prophet ﷺ in the garden even though his level will be low. The hadeeth shows the virtues of Abu Dharr (ﷺ).

352. Anas said: “A man asked the Prophet ﷺ: ‘Prophet of Allah, when will the Hour come?’ He said, ‘What preparations have you made for it?’ The man replied, ‘I have not made much preparation, but I love Allah and His Messenger.’ He said, ‘A man is with the one he loves.’ Anas said, “I never saw the Muslims - rejoice - except for the day that they became Muslim - more than they did on that day (i.e. on hearing that hadith).” (Authentic)

Commentary: The Prophet ﷺ asked what preparations the companion had made for the Last Hour since the main benefit of knowing about the Day or its signs is one’s preparation for it. The hadeeth is evidence that the companions (ﷺ) truly love Allah and His Messenger ﷺ; and so, they were glad to hear what shows that they will be with him again in the World Hereafter.
Chapter 163: The Excellence Of The Older Person

((مَنْ لَمْ عَنْ أَبِي هُرَيْرَةَ رَضِيَ اللهُ عَنْهُ، عَنِ النَّبِيِّ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ قَالَ: (٥٥٣- مَنْ لَمْ يَرْحَمْ صَغِيرَنَا، وَيَعْرِفْ حَقَّ كَبِيرِنَا، فَلَيْسَ مِنَّا)). صَحِيحٌ.

353. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Anyone who does not show mercy to our children nor acknowledge the right of our old people is not one of us.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Children due to their young ages may show lack of knowledge and say a thing or perform an action which will be considered by the adult as irritantly silly or time-wasting; and so, the adult should show mercy to them by teaching them and guiding them with gentleness and affection. As for the elderly, they have spent many years on the earth and have thereby, acquired a wide-range of experience; thus they deserve to be shown honor and high regard. With respect to the expression, “...is not one of us...” Haafidh Ibn Hajar al-Asqalaanee (رحمه الله) said, “that is, from those upon our lines of conduct and path; it does not mean his been disconnected from the religion. However, it is mentioned with this wording to emphasize the seriousness of falling into a thing like that...”

354. As No. 353 from ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr b. al-‘Ās, with a different isnād.
355. Similar to Nos. 353-4, with a different isnād.

356. Abū Umāma said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Anyone who does not show mercy to our children nor respect our old people is not one of us.’” (Sound and Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 353 above.

Chapter 164: Respect For The Old

357. Al-Ash’āri said: “A part of respect for Allah is to respect an old Muslim, to respect a person who knows the Qur’ān by heart and understands it - as long as he does not go to excess in it nor turn away from it - and to respect a just ruler.” (Sound)

Commentary: The narration teaches the following among others: 1. The obligation to respect the old Muslim, the one who commits the Qur’an to memory and the just ruler. 2. Getting to old age, committing the Qur’an to memory and being just as a ruler are from the favours of Allah upon the servant who is granted any of it. 3. Exhortation towards learning the Qur’an by heart and being just. 4. Immoderation is prohibited in Islam; and that includes being immoderate with the Qur’an such as getting engrossed in the
matters of Tajweed and its application and abandoning pondering about the meaning the Qur’an and acting upon it. The Qur’an Recitation competitions popular around the Muslim world today forms a part of such immoderation regarding the Qur’an. 5. The prohibition of turning away from the Qur’an. 6. About every ruler would have been just at least once during his rule; but the ruling about attributing justice to the ruler is based on what is most common with him. So, to respect the one whose justice outweighs his unfairness is encouraged in this narration.

358. As No. 356, from ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr al-‘Ās, with a different isnād.

Chapter 165: The Old Person Should Be The First To Speak And Ask

359- عن رافع بن خديج و سهيل بن أبي حقيمة أنهمما حدثا: قال رسول الله: ((ليس منا من لم يرحم صغيرنا، ويوقر كبيرنا)). صحيح.

- باب يبدأ الكبير بالكلام والسؤال.
359. Rāfi‘ b. Khadij and Sahl b. Abū Hathma narrated: “‘Abdullāh b. Sahl and Muhayyisa b. Mas‘ūd came to Khaybar and separated amid the palm-trees. ‘Abdullāh b. Sahl was murdered. ‘Abdu’r-Rahman b. Sahl, and Huwayyisa and Muhayyisa, the sons of Mas‘ūd came to the Prophet ﷺ and spoke to him about their companion. ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān, the youngest of those present, began, and the Prophet ﷺ said ‘Exalt the elders.’

“Yahya (one of the narrators) commented, ‘(The meaning of this was) let the eldest speak.’

“They spoke about their companion and the Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Will fifty of you take an oath that you are entitled to blood-wit for your “murdered man” - or he said - “your companion”? They said, ‘Messenger of Allah, it is something which we did not see.’ He said, ‘Then shall the Jews exonerate themselves by the oaths of fifty of them?’ They said, ‘Messenger of Allah, they are not Muslims (they may take false oaths).’ So the Messenger of Allah ﷺ himself paid the blood-wit.”

“She said, ‘I got one of those camels (they were given in the blood-wit). I went into an enclosure of theirs and it kicked me.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: ‘Abdullāh b. Sahl who was murdered and ‘Abdu’r-Rahman b. Sahl are both brothers and nephews to Muhayyisa and Huwayyisa, the sons of Mas‘ūd (ṣ). It is mentioned in the wording reported by Imam Muslim in his Saheeh, that the Messenger ﷺ: “paid the blood-wit of hundreded (camels) from the camels given for charity.” The hadeeth is evidence that the old person should be the first to speak except as delegated for reasons of greater knowledge and better expression that the younger may possess. The older person should also be given preference in the matters of imamate and
marriage guardianship among others when the people are equal in other indices.

Chapter 166: When An Older Person Does Not Speak, Can The Youngest Speak Then?

360. Ibn ‘Umar said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ asked, ‘Tell me which tree is like the Muslim? It gives fruits at all times by the permission of its Lord and its leaves do not fall.’ It occurred to me that it was the palm, but I did not want to speak as Abū Bakr and ‘Umar, may Allah be pleased with them both, were present. When they did not speak, the Prophet ﷺ said, ‘It is the palm.’ When I left with my father, I said, ‘Father, I thought that it was the palm.’ He said, ‘What kept you from saying so? If you had said so, I would have preferred that to such and such.’” I said, ‘What kept me was that I did not hear you or Abū Bakr speak, so I did not like to speak out (of place).’” (Authentic)
Commentary: The palm gives fruits at all times from when it begins to bear them. The fleshy part of its fruit is a chief article of food, it contains sugar, fat, protein and minerals, and its seed is food for livestock. Palm leaf stalks are used for basketry and wickerwork, its leaves are woven into bags and mats, and fiber from both is made into cordage. It has many other uses.

Likewise the Muslim; he is certain in his faith, beautiful in his character and attributes, regular in his prayer and is always maintaining ties. He is amply generous and what comes from him of knowledge and benefit is nourishing to the soul; benefit is derived from him while he is alive and in his death. The hadeeth also highlights the following: 1. Children must be mannerly with their parents. 2. Parents should make efforts to nurture their children upon righteousness; encouraging them to meet well-grounded scholars and attend gatherings of learning. 3. It was a well-known fact amongst the companions (سُنَّةَ اللهِ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ) that Abu Bakr and Umar (ما رضى الله عنهان) were the best amongst them even in the lifetime of the Prophet ﷺ; and so, they accorded them great respects.

4. An eminent well-grounded scholar may not know something which is known to a relatively younger person. Yet, this does not reduce the eminence and status of the scholar in anyway nor imply that the younger should be ill-mannered towards the scholar.
361. Hakīm b. Qays b. ‘Asim said: “When my father was dying, he enjoined his sons, ‘Fear Allah and make the oldest among you your leaders. For the people when they make the oldest among them their leaders, they follow their fathers (in good deeds and preserve the morals they inherited from their fathers). When they make the youngest of them their leaders, that lowers the older ones in the eyes of their peers. You must have wealth and use it well. It increases respect for the generous and it will make you independent of misers. Beware of asking people, it is from a man’s very last source of earning. When I die, do not wail. There was no wailing for the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ). When I die do not bury me in land where Bakr b. Wā’il will not know where the grave is. I used to surprise them (on raids) in the time of Jāhiliyya (the Ignorance).’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The narration shows: 1. That the pious predecessors were really concerned, even while dying, about the proper guidance of their children. So, they adjured them among others, to fear Allah, follow the lines of conduct of the Messenger (ﷺ) and shun innovations. 2. That one should avoid whatever lowers the elders before their peers and the young. 3. That it is encouraged to legitimately seek wealth and also expend it prudently. 4. Discouragement for begging. 5. That wailing at the death of a person contradicts the Sunnah. 6. The need to be cautious of about one’s antagonists especially when they are non-Muslims.
362. Abū Hurayra said: “When the Messenger of Allah ﷺ was brought fresh dates, he would say, ‘O Allah! Bless us in our city and our mudd and our sā’, blessing upon blessing.’ Then he would give one to the youngest of the children with him.” (Authentic)

*Commentary:* A Sa’ = 4 Mudds; and 1 Mudd = 1/2 Bushel or two handfuls. The hadeeth indicates the Prophet’s humility, generosity and care for children. It teaches that one should always seek the blessings of Allah for himself, his time, knowledge, children, wealth, food etc.

363. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr b. al-‘Ās said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Anyone who does not show mercy to our children nor acknowledge the right of our old people is not one of us.’” (Authentic)

*Commentary:* Similar to hadeeth no. 353.
Chapter 170: Embracing The Child

364. Ya’lā b. Murra said: “We went out with the Prophet ﷺ and we were invited to eat. Husayn was playing in the road and the Prophet ﷺ raced the others and then spread out his arms. The boy began to run this way and that and the Prophet ﷺ made him laugh until he caught hold of him. He put one of his hands under the boy’s chin and the other on his head and then embraced him. Then the Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Husayn is from me and I am from Husayn, may Allah love the one who loves Husayn. Al-Husayn is one of my descendants.’ ”

(Sound)

Commentary: The Prophet ﷺ was so merciful to children; the duties of teaching the grown-ups, meeting with delegations, preparing for military assignments amongst other obligations did not prevent him from paying attention to the young. Here, he ﷺ even raced the people to meet Husayn who, as is typical of children who are shown love, raced here and there before falling into the arms of the best of men ﷺ who hugged him affectionately. “Indeed in the Messenger of Allah you have a good example to follow...” (Q 33: 21).
Chapter 171: A Man Kissing A Baby Girl

((أَنَّهُ رَأَى عَبْدَ اللهِ بْنَ جَعْفَرٍ يُقَبِّلُ زَيْنَبَ بِنْتَ عُمَرَ بْنِ أَبِي سَلَمَةَ، وَهِيَ ابْنَةُ سَنَتَيِّ أَوْ نَْوِهِ)). صَحِيحُ اْلإِسْنَادِ.

365. Bukayr said that: he saw ‘Abdullāh b. Ja’far kissing Zaynab, the daughter of ‘Umar b. Abī Salama when she was about two years old. (Authentic chain)

Commentary: Abdullah bin Ja’far bin Abee Taalib is one of the companions of the Prophet ﷺ as his father, Ja’far رضي الله عنه. After his father was martyred in the battle of Mu’tah, Abdullah grew up in the household of the Prophet ﷺ under his sponsorship. He was highly respected amongst the companions and their students generation after generation. Thus, such an action from this companion and scholar is far from being out of desire and lust. Therefore, a person whose impiety is known or who could easily become indecent as a result should not be allowed to relate with children in such a manner. Allah knows best.

366. Al-Hasan said: “If you can avoid looking at the hair of any female in your family except your wife or a baby girl, then do so.” (Authentic chain)

Commentary: The females in our households here refers to those who are our Mahaarim; that is, those with whom we are permanently prohibited marriage. Otherwise, it is basically prohibited to look at the hair of non-Mahaarim even when they are our relatives and are a part of our household.
Still, the narration demonstrates playing with baby girls from which is kissing them if doing so is not feared to stir desire or lust.

172 - بَابٌ مَسْحُ رَأْسِ الصَّبِيِّ

Chapter 172: Stroking The Head Of A Child

367. يُوسُفَ بْنِ عَبْدِ اللهِ بْنِ سَلاَمٍ قَالَ ((سََّانِي رَسُولُ اللهِ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ يُوسُفَ، وَأَقْعَدَنِي عَلَى حِجْرِهِ، وَمَسَحَ عَلَى رَأْسِي)). صَحِيحُ الإِسْنَادِ.

Commentary: The hadeeth shows that an adult could sit a child on his laps. It also encourages the scholars and true students of knowledge and the pious to stroke the head of children.

368. عَنْ عَائِشَةَ رَضِيَ اللهُ عَنْهَا قَالَتْ (كُنْتُ أَلْعَبُ بِالْبَنَاتِ عِنْدَ النَّبِيِّ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ، وَكَانَ لِي صَوَاحِبٌ يَلْعَبَْ مَعِي، فَكَانَ رَسُولُ اللهِ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ إِذَا دَخَلَ يَنْقَمِعْنَ مِنْهُ، فَيُسَرِّبُهُنَّ إِلَيَّ، فَيَلْعَبَْ مَعِي)). صَحِيحٌ.

Commentary: Young people may play with dolls and other playthings as is evinced in this hadeeth; moreover, when play with such toys is beneficial in their tutelage. The permissibility of a wife having friends and playmates could also be drawn from the narration.
Chapter 173: A Man Saying, “My Son” To A Child

While I was in the army of Ibn az-Zubayr, a cousin of mine died and bequeathed one of his camels to be given (as charity) in the way of Allah. I said to his son, ‘Give me the camel for I am in the army of Ibn az-Zubayr.’ He said, ‘Let us go to Ibn ‘Umar and ask him (about this matter).’ We did so and he said, ‘Abū ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān, my father died and bequeathed one of his camels to be used in the way of Allah. This is my cousin and he is in the army of Ibn az-Zubayr. Shall I give him the camel?’ Ibn ‘Umar said, ‘My son, the way of Allah includes every correct action. If your father bequeathed his camel in the way of Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, when there are Muslims making raids against the idol-worshippers, then give them the camel. This man (Abu’l-‘Ajlān) and his companions are fighting for the sake of some lads each of whom wishes to impose his own seal (i.e. rule).’” (Sound chain)
Commentary: Fighting is in the way of Allah the Mighty and Exalted, if its purpose is to make Allah’s word supreme, such as fighting the idolaters and dissident or rebellious group of Muslims as is established in the Qur’an, the Sunnah and the way of the pious predecessors. But when the rebelling group cannot be specified, such as when it is a mere mutual contest for authority, then fighting is a Fitnah (tribulation) that the Muslim should eschew. The narration shows that one should seek clarification on matters before embarking on them. It also shows that the scholars should not flatter the people. However, the point of reference in this hadeeth with respect to the chapter heading is that Ibn Umar (رضي الله عنه) referred to the questioner, saying, “My son!”

370. Jarīr said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, will not show mercy to the person who does not show mercy to the people.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Similar to hadeeth no. 96.

371. ‘Umar said: “Anyone who does not show mercy will not be shown mercy. Anyone who does not forgive will not be forgiven. Anyone who does not pardon will not be pardoned. Whoever is not cautious will not be protected.” (Sound)

Commentary: Each of the phrases regarding showing mercy, forgiving, pardoning and being cautious mentioned above from the statements of ‘Umar (), is established in authentic hadeeths from the Prophet ﷺ.
Chapter 174: Be Merciful To Those On Earth

(Qurra b. Iyāas said): “A man said, ‘Messenger of Allah, whenever I slaughter a sheep, I show mercy to it (by using a sharp knife to ensure the least suffering)’ - or the man said - ‘I show mercy to the sheep when I slaughter it.’ He said twice, ‘If you showed mercy towards the sheep, Allah will show mercy to you.’ ” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** The narrations regarding showing mercy are general and so, they may be perceived to refer to the Muslims alone or to human beings alone. However, this narration shows that the ruling about showing mercy is more encompassing; it includes the humans and other animals such as the beasts, birds amongst others. Imam Muhammad Naasirudddeen al-Albaanee (رحمه الله) has compiled some narrations in a section titled, Being Kind to Animals in his masterpiece, Silsilat al-Ahaadeeth is-Saheehah no. 20 to 30 which demonstrate the fact that the Messenger ﷺ was a mercy to all. Also, see Chapter 176 below.
374. Abū Hurayra said: “I heard the Prophet, the truthful, confirmed one, Abu’l-Qasim ﷺ say, ‘Mercy is only removed from the one who is forsaken.’” (Sound)

Commentary: The one from whose heart mercy is removed does not show mercy and so, will not receive mercy from the Most Merciful. This makes clear, the aspects of his failure. Therefore, it is obligatory to show mercy to oneself and to those on the earth to receive Allah’s mercy and be successful. May Allah make us among His merciful servants. Amin.

375. As No. 370, with a different isnād.
376. Anas b. Mālik said: “The Prophet ﷺ was the most merciful of people towards his family. He had his son (Ibrāhīm) nursed in a part of Madīna and the husband of his wet-nurse was a blacksmith. We used to go to him and the house would be full of smoke from the forge. He would kiss him and hold him close (lit. sniff him).” (Authentic)

Commentary: The Prophet ﷺ was most kind to his family, and in him you have a perfect example to follow. Being merciful to one’s family is not restricted to providing them with the needs of maintenance and accommodation: rather, it includes other things such as really paying attention to their education and general upbringing, sincerely loving them, overlooking their weak areas, and preventing and taking away their distress and agitations.

377. Abū Hurayra said: “A man came to the Prophet ﷺ with a child whom he began to embrace. The Prophet ﷺ asked the man, ‘Do you show mercy towards him?’ The man said, ‘Yes.’ He said, ‘Allah is more merciful towards you than you are to this child. He is the Most Merciful of the merciful.’” (Authentic chain)

Commentary: See hadeeth no. 90 and 91 above.
Chapter 176: Mercy To Animals

378. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Once upon a time, a man, while walking down a road, became very thirsty. He came across a well, went down into it and drank and then came out. In front of him was a dog panting, eating the dust because of thirst. The man said, “This dog is as thirsty as I was.” He went down into the well and filled his leather sock, holding it in his mouth (while climbing back up) and then gave the dog water. For that Allah thanked him and forgave him.’ People asked, ‘Messenger of Allah, are we rewarded on account of (kindness to) animals?’ He replied, ‘There is a reward on account of everything with a moist liver (i.e. every living thing).’” (Authentic)

Commentary: This man’s saying, This dog is as thirsty as I was is evidence that he was motivated by the sincere concern for the condition of the dog and eagerness to show it compassion. The intensity of his concern and eagerness is further evinced by his enduring the difficulty of climbing back up the well which he did holding his sock in his mouth. As regards the Prophet’s saying, shakara Allahu lahu translated as Allah thanked him, Imam an-Nawawee (رحمه الله) said, “It means: He accepted his deed, rewarded him and forgave
him.” The hadeeth teaches being kind to people, for if kindness to dog earned the man Allah’s forgiveness, then showing kindness to a Muslim earns far greater rewards. It also shows that Allah’s mercy is extensive and that no good deed should be considered worthless.

379. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘A woman was punished for imprisoning her cat until it died of hunger. Because of it, she entered the Fire. It will be said - and Allah knows best - you did not feed it nor give it water when you imprisoned it nor did you release it and allow it to eat from the vermin of the earth.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: This contains proof that it is prohibited to imprison animals and deny them food, and that it is permissible to keep a pet on the condition that it is taken care of.

380. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr b. al-‘Ās said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Show mercy and you will be shown mercy. Forgive and Allah will forgive you. Woe to the people who merely catch words but do not remember them (and follow them). Woe to those who persist, who knowingly continue in what wrong they are doing.’ ” (Authentic)
Commentary: That the one who shows mercy is also shown mercy and that the one who pardons is granted pardon by Allah the Most Merciful are separately authentically reported from the Prophet ﷺ in other narrations. They all exhort towards being merciful and forgiving. We ask Allah to grant us His mercy and pardon. From the worst of sinners are those who hear admonitions but fail to keep them in mind; when they remember them, they still disobey Allah’s injunctions consciously, being audacious. Such tendencies lead dangerously to a person’s complete abandonment of Islam – and Allah Alone grants refuge.

381. Abū Umāma said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Whoever shows mercy, even to an animal meant for slaughtering (by using the sharpest knife), will be shown mercy by Allah on the Day of Rising.’” (Sound)

Commentary: Similar hadeeth no. 373.

Chapter 177: Taking The Egg From A Small Bird

382- عن عبد الله بن مسعود رضي الله عنه، أن النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم نزل منزلًا فأخذ رجل بيض حمراء، فجاءت ترف على رأس رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم، فقال: (أليكِ فجع هذه بيضتِها؟). فقال رجل: يا رسول الله! أنا أخذت بيضتِها. فقال النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم: (اردد، رحمة لها). صحيح.
382. ‘Abdullāh b. Mas’ood said: “The Prophet ﷺ made a stopover in a place. Someone there took the eggs of a little bird which began to beat its wings around the head of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ. He said, ‘Which of you has hurt her by taking her eggs?’ A man said, ‘Messenger of Allah, I have taken her eggs.’ The Prophet ﷺ told him, ‘Return them out of mercy to the bird.’ ” *(Authentic)*

**Commentary:** See comments on hadeeth no. 373.

383. Hishām b. ‘Urwa said: “Ibn az-Zubayr was (the ruler) in Makka and the Companions of the Prophet ﷺ were carrying birds in cages.” *(Weak chain)*

384. Anas said: “The Prophet ﷺ came in and saw Abū ‘Umayr, a son of Abū Talha’s, who had a sparrow he used to play with. He said, ‘Abū ‘Umayr, what happened to-or where is –the little sparrow?’ ” *(Authentic)*

**Commentary:** Hafidh Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalaanee (رحمه الله) mentioned in his commentary of this hadeeth in Fath al-Baaree that Abu l-'Abbass Ahmad bin
Abee Ahmad at-Tabaree (رحمه الله), a great Shafi’ee scholar of Islamic jurisprudence had compiled the various wordings and chains of this hadeeth, drawing the benefits in them in a separate volume. From the benefits mentioned by at-Tabaree as cited by Ibn Hajar is that: “the hadeeth is evidence for caging a bird or something like that or clipping some of the feathers of the bird since at least one of them both was the case here, and whichever of them it was actually, the other follows it in ruling”.

Chapter 179: To Promote Good Among People

385. Umm Kulthum bint ‘Uqba b. Abī Mu‘ayt said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘That person is not a liar who says good or promotes good among people (though he may be lying for making peace).’

‘Umm Kulthum said, ‘I did not hear him approve any lie that people make use of, except in three cases: making peace between people, a man speaking to his wife, and a woman speaking to her husband.’ ”

(Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth evinces the prohibition of lying. That lying is allowed in the situations mentioned in the narration shows the importance of harmonious coexistence among spouses and in the community as a whole. In
a wording of an authentically related narration, it says, “...or lying during war...” Collected by Ahmad and at-Tirmidhee. See: Silsilat al-Ahaadeeth is-Saheehah (545).

180 - بَابٌ لاَ يَصْلُحُ الْكَذِّبُ

Chapter 180: Lying Is Not Proper

386. ‘Abdullāh b. Mas‘ūd said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘You must be truthful. Truthfulness leads to dutifulness and dutifulness leads to the Garden. A man continues to tell the truth until he is written as a siddīq (most truthful) with Allah. Beware of lying. Lying leads to error and error leads to the Fire. A man continues to lie until he is written as a liar with Allah.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: As regards the word, al-Birr translated as dutifulness, Hafidh Ibn Hajar al-‘Asqalaanee (رحمه الله) said, “Basically, it is being extensive in doing good deeds; it is a word that is employed for all good deeds but particularly used for a continous pure deed.” So, truthfulness leads to deeds that are free from fault and continous, upon which the person dies. May Allah grant us this out of His favor and mercy. He is written as a Siddeeq refers to truthfulness becoming from his innate disposition as lying becomes from the instinctive disposition of the one who lies until he is written with Allah as a liar. This hadeeth clearly warns against lying.
387. ‘Abdullāh said: “Lying is not proper, neither in seriousness nor in jest. None of you should promise his child something and then not fulfil it to him.” (Authentic)

Commentary: This narration warns against lying even during jests. Rightly, jokes are permissible as mentioned earlier, but they must not include lies. The Prophet ﷺ in an authentic hadith said, “Woe to the one who talks and lies to make the people laugh. Woe to him, woe to him.” Collected by Ahmad, Abu Dawud, at-Tirmidhee and others. Quite badly, making promises to children without fulfilling it is from the clear aspects of lying that many discount.

181- بَابٌ الَّذِي يَصْبِرُ عَلَى أَذَى النَّاسِ

Chapter 181: The Person Who Is Patient When People Injure Him

388. Ibn ‘Umar said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘The believer who mixes with people and puts up with insult from them is better than the person who does not mix with people and does not put up with hurt from them.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: Apparently, the hadith is proof that mixing with the people is better than secluding oneself from them. But if mixing with them weakens him and preoccupies from Allah, then leaving them and only mixing with them to
Chapter 182: Enduring Injury

389. Abū Mūsā said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘No being is more patient in enduring an insult that he hears than Allah, the Mighty and Exalted. They claim that, He has a son, yet He cures them and provides for them.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Allah the Mighty and Exalted is Most Forbearing even unto the non-Muslim who ascribes a son to Him and even equals. He forbears even when He is Able to punish them – we seek Allah’s refuge from His punishment. Yet, He cures them and provides for them. This teaches restraint and endurance at insults from detractors and more so with those who are basically friends to us.
390. ‘Abdullāh (b. Mas‘ood) said: “The Prophet ﷺ shared out something among people as he usually did, and a man of the Ansār said, ‘By Allah, this is a sharing out in which the pleasure of Allah, the Mighty and Exalted is not sought.’ I said, ‘I will tell the Prophet ﷺ.’ I went to him while he was with his Companions and I spoke to him in confidence. It clearly affected him greatly and his face changed colour and he became angry, so that I wished that I had not told him. Then the Prophet ﷺ said, ‘(The Prophet) Mūsā, peace be upon him, was injured with greater than that and he endured it.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: After the Battle of Hunayn, the Prophet ﷺ allotted something and gave shares to some of the eminent people among the Arab tribes that some others considered huge. In one of the wordings of this hadeeth as collected by the author, al-Bukhaari, and Muslim in their Saheehs, he ﷺ said, “I did that to draw them nearer...” Yet, the Prophet ﷺ endured the insult patiently as did Musa – peace be upon him. Hafidh Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalaanee (رحمه الله) said, “The hadeeth contains evidence that it is permissible to inform the leader and the eminent people about what is said about them which does not befit them so that they could caution the one who made such statement...” Such reporting, even when it involves that the one been reported would detest been mentioned, is neither from backbiting nor talebearing. The hadeeth shows also, the virtue of Musa – peace be upon him, and the permissibility of mentioning the virtues of the virtuos behind him or even after his death. The narration generally exhorts towards being forbearing and patient at injuries.
391. Abu’d-Dardā’ said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Shall I tell you a degree better than prayer, fasting and sadaqa (charity)?’ They said, ‘Yes.’ He went on, ‘Promoting unity among people. Discord where there had been unity wears things away.’ ” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** Promoting mutual harmony brings about uniting upon the rope of Allah as He the Mighty and Exalted orders, while discord thwarts efforts on mutual cooperation upon piety and general peace among the people. That the virtue of promoting unity among people is compared with those of Prayer, fasting and charity shows its significance.

392. Ibn ‘Abbās said about (the verse), “Fear Allah and put things right between you” (8:1): “This is an injunction from Allah to the believers to fear Allah and to sort out relations between themselves.” (Authentic chain in the Mawqoof form)

**Commentary:** Man is created to live and relate with others. Yet, people can only live together in a society when individuals recognize the rights of their Creator and those of the other members in the society, tolerate and amend
Chapter 184: When You Lie To A Man And He Believes You

393. Sufyān b. Usayd al-Hadramī said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘It is a great betrayal to say something to your brother who trusts you when you are lying to him.’ ” (Weak)

Chapter 185: Do Not Make A Promise To Your Brother And Then Break It

394. Ibn Abbās said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Do not dispute with your brother, do not make fun of him, and do not make a
promise to him and then break it.’ ” (Weak)

Chapter 186: Attacking Lineage

395. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘There are two courses that my community will not abandon: lamenting the dead and attacking a person’s lineage.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: This is in spite of the fact these things are from the ways of the Days of Ignorance. What actually matters most is Allah’s consciousness and fear that a person has which motivates him to obey Allah’s orders and abstain from His prohibitions. Otherwise, “He who slackens in doing good deeds, his descent (lineage) will not make him go ahead”. (Muslim).

Chapter 187: A Man’s Love For His People

396. Fusayla said: I heard my father saying, “I said: ‘Messenger of
Allah, is it an instance of tribalism for a man to help his people in a matter that is unjust?’ He said, ‘Yes.’” (Weak)

Chapter 188: Cutting Oneself Off From People

Chapter 188: Cutting Oneself Off From People

397. ‘Auf b. al-Hārith b. at-Tufayl the son of ‘Ā’isha’s brother by her mother, said: “‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, was informed that ‘Abdullāh b. az-Zubayr (the nephew of ‘Ā’isha, her sister Asmā’s son on whose name she based her kunya as Umm ‘Abdullāh), said about something which ‘Ā’isha was selling – or giving away as a gift, ‘By Allah, if she does not stop, I will prevent her from disposing of her property!’ She asked, ‘Did he say this?’ She was told, ‘Yes.’ ‘Ā’isha said, ‘I make a vow to Allah that I will never again speak a single word to Ibn az-Zubayr.’ Ibn az-Zubayr sought intercession through the Muhājirīn (migrants) with her when she had kept apart from him for a long time. She said, ‘By Allah, I will not let anyone ever intercede for him and I will never break the vow that I have made.’

“After that had been going on for a long time, Ibn az-Zubayr spoke to al-Miswar b. Makhrama and ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān b. al-Aswad b. Yaghūth who were from the Banū Zuhra (the maternal uncles of the Prophet ﷺ). He told them, ‘I ask you by Allah to go to ‘Ā’isha, for it is not lawful for her to vow to cut me off.’ Al-Miswar and ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān took him along with their cloaks wrapped around him and asked ‘Ā’isha’s permission to visit her. They spoke the greeting, ‘Peace be upon you and the mercy of Allah and His blessings. Can we come in?’ ‘Ā’isha said, ‘Come in.’ They asked, ‘All of us, Umm al-Mu’minīn?’ She said, ‘Yes, you can all come in,’ not knowing that Ibn az-Zubayr was with them. When they went in, Ibn az-Zubayr went into the screened-off section and embraced ‘Ā’isha and began to plead with her in tears.

Then al-Miswar and ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān began to plead with ‘Ā’isha to speak to him and accept him. They said, ‘You know that the Prophet ﷺ forbade cutting people off, and you know that it is not lawful
for a Muslim to refuse to speak to his brother Muslim for longer than three nights.’ They continued to remind her and press her until she began to remind them (of her vow) and weep, saying, ‘I have made a vow and the vow is a serious thing.’ They persisted with her until she spoke to Ibn az-Zubayr. Then she had 40 slaves set free to atone for breaking her vow. Even after that she had 40 slaves set free whenever she remembered her vow and she would weep until her tears made her veil wet.” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth contains tremendous benefits including: 1. The importance of confirming a report before acting based on it. 2. It is the duty of Muslims to sort out relations between themselves and even seek the intervention of respected persons in the resolution of such disputes. 3. The need to seek permission of the people in a residence before entering inside it. 4. Women should be spoken to by those who are not their Mahaarim from behind the screens. 5. Those who intervene in a dispute between parties should implore the parties with good admonition depending largely upon the texts of the Qur’aan and the Sunnah. 6. One should persist upon good deeds. The persistence of Ibn Zubayr, and al-Miswar and ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān is noteworthy. 7. It is not permissible to cut off a Muslim for more than three days. 8. Weeping out of fear of Allah, self examination, sincere repentance is encouraged. 9. We should take oaths seriously and atone for them when we fail to fulfill them.

In a wording of the hadeeth, it said, “...and Abdullah bin Zubayr was the most beloved person to Aa’isha after the Prophet ( ) and Abu Bakr ( ); and he was most dutiful to her.” In another wording of the hadeeth, the complain of Ibn Zubayr (رضي الله عنه) was about, “...a house belonging to her (Aa’isha) which she sold...”
Chapter 189: Separating From A Muslim

398. Anas b. Mālik said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Neither hate one another nor envy, nor shun one another. Slaves of Allah, be as brothers! It is not lawful for a Muslim to refuse to speak to his brother (Muslim) for more than three nights.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Islam prohibits these things since they incite disharmony in the community. As regards separating from a Muslim, Imam an-Nawawee (رحمه الله) said, “It is forbidden that Muslims separate from themselves for more than three days textually; but it is permissible for three days connotatively. He is only pardoned for those three days because man innately gets angry; so he is not held responsible for the period so that he could reconsider the case and calm the anger.”

399. Abū Ayyūb, the companion of the Messenger of Allah, said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘It is not lawful for anyone to cut himself off from his brother Muslim for more than three nights in such a way that when they meet, each turns his face away avoiding the other. The better of them is the one who initiates the greeting.’” (Authentic)
400. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Do not hate one another nor contend with one another. O Slaves of Allah, be as brothers.’” (Authentic)

401. Anas said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Two persons who love each other for Allah the Mighty and Exalted - or for Islam – become estranged from each other by the sin one of them first indulges in.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth shows one of the evil manifestations of sin committed by a person or a group of people: it leads to mutual hatred. Conversely, good deeds bring about mutual love and understanding amongst people.
402. Hisham b. ‘Āmir al-Ansāri (the cousin of Anas b. Mālik, whose father was martyred in the battle of Uhud), said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘It is not lawful for a Muslim to snub another Muslim for more than three nights. As long as they are cut off from each other, they are turning away from the Truth. The first of them to return to proper relations has expiated for that (failing) in as much as he was the first to do so. If they die while they are cut off from each other, neither of them will ever enter the Garden. If one of them greets the other and he refuses to return the greeting, or accept his greeting, then an angel returns the greeting to him and Satan answers the other.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: They would both be turning away from the Truth if they had cut off from each other merely for a worldly reason or Hawa (desire). However, if they had cut off for the sake of Allah, then it may be permissible or even encouraged or obligatory based on the condition. The death of any one of them both while they are still cut off (for worldly reasons or mere desire) from each other indicates that they will be meeting Allah the Mighty and Exalted, not having repented from that failing, thereby exposing themselves to non-entrance of the Paradise. The hadeeth is evidence that to extend the greeting of salam and responding to it is sufficient to end such break in relations.

403. ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘I know when you are angry or pleased.’ She enquired, ‘How do you know that, Messenger of Allah?’ He said, ‘When you are pleased, you say, “Yes, by the Lord of Muhammad.” But when you are angry, you say, “No, by the Lord of Ibrāhīm.”’ I replied, “Yes, I only leave out your name.”’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Hafidh Ibn Hajar al-Asqalaanee explains, “Imam al-Bukhaari’s placement of this hadeeth under this chapter is to indicate the permissible
form of cutting off, and that cutting off is in different forms depending on the reason for it. When it has to do with sin, they (i.e. the persons who commit such sins) deserve been cut off by not speaking to them as in the story of Ka‘b and his two companions. As for that resulting from some mutual disagreement between members of a household or brothers, it would be permissible (based on this hadith) to leave out calling the person’s name, for example, or not showing friendly looks while not leaving to extend the greetings of salam and speech (with the person).” A’isha’s anger may result from matters of feelings of jealousy amongst the women in the household. Even at that, sincere love and great honor for the Prophet ﷺ are deep-rooted in her heart such that she would only leave out his name while angry.

Chapter 190: The Person Who Cuts Himself Off From His Brother For A Year

404. Abū Khirāsh al-Aslami said: “I heard the Messenger of Allah ﷺ say, ‘Whoever snubs his brother for a year, it is as if he has shed his blood.’” (Authentic)

405. ‘Imrān bin Abī Anas said that a man of Aslam - who was one of the Companions of the Prophet— narrated to him that: “The Prophet
said, ‘Snubbing a believer for a year is like spilling his blood.’
"Muhammad bin Munkadir and Abdullah bin Abee ‘Attaab were present in the sitting. They said, “We had heard that from him too.” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** Snubbing the Muslim is likened to spilling his blood from the angle that as spilling his blood, snubbing him is a sin and it brings about Allah’s anger. It shows that, taking the life of a Muslim is one of the worst sins anyone would commit. We seek refuge with Allah.

---

191 - بَابُ المُهْتَجِرِينَ

**Chapter 191: Those Who Refuse To Speak To Each Other**

406. Abū Ayyūb al-Ansārī said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘It is not lawful for a Muslim to refuse to speak to his brother Muslim for more than three days so that when they meet, they go their separate ways. The better of the two is the one who initiates the greeting.’ ” (Authentic)
407. Mu‘ādha reported that she heard Hishām b. ‘Amir say: “I heard the Messenger of Allah ﷺ say, ‘It is not lawful for a Muslim to separate himself from another Muslim for more than three nights. As long as they are cut off from each other, they are turning away from the Truth. The first of them to return to a proper relation has expiated for that (failing) since he was the first to do so. If they die while they are cut off from each other, neither of them will enter the Garden.’ ”

(Authentic)

Commentary: Same as hadeeth no. 402 above.

408. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Do not hate one another, nor envy one another. Slaves of Allah, be as brothers.’ ”

(Authentic)

Commentary: See note on hadeeth no. 398.
409. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘You will find that the worst of people in the sight of Allah on the Day of Rising will be the one with two faces – who comes to one group of people with one face and to other people with another face.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The text shows the status of such persons in the sight of Allah the Mighty and Exalted. Worst still, the double-faced is also never loved by the two groups of people to whom he shows different faces. See comment on hadith no. 313.

410. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Beware of suspicion. Suspicion is the worst form of lying. Do not try to ensnare one another (in sales) nor envy nor hate one another nor shun one another. Rather, be the slaves of Allah and brothers.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: This hadeeth prohibits bringing unfounded accusations against people such as a person who accuses another of illicit sexual relations based on mere feeling that such is true! This is more of falsehood than making an untrue statement. As such, the word, adh-Dhann was repeated to describe its graveness. An-Najsh occurs by a person’s increment of the price of a commodity not for his interest in it, but to deceive others whether in connivance with the seller or not.
411. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘The doors of the Garden are opened on Monday and Thursday. Every slave who does not associate anything with Allah is forgiven except for him who sustains enmity between himself and another. It is said, “Leave these two until they make peace.” ’ (Authentic)

Commentary: The opening of the gates of the Paradise is followed with the descent of favors and mercy from the Most-Merciful; thus, the hadeeth follows with the fact that everyone who does not join partners with Allah is forgiven on such days. The hadeeth indicates the excellence of affirming Allah’s oneness (Tawheed) and the bad consequences of Shirk (joining partners with Him the Mighty and Exalted). From the benefits in the narration also is that mutual hatred between persons prevents them from been forgiven and granted favors.

412. Abu’d-Dardā’ said: “Shall I tell you about something better for you than sadaqa and fasting? Promoting unity between each other. Hatred is what wears things away.” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 391. The hadeeth is cited under this chapter, even when it basically mentioned Bigdah (discord), because discord leads to hatred.
413. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Allah may forgive whomever He wills - the one who dies and has not associated anything with Allah, and the one who was not a sorcerer nor a follower of the sorcerers, and the one who did not sustain rancour towards his brother - lest he is guilty of (any) of (those) three things.’” *(Weak)*

414. Abū Hurayra said: “I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, ‘It is not lawful for a Muslim to refuse to speak to a believer for more than three days: When three days have passed, he should meet him and greet him. If the other returns the greeting to him, they share in the reward. If he does not return the greeting, the one who gives the greeting is innocent of having severed relations.’” *(Weak)*
194 - بَابُ التَّفْرِيقَةُ بَينَ الْأَحْدَاثِ

Chapter 194: Separating Young People

إِذَا أَصْبَحْتُمْ فَتَبَدَّلُوا،

٤٩١

وَلاَ تَْتَمِعُوا فِي دَارٍ وَاحِدَةٍ؛ فَإنِّي أَخَافُ عَلَيْكُمْ أَنْ تَقَاطَعُوا، أَوْ يَكُونَ بَيْنَكُم شَرٌّ.

ضَعِيفٌ اْلإِسْنَادِ.

415. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar said: “‘Umar used to say to his sons, ‘Separate in the morning and do not gather in the same house. I fear that you will split up or that evil may take place between you.’” (Weak Chain)

195 - بَابُ مِنْ أَشَارَ عَلَى أُخْيِهِ وَإِنْ لَمْ يُسْتَشِرُّهُ

Chapter 195: Someone Giving Advice To His Brother When He Has Not Been Asked For Advice

٥٩١

وَيْحَكَ، يَا عُمَرَ رَأَى رَاعِياً وَغَنَماً فِي مَكَانٍ قَبِيحٍ، وَرَأَى مَكَاناً أَمْثَلَ مِنْهُ، فَقَالَ لَهُ ((كُلُّ رَاعٍ مَسْئُولٌ رَاعِي! حَوِّلْهَا؛ فَإنِّي سَِعْتُ رَسُولَ اللهِ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ يَقُولُ عَنْ رَعِيَّتِهِ)). صَحِيحٌ
416. Wahab b. Kaysān who had met Abdullah bin ‘Umar said: “Ibn ‘Umar saw a shepherd and some sheep in a bad place and he saw a place which was better than it. He told him, ‘Woe to you, shepherd, move them! I heard the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) say, “Every shepherd is responsible for his flock.”’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth highlights the companions’ strict adherence to the directions of the Prophet (ﷺ) and their keenness to resolve their affairs depending upon the texts of the two Revelations. They – may Allah be pleased with them all – feel great concerns for each other; and so, would invite each other unto what is good and beneficial in a nice manner even when their brother did not ask for their advice in the circumstance. Wayhak translated as ‘Woe to you’ is an expression of caution to a person who is needlessly getting into a ruin. This hadeeth is same as hadeeth no. 206.

417. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “The Prophet (ﷺ) said, ‘We do not set a bad example. The one who takes back his gift is like the dog who returns to his own vomit.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The prohibition of taking back gifts is demonstrated in this hadeeth. The exception to this rule is, “...the father, regarding what he gives to his son.” (Abu Dawud). The Muslims should not set bad examples: taking back one’s gift to a person is really bad.
Chapter 197: What Was Mentioned About Tricks And Deception

418. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘The believer is guileless and generous while the corrupt is a swindler and miserly.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: From the attributes of the true believer is that he is honest, not trying to hide anything or deceive, maintaining his nobility. Conversely, the immoral secretly plans to trick people, causing trouble and hurting the people. Allah alone grants refuge.

Chapter 198: Defamation

419- عن ابن عباس رضي الله عنهما قال: اسْتَبَّ رَجُلَانِ عَلَى عَهْدِ رَسُولِ اللهِ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ، فَسَبَّ أَحْدُهُمَا، وَاْلآخَرُ سَاكِتٌ - وَالنَّبِيُّ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ (نَهَضْتَ؟ قَالَ: جَالِسٌ وَكَانَ يَتَضَكُّدُ، ثُمَّ رَدَّ اْلآخَرُ). فَنَهَضَ النَّبِيُّ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ، فَقِيلَ نَهَضَتِ الَْلاَئِكَةُ، فَنَهَضْتُ مَعَهُمْ، إِنَّ هَذَا، مَا كَانَ سَاكِتاً رَدَّتِ الَْلاَئِكَةُ عَلَى الَّذِي سَبَّهُ، فَلَمَّا رَدَّ نَهَضَتِ الَْلاَئِكَةُ)) ضَعِيفُ اْلإِسْنَادِ
419. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “Two men defamed each other in the time of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ. One of them reviled the other and he remained silent. The Prophet ﷺ remained seated. Then the other man answered back and the Prophet ﷺ got up. He was asked, ‘You got up?’ He said, ‘The angels left, so I left with them. While this man was silent, the angels were answering the one who cursed him. When he answered, the angels left.’ ” (Weak Chain)

420. Ibrāhīm b. ‘Abū’ Abla said: “A man came to Umm ad-Dardā’ and said, ‘A man has said bad things about you in the presence of ‘Abdu’l-Mālik (the Caliph).’ She replied, ‘We are suspected of something which we did not do. How often we have been praised for what we did not do!’ ” (Sound Chain)

Commentary: We should endure wicked criticisms and overlook them rather than giving vent to them. Humility, and not loving to be praised nor paying attention to unfair and devisive comments are from the symbols of Ikhlas (sincerity).

421. Qays said: “‘Abdollāh (bin Mas’ud) said, ‘When a man tells his companion, “You are my enemy,” one of them has come out (the fold) of Islam, or has disowned his companion.’ ”
Qays added, “Abū Juhayfa related to me that ‘Abdullāh said, ‘Except the one who repents.’” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: This is because if the person who uttered the statement, You are my enemy, is actually in the right, then the person to whom it is directed is a disbeliever; for enmity in its real sense is only with respect to the religion. However, if he is actually only being mischievous with the statement, then his criticism is, in the real sense, directed at the religion which makes a person leave the fold of Islam. As for the expression, except he who repents, this is understood easily owing to the fact that repentance erases past sins. May Allah grant us His pardon.

Chapter 199: Providing Water

422. Layth reported that Tawus said that: Ibn ‘Abbās said – I think he ascribed it to the Prophet ﷺ (the doubt was from Layth) -:
“There are 360 bones (or joints) in mankind - and each of them owes sadaqa, every single day. Every good word is sadaqa. A man’s helping his brother is sadaqa. A drink of water which he gives is sadaqa. Removing something harmful from the road is sadaqa.” (Authentic due to supporting proofs)

Commentary: Each of the bones have an obligation to give thanks to Allah the Mighty and Exalted who has fashioned it; giving its limbs, joints which enable him fold and stretch. Every good deed is recorded for its doer as
sadaqah, and from that is the provision of water. In an authentic hadeeth the Prophet ﷺ said, “there is not a charity with greater reward than (provision) of water.” (Saheeh at-Targeeb wat-Tarheeb). See hadeeth no. 220, 224 and 225.

Chapter 200: When Two People Revile Each Other, The Responsibility For What They Say Rests On The First To Speak

423. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘When two people revile each other, the responsibility for what they say rests on the first to speak as long as the one who is wronged does not become excessive.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: That the burdens of the torrent of abuse from both parties fall on the shoulders of the first to speak is understandable from the fact that he started an odious thing and then, he caused the second person to do the same. This is as long as the second does not become excessive; otherwise he may equal or even exceed the first in the sin. Nevertheless, that the one who is abused maintains restraint and pardons is better. The Prophet ﷺ said, “Allah increases the servant in honor whenever he overlooks.”
424. As No. 423, from Anas, with a different isnād. (Sound and Authentic)

425- وقال النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم: (( أَتَدْرُونَ مَا الْعَضْهُ؟)) قالوا: الله ورسوله أعلم، قال: (( نَقْلُ الْحديث مِنْ بَعْضِ النَّاسِ إِلَى بَعْضٍ؛ لِيُفْسِدُوا بَيْنَهُم )) صَحِيحٌ.

425. The Prophet ﷺ said: “Do you know what calumny is?” They said, “Allah and His Messenger know best.” He said, “Telling people what other people have said in order to create dissension between them.” (Authentic)

Commentary: Perhaps this hadeeth is placed under this heading to indicate that despite the efforts of those who may orchestrate campaigns of calumny between people, parties should maintain restraint and not be the first to speak abuse or be excessive in their response if they need to.

426. The Prophet ﷺ said: “Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, revealed to me that you should be humble and you should not wrong each other.” (Authentic)

Commentary: We learn from this hadeeth that: 1. The Messenger ﷺ received revelation from Allah apart from the Qur’an which contained Allah’s orders and prohibitions amongst other things as the Qur’an. 2. It is from Allah’s orders that one should be humble; showing reverence for Allah’s injunctions, not believing that one is better, more important or cleverer than other people, and therefore, expecting to be treated in a special way. 3. Allah the Mighty and Exalted prohibits wrongdoing people.
Chapter 201: Those Who Revile Each Other Are Two Satans
Accusing And Denying Each Other

427. `Iyād b. Himār said: “I said, ‘Messenger of Allah, there is someone who reviles me.’ The Prophet  stated, ‘Those who revile each other are two satans accusing and denying each other.’” (Authentic)

428. `Iyād b. Himār said: “The Messenger of Allah  said, ‘Allah has revealed to me that you should be humble so that none of you may oppress another and so that none of you may disdain another.’ I said, ‘Messenger of Allah, what do you think I should do when a man reviles me in a low assembly and then I answer him back, Do I incur any sin in that?’ He said, ‘Two men who revile each other are two satans accusing and denying each other.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Imam Majid Ibn Taimiyyah (رحمه الله) explains, “Allah prohibited on the tongue of His Prophet , the two forms of feeling superior over people: pride and wrongdoing the people. This is because if the
one who feels superior does so correctly, he would have been proud, and if wrongly, he would have wronged the people. Thus, neither this nor that is allowed. If such a person is from a honourable group, it is not his place to feel proud that he is honourable, feeling self-important, because the honor of the group does not necessarily imply that he is particularly honourable. In fact, his sense of pride removes him from such group, and more so, when he feels arrogant and pompous being in the group.” The hadeeth clearly points to the prohibition of reviling and responding to a person who reviles us even when he does so in a gathering.

428. ‘Iyād said: “I used to be a harb of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ. I offered him a she-camel as a gift before I had become Muslim. He refused to accept it and said, ‘I dislike a gift from an idol-worshipper.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The correct word apparently, is hirmiyy and not harb. It is the terminology with which associates describe each other during the time of Jaahiliyyah whereby they would only eat their associate’s food and make the circumambulation of the Ka’bah only in the associate’s clothes whenever they performed the pilgrimage. It is explained that he ﷺ rejected the gift when he was an idolater so that ‘Iyyad may find displeasure in that which may make him accept Islam. Or that he rejected it owing to the fact that accepting gifts brings about mutual inclination which is prohibited for the Muslim towards the idolater. As regards the Jews and Christains, it is allowed to accept gifts from them due to the Prophet’s acceptance of the gifts of the Abyssinian King. This position is further strengthened by the fact of the permissibility of the food of the People of the Book and marriage to their females.
Chapter 202: To Revile A Muslim Is To Err

429 Sa‘d b. Mālik said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Reviling a Muslim is erring behaviour.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 431 below.

430 Anas said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ was neither coarse nor a curser nor a reviler. He would say when he wanted to censure someone, ‘What is wrong with him? May his forehead be dusty!’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Tariba jabeenuhu, translated literally as, may his forehead be dusty is from those common expressions amongst the Arabs which have negative literal meanings but are rather intended as supplications for the one to whom it was said. It could be used likewise to call his attention to an important matter he is being oblivious about or the like. The hadeeth describes the beautiful character of the Prophet ﷺ, and emphasises the need to emulate him – peace and blessings be upon him – by abstaining from insulting the people and cursing them.
431 ‘Abdullāh said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Reviling a Muslim is erring behaviour and fighting with him is disbelieving behaviour.’” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** The narration proves amongst others, that: 1. It is prohibited to insult a Muslim except for a religious reason. Similarly, a Muslim may only be fought for a religious reason. For example, those who would refuse to give the obligatory charity are to be compelled by the Authority to do so, and fought when they persist. 2. Islam prohibits whatever basically leads to evil. So, it prohibits insulting the Muslim which may eventually lead to fighting him which may even lead to spilling his blood! Allah alone grants refuge. 3. Eemaan (faith) is such that it rises with good deeds and falls with evil deeds. When a person insults a Muslim, his eemaan drops which may lead him to fight him. 4. Some actions may be termed Kufr (disbelief); and conversely, some may be termed Eemaan. This demonstrates the fact that good deeds (actions) are from eemaan as opposed to the deviant position of the Murji’ah that a person’s eemaan is not affected by his actions – whether good or bad! 5. Not everything mentioned to be Kufr (disbelief) in the texts of the Qur’an and Sunnah translates to disbelief that takes a person out of the fold of Islam. In this hadeeth, for example, fighting a Muslim is described as Kufr; yet, Allah refers to two Muslim parties that fall into a fight as brothers in faith between whom reconciliation should be sought. See Surat al-Mujadilah (9-10).

432 Abū Dharr said: “I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, ‘If a man accuses another man of deviance or accuses him of disbelief, that (accusation)
Commentary: The narration has also been reported in the Two Saheehs from the hadeeth of Ibn Umar and Abu Dharr (may Allah be pleased with him), and in Saheeh al-Bukhaari from the hadeeth Abu Hurayrah (may Allah be pleased with him) with slightly different wordings but the same meaning. It highlights amongst others, that: 1. It basically discourages accusing a Muslim of deviance or disbelief. The path of admonition with good words in a nice manner should be followed firstly, such that if such statements will be made, the deviance or disbelief of the person will be clear. 2. Only those who are well-grounded in the matters that make a person become a deviant or disbeliever should utter such statements. The interfering ignorant risks falling into grave errors. 3. If the one to whom the statement was made is as described, then it does not return to the one who made it.

Explanations have varied regarding what actually returns to the person who wrongly says to his Muslim brother, “O disbeliever...”. Some explain that the accuser becomes a disbeliever if he believes that to wrongly accuse his brother is allowed in the Sharee’ah. Others say that his insult of his brother returns to him and he bears the sin of wrongly accusing his brother of disbelief. It is also explained that his wrongfully accusing his brother of disbelief may lead such a person to the disbelief that takes a person out of the fold of Islam. However, what appears most preponderant – and Allah knows best – is that such an accuser has committed a grievous sin but has not committed the disbelief that takes a person out of the fold of Islam. This is because in other wordings of the hadeeth, it says, “Whoever says to his brother: O disbeliever...” This expression indicates that they are both brothers; if anyone of them goes out of Islam they will not both be referred to as brothers in the first place. Secondly, despite the fact that the Khawarij declared those who are Muslims by consensus – the companions and those upon their path – as disbelievers, the companions and their students still related with them as Muslims; observed the prayers behind them, and the scholars amongst them had intellectual discussions with such people. They did not rule them as disbelievers. Thirdly, the Prophet ﷺ said, “Cursing the believer is like killing him. Whosoever accuses the believer of disbelief, its like killing him.” (al-Bukhaari and Muslim). It is known that killing a Muslim is a grievous sin which is not disbelief. See al-Ilmaam bi Sharh Nawaaqid al-Islam (21-25).
433 Abū Dharr said: “He heard the Prophet ﷺ say, ‘The person who knowingly claims a father other than his own has disbelieved. The person who claims to be from a people when he is not one of them will take his place in the Fire. The person who calls a man an unbeliever or says, “Enemy of Allah,” when that is not the case, that accusation will come back on him.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Claiming other than one’s father knowingly is a grievous sin; likewise wrongfully claiming to be from a people. These false claims confuse the people’s lineage and the rulings of the religion that are lineage-based become misplaced! However, if a person makes such wrong claims unknowingly then it is not a sin. The hadeeth also proves that one must properly look at things before affirming or denying it. It also shows that the word Kufr may be employed to refer to actions (sins), and so, conversely, Eemaan may also refer to actions (good deeds).

434 Sulaimān b. Surad said: “Two men reviled each other in the
presence of the prophet \( \text{} \) and one of them became so angry that his face puffed out and changed colour. The Prophet \( \text{} \) said, ‘I know some words which will make what he feels depart if he says them.’ The man went to the other and told him what the Prophet \( \text{} \) had said. He said (the Prophet \( \text{} \) said), ‘Seek refuge with Allah from the accursed Satan.’ The other responded, ‘Do you think that there is something wrong with me? Am I mad? Go!’” \( \text{Authentic} \)

**Commentary:** Imam an-Nawawee explains, “This demonstrates that:

1. To be angry for the sake of other than Allah the most High is from the insinuations of the accursed Satan.
2. Whosoever becomes so afflicted should seek refuge, and say, ‘A’oodhu billaahi min ash-Shaytaan ir-Rajeem (I seek refuge with Allah from the accursed Satan).
3. It (i.e. to seek refuge as described) is a means to removing the anger. The hadeeth also proves that to seek refuge with Allah from the accursed satan is not restricted to the person who is mad in direct contradiction to the one who thought so in error and even sent his companion away. Perhaps for this reason, Imam al-Bukhaari placed this hadeeth under this heading because the person exceeded the limits of the Sharee’ah in his anger and his refusal to accept admonition.

435 ‘Abdullāh said: “Between every two Muslims there is a veil from Allah, the Mighty and Exalted. When one of them says ugly words to his companion, he has rent the veil of Allah. When one of them says to the other, ‘You are an unbeliever,’ then one of them has disbelieved.” \( \text{Weak Chain} \)
Chapter 203: The Person Who Does Not Say Things Directly To People

‘Ā’isha said: “The Prophet ﷺ did something with a view to giving people a concession (a permission in the matter to do something). Some people still refrained from doing it. That reached the Prophet ﷺ and he gave a speech. He praised Allah and then said, ‘What is wrong with people that they restrain themselves from something that I do? By Allah, I know Allah better than they do and I fear Him more than they do.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth teaches amongst other things, that: 1. The Prophet ﷺ should be followed in the various circumstances – in a matter of concession or ‘azeemah. 2. Things that are basically allowed in the Sharee’ah should not be abandoned for fear that it may not be allowed. 3. It is allowed to be annoyed when Allah’s limits are exceeded even if the person did so out of an interpretational error. 4. We should correct people when they err in a nice manner. 5. From the major benefits of knowledge is Allah’s fear. Thus, the Prophet ﷺ said, “...I know Allah better than they do and I fear Him more than they do”. 6. One could mention some good qualities that he possesses if there is overbearing benefit in doing so and that does not lead one to self-importance.
437. Anas said: “The Prophet ﷺ rarely said something directly to a man which he disliked. One day a man came to him wearing a garment with a trace of yellow dye. When the man stood up, the Prophet said to his companions, ‘If he would change - or remove - this yellow!’” (Weak)

438- 204 - بَابٌ مَنْ قَالَ لآخَرِ: يَا مُنَافِقُ! فِي تَأْوِيلٍ تَأَوَّلَهُ

Chapter 204: When Someone Says To Another, “O Hypocrite!”
Due to An Interpretation He Did
438. ‘Alī, may Allah be pleased with him, said: “The Prophet (ﷺ) sent for me and az-Zubayr b. al-‘Awwām, and we both were good horsemen. He said, ‘Ride until you reach such-and-such a meadow. There is a woman there who has a letter with her from Hātib to the idol-worshippers. Bring her to me.’ We found her riding along on one of her camels just as the Prophet (ﷺ) had described. We said, ‘(Produce) the letter which you have on you.’ She said, ‘I do not have any letter.’ We searched her and her camel. My companion said, ‘I do not see it.’ I said, ‘The Prophet (ﷺ) does not lie. By Him who holds my soul in His hand,’ (I told the woman) ‘I will strip you unless you produce it.’ She put her hand in the knot of her shawl - she was wearing a black shawl - and brought it out. We went back to the Prophet - (ﷺ). ‘Umar said, ‘He (i.e. Hātib) has betrayed Allah, His Messenger and the believers. Let me strike off his head.’ The Prophet asked (Hātib), ‘What made you do it?’ Hātib said, ‘I am a believer in Allah, but I wished to have some leverage with the people.’ He (the Prophet) said, ‘He has spoken the truth, ‘Umar. Was he not present at Badr? Perhaps Allah has looked on those present at Badr and said, “Do whatever you like. The Garden is guaranteed for you.” ‘Umar wept and said, ‘Allah and His Messenger know best.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth contains many benefits including, 1. The Prophet (ﷺ) received revelation apart from the Qur’ān. The message of Hatib bin Balta’ah (ﷺ) which was with the woman was from the unseen made known to the Prophet (ﷺ) by revelation. 2. The companions – may Allah be pleased with them all – had unshaken belief in the Prophethood and Messengership of the Prophet (ﷺ) and thus, would strip the woman rather than accept her statement that she hadn’t any letter with her. 3. Umar interpreted the action of Hatib to be from hypocrisy: being amongst the Muslims, deceiving them with...
the aim of spying for the disbelievers. Umar’s consideration was corrected by the Messenger  that Hatib bin Bata‘ah did not intend any of that and was not from such persons. 4. The right to implement legal punishments lies with the Authority. Thus, Umar –  – sought the Prophet’s permission to cut off Hatib’s head. 5. We should not hastily accuse people of disbelief even when the matter may appear so until proper verification is made by those versed in the matters regarding declaring disbelief. 6. As regards the statement, Do whatever you like. The Garden is guaranteed for you; “the scholars say that it is regarding the Hereafter. Otherwise, if any one amongst them was proven guilty, the appropriate legal punishment would have been implemented on him”, Imam an-Nawawee explained. Ibn Hajar added that, “However, they all continued upon the deeds of the people of Paradise until they left this world. If anything came from any one of them, he quickly turned to Allah in repentance and stuck to the right path. This is clearly known to any one who study their biographies.”

Chapter 205: The One Who Addresses His Brother As “O Unbeliever! (Kāfir)”

439. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar said: “The Messenger of Allah  said, ‘If any man says to his brother Muslim, “You are kāfir (an unbeliever),” it comes back on one of them.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment of hadeeth no. 432 above.
440. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘When someone says to another, “Unbeliever,” then one of them is an unbeliever. If the one he says it to, is an unbeliever, he has spoken the truth. If that is not the case, then the one who said it has brought down disbelief on himself.’ ” (Authentic)

441. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ used to seek refuge from an evil outcome and the gloating of enemies.” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** It is encouraged for the servant to recognize his weakness before his Lord and regularly beseech Him. He should seek refuge with Allah the Mighty and Sublime from evil end and the enemy’s rejoice over his misfortunes.
Chapter 207: Extravagance In Property

Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Allah is pleased with you about three things and He is angry with you about three things. He is pleased that you worship Him, not associating anything with Him, that you all take hold of the rope of Allah and that you are sincere to those that Allah has put in authority over you. He dislikes you engaging in idle talk, asking too many questions and squandering wealth.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth highlights among others, 1. The obligation of serving Allah alone, not joining partners with him. 2. The virtue of the Muslims uniting upon the truth; the Qur’an and the Sunnah. 3. Being honest and truthful to those whom Allah places in the positions of Authority. One should pray for them for guidance, protection and success in their affairs. The leader should also be given sincere advice as appropriate and in the best manner. The Prophet ﷺ said, “Anyone who intends to give sincere advice to the person in authority should not do so in the open. He should rather hold on to his hands and withdraw with him to privacy. If he accepts such (advices), then (good); otherwise, such a person has fulfilled his obligation.” (Ahmad and others). 4. The prohibition of expending money in manners that are not allowed in the religion, or allowing wealth to be wasted without prudence, or even lending money to people without guarantee. See narrations no 444 and 445. 5. It is obligatory to guard the tongue and not speak except good. From the evil use of the tongue is asking inconsequential questions. 6. From the
attributes of Allah the Mighty and Exalted is that he is pleased with certain things and gets angry about certain things.

Ibn ‘Abbās commented about the words of Allah, the Mighty and Exalted: “Whatever you spend. He will replace and He is the best of Providers’ (34: 39), ‘(whatever you spend) without extravagance or stinginess.’” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: That is, He the Mighty and Exalted replaces whatever one spends which is not of extravagance or stinginess; and He is the best of Providers.

Chapter 208: Those Who Squander

Abu’I-’Ubaydayn said: “I asked ‘Abdullāh bin Mas’ud about those who squander and he said, ‘They are those who spend in the wrong way.’” (Authentic Chain)
445. ‘Ikrima said: “Ibn ‘Abbās said, ‘The squanderers (mentioned in the Qur’ān, 4: 27) are those who waste money in the wrong way.’ ” (Sound Chain)

Chapter 209: Keeping Houses Tidy

446. ‘Aslam al-‘Adwi said: “ ‘Umar used to say on the minbar, ‘O people! Keep your homes tidy and make these snakes that enter your homes fear you before you fear them. The Muslims among the Jinn (living in the houses in the shape of Jinan - small snakes) will never appear to you. By Allah, we have not made peace with snakes since we fought with them.’ ” (Sound Chain)

Commentary: The narration discourages the Muslim from being afraid of snakes and even running away from it, rather than seeking to remove its danger. It also reminds of the natural enmity between human beings and snakes. In a related hadith, the Prophet (ﷺ) said, “We have not made peace with them (i.e. the snakes) since we fought with them. So whosoever leaves any of them fearfully is not amongst us.” (Abū Dawūd, Ahmad and others). Meaning that, such a person is not following the Sunnah regarding that. This debunks the view amongst the Arabs during the days of Ignorance that when
a snake is killed, its companion soon returns to do a revenge; and as such, they were usually afraid of killing snakes! Perhaps, owing to the fact that snakes may find refuge in cluttered up dirty places, the narration emphasizes keeping our homes clean and orderly.

Chapter 210: Building Expenses

447. Khabbāb said: “A man is rewarded for everything (he spends) except (in) building.” (Authentic)

Commentary: Shaykh Muhammad Luqman as-Salafee explains, “this is understood to refer to building what is not intended to seek nearness to Allah with, or what is quite unnecessary.”

Chapter 211: A Man Working With His Workers
448. Nāfi‘ b. ‘Asim said: “‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr asked a nephew of his who had come from al-Waht: ‘Are your labourers working?’ He replied, ‘I don’t know.’ He said, ‘If you were a Thaqafiyy, you would know what your labourers were doing.’’ Then he turned towards us and said, ‘When a man works with his workers in his house (and Abū’ Asim once said, “in his property”), he is one of the workers of Allah, the Mighty and Exalted.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Al-Waht literally means a garden. However, in this narration it refers to the huge farmland belonging to ‘Amr bin al-‘Aas () situated at Taif. A Thaqafiyy is a person from the Thaqeef tribe which settled in Taif and later, they spread across the Muslim lands. They were known for hard work. So, ‘If you were a Thaqafiyy...seemed to demonstrate that the Thaqafiyy is hardworking and would supervise, or even work along with his workers and would certainly know what his labourers do. The narration encourages helping our workers with their work.

449. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah () said, ‘The Hour will not come until people compete with each other in the height of their buildings.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Hafidh Ibn Hajar al-Asqalaanee said, “it could also mean
competing with each other in beautifying and decorating (houses) or something more encompassing. Many of such have been seen and it is even on the increase.” This was in his time, about 600 years ago. Today, the increase is significant and rapid. Some of the people even seek loans from Riba-based institutions and acquire wealth from other prohibited sources for this purpose! Allah alone grants success. See narration no. 359 below.

450. Al-Hasan (al-Basri) said: “I used to go into the houses of the wives of the Prophet ﷺ while ‘Uthmān b. ‘Affān was Caliph. I could reach their ceilings with my own hand.” (Authentic Chain)

**Commentary:** That was because the buildings were neither unnecessarily high nor lavishly decorated. Those understood the trifling nature of the worldly life, and employed what they had to build mansions for themselves in the everlasting abode. Today the reverse is the case for many of the people. See the narration that follows.

451. Dāwūd b. Qays said: “I saw that the rooms (of the Prophet’s wives) were made of the stumps of palm-trees covered on the outside with skins. I think that the width of the house from the door of the room to that of the house was about six or seven spans. The width of the house inside was ten spans. I think that the roof was between seven and eight or something thereabouts. I stood at ‘Ā’isha’s door which faced the west.” (Authentic Chain)
452. ‘Abdullāh ar-Rūmī said: “I visited Umm Talq. I remarked, ‘How low the roof of your room is!’ She said, ‘My son, the Amīr al-Mu’minīn, ‘Umar b. al-Khattāb, may Allah be pleased with him, wrote to his officials telling them, “Do not make your buildings tall. That will come about in the worst of your days.”’” (Weak Chain)

Chapter 213: The Person Who Builds

453. Sallām b. Shurahbīl said: “Habba b. Khalid and Sawā’ b. Khalid came to the Prophet (ﷺ) while he was repairing a wall - or a building - of his, and they helped him.” (Weak)
Qays b. Abū Hāzim said: “We went to visit Khabbāb after he had been cauterized seven times. He said, ‘Our companions who passed away before us have departed and this world did not cause them any loss. We have got so much that we can find no place to spend it except to throw it in the earth (in buildings). If it were not that the Prophet ﷺ forbade us to pray for death, I would pray for it.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The Muslims who passed away earlier did not have as much wealth as these later ones, yet the early ones carried out their religious duties and were steadfast. Not having much wealth did not cause them loss of the things of the hereafter. When the Muslims were granted triumph over the lands and tremendous wealth came under their control, those who received charity became very few or practically unavailable such that the only things to do with excess wealth were building and things like it. Yet, in their expenditure, the later ones gave preference to the more important things over the important and so on. Nevertheless, for their knowledge and god-consciousness, these Muslims amongst the companions and their students – may Allah be pleased with them - recognized that the one who has more wealth has more things to account for before Allah; and as such, they disliked the condition. The companions – ﷺ – would not in the least disobey the Prophet ﷺ.

Then we came to Khabbāb another time while he was building a wall of his and he said: “The Muslim is rewarded for everything on which he spends his money except for what he throws into dust (without need or extravagance).” (Authentic)

Commentary: This narration is clearly from the one that precedes it. Thus, it is not necessary to give it a separate numbering as many have done. See comment on narration no. 447.
456. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said: “The Prophet ﷺ went by while I was repairing a hut of ours. He said, ‘What is this?’ I said, ‘I am mending my hut, Messenger of Allah.’ He said, ‘The matter is sooner than that.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: This is to emphasize that he should mend his inner behaviour and correct his ways, for it may be that he will die before completing the repairs to the hut.

Chapter 214: The Spacious Dwelling


Commentary: See comment on narration no. 116 above.
Chapter 215: The Person Who Has An Upper Storey

Thābit said:

“I was with Anas in Az-Zāwia in the upper storey of his house. He heard the adhān and he and I came down. He took short steps and said, ‘I was with Zayd b. Thābit and he walked with me in this fashion. He said, ‘Do you know why I did this before you? The Prophet ﷺ walked with me in this manner.’ He, the Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Do you know why I walked with you in this way?’ I said, ‘Allah and His Messenger know best.’ He, the Prophet ﷺ said, ‘So there would be a greater number of steps in pursuit of the prayer.’” (Weak)

Commentary: Thaabit mentioned here, is al-Bunaanee, the eminent student and companion of Anas bin Malik (may Allah shower blessings on him). Az-Zāwia is a place about six miles from Madinah where Anas bin Malik’s mansion is. We recall that in authentic narrations, the Prophet ﷺ supplicated for him to be blessed in his wealth, life, lineage, and be entered into the Paradise.
Chapter 216: Adorning Buildings


Commentary: See comment on narration no. 449 above.

460. Warrād, the scribe of al-Mughīra, said: “Mu‘āwiya wrote to al-Mughīra, ‘Write down something for me that you heard from the Messenger of Allah ﷺ.’ So al-Mughīra wrote to him, ‘The Prophet of Allah ﷺ used to say at the end of every prayer, ‘Lā ilāha illa’llāhu wahdahū lā sharīka lahū lahu’lmulku wa lahu’l-hamdu wa huwa ‘alā ...”
kulli shay’in qadīr. Allahumma lā māni’a limā a’tayta wa lā mu’tiya limā mana’ta wa lā yanfa’u dha’l-jaddi minka’l-jaddu – (Meaning: There is no god but Allah alone with no partner. His is the Kingdom and His is the praise and He has power over everything. O Allah, none can withhold what You give and nor can give what You withhold. Nor will the wealth of a wealthy person help him against You.)” Al-Mughīra also wrote to him, ‘He forbade idle talk, asking too many questions and squandering wealth. He forbade disobeying mothers, burying daughters alive and he forbade not giving (what one has) and asking (others to give).’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth encourages the recitation of the mentioned expressions of remembrance after the obligatory prayers. The prohibition of squandering wealth apparently connects the narration to the chapter heading.

461. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet  said, ‘None of you will be saved by his actions (alone).’ They said, ‘Not even you, Messenger of Allah?’ He replied, ‘Not even me, unless Allah covers me with mercy from Him. But act rightly and wisely and worship in the morning and evening and during part of the night. Keep to a middle path (moderation) and you will arrive.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: As much and good as deeds may be, they are hardly completely free from shortcomings of the doer. Thus, they only profit the doer out of Allah’s mercy on him. We beg Allah to shower His mercy on us. Nevertheless, the hadeeth urges towards good deeds and being of the middle course in them and warns against extremism. This hadeeth may appear to contradict some verses of the Qur’an and narrations from the Prophet  which prove that
the Paradise is attained by one’s actions alone, such as Allah’s saying: “This is the Paradise which you have been made to inherit because of your deeds which you used to do (in the life of the world).” (Az-Zukhruf: 72). However, they all are put in their places when one understands that good deeds are a basic condition for entrance into Paradise. Yet, such must be free of things that inhibit the entrance which are only removed by Allah’s mercy. So entrance into the Paradise is not attained because of the good deeds alone. Shaykh al-Islam Ibn Taimiyah – may Allah shower blessings on him – explained further: “Likewise the child; it is not given birth to by mere ejaculating the sperm into the virgina. How many have ejaculated without having a child (from such ejaculations)? The creation of the child must have been decreed by Allah, thereupon, the woman becomes pregnant and observes pre-natal care with all other things that perfect the child’s creation and the absence of whatever may inhibit same. The same applies in the affairs of the hereafter; a person will not attain success just by his deeds but they (i.e. the deeds) are only a means. Thus, the Prophet  said, (then he mentioned the hadeeth under discourse).”

217  بَابُ الرِّفْقُ

Chapter 217: Leniency

462. ‘A’isha, the wife of the Prophet  said: “A group of Jews came to the Messenger of Allah  and said, ‘as-Sam (death) be

Commentary: See comment on narration no. 311.


464. Abu’d-Dardā’ said: “The Prophet (ﷺ) said, ‘Whoever has been given his portion of leniency has been given his portion of good. Whoever is denied his portion of leniency has been denied his portion of good. Good character is the weightiest thing in the believer’s balance on the Day of Rising. Allah hates the coarse, foul-mouthed person.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Showing sincere kindness and mercy to people is innately endearing. Thus, in addition to earning Allah’s love, such a person is liked by the people, and drawn nearer to benefits from them and protection from their evil. On the other hand, the coarse and abusive, like the plague, is avoided by everyone while he earns the wrath of the Most-Merciful!
465. ‘Ā’ishah said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Forgive those who are virtuous their (minor) slips.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: This hadeeth appears forgotten by or unknown to many today, including the people of knowledge and its students. Thus, Muslims, known basically for righteousness are harshly scolded for every slip; the students and scholars berate each other as if they had never known themselves upon righteousness! Some are even glad when a person not known for other than righteousness errs; they throw every courtesy to the winds to publicize such slips! Allah alone grants refuge. In another wording of the hadeeth, it adds, “...except for those of legal punishment.” See Silsilat al-Ahaadeeth is-Saheehah (638).

466. Anas said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘If there is roughness in any matter it is bound to disgrace it. Allah is courteous and loves courteousness.’” (Authentic)

467. Abū Sa‘īd al-Khudrī said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ was more modest than the virgin in her private room. When he disliked something, we recognised that in his face.” (Authentic)

Commentary: It encourages being modest; and refutes the wrong notion that modesty is from the attributes of the weak minded.
468. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Right guidance, good behaviour and moderate way of life are from among the seventieth part of prophecy.’” (Weak)

469. ‘Ā’ishah, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “I was on a camel that was somewhat troublesome and the Prophet ﷺ said, ‘You must be gentle. Whenever gentleness is in some matter, it adorns it and when it is taken away that disgraces it.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: When kindness and carefulness are taken out of any affair, there is awkwardness, idiocy and hardness, humiliation and disgust! The hadeeth also proves that husbands should guide their wives at the most beneficial time with good words, and so should the teacher guide the students.

In another version of the same hadeeth, A’isha (رضي الله عنها) said, “...a camel that was somewhat troublesome and I began to beat it...”

blood and cut off their relatives. Injustice will be seen as darkness on the Day of Rising.’” (*Authentic*)

**Commentary:** The hadith warns strongly against greed. Excessive and reprehensible desire to possess more than one needs or deserves could cause its victim to commit destructive sins: spilling the other’s blood, severing the ties of kinship, cheating the people and taking their possessions unlawfully! Imam Abdur-Rauf al-Munaawee caps it all, “Avarice in all its forms, contradicts Eemaan (faith).” In recompense, a person who does that, or the nation in which such is widespread is met with perdition. See also narration no. 281.

---

**Chapter 218: Moderation In Livelihood**

**471.** Kathir b. ‘Ubayd said: “I called on ‘A’isha, the Umm al-Mu’minin, may Allah be pleased with her. She said, ‘Wait until I mend my garment.’ So I waited and I said, ‘Umm al-Mu’minin, if I go out and tell people about this, they will regard it as an act of miserliness on your part.’ She said, ‘Mind your own business. There are no new clothes for the one who does not wear shabby clothes as well.’” (*Sound Chain*)

**Commentary:** Words that assist the one perceived to be making a mistake should be employed during correction. Wearing new clothes at all times may be considered from extravagance. The narration demonstrates the humility
of the pious predecessors and their moderate, non-extravagant lifestyle

Chapter 219: What The Slave Is Given For Gentleness

472. ‘Abdullāh b. Mughaffal said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Allah is gentle and He loves gentleness. One is given for gentleness what he is not given for harshness.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: From the Attributes of Allah is Ar-Rafeeq (The Gentle); His bringing about creation gradually in stages with His Wisdom and Perfection also demonstrates this Attribute. This is even when He is Able to bring it into existence as sudden as He wills – the Mighty and Exalted. So He enjoined gentleness and loves the gentle. Conversely, He prohibits harshness and dislikes the harsh. The gentle, therefore, gets what the harsh gets not. Imam Ibn al-Atheer (رحمه الله) said, “For every good found in gentleness, harshness contains an equivalent evil”!

Chapter 220: Calming People

Commentary: It contains the order to be easy in affairs and gentle with people, endearing Eemaan to them, rather than being harsh so that the hearts are not alarmed. This should be given greater consideration when it has to do with an individual who has just accepted Islam or children who are been encouraged to do good deeds. Similarly, one should not be hard upon himself in doing good deeds so that he is not worn-out which may lead to the complete abandonment of the deed. It prohibits unnecessarily raising alarms and worst still, when they are false.

474. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said: “A guest came to the Banū Isrā‘īl and there was a dog in the house. The people of the house said, ‘Dog, do not bark at our guest.’ But the puppies under her barked. They mentioned it to one of the Prophets who prophesied, ‘This is like a community that will come after you whose fools will overcome its men of knowledge.’” (Weak in Its Mawqoof Form)

Commentary: It is also reported with a weak chain as a statement from the Prophet ﷺ.
Chapter 221: Roughness

475. ‘Ā’isha said: “I was on a camel that was somewhat troublesome and I began to beat it. The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘You must be gentle. Whenever there is gentleness in some matter, it adorns it and whenever it is taken away, that disfigures it.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Same as narration no. 469 above.
476. Abū Nadra said: “One of our men called Jābir or Juwaybir said, ‘I went to ‘Umar while he was Caliph to ask for something which I needed. I reached Madīna during the night and in the morning I went to him. I was someone who had been given quick wits and a quick tongue’ - or he said ‘speech’ (meaning eloquence) ‘and I started talking to him. I set to condemning this world and presented it as not being worth anything. At ‘Umar’s side was a man with white hair and white clothes. When I had finished, he said, “All that you have said is almost correct except for your attack on this world. Do you know what this world is? This world is that through which we reach our goal” - or he said - “where our provision is” - “for the World Hereafter. Here are our actions for which we will be rewarded in the Next World.” He went on, “For that reason a man who knew this world better than I do made use of it.” I said, “Amīr al-Mu’mīnīn, who is this man at your side?” He replied, “‘Ubayy b. Ka‘b, the leader of the Muslims.”’” (Weak Chain)

Commentary: As for his saying, the leader of the Muslims, it was a title with which ‘Ubayy bin Ka‘b (may Allah be pleased with him) was commonly known amongst the pious predecessors. See Da‘eef al-Adab al-Mufrad (41)

477. Al-Barā’ b. ‘Āzib said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Ingratitude is evil.’” (Sound)

Commentary: From the great evils in being ungrateful to people is that such a person will not also give thanks to Allah the Mighty and Exalted for His favors on him! See narration no. 218.
Chapter 222: Maintaining Property

478. Al-Hārith b. Laqīt an-Nakh'ī said: “One of our men used to slaughter colts. He would say, ‘Shall I live long enough to ride this horse?’ Then we received ‘Umar’s letter telling us: ‘maintain what Allah has provided for you (and make it prosper) for there is yet time in the affair.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: It encourages engaging in good deeds; giving thanks to Allah for His favors, preserving them and being broad-minded and optimistic about life.

479. Anas b. Mālik: said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘If the (signs of the) Hour appear and one of you has a palm-cutting in his hands and it is possible to plant it before the Hour (actually) comes, he should plant it.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth emphasizes the tremendous benefits of planting trees and whatever is like it from which people generally derive benefit such as providing water. A Muslim is encouraged to carry out these deeds even at
the last life opportunity because if he dies, he continues to get rewarded for the deed as the people benefit from such things until the Last Day. In the same vein it discourages wastage of any kind at any point in time.

480. Dāwūd b. Ābī Dāwūd said: “‘Abdullāh b. Salām said to me, ‘If you hear that the Dajjāl has come out and you are planting palm saplings, do not hasten to give up putting it in order, for people will still have life after that.’” (Weak)

223- بَابٌ دَعْوَةُ الْمَظْلُومِ

Chapter 223: The Supplication Of One Wronged

481. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘There are three supplications that are answered: the supplication of the person who is wronged, the supplication of the traveller, and the supplication of a parent against his child.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See narration no. 32 above. In another authentic narration, its says, “Beware of the supplications of the one who is wronged even if such is
Chapter 224: Prayer For Provision "Owing to Allah’s words (to ask Him, Exalted is He), ‘Provide for us and You are the best of Providers.’ ” (5: 114)

482. Jābir said: “He heard the Prophet ﷺ on the minbar. He looked towards the Yemen and said, ‘O Allah, bring their hearts,’ and he looked towards Iraq and said something similar. He looked towards every horizon and said the like of that. He said, ‘O Allah, provide for us out of the earth’s bequest and bless us in our mudd and our sa.’ ” (Weak Chain)

Chapter 225: Injustice Is Darkness

a non-muslim; for nothing screens it (from acceptance)”. 

...
483. Jābir b. ‘Abdullāh said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Avoid injustice. Injustice will be darkness on the Day of Rising. Beware of avarice. Avarice destroyed people before you and led them to shed each other’s blood and made them judge the relations lawful that were unlawful for them.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: Qaadee ‘Iyyaad (رحمه الله) explained, “It (i.e. injustice) will be darkness over the unjust on the Day of Rising. He will not be guided by it as the believer will be guided by his light.” Justice brings about benefaction and maintaining ties while injustice causes severance of ties. See also comment on narration no. 483.

484. Jābir said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘In the last of my community there will be punishment by deformation, storms of stone and sinking earth, and it will begin with people who commit injustice.’ ” (Weak)

485. Ibn ‘Umar said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Injustice will be shown as darkness on the Day of Rising.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on narration no. 483.
486. Abū Saʿīd said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘When the believers are saved from the Fire, they will be halted on a bridge between the Garden and the Fire. They will acquit themselves of each other by taking retaliation for the injustices that occurred between them in this world. After they have been cleansed and purified, they will be given permission to enter the Garden. By Him who holds the soul of Muhammad in His hand, each of them will know his place there better than his dwelling in this world.’” (Authentic)

‘Commentary: In a wording of the same hadeeth it says, “When the believers have crossed the bridge over the Fire...” The Siraat is a very thin and slippery bridge erected over the Fire after which is the Garden. People will cross the bridge according to their good deeds; some will cross in the twinkling of an eye, some like (speed of) lightning, some like the (speed of) wind. Others will cross like (i.e in the speed of) a horse, some like the riding of a camel. Some will run, some will walk, some will crawl and some will be wrenched away and thrown into the Fire. Those amongst the sinful Muslims who fall into the Fire will remain for as long Allah wills, but will later be pardoned and removed from the Fire. The Qantarah is the end part of the Siraat after which is the Garden. May Allah protect us from the Fire. Therefore, despite the great success of crossing the Bridge, Allah the Mighty and Exalted will not allow the people to go into the Garden until they have been cleansed and purified of all sorts of injustice.
Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Beware of injustice. Injustice will be darkness on the Day of Rising. Beware of coarseness. Allah does not love those who are coarse and foul-mouthed. Beware of avarice for it led those before you, so that they cut off their relatives. It called them and they made lawful relations that were unlawful.’” (Authentic)

Jābir said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Beware of injustice. Injustice will be shown as darkness on the Day of Rising. Fear avarice. It destroyed those before you and caused them to shed each other’s blood and to make lawful relations that were unlawful.’” (Authentic)
489. Abū’d-Duha said: “Masrūq and Shutayr b. Shakal met in the mosque. The people sitting in circles in the mosque moved towards them. Masrūq said, ‘I can only think that these people are gathering around us in order to hear good from us. So you relate from ‘Abdullāh (Ibn Mas’ūd), I will confirm you, or I will relate from ‘Abdullāh, and you confirm me. Shutayr said, ‘Abū ‘Ā’isha! Relate.’ Masrūq said, ‘Did you hear ‘Abdullāh say, “The eyes commit fornication, the hands commit fornication, the feet commit fornication, and then the genitals either confirm or deny that.” He said, ‘Yes, I heard it.’ Masrūq said, ‘Did you hear ‘Abdullāh say, “There is no verse in the Qur’ān more comprehensive in describing both the halāl and harām and the command and the prohibition than this verse, ‘Allah commands justice, good deeds and giving to relatives’ (16: 90)?’” He said, ‘Yes, I did hear that.’ Masrūq said, ‘Did you hear ‘Abdullāh say, “There is no verse in the Qur’ān swifter to bring relief than His words, ‘Whoever fears Allah, He will make a way out for him’? (65: 2).” He said, ‘Yes, I heard that.’ Masrūq said, ‘Did you hear ‘Abdullāh say, “There is no verse in the Qur’ān stronger in entrusting things to Allah than His words, ‘My slaves who have been extravagant against yourselves, do not despair of the mercy of Allah.’ (39: 53)”’. He said, ‘Yes, I heard that.”” (Sound Chain)

**Commentary:** The narration highlights the following, among others: 1. From the beneficial use of the mosque is for the people of knowledge and its students to conduct learning circles in them. 2. One should approach the people of knowledge and seize any right opportunity to benefit from their knowledge. 3. Knowledge can be referred to as Khayr (good). 4. From the best of knowledge is that transmitted by the companions – may Allah be pleased with them all. 5. The people of knowledge should cooperate to teach the people from the Khayr that Allah has bestowed on them. 6. One should be careful of what he looks at, touches, and where he goes. The senses should not be employed in sins. 7. If one fears Allah in the open and the secret, He will make a way out for Him. 8. Allah the Mighty and Sublime is so merciful
90. Abū Idrīs al-Khaulānī related from Abū Dharr that the Prophet ﷺ said, “Allah, Blessed and Exalted is He, said, ‘My slaves! I have forbidden injustice for Myself and I have made it forbidden among you, so do not wrong each other. ‘My slaves! By day and night you err; yet I forgive wrong actions and do so freely. Ask Me for forgiveness and I will forgive you. ‘My slaves! All of you are hungry unless I have fed you, so ask Me to feed you and I will feed you. All of you are naked unless I have clothed you so ask Me to clothe you and I will clothe you. ‘O My slaves! If all of you; the first of you and the last of you, the jinn among you and the men among you, were to be as godfearing as the most godfearing heart of anyone of you, that would not add anything to My kingdom. If they were to be as corrupt as the
most corrupt heart of anyone of you, that would not decrease anything in My kingdom. If they were to join together in one place and then ask of Me, and I gave every man among them what he asked for, that would not reduce My kingdom at all except as the sea is decreased if a needle is dipped into it. ‘My slaves! It is only your actions which I have preserved for you. Whoever finds good should praise Allah. Whoever finds other than that should only blame himself.’ ”

The narrator from Abū Idrīs said: “Whenever Abū Idrīs related this hadith he would kneel down.” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth teaches that: 1. Allah the Mighty and Sublime is Able to do all things, yet He is ever Just. He says, “And your Lord will never be unfair to anyone.” (Q 18:49). 2. Allah prohibits the creatures from wronging themselves. So a person should neither wrong himself nor anyone else. 3. Allah is Kind and Merciful towards His creatures; He feeds them, clothes them, pardons and grants tremendous favors on them. 4. The servant should regularly supplicate to Allah the Most High for his worldly needs as he would beseech Him for guidance and pardon. 5. One should be optimistic of been granted forgiveness of his errors when he sincerely seeks Allah’s forgiveness. 6. The vastness of Allah’s kingdom; for as nothing really reduces from the sea if the needle is dipped into it, nothing reduces from Allah’s kingdom if he grants all creatures their needs at the same time! 7. We should be godfearing at all times keeping in mind that our deeds – secret and open – are recorded, and that we will be recompensed accordingly. 8. The righteousness of a person does not bring any benefit to Allah the Mighty and Exalted. 9. Allah is ever Just; so the one who finds other than good reward has only reaped what he sowed. 10. The pious predecessors were full of reverence for Allah’s words.

Chapter 226: The Expiation Of Someone Who Is Ill
كَيْفَ أَمْسَى أَجْرُ الأُمِيرِ؟ فَقَالَ: كَيْفَ أَمْسَى أَجْرُ اْلأَمِيرِ؟ فَقَالَ: كَيْفَ أَمْسَى أَجْرُ اْلأَمِيرِ؟ فَقَالَ:

491. Ghudif b. al-Hārith said: “A man came to Abū ‘Ubayda b. al-Jarrāh while he was in pain and asked, ‘How is the reward of the Amīr (i.e. the illness on which you will be rewarded)?’ Abū ‘Ubayda said, ‘Do you know that for which You will be rewarded?’ The man replied, ‘We will be rewarded for things that happen to us that we dislike.’ Abū ‘Ubayda said, ‘Rather, you are rewarded for what you spend in the way of Allah and what is spent on you. Then he mentioned all the parts of the saddle, even the horse’s bridle (i.e. you will be rewarded in every expenditure in the way of Allah, Jihād). Yet Allah will remove your errors from you for the sake of this fatigue that has afflicted your bodies.’” (Weak Chain)

492. ‘Abū Sa‘īd al-Khudrī and Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘A Muslim does not meet with fatigue or tiredness or concern or sorrow or injury or grief, not so much as a thorn-prick but that Allah expiates his errors for him by that.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Allah’s mercy over the Muslim is extremely great. Apart from the favors of not affirming servitude to any deity except Allah, and believing in and following the Prophet ﷺ, his pains and sorrow also bring benefits to him as long as he bears them patiently, not wailing over them. Wondrous is the affair of the Muslim, all his affairs are good for him!
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493. Sa‘īd b. Wahab said: “I was with Salman when he visited a sick person in Kinda. When he went in, he said, ‘Good news! Allah makes a believer’s illness an expiation for him and a means for His favour on him, whereas illness for a corrupt person (a disbeliever) is like a camel whose people hobble it and then let it go - it does not know why it was hobbled or released.’” *(Authentic Chain)*

**Commentary:** The believer gains from his illness: they expiate for him his sins and draw him close to Allah’s mercy. When we visit the sick, it is recommended that they should be reminded about things that gladden them and help relieve their pains. If the sick person is known to be from the righteous, he could even be reminded of his deeds and the reward that awaits him with Allah the most High. The hadeeth also relates the huge loss upon which is the disbeliever. We seek Allah’s refuge from disbelief.

494. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Affliction will continue to trouble the believers, men and women, in their bodies, their families, and their property; (and it acts as expiation for them) until they meet Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, while there is no sin remaining on them.’” *(Authentic)*

**Commentary:** The hadith describes how any illness or anxiety that besets a Muslim results in purification of his soul and forgiveness for his shortcomings.
Therefore if a person is tested in this way he should be patient and expect reward from Allah as expiation from his sins. In this context though trouble is not sought after as the Prophet ﷺ always asked for well-being and good health and often prayed seeking refuge from serious illness, it is a sign of the mercy of Allah that one sometimes has minor illnesses to make one remember Allah’s bounty of good health and strength.

495. Abū Hurayra said: “A bedouin came and the Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Has Umm Mildam (a fever) got hold of you?’ The bedouin asked, ‘What is Umm Mildam?’ He said, ‘The heat between the skin and the flesh.’ The bedouin said, ‘No.’ He said, ‘Have you had a headache?’ The man asked, ‘What is a headache?’ He said, ‘A wind which appears in the head and beats the veins.’ The bedouin said, ‘No.’ Abū Hurayra said, “When the man stood away, the Prophet (as if he was inspired by Allah about this man) said, ‘Whoever wants to look at a man who is one of the people of the Fire, should look at that man.’ ” (Authentic)
496. Khālid b. ar-Rabī‘ said: “When Hudhayfa was very ill, his group and the Ansār heard about it and came to him in the middle of the night or at dawn. He asked, ‘What time is it?’ We said, ‘The middle of the night or near dawn.’ He said, ‘I seek refuge with Allah from the morning of the Fire.’ Then he asked, ‘Have you brought something for my shroud?’ We said, ‘Yes.’ He said, ‘Do not go to excess in the cost of my shroud. If I have favour with Allah, it will be changed for a better one. If the situation is otherwise, it will be quickly stripped.’ Ibn Idrees said: We came to him during a part of the night.” (Weak Chain)

497. ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘When the believer has an affliction, Allah purifies him as the bellows purify the dross of iron.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Shaykh Husayn al-‘Awaayisha (hafizahullah) said: “Perhaps the author – may Allah shower blessings on him – placed this hadeeth under the chapter (with this heading) to demonstrate that the pains could be severe on the sick requiring that he be visited in the night.”
498. ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘No affliction befalls a Muslim in the way of pain or illness except as an expiation for his sins, even so little as a thorn-prick, or worry.’ ” (Authentic)

499. Sa’d b. Abī Waqqās said: “I was very ill in Makka and the Prophet ﷺ came to visit me. I said, ‘Messenger of Allah, I am leaving property and I only have one daughter. Shall I will away two-thirds of my property and leave a third?’ He said, ‘No.’ I asked, ‘Shall I will away half and leave half for her?’ He said, ‘No.’ I asked, ‘Shall I will away a third and leave her two-thirds?’ He said, ‘A third. The third is a lot.’ Then he placed his hand on my forehead and wiped my face with it and my abdomen. Then he said, ‘O Allah, cure Sa’d and complete his hijra for him.’ I still imagine that I feel the coolness of his hand on my liver (and will do so) until the Hour.” (Authentic)

Commentary: Hafidh Ibn Hajar al-Asqalaanee said, “From the benefits in this hadeeth is, “(the recommendation for) the leader and those below him to visit the sick, more so when the sickness is severe. And placing the hand upon the forehead of the sick, and rubbing his face and the area where he
feels the pains with the hand...(It also demonstrates) the permissibility of the sick’s telling about the severity of the sickness when that does not include something prohibited or disliked of show of vexation and annoyance. This is more so if that is done by way of seeking supplications or medicine, in fact such is conceivably encouraged. (The hadeeth also prove that) that does not contradict the encouraged patience…” The hadeeth forms a major proof in the matters of inheritance.

Chapter 228: The Sick Person Will Be Credited For The Things That He Would Have Done If He Had Been Healthy

500. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘No one is ill but that he will be credited with the reward the same as he was doing while healthy.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth demonstrates the significance of engaging in lots of good deeds while one is healthy before one becomes prevented by illness. However, during illness, in order to establish the rewards earned from good deeds performed while healthy, the ill should intend that were he healthy, he would have continued upon the good deeds.
501. Anas b. Mālik said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘There is no Muslim that Allah tests in his body without Allah writing to his account as long as he is ill what he would have done while he was healthy. If He heals him - and I think he said, “He forgives him” - and if He takes him, He allows him to do more good deeds for which he is extolled before he dies.” (Sound and Authentic)

Commentary: The word, ‘asalahu is taken from the word, ‘Asal meaning, ‘extolment’.
and that was hard on them. So he came to them in their houses and they complained to him about it. The Prophet ﷺ entered each house and each room to make supplication for their well-being. When he returned, one of their women followed him. She said, ‘By the One who sent you with the Truth, I am one of the Ansār and my father is one of the Ansār. Make supplication to Allah for me as you did for the Ansār.’ He said, ‘Whatever you wish. If you wish, I will ask Allah to heal you and if you like, you can be patient and endure and you will have the Garden.’ She said, ‘I will be patient and I will not put the Garden at stake.’” *(Authentic)*

**Commentary:** The expressions, “Fever came...”, “...and said...” “...the Prophet sent it...” are clear and should not be given other than its apparent meaning for the Prophet ﷺ conveyed the message of his Lord the Most High, in the most clear language without ambiguity. Owing to the Prophet’s preference for them, the Ansar are also loved by Allah the Exalted and were therefore, tried with the affliction which in turn, increased them in faith, endurance, patience and forgiveness from Allah. The hadeeth shows that the companions were never ready to stake entrance into the Garden for the pleasures of this World.

**503.** Abū Hurayra said: “There is no illness which afflicts me that I love better than the fever because it enters my every limb and Allah, the Mighty and Exalted will give each and every limb its portion of the reward.” *(Authentic Chain)*

**Commentary:** See comment on hadeeth no. 494.
504. Abū Wā’il said: “Abū Nuhayla was requested, ‘Pray to Allah.’ He said, ‘O Allah, decrease the illness, but do not decrease the reward.’ He was told, ‘Pray more, Pray more.’ He said, ‘O Allah, place me among those brought near (to You) and make my mother one of the houris (women of paradise).’” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: It is reported that Abu Nuhayla – may Allah be pleased with him – sustained the injury for which he was asked to supplicate from an arrow-shot which reached him during a military expedition. It describes the sincere crave of the companions – may Allah be pleased with them – for rewards from Allah and forgiveness of sins. Even during illness, children should not forget to supplicate for their parents.

505. ‘Atā’ b. Abī Rabāh said: “Ibn ‘Abbās said to me, ‘Shall I show you a woman who is one of the people of the Garden?’ I said, ‘Yes.’ He said, ‘This black woman came to the Prophet ﷺ and said, “I am a woman who has fits and I become uncovered. Make supplication to Allah for me.” He said, “If you like, you can be patient and endure and you will have the Garden. But if you like, I will ask Allah to cure you.” She replied, “I will be patient.” She added, “Since I become uncovered (during fits), ask Allah for me that I do not become uncovered.” So he made supplication for her (for that).”” (Authentic)
This narration highlights the allowance of asking a person who is seen to be knowledgeable and pious to supplicate for us.

**Commentary:** Shaykh Husayn al-‘Awaayisha (hafizahullah) said: “It shows the permissibility of describing (a person’s) color, height or shortness in order that such a person is known when that is necessary and there is no other way (to give the description), while not intending humiliation and insult.” Rather than showing vexation and annoyance because of certain illness one may suffer, we should endure patiently, supplicate to Allah to remove the distress and seek other legitimate means of cure while craving to be rewarded and forgiven our sins. See also narrations no. 506 and 507.

506. Ibn Jurayj said: ‘Atā’ related to me that he saw Umm Zufar, that tall and black woman, on the steps of the Ka’ba.”

Ibn Jurayj said: “And ‘Abdullāh b. Abī Mulayka narrated to me that al-Qāsim narrated to him that ‘Ā’isha said to him that the Prophet ﷺ used to say, ‘No thorn pricks a believer nor anything worse than that, but that it is an expiation.’”  

(Authentic Chain)

507. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘There is no Muslim hurt in this world by so much as a thorn, who reckons that the reward for that is with Allah without that removing some of his sins on the Day of Rising.’”  

(Authentic)
508. Jābir said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘There is no Mu’min, man or woman or Muslim, man or woman, who becomes ill but that Allah removes some of their sins by it.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comments on hadith 492.

509. Hisham reported that his father said: “‘Abdullāh b. az-Zubayr and I went to visit Asmā’ ten nights before ‘Abdullāh was killed. Asmā’ was in pain, and ‘Abdullāh said to her, ‘How are you feeling?’ She said, ‘In pain.’ He said, ‘I am near death.’ She said, ‘Perhaps then you desire my death for that reason? Do not do so. By Allah, I

Chapter 229: Are The Words Of The Person Who Is Ill, “I Am In Pain” A Complaint?
do not want to die until one of the two things happen: either you will be killed and I will expect reward on your account from Allah, or you will win and I will be content (with that victory). Beware if you are offered a plot with which you do not agree and which you accept out of fear of death.’ ”

Ibn az-Zubayr meant that he would be killed and that that would grieve Asmā’. \textit{(Authentic Chain)}

\textit{Commentary:} The point of reference in the hadeeth is the permissibility of saying, “I am in pain” during illness and that it does not amount to impatience and complaint

510. Abū Sa‘īd al-Khudri said: “He came to the Messenger of Allah \(\{\text{Po}1\}^{1}\) while he had a fever. He had a covering over him. Abū Sa‘īd put his hand on him, found that it was hot above the covering, and said, ‘How hot your fever is, Messenger of Allah!’ He said, ‘We are like that. The affliction is hard on us but the reward is doubled for us.’ Abū Sa‘īd said, ‘Messenger of Allah, which people have the greatest affliction?’ He replied, ‘The Prophets, and then the Sālihūn (the righteous). One of them was tested by poverty until he could only find a robe which he would cut and wear. Another was tested by fleas until they killed him. Such people have greater joy in affliction than one of
you has in gifts.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Similarly, the Prophet ﷺ said, “The greatness of reward is with the severity of affliction. If Allah loves a people, he afflicts them. So, whoever endures (patiently), earns (Allah’s) pleasure and whoever feels bitter and angered earns (Allah’s) displeasure.” (At-Tirmidhee and others). These narrations and others in their meaning about afflictions, show as Imam Al-Albaanee explained, “that the stronger the believer gets in faith, the more he is afflicted and tried, and vice-versa.” The point of reference in the hadeeth here, is that mentioning the severity of one’s illness or affliction, does not basically count as bitterness and indignance.
Commentary: The hadeeth is evidence that, that a person looses consciousness during an illness should not prevent us from visiting him. Apart from the benefit he gets from the supplications of those who visit, the relatives of the sick gain moral strength from such visits. The concern of the Prophet ﷺ for the welfare of his companions – – is also highlighted in this hadeeth.

Chapter 231: On Visiting Children Who Are Ill

512. Usāma b. Zayd said: “A child of a daughter of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ was very ill. His mother sent to the Prophet ﷺ to say that her child was dying. He told the messenger, ‘Go and tell her that to Allah belongs what He takes and what He gives. Everything is written with Him until a stated term. She should be patient and hope for reward from Allah.’ The messenger went back with this advice. She again sent to him to plead with him to come. The Prophet ﷺ got up with a group of his Companions including Sa’d b. ‘Ubāda. He
took the child and put him on his chest. Inside the child’s chest, there was a sound of a harsh movement. The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) wept, and Sa‘d said, ‘Do you weep while you are the Messenger of Allah?’ He said, ‘I weep out of compassion for the child. Allah only shows compassion to those of His slaves who are compassionate.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: It encourages that the people of knowledge and piety should visit the dying person and that they may even be pleadingly requested to do so at such times. We should condole the bereaved family, urging them to be patient and hopeful of reward from Allah; one does not need to be invited to attend funeral rites or pay condolence visits as is the case with feasts. The Prophet’s daughter whose child was ill was Zaynab as is clearly stated in other versions of the narration. See comments on the narrations in Chapter 53.

Chapter 232: Giving Food To Someone Whose Family Is III

Ibrāhīm b. Abī ‘Abla said: “My wife was ill and I went often to Umm ad-Dardā’. She asked me, ‘How are our family?’ I said to her, ‘ill.’ She called for some food for me and I ate. Then I went back and she did the same thing again. I visited her again and she asked, ‘How
are they?’ I said, ‘They are well.’ She said, ‘I called for food for you when you told me that your family was ill. Since they are well now, we will not call for anything for you.’” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: The pious predecessors were concerned with the welfare of other Muslims. They would provide their needs according to their abilities, and would not pretend in the least.

Chapter 233: Visiting The Bedouins

Ibn ‘Abbās said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ went to visit a bedouin when he was ill and said, ‘Don’t worry! It is a purification, if Allah so wills.’”

(Ibn ‘Abbās) said: “The bedouin said, ‘It is a fever which boils in an old man and will cause him to visit the grave.’ He said, ‘Then it is so.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth exhorts towards visiting the sick and supplicating for them. The statement of the Prophet ﷺ, ‘Then it is so...’ after the man contradicted him was not a supplication against the Bedouin but an information about what will become of him as is pointed to by other reports of the narration. Nevertheless, we are warned against opposing the Prophet ﷺ: ‘And let those who oppose the Messenger’s commandment beware, lest
some trials and afflictions should befall them...’ (Q 24:63).

Chapter 234: Visiting The Sick

Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Which of you is fasting today?’ Abū Bakr said, ‘I am.’ He asked, ‘Which of you has visited a sick person today?’ Abū Bakr said, ‘I have.’ He said, ‘Who has attended a funeral today?’ Abū Bakr said, ‘I have.’ He asked, ‘Who has fed a poor person today?’ Abū Bakr said, ‘I have.’

“Marwān (one of the narrators) said, ‘It reached me that the Prophet ﷺ said, “These qualities are not brought together in one man on a single day but that he will enter the Garden.”’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Imam al-Albaanee (رحمه الله) explains, “It contains the virtue of Abu Bakr as-Siddeeq ﷺ and glad tidings for him that he will enter the Garden, and the narrations on that are nice and many. It also contains the excellence of combining these qualities on a single day, and that their been found in a single person is glad tiding of the Garden (for such person). May
516. Jābir said: “The Prophet ﷺ visited Umm as-Sā`ib and she was shivering. He asked, ‘What is wrong with you?’ She replied, ‘The fever, may Allah debase it.’ The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Gently, do not curse it. It removes the sins of the believer as the bellows remove the dross from iron.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Apart from the lessons of the encouragement to visit the sick, supplicating for and guiding them towards what will benefit them, the hadeeth emphasizes endurance and patience during illnesses and the prohibition of cursing illnesses.
517. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said, ‘Allah will say on the Day of Judgement, “I asked you for food and you did not feed Me.” He (the slave) will say, “Lord, how could You ask me for food and then I not feed You when You are the Lord of the worlds?” He said, “Don’t you know that My slave, so-and-so, asked you for food and you did not feed him? Don’t you know that if you had fed him, you would have found that action with Me? Son of Adam, I asked you for water and you did not give Me water.” The slave says, “O Lord, how could I give You water when You are the Lord of the worlds?” He will say, “My slave, so-and-so, asked you for water and you did not give him water. Don’t you know that if you had given him water, you would have found that action with Me? Son of Adam, I was ill and you did not visit Me,” He says, “O Lord, how could I visit You for an illness when You are the Lord of the worlds?” He said, “Don’t you know that My slave, so-and-so was ill. If you had visited him, you would have found that action with Me” – or “you would have found Me with him.” ’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: Allah the Exalted has connected what the servant should have done of feeding, visiting the sick and so on, to Himself – Glorious is He – showing Allah’s kindness towards the sick.

Commentary: While some of the scholars rule visiting the sick as Suprерogatory, others among them view that it is Obligatory. Firstly because the basic ruling regarding the orders of Allah and His messenger ﷺ is obligation. Secondly for the fact that visiting the sick is from the rights of one Muslim over the others as pointed to in the next hadeeth under this chapter, and it is obligatory to maintain the rights of people. This is the correct position - Allah willing. Following funeral processions has the same ruling for the same reasons. The journey to the world hereafter is preceded by sickness, death and funeral performed on the dead. So visiting the sick and taking part in funeral rites reminds of and encourages one to prepare appropriately for the ultimate end, death, and procession to the Hereafter. May Allah grant us good end; Amin.

519. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘There are three things which are an obligation upon every Muslim: to visit the sick, to attend funerals and to say, “May Allah have mercy on you!” when someone sneezes if he praises Allah, the Mighty and Exalted.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Tashmeet al-‘Aatish in the Arabic text means, “to say, ‘May Allah have mercy on you’”. In other reports, the obligations include: replying his greeting of salam and attending invitation. (Al-Bukhaari and Muslim). In another report in Muslim, it adds: “And when he seeks your counsel be sincere to him".
Chapter 235: The Person Who Visits A Sick Person Making Supplication That He Gets Well

520. Three of the children of Sa’d narrated from their father that: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ visited Sa’d (b. Abī Waqqas) in Makka and Sa’d was weeping. He asked, ‘Why are you weeping?’ He said, ‘I fear that I will die in the land from which I have emigrated just as Sa’d (b. Khawla) died.’ He said three times, ‘O Allah, heal Sa’d!’ Sa’d said, ‘I have a lot of property which my daughter will inherit. Shall I will away all of it?’ He said ‘No.’ Sa’d said, ‘Two-thirds?’ He said, ‘No.’ Sa’d said, ‘A half?’ He said. ‘No.’ Sa’d said, ‘A third?’ He said, ‘A third, but a third is a lot. What you give as sadaqa from your property is sadaqa. What you spend on your family is sadaqa. What your wife eats of your food is sadaqa for you. It is better for you to leave your family in a state of prosperity,’ - or he said - ‘in livelihood’
- ‘than leaving them in a state that leaves them begging from people with stretched hands.’ He made a sign with his hands (to this effect).” (Authentic)

Commentary: The three children of Sa’īd bin Waqqas (نسب) are: ‘Aamir, Mus’ab and A’āisha – may Allah shower blessings on them them. The hadeeth highlights the following: 1. The Companions’ sincere crave for Allah’s beautiful rewards and their fear for loosing them; So, Sa’īd cried. 2. Their sincere love for the Prophet ﷺ. 3. They would seek his counsel even in pressing conditions, and he would ever guide them towards the best. 4. It encourages working hard to provide the needs of our household and discourages begging. 5. It exhorts towards supplicating for the sick. See comments on hadeeth no. 499.

Chapter 236: The Excellence Of Visiting Someone Who Is Ill

521. ‘Āsim related from Abū Qilāba from Abū’l Ash’ath Assan’āni who related that Abū Asmā’ said: “Whoever visits his sick brother, he is in the khurfa of Paradise.”

Commentary: Visiting the sick draws near the Garden and distances from the Fire.

Chapter 237: Regarding The Person Who Is ILL And The One Who Visits Him

Commentary: Apart from the tremendous virtues of visiting the sick, the hadeeth encourages whoever is giving an admonition to consider the appriopretateness of whatever he is going to talk about. The point of reference in it is the permissibility for the visitors to request the sick person to talk to them.
Chapter 238: The One Who Prays In The Presence Of The Sick Person

523. ‘Ata’ said: “Ibn ‘Umar visited Ibn Safwān and the time came for the prayer. So Ibn ‘Umar led people in prayer. He prayed two rak‘ats with them and explained, ‘We are travelling.’” (Authentic Chain)

Chapter 239: Visiting A Non-Muslim

524. Anas said: “A Jewish boy used to serve the Prophet . The boy became ill and the Prophet  went to visit him. He sat by his head
and said, ‘Become a Muslim.’ The boy looked - at his father who was also at his head. His father said to him, ‘Obey Abū’l-Qāsim.’ So the boy became a Muslim. The Prophet left saying, ‘Praise be to Allah who has saved him from the Fire!’” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** It shows the Prophet’s kindness towards all. Even while the boy was dying, he invited him to accept Islam and was very glad after the boy’s acceptance. Allah the Exalted said: “We have sent you (O Muhammad) not, but as a mercy to all that exists.” (Al-Anbiyaa: 107).

---

**Chapter 240: What To Say To Someone Who Is Ill**

عن عائشة رضي الله عنها، أنَّها قَالَتْ لَّا قدَمَ رَسُولُ اللهِ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ يَا أَبْتَاهُ! كَيْفَ تَِدُكَ؟

فَدَخَلْتُ عَلَيْهِمَا. قُلْتُ:

الَْدِينَةَ وَعَكَ أَبُو بَكْرٍ وَبِلاَلُ. قَالَتْ:

وَكَانَ أَبُو بَكْرٍ إِذَا أَخَذَتْهُ الُْمَّى يَقُولُ:

وَيَا بِلاَلُ! كَيْفَ تَِدُكَ ؟ قَالَتْ:

وَكَانَ بِلاَلُ إِذَا أَقْلَعَ عَنْهُ، يَرْفَعُ عَقِيرَتَهُ فيَقُولُ:

أَلاَ لِيْتُ شِعْرِي هَلْ أَبِيتََّ لَيْلَةً بِوَادٍ وَحَوْلِي إذْخِرٌ وَجَليلُ

وَهَلْ يَبْدُو لِي شَامَةٌ وَطَفِيلُ قَالَتْ عَائِشَةُ رَضِيَ اللهُ عَنْهَا

((اللَّهُمَّ حَبِّبْ إِِلَيْنَا الَْدِينَةَ، كَحُبِّنَا مَكَّةَ أَوْ أَشَدَّ،

اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ فَأَخْبَرتُهُ، فَقَالَ}}
525. ‘Ā’isha said: “When the Messenger of Allah ﷺ came to Madīna, Abū Bakr and Bilāl came down with a fever.”

She went on, “I visited them and asked, ‘Father, how are you? Bilal, how are you?’ When Abū Bakr’s fever was worse, he would say, ‘Every man is struck down among his people in the morning when death is nearer than the strap of his sandal.’

When the fever left Bilāl, he raised his voice and said, ‘Would that I knew whether I would spend a night in the valley of Makka with the idhkīr (herb) and jalīl (herb), And whether one day I will go to the waters of Majinna! Will the mountains of Shāma and Tāfīl appear to me?’ ”

‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, continued, “I then went to the Messenger of Allah ﷺ and told him what they had said. He prayed, ‘O Allah! Make us love Madīna as we love Makka or even more! Make it healthy. Bless us in its sā’ and its mudd. Take its fever away and put it in al-Juhfa.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: Hafidh Ibn Hajar al-Asqalaanee (رحمه الله) said, “It contains evidence that a woman may visit a sick man if she is appropriately dressed, and no trial is feared thereof.” Majinna is a location some miles from Makkah; while Shama and Tafeel are two wells near Makkah. In their verses, Abu Bakr and Bilal (ما رضي الله عنه) recalled Makkah and its serene atmosphere, its sweet water, fascinating mountains and cool breeze which implied their inclination towards the city. Thus, the Prophet’s supplication, so that they do not nurse the least desire to return to Makkah after they had migrated from it. Imam an-Nawawee (رحمه الله) explained that the hadeeth, “has evidence of praying for sicknesses, ailment and destruction against non-Muslims” for that will certainly distract them from the Muslims. Juhfah at the time was
inhabited by some Jews who were full of hatred and enmity against the Muslims.

526. Similar to No. 514, with a different isnād.

527. Nāfī said: “When Ibn `Umar visited someone who was ill, he would ask him how he was. When he left the invalid, he would say, ‘May Allah choose what is best for you,’ and did not say anything more than that.” (Weak Chain)
528. Sa‘īd b. ‘Amr b. Sa‘īd reported that his father said: “Al-Hajjāj* visited Ibn ‘Umar while I was with him. He asked, ‘How is he?’ He said, ‘Fine.’ He asked, ‘Who did you harm?’ He said, ‘I have been harmed by someone who ordered people to carry arms on a day when it is not lawful to carry them.’ He meant al-Hajjāj.” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: Hajjaj mentioned here, is Ibn Yūsuf ath-Thaqafi, the notorious ruler of Banū Umayya. Ibn ‘Umar (رضي الله عنه) was wounded in the sole of his feet with an arrowhead and his feet would stick to the stirrups of his ride. The narration indicates the courageousness of the Companions, and the fact that they upheld practicing caution in advance. Unnecessarily taking arms to public gatherings, unfortunately contradicts this noble practice. The point of reference in the narration vis-à-vis the chapter heading is the companion’s response to his visitor.

529. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr b. al-‘Ās said: “Do not visit wine-drinkers when they are ill.” (Weak Chain)

Commentary: If it is allowed to visit a sick non-Muslim, and more so, when such may lead to the person’s acceptance of Islam, visiting the erring Muslim is encouraged if doing so would encourage him to abandon his errors and turn to Allah in repentance. See hadeeth no. 524. Nevertheless, the erring Muslim is still a Muslim and the basic ruling about visiting sick Muslims is obligation. See hadeeth no. 518 and 519. This hadeeth which apparently points to the contrary is even weak.
Chapter 243: Women Visiting A Man Who Is Ill

((رَأَيْتُ أُمَّ الدَّرْدَاءِ، عَلَى رِحَالِهَا 
- عَنِ الَّارِثِ بْنِ عُبَيْدِ اللهِ اْلَّأَنْصَارِيِّ قَالَ 
أَعْوَادٌ لَيْسَ عَلَيْهَا غِشَاءٌ عَائِدَةً لِرَجُلٍ مِنْ أَهْلِ الَّسْجِدِ مِنَ اْلَّأَنْصَارِ)). ضَعِيفُ 
الإِسْنَادِ.

530. Al-Hārith b. ʻUbaidullah al-Ansāri said: “I saw Umm ad-Dardā’ going to visit an Ansāri man from the mosque and she was on her mount in an uncovered howdah.” (Weak Chain)

Commentary: See comments on hadeeth no. 525.

Chapter 244: The Person Who Dislikes Visitors Looking At Other Things In The House

(نَبِيِّ اللهِ بَنِ أَبِي الْهُذَيْلِ قَالَ 
- وَمَعَهُ قَوْمٌ، وَفِي اْلبَيْتِ امْرَأَةٌ - فَجَعَلَ رَجُلٌ مِنَ اْلَّقَوْمِ يَنْظُرُ إِلَى الَّبَيْتِ، 
(لَوِ انْفَقَأَتْ عَيْنُكَ، كَانَ خَيْراً لَكَ)). صَحِيحُ اْلإِسْنَادِ.

531. ‘Abdullāh b. Abī’l-Hudhayl said: “‘Abdullāh b. Mas‘ūd went to visit a sick person with some other people. There was a woman in the room and one of the men began to look at her. ‘Abdullāh said to him, ‘It would have been better for you if your eyes had been gouged out.’” (Authentic Chain)
Commentary: Dislike mentioned in the chapter heading is of prohibition based on the statement of Ibn Mas’ud – the like of which is authentically reported from the Prophet ﷺ about a person unlawfully looking around the house. Since the eyes were contradicting the essence of their creation: obedience and not disobedience to Allah, it would have been better if they were gouged out than been employed for sin!

Chapter 245: Visiting Someone With Eye Trouble

532. Zayd b. Arqam said: “I had a pain in my eyes and the Prophet ﷺ visited me. Later (when I recovered), he said, ‘Zayd, if your eyes were to persist in their illness, what would you do?’ I said, ‘I would be patient and reckon my reward to be with Allah.’ He said, ‘If that happens to your eyes and you are patient and reckon your reward to be with Allah, then your reward will be the Garden.’” (Weak with this completing)

Commentary: However, the beginning of the hadeeth that the Prophet ﷺ visited him when he had conjunctivitis (translated as pains) is authentic. See: Saheeh al-Adab al-Mufrad by Imam Al-Albaanee (رحمه الله). The hadeeth “shows the encouragement of visiting the sick even if the illness is not threatening, and that such is also considered as visiting the sick and its reward is established too. However, some have reported that visiting the one with conjunctivitis and toothache is against the Sunnah but the hadeeth
refutes that. I do not know how it became easy for them to assert that it is against the Sunnah while the Sunnah actually contradicts that! We seek refuge with Allah from the evils of our souls.” See Sharh Saheeh al-Adab al-Mufrad by Shaykh al-‘Awaayisha (hafizahullah).

533. Qāsim b. Muhammad said: “One of the Companions of Muhammad ﷺ lost his eyesight and people visited him. This man said, ‘I wanted my eyes to look on the Prophet ﷺ. But now that the Prophet ﷺ has died, by Allah, it would not delight me if my eyes were like the eyes of the gazelles of Tibala.’” (Weak Chain)

534. Anas said: “I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, ‘Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, said, “When I test him (the servant) in his two dearest ones (i.e. his eyes) and he is patient, I will repay him with the Garden.’”” (Authentic)

Commentary: What a great recompense! While the delight of the eyesight ends with the world, the delight of the Garden is everlasting. It shows Allah’s mercy over His creatures.
535. Abū Umāma said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Allah says, “O son of Adam, when I take the two precious ones (i.e. the eyes) from you and you are patient when the (first) shock happened and reckon your reward with Allah, the only reward which I am content for you to have is the Garden.” ‘” (Sound and Authentic)

Commentary: The reward of the Garden could refer to being amongst those who will be liberated from the Fire, if such Muslim was very erring deserving the Fire or that he will be given a special status in the Garden. This narration and the one before it are like beneficial words with which the person suffering from an eye illness could be comforted when visited.

536. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “When the Prophet ﷺ visited a sick person,
he would sit by his head and then say – seven times – ‘As-alu’ llāha’1- ‘azîma rabba’1-‘arshi’l ‘azîmi an yashfiyaka – I ask Allah the Immense, the Lord of the Immense Throne to cure you.’ If his time had not yet come, he was cured of his pain.” (Authentic)

537. Ar-Rabī‘ b. ‘Abdullāh said: “I went with al-Hasan to visit Qatāda. Al-Hasan sat by his head and asked after him and then made supplication for him. He said, ‘Allāhumma’shfi qalbahu wa’shfi suqmah - O Allah, heal his heart and heal his illness.’ ” (Authentic Chain)

538. al-Aswad said: “I asked ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, ‘What did the Prophet ﷺ do when he was with his family?’ She said, ‘He would do household tasks for his family and when it was time for the prayer, he would go out.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The Prophet ﷺ is the best of people to his household. So, he would humbly help in the house chores. The pious predecessors – may Allah
shower blessings on them – craved to learn about and follow the Prophet \( \text{ﷺ} \) in all aspects of his life including how he related with his family which are from the aspects of his life they may not know unless they ask the people in the household.

\[ 539 \text{. 'Urwa b. az-Zubayr said: “I asked 'Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, ‘What did the Prophet } \text{ﷺ} \text{ do in his house?’ She said, ‘He mended his sandals and worked as any man works in his house.’ ”} \ (\text{Authentic}) \]

\[ 540 \text{. 'Urwa b. az-Zubayr said: “I asked ‘Ā’isha, ‘What did the Prophet } \text{ﷺ} \text{ do in his house?’ She said, ‘He did what anyone of you would do in his house. He mended sandals and patched clothing and stitched.’”} \ (\text{Authentic}) \]

**Commentary:** “…what anyone of you would do in his house…” demonstrates that the generation of the companions and those after them was a generally humble one where the leaders of the households helped in the house chores. They were not arrogant nor prideful; more so, that it was known to them that their beloved leader and Allah’s messenger, Muhammad \( \text{ﷺ} \), also helped in the chores.
541. ‘Amra said: “‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, was asked, ‘What did the Messenger of Allah ﷺ do in his house?’ She said, ‘He was a man like other men - he removed the fleas from his garment and milked his sheep.’ ” (Authentic)

542. Habīb ibn ‘Ubayd related from Al-Miqdām b. Ma‘dī-karib whom he had met, that he said: “The-Prophet ﷺ said, ‘When one of you loves his brother he should tell him of it.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: From the benefits of telling him of his love for him is that when he knows that he loves and is fond of him, he would readily take his counsels and will not reject his words regarding a fault of his that he tells him about which he may ordinarily reject and consider as from jealousy or unnecessary rivalry. As for the one who informs his brother of his love for him, his first gain is his obeying the order of the Prophet ﷺ that the one who loves his brother should tell him of it. Secondly, he benefits from the supplication of the other for him that Allah should love him as shown in the next hadeeth.
543. Mujāhid said: “One of the Companions of the Prophet ﷺ met me and took hold of my shoulder from behind. He said, ‘I love you.’ I said, ‘May Allah for whose sake you love me, love you.’ He said, ‘If it had not been that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, “When a man loves another man, he should tell him of it,” I would not have told you.’ ”

Then Mujāhid said, “Later he spoke of a marriage-offer to me and said, ‘We have a slave-girl, but she is one-eyed.’” (Sound and Authentic)

Commentary: It demonstrates the sincerity of the early Muslims; owing to his love for him he offered to marry a young girl to him. The word ‘Awraa (translated as, ‘one-eyed’) could also mean, ‘a female without a brother or sister from her own father and mother’. This may be the meaning reffered to in this narration. Allah knows Best.

544. Anas said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘When two men love each other, the better of them is the one who has the strongest love for his companion.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The narrations in this chapter encourage mutual love among
Chapter 249: When Someone Loves A Man, He Should Not Quarrel With Him Nor Ask About Him

Muslims.

545. Mu‘adh b. Jabal said: “When you love your brother Muslim, neither quarrel with him nor treat him badly nor ask questions about him. It may be that you meet an enemy of his who will say something untrue about him and thereby cause a split between you.” (Authentic chain in the Mawqoof form)

Commentary: Asking around of someone we already love who has faults – and every human has his own faults – that are unknown to us may destroy the love between us. We should eschew whatever may sow discord between we and our loved ones and expend time and energy on matters that will strengthen our relationship upon goodness.

his brother in Allah for the sake of Allah, and says, “I love you for Allah,” they will both enter the Garden. The one who loves for Allah has a higher degree, because of his love, over the one whom he loved.’” \(\text{(Weak Chain)}\)

**Commentary:** This hadith is graded weak by Imam Al-Albaanee (رحمه الله) as mentioned above. He said, “It has (in its chain), Abdur-Rahman – and he is Ibn Ziyad bin An‘um al-Ifreeeqee – a weak reporter.” \(\text{(Da‘eef al-Adab al-Mufrad)}\). However, in the foreword of his checking and editing of 
\(\text{Sharh Sunan Ibn Maajah by Imam ‘Alaauddeen al-Muglataay (رحمه الله), Shaykh Ahmad Ibnabee al-‘Aynayn (hafizullah)}\) referred to the extensive discussion on the status of this reporter – Abdur-Rahman al-Ifreeeqee – by Imam al-Muglataay. He cited the comments of eminent scholars such as Ahmad bin Salih al-Misree, al-Bukhaaree, Abu Bakr Ibn Abee Daawood, Abdullah bin Muhammad al-Maalikee and Imam as-Suhnoon (rahimahumullah) which extol the virtues of al-Ifreeeqee, declaring his being a trustworthy reporter and defending some of the issues raised by those who grade him weak amongst the scholars. Most of these comments by these scholars, according Shaykh Ibn Abee al-‘Aynayn, are only found in the works of al-Muglataay who concluded that the most correct opinion is that Abdur-Rahman al-Ifreeeqee is a reliable reporter. In that case, the hadith on Anas bin Malik above will not be leseer that Hasan (Sound). Allah knows Best.

---

### Chapter 250: The Intelligence Is In The Heart

\(\text{بَابُ ٱلْعَقْلُ فِي ٱلْقَلْبِ}\)

\(\text{٠٥٢}\)

\(\text{عَنْ ٱلْبَيْتِ ٱلْعَلِيمِ} \text{رَضِيَ اللهُ عَنْهُ} \text{،} \text{ أَنَّهُ سَمَعَ بِصِفِّيَ يَقُولُ:} \text{\(\text{٧٤٥}\)} \text{،} \text{ وَٱلرَّحْمَةَ فِي ٱلْكَبِدِ،} \text{ وَٱلرَّأْفَةَ فِي ٱلْطِّحَالِ،} \text{ وَٱل نَّفَسَ فِي ٱلرِّئَةِ} \text{،} \text{ حَسَنُ اٍضْنَادِ.} \text{٣٦٤}

\(\text{١٢٥٠}\)

\(\text{٥٤٧-} \text{عَنْ ٱلْبَيْتِ ٱلْعَلِيمِ} \text{رَضِيَ اللهُ عَنْهُ} \text{،} \text{ أَنَّهُ سَمَعَ بِصِفِّيَ يَقُولُ:} \text{\(\text{٧٤٥}\)} \text{،} \text{ وَٱلرَّحْمَةَ فِي ٱلْكَبِدِ،} \text{ وَٱلرَّأْفَةَ فِي ٱلْطِّحَالِ،} \text{ وَٱل نَّفَسَ فِي ٱلرِّئَةِ} \text{،} \text{ حَسَنُ اٍضْنَادِ.} \text{٣٦٤}

\(\text{١٢٥٠}\)

\(\text{٥٤٧-} \text{‘Alī, may Allah be pleased with him, said at Siffīn: “The intelligence is located in the heart. Mercy is located in the liver. Compassion is located in the spleen. The endurance or breathing is} \)
Commentary: The trials and tribulations that befell the Muslims at Siffeen, where over 50,000 Muslims lost their lives is well known. Perhaps Alee (د) in the address implied by his saying that intelligence is in the heart, that: since the heart is the morsel of flesh in the body which when sound, the rest of the body is upright and which when bad, the rest of the body goes bad likewise. So when the heart is sound, the intellect and its contemplations will be sound; likewise the character and thereupon, mercy and compassion will have their right places. If conversely, the heart is sick, the intellect and its contemplations will be sick and character will be bad leading to further shedding of blood among the people.
يَا رَسُولَ اللَّهِ! هَذَا الشِّرْكُ قَدْ عَرَفْنَاهُ فَمَا أَكْبَرُ؟ هُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا حَلَّةٌ يَلْبَسُهَا؟ قَالَ: ((لا)). قَالَ: فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا نَعْلاَنِ حَسَنَتَانِ، لَهُمَا فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا دَابَّةٌ يَركَبُهَا؟ قَالَ: ((لا)). قَالَ: فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا آصَابُ يَجْلِسُونَ إِلَيْهِ؟ قَالَ: ((لا)). قَالَ: فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا أَصْحَابٌ يَجْلِسُونَ إِلَيْهِ؟ قَالَ: ((لا)). قَالَ: فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا نَعْلاَنِ حَسَنَتَانِ، لَهُمَا فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا دَابَّةٌ يَركَبُهَا؟ قَالَ: ((لا)). قَالَ: فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا آصَابُ يَجْلِسُونَ إِلَيْهِ؟ قَالَ: ((لا)). قَالَ: فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا أَصْحَابٌ يَجْلِسُونَ إِلَيْهِ؟ قَالَ: ((لا)). قَالَ: فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا نَعْلاَنِ حَسَنَتَانِ، لَهُمَا فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا دَابَّةٌ يَركَبُهَا؟ قَالَ: ((لا)). قَالَ: فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا آصَابُ يَجْلِسُونَ إِلَيْهِ؟ قَالَ: ((لا)). قَالَ: فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا أَصْحَابٌ يَجْلِسُونَ إِلَيْهِ؟ قَالَ: ((لا)). قَالَ: فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا نَعْلاَنِ حَسَنَتَانِ، لَهُمَا فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا دَابَّةٌ يَركَبُهَا؟ قَالَ: ((لا)). قَالَ: فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا آصَابُ يَجْلِسُونَ إِلَيْهِ؟ قَالَ: ((لا)). قَالَ: فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا أَصْحَابٌ يَجْلِسُونَ إِلَيْهِ؟ قَالَ: ((لا)). قَالَ: فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا نَعْلاَنِ حَسَنَتَانِ، لَهُمَا فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا دَابَّةٌ يَركَبُهَا؟ قَالَ: ((لا)). قَالَ: فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا آصَابُ يَجْلِسُونَ إِلَيْهِ؟ قَالَ: ((لا)). قَالَ: فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا أَصْحَابٌ يَجْلِسُونَ إِلَيْهِ؟ قَالَ: ((لا)). قَالَ: فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا نَعْلاَنِ حَسَنَتَانِ، لَهُمَا فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا دَابَّةٌ يَركَبُهَا؟ قَالَ: ((لا)). قَالَ: فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا آصَابُ يَجْلِسُونَ إِلَيْهِ؟ قَالَ: ((لا)). قَالَ: فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا أَصْحَابٌ يَجْلِسُونَ إِلَيْهِ؟ قَالَ: ((لا)). قَالَ: فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا نَعْلاَنِ حَسَنَتَانِ، لَهُمَا فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا دَابَّةٌ يَركَبُهَا؟ قَالَ: ((لا)). قَالَ: فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا آصَابُ يَجْلِسُونَ إِلَيْهِ؟ قَالَ: ((لا)). قَالَ: فَهُوَ أَنْ يَكُونَ لَأَحْدِنَا أَصْحَابٌ يَجْلِسُونَ إِلَيْهِ؟ C:\Users\HN\Dropbox\Dropbox\Desktop\انفصال\عمر\Al-Adab Al-Mufrad\366\548. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said: “We were sitting with the Messenger of Allah ﷺ when a bedouin man wearing a green robe approached until he stood before the Messenger of Allah ﷺ. He said, ‘Your companion has debased every horseman’ - or he said, ‘he intends to debase every horseman’ - and ‘elevate every shepherd.’ The Prophet ﷺ took hold of the folds of his robe and said, ‘I see that you are wearing the clothes of someone who is without intelligence.’ Then he went on, ‘When the Prophet Nūh, peace be upon him, was close to death, he said to his son, “I will give you some instructions. I command you two things and I forbid you two things. I command you to say ‘There is no god but Allah.’ If the seven heavens and the seven earths were to be placed in one scale and (the Kalima) ‘Lā ilāha illa Allāh,’ i.e. ‘There is no god but Allah’ was placed in the other, it would outweigh them. If the seven heavens and the seven earths were a dark ring, they would be cut by ‘Lā ilāha illa Allāh,’ i.e. ‘There is no god but Allah,’ and ‘Subhān Allah wa bihamdihī, i.e. ‘Glory be to Allah and by His praise.’ It is the prayer of everything and by it everything has its provision. I forbid you to associate things with Allah and (I forbid) pride.’ “I said - or it was asked – ‘Messenger of Allah, we know about shirk, i.e. to associate something with Allah, but what is pride? Is it that one of us has a robe (i.e. a nice cloth) which he wears?’ The Prophet replied, ‘No.’ It was asked, ‘Is it that one of us has a pair of good sandals with two good straps?’ He replied, ‘No.’ He was asked, ‘Is it that one of us has a particular animal that he rides?’ He replied, ‘No.’ He was asked, ‘Is it that one of us has companions who come and sit with him?’ He said, ‘No.’ He was asked, ‘Messenger of Allah...’
Allah, what is pride then?’ He replied, ‘It is to ignore the truth and to hold people in contempt.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadith contains the following points of benefit among others: 1. It is appropriate to criticize a person for dressing improperly and lowly if he is from those who have the ability to do better. 2. The Prophets and pious people would give counsels to their household and peoples even when their death drew near. Examples abound in the books of biographies and Islamic history. 3. It shows the excellence of Laa ilaaha illallah (There is no deity worthy of worship except Allah) and Subhaanallah wa bihamdihii (Glorious is Allah and by His praise). 4. It proves that the heavens are seven and the earths are seven! It is not proper to leave this truth, affirmed by the Creator of the Heavens and the Earth for human conjectures that go contrary. 5. Creatures apart from mankind and jinns give remembrance of Allah with the expressions: Laa ilaaha illallah (There is no deity worthy of worship except Allah) and Subhaanallah wa bihamdihii (Glorious is Allah and by His praise). It is only correct to accept this fact as told from revelation. 6. It warns against joining partners in worship with Allah and being arrogant. 7. Wearing good clothes and shoes, and having good rides and company of people do not mean arrogance. 8. The companion’s questions about whether the use of these things mean arrogance show that they were ready to leave them if they actually imply arrogance. 9. From the methods of teaching is that teachers give the students the opportunity to explore answers for their questions while they supervise them. 10. The one with the slightest disregard for truth involving actually joining partners with Allah will not enter the Garden!

549. Ibn ‘Umar said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Whoever behaves insolently or walks with an arrogant gait will meet Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, Who will be angry with him.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The insolent shows overbearing pride over others, considering the favors of Allah on him as only from his own knowledge, efforts and right! The people are ordinarily displeased with such persons and the arrogant will
meet Allah the Exalted while He is angry with him. Thus, arrogance brings about loss in both worlds. We ask for Allah’s protection from His anger. See narration no. 553.

550. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Someone whose servant eats with him, rides a donkey in the market-place and ties up his sheep and milks it is not proud.’” (Sound)

Commentary: The hadith exhorts towards the actions that help to purify the soul and remove arrogance. See comments on the narrations in Chapter 100.

551. Sālih, the garment-seller, related from his grandmother, that she said: “I saw ‘Alī, may Allah be pleased with him, buy dates for a dirham and carry them in his cloak. I said to him (or a man said to him), ‘I will carry it for you, Amīr al-Mu’mīnīn.’ He said, ‘No. The father of the family is the one who is most entitled to carry it.’” (Weak Chain)
552. Abū Sa‘īd al-Khudrī and Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, said, “Might is My wrapper and pride is My cloak. I will punish anyone who contends with Me over either of them.”’” (Authentic)

553. An-Nu‘mān b. Bashīr said on the minbar: “Satan has snares and traps. The snares and traps of Satan are to exult ungratefully in the blessings of Allah, to boast about the gifts of Allah, to be proud towards the slaves of Allah and to follow passion for other (reason) than for the sake of Allah.” (Sound)

554. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘The Garden and the Fire quarrelled. (Sufyān also said, “The Garden and the Fire contended with each other.”) The Fire said, “The tyrants will enter me and the proud will enter me.” The Garden said, “The weak will enter me and the poor will enter me.” Allah, the Blessed and Exalted, said to the Garden, “You are My mercy and I show mercy through you to whomever I will.” Then He said to the Fire, “You are My punishment
through which I punish whomever I will. Each of you will have your fill.”’’ (Authentic)

Commentary: The weak and the poor mentioned here, are the modest ones among them who humble themselves for the sake of Allah, keep His limits and regularly seek His forgiveness and pardon hoping for His mercy and favour. As for the tyrants and arrogant, they are the audacious who oppress His creatures and scorn His rulings! This narration further demonstrates that the creatures of Allah apart from mankind, the jins and angels, speak as Allah the Exalted Wills. We beg Allah’s protection against the Fire.

555. Abū Salama b. ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān said: “The Companions of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ were neither ascetic nor lethargic. They used to recite poems to each other in their gatherings and they mentioned affairs of the Jāhiliyya (their past history). When one of them was challenged about something concerning Allah, his eyes went round with rage.” (Sound)

Commentary: The companions –  – lived simply and were neither harsh with themselves nor slack and sluggish! This proves that denying oneself of the comfort of life - unfortunately considered as from the epitomes of faith and character by some – actually has nothing to do with the religion! So the companions used to joke, recite poems and give narrations of their past even during the lifetime of the Prophet ﷺ who would remain silent sometimes and even smile with them at other times as contained in the authentic hadeeth of Jabir bin Samurah () collected by Ahmad, at-Tirmidhee and others. Nevertheless, their jokes did not, in the least, include taking the rulings of the religion with levity. In this chapter heading, the hadeeth evinces that it may translate to arrogance to consider those who joke, recite poems or tell narrations within the limits of the Share’ah as lowly.
556. Abū Hurayra said: “A man who was handsome came to the Prophet (ﷺ) and said, ‘I love beauty and I have been given what you see. Even, I do not want anyone to be superior to me by the strap of a sandal’ - or ‘by a red sandal-thong.’ The man continued, ‘Is that pride?’ The Prophet (ﷺ) replied, ‘No, pride is when someone disdains the truth and is contemptuous of people.’ ” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** See comment on hadeeth 548.

557. ‘Amr b. Shu‘ayb reported from his father that his grandfather (‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr b. al-‘Ās) said: “The Prophet (ﷺ) said, ‘On the Day of Rising, the proud will be gathered like small red ants in the form of men. Abasement will cover them on every side. They will be driven to a prison in Jahannam called Bulas. The hottest of fires will rise over them. They will have to drink the pus of the people of the Fire, the foul fluid issuing from their skins.’ ” (Sound)

**Commentary:** This is severe warning against arrogance and pride! We beg Allah’s protection from arrogance and its consequence. Amin.
Chapter 252: The Person Who Takes Revenge For Injustice

558. ‘Ā’isha. may Allah be pleased with her, said: “The Prophet  said, ‘Go ahead, take revenge.’” (Authentic)

559. ‘A’isha said: “The wives of the Prophet  sent Fatima to the Prophet  and she asked for permission to enter while the Prophet
was with ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, in her cloak. He gave her permission and she entered. She said, ‘Your wives have sent me to ask you for justice regarding the daughter of Abū Quhāfa (i.e. ‘Ā’isha).’* He said, ‘Daughter! Do you love what I love?’ She said, ‘Yes.’ He said, ‘Then love her (‘Ā’isha).’

“She got up and left and told the wives who said, ‘You have not helped us at all. Go back to him.’ She said, ‘By Allah, I will never speak to him about her again!’ ”

‘Ā’isha said, “So they sent Zaynab, the wife of the Prophet ﷺ and she asked for permission to enter and he gave her permission. She said the same thing to him, and then Zaynab began to disparage and revile me, so I looked to see whether the Prophet ﷺ would give me permission. I waited until I saw that the Prophet ﷺ was not averse to my taking revenge. I attacked Zaynab and I did not hesitate to inflict a severe defeat on her. The Messenger of Allah ﷺ smiled and said, ‘She is indeed the daughter of Abū Bakr.’” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** The Companions of the Prophet ﷺ knew that the Prophet ﷺ loved ‘Ā’isha very much, so people used to send gifts when he was in ‘Ā’isha’s house more than when he was in anyone else’s house. The wives of the Prophet ﷺ asked him to suggest to the Companions that they should send gifts to everyone and not particularly to ‘Ā’isha’s house. The request was rejected, because it was not for the Prophet ﷺ to suggest the people as to whom they should give presents, for the people themselves should decide this. The hadeeth shows the calmness and fairness with which the Prophet ﷺ handled domestic disagreements.
Chapter 253: Mutual Help In Scarcity And Famine

560. Abū Hurayra said: “There will be a famine at the end of time and whoever encounters it should not ignore those who are hungry.” (Weak Chain)

561. Abū Hurayra said: “The Ansār said to the Prophet ﷺ ‘Divide the palm-trees between us and our brothers (the Muhājirīn).’ He said. ‘No.’ Then they said to the Muhājirīn, ‘Spare us the trouble of their upkeep and we will let you share in the fruit.’ They said, ‘We hear and obey.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: It demonstrates the love for and openhandedness of the Ansar towards their brothers, the Muhaajiroon, as they all cooperate upon piety and goodness. So, the Muhaajiroon would water the palm-trees and clear the gardens and they all shared in the harvests.
562. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar said: “‘Umar b. al-Khattāb, may Allah be pleased with him, spoke in the Year of Drought (lit. ashes), which was a severe, disastrous year, after he had done his best to help the Bedouins with camels, wheat and oil from all the adjoining villages and fields until all the fields were exhausted as a result. He stood up to make supplication and said ‘O Allah! Provide them at the tops of the mountains!’ Allah answered that prayer for him and for the Muslims. When abundant rain fell, ‘Umar said, ‘Praise be to Allah! By Allah, if Allah had not given us relief, I would not have left the people of any Muslim’s house in a state of plenty without putting a like number of poor people with them. Two people would not die with the food which could support one person.’” (Authentic Chain)

563. Salama b. al-Akwa’ said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘As for your sacrifices, none of you should have any of it left in his house after a period of three days.’ When the following year came, they asked, ‘Messenger of Allah, should we do the same as we did last year?’ He said, ‘Eat and store up. That was a year in which people were in difficulty and I wanted you to help.’” (Authentic)
Commentary: The hadeeth highlights the following amongst others: 1. The concern leaders should have for the welfare of their subordinates. The Prophet ﷺ left the companions – may Allah be pleased with them all – upon this virtue as is demonstrated in the preceding narration. 2. We should not store food when those around us suffer severe difficulties of hunger. 3. Verdicts would change as the reasons for them change.

Chapter 254: Experience

564. ‘Urwa b. az-Zubayr said: “I was sitting with Mu‘āwiya who was speaking to himself and then became alert. He said, ‘Forbearance is nothing but experience,’ and he repeated that three times.” (Authentic in the Mawqoof form)

Commentary: The statement of Mu‘awiyah ( mệnh ) came after he pondered thoroughly about this great issue. The character of being patient, able to control one’s emotions and willing to forgive someone who has upset one will only be achieved when one benefits from his past rights and builds upon them, or considers his errors and avoids repeating them. The narration shows the virtue of experience, and that mere notions are not sufficient for life.
565. Abū Sa‘īd said: “No one is forbearing unless he has made an error. No one is wise unless he has had the experience.” *(Weak Chain)*

A similar report is narrated from Abū Sa‘īd from the Prophet (ﷺ). *(Weak)*

Commentary: “No one is forbearing unless he has made an error”; that is, he has done something wrong of which he is ashamed and wants to shield anyone who has done the same.

566. ‘Alī said: “I prefer having a group of my brothers who join together around a sā‘ or two of food than to going out to the market and setting a slave free.” *(Weak Chain)*
567. ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān b. ‘Awf said: “[The Prophet ﷺ said], ‘I was present with my uncles at the Alliance of the Mutayyibīn, I would not wish to break it, even for red camels (a symbol of worldly wealth).”’

(Authentic)

Commentary: Imam Ibn al-Atheer (رحمه الله) explained, “Banū Hāshim, Banū Zuhra and Banū Taym, gathered in the house of Ibn Jud‘ān during the days of Ignorance. They brought perfume in a bowl into which they dipped their hands and made a vow to help one another and claim the rights of the oppressed from the aggressor. So it was called the alliance of ‘Mutayyibīn (perfumers).’” Unfortunately, many of the people wrongly consider this report as from the narrations of the companion, Ibn ‘Awf, rather than a report from him from the Prophet ﷺ. See Saheeh al-Adab al-Mufrad (441). The hadeeth encourages supporting the oppressed against the aggressor, and making alliances that facilitate maintaining the ties of kinship – of course, within the limits of the Sharee’ah.
Chapter 257: Brotherhood

568. Anas said: "The Prophet (ﷺ) formed a pact of brotherhood between Ibn Mas‘ūd and az-Zubayr." (Authentic)

Chapter 258: There Is No Alliance In Islam

570. ‘Amr b. Shu’ayb reported from his father that his grandfather (‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr b. al-‘Ās) said: “The Prophet ﷺ sat down in the year of the Conquest of Makka on the steps of the Ka’ba and praised and glorified Allah. Then he said, ‘Whoever is party to an alliance made in the Time of Ignorance, Islam only increases its strength. There is no hijra after the Conquest (of Makkah).’ ” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** Yes, Islam strengthens the “alliances that are in line with its rulings such as connecting the ties of kinship and supporting the oppressed and others. As for what contradicts it, Islam wipes it out and annuls it!” As such, the hadeeth, “There is no alliance in Islam”, collected by Imam Muslim in his Saheeh also from Anas bin Malik (ﷺ) only refers to the alliances that are not in line with the rulings of Islam. Likewise, the expression, “There is no Hijra after the Conquest (of Makkah)” only means that migrating from Makkah has stopped since it then became from the lands of Islam and will ever remain so. Nevertheless, whenever the Muslims in the lands of the non-Muslims face the trials and difficulties in practising and showing their religion as faced by the early Muslims while in Makkah, then they should migrate too. Thus, the Prophet ﷺ said in an authentic hadeeth collected by Imam Aboo Dawood in his Sunan, “Hijra will not stop until seeking repentance stops, and seeking repentance will not stop until the sun rises from its place of set.”

---

259- بَابٌ مِّنِ اسْتَمْطَرَ فِي أَوَّلِ الْمَطْرِ

**Chapter 259: The One Who Soaks’ Himself In The Rain When The First Rain Falls**

571. Anas said: “Rain fell on us while we were with the Prophet ﷺ.
and the Prophet ﷺ took off some of his garment so that the rain could fall on him. We asked, ‘Why did you do that?’ He said, ‘Because it has newly come from its Lord.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Imam An-Nawawee (رحمه الله) explained, “It forms an evidence for the view of our scholars that it is recommended during the first rain to expose other than our Awrah (parts of the body prohibited to be seen by other people) so that the rain touches it. It also proves that when the subordinate sees something from the superior which he does not know, he should ask him so as to know it, act upon it and teach others too.” The hadeeth also encourages craving for whatever is good and beneficial. It is evidence for the fact Allah the Mighty and Sublime is above His creatures.
Humayd b. Mālik b. Khuthaym said: “I was sitting with Abū Hurayra on some land he owned at al-‘Aqīq when some people from Madīnah came to him on animals and dismounted.”

Humayd went on, saying that Abū Hurayra said, “Go to my mother and tell her, ‘Your son sends you greetings of salam and asks you to give us something to eat.’ ”

Humayd said, “She put three barley loaves, some olive oil and salt on a platter and I put it on my head and carried it to them. When I placed it before them, Abū Hurayra said ‘Allāhu Akbar wa Al-Hamdu Lillāh, Allah is Greater and praise be to Allah Who has given our fill of this bread to us whose only food used to be the two black ones - dates and water.’ The other people before us, (i.e. Companions of the Prophet ﷺ) did not get this kind of food. When they left, he said, ‘Nephew, be good to your sheep. Brush the dust and mucous off them. Make their evening pasture good and pray near them. They are among the animals of the Garden. By Him who holds my soul in His hand, the time has almost come on people when it will be better for someone to have a flock of sheep than to be in the house of Marwān (the governor of Madīnah).’” (Sound Chain)

Commentary: The chapter heading itself is coined from the authentic hadeeth collected by Imam Ahmad in his Musnad that the Prophet ﷺ said, “Rear sheep for there is blessing in them.” However, the narration of Abu Hurayrah and his mother - may Allah forgive them both and shower blessings on them - shows that keeping sheep includes providing them good feed, drink, cleaning them up, treating them when they fall ill and so on. It demonstrates also that the companions did not allow the paltry pleasures of this world to distract them from the matters of the hereafter, and were very thankful of Allah’s favors on them. See narration no. 575 and 577.
said, ‘One sheep in the house is a blessing and two sheep are two blessings and three sheep are all blessings’” (Very Weak)

Chapter 261: Camels Are A Cause Of Pride To Their Owners

Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘The height of disbelief lies towards the East, and pride and arrogance lie with those who possess (hundreds) of horses and camels - the bedouins. Serenity and humility lies with those who possess sheep.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Some of the scholars explain that, the expression, ‘disbelief lies towards the East’ referred to the arrogant and tyrannical rule of the Fireworshippers which was Eastern vis-a-vis the city of Madeenah at the time. Others say, it refers to the widespread of disbelief and tribulation at the appearance of Dajjal, and the Yajooj and Maajooj during the End times. Perhaps the humility that follows those who possess sheep results from the fact that they are usually of a lower category of plenitude of wealth than the owners of horses and camels. So while that may lead them to being humble, abundant wealth may lead its possessor to arrogance and pride.
575. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “I never cease to wonder at dogs and sheep. Such-and-such a number of sheep are slaughtered in the year and such-and-such a number are sacrificed. One bitch has a litter of such-and-such a number of puppies, and still there are more sheep than dogs.” (Authentic Chain)

**Commentary:** Allah is the Creator of the heavens and the earths and all that they contain. He is their Controller and Sustainer; He increases what He Wills, when He wills and how He wills – Glorious is He the Mighty and Sublime!

576. Abū Dhibyān said: “ ‘Umar b. al-Khattāb said to me, ‘Abū Dhibyān, how large is your (soldier’s) stipend?’ I said, ‘2500.’ He said to him, ‘Abū Dhibyān, harvest from the fields and increase your livestock before the lads of Quraysh are appointed over you. Among them the stipend will not be considered to be income.’” (Sound Chain)

**Commentary:** The narration generally encourages taking to the means of attaining nobility and honor since huge harvests and livestock were from the major things of honor amongst the Arabs at the time.
577. ‘Abda b. Hazn said: “The people of camels and the people of sheep vied with each other for glory. The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Mūsā was sent and he was a shepherd. Dāwūd (Prophet) was sent and he was a shepherd. I was sent and I used to herd sheep for my people at Ajyād (in Makka).’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth 572.

Chapter 262: A Man Going Back To Live As A Bedouin

578. Abū Hurayra said: “There are seven great wrong actions: the first of them is to associate things with Allah, then killing someone, slandering chaste women and going back to live as a bedouin after having made hijra.” (Authentic)

Commentary: These seven greatly destructive sins have been mentioned in many verses of the Qur’an and authentic ahaadeeth of the Prophet ﷺ. The rest of them are: running away from the battle field, taking the wealth of the orphan and consuming interest. See Silsilat al-Ahaadeeth as-Saheehah (2244). Imam Ibn Atheer (رحمه الله) noted, “The one who returned to his place after making the Hijrah without excuse used to be considered like a renegade from the religion!”
Chapter 263: The One Who Lives In (Remote) Villages

579. Thawbān said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said to me, ‘Do not live in remote villages. The person who lives in a remote village is like the person who lives in the grave.’ ”

Ahmad said that “kufur” means (remote) villages. (Sound)

**Commentary:** People who live in remote places are deprived of Jumu‘a prayers and other good gatherings where they obtain knowledge and religious training. Due to their being in remote places, they do not also come in contact with other aspects of human advancements except little and lately! In a related authentic narration from Abu Hurayrah (), the Prophet ﷺ said, “The one who resides in the village will be coarse...” (Ahmad and others). However, mere visits to villages and hamlets are allowed as indicated in the next hadith. Ahmad here is Ibn ‘Aasim, Abu Muhammad al-Balkhee, the Shaykh from whom the author, Imam Al-Bukhaaree, reported the hadith.
Chapter 264: Going Out To The Water-Courses

Miqdam bin Shurayh reported that his father said: “I asked ‘Ā’isha about outings. I said, ‘Did the Prophet ﷺ go out (from Madīna) for outing?’ She replied, ‘Yes, he used to go out to these hillside streams.’” (Authentic)

‘Amr b. Wahb said: “I saw Muhammad b. ‘Abdullāh b. Usayd riding when he was in ihram. He moved his garment from his shoulder to his thighs. I asked, ‘What is this?’ He replied, ‘I saw ‘Abdullāh do it in this way.’” (Weak Chain)
Chapter 265: The Person Who Wants To Conceal The Secret
And To Sit With Each Group Of People So That He Can Understand Their Behaviour

265- بَابٌ مَنْ أَحَبَّ كِتْمَانَ السِّرِّ، وَأَنْ يُجَالِسَ كُلَّ قَوْمٍ فَيَعْرِفُ أَخْلاَقَهُم

**582.** Muhammad b. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān b. ‘Abd al-Qāri reported that his father said: “‘Umar b. al-Khattāb and an Ansāri man were sitting together when ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān b. ‘Abd al-Qāri came and sat with them. ‘Umar said, ‘We do not want someone to disclose our conversation.’ ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān said, ‘I do not sit with those (such kind of) people, Amir al-Mu’minin.’ ‘Umar said, ‘Sit with this and that but do not disclose our conversation.’ Then he said to the Ansāri, ‘Who do you think people say should be the Khalīfa after me?’ The Ansāri counted off some men among the Muhājirīn, but he did not name ‘Alī. ‘Umar said, ‘What do they have against Abu’l-Hasan (‘Alī)? By Allah, if he were in charge of them, he would be the best.
suited to set them on the path of the Truth.’” (Weak Chain)

Chapter 266: Diligence In Affairs


583. Al-Hasan said: “A man died and left a son and a mawlā. He made the mawlā his son’s guardian. This man was not remiss and continued to look after the boy until he came of age and then he found him a wife. Then the boy said to him, ‘Provide for me so that I can seek knowledge.’ He fitted him out. The boy then went to a man of knowledge and asked him to teach him. After a time the man said, ‘Tell
me when you are ready to leave and I will teach you.’ The boy said, ‘I feel I should leave, so instruct me.’ The scholar said, ‘Have Taqwā (fearful consciousness of Allah). Have patience. Do not be hasty.’”

Al-Hasan said, “This contains all good.” (He went on) “The boy left and could hardly forget these things for there were only three of them. When he reached his family, he dismounted. When he entered the house, there was a man (his guardian) sleeping separately from the boy’s wife who was asleep there. He said, ‘By Allah, what am I waiting for with this man!’ He went back to his mount and meant to take his sword, but he said (to himself), ‘Have Taqwā of Allah. Have patience. Do not be hasty.’ So he returned and, standing by the man’s head, said (again), ‘I will not wait at all to deal with this man!’ He went back to his mount and meant to take the sword, but again remembered the words. He returned again and while he was standing by the man’s head, the man woke up. When the man saw him, he hurried to embrace him and kissed him. He asked, ‘What happened to you after (you left) me?’ He said, ‘By Allah, I received a lot of blessing. By Allah, after I left you, I reached the point where I spent the night going three times between my sword and your head, and the knowledge that I have acquired kept me from killing you.’” (Sound Chain)

**Commentary:** The point of reference in this narration vis-a-vis the chapter heading is the scholar’s advice to the boy not to be hasty in his worldly affairs since one may not really know how they will end up. So due contemplation should be made. As regards the affairs of the religion and hereafter, the Prophet ﷺ said in an authentic hadeeth: “Holding back should be in all things except the actions of the hereafter.” (Abū Daawood and others). Slowing down on the matters of the hereafter is calamitous!
Chapter 267: Forbearance In Affairs

584. Ashajj ‘Abdu’l-Qays said: “The Prophet ﷺ said to me, ‘You have two qualities that Allah loves.’ I asked, ‘What are they, Messenger of Allah?’ He said, ‘Forbearance and modesty.’ I asked, ‘Have I had them for a long time or are they new?’ He said, ‘You have had them for a long time.’ I said, ‘Praise be to Allah who created me with two qualities that He loves!’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The narration shows the virtues of forbearance and carefulness in affairs, the excellence of the companion, ‘Abdul-Qays (ﷺ), and extols towards giving thanks to Allah for His favors on us.

585. Qatāda said, “One of those who met the delegation from the ‘Abdu’l-Qays which came to the Prophet ﷺ and Qatāda (also) mentioned the same from Abū Sa‘īd al-Khudrī - both said, ‘that the Prophet ﷺ said to Ashajj ‘Abdu’l-Qays, ‘You have two qualities that Allah loves - forbearance and deliberation.’ ”
586. As No. 585, from Ibn ‘Abbās, with a different isnād.

587. Mazīda al-‘Abdī said: “Ashajj came and took the hand of the Prophet ﷺ and kissed it. The Prophet ﷺ said to him, ‘You have two qualities which Allah and His Messenger love.’ He asked, ‘Was I born with them or are they characteristics which I have acquired?’ He said, ‘No, they are part of the natural character with which you were formed.’ Ashajj said, ‘Praise be to Allah who has created me with what Allah and His Messenger love!’” (Weak Chain)
588. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “If a mountain were to act tyrannically towards another mountain, the aggressor will be pulverized.” (Authentic) 

Commentary: It warns seriously against tyranny. See hadeeth no. 183.

589. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘The Garden and the Fire quarrelled. The Fire said, “The proud and tyrants will enter me.” The Garden said, “Only the weak and humble will enter me.” Allah said to the Fire, “You are My punishment through which I avenge Myself on whomever I will.” He said to the Garden, “You are My mercy through which I show mercy to whomever I will.’”’ (Authentic) 

Commentary: Same as hadeeth no. 554.

590. Fadāla b. ‘Ubayd said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Do not ask about three: a man who parts company with the community and rebels against his Imām and dies while he is still a rebel. Do not ask about
him. A slave or slave-girl who runs away from his master. A woman whose husband is absent and who has sufficient provision and then displays her adornments to strangers and mixes freely. Do not ask about three - a man who contends with Allah regarding His cloak. Pride is His cloak and might is His wrapper. Or a man who doubts the command of Allah or one who despairs of Allah’s mercy.” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** These persons should not be asked about for they are ruined! Apart from rebellion, parting with the community of Muslims here, could mean renegading from Islam. The hadeeth strongly discourages men from undertaking journeys that make them stay away from their homes for too long and warns against women generally being disobedient to Allah and particularly cheating on their spouses.

591. Bakkaar b. ‘Abdul-‘Azeez reported from his father that his grandfather (Abī Bakra) said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Allah will defer the punishment for whatever sins He wills until the Day of Rising except for tyranny, disobeying parents or cutting off relatives. He will punish the one who commits those actions in this world before he dies.’ ” (Authentic)

592. Abū Hurayra said: “One of you will look at the splinter in his brother’s eye while forgetting the beam (lit. stump) in his own.”
Abū ‘Ubayd said that “al-Jadhal” is a large, tall piece of wood.  
(*Authentic in the Mawqoof form*)

**Commentary:** That is, looking at other’s minor mistakes and forgetting one’s own big ones. May Allah shower blessings on the one who protects his heart and tongue, leaving what concerns him not, busy with his own affairs and not maligning his brother’s honor. Perhaps the author, Imam Al-Bukhaaree (رحمه الله), has placed this narration under this section to show that getting busy with people’s minor mistakes is from aggression against them.

---

593. Mu‘awiya b. Qurra said: “I was with Ma’qil al-Muzani when he removed something harmful from the road. Then I saw something and tried to surpass him. He said, ‘What made you do that, nephew?’ I said, ‘I saw you do something, so I did it.’ He said, ‘Nephew, you have done well. I heard the Prophet (ﷺ) say, “Whoever removes something harmful from the road of the Muslims has a good deed written for him. Whoever has one of his good deeds accepted will enter the Garden.”’”  

(*Sound*)

**Commentary:** See hadeeth no. 422. If the one who removes something harmful from the road of the Muslims is so rewarded, the one who places something harmful on their road and brings them grief and sorrow or maligns them has actually aggressed against them. And Allah the Mighty and Sublime seriously warns against aggression.
Chapter 269: Accepting Gifts

594. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Exchange gifts and you will love each other.’” (Sound)

595. Anas would often say: “My sons, exchange gifts, it will bring about love between you.” (Authentic Chain)
Chapter 270: One May Not Accept Gifts If It Leads To Hatred

596. Abū Hurayra said: “A man from the Fazāra tribe gave a she-camel to the Prophet ﷺ and he gave him something in exchange for it. That angered the man and I heard the Prophet ﷺ say on the minbar, ‘One of you gives a gift and I give him something I have in exchange and then he becomes angry. By Allah, after this year, I will never accept a gift from any Arab except from the Quraysh, the Ansār, a Thaqafi or a Dawsi.’” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** See hadeeth no. 215. Perhaps the Bedouin scorned the gift of the Prophet ﷺ because he expected to get more in return for his than he was actually given. In Sunan at-Tarmidhee, it is authentically reported that the Prophet ﷺ gave the man 6 she-camels in return! The hadeeth shows dislike for giving gifts and expecting to get more in return, and accepting gifts from the one who shows such intents.
597. Abū Mas‘ūd ‘Uqba said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Part of what people have learned from the words of prophecy is the statement: “If you do not have modesty, do whatever you like.” ‘ “ (Authentic)

Commentary: Al-Hafidh Ibn Hajar al-Asqalaanee (رحمه الله) explained that Hayaa, “Juristically, is a trait which prompts staying away from vicious acts and prevents failing regarding the rights of people.” Thus, those who have become the slaves of their desires – especially against Allah’s dictates – are driven by lack of modesty! And as Imam Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah (رحمه الله) puts it: “If the veils of desires were put off him, he would realize that he has failed where he could have succeeded and that he only earned grief where he thought he was glad, and harmed himself where he thought he was enjoying; like the bird which was deceived (into a trap) with a seed of wheat; it neither gets the seed nor out of what it got into!”

598. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Belief consists of more than sixty (or seventy) branches. The highest of them is “Lā ilāha illa Allāh, i.e. There is no god but Allah.” The lowest of them is to remove harmful things from the road. Modesty is (also) a branch of belief.’ ” (Authentic)
600. ‘Uthmān and ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with them, narrated this: Abū Bakr asked for permission to come to the Messenger of Allah ﷺ when he was lying on ‘Ā’isha’s bed, wearing ‘Ā’isha’s cloak. He gave Abū Bakr permission to come in while he was in that state. He fulfilled his needs and then Abū Bakr left. Then ‘Umar, may Allah be pleased with him, asked for permission to come in and he gave him permission while he was like that and he fulfilled his needs and then ‘Umar left.

‘Uthmān said, ‘Then I asked permission to come in to him and he sat up and said to ‘Ā’isha, ‘Arrange your dress properly.’ ‘Uthmān said, ‘My need from him was met. Then I left.’
"‘Ā’isha said, ‘Messenger of Allah, I did not see you show the same consideration for Abū Bakr and ‘Umar, may Allah be pleased with them, as you did for ‘Uthmān?’ The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘‘Uthmān is a very shy man and I feared that if I gave him permission to come in while I was in that state he would not tell me what he needed.’” *(Authentic)*

**Commentary:** The hadeeth highlights the excellence of shyness, the status of the companion, Uthman bin ‘Affan – may Allah be pleased with him –, and the Prophet’s yearnings towards fulfilling the needs of his companions – may Allah be pleased with them all.

601. Anas b. Mālik said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Whenever there is modesty in some matter, it adorns it. Whenever there is deviance in a thing, it debases it.’” *(Authentic)*

**Commentary:** This is because modesty prevents one from shameful and evil acts that make a mess of things. Conversely, deviance leads to absurdities and so destroys anything into which it comes. See hadeeth no. 469.

602. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ passed by a man who was admonishing his brother about his modesty (shyness). He said, ‘Let him be. Modesty (shyness) is part of belief.’” *(Authentic)*
(In another version) Ibn ‘Umar said, “The Prophet ﷺ passed by a man who was chiding his brother about his modesty (shyness) even to the point where he said, ‘It has caused you harm.’ The Prophet said, ‘Let him be. Modesty (shyness) is part of belief.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The expression, أضر بك (adarra bika) meaning, “it has caused you harm” in the second version has been mistakenly read as (adribuka) and translated as, “I will beat you”! Since modesty only adorns matters, the Prophet ﷺ corrected the person who was chiding the other about the later’s modesty.

603. ‘Ā’isha said: “The Prophet ﷺ was lying down in my room with his thigh or his shin uncovered and Abū Bakr, may Allah be pleased with him, asked for permission to enter and he gave him permission as he was. He spoke. Then ‘Umar, may Allah be pleased with him, asked for permission to come to him and he gave him permission as he was. He spoke. Then ‘Uthmān, may Allah be pleased with him, asked for permission to enter. The Prophet ﷺ sat up and arranged his garment” - Muhammad (the narrator) said - “I do not say that it was on the same day” - and then he came in and spoke. When he left, I said, ‘Messenger of Allah, Abū Bakr came in and you did not exert nor concern yourself for him. Then ‘Umar came in and you did not
exert nor concern yourself for him. Then ‘Uthmān came in and you sat up and arranged your garment.’ He said, ‘Should I not be shy before a man before whom the angels are shy?’ ” *(Authentic)*

**Commentary:** It was the thigh of the Prophet (ﷺ) that was actually uncovered as is reported without doubt from the versions collected with authentic chains in Mushkil al-Aathaar by Iman At-Tahhaawee (رحمه الله) and Saheeh Ibn Hibban. See Saheeh al-Adab al-Mufrad by Al-Albaanee (رحمه الله). However, this hadeeth is not clear-cut evidence that the thigh is not from the ‘Awrah for it is authentically reported from the Prophet (ﷺ) that, “That between the navel and the knee is ‘Awrah” (Aboo Dawood and others); and that, “The thigh is ‘Awrah” (Irwaa al-Galeel 1/295). Therefore, the occasions of the Prophet’s (ﷺ) thigh remaining uncovered probably took place before his statements about the thighs being mentioned to be from the ‘Awrah indicating an abrogation, or that his statement that the thighs are from the ‘Awrah are given preference over his action. Allah knows Best. See Silsilat al-Ahaadeeth is-Saheehah (1687). The hadeeth is evidence that shyness is from the attributes of the angels.

---

### Chapter 272: What One Should Say In The Morning

604. Abū Hurayra said: “In the morning, the Prophet (ﷺ) would say, ‘Asbahnā wa asbaha’I -mulku lillāhi, wa’l-hamdu kulluhū li’llāh, lā sharīka lahū, lā ilāha illa’ Ilāhu wa ilayhi’n-nu-shūr - We have reached the morning and the kingdom belongs to Allah and all praise belongs to Allah who has no partner. There is no god but Allah and to Him is
the gathering.’ In the evening, he would say, ‘Amsaynā wa amsa’il-mulku lillāhi, wa’l-hamdu kulluhū li’llāh, lā sharīka lahū, lā ilāha illa’ llāhu wa ilayhi’l-masīr – (We have reached the evening and the kingdom belongs to Allah and all praise belongs to Allah who has no partner. There is no god but Allah and to Him is the return).’” (Weak)

Chapter 273: The Person Who Prays For Someone Else

605. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘The noble (karim) son of the noble son of the noble son of the noble son of the noble was Yūsuf son of Ya’qūb son of Ishāq son of Ibrāhīm, the al-Khalīl (intimate friend) of the Merciful, the Blessed and Exalted.’
“The Messenger of Allah  said, ‘If I had remained in prison as long as Yūsuf remained in prison and then the man with the invitation had come to me, I would have accepted it. When the messenger came to him, he said, “Go back to your lord and ask him about the affair of the women who Cut their hands.” (12: 50) May Allah show mercy to Lūt as he struggled to find refuge in some powerful support when he said to his people, “Would that I had power over you or could seek refuge in some powerful support” (11: 80). Allah did not send any Prophet after him but in Tharwa (abundance) of his people.’”

Muhammad (b. ‘Amr) said: “Tharwa means Abundance and strength.” (Sound and Authentic)

**Commentary:** Yoosuf combined the nobility of messengership, knowledge, handsomeness, modesty, good character, fairness and leadership – peace be upon him –. Lut (alayhis-Salam) wished that he could seek refuge in some strong family background by way of seeking a means. Otherwise, he had his refuge with Allah the Mighty and Sublime; he – peace and blessings be upon him – had said: “My Lord, Give me victory of the people who are mischief-makers”. (Q 29: 30). The point here is the supplication of the Prophet  for his brother, Lut – peace be upon him.

---

274 - بَابُ النَّاخِلَةُ مِنَ الدُّعَاءِ

Chapter 274: The Best Of Supplications

٦- عن عَبْدِ الرَّحْمَنِ بْنِ يَزِيدَ، قَالَ: كَانَ الزَّبعَ يَا تُبي عَلْقَمَةَ يَوْمَ الْجَمِيعَةِ، فَإِذَا أَمْ كَانَ مُثَّةً أَرْسَلُوا إِلَيْهِ، فَجَاءَ مَرَّةً وَلَسْتُ مُثَّةً، فَلَقِيَ عَلْقَمَةُ وَقَالَ لِي: أَلَمْ تَرَ أَكْثَرَ مَا يَدْعُو النَّاسُ، وَالَّذِي أَقَلَّ إِجَابَتُهُمْ؟ وَذَلِكَ أَنَّ اللَّهَ عَزَّ وَجَلَّ: وَمَا قَالَ؟ قَالَ: أَوْ لََيْسَ قَدْ قَالَ ذَلِكَ عَبْدُ اللَّهِ؟ قَالَ: لَا يَقْبَلُ إِلَّا النَّاخِلَةُ مِنَ الدُّعَاءِ. قُلْتُ: أَوْ لَيْسَ قَدْ قَالَ ذَلِكَ عَبْدُ اللَّهِ؟ قَالَ: وَمَا قَالَ؟
606. 'Abdu'r-Rahmān b. Yazīd said: “Ar-Rabī’ used to go to ‘Alqama every Friday. If I was not there, they would send for me. Once he came when I was not there. ‘Alqama met me (later on) and said, ‘Didn’t you know what ar-Rabī’ said? He said, “Don’t you see how often people pray and how rarely they are answered? That is because Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, only accepts the purest of supplications.”’

“I (‘Abdu’r-Rahmān) said, ‘Didn’t ‘Abdullāh (ibn Mas‘ūd) say that?’ He (‘Alqama) said, ‘What did he say?’ I (‘Abdu’r-Rahmān informed) that ‘Abdullāh (b. Mas‘ūd) said, ‘Allah does not listen to someone who wants other people to hear, nor someone who shows off nor who plays (whose mind is engaged in something else); He only listens to the one who makes a supplication earnestly from his heart.’ ‘Did ‘Alqama remember it?’ (‘Abdu’r-Rahmān b. Yazīd was asked). He replied, ‘Yes’ ” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: Allah the Mighty and Sublime only accepts righteous deeds done for His Sake including supplications. If the condition was as described in that generation in which many of the people were amongst the students of the companions, the situation is certainly worse today – and the one who is safe is he that is protected by Allah! Therefore, we must purify our righteous deeds from show-off and not seek popularity with the same actions with which we should seek only the Face of Allah the Mighty and Sublime.
Chapter 275: One Should Be Forthright In Supplication For Allah Cannot Be Forced

607. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘When one of you makes a supplication, he should not say, “If You wish.” He should be forthright in the asking. He should have great expectation. For Allah nothing is too great if He wants to give it.’” (Authentic)

608. Anas said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘When one of you makes supplication, he should be forthright in the supplication and not-say, “O Allah, if You like, give to me.” For Allah cannot be forced against His will’” (Authentic)

Commentary: We should be humble and hopeful of answer in our supplications, and not be arrogant and evasive, for Allah is Beneficent and Mercifull Who loves to be asked and is Able to do what He Wills.
Chapter 276: Raising The Hands In Supplication

609. Abū Nu‘aym, (i.e. Wahb), said: “I saw Ibn ‘Umar and Ibn az-Zubayr making supplication and wiping their faces with their palms.” (Weak Chain)

610. ‘Ā’isha said: “I saw the Prophet ﷺ making supplication with his hands raised, saying, ‘I am only a man, so do not punish me. If I harm any man of the believers or revile him, do not punish me for that.’” (Authentic due to supporting proof)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 234.

611. Abū Hurayra said: “At-Tufayl b. ‘Amr ad-Dawsi came to the
Messenger of Allah  and said, ‘Messenger of Allah, (the tribes of) Daws have rebelled and rejected, so pray to Allah against them.’ The Messenger of Allah  faced the qibla and raised his hands. The people thought that he was going to pray against them. But he prayed, ‘O Allah, guide Daws and bring them (into Islam).’” (Authentic)

612. Anas said: “No rain fell for a year and one of the Muslims went to the Prophet  on the day of Jumu’a (Friday). He said, ‘Messenger of Allah, there has been no rain and the ground is dry and the people’s wealth destroyed.’ When he raised his hands, there was not a cloud to be seen in the sky. He stretched his arms until I could see the whiteness of his armpits. He prayed to Allah for rain. As soon as we had prayed (the rain was so heavy and continual that) even a youth whose house was near was afraid to return to his family and it continued until the next Jumu’a. On the Jumu’a after that, it was said, ‘Messenger of Allah, the houses have fallen down and the paths are blocked.’ Then he smiled at how quickly the son of Adam becomes impatient. He said with his hands raised up, ‘O Allah, direct the rain around us and not on us.’ And the rain cleared from Madīna.” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeth highlights the following amongst others: 1. The excellence of supplications; and that by it Allah the Mighty and Sublime brings relief to the distressed. 2. The Prophet ’s concern for the welfare
of the people. 3. The permissibility seeking supplications from the pious. 4. It is recommended to raise our hands during supplications. 5. It forms evidence for Allah’s Existence and that He Hears and is above the heavens.

613. As No. 610, with a different isnād.

614. Jabir b. Abdullah said: “At-Tufayl b. ‘Amr said to the Prophet ﷺ: ‘Would you like the fortress and full support; Daws is at your disposal.’ He said: ‘The Messenger of Allah ﷺ declined because of what Allah had stored up for the Ansār (at Madīnah)’. At-Tufayl made hijra together with a man from his people. This man became ill and was in such great pain - or words to that effect were said - that he crawled to a quiver of arrows, took one out and cut his veins and died. At-Tufayl saw the man in a dream and asked, ‘What
has been done to you?’ The man said, ‘I was forgiven because of my hijra to the Prophet .’ At-Tufayl asked, ‘What happened to your hands?’ He said, ‘I was told, ‘We will not put right in you the part of your hands which you destroyed.’’ At-Tufayl related this to the Prophet  and he prayed, ‘O Allah, forgive his hands,’ and (as he did so) he raised his hands. (Weak)


Commentary: Laziness, to lack courage, mental and physical weakness due to old age and being stingy are traits, each of which affects the religious and mundane responsibilities of the servant. The victim is either only able to partially carry out the duties or completely abandons them! The hadeeth encourages towards fulfilling one’s duties by seeking protection from whatever hinders that.

616. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah  said that Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, said, ‘I am according to My slave’s concept of Me, and I am with him when he calls on Me.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: When the slave raises up his hand in supplication out of humility, seeking his needs from the Creator of the Heavens and the Earth,
full of hope in Him to grant his requests, he finds that his supplications are granted, for Allah is Merciful, He Hears and Responds.

Chapter 277: The Best Way Of Asking For Forgiveness

617. Shaddād b. Aws said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Sayyid-ul Istighfar (the best manner of asking forgiveness) is “Allāhumma anta rabbī Lā ilāha illā anta, khalaqtanī wa anā ‘abduka, wa anā ‘alā ‘ahdika wa wa’dika mastata’tu abī’ laka bi ni’matika wa abū’u laka bi dhambī fa’ghfir-lī fa-innahū Lā yaghfiru’dh-dhunūba illā anta. A‘ūdhu bika min sharri mā sana’tu - O Allah, You are my Lord. There is no god but You. You created me and I am Your slave. I follow Your covenant and promise as much as I can. I acknowledge our blessing and I confess to my sins, so forgive me. Only You can forgive sins. I Seek refuge with You from the evil of what I have done). If he says it in the evening and he dies, he will enter the Garden’ - or he said that ‘he will be one of the people of the Garden.’ - ‘If he says it in the morning and dies that day - it is the same.’ ” (Authentic)
Commentary: The servant – in these wonderful expressions of the Prophet ﷺ is taught to humble himself before Allah, affirm His Lordship and the fact that He alone deserves to be worshipped; to acknowledge and thank Allah for His favors on him, and seek His protection from the consequences of his sins before asking to be forgiven and pardoned. It follows with an affirmation that He alone forgives sins, and it encourages towards sincerely seeking forgiveness for sins.

618. Ibn ‘Umar said: “We used to count in the assembly of the Prophet ﷺ that he would repeat this prayer a hundred times: ‘Rabbi ghfir lī wa tub ‘alayya innaka anta’ t-tawwābu’r-rahīm – (O Lord, forgive me and turn to me [accept my repentance]. You are the One Who accepts repentance, the Merciful).’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: He ﷺ had said, “Seek repentance from Allah for I seek repentance from Him a hundred times every day” and that, “By Allah, I seek forgiveness from Allah and repent unto Him more than seventy times in the day.” (Al-Bukhaaree). If the one who had been forgiven his past and future sins seek forgiveness and repent unto Allah this much, then it behoves us to sincerely hasten towards this righteous act. May Allah forgive us all; Amin.

619. ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ prayed the Duha (fore-noon superogatory) prayer and then
said, ‘Allāhumma ghfir lī wa tub ‘alayya innaka anta’ t-tawwābu’r-rahīm (O Allah, forgive me and turn to me. You are the One Who accepts repentance, the Merciful),’ until he had said it a hundred times.” (Authentic Chain)

620. Shaddād b. ‘Aws said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Sayyid-ul Istighfar (the best manner of asking forgiveness) is to say, ‘Allāhumma anta rabbī Lā ilāha illā anta, khalaqtanī wa anā ‘abduka, wa anā ‘alā ‘ahdika wa wa’dika mastata’tu. A’ūdhu bika min sharri mā sana’tu abū laka bi ni‘matika wa abū’u bi dhambī fa’ghfīr-lī fa-innahū Lā yaghfīrū’dh-dhunūba illā anta. (O Allah, You are My Lord. There is no god but You. You created me and I am Your slave. I follow Your covenant and promise as much as I can. I seek refuge with You from the evil of what I have done. I acknowledge Your blessings and I confess to my sins. Forgive me. Only You forgive sins).’” He said, ‘Whoever says it in the day and believing in it and then dies on that day before evening, will be one of the people of the Garden. Whoever says it at night while certain of it and then dies before morning will be one of the people of the Garden.” ’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: Same as hadeeth no. 617 with slight difference.
621. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar said: “I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, ‘Turn in repentance to Allah. I turn to Him a hundred times every day.’ ” (Authentic)

622. Ka‘b b. ‘Ujra said: “Those who repeat what comes after will not be disappointed. These phrases are ‘Sub-hāna’llāhi, wa’l-hamdu li’llāhi, wa Lā ilāha illā llāhu, wa’llāhu Akbar (Glory be to Allah; Praise be to Allah; There is no god but Allah and Allah is Great)’ a hundred times.” Ibn Abee Unaysa and ‘Amr b. Qays reported it as a statement from the Prophet ﷺ. (Authentic)

Commentary: In the version in Saheeh Muslim of the same hadeeth, it says, “Those who repeat what is after every obligatory prayer...” showing that the appropriate time to read the formula is after the daily obligatory prayers. The direct ascription of the statement to the Prophet ﷺ is also authentic. See Saheeh al-Adab al-Mufrad by Imam Al-Albaanee (رحمه الله), no. 486.

Chapter 278: The Supplication For A Brother While He Is Absent

278- باب دعاء الأخ يظهر الغيب

278- دعاء الأخ يظهر الغيب

273- عَنْ عَبْدِ اللهِ بْنِ عُمَّرَ رَضِيَ اللهُ عَنْهُمَا، عَنِ النَّبِيِّ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ قَالَ: ٣٢٦
623. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘The swiftest supplication to be answered is the supplication of someone for another in his absence.’” (Weak)

624. Abū Bakr as-Siddīq, may Allah be pleased with him, said: “The supplication of a brother in Allah (for another brother) is answered.” (Authentic Chain)

625. Safwān b. ‘Abdullāh b. Safwān - who was married to ad-Dardā’, the daughter of Abu’d-Dardā’ - said: “I visited them in Syria and I found Umm ad-Dardā’ in the house, but not Abu’d-Dardā’. She asked, ‘Are you intending to go on hajj this year?’ I said, ‘Yes.’ She said, ‘Make supplication to Allah for good for us. For the Prophet ﷺ said, “The supplication of a Muslim for his brother in his absence is answered. At his head is a guardian angel and whenever he asks Allah to give his brother good, the angel says, ‘Amen! and may you have the same.’” I met Abū’d-Dardā’ in the market and he said something similar, relating it from the Prophet ﷺ.” (Authentic)
Commentary: It highlights the permissibility of requesting the person going on hajj or a journey to supplicate for one during the journey. The report of Abu Darda (ﷺ) is collected in Saheeh Muslim.

626. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said: “A man said, ‘O Allah, forgive me and Muhammad alone.’ The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘You have excluded it from many people!’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The people of knowledge are to teach the people and guide them towards that which is more beneficial in whatever they do. The narration discourages restricting supplications to include only a few – and to mention a few in a supplication does not mean restriction. In another report of the same hadith, it says: the man said, “O Allah, show mercy unto me and Muhammad, and do not show mercy to anyone along with us!” during the Prayer. When the Prophet ﷺ had finished the prayer he said, “You have restricted something broad.” (Al-Bukhaaree).

627. Ibn ‘Umar said: “I heard the Prophet ﷺ asking Allah to forgive him a hundred times in the assembly with the words, ‘Rabbi’ ghfir lī wa tub ‘alayya wa’rhamnī innaka anta’t-tawwābu’r-rahīm – (O Lord, forgive me and turn to me and show mercy to me. You are the Ever-Turning (in forgiveness), the Merciful).’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Same as no. 618 with the addition, ‘show mercy to me’.
Chapter 279: Praying To Allah Even For Minor Things

628. Ibn ‘Umar said: “I make supplication in everything I do - even that Allah make the stride of my animal comfortable so that I may enjoy that.” \(^\text{Weak Chain}\)

629. ‘Amr b. Maymūn al-Awdi said: “In part of the supplications ‘Umar would make were the words, ‘Allaahumma tawaffanee ma’a al-Abraar wa laa tukhlifnee ma’a al-Ashraar, wa al-hiqnee bil-Akhyaar (O Allah, take me to You with the pious and do not leave me among the evil, and join me to the righteous).’ ” \(^\text{Authentic Chain}\)

**Commentary:** The pious predecessors – may Allah be pleased with them all – paid serious attention to piety. So, they supplicated a great deal to be blessed with righteous deeds that will out of Allah’s mercy join them with the pious.
630. Shaqīq said: “‘Abdullāh [Ibn Mas‘ud] often used to make these supplications, ‘Rabbanā aslih baynānā wa’hdinā sabīla’l-islāmi wa najjīnā mina’azzulumātī ila’n-nūr. Wasrif’anna’l-fa-wāḥisha mā zahara minhā wa mā batana, wa bārik lanā fi asmā‘inā wa absārinā wa qulūbīnā wa azwājīnā wa dhuriyyātī-nā wa tub ‘alaynā innaka anta’t-tawwābu’r-rahīm. Waj‘alnā shākirīn bihā, qā’ilīn bihā, wa atmimhā ‘alaynā (Our Lord, make peace between us and guide us on the path of Islam. Save us from the darkness (and bring us) into the light. Remove acts of error from us, both the uncovered and the covered. Bless us in our ears, our eyes, our hearts, our wives and our children, accept our repentance. You are the Turning (in forgiveness), the Merciful. Make us thankful for Your blessing and among those who give praise for it, and proclaim it. Perfect it for us).’” (Authentic Chain)

631. Thābit said: “When Anas prayed for his brother, he would say, ‘Ja‘ala’llāhu ‘alayhi salāta qawmin abrār, laysū bi zalamatin wa lā fujjār, yaqūmūna’l-layla wa yasūmūna’n-nahār (May Allah include him in the prayers of the pious people, who are neither unjust nor corrupt, who stand up in the night in prayer and fast during the day).’” (Authentic Chain)

632. ‘Amr b. Huraith said: “My mother took me to the Prophet ﷺ
and he stroked my head and prayed for provisions to be given to me in abundance.” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** See hadeeth no. 88 and its comment.

633. Anas b. Mālik was told: “Your brothers have come to you from Basra – and in those days he lived in az-Zāwiya – wanting you to make supplication to Allah for them.” He said, “Allāhumma’ ghfir lanā wa ’rhamnā wa ’ātinā fi’d-dunyā hasanatan wa fi’l-’ākirati hasanatan wa qinā ‘adh-āba’n-nār (O Allah, forgive us and show mercy to us. Give us good in this world and good in the World Hereafter and protect us from the punishment of the Fire).” They asked him to say more and he said the same thing. He said, “If you are granted this, you have been granted the good of this world and the Hereafter.” (Authentic Chain)

**Commentary:** It encourages seeking supplications from a person whose religion is trusted even if that would require journeying, and that one should employ brief and encompassing words in prayers. Explaining the report of Anas bin Malik (ﷺ) that: “Most of the supplications of the Prophet (ﷺ) was: Rabbanaa ’ātinā fi’d-dunyā hasanatan wa fi’l-’ākirati hasanatan wa qinā ‘adh-āba’n-nār (Our Lord Give us good in this world and good in the World Hereafter and protect us from the punishment of the Fire)”, Qaadee Abu Musa, ‘Iyyaad bin Musa (رحمه الله) said, “He would mostly supplicate with this verse because it includes the imports of all supplications of the affairs of this world and the hereafter.”
420

634. Anas b. Mālik said: “The Prophet ﷺ took a (small) branch and shook it and not all the leaves fell off. Then he shook it again and not all the leaves fell off. Then he shook it a third time and all the leaves fell off. He said, ‘Uttering the words, “Sub-hāna’Ilāh, Al-hamdu li’Ilāh, Lā ilāha illa’ Ilāh-(Glory be to Allah and praise be to Allah and there is no god but Allah)” makes errors fall off as the leaves of the tree fall off.’” (Sound)

Commentary: From the methods of teaching is illustration; the Prophet ﷺ likened the dropping of the leaves to how sins fall-off when the formula is sincerely read. The hadeeth shows the virtue of the formula and encourages towards seeking means of shedding our sins. May Allah grant us His forgiveness; Amin.

635. Anas said: “A woman came to the Prophet ﷺ to complain to him of a need. He said, ‘Shall I tell you something better than that? You should say, “There is no god but Allah” thirty-three times when you go to sleep, and say “Glory be to Allah” thirty-three times and say “Praise be to Allah” thirty-four times – and that (makes) a hundred which is better than this world and all it contains.’” (Weak Chain)

Commentary: However, the narration is authentically reported through Alee (ﷺ) in Saheeh al-Bukhaaree, Muslim and Sunan at-Tirmidhee. See hadeeth no. 1216.
636. The Prophet ﷺ said: “Whoever says, ‘There is no god but Allah’ a hundred times. ‘Glory be to Allah’ a hundred times, ‘Allah is Great’ a hundred times – that is better than freeing ten slaves and sacrificing seven camels.” (Weak)

637. Anas said: “A man came to the Prophet ﷺ and asked: ‘Messenger of Allah, what is the best supplication?’ He replied: ‘Ask Allah for forgiveness and well-being in this world and the Hereafter.’ Then the man came to him the following day and asked, ‘Prophet of Allah, what is the best supplication?’ He replied, ‘Ask for forgiveness and well-being in this world and the Hereafter. When you are granted well-being in this world and the Hereafter, you have achieved success.’ (Authentic)

Commentary: The word, al-‘Aafiyah (translated as ‘well-being’) means being protected from different forms of evil: trials and tribulations, sicknesses and other afflictions. It would also include protection from the difficulties of the grave and the Day of Recompense. As such, to seek forgiveness and ‘Aafiyah is from brief supplications with all-encompassing meanings.
638. Abū Dharr said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘The words which Allah loves the most are, ‘Sub-hāna’ llāhi lā sharīka lahū, lahu’l-mulku wa lahu’l-hamdu wa huwa ‘alā kulli shay’in qadīr, wa là hawla wa là quwwata illā bi’llāhi, sub-hāna’llāhi wa bi hamdihi (Glory be to Allah who has no partner. His is the Kingdom and His is the Praise and He has power over everything. There is no power or strength except by Allah. Glory be to Allah and with His praise).’” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: As joining partners with Allah the Exalted is the most hated sin to Allah, the most beloved words to Him – Glorious is He – are those that declare His Oneness, praise and glorify Him and rightly ascribe Power and Authority to Him.

639. ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “The Prophet ﷺ came to me while I was praying when he needed something. I took
a long time and he said, “Ā’isha, you should make the brief and comprehensive supplication.’ When I finished, I said, ‘Messenger of Allah, what is the brief and comprehensive supplication?’ He said, ‘Say, “Allāhumma innī as-aluka mina’l-khayri kullihī ‘ājillihī wa’ājilīhī, mā ‘alimtu minhu wa mā lam a’lam, wa a’ūdhu bika mina’ sh-sharri kullihī ‘ājillihī wa ‘ājilīhī mā ‘alimtu minhu wa mā lam a’lam. Wa as-aluka’l-jannata wa mā qarraba ilayhā min qawlin aw ‘amal, wa a’ūdhu bika mina’n-nāri wa mā qarraba ilayhā min qawlin aw ‘amal. Wa as-aluka mimmā sa-alaka bihī Muhammadun ﷺ wa a’ūdhu bika mimmā ta’awwadha minhu Muhammadun ﷺ wa ma qadayta li min qadā’in fa’j’al ‘āqibatahū rashadā (O Allah, I ask You for all good, both what is near to come and far off, what I know of it and what I do not know. I seek refuge with You from all evil; both what is near to come and far off, what I know of it and what I do not know. I ask You for the Garden and whatever words or actions bring one near to the Garden. I seek refuge with You from the Fire and whatever words or actions bring one near to it. I ask You what Muhammad ﷺ asked You and I seek refuge with You what Muhammad ﷺ sought refuge and whatever fate You have decreed for me, make its outcome successful).’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth exhorts towards being brief but encompassing in our supplications. In an authentic hadeeth collected by Imam Aboo Dawood in his Sunan, ‘A’isha (رضي الله عنها) said, “The Prophet ﷺ would prefer encompassing supplications, and he left other than that.” Good deeds and actions that lead to the Garden include seeking the knowledge of the rulings of the religion and acting according to it. Asking for whatever the Prophet ﷺ asked for and seeking refuge from all what he sought refuge from further shows the comprehensiveness of this supplication.
Chapter 280: Salutation To The Prophet

640. Abū Sa‘īd al-Khudrī said: “The Prophet (ﷺ) said, ‘If any Muslim does not have anything to give as charity, he should say in his supplication, “Allāhumma salli ‘alā Muhammadin ‘abdika wa rasūlika, wa salli ’ala’l-mu’minīna wa’l-mu’mināti, wa’l-muslimīna wa’l-muslimat (O Allah, bless Muhammad, Your slave and Your Messenger and bless the believers, both men and women and the Muslims, both men and women). That will be purity for him.’ ” (Weak Chain)

O Allah, bless Muhammad and the family of Muhammad as You blessed Ibrāhīm and the family of Ibrāhīm. Show mercy to Muhammad and the family of Muhammad as You showed mercy to Ibrāhīm and the family of Ibrāhīm. I will testify for him on the Day of Rising and I will intercede for him.’ ” (Weak Chain)

Anas and Mālik b. Aws b. al-Hadathān said: “The Prophet ﷺ went out to relieve nature and did not find anyone to accompany him. ‘Umar went out and followed him with a clay pot or wudū’ vessel. He found him prostrating by a water channel. He sat behind him until the Prophet ﷺ lifted his head. He said, ‘You have done well, ‘Umar. When you found me prostrating, you kept back. Jibrīl came to me and said, ‘If someone sends salutation on you once, Allah will bless him ten times and raise him ten degrees.’ ” (Sound)

Commentary: The hadeeth contains the following benefits among others: 1. It is beneficial to be in the company the scholars. Umar ﷺ followed the Prophet ﷺ and benefitted. 2. Teachers should acknowledge good things done by their students; more so, when such will lead them to doing more good things. 3. It exhorts towards saying Salaat and Salaam on the Prophet ﷺ. Imam Al-Albaanee (رحمه الله) explained, “The best of what is said about the meaning of Salaat on the Prophet ﷺ is that of Abu l-‘Aaliyah, that: Allah’s Salaat on His Prophet is His praising him and extolling him; and the Salaat of the angels and others on him is: asking (for more of) that from Allah the Exalted.” 4. Allah the Mighty and Sublime rewards the good deeds of His slaves in manifolds.
Jābir b. ‘Abdullāh said: “The Prophet ﷺ climbed onto the minbar. When he climbed the first step, he said, ‘Amen.’ When he climbed the second step, he said, ‘Amen.’ Then he climbed the third step and said, ‘Amen.’ They asked, ‘Messenger of Allah, we heard you say, “Amen” three times.’ He said, ‘When I climbed the first step, Jibrīl, peace be upon him, came to me and said, “Wretched is the slave who goes through Ramadān and (obtaining no benefit from it,) is not forgiven.” I said, “Amen.” Then he said, “Wretched is the slave whose parents are alive, either one or both, and they are not a means for him to enter the Garden (i.e. through obedience and serving them).” I said, “Amen.” Then he said, “Wretched is the slave who when you are mentioned in his presence, does not send salutation to you.” I said, “Amen.”’” (Authentic due to supporting proofs.)

Commentary: See hadeeth no. 21. However, the point in this hadeeth vis-a-vis the chapter heading is that, it is obligatory that whenever the Prophet’s name is mentioned in our presence, we should send salutations to him - peace and blessings be upon him. From the benefits of saying salutation upon the Prophet ﷺ is success and prosperity which in the parlance of the Sharee’ah really refers to entrance into the Garden.

Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Whoever prays (for blessings) for me once, Allah blesses him ten times.’” (Authentic)
646. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ climbed the minbar and said, ‘Amen, Amen, Amen.’ He was asked, ‘Messenger of Allah, you have not been doing this?’ He said, ‘Jibrīl said to me, “Shame (lit. nose of a slave be dusty) on a slave who is with his two parents or one of them while they are alive and does not enter the Garden.” I said, “Amen.” Then he said, “Shame on a slave who goes through Ramadān and is not forgiven.” I said, “Amen.” Then he said, “Shame on a man who when you are mentioned in his presence, does not pray for you.” I said, “Amen.”’” (Sound and Authentic)

647. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “The Prophet ﷺ left Juwayriyya, daughter of al-Hārith b. Abī Dirār - her name had been Barra and the Prophet ﷺ had changed it to Juwayriyya. He left and he did not want to go in while her name was Barra. Later, when he went back to her, after fore-noon, she was still sitting in the same place (supplicating). He said, ‘Are you still sitting? After I left you, I supplicated four phrases three times. If they were weighed against all your words, they would outweigh them. They were “Sub-hāna’llāhi wa bi-hamdihī ‘adada khalqihī wa ridā nafsihī wa zinata ‘arshihī wa midāda – or madada - kalimātih (Glory be to Allah and with His praise, in number as great as His creation and in accordance with His own pleasure and the weight of His Throne and the extent of His words).”’” (Authentic)
Commentary: The hadeeth shows: 1. The virtues of these expressions. 2. It is even more beneficial to employ comprehensive formulas during supplications. 3. The excellence of Juwayriyyah (radiya Allahu anha). She would sit for such a long time giving remembrance of Allah. 4. That it is allowed to change one’s name if it is from those names that are prohibited or discouraged in the Sharee’ah such as names that show disobedience to Allah, or that have roots with evil people or the like. 5. The benevolence of the Prophet ﷺ: he would guide the people to the best and easiest form of attaining their lofty goals.

648. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Seek refuge with Allah from Jahannam. Seek refuge with Allah from the punishment of the grave. Seek refuge with Allah from the trials of the Dajjāl. Seek refuge with Allah from the trials of life and death.’ ”

(Authentic)

Commentary: Seeking refuge from the tribulations that the Daijjal (Impostor) will bring about in the End times implies refuge from following him. As for the trials of life and death, Imam Ibn Daqeeq al-‘Eid (رحمه الله) said it is, “what one faces of trials with worldly things, desires and things we do not know – and the greatest of them – is the issue of (one’s) end at the point of death. As regards the trials of death, it could mean the trials while one is passing away and it (i.e. the trial) is joined with death because of its nearness to it. It could also mean the trial in the grave.”
282 - بَابٌ دُعَاءُ الرَّجُلِ عَلَى مَنْ ظَلَمَهُ

Chapter 282: The Supplication Of A Man Against One Who Has Wronged Him

---

649. Jābir said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Allāhumma aslih lī sam‘ī wa basarī, wa’j‘alhumma’l-wārithayni minnī, wa’nsurnī ‘alā man zalamanī, wa arinī minhu thā‘rī (O Allah, let my hearing and sight be sound and let them remain sound until I die. Help me against the one who wrongs me and show me my revenge (You take) on him).’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Basically, this report is weak because it has in its chain, Layth bin Abee Sulaym, a weak reporter, and so, he reported, Allaahumma aslih lī (O Allah, let my...be sound) rather than, Allaahumma matti’nee (O Allah, let my ...remain sound) as in the report of Imam al-Bazzaar (رحمه الله) also from Jabir which corresponds with other reports from the companions – may Allah be pleased with them all - from the Prophet ﷺ about the same supplication. See Silsilat al-Ahaadeeth is-Saheehah (3170). Our sight and hearing are great blessings from Allah the Mighty and Sublime; and so, they should not be employed in disobedience to Allah so that He does not consequently withdraw this great favor!

---

56 - عن أبي هريرة رضي الله عنه قال: كأن النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم يقول: ((اللهمَّ مَتَّعْنِي بِسَمْعِي وَبَصَرِي، واجْعَلْهُمَا الْوَارِثَ مِنِّي، وَانْصُرْنِي عَلَى عَدُوِّي، وَأَرِنِي مِنْهُ ثَأْرِي)). صحيحٌ
650. As No. 649, from Abū Hurayra, with a different isnād.

251–252 - On the authority of Abū 'Ubaydah al-Ashtūrī: You would have come to the Prophet (ﷺ) if you had gone! If you had become a disciple of the Prophet (ﷺ), you would have said: ‘O Messenger of Allah! How should we say when we pray?’ He said: ‘Say, ‘O Allah, forgive me, show mercy to me, guide me and provide for me.” (Authentic)

651. Tāriq b. Ashyam al-Ashja'ī said: “People, both men and women, used to visit the Prophet (ﷺ) and ask, ‘Messenger of Allah, what should we say when we pray?’ He said, ‘Say, ‘O Allah, forgive me, show mercy to me, guide me and provide for me.” These words combine the best of this world and the World Hereafter.” (Authentic)

Chapter 283: The One Who Makes Supplication For A Long Life

652. Abūl Hasan the mawlā of 'Umm Qays bint Mihsan narrated from 'Umm Qays that: “The Prophet (ﷺ) said to her (Umm Qays), ‘What did she say? May she live long!’ ”

“We know of no woman granted the long life that she has been granted”, (the narrator said). (Weak)
Commentary: It is part of a story transmitted by an-Nasaaee in which she said, “A son of mine died and I became very grieved. I said to the person who was bathing his body (before burial), ‘Don’t wash my son with cold water for it will kill him.’ ” ‘Ukkāsha went to the Prophet (ﷺ) and informed him of what she had said. The Prophet (ﷺ) smiled and said, “What did she say? May she live long.”

653. Anas said: “The Prophet (ﷺ) used to visit our family. One day he came to us and made supplication for us. Umm Sulaym (my mother) said, ‘Won’t you make supplication for your little servant?’ He said, ‘Allāhumma ak-thir mālahū wa waladahū wa atil hayātahū wa’ghfir lahū (O Allah, give him much property and children. Let him live long and forgive him).’

“He made supplication for me for three things. I have so far buried 103 children (out of the many I have had). My fruits are harvested twice a year, I have lived for so long that I feel embarrassed in front of people and I hope for forgiveness.” (Authentic)

Commentary: See hadeeth no. 88.
Chapter 284: Your Supplication Is Answered So Long As You Do Not Become Impatient

654. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘The supplication of any of you is answered as long as he does not get impatient and say, “I made supplication and I have not been answered.”’” (Authentic)

655. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘The supplication of any of you is answered so long as he does not make supplication for something that is a sin or to cut off ties of kinship, and does not become impatient and say, “I have made supplication and I do not think that I will be answered,” and so stops making his supplication.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: After explaining the virtues of supplicating and stating the best forms of supplication, the author, Imam Al-Bukhaaree, pointed out in this chapter, some of the things that may hinder the acceptance of one’s supplications. We beg Allah to accept our supplications; Amin.
Chapter 285: The One Who Seeks Refuge In Allah From Laziness

656. ‘Amr b. Shu’ayb reported from his father that his grand-father (‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr b. al-‘Ās) said: “I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, ‘Allāhumma innī a‘ūdhu bika mina’l-kasali wa’l-maghrami, wa a‘ūdhu bika min fitnati’l-masīhi’d-dajjāli, wa a‘ūdhu bika min ‘adhābi’n-nār (O Allah, I seek refuge with You from laziness and debt. I seek refuge with You from the temptation of the Dajjāl. I seek refuge with You from the punishment of the Fire).’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: To seek refuge from debt means that death might not befall us while we owe people’s rights. See comment on hadeeth no. 648.

657. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ used to seek refuge with Allah from the evils of life and death and from punishment of the grave and from the evil of the Dajjāl.” (Authentic)
Chapter 286: Allah Is Angered By One Who Does Not Ask From Him

658. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Allah is angry with the person who does not ask from Him.’” (Sound)

**Commentary:** This is because such a person is either despairing of Allah’s mercy or an arrogant!

659. As No. 608, with a different isnād.

660. Abān b. ‘Uthmān narrated, I heard ‘Uthmān who said: “I heard
the Prophet (ﷺ) say, ‘Whoever says every morning and every evening three times, “Bismillāhi’l-ladhī lā yadurru ma‘a ismihī shay’un fi’l-ardi wa lā fi’s-samā’i wa huwa’s-samī’u’l-‘alim (In the name of Allah through whose Name nothing either in the earth or the heaven can harm. He is the Hearing, the Knowing)”, that person will not be harmed by anything.’ ”

He (the narrator, Abān b. ‘Uthmān) had been afflicted by partial paralysis, so the man (to whom he related the hadīth) began to look at him (in amazement). He read his thoughts and said, “The hadīth is as I have told you, but I did not say the prayer that day and so the decree of Allah was carried out.” (Sound and Authentic)

Commentary: In another authentic report of the same hadeeth, it says, “No sudden trial will afflict him.” (Aboo Daawood).

687 - بَابُ الْدُّعَاءِ عِندَ الصَّفِّ فِي سَبِيلِ اللهِ

Chapter 287: Supplication In The Ranks Of Battle In Allah’s Way

661. Sahl b. Sa’d said: “There are two occasions when the gates of heaven are opened. At those times very rarely is the supplication of someone who makes a supplication rejected: when the call to prayer has been given, and in the ranks of battle in Allah’s way.” (Authentic in the Mawqoof form)

Commentary: The hadeeth is also authentically reported from the Messenger
Chapter 288: The Supplications Of The Prophet ﷺ

662. Abū Sirma said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ used to say, ‘O Allah, I ask You to grant me prosperity and the prosperity of my dependant (mawlā).’” (Weak)

663. Shakal b. Humayd said: “I said, ‘Messenger of Allah, teach me a supplication that will benefit me.’ He said, ‘Say, ‘Allāhumma ‘āfini min sharri sam‘ī wa basari wa lisānī wa qalbī wa sharri maniyyī (O Allah, protect me from the evil in my seeing and hearing and my tongue and my heart and the evil in my sperm).’’”

Wakī’ (one of the narrators) commented: “‘My sperm’ means adultery and fornication.” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth highlights the following: 1. The companions’ love for supplications. 2. We should ask the scholars of the matters of the religion when such are unknown to us, or in order seek further benefits or just to benefit others from the answer of the scholar. 3. Apart from making sincere efforts to keep Allah’s limits, one should seek refuge with Allah against
falling into sins. 4. The favours of Allah on us may also be sources of trials!

664. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Abbās said: “The Prophet ﷺ used to say, ‘Allāhumma a’innī wa lā tu-’in ‘alayya wa’nsurnī wa lā tansur ‘alayya wa yassiri’il-hudā ilayya (O Allah, help me and do not help anyone against me. Support me and do not support anyone against me. Make the Guidance easy for me).’ ”

665. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “I heard the Prophet ﷺ make supplication in these words, ‘Rabbi a’innī wa lā tu’in ‘alayya wa’nsurnī wa lā tansur ‘alayya, wa’mkur lī wa lā tamkur ‘alayya wa yassir ilayya’il-hudā wa’nsurnī ‘alā man baghā ‘alayya, rabbi’j’alnī shakkārān laka dhakkārān rāhiban laka mitwā’-an laka mukhbitan laka awwāhan munīban. Taqabbal tawbatī wa’ghsil hūbatī wa ajib da’watī wa thabbit hujjatī wa’hdī qalbī, wa saddid lisānī wa’slul sakhīma qalbī (O Lord, help me and do not help anyone against me. Support me and do not support anyone against me. Devise for me and do not devise against
me. Make the Guidance easy for me. Help me against the one who attacks me. O Lord, make me grateful to You, mindful of You, fearful of You, obedient to You and humble to You, supplicating, penitent. Accept my repentance. Wash away my sins and answer my prayer. Substantiate my plea and guide my heart. Make my tongue correct and let rancour flow out of my heart.’’ (Authentic)

**Commentary:** The expression, wa’dhkur lī wa lā tamkur ‘alayya, translated as, ‘devise for me and do not devise against me’ means, according to Imam Alee al-Qaaree (رحمه الله), “O Allah, guide me to the path of warding off my enemies from myself, and guide not my enemies to the path of warding me off himself.” As for ascribing Makr (plot) to Allah the Exalted, Shaykh Muhammad bin Saalih al-‘Uthaymeen (رحمه الله) explained that, “Makr (plot) may be, in some situation, praise and disparagement in another situation: If it is to counter someone who is plotting, then it is praise because it implies that you are stronger than him. If not, then it is dispraise and is called deception. As such, Allah has not described Himself with it except by way of countering and with specification as He the Exalted said: “So they plotted a plot, and We plotted a plot, while they perceived not.” (Q 27: 50), and: “… they were plotting and Allah too was plotting” (Q 8: 30). Allah – Glorious is He and Most High - should not be generally described with it. So one should not say (for example), ‘Allah is a Maakir (Plotter)! Not by way of informing or naming. Similarly, it should not be said, ‘Allah is a Kaaid (Schemer)! Not by way of informing or naming. That is because, the meaning could be praise in one situation and dispraise in another. We should not describe Allah with it in a general sense.” Sharh al-‘Aqeedat al-Waasitiyyah (1/331-332).

666. Mu’āwiya b. Abī Sufyān stated on the minbar: “Indeed, none can withhold what You give nor give what Allah withholds. The wealth
and status of the person will not benefit him. When Allah desires good for a person, He gives him understanding in the religious life (dīn).’ I heard these words from the Prophet ﷺ on this wood (i.e. minbar).”

(Authentic)

Commentary: This is clear-cut evidence that basically, the understanding of the religion is gained out of Allah’s favor on the servant. Therewith, He grants the servant steadfastness upon obedience to Him and abstinence from His prohibitions in this world leading the servant to the good of the hereafter. May Allah grant us the understanding of the religion; Amin.

667. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘The firmest supplication is to say, “Allāhumma anta rabbī wa anā ‘abduka, zalamtu nafsī wa’taraftu bi dhambī, lā yaghfiru’dh-dhunūba, illā anta, rabbi’ghfirlī (O Allah, You are my Lord and I am Your slave. I have wronged myself and I admit my sin. Only You forgive sins, O Lord, forgive me).”’ (Weak)

668. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ often made this supplication, ‘Allāhumma aslih lī diniya’l-ladhī huwa ‘ismatu amrī wa aslih lī dunyāya’l-latī fīhā ma’āshī, wa’j’ali’lmawtah rahmatan lī min kullī sū’in (O Allah, strengthen and guard my dīn (religious life) in correctness – that is the best refuge for me. Make me prosperous in
this world which is my livelihood. Make death a mercy and escape for me from every evil), ‘or words to that effect.’ (Authentic)

669. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ used to seek refuge ‘from the trouble of (bodily) affliction, meeting with wretchedness, an evil decree and the gloating of enemies.’ “Sufyān (the narrator) said, “There were three things in the hadīth, and I added one, but I do not know which one.” (Authentic)

Commentary: 1. Sufyan mentioned here, is Ibn ‘Uyaynah al-Hilaalee (رحمه الله) one of the great scholars of hadeeth. 2. The one he added here of the four things he mentioned was, ‘the gloating of enemies’. This became obvious, from the reports of the same narration authentically reported from Sufyan (رحمه الله) and collected by Ibn Abee ‘Aasim in his book, As-Sunnah and Imam Ismaa’elee in his Mustakhraj. Both reports did not include the fourth item. 3. However, seeking refuge from ‘the gloating of the enemies’ is authentically reported from the Prophet ﷺ in another hadeeth reported by Abdullah bin ‘Amr bin al-‘Aas collected in Musnad Ahmad and others. As such, the addition that Sufyan bin ‘Uyaynah (رحمه الله) mentioned here was not basically his own idea – may Allah shower blessings on him. 4. It shows the intellectual opulence of the scholars of hadeeth and their strictness in reporting and accepting ahaadeeth.

670. ‘Umar said: “The Prophet ﷺ used to seek refuge from five things: from laziness, miserliness, afflictions of old age, the trial of
(what is in) the breast and the punishment of the grave.” *(Weak)*

---

671. Anas b. Mālik said: “The Prophet ﷺ used to say, ‘Allāhumma innī a‘ūdhu bika mina’l-‘ajzi wa’l-kasali wa’l-jubni wa’l-harami, wa a’ūdhu bika min fitnati’l-mahyā wa’l-mamātī wa a’ūdhu bika min ‘adhābi’l-qabr (O Allah, I seek refuge with You from incapacity, laziness, cowardice, and old age. I seek refuge with You from the trials of life and death. I seek refuge with You from the punishment of the grave).’” *(Authentic)*

672. Anas said: “I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, ‘Allāhumma innī a‘ūdhu bika mina’l-hammi wa’l-hazani wa’l-‘ajzi wa’l-kasali wa’l-jubni wa’l-bukhli wa dala’i’d-dayni wa ghalabati’r-rijāl (O Allah, I seek refuge with You from worry, sorrow, incapacity, laziness, cowardice, miserliness, being deeply in debt and being overpowered by men).’” *(Authentic)*
Abū Hurayra said: “One of the supplications of the Prophet  was, ‘Allāhumma’ ghfir lī mā qaddamtu wa mā akhkhartu wa mā asrartu wa mā a’lantu wa mā anta a’lamu bihī minnī innaka anta’l-muqaddimu wa anta’l-mu’ akhkhiru, lā ilāha illā anta (O Allah, forgive me for my past and future sins, what I conceal and what I divulge, and what You know of me that I do not know. You are the One who brings forward and sets back. There is no god but You).’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Allah the Mighty and Exalted is the One Who brings forward and places them in their right places and whatever requires been brought forward He brings it forward; and He holds back, and puts things in their right places. This supplication is from the brief and comprehensive supplications of the Prophet .

Commentary: The expression is brief and encompassing. Those who reported the hadeeth along with Imam Al-Bukhaaree (رحمه الله) from ‘Amr – Ibn Marzooq – have reported the increment, ‘and piety’. The increment is also authentically reported in Saheehs of Imam Muslim and Ibn Hibban (rahimahumallah).

‘Abdullāh [b. Mas’ud] said: “The Prophet  used to make this supplication, ‘Allāhumma innī as-aluka’l-hudā wa’l-asfāfa wa’l-ghinā (O Allah, I ask You for guidance, virtue and wealth).’” (Imam al-Bukhārī said:) ‘Our companions related this hadīth from ‘Amr, with addition of the words, ‘Wa’t-tuqā’ (and piety).’ (Authentic)

Commentary: The expression is brief and encompassing. Those who reported the hadeeth along with Imam Al-Bukhaaree (رحمه الله) from ‘Amr – Ibn Marzooq – have reported the increment, ‘and piety’. The increment is also authentically reported in Saheehs of Imam Muslim and Ibn Hibban (rahimahumallah).
675. Thumāma b. Hazn said: “I heard an old man call out in a loud voice, ‘Allāhumma innī a’ūdhu bika mina’sharri lā yakhlītuhū shay’un (O Allah, I seek refuge with You from total (lit. nothing mixed with it) evil).’ I asked, ‘Who is this old man?’ I was told, ‘Abu’d-Dardā.’” (Authentic Chain)

676. ‘Abdullāh b. Abī Awfā said: “The Prophet ﷺ used to say, ‘Allāhumma tahhirnī bi’th-thalji wa’l baradi wa’l-mā’i’l-bāridi kamā yutahhararu’ th-thawbu’d-danisu mina’l-wasakh. Allāhumma rabbanā laka’l-hamdu mil’as-samāwāti wa mil’a’l-ardi, wa mil’a mā shi’ta min shay’in ba’du (O Allah, cleanse me with ice and snow and cold water as the dirty garment is cleansed of dirt. O Allah, our Lord, praise is Yours in measure as great as the sky and as great as the earth and as great as You wish from anything beyond that).’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Shaykh al-Islam Ibn Taimiyyah (رحمه الله) was asked, “How should sins be cleansed with cold water when hot water better cleanses?” He said, “Sins bring about heat, dirt and weakness in the heart; it is like the fuel that keeps the fire burning and lit. The more the sins, the more the fire in the heart glows and it (the fire) weakens it. But water cleanses the dirt and quenches the fire. So if it is cold it suits the body and strengthens it. When it is accompanied with ice and snow it brings more coldness and strength to the body. Thus, it better takes away the effects of sins.” See: Rashsh al-Barad Sharh al-Adab al-Mufrad (pg. 357) by Dr. Muhammad Luqman as-Salafee.
677. Anas said: “The Prophet ﷺ often prayed with this supplication, ‘Allähumma ʾātinā fī’d-dunyā hasanatan wa ft’l-ʾākhirati hasanatan wa qinā ‘adhāba’n-nār- O Allah, give us good in this world and good in the World Hereafter and guard us from the punishment of the Fire.’ ” Shu’ba (one of the narrators) said: “I mentioned it to Qatada and he said, ‘Anas used to supplicate with it; he did not ascribe it to the Prophet ﷺ’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: Other reports of the same hadeeth collected by Imam At-Tayaalisee and Ahmad show that Imam Qatadah only said, “Anas used to say this” without the above increment. This appears to be the right thing more so, that Qatadah in an authentic report had related the hadeeth from Anas from the Prophet ﷺ. See hadeeth no. 682.

678. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ used to say, ‘Allähumma innī aʿūdhu bika mina’l-faqri wa’l-qillati wa’dhdillati wa aʿūdhu bika an azlima aw uzlama (O Allah. I seek refuge with You from poverty, deprivation and abasement. I seek refuge with You from being unjust and from being wronged).’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: Qillah translated as ‘deprivation’ refers to the wretchedness due to lack of good deeds. Dhillah (Abasement) here refers to the humiliation that result from sinfulness, and the lowliness that is written on the face of the poor in front of the rich. We seek Allah’s refuge from all that His messenger ﷺ has sought refuge; Amin.
اللَّهُمَّ! إِنَّا نَسْأَلُكَ مَِّا سَأَلَكَ نَبِيُّكَ مُحَمَّدٌ، وَنَسْتَعِيذُكَ مَِّا بِشَيْءٍ يَجْمَعُ ذَلِكَ كُلَّهُ لَكُمْ، اللَّهُمَّ! أَنْتَ الُّسْتَعَانُ وَعَلَيْكَ الْبَلاَغُ، وَلَا حَوْلَ وَلَا قُوَّةَ إِلاَّ بِاللهِ، أَوْ كَمَا قَالَ. ضَعِيفٌ حُسَنُ صَحِيحٌ.

679. Abū ‘Umāma said: “We were with the Prophet ﷺ and he made many supplications which we did not remember. We said, ‘You make supplications which we do not remember.’ He said, ‘I will tell you of something that will combine all of them for you, “Allāhumma innā nas-aluka mimmā sa-alaka nabīyyuka Muhammadun ﷺ. Allāhumma anta’l-musta’ānu wa ‘alayka’l- balāghu, wa lā hawla wa lā quwwat illā billāh (O Allah, we ask You for what Your Prophet Muhammad ﷺ asked You and we seek refuge with You from what Your Prophet Muhammad ﷺ sought refuge. O Allah, You are the One to whom one turns for help and You are the One who brings it about. There is no power nor strength except through Allah)” or words to that effect.

’’ (Weak)

680. ‘Amr b. Shu’ayb reported from his father that his grand-father (‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr b. al-‘Ās) said: “I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, ‘Allāhumma innī a’ūdhu bika min fitnati’ l-masīhi’d-dajjāli wa a’ūdhu bika min fitnati’n-nār (O Allah, I seek refuge with You from the trial of the Dajjāl and I seek refuge with You from the trial of the Fire).’ ” (Sound and Authentic)
681. Sa‘îd said: “Ibn ‘Abbās used to say, ‘Allāhumma qanni‘nī bimā razaqtanī wa bārik lī fīhi, wa’khluf ‘alayya kulla ghā'ibatin bi-khayr (O Allah, make me content with the provision that You have granted me and bless me in it and appoint good for me for everything that I do not have).’” (Weak in the Mawqoof form).

682. Anas said: “The most frequent supplication of the Prophet ﷺ was, ‘O Allah, give us good in this world and good in the World Hereafter and guard us from the punishment of the Fire.’” (Authentic)


Commentary: The hadeeth contains the following lessons: 1. The Prophet’s humility towards His Lord the Mighty and Sublime. 2. No one should feel completely secured from trials including that the heart is turned away from the religion. In an authentic narration in Sunan Abee Daawood, Umm Salamah (radiya Allahu anha) enquired why the Prophet ﷺ frequently said this supplication; and he said, “There is not any of the children of Adam except that his heart is between two of the Fingers of Allah. Whomever He likes, He makes steadfast and He strays whomever He likes.”
684. ‘Abdullāh b. Abī Awfā said: “The Prophet ﷺ used to utter these words in his supplication, ‘Allāhumma laka’l-hamdu mil’ a’ s-samāwāti wa mil’ a’ l-ardi, wa mil’ a mā shi’ta min shay’ in ba’du. Allāhumma tahhirnī bi’l-baradi wa’th-thalji wa’l mā’i’l-bārid. Allāhumma tahhirnī mina’ dh-dhunūbi, wa naqqini kamā yunaqqaa’th-thawbu’l-abyadu minad-danas (O Allah, Praise is Yours in measure as great as the heavens and in measure as great as the earth and in measure as great as You wish from anything else. O Allah, cleanse me with ice and snow and cold water. O Allah, purify me of sins and clean me as the white garment is cleansed of dirt).’ ” (Authentic)

685. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar said: “Among the supplications of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ was, ‘Allāhumma innī a’ūdhu bika min zawāli ni’matika wa tahawwuli ‘āfiyatika wa fujā’ati niqmatika, wa jamā’i sakhatika (O Allah, I seek refuge with You from the disappearance of Your bounty and from the loss of well-being and Your sudden vengeance and all of Your wrath).’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The supplications of the Prophet ﷺ were brief but full of meanings; they seek the good of this World and the Hereafter and seek refuge from the evils of both Worlds.
Chapter 289: Supplication In Heavy Rain And Ordinary Rain

686. ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “When the Messenger of Allah ﷺ saw a cloud rising from the horizon, he would leave what he was doing, even if he was in prayer, and face towards it. If Allah dispersed it, he praised Allah and if it rained, he said, ‘Allāhumma sayyiban nāfi’an (O Allah, make it a beneficial rainfall).’” (Authentic)

Commentary: “If Allah dispersed it, he praised Allah” for it could be carrying Allah’s torment as was the case when ‘Ad was punished. Allah the Exalted said, “When they saw it as a dense cloud coming towards their valleys, they said, ‘This is a cloud bringing us rain!’ Nay, but it is that (torment) which you were asking to be hastened – a wind wherein is a painful torment...” (Q 46: 24). And when it rained, the Prophet ﷺ prayed that it was beneficial and not destructive for the people of Nooh – peace and blessings be upon him – were destroyed with rains when: “We opened the gates of the heaven with water pouring forth.” (Q 54: 11). See hadeeth no. 717 and 718.
Chapter 290: Supplication For Death

687. Qays said: “I came to Khabbāb when he had been cauterized seven times. He said, ‘If it had not been that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ had forbidden us to pray for death, I would have done so.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: See hadeeth no. 454.

Chapter 291: The Supplications Of The Prophet ﷺ

688. Abū Mūsā said: “The Prophet ﷺ used to make this supplication, ‘Rabbi’ ghfir lī khatī’atī wa jahlī wa isrāfī fī amrī kullihī wa mā anta...
a’lamu bihī minnī. Allāhumma ghfir lī khata’ī kullahū, wa ‘amadī wa jahlī wa hazlī, wa kullu dhālika ‘indī. Allāhumma ghfir lī ma qaddamtu wa mā akhkharti wa mā asrartu wa mā a’lantu. Anta’l-muqaddimu wa anta’l-mu’ akhhkhiru, wa anta ‘alā kullu shay’in qadīr (O Lord, forgive my errors and my ignorance and my excess in all my affairs, and what You know better than me of these things. O Allah, forgive all my errors, what I do intentionally or out of my ignorance or in jest and all that I do. O Allah, forgive me my past and future sins, what I conceal of them and what I divulge. You are the One who brings matters forward and the One who sets them back. You have power over everything).’ “ (Authentic)
the best manner).” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadith highlights: 1. The virtues of Mu‘adh bin Jabal (ras): the Prophet (ﷺ) loves him and he loves him too. 2. It encourages telling a Muslim brother that we love him if we really do. 3. One could swear by Allah even when he is not asked to do so in order to stress a point he seeks to make. 4. Teachers should guide their students to things that benefit them in this world and the hereafter. 5. The excellence of this supplication. Shaykh al-Islam Ibn Taimiyyah (رحمه الله) said, “I have considered which supplication is best and found that it is to ask Allah regarding what pleases Him. Then I saw it in al-Fatha: You Alone shall we worship; and from You Alone shall we seek for help.” See Tasheeh ad-Du‘aa (pg. 35) by Shaykh Abu Zayd, Bakr bin Abdullah (رحمه الله).

691. Abū Ayyūb al-Ansārī said: “A man said in the presence of the Prophet (ﷺ) ‘Praise be to Allah with pure, blessed and abundant praise.’ The Prophet (ﷺ) asked, ‘Who said that?’ The man was silent thinking that it was a reprimand from the Prophet (ﷺ) for something which he disliked. He said, ‘Who was it? He has said something correct.’ The man spoke up, ‘I did and I hope for good by it.’ He said, ‘By Him who holds my soul in His hand, I saw thirteen angels racing each other to see which of them would take it to Allah, the Mighty and Exalted.’ ” (Authentic due to supporting proofs)
Commentary: After the companion made the statement hoping for good therewith, the Prophet ﷺ approved it, showing that it is correct. Therefore, the hadith does not contain evidence that the one who intends good from a particular action could innovate such and count it as from the religion. The Prophet ﷺ had warned that, “Whoever does a deed to which we have not given approval, it shall be rejected.” (Muslim).

692. Anas said: “When the Prophet ﷺ wanted to enter the lavatory, he said, ‘Allāhumma innī a’ūdhu bika mina’l-khubūthi wa’l-khabā‘ith – (O Allah, I seek refuge with You from shaytān both male and female).’” (Authentic)

693. ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “When the Messenger of Allah ﷺ left the lavatory, he said, ‘Ghufrānaka - Your forgiveness!’ ” (Authentic)

694. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “The Prophet ﷺ used to teach us this
supplication as he taught us the sūras of the Qurān, ‘A‘ūdhu bika min ‘adhābi jahannama wa a‘ūdhu bika min ‘adhābi’l-qabri wa a‘ūdhu bika min fitnati’l-masīhi’ d-dajjāli, wa a‘ūdhu bika min fitnati’l-mahyā wa’l-mamāti, wa a‘ūdhu bika min fitnati’lqabri (I seek refuge with You from the punishment of Jahannam, and I seek refuge with You from the punishment of the grave. I seek refuge with You from the trial of the Dajjāl and I seek refuge with You from the trials of life and death. I seek refuge with You from the trial of the grave).’ ”

(Authentic)

695. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “I spent the night at the house of my aunt, Maymūna. The Prophet  got up to answer a call of nature and then washed his hands and face and slept. Then he got up and took the water-skin and loosened its strap and then performed wudū’ and did not use much water but he did wudū’ properly. Then he prayed. I stood up and moved slowly, not wanting him to see that I was observing him. I did wudū’. Then he stood up to pray and I stood on his left. He took my hand and brought me around to his right. His complete night prayer consisted of thirteen (13) rak‘ats. Then he lay down and
went to sleep until he snored. When he slept, he would snore. Bilāl announced the prayer to him and he prayed without doing wudū’. One of his supplications was, ‘Allāhumma’j’al fi qalbī nūran wa fī sam’ī nūran, wa ‘an yamīnī nūran wa ‘an yasārī nūran, wa fawqī nūran wa tahtī nūran wa amāmī nūran wa khalfī nūran, wa a’zim lī nūra (O Allah, put light in my heart and light in my hearing and light on my right and light on my left and a light above me and a light-under me and a light in front of me and a light behind me and make my light great).’

Kurayb (the narrator from Ibn ‘Abbās) said: “And seven other things which I do not remember by heart but it is written down and kept in the box.” I (one of the narrators) met a man who was one of al-‘Abbās’ children and (it was) he who reported them to me. He mentioned, ‘My sinews, my flesh, my blood, my hair, and my skin’ and he mentioned two other things.” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth highlights: 1. Ibn Abbass’ crave for knowledge despite his young age at the time. 2. It is allowed to make some slight movements during the prayer without turning away from the Qiblah. 3. A supererogatory prayer may be observed in congregation without specifically inviting the people to it as averred by Imam Ahmad and corroborated by Imam Al-Albaanee and others (rahimahumullah). 4. One may lead another person in congregation. In such cases, the follower will stand to the right hand of the leader. 5. It is allowed to correct a praying-person while one is also praying without making any speech. 6. One may lie down after the late-night prayer before the Fajr prayer. 7. Basically, deep sleep negates ablution based on the authentic report from the Prophet (ﷺ) that, “The eye is the drawstring of the anus. So whoever sleeps should perform ablution.” (Aboo Daawood and others). Thus, Hafidh Ibn Hajar (رحمه الله) explained, “It proves that sleep is not an impurity although it may lead to impurity. But for him, his eyes sleep while his heart does not.” 8. He supplicated for light upon his limbs; so, the light of the heart brings about love of Allah and His Messenger (ﷺ), good deeds, the righteous and dislike for evil and its people. The light of the hearing will aid only listening to things that are allowed, and so on.
696. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Abbās said: “When the Prophet ﷺ prayed the night prayer, and finished his prayer, glorifying Allah as He deserves, he said at the end of it, ‘Allāhumma’j'al lī nūran fi qalbī, wa’j'al lī nūran fi sam’ī wa’j'al lī nūran fi basarī wa’j'al lī nūran ‘an yamīnī, wa nūran ‘an shimālī wa’j'al lī nūran min bayni yadayya, wa nūran min khalfī wa zidnī nūran, wa zidnī nūran wa zidnī nūran (O Allah, give me a light in my heart and give me a light in my hearing and give me a light in my sight. Give me a light on my right and a light on my left and give me a light in front of me and a light behind me and increase me in light. Increase me in light, and increase me in light).’” (Authentic)}
697. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Abbās said: “When the Messenger of Allah  got up to pray in the middle of the night, he would say, ‘Allāhumma laka’l-hamdu, anta nūru’s-samāwāti wa’l-ardī wa man fīhinna, wa laka’l-hamdu anta qayyāmū’s-samāwāti wa’l-ardī, wa laka’l-hamdu anta rabbu’s-samāwāti wa’l-ardī wa man fīhimā, anta’l-haqqu wa wa’duka’ l-haqqu, wa liqā’uka’l- haqq. Wa’l-jannatu haqqu, wa’n-nāru haqqun wa’s-sā’atu haqq. Allāhumma laka aslamtu, wa bika ’āmatu wa ‘alayka tawakkaltu, wa illayka anabtu wa bika khāsamtu wa ilayka -hākamtu fa’ gfrīlī mā qaddamtu wa mā akhkhartu wa mā asrartu wa mā a’lantu. Anta ilāhī, la ‘ilāha illā anta (O Allah, Yours is the praise. You are the light of the heavens and the earth and whoever is in them. Yours is the praise. You are the Sustainer of the heavens and the earth. Yours is the praise. You are the Lord of the heavens and the earth and whoever is in them. You are the Truth and Your promise is true and the meeting with You is true and the Garden is true and the Fire is true and the Hour is true. O Allah, I have surrendered to You and I have believed in You. I have trusted in You and I repent to You. I reason by You and I have come to You for judgement. Forgive me my past and future wrong actions, what I conceal and what I show. You are my God. There is no god but You).’” (Authentic)

698. Ibn ‘Umar said: “The Prophet  used to make this supplication, ‘Allāhumma innī as-aluka’ l’-afwa wa’ l’-āfiyata fi’d-dunyā wa’ l’-ākhirah. Allāhumma innī as-aluka’l ‘āfiyata fi dīnī wa ahlī, wa’stur ‘awratī wa ‘āmin raw’atī, wa’hfaznī min baynī yadayya wa min khalfī wa ‘an yamīnī wa ‘an yasārī, wa min fawqī, wa a’ūdhu bika an ’ughtāla min tahtī (O Allah, I ask You for pardon and well-being in this world and the Hereafter. O Allah, I ask You for well-being in my dīn (religious life) and my family. Veil my faults and assuage
my terror. Guard me from before and behind me, on my right and my left and from above me. I seek refuge with You from unexpected destruction from beneath me).’” (Weak Chain)

Commentary: This report with this numbering (i.e. 698) was not found in Saheeh or Da’eef al-Adab al-Mufrad. However, in the checking and editing of Shaykh Sameer bin Ameen az-Zuhayree and Dr. Muhammad Luqman as-Salafee (hafizahumallah), it occurs as a report from Ibn ‘Abbass (رضي الله عنه). However, while Shaykh Sameer graded the chain weak, as cited above and referred to a similar but authentic report from Ibn Umar on no. 1200 – which is the correct thing -, Dr. Muhammad Luqman appended the reference and ruling given by Imam al-Albaanee for hadeeth 1200 to this hadeeth and repeated it on hadeeth 1200 despite the fact that the chains of narrations for both narrations (698 and 1200) are different! The wordings are also slightly different, and the references cited by Imam Al-Albaanee only have the chain for hadeeth no. 1200. See hadeeth no. 1200.

Allāhumma ‘ā’idhan bika min sū‘i mā a’tyatanā wa sharri mā nana’ta minnā. Allāhumma habbib ilayna’l-‘īmāna wa zayyinhu fi qulūbina, wa karrīh ilayna’l-kufrā wa’l-fusūqa wa’l-isyāna wa’j‘alnā min r-rashīdīn. Allāhumma tawaffānā muṣlimīn, wa alhiqīnī bi’ s-sālihīn, ghayra khazāyīūn walā mawṣūlin. Allāhumma qāṭili’l-kafarata’l-ladhīna yasuddūna ‘an sabīlika wa yakum dhībūna rusūlīka, wa’j‘al ‘alayhim rijzaka wa ‘adhābak. Allāhumma qāṭili’l-kafarata’l-ladhīna ’ūtu’l-kitāb. Ilāha’l- haqqī! (O Allah, all praise belongs to You. O Allah, none can contract what You expand nor bring near what You put far away. None can put far away what You bring near. None can give what You withhold nor withhold what You give. O Allah, extend to us some of Your blessings, Your mercy and favour and Your provision. O Allah, I ask You for the abiding blessing which is not changed nor removed. O Allah, I ask You for blessing on the Day of poverty, and security on the Day of fear. O Allah, I seek refuge with You from the evil in what You give us and from the evil in what You withhold from us. O Allah, make us love belief and adorn our hearts with it. Make us hate disbelief, erring and rebellion. Place us among the rightly-guided. O Allah, make us die Muslims and make us live as Muslims and join us to the rightly-acting, who are neither disgraced nor afflicted. O Allah, fight the unbelievers who bar Your path and who deny Your messengers. Set Your abasement and punishment over them. O Allah, fight the unbelievers who were given the Book, O Lord of Truth!)’ ” (Authentic)
Chapter 292: Supplication In Affliction

٢٩٢- بَابٌ الدُّعَاءُ عِنْدَ الْكَرْبِ

٧٠٠. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “The Prophet ﷺ made supplication in distress in this manner, ‘Lā ilāha illallāhu l-‘azīmu l-halīmu. Lā ilāha illallāhu rabibu’s-Samāwāti wa’l-ardi wa rabbu’ l- ‘arshi’l-‘azīm (There is no god but Allah, the Immense, the Forbearing. There is no god but Allah, the Lord of the heavens and the earth and the Lord of the Immense Throne).’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: Imam An-Nawawee (رحمه الله) said, “If it is said, ‘this is a formula of remembrance of Allah (rather than a supplication)’ its reply that: this formula of remembrance is used to commence the supplication after which he asks whatever he desires.”
701. ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān b. Abī Bakra reported that he said to his father: “I hear you making this supplication every morning, ‘Allāhumma ‘āfinī fī badānī. Allāhumma ‘āfinī fī sam’ī. Allāhumma ‘āfinī fī basāri; ġā ilāhā illā anta (O Allah, make me healthy in my body. O Allah, make me healthy in my hearing. O Allah, make me healthy in my sight. There is no god but You),’ and you repeat it three times in the evening and three times in the morning. You also say, ‘Allāhumma innī a’ūhdu bika mina’l-kufri wa’l-faqr. Allāhumma innī a’ūdhu bika min ‘adhābi’l-qabri; ġā ilāhā illā anta - O Allah, I seek refuge with You from disbelief and poverty. (O Allah, I seek refuge with You from the punishment of the grave. There is no god but You),’ and repeat it three times in the evening and three times in the morning?” He replied, “Yes, my son. I heard the Messenger of Allah ﷺ say these words and I like to follow his way.”

He (also) said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘The supplications for a person in distress are, “Allāhumma rahmata arjū wa lā takilnī ilā nafsī tarfata ‘ayn, wa aslih lī sha’nī kullahū, ġā ilāhā illā anta (O Allah, I hope for Your mercy! Do not leave me to myself for the blink of an eye. Put all of my affairs in order. There is no god but You).’ ”’ (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth shows how the companions love and stick to the Sunnah. 2. Parents and guardians should be pious in their actions and statements; for their children will follow them upon what they are - except as Allah wills! 3. The formula is from the brief and comprehensive supplications of the Prophet ﷺ.
702. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “The Prophet ﷺ used to say in affliction, ‘Lā ilāha illa’llāhu’l-‘azīmu’l-halīmu, lā ilāha illa’llāhu rabbu’l-‘arshi’l-‘azīm. Lā illāha illa’llāhu rabbu’s-samāwāti wa rabbu’l-ardī wa rabbu’l-‘arshi’l-karīm. Allāhumma’srif sharrah (There is no god but Allah, the Immense, the Forbearing. There is no god but Allah, the Lord of the Immense Throne. There is no god but Allah, the Lord of the heavens and the Lord of the earth and the Lord of the Immense Throne. O Allah, avert its evil).’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See hadeeth no. 700.

Chapter 293: The Istikhara Prayer

٣٩٢- بَابُ الدُّعَاءِ عِنْدَ اْلاسْتِخَارَةِ

٣٠٧- عنَ جَابِرِ رَضِيَ اللهُ عَنْهُ قَالَ ﴿إِذَا هَمَّ بِاْلأَمْرِ فَلْيَرْكَعْ رَكَعَتَيِّ، ثُمَّ يَقُولُ : فِي اْلأُمُورِ، كَالسُّورَةِ مِنَ الْقُرْآنِ ﴿إِنِّي أَسْتَخِيرُكَ بِعِلْمِكَ، وَأَسْتَقْدِرُكَ بِقُدْرَتِكَ، وَأَسْأَلُكَ مِنْ فَضْلِكَ الْعَظِيمِ؛ فَإِنَّكَ تَقْدِرُ وَلاَ أَقْدِرُ، وَتَعْلَمُ وَلاَ أَعْلَمُ، وَأَنْتَ عَلَّامُ الْغُيُوبِ. ﴿لَهُمُ إِنْ كُنْتَ تَعْلَمُ أَنَّ هَذَا اْلأَمْرَ فِي عَاجِلِ أَمْرِي وَآجِلِهِ– فَاصْرِفْهُ عَنِّي وَاصْرِفْنِي عَنْهُ، وَاقْدُرْ لِيَ الْيَرَ حَيْثُ، كَانَ ثُمَّ رَضِّنِي، وُيسَمِّي حَاجَتَهُ﴾. صَحِيحٌ.
Jābir said: “The Prophet (ﷺ) used to teach us the Istikhara (seeking guidance in a matter) on occasions just as he would teach us a sūra of the Qur’ān: ‘When someone is concerned about something he intends to do, he should pray two rak’ats and then say, “Allāhumma innī astakhīruka bi ‘ilmika wa ‘astaqdiruka bi qudratika wa as-aluka min fadlika’l-‘azīm. Fa innaka taqdiru wa lā aqdiru wa ta ‘lamu wa lā a’lamu wa anta ‘allāmu’l-ghuyūb. Allāhumma in kunta ta ‘lamu anna hādha’l-amra khayrun lī fī dīnī wa ma‘āshī wa ‘aqibati amrī-ﬁ ājili amrī wa’ājilihī-fa’ qdurhu lī, wa in kunta ta’lamu anna hādha’l-amra a sharrun lī fī dīnī wa ma‘āshī wa ‘aqibati amrī- ājili amrī wa’ājililī fa’srifhu ‘annī wa’srifnī ‘anhu wa’qdur liya’l-kayra haythu kāna thumma raddinī bihi (O Allah, I ask You for the good by Your knowledge and I ask You for strength by Your power and I ask You for some of Your limitless abundant favour. You have the power and I do not. You know and I do not know. You are the Knower of the Unseen. O Allah, if You know that this (affair) is good for me in my religious life (dīn), my livelihood and the outcome of my affair” - or he said “in my present affair and its conclusion - then decree it for me. If You know that this affair is bad for me in my religious life (dīn), my livelihood and the outcome of my affair” - or he said “in my present state of affair or my future state - then avert it from me and avert me from it. Decree for me the good wherever it is and then make me content’) and he should state what he needs.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: 1. The Istikharaah prayer is not supplication to know the Unseen; it is rather a servant’s humble of himself before Allah the Exalted, praising Him and asking Him for guidance and success in this world and the hereafter about the matter and protection from failure in both worlds. Thus, Imam Zamlakaanee (رحمه الله) explained, “After one has performed the prayer he should go ahead afterwards with what he likes whether his mind is settled upon it or not for the good is in it even though his mind is not settled upon it. The hadeeth does not contain a condition of the mind been settled upon it (if it is good).” Fadlullaahi as-Samad (2/482). Similarly, it does not contain a condition that the correct thing will be seen in a vision or dream as is widely opined, albeit wrongly, by many. 2. Hafidh Ibn Hajar cited Ibn Abee Jamrah to have said, “A person does not basically need to make Istikharaah on whether to perform a Waajib (Obligatory) or Mustahabb (Supererogatory) act. Likewise, Istikharaah is not performed about abstinence from a Haraam
(Prohibited) or Makrooh (Disliked) matter. Therefore, the prayer is restricted to things that are Mubah (Permissible) and Mustahabb (Supererogatory) when there is conflict, in order to determine which to start with or limit oneself to.”

٤٠٧٤- عَنْ جَابِرِ بْنِ عَبْدِ اللَّهِ رَضِيَ اللهُ عَنْهُما، يَقُولُ: دَعَآ رَسُولُ اللَّهِ صَلَّى اللَّهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمُ فِي هِذَا الْمَسْجِدِ؛ مَسْجِدِ السَّلَامِ؛ يَوْمَ الْإِثْنَيْنِ وَيَوْمَ الْثَّلَاثَاءِ وَيَوْمَ الْأَرْبَعَاءِ فَاِسْتُجِيبَ لِهِ بِيْنَ الْصَّلاَتَيْنِ مِنْ يَوْمِ الْأَرْبَعَاءِ. قَالَ جَابِرُ: وَلَمْ تَنَزِلْ بِيْنَ الْصَّلاَتَيْنِ يَوْمَ الْأَرْبَعَاءِ فِي تِلْكَ السَّاعَةِ إِلاَّ عَرَفْتُ اَلإِجَابَةَ. حَسَنٌ

704. Jābir b. ‘Abdullāh said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ made supplication in this mosque, the Mosque of Victory (Masjid al-Fath in Madīna), on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday and his supplication was answered for him between the two prayers (between Duhr and ‘Asr) on Wednesday.

Jābir said, “Whenever anything severe and serious befell me and I singled out that time and made supplication to Allah concerning it between the two prayers on Wednesday, I found the answer.” (Sound)

Commentary: That was on the occasion of the Battle of the Trench. The hadeeth encourages continuance and persistence in our supplications. See narrations under Chapter 284.
Anas said: “I was with the Prophet ﷺ and a man made supplication, saying, ‘Yā badī‘a’s-samāwāti, ya hayyu, ya qayyūmu innī as-aluka (O Originator of the heavens, O Ever-Living, O Self-Subsistent. I ask You).’ He said, ‘Do you know by what he has made this supplication? By Him who holds my soul in His hand, he has asked Allah by His name that He answers when He is asked by it.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: “The scholars have differed regarding what exactly is the Al-Ism Al-A’zam (Allah’s Greatest Name). About forty views (have been mentioned). Imam as-Suyootee has authored a separate book on the subject. Al-Hafidh (Ibn Hajar) said, ‘the most correct of them from the angle of its chain is: Allahu Laailaaha illa Huwa al-Ahad as-Samad al-Ladhee lam yalid walam yoolad walam yakun lahu kufwan ahad (Allah, there is no deity worthy of worship except Him, the One the Self-Sufficient Master, Who begets not nor was He begotten, and there is none comparable to Him). Al-’Allaamah Ash-Shawkaanee said, ‘In my opinion, the Greatest Name is Laa ilaaha illa Huwa al-Hayyu al-Qayyoom (There is no deity worthy of worship except Him, the Ever-Living, the Sustainer of all).’” Shaykh al-Albaanee (رحمه الله) averred that the Name mentioned in the above hadeeth is Allahu. See Sharh al-Adab al-Mufrad (2/382).

‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said: “Abū Bakr, may Allah be pleased with him, said to the Prophet ﷺ, ‘Teach me a supplication which I can use in my prayer.’ He said, ‘Say, “Allāhumma innī zalamtu nafsī ulman kathīran, wa lā yaghfiru‘dh- dhunūba illā anta, fa‘ghfir li min ʿundk ʿmagfira, ʾin k anta‘l-ghafūru‘l-rahīm.” ’ (Authentic)
Chapter 294: When A Ruler Is Feared

707. ‘Abdullāh b. Mas‘ūd said: “When there is a ruler in charge of you whose arrogance or injustice is feared, you should say, (O Allah, Lord of the Seven Heavens and Lord of the Immense Throne, be my Protector against so-and-so the son of so-and-so and his followers among Your creatures so that none of them exceeds the bounds towards me or oppresses me. Your protection is mighty and Your praise is great. There is no god but You).’ ” (Authentic)

708. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “When you go to a tyrannical or awesome ruler and fear that he will attack you, repeat the following words three times, ‘Allāhu akbaru, Allāhu a’azzu min khalqīhī jamī‘an,
Allāhu a’azzu mimmā akhāfu wa ahḍharu, wa a’ūdhu billāhi’l ladhī lā ilāha illā huwa, al-mumsiku’s-samāwāti’s-sab’a an yaqa’na ‘ala’l-ardī illā bi idhnihī min sharri ‘abdika (name) wa junūdihī wa atbā’ihī wa ashyā’ihī mina’l-jinni wa’l-insi. Allāhummā kun lī jāran min sharrihim, jalla thanā’ uka wa ‘azza jāruka wa tabāraka’smuka, wa lā ilāha ghayruka (Allah is Greater. Allah is mightier than all His creation and Allah is greater than all that I fear and all that I am wary of. I seek refuge with Allah. There is no god but He, the One who keeps the seven heavens from falling onto the earth but by His leave, from the evil of your slave so-and-so and his armies and followers and supporters, both among jinn and men. O Allah, be my protector against their evil. Your praise is great and Your protection is immense. Blessed is Your name. There is no god but You).’” (Authentic)
them. You have power over everything).’ Then you should ask Allah for what you need.” (Weak Chain)

Chapter 295: What Is Stored Up As Reward And Wage For The Person Who Makes Supplication

710. Abū Sa‘īd al-Khudrī said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘No Muslim makes supplication to Allah - unless it is for a sin or for cutting off relatives - but that he is given one of three things: either his supplication is answered quickly, or it is stored up for him in the World Hereafter, or an evil equal to it is averted from him.’ It was said, ‘Then many supplications will be made.’ He replied, ‘Allah has yet more to give.’” (Authentic)

711. Abū Sa‘īd al-Hāribī said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ asked: ‘What is stored up for him in the Hereafter?’ ‘A Muslim who prays to Allah to be answered quickly, or stored up for him, or the evil equal to it is averted from him.’” (Maṣâ’il)
Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘No believer turns his face to Allah and asks Him for something but that He gives it to him, either by giving it to him sooner in this world or storing it up for him in the Hereafter, as long as he does not try to hasten it.’ They asked, ‘Messenger of Allah, what does “hasten it” mean?’ He said, ‘The person says, “I asked and asked and do not think that I will be answered.”’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See Chapter 284.

Chapter 296: The Virtues Of Supplication.

Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Nothing is dearer to Allah than supplication.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The significance of Dua and its status before Allah is pointed to in this hadeeth. It is itself worship and Allah the Exalted has created man and Jin for His worship. So, Dua is very dear to Him and He is angry with whomever does not supplicate to Him. See hadeeth no. 658.

Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Supplication is the noblest act of worship.’” (Weak)

711. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘No believer turns his face to Allah and asks Him for something but that He gives it to him, either by giving it to him sooner in this world or storing it up for him in the Hereafter, as long as he does not try to hasten it.’ They asked, ‘Messenger of Allah, what does “hasten it” mean?’ He said, ‘The person says, “I asked and asked and do not think that I will be answered.”’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See Chapter 284.

712. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Nothing is dearer to Allah than supplication.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The significance of Dua and its status before Allah is pointed to in this hadeeth. It is itself worship and Allah the Exalted has created man and Jin for His worship. So, Dua is very dear to Him and He is angry with whomever does not supplicate to Him. See hadeeth no. 658.

713. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Supplication is the noblest act of worship.’” (Weak)
471- "An-Nu'mān b. Bashīr said: "The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Supplication is worship.’ Then he recited, ‘Call on Me and I will answer you.’ " (40: 60) (Authentic)

715. ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “The Prophet ﷺ was asked, ‘Which type of worship is best?’ He replied, ‘A man’s supplication to Allah for himself.’ ” (Weak Chain)

716. Ma‘qil b. Yasār said: “I went with Abū Bakr as-Siddīq, may Allah be pleased with him, to the Prophet ﷺ. He said, ‘Abū Bakr, inward Shirk (associating other things with Allah) among you is more hidden than the ant-trail’. Abū Bakr said, ‘Is there any other way of associating than putting another god with Allah?’ The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘By Him who holds my soul in His hand, there is Shirk (association) more hidden than the ant-trail. Shall I tell you something that will remove the lesser and greater Shirk if you say it?’ He went..."
on, ‘Say, “Allāhumma innī aʿūdhu bika an ushrika bika wa anā aʾlamu wa astaghfiruka limā lā aʾlamu – (O Allah, I seek refuge with You from associating (anything) with You knowingly, I ask forgiveness from You from associating (anything) with You unknowingly).” ’ (Authentic)

Commentary: Shirk, referred to here is show-off, fame-seeking and pride. They are so named because they involve the servant’s joining partners with Allah in worship which should be for Allah Alone. So he does them for the sake of Allah and to be seen by the people or just to gain popularity and acceptance! The hadeeth is evidence that despite a person’s knowledge and piety, he may still be affected by these subtle and destructive traits. The hadeeth also teaches the manner of preventing one’s deeds from the lethal ailment of Shirk.

٢٩٧

Chapter 297: Supplication When The Wind Gusts

716. Anas said: “Whenever a strong wind blew, the Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Allāhumma innī as-aluka min khayrī mā ārsilat bihī wa aʿūdhu bika min sharri mā ārsilat bihī (O Allah, I ask You for the good of what has been sent with it and I seek refuge with You from the evil of what has been sent with it).’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: See hadeeth no. 686.
718. Salama [b. al-Akwa'] said: “When the wind blew strongly, the Prophet ﷺ would say, ‘Allāhumma lāqian lā ‘aqīman (O Allah, may it bring fertility and not barrenness).’ ” (Authentic)

Chapter 298: Do Not Curse The Wind

719. Ubayy said: “Do not curse the wind. When you see something you dislike in the wind, say ‘Allāhumma innā nas-aluka khayra hādhihi’r-riḥi wa khayra mā fīhā wa khayra mā ursilat bihī, wa nā‘ūdhu bika min sharri hādhihi’r-riḥi wa sharri mā fīhā wa sharri mā ursilat bihī (O Allah, we ask You for the good of this wind and the good of what it contains and the good of what it has been sent with. We seek refuge with You from the evil of this wind and the evil of what it has been sent with).’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The wind, when it blows, does so by the command of its Lord. So it does not deserve to be cursed. See hadeeth no. 720, below. Imam at-Tirmidhee has, in his Sunan, collected this supplication with an authentic
chain from the Prophet ﷺ.

720. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘The wind is from the command of Allah. It brings mercy and punishment, so do not curse it. However, you should ask Allah for the good of it and seek refuge with Allah from its evil.’” (Authentic)

721. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar said: “Whenever there was thunder and lightning, the Prophet ﷺ would say, ‘Allāhumma lā taqtulnā bi sa’qika, wa lā tuhliknā bi ‘adhābika, wa ‘āfinā qabla dhalika (O Allah, do not kill us with Your lightning nor destroy us with Your punishment and preserve us before any of that befalls us).’” (Weak)
Chapter 300: When One Hears Thunder

722. ‘Ikrima said: “When Ibn ‘Abbās heard the sound of thunder, he would say, ‘Subhāna' l-ladhī sabbahat lahū (Glory be to the One whom it glorifies).’ He said, ‘Ra’d is an angel who calls for rain as the shepherd calls for his sheep.’” (Sound)

Commentary: In a similar hadeeth, authentically collected by at-Tirmidhee in his Sunan and others the Prophet ﷺ said, “The thunder is one of the angels put in-charge of the cloud. He has swords of fire with which he drives the cloud. The sound that is heard from it is his hurling of the clouds when he drives it until it stops wherever he orders.”

723. “When ‘Abdullāh b. az-Zubayr heard thunder, he would stop speaking and cite: ‘Sub-hāna’l-ladhī yusabbihū r-ra ‘du bi hamdihī wa’l-malā’ ikatu min khīfatih Glory be to the One whose praise is glorified by the thunder and the angels in awe of Him.’” (13: 13) Then he said, This is a strong threat to the people of the earth.” (Authentic)
Chapter 301: One Who Asks Allah For Good Health

724. ‘Awsat b. Ismā‘īl said: “Abū Bakr as-Siddīq, may Allah be pleased with him, said after the death of the Prophet ﷺ: ‘The Prophet ﷺ was standing in the place where I am now standing. . .’ Then Abū Bakr wept; then he went on, ‘And the Prophet said, “You must have truthfulness. It goes hand in hand with piety and they are both in the Garden. Avoid lying. It goes with erring behaviour and they are both in the Fire. Ask Allah for well-being. After certainty (of belief), there is nothing better for you than well-being. Do not cut one another off. Do not work against one another. Do not envy one another. Do not become angry with one another. O slaves of Allah, be brothers.”’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The companions were seriously disturbed by the death of the messenger of Allah ﷺ. They would shed tears when they remember the best of companionship with the best man to step the earth’s surface – peace and blessings be upon him. Anas bin Malik (ﷺ) said, “On the day the messenger of Allah ﷺ arrived Madeenah, everything in it beamed light. But on the day that he died everywhere was gloomy. As we dusted off our hands from the (burial of the) Messenger of Allah ﷺ we were sickened.” (At-Tirmidhee
725. Mu`ādh said: “The Prophet \( \sqrt{\text{al-Mufrad}} \) passed by a man who was saying, ‘O Allah, I ask You for complete blessing.’ He asked, ‘Do you know what the completion of blessing is?’ He said, ‘The completion of blessing is to enter the Garden and to be successful in escaping from the Fire.’ Then he passed by a man who was saying, ‘O Allah, I ask You for patience.’ He said, ‘You have asked your Lord for affliction, so ask Him for well-being.’ Then he passed by a man who was saying, ‘O Master of Majesty and Generosity!’ He told him, ‘Ask.’ ” (Weak)

726. Al-`Abbās b. `Abdu’l-Muttalib said: “I said, ‘Messenger of Allah, teach me something I can use as a supplication to Allah.’ He replied, ‘Abbās ask Allah for well-being.’ Then I waited a short time and came and said, ‘Teach me something I can use to ask Allah with, O Messenger of Allah.’ He said, ‘Abbās, uncle of the Messenger of Allah, ask Allah for well-being in this world and the Next World.’ ” (Authentic)
Commentary: Shaykh Abdul-Haadee bin Hasan Wahbee explained, “The messenger of Allah  would place his uncle, al-‘Abbass, in the position of his father and render to him, the rights a child would give to the parent. Thus, his specifying this supplication and restricting him to just supplicating for well-being should agitate the zeal of devoted worshippers towards sticking to it, and that they should make it from the greatest of what they seek nearness to their Lord and protection from their anxieties with.” Al-Waseelat al-Kaafiyah fee Tahseel Al-‘Aafiyah (pg. 17-18). See hadeeth no. 737.

Chapter 302: Supplication For Affliction Is Disliked

727. Anas said: “A man said in the presence of the Prophet  ‘O Allah, if you do not given me money which I can give as Sadaqa, give me an affliction that will bring me some reward.’ He said, ‘Subhāna Allah, Glory be to Allah! You will not be able to endure it! Why didn’t you say, ‘O Allah, give us good in this world and good in the Next World and protect us from the punishment of the Fire’?’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: 1. It shows, as we have seen in many narrations previously, the companions’ strong desire for righteous deeds and good rewards. 2. In another version of the same hadeeth it said that the man had been so affected by illness that he had become like a chick. See the next hadeeth.
728. Anas said: “The Prophet ﷺ visited a man so ill that he was reduced to skin and bones. The Prophet said, ‘Ask Allah for something, or pray to Him.’ The man began to say, ‘O Allah, do not punish me in the Next World. Give me all my punishment in advance in this world.’ He said, ‘Glory be to Allah! You cannot endure that! Why didn’t you say, ‘O Allah, give us good in this world and good in the World Hereafter and protect us from the punishment of the Fire?’ Then the Prophet prayed for him and Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, cured him.” (Authentic)

729. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said: “A man says, ‘O Allah, I seek refuge with You from the trouble of affliction,’ and then keeps silent. Yet when saying that, he should add, ‘Except an affliction that contains

Chapter 303: One Who Seeks Refuge From The Trouble Of Affliction
Commentary: See narrations under Chapter 228.

730. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ used to seek refuge from the trouble of affliction, from meeting with wretchedness, the gloating of enemies and an evil destiny.” (Authentic)

Commentary: See hadeeth no. 669.

Chapter 304: One Who Quotes A Man's Words During Censure


“The Prophet said, ‘Fast one day every month.’ He said, ‘May my father and mother be your ransom, give me more.’ The Prophet said, ‘Give me more? Give me more? Fast two days a month!’ He said,
‘May my father and mother be your ransom, give me more. I feel strong.’ The Prophet repeated his words, ‘I feel strong? I feel strong?’ and (then) kept silent. He (Abū ‘Aqrab) said, ‘I thought that he would not permit me any more.’ Then the Prophet said, ‘Fast three days every month.’’’ (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: The point of reference in this hadeeth in relation to the chapter heading is the Prophet’s repetition of the companion’s words as he gently reproved him.

Chapter 305: Backbiting

٣٠٥

732. Jābir b. ‘Abdullāh said: “We were with the Messenger of Allah ﷺ when a terrible and foul stench was sensed. The Prophet said, ‘Do you know what this is? - This is the smell of those who slander the believers.’” (Sound)

Commentary: To say something unpleasant of one’s brother when he is not present is an unequivocally detestable thing in Islam. Here, it was made to be sensed so offensively, and perhaps, as unpleasant as the act itself! While strongly berating the action in the Qur’an Allah asked: “Would one of you like to eat the flesh of his dead brother? You will hate it!” (Q 49: 13). Backbiting is extremely an unpleasant thing! See narration no. 736.
733. Jābir said: “There was a foul stench once - during the time of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ - and he said, ‘Some of the hypocrites have slandered some of the Muslims. This stench has arisen for that reason.’ ” (Sound)

734. Al-Qāsim b. ‘Abdu‘r-Rahmān ash-Shāmī said: “Ibn Umm ‘Abd said, ‘If someone hears a believer backbitten in his presence and then defends him, Allah will reward him well in this world and the Hereafter. If someone hears a believer backbitten in his presence and does not defend him, Allah will repay him with evil in this world and the Hereafter. No one eats a morsel more evil than the slander of a believer. If he says what he knows about him, he has backbitten him. If he says what he does not know about him, he has slandered him.’ ” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: In a related authentic hadeeth collected by Imam Ahmad and others, the Prophet ﷺ said, “Whoever defends the honour of his brother in this world; Allah will remove his face from the Fire on the Day of Rising.” See Chapter 150.
Chapter 306: Backbiting: The Words Of Allah, “Do Not Backbite One Another”

735. Jābir b. ‘Abdullāh said: “We were with the Messenger of Allah ﷺ when he came upon two graves whose inhabitants were being punished. He said, ‘They are not being punished for a big reason but rather it is because one of them used to backbite people and the other one was not careful about urine.’ He called for a fresh palm-stalk, or two palm-stalks, and broke them. Then he commanded that each be planted on a grave. The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Their punishment will be lessened for as long as the palm-stalks are still moist’ - or he said, ‘As long as they do not dry up.’ ” (Authentic due to supporting proof)

Commentary: 1. Apart from the Qur’an, the Prophet ﷺ received revelation from Allah, and was shown some of the matters of the Unseen. Allah the Exalted says: “(He Alone is) All-Knower of the unseen, and he reveals to none, his Unseen. Except to a messenger whom He has chosen...” (Q 72: 26-27). 2. Abstinence from backbiting and turning to Allah in repentance from backbiting are some of the ways of seeking protection from the punishment of the graves. We seek Allah’s refuge from the punishment of the grave. 3. The
narration expresses the kind-heartedness of the Prophet ﷺ.

736. Qays said: “‘Amr b. al-‘Ās was traveling with some of his companions. He passed by a bloated dead mule. He said, ‘By Allah, it would be better for one of you to eat this until it fills his belly than to eat the flesh of a Muslim (i.e. backbite him.)’” (Authentic Chain)

Chapter 307: Slander The Dead

737. Abū Hurayra said: “Ma‘iz b. Mālik, al-Aslamī came and the Prophet ﷺ ordered that he be stoned to death after he had admitted
four times (to adultery). The Messenger of Allah ﷺ passed by (his grave) with some of his Companions two of whom said, ‘This stupid man came to the Prophet ﷺ several times and was turned away until he was killed like a dog.’ The Prophet ﷺ was silent until he passed by the corpse of a donkey whose legs were sticking up in the air. He said, ‘Eat some of this donkey.’ They said, ‘From the corpse of a donkey, Messenger of Allah ﷺ?’ He said, ‘The dishonour which you have shown to your brother before is worse. By him who holds Muhammad’s life in His hand, he is plunging into one of the rivers of the Garden.’ ” (Weak)

Chapter 308: One Who Strokes The Head Of A Child Accompanied By His Father And Blesses Him

308–باب من مَسّ رَأْس صَبِيّ مع أبيه وَبَرَّك عَلَيْهِ.}

484

Al-Adab Al-Mufrad
'Ubāda b. al-Walīd b. 'Ubāda as-Sāmit said: “I went out with my father when I was a young boy. We met an old man wearing a striped cloak and a mu‘āfirī robe while his slave was also wearing both a striped cloak and a mu‘āfirī robe. I said, ‘Uncle, why don’t you give your slave this robe and take the cloak yourself - that way you can have the two cloaks and he the robe?’ He turned to my father and asked, ‘Is this your son?’ He replied, ‘Yes.’ He stroked my head and said, ‘May Allah bless you. I testify that I heard the Messenger of Allah ﷺ say, “Feed them (slaves) from what you eat and clothe them from what you wear. Nephew, I prefer to lose the goods of this world than to lose some of the goods of the Hereafter.’ I said, ‘Father, who is this man?’ He answered, ‘Abu’l-Yasar (Ka‘b) b. ‘Amr.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See hadeeth no. 187.

Chapter 309: Mutual Love And Trust Between Muslims

309- بَابٌ دَالَّةُ أَهْلِ الإِسْلاَمِ بَعْضِهِمْ عَلَى بَعْضٍ
739. Muhammad b. Ziyād said: “I have met the Salaf (early Muslims) and they used to be in a single house with their families. Sometimes a guest would arrive to visit one of them while another’s pot was cooking. The person with the guest would take the pot for his guest and then the person would miss his pot. He would ask, ‘Who took the pot?’ The person with the guest would reply, ‘We took it for our guest.’ The owner of the pot would respond, ‘May Allah bless you for it’ - or words to that effect.’ ”

Baqiyya (one of the narrators of this hadīth) said that Muhammad said, “The same thing used to happen when bread was baked. There was only a reed between them.”

Baqiyya also said, “I met Muhammad b. Ziyād and his companions in like circumstances.” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: This level of mutual trust and love among the early Muslims, the like of which humanity had not seen, can only be attained when people, despite having only little, seek the greater and longer-lasting rewards of the hereafter with the things of worldly pleasure. After describing these early Muslims, Allah said: “And whosoever is saved from his own covetousness, such are they who will be the successful.” (Q 59:9).
فَقَالَ: هَيِّئِي طَعَامَكِ، وَأَصْلِحِي سِرَاجَكِ، وَنَوِّمي صِبْيَانِكِ إِذَا أَرَادُوا عَشَاءً، فَهَيَّأَتْ طَعَامَهَا، وَأَصْلَحَتْ سِرَاجَهَا، وَنَوَّمَتْ صِبْيَانِهَا، فَقَامَتْ كَأنَّهَا تَصِلَحُ سِرَاجَهَا فَأَطْفَأَتْهُ، وَجَعَلاَ يُرِيَانِهِ أَنَّهُمَا يَأْكُلاَنِ، وَبَاتَا طَاوِيَيِّ، فَلَمَّا أَصْبَحَ غَدَا إِلَى رَسُولِ اللهِ ﷺ ﻟِ. ﻷًَ: (لَقَدْ ضَحِكَ اللهُ - أَوْ عَجِبَ - صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ ، فَقَالَ ﻷًَ: صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ، وَيُؤْثِرُونَ عَلَى أَنْفُسِهِمْ وَلَوْ كَانَ بِهِمْ خَصَاصَةٌ وَمَنْ يُوقَ مِنْ فِعَالِكُمَا)). وَأَنْزَلَ اللهُ ﻷََُ عَلَى ﻷََُ (الشر ﻷََُ ﻷََُ (شُحَّ نَفْسِهِ فَأُولَئِكَ هُمُ الُْفْلِحُونَ ﻷََُ (الحشر ﻷََُ (9)). صَحِيحٌ.

740. Abū Hurayra said: “A man came to the Prophet ﷺ and he sent to his wives. They said, ‘We have nothing but water.’ The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Who will give hospitality to this man?’ One of the Ansar said, ‘I will.’ He took the guest to his wife and said, ‘Honour the guest of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ.’ She said, ‘We only have food for the children.’ He said, ‘Prepare the food, trim your lamp, and put the children to sleep when they want their supper.’ She prepared the food, trimmed her lamp and put her children to bed. Then she got up as if she was going to adjust the lamp and put it out. They went through the movements of eating, but spent the night hungry. In the morning, the Ansāri went to the Messenger of Allah ﷺ. He ﷺ said, ‘Allah is pleased with what you did. Allah has revealed, ‘They prefer others to themselves, even if they are in great need. Whoever is protected from the covetousness of himself, those are the successful.” (59: 9) (Authentic)

Commentary: Imam an-Nawawee (رحمه الله) said, “It contains the excellence of preferring others and an exhortation towards it. The scholars are agreed concerning the virtuousness of giving preference to others with relation to food and things like that, from the worldly matters and things that the heart desires. As for matters of nearness to Allah; the best is not giving preference to others in them because the rights involved in them are of Allah the Exalted.” See also, hadeeth no. 102.
Chapter 311: The Entertainment Of A Guest

Abū Shurayh al-‘Adawi said: “My ears heard and my eyes saw the Prophet ﷺ when he said, ‘Whoever believes in Allah and the Last Day should be generous towards his neighbour. Whoever believes in Allah and the Last Day should be generous when he entertains his guest.’ He was asked, ‘What is his entertainment, Messenger of Allah?’ He replied, ‘A day and a night. Hospitality is for three days. Whatever is more than that is Sadaqa for him. Whoever believes in Allah and the Last Day should speak well or be silent.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The narration shows some difference between Jaaizah: what we give the guest on his arrival, of warm reception including food, drink and other things he may need to settle down from the difficulties of journeying, and Diyaafah: general hospitality shown a guest. While the first is for a day and night, the later lasts for only three days after which the rights of the guests ceases such that whatever the host offers is only supererogatory charity. The author, Imam al-Bukhaaree (رحمه الله), due to the difference between Jaaizah and Diyaafah has mentioned them in separate chapters.
Chapter 312: Hospitality Is For three Days

742. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said, ‘Hospitality is for three days. Whatever is more than that is Sadaqa.’” (Authentic)

Chapter 313: (A Guest Should) Not Stay With Someone To The Point That He Causes Him Inconvenience By The Length Of His Stay

743. Abū Shurayh al-Ka‘bī said: “The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said, ‘Whoever believes in Allah and the Last Day should speak well or be silent. Whoever believes in Allah and the Last Day should be generous in entertaining his guest - a day and a night. Hospitality is (for) three days. Whatever is more than that is Sadaqa (charity). It is not lawful
for the guest to stay with his host to the point that he causes him inconvenience.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The stage that follows the periods of Jaaizah, Diyaafah and Sadaqah is when the guest becomes a burden to his host! This is prohibited. It is evidence for the weak faith in whoever does that. However, this does not include when the host himself requests the stay or when it is most preponderant to the guest that he is not of any sort of burden to the host. Yet, it is from strong faith to avoid whatever may lead to a sin.

Chapter 314: Whoever Is In The Compound Of Someone’s House

Chapter 314: Whoever Is In The Compound Of Someone’s House

744; Al-Miqdām Abū Karima as-Sāmi said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Having a guest for a night is a binding duty on every Muslim. Whenever someone enters his yard, that person has a debt owed to him. If he likes, he discharges it, and if he likes, he leaves it.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: That is; if the guest likes he should demand for his right of Diyaafah from the host, and if he likes too, he may leave it. The hadeeth is from the clearest evidences for the obligation of Diyaafah for the guest over the host. In another authentic version in Sunan Ibn Maajah, it says, “Entertaining the guest for the first night is an obligation...”
Chapter 315: When A Guest Is Deprived

745. ‘Uqba b. ‘Āmir said: “I said, ‘Messenger of Allah, you send us out and we stay with certain people who do not give us hospitality. What is your advice in this case?’ He said to us, ‘If you visit people who give you what a guest should have, then accept it. If they do not, then take from them what is your right as their guest - what a guest is owed.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: In the wording collected by Imam at-Tirmidhee in his Sunan with an authentic chain, it says, “...if they refuse, such that you have to take it forcibly, then do take it.” That the guest is allowed to take his need for the first night from his guest despite the fact that the property of the Muslim is inviolable emphasizes the fact that it is obligatory upon the host to entertain the guest for the first night.

Chapter 316: Serving Your Guest Yourself
746. Sahl b. Sa’d said: “Abū Usayd as-Sa’idi invited the Prophet ﷺ to his wedding. His wife, who was the bride, served them that day. She said, ‘Do you know what I served the Messenger of Allah ﷺ? I served him some dates which I had soaked in a pot of water overnight.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Considering the hadeeth in relation to the chapter heading, Imam Al-Albaanee (رحمه الله) said, “This is what is contained in the book basically but it does not conform with the hadeeth because the one who served in it was the (man’s) wife as is clear. So, the correct thing is the title he gave it ‘the Book of Marriage’ in the Saheeh (i.e. Saheeh al-Bukhaaree): Chapter on The Wife’s Serving the Men During the Wedding Feast Herself.” This is more so since the author already gave a title about the man serving the guest in Chapter 310, he may not have repeated the title again here. Allah knows best. That the wife serves the guest during the marriage ceremony is, however, based on the conditions that she is appropriately dressed according to the Sharee’ah and no temptation is feared therefrom.
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إِنِّي كُنْتُ وأَدْتُ مَوْؤُدَةً فِي الَْاهِلِيَّةِ أَرْهَبُ إِنْ لَقِيتُكَ:
أَبُوكَ؛ وَمَا جَمَعَ هَذَا؟ قَالَ:

747. Nu‘aym b. Qa‘nab said: “I went to Abū Dharr and did not find him (at home). I said to his wife, ‘Where is Abū Dharr?’ She said, ‘Fetching some things for the house. He will be back soon.’ I sat down to wait for him. He came with two camels. One of them was lined up behind the other and each of the camels had a waterskin on its neck. Abū Dharr took these off and then came. I said, ‘Abū Dharr! There is no man who I desired to meet more than you and there was none that I hated to meet more than you.’ He said, ‘Lillāh Abūka! (To Allah belongs the excellence of your father.) How can these two be joined together?’ I said, ‘In the time of the Jāhiliyya, I buried a daughter alive and I feared that I would meet you and you would say, “There is no way for you to repent. There is no way out.”’ On the other hand, I used to hope that you would say, “There is a way for you to repent. There is a way out.”’ Abū Dharr asked, ‘Was it in the time of the Jāhiliyya that you did so?’ I said, ‘Yes.’ He said, ‘Allah has pardoned what was done in the past.’ Then he said to his wife, ‘Bring
us some food.’ She refused. Then he commanded her and still she refused. This continued until their voices were raised. Abū Dharr said, ‘Oh! Stop this nuisance! You cannot go beyond what the Messenger of Allah \( \text{} \) said.’ I asked, ‘What did the Messenger of Allah say about women?’ He said, ‘Woman is a crooked rib. If you try to straighten her out, you will break her. If you deal with her gently despite her crookedness, you should get what you want from her.’ She went and brought some tharīd, (dish) like sand grouse.

“Abū Dharr said, ‘Eat. Don’t let me alarm you. I am fasting.’ Then he got up to pray. He began to do the prostrations one after another being brief in them. Then he turned and ate. I said, ‘Innā lillāh! (We belong to Allah!) I never thought that you would lie to me.’ He said, ‘To Allah belongs the excellence of your father! I have not lied since the moment you met me.’ I said, ‘Didn’t you tell me that you were fasting?’ He said, ‘Yes, I have fasted three days of this month and so the reward for a whole month has been written for me and it is lawful for me to eat (with you).’ ”

**(Sound)**

**Commentary:** *It highlights:* 1. The companion’s concern for the upkeep of their household. See narration no. 234 and Chapter 247. 2. Allah’s mercy over His creatures. He has made turning to Him in repentance a means of cleansing a person’s past sins, no matter how grievous or enormous they may be. 3. Spouses should be patient with each other and show kindness when they correct themselves. The husband, however, requires more patience in dealing with his wives so that he does not ‘break her’. 4. Good deeds are rewarded in manifolds. 5. The point of reference here is Abu Dharr’s getting up to pray after serving the guest.
Chapter 318: A Man Spending For His Family

748. Thawbān said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘The best dinār a man spends is the dinār which he spends on his family, the dinār which he spends on his companion in the way of Allah, and the dinār which he spends on his riding animal in the way of Allah.’ ”

Abū Qilāba (one of the narrators) said, “He started by mentioning the children,” and also said, “None has a greater reward than the man who spends on small children until such time that Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, makes them independent.” (Authentic)

Commentary: Good deeds are of categories as mentioned earlier. As regards charity, from the best of expenses is what one spends on his household. Then, spending on the little children in one’s household until they become autonomous is, certainly, very rewarding and full of blessings. The Prophet ﷺ had said, “It is sufficient sin for a man that he abandons his dependents.” (Muslim and others)
749. Abū Mas'ūd al-Badrī said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘When someone spends something on his family and reckons its reward to be with Allah, it is Sadaqa for him.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: It evinces the excellence of spending on one’s family and the need to do so for the sake of Allah, Alone, seeking to be rewarded by Him. Thus, if a man does such a virtuous deed but for the sake of other than Allah, seeking fame or show-off thereby, he loses the reward for the deed. See hadeeth no. 716.

750. Jābir said: “A man said, ‘Messenger of Allah, I have a dinār.’ He said, ‘Spend it on yourself.’ The man said, ‘I have another.’ He said, ‘Spend it on your servant’ - or he said ‘on your child.’ The man said, ‘I have another.’ He said, ‘Use it in the way of Allah, but that is the least form of it (Sadaqa).’” (Authentic due to supporting proof without the expression: ‘Use it...’)

751. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘There are four dinārs: a dinār you give to a poor person, a dinār you give to free a slave, a dinār you spend in the way of Allah, and a dinār you spend on your family. The best of them is the dinār you spend on your family.’” (Authentic)
Chapter 319: There Is A Reward For Everything, Even A Morsel Offered To One's Wife To Eat

752. Sa’d b. Abī Waqqās said: “The Prophet ﷺ said to Sa’d, ‘You spend nothing by which you desire the face of Allah the Mighty and Exalted, but that you are rewarded for it, even what you put in your wife’s mouth.’” (Authentic)

Chapter 320: Supplication In The Last Third Of The Night

753. Abī Hīrīn b. Abī Waqqās said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said to Abī Hīrīn, ‘Do not be astonished, and do not ask a question when you invoke in the last third of the night, because when you invoke in the last third of the night, you forgive him who asks for repentance from the end of the world to the beginning of the world.’” (Saheeh)
753. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Our Lord, the Blessed and Exalted, descends to the lowest heaven every night when a third of the night remains. He says, “Who is calling on Me so that I can answer him? Who is asking Me for something so that I can give to him? Who is asking Me for forgiveness so that I can forgive him?” (Authentic)

Commentary: Imam al-Albaanee (رحمه الله) explained that, “This wording of this hadeeth is an authentic Mutawaatir report (i.e. collected by large number of people in every generation) as is affirmed by the great scholars of hadeeth such as Ibn Abdil-Barr in at-Tamheed (7/128) who then said, ‘It contains evidence that Allah the Mighty and Sublime is above the heavens on the ‘Arsh above the seven heavens as the community (of the scholars of the Ummah) have said. It is from their proofs against the Mu’tazilites and the Jahmites in their opinion that: Allah the Mighty and Sublime is everywhere!’”

The Imam – may Allah shower blessings on him – continued that the like of the position of the Jahmites and Mu’tazilites is that of the one that says, “Allah is neither within the universe nor outside of it”! From the points of benefit in the hadeeth is the virtue of waking up for prayer and supplication during the last third part of the night although it is the time that many of the people ‘enjoy’ sleep heedlessly and more so, during the winter.
Chapter 321: A Man’s Words, “So-And-So, The Black With Curly Hair” Or “Tall, Short” When He Intends To Describe Him And Does Not Mean To Slander Him
754. Abū Ruhm, Kulthūm b. al-Husain al-Ghifārī, who was one of the Companions of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ who offered homage to the Prophet under the tree, said: “I took part in the expedition to Tabūk with the Messenger of Allah ﷺ. When we were spending a night at al-Akhdar, I was near to the Prophet. A heavy sleepiness overcame us, but when I awoke, (I saw that) my camel had drifted near the Prophet’s camel I was afraid that when it came close, it might hit his foot in the stirrup. I began to hold my camel back, but at a certain point in the night I fell asleep. Then my camel jostled against the camel of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ while his foot was in the stirrup and hit his foot. I didn’t wake up until he said, ‘Ow!’ I said, ‘Messenger of Allah, ask for forgiveness for me!’ The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Don’t worry.’

“Then the Messenger of Allah ﷺ began to ask me about those of the Banū Ghifār who had stayed behind. He said, ‘What happened to the tall, red people with thin beards?’ I told him that they had stayed behind. He said, ‘What did the short, black people with curly hair who own camels in Shabakat Shadakh do?’ I thought that they were among the Banū Ghifār, but then I recalled that they were a party from Aslam (with whom we had an alliance). So I said, ‘Messenger of Allah, they are from Aslam.’ He said, ‘What kept one of those men - when he fell back – from putting an eager man in the way of Allah on one of his camels? The most painful thing for me is that Muhājirūn from Quraysh, the Ansār Ghifār and Aslam should fall behind.’ ” (Weak Chain)

Commentary: Shabakah sharakh is the name of a place in Hijāz.
‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “A man asked for permission to come in to see the Prophet ﷺ and the Prophet said, ‘He is a bad brother to his tribe.’ Then when the man entered, the Prophet was cheerful towards him. I asked the Prophet about that. He said, ‘Allah does not love anyone who is foul and coarse.’” *(Authentic)*

**Commentary:** Imam an-Nawawee – may Allah be pleased with him – explained, “The man’s name was ‘Uyaynah bin Husayn. He had not actually embraced Islam at the time even when he pretended to have accepted Islam. Thus, the Prophet ﷺ wanted to expose his true condition so that those who know not his condition are not deceived by what he showed...” See: *Tuhfat al-Ahwadhee*. However, the Prophet ﷺ was cheerful with him to encourage him to truly accept Islam. The statement was intended to describe him and not slander.

756. ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “Sawda, who was a heavy, sluggish woman, asked the Prophet for permission on the night of gathering (at Muzdalifa), (to go to Mina before Fajr Prayer to perform the ritual of stoning) so he gave her permission.” *(Authentic)*

Chapter 322: One Who Does Not See Any Harm In A Historical Story
757. Ibn Mas‘ūd said: “When the Messenger of Allah ﷺ divided the booty of Hunayn at Ji’irrāna, the people crowded up against him. Then the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Allah sent one of His slaves to a people and they rejected him and wounded him in the head. He wiped the blood from his forehead, saying, “O Allah, forgive my people for they do not know.” ’

‘Abdullāh b. Mas‘ūd said, “It is as if I were looking at the Messenger of Allah ﷺ telling of the man wiping his forehead.” (Sound)

Commentary: The point in the hadeeth in relation to the chapter heading is the Prophet’s narration to the companions –may Allah be pleased with them all. However, when we tell narrations we should be sure that they are true and beneficial to our listeners.
Abu’l-Haytham said: “Some people came to ‘Uqba b. ‘Amir and said, ‘We have some neighbours who drink (wine) and act (incorrectly). Shall we take them before the ruler?’ He said, ‘No. I heard the Messenger of Allah ﷺ say, “Whoever sees the fault of a Muslim and then veils it, it is as if he brought a girl buried alive back to life from her grave.”’” (Weak)

Chapter 324: A Man Saying, “People Are Destroyed”

Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘When you hear a man saying, “People are destroyed,” then he is most wicked.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The narration has been reported in two versions: Ahlakuhum as mentioned above, meaning, ‘he is the most wicked of them’, and Ahlakahum; that is, ‘he presents them as if they are ruined when they are not really ruined’. The dispraise for the statement is regarding the one who utters such statements by way of scorning and pluming over the people. As for the one who says that by way of describing the actual condition of the people out of grief over their general weakness in their religion, then it is permissible.
Chapter 325: Do Not Call A Hypocrite “Sayyid (Master)”

760. Burayda said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Do not call a hypocrite, “Master”. If he is your master, then you have angered your Lord, the Mighty and Exalted.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See hadeeth no. 210. Allah is angered when evil and its people are accorded the respect and honour due to the pious! To do that is itself falsehood and hypocrisy.

Chapter 326: What A Man Should Say When He Is Praised

761. ‘Adī b. Artā’t said: “When one of the Companions of the Prophet ﷺ was praised, he prayed to Allah, ‘Allahumma laa tuaa-ikhdhnee bimaa yaqooloon wa-igfirlee maa laa ya’lamoon (Allah, do not take
me to task for what they say and forgive me for what they do not know).’” (Authentic Chain)

**Commentary:** It is authentically collected that one of the pious predecessors, when he is praised would say the above with the increment, “wa-j’alnee khayran minmaa yazunnoon (And make me better than they think).” (Shu’ab al-Eemaan by Al-Bayhaqee). Shaykh Husayn al-‘Awaayisha (hafizahullah) explained, “It shows their humility, not being vain-glorious, recalling their sins and fearing been taken to task about what is said of them. They would hasten to supplication, seeking nearness to Allah in their prayers through asking for forgiveness and not been taken to task. They also have hope in Allah to make them better than they are considered.” See hadeeth no. 333.

762. Abū Qilaba said: “Abū ‘Abdullāh asked Abū Mas‘ūd or Abū Mas‘ūd asked Abū ‘Abdullāh – ‘What did you hear the Prophet ﷺ say about Za‘ama, (he alleged, asserted or it is said)?’ He said. ‘It is a bad mount for a man.’” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** It means that the Prophet ﷺ condemned a man for giving information about something that he was not sure about, relating it to others on the basis of allegations and hearsay. One should first check information before relating it to others. In an authentic hadeeth, the Prophet ﷺ said, “It is sufficient lie for a man that he tells just whatever he hears.” (Muslim)

763, Abū Muhallab said: “‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amir said, ‘Abū Mas‘ūd,
what did you hear the Messenger of Allah ﷺ say about the term “Za‘amū” (they alleged, asserted or it is said)?’ He said, ‘I heard him say, “A bad mount for a man” and I heard him say, “Cursing a believer is like killing him.”’ (Authentic due to supporting Proof)

**Commentary:** So, the one who hears another telling things based on mere hearsays should not use that as basis to curse a believer. He would have, thereby, depended on something baseless to commit a sin worse than the sin of the one who was telling him lies: the sin of killing a Muslim!

**Chapter 327: One Should Not Say About Something He Does Not Know, “Allah Knows It”**

764. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “None of you should say about a thing that he does not know, (pretending being sure about that) ‘Allah knows it’ when Allah knows other than what he said and thus he (tries as if to) teach Allah what He does not know. That is a terrible thing in Allah’s sight.’” (Authentic Chain)

**Commentary:** As for the companions’ response to the questions of the Prophet ﷺ in many circumstances, ‘Allah and His Messenger know best’, they would say this to affirm belief in Allah’s Knowledge and declare their not knowing at the same time. In the later times, some of the people disliked answering that they don’t know when asked what they really don’t know and resorted to different forms of vague or even deceptive means of giving responses. Such a person may even say a thing doubtfully and ascribe his
doubt, which may be the wrong thing, to Allah’s knowledge! This is odious! The pious predecessors, on the other hand, would say and teach their students to say, ‘I don’t know’ when they don’t know, and doubt is also part of absence of knowledge. However, “if he intends by his saying, ‘Allah knows it’, that Allah’s knowledge encompasses that thing in its actual form in that circumstance, then he has said the truth.” See Fadlullah is-Samad (2/583).

765. Ibn ‘Abbās said: The Milky Way is one of the gates of the heavens. The rainbow is security from drowning after the people of Nūh, peace be upon him.” (Weak Chain)
766. Abū at-Tufayl said: “Ibn al-Kawwā’ asked ‘Alī about the Milky Way. He said, ‘It is the water-trough (loop of the skin) from which the heaven opened up flowing water.’” (Authentic Chain)

767. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “The rainbow is security for the people of the earth from drowning. The Milky Way is the door of the heavens and forms a furrow through it.” (Authentic Chain)

Chapter 330: One Who Dislikes For It To Be Said, “O Allah, Place Me In The Abiding Abode Of Your Mercy”

768. Abūl Hārith al-Kirmani said: “A man said to Abū Rajā’, ‘I greet you and I ask Allah to join both of us together in the abiding Abode of His mercy.’ Abū Rajā’ said, ‘Is anyone capable of that? What is the abiding abode of His mercy?’ The man said, ‘The Garden.’ He said, ‘That is not correct.’ The man said, ‘Then what is the abiding abode of His mercy?’ He said, ‘The Lord of the Worlds.’” (Authentic Chain)
Commentary: Abu Raja, Milhan bin ‘Imran al-‘Utareedee accepted Islam during the lifetime of the Prophet  even though he did not meet him. He was a noble scholar, well-grounded in the science of reading the Qur’an and blessed with long life. Concerning his response to the man, Imam al-Albaanee (رحمه الله) explained, “This narration from him points to his nobility and knowledge and his sagacity. For it is not possible that the Garden is ‘the abiding abode of His Mercy’ since it (i.e. His Mercy) is one of His Attributes while the Garden is one of Allah’s creatures although the believers’ dwelling in it (i.e. the Garden) is out of His Mercy…”

Chapter 331: Do Not Curse Time

769. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet  said, ‘None of you should say, “May time (ad-Dahr) be disappointed. For Allah causes time (ad-Dahr).” ’ (Authentic)

Commentary: Allah causes day and night, he sends them and could withdraw them when and how He Wills: He has power over all things. So when a person is afflicted with anything, he should not curse the time, thinking that it brought him the affliction. Imam Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah (رحمه الله) warned, “The person who curses time is basically between one of two things: he is either cursing Allah or joining partners with Him. If he believes that the time does a thing along with Allah he is a polytheist, and if he believes that Allah alone did that and he is cursing whoever did it, then he has cursed Allah.” See Mawsoo’at al-Manaahee ash-Shar’iyyah (1/76). The one who is afflicted should rather patiently turn to Allah in supplication and properly consider his own actions and act rightly.
510. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘None of you should say, ‘How disappointing time is!’ Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, said, ‘I am Dahr. I send the night and day. If I so wished, I could take them away.’ None of you should call the grape-vine “karm (nobility)”. Karm is the Muslim man.”’ (Authentic)

Commentary: Arabs used the word “Karm” (generosity) for grape-vines because they thought that a man is more generous when he is drunk. Islam prohibited the use of that term, lest Shaytān tempts someone to the vice itself. The Muslim’s heart is the fountain of piety, light, guidance and as such, he is ennobled to be given the ascription, Karm.

Chapter 332: A Man Should Not Look Sharply At His Brother When He Turns Away

771. Mujāhid said: “It is disliked for a man to stare at his brother or to let his eye follow him when he turns his back, or to inquire, ‘Where have you come from? Where are you going?’ ” (Weak)
Chapter 333: Saying To Another Man, “Waylaka, Pity On You”

Anas said: “The Prophet ﷺ saw a man driving a sacrificial camel. He said, ‘Ride it.’ The man said, ‘It is a sacrificial camel.’ He said, ‘Ride it.’ The man said, ‘It is a sacrificial camel.’ He said, ‘Ride it.’ The man said, ‘It is a sacrificial camel.’ The Prophet said, ‘Ride it, and pity on you!’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The Prophet ﷺ out of concern for the man told him to ride the animal. But the man retorted that it was for sacrifice, thinking that the Prophet ﷺ did not know that it was for sacrifice, and which in his thought should not be ridden. But the Prophet ﷺ knew that it was for sacrifice because it was marked for sacrifice and so, he repeatedly encouraged him to ride it, and so, he chided him by way of discipline.

Al-Miswar b. Rifā‘a al-Qurazī said: “I heard a man ask Ibn ‘Abbās, ‘Should I do wudū’ after I have eaten bread and meat?’ He said, ‘Woe to you, would you do wudū’ on account of good things?’ ” (Authentic Chain)
Commentary: Perhaps the companion (radiya Allahu anhuma) intended that it is not obligatory to make ablution after eating meat, intending by that, the kinds of meat which when taken do not require ablution. Otherwise, it is obligatory to perform ablution when one eats camel meat – as in the hadith of Baraa bin ‘Aazib in Sunan Ibn Maajah -, and recommended if one eats whatever is cooked over fire (and meat is cooked before been taken) – as in the hadith of Abu Hurayrah collected by Muslim and others. Wayhak or Waylak as in other wordings of the hadith translated as “Woe to You!” is an expression of caution to a person who is groundlessly getting into an error.

774- عن جابر رضي الله عنه قال: كان رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم يقسم قلباً، وما الذي لا يقسم بالعيرانية، والتبر في حجر بلال، وهو يقسم، فجاءه رجل فقال: أعمل! فإنك لا تعدل! فقال: (ويملك، فمَنْ يُعدِّل إِذَا لمْ يَعْدِل؟) قال عمر: كَانَ رَسُولُ اللهِ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ يَوْمَ حُنَيٍْ عَنْ جَابِرٍ رَضِيَ اللهُ عَنْهُ قَالَ ِ عَنْ جَابِرٍ رَضِيَ اللهُ عَنْهُ قَالَ ِ عَنْ جَابِرٍ رَضِيَ اللهُ عَنْهُ قَالَ إِنَّ هَذَا مَعَ أَصْحَابٍ لَهُ أَوْ أَضْرِبْ عُنُقَ هَذَا الُْنَافَقِ. فَقَالَ يَقْرَؤُونَ الْقُرْآنَ، لاَ يُجَاوِزُ تَرَاقِيهِم، يَْرُقُونَ مِنَ الدِّينِ كَمَا يَْرُقُ السَّهْمُ مِنَ الرَّمِيَّةِ). صحيح.

774. Jābir said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ was at al-Ji‘irāna on the day of the Battle of Hunayn with the (gold and silver spoils) in Bilāl’s lap. The Prophet was dividing them. A man came up to him and said, ‘Be just! You are not being just!’ The Prophet said, ‘Woe to you! Who will be just if I am not just?’ ‘Umar said, ‘Messenger of Allah, let me strike off the head of this hypocrite!’ The Prophet said, ‘This man with his followers are those who recite the Qur’ān and it does not go beyond their throats. They would leave the dīn as the arrow thrusts through the target.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: 1. In another report collected by Imam al-Bukhaaree in his Saheeh, it says, the man said to the Prophet ﷺ, “This division was not done for the sake of Allah!” And the Prophet ﷺ replied that, “Woe to you! Am I not the most deserving of the people of the earth to be fearfully conscious of Allah?!” (Muslim). “Who then will obey Allah if I disobey Him? Should I be entrusted with the people of the earth and you will not trust me?!” (Muslim).
It is also reported that in the Prophet’s response to Umar’s request to chop off the man’s head, he ﷺ said, “I seek refuge with Allah! Let not the people say that I kill my companions.” (Muslim). Similarly, Khaalid bin Waleed ﷺ asked for permission to decapitate the man but the Prophet ﷺ said to him, “No, perhaps he prays” to which Khaalid replied, “Many pray but say what is not in their hearts!” The Prophet ﷺ then remarked, “I have not been ordered to quest for the hearts of people nor lay bare their stomach!” (Muslim).

2. Their reading of the Qur’an will not go beyond their throats because apart from the reading, they would neither ponder about its message nor follow its injunctions. So their reading does not leave any effect on their religion; their entering into Islam is just like their leaving it: It never got to their hearts! 3. It is also reported that the man’s name is Dhu Khuwaysirah at-Tameemee who later became one of the heads of the misguided Khawaarij sect that declared the companions of Allah’s Messenger including Alee, Ibn Abbass and others as disbelievers! He was reported to have been killed during the battle of Nahrawaan when he fought against Alee and the rest of the companions and their students (radiya Allahu anhum).

4. The point of reference in this hadeeth in relation to the chapter heading is the Prophet’s statement, ‘Waylak’.

775. “Bashīr b. Ma’bad as-Sadūsi - whose name was Zahm b. Ma’bad - had made hijra to the Prophet(ﷺ). The Prophet asked him, ‘What is
your name?’ He replied, ‘Zahm (crowd).’ The Prophet said, ‘No, you are Bashīr (bearer of good news).’

“Bashīr said, ‘While I was walking with the Messenger of Allah ﷺ he passed the graves of some idol-worshippers. He said three times, ‘These people have missed much good.’ Then he passed by the graves of the Muslims and said, ‘These people have obtained much good.’ The Prophet ﷺ suddenly looked up and saw a man walking among the graves wearing sandals. He said, ‘You with the ox-hide sandals, take off your sandals!’ When he saw the Prophet ﷺ the man removed his sandals and threw them away.” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth contains evidence for, amongst others, that: 1. The Muslim should not be buried with the non-Muslims in the grave. The graveyards of the Muslims and the non-Muslims should be different! 2. It is obligatory to remove one’s shoes in a graveyard.

Chapter 333: Building

776. Muhammad b. Abū Fudayk said: “Muhammad b. Hilal said, ‘He saw the rooms of the wives of the Prophet ﷺ. The rooms were made of palm trunks covered with rags made of hair.’
Muhammad b. Abū Fudayk said, “I asked him about the room of ‘Ā’isha and he said, ‘Its door faced Syria (meaning north).’ I said, ‘Was it one or two spans?’ He said, ‘Its door was one span.’ I said, ‘What was it made of?’ He said, ‘From cypress or teak wood.’ ” (Authentic Chain)

777. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘The Hour will not come until houses are adorned like painted garments.’ ”

Ibrāhīm (b. al-Mundhir) said, “He meant striped garments.” (Authentic)

Commentary: Same as narration no. 449.

Chapter 335: A Man Saying, “Lā: Wa Abīka, No: By Your Father”

778- عن أبي هريرة رضي الله عنه قال: قال رسول الله ﷺ: يا رسول الله! أي الصدقة أفضل أجرًا؟ قال: ((أما وأبيك لتبتاني أن تصدَّق وتَأْمُلُ الْغَنِّى، ولا تَهْلِ) حتى إذا بلغت للْقُومَ، قُلْتَ لفلانَ كذا، ولفلانَ كذا، وقد كان لفلانَ)). صحيحٌ.
778. Abū Hurayra said: “A man came to the Messenger of Allah ﷺ and said, ‘Messenger-of Allah, which Sadaqa has the best reward?’ He answered, ‘Wa Abīka. By your father, you will learn of it. It is that you give Sadaqa while you are healthy and avaricious, fearful of poverty and desirous of wealth. You should not delay it until you are at the point of death and then say, “This much is for so-and-so. This much is for so-and-so when it already belongs to so-and-so.” ’” (Authentic).

Commentary: The phrase, ‘Wa Abeek!’ (by your father) is the point of reference in the hadeeth. However, the same phrase is the part of the hadeeth that is inauthentic. See Silsilat al-Ahaadeeth id-Da’eefaah (4992). Yet, it is reported in Saheeh Muslim that the Prophet ﷺ said to a man who had asked him about the pillars of Islam and promised to stick to them that, “he will be successful, by his father, and he will enter the garden, by his father, if he is true to his words.” Thus, it is used as evidence that it is permissible to swear by one’s father. However, this deduction is contradicted by the authentic and widely reported sayings of the Prophet ﷺ that prohibit swearing by other than Allah the Exalted. This apparent conflict is resolved on the fact that swearing by a person’s father as was the custom of the people before Islam, was initially allowed and later, it became prohibited. The evidence for the abrogation of the allowance is contained in the authentic hadeeth of Ibn Umar (radiya Allahu anhuma) who reported that, “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Whoever wants to swear should only swear by Allah’. But the people of Quraysh used to swear by their fathers. So he ﷺ said, ‘Do not swear by your fathers!’” (Ahmad). This is also the conclusion of Hafidh Ibn Hajar al-Asqalaanee (رحمه الله) in Fath al-Baaree (1/444 [Darussalam]) and Shaykh Saleem bin ‘Eid al-Hilaalee (hafizahullah) in Mawsoo’at al-Manaahee ash-Shar’iyyah (1/64).
Chapter 336: When A Person Seeks Something, He Should Ask For It Simply And Not Flatter

779. ‘Abdullāh [b. Mas’ud] said: “When one of you seeks something, he should ask for it simply. He will have what is decreed for him. None of you should go to your companion and then flatter him and thus break his back.” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: It emphasizes the basic fact that whether a person is decent and simple while asking or resorts to unnecessary flattery of his brother, he cannot get more than what is decreed for him. See narrations on Chapter 153.

780. Abū ‘Azza Yasār b. ‘Abdullāh al-Hudhalī said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘When Allah wants a slave to die in a particular land, He makes a need for him to be there.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: Perhaps, the narration in relation to the chapter heading seeks to also emphasize preordainment: that enduring the pains of journey to meet a need does not really mean that the need will be fulfilled.
Chapter 337: A Man’s Words, “May Him Who Hates You Not Prosper!”

781. Abū ‘Abdu’l-‘Azīz said: “Abū Hurayra spent the night with us and, seeing a star in front of him, he said, ‘By Him who holds the soul of Abū Hurayra in His hand, some people who had been rulers in this world and governors, they wish they were far from their position, and were at the distance of the star had not accepted these emirates and jobs.’ Then he turned to me and said, ‘May him who hates you not prosper, is all of this tolerated by the people of the east in the East?’ I said, ‘Yes, by Allah.’ He said, ‘By Him who holds the soul of Abū Hurayra in His hand, people, with rough and broad red faces (lit: as though their faces were shields clad with sinews one above another) drive them angrily until they join the farmers to their fields and shepherds to their herds.’ ” (Weak)
Chapter 338: A Man Should Not Say, “Allah And So-And-So”


Chapter 339: A Man Saying “Whatever Allah Wills And You Will”

783. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “A man said to the Prophet ﷺ ‘Whatever Allah wills and you will.’ He said, ‘You have set up an equal with Allah. It is what Allah alone wills.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: After citing narrations with similar meanings, Imam Al-Albaanee (رحمة الله عليه) explained, “These hadeeths contain that a man’s statement to another, ‘whatever Allah wills and you will’, is counted as from Shirk
(joining associates with Allah) in the Sharee’ah. It is from the Shirk in
expressions because it gives an impression that the will of the slave is of the
same level with the Will of the Lord – Glorious is He, the Exalted – due to the
connection that is made between the two.” See Sharh Saheeh al-Adab al-
Mufrad (2/477).

Chapter 340: Singing And Play

784. ‘Abdullāh b. Dīnar said: “I went out with ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar
to the market. He passed by a little girl who was singing and said, ‘If
Satan had left anyone, he would have left this girl.’ ” (Sound Chain)

Commentary: Shaytan does not leave anyone; he declared enmity against
Adam (alayhis-salam) and his progeny and so, he keeps trying to mislead
them in every form possible. We seek Allah’s protection from the evils of the
accursed Shaytan. The narration evinces that getting busy with singing, and
worst still, music, is from the deceptions of the Shaytan.
785. Anas b. Mālik said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘I have nothing to do with falsehood and falsehood has nothing to do with me.’”

He meant that he does not do anything worthless. *(Weak)*

786. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “The verse ‘There are people who buy idle talk’ *(31: 6)* means singing and things like that.” *(Authentic Chain)*

**Commentary:** The verse prohibits engaging oneself with any worthless thing including music and singing. When Abdullah bin Mas‘ud (ﷺ) was asked the meaning of the verse, he said, “It is singing, by the One beside Whom none is worthy of worship!” He repeated it thrice. *(Tafseer at-Tabaree).*

787. Al-Barā’ b. ‘Azib said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Extend the greeting and you will be safe. Idle talk is evil.’”

Abū Mu‘āwiya (the narrator) commented, “Al-ashr: means vain.” *(Sound)*

**Commentary:** The mention of idle talk as evil is the point of reference in the hadith here. The pious predecessors consider singing and music as major examples of idle talk.
Fadāla b. ‘Ubayd was at a meeting when he heard that some people were playing backgammon. He got up in anger to forbid it in the strongest possible terms. Then he said: “The one who plays it in order to eat off his winnings (gambling) is like the person who eats pork and does wudū’ in blood.” (Weak Chain)

Ibn Mas‘ūd said, “You are living at a time when there are many men of understanding and few orators. There are few who ask and many who give. In this time virtues are stronger than passion. After you there will be a time when there are few men of understanding and many orators. There will be many who ask and few who give. Passion will direct action. Know that good behaviour is better than some actions in the last period.” (Authentic)
Commentary: Oratory does not essentially mean knowledge. The narration dispraises speaking without knowledge, begging, stingyness and following the desires, and exhorts towards being of good thoughts and character.

790. Al-Jurayrī said: “I asked Abū’t-Tufayl, ‘Did you see the Prophet ﷺ?’ He said, ‘Yes, and I do not know of any man left alive on the face of the earth except myself who saw the Prophet ﷺ.’ He went on, ‘The Prophet had white skin and a handsome face.’” From Yazīd b. Hārūn from al-Jurayrī who said: “I and Abū’t-Tufayl (‘Āmir b. Wāthila al-Kināni) were doing tawāf round the House when Abū’t-Tufayl said, ‘There is no one remaining who saw the Prophet ﷺ except me.’ I asked, ‘Did you see him?’ He replied, ‘Yes.’ I asked, ‘What did he look like?’ He said, ‘He was white skinned, handsome and of medium stature.’” (Authentic)

791. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘True faith, right behaviour and being moderate make up a twenty-fifth portion of prophethood.’” (Sound)
Commentary: The hadeeth does not mean that prophethood can be acquired or that the person with good thoughts and character has aspects of prophethood. It rather demonstrates the importance of being of good thoughts and refined in behaviour. Allah the Exalted selected the prophets and ended prophethood with His Messenger, Muhammad ﷺ. In another version, it says: “...make up a seventieth portion of prophethood.”

Chapter 342: Wa Ya’tīka Bil Akhbāri Man Lam Tuzawwidi, News Will Come To You From Someone You Did Not Expect

Commentary: Sometimes he – peace and blessings be upon him – would imitate poetry of one line or even lesser which did not include sinful words nor agitate towards or praise sins or sinful people. As eloquent as the Prophet ﷺ was, he did not use to compose poems even though some of the people took aspects of his expressions, albeit wrongly, for lines of poetry.
793. Ibn ‘Abbās said about the phrase: “Wa Ya’tīka Bil Akhbāri Man Lam Tuzawwidī, News will come to you from someone you did not expect.” He said, “It is a phrase recited by a Prophet.” (Authentic due to supporting proof)

Commentary: That is, it used to be cited by a prophet, meaning, the Messenger of Allah ﷺ.

794. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘When one of you wishes for something, he should look to what he desires. He does not know what he will be given.’” (Weak)
Wā’il b. Hujr said: “The Prophet  said, ‘None of you should say, “karm”, say, “habala” meaning grape.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadith no. 769.

Chapter 345: A Man Saying, “Wayhaka, Pity On You”

Chapter 346: A Man Saying, “Ya Hantāh, O Person”

795. Similar to No. 772, from Abū Hurayra, with a different isnād.

798. Habib b. Sahbān a1-Asadi said: “I saw ‘Ammar praying the obligatory prayer. Then he said to a man at his side, ‘Ya Hannāh, O person.’ After that he got up.” (Authentic Chain)

799. Ash-Sharīd said: “The Prophet ﷺ seated me behind him on his mount and said, ‘Do you know any of the poetry of Umayya b. Abi’s-Salt?’ I said, ‘Yes,’ and recited a couplet. He said, ‘Go on,’ until I had recited a hundred couplets.” (Authentic)

Commentary: One could benefit from other peoples in the matters that conform to Islam – not contradicting it – including poetry, history, science and technology. In another version, no. 869, the Prophet ﷺ said, “He (that poet) almost became a Muslim.”
Chapter 347: A Man Saying, “I Do Not Feel Active”

800. ‘Abdullāh b. Abū Mūsā’ said: “‘Ā’isha said, ‘Do not forget to stand up at night to pray. The Prophet ﷺ did not neglect to do it. If he was either ill or did not feel active, he prayed sitting down.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth is evidence for the permissibility of observing supererogatory prayers while sitting when one is inactive even though one is able to stand up. Imam an-Nawawee (رحمه الله) had cited a consensus of the scholars on that. As regards the chapter heading, the hadeeth evinces that if one could speak of another person as being inactive, that he could say that about himself is with a greater reason.

Chapter 348: The Person Who Seeks Refuge From Laziness

801. ‘Anṣār b. Mālik’s testimony states: ‘If someone says: ‘I feel lazy, and my prayers are neglected, and my wealth is wasted, and my family is brought low and my companions, the heavens, the angels, and the sinners, and the disbelievers, and the devotees, and the evil people.’ ” (Authentic)
Anas b. Mālik said: “The Prophet  used to say frequently, ‘O Allah, I Seek refuge with You from worry, sorrow, incapacity, laziness, cowardice, avarice, being overburdened by debt and being overcome by other men.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See hadeeth no. 616 and 671.

Chapter 349: A Man’s Words, “Nafṣī Laka Al-Fidā’u, May My Self Be Your Ransom!”

801. Anas b. Mālik said: “Abū Talha was kneeling before the Messenger of Allah  and scattering his quiver, saying: ‘Wajhī li wajhika’l wiqā’u Nafṣī li nafṣiak’l fidā’u, May my face be a protection for your face And my life be a ransom for your life.’” (Weak Chain)

802. Anas b. Malik said: “Abū Talha was kneeling before the Messenger of Allah  and scattering his quiver, saying: ‘Wajhī li wajhika’l wiqā’u Nafṣī li nafṣiak’l fidā’u, May my face be a protection for your face And my life be a ransom for your life.’” (Weak Chain)
Abū Dharr said: “The Prophet went towards al-Baqī‘ and I began to follow him. He turned and saw me and called out, ‘Abū Dharr!’ I said, ‘At your service, Messenger of Allah. May I be your ransom.’ He said, ‘Those who are rich will be poor on the Day of Rising except those who say, ‘Such-and such and such-and-such rightfully.’’” He repeated this three times. I said, ‘Allah and His Messenger know best.’ Then we came to Uhud. He called out, ‘Abū Dharr!’ I said, ‘At your service, Messenger of Allah and may I be your ransom.’ He said, ‘It would not delight me if Uhud were to become gold for the family of Muhammad and then have them spend a night with a dīnār’ – or he said ‘a mithqal.’ Then we were at a valley and he went on ahead, so I thought that he felt a call of nature, and so I sat down at the edge of the valley. He was gone a long time and I feared for him. Then I heard him and it seemed as if he were talking to a man. Then he came out to me by himself. I said, ‘Messenger of Allah, who was the man you were talking to?’ He said, ‘Did you hear him?’ I said, ‘Yes.’ He said, ‘That was Jibrīl. He came to me and gave me the good news that whoever of my Umma dies without associating anything with Allah will enter the Garden.’ I said, ‘Even if he commits adultery or steals?’ He said, ‘Yes.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadith emphasizes the importance of Tawheed and Eemaan and warns against Shirk, joining partners with Allah. The Prophet’s question to Jibreel, “Even if he commits adultery and steals?” points to the gravity of stealing and adultery. The keynote from the hadith vis-a-vis the chapter heading is the companion’s response to the Prophet ﷺ, “Ana Fidauka, May I be your ransom.” In another version of the same hadith, it
says, “Ja’alaniya Allahu fidaa-aka, May Allah make me your ransom.”
Based on this hadeeth and others in its meaning, Imam at-Tabaraanee (رحمه الله) said, “These narrations point to the permissibility of making that statement.”

Chapter 350: A Man Saying, “May My Father And Mother Be Your Ransom”

804. ‘Alī, may Allah be pleased with him, said: “I did not hear the Prophet ﷺ say: ‘May my parents be your ransom’ to any man after Sa’d b. Abī Waqqās. I heard him say, ‘Shoot, Fidāka abī wa ummī (may my father and mother be your ransom).’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth highlights the virtues of Sa’d bin Abī Waqqās (¶), and the permissibility of saying: “May my father and mother be ransomedy for you” even if they have both passed away. As regards the Prophet ﷺ having made this statement to Sa’d bin Abī Waqqās alone, another report is authentically collected by Imam al-Bukhaaree in his Saheeh from Alee bin Abī Talib (¶) with the same meaning. However, Abdullah bin az-Zubayr (raddia Allahu anhuma) reported that the Prophet ﷺ made the same statement to Zubayr bin al-‘Awwaam (¶) during the battle of the Trench as collected also by Imam al-Bukhaaree in his Saheeh. Hafidh Ibn Hajar (رحمه الله) explained that, “Perhaps Alee (¶) did not know that, or he only intended a restriction (for Sa’d) to the day of Uhud – Allah knows best.”
805. Burayda said: “The Prophet ﷺ went out to the mosque while Abū Mūsā was reciting and said, ‘Who is this?’ I said, ‘I am Burayda, may I be your ransom?’ He said, ‘This man has been given one of the flutes of the family of Dāwūd.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Here, the Prophet ﷺ likened the beauty and splendour of the companion to the sound from instruments. The expression cited here seeks the person as the ransom and not his father and mother as in others in this chapter. Perhaps that shows that if it is allowed to say that regarding oneself, then it is allowed regarding one’s parents. Allah knows Best.

Chapter 351: A Man Saying, “My Son” To Someone Whose Father Did Not Become Muslim

806. Sa’b b. Hakeem reported from his father that his grandfather (Sharīk b. Nawla) said: “I came to ‘Umar b. al-Khattāb, may Allah be pleased with him. He began to say, ‘Nephew.’ Then he questioned me and I told him my lineage and so he knew that my father had not
become Muslim. He began to say, ‘My son, my son.’ ” (Weak Chain)

807. Anas said: “I used to serve the Prophet ﷺ.” He went on, “I used to enter without asking for permission to enter. One day I came and he said, ‘My son, you are the same but the situation is new. You should not come in unless you have permission.’ ” (Authentic due to supporting proof)

Commentary: This was on the occasion of the revelation of the order for veiling. The expression, my son, demonstrates the Prophet’s kindheartedness towards the young while he implemented the order of his Lord the Most High.

808. Abū Sa’sa’a said: “Abū Sa’īd al-Khudrī said to me, ‘My son.’ ” (Authentic)

Chapter 352: A Man Should not Say, “Khabuthat Nafsi (I Am Overcome By Nausea)”

809. Abū ‘Ubaydah al-‘Umayri said, “The Messenger of Allāh, upon him be peace, said: ‘I shall not say, ‘I have been overcome by nausea.’ ” (Weak Chain)
809. ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘None of you should say, “Khabuthat Nafsi.” He should say, “Laqisat nafṣī.”’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Both expressions have the same meaning but the first one has other meanings as well, e.g. ‘I have become wicked’. As for Laqisat nafṣī it only means ‘I have been overcome by nausea because of a full stomach’. This is why the Prophet ﷺ recommended the second expression which has no unpleasant connotations.

810. As No. 809, from Sahl b. Hunayf with a different isnād.

Chapter 353: The Kunya Of Abu'l-Hakam
811. Hāni’ b. Yazīd said: “When I came to the Prophet ﷺ with my people, the Prophet ﷺ heard them call me using the kunya Abu’l-Hakam. The Prophet ﷺ called me and said, ‘Allah is al-Hakam (the Judge), and He has judgement. Why do you use the kunya of Abu’l-Hakam?’ I said, ‘No (it is not really my kunya, rather) when my people disagree about something, they bring it to me and I judge between them so that both parties are content.’ The Prophet said, ‘How excellent this is!’ Then he said, ‘Do you have any children?’ I said, ‘I have Shurayh, ‘Abdullāh, and Muslim.’ He said, ‘Which of them is the oldest?’ I said, ‘Shurayh.’ He said, ‘You are Abū Shurayh.’ and he prayed for me and my children.

“And the Prophet ﷺ heard people call a man among them ‘Abdu’l-Hajar (slave of the stone). The Prophet ﷺ asked, ‘What is your name?’ He said, ‘Abdu’l-Hajar’ (slave of the stone).’ He said, ‘No, your name is ‘Abdullāh.’ Shurayh said, ‘When Hāni’ was ready to return to his own country, he came to the Prophet ﷺ and said, ‘Tell me something that will make the Garden certain for me.’ He said, ‘You must speak well and give food.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The following could be deduced from the hadeeth: 1. In Arabia a person is usually called by his kunya as a sign of respect. The practice was affirmed in Islam afterwards such that the Prophet ﷺ even gave kunyas to children. 2. It is encouraged, or even obligatory to change names and kunyas that back sin and sinful people. 3. It is allowed to take one’s kunya from the name of one’s oldest child. 4. The narration is a masterpiece for lessons on speech, dialogue, persuasion, leadership and influence.
354. Chapter 354: The Prophet ﷺ Liked A Good Name

٨١٢. ‘Abū Hadrad said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Who will drive these camels of ours?’ (or ‘who will deliver these camels of ours?’) A man said, ‘I will.’ He said, ‘What is your name?’ The man said, ‘So-and-so.’ He said, ‘Sit down.’ Then another man stood up and the Prophet said, ‘What is your name?’ The man said, ‘So-and-so.’ He said, ‘Sit down.’ Then another man stood up and the Prophet said, ‘What is your name?’ The man said, ‘Nājiya (Rescuer).’ The Prophet said, ‘You will do it. Drive them.’ ” (Weak)

553. Chapter 355: Swiftness In Walking

٨١٣. ‘Abū b. ‘Ubayy said: ‘The Prophet ﷺ said: ‘If a man said, ‘I will come to you quickly to meet you; let me come quickly to you.’ Then the Prophet would say, ‘So-and-so.’”
813. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “The Prophet of Allah ﷺ came forward swiftly while we were sitting and we were alarmed by how rapidly he advanced towards us. When he reached us, he greeted us and said, ‘I came swiftly to you to tell you about the Night of Power. I forgot which night it was in the time it took me to get to you, so look for it in the last ten nights (of Ramadān).’ ” (Weak).

Commentary: However, that he “…forgot which night…” to the end of the hadeeth is authentic from other narrations regarding the Laylat al-Qadr (Night of Power).

814. Abū Wahb, who was a Companion, said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Name yourselves with the names of the Prophets. The names that Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, loves the most are ‘Abdullāh and ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān. The most truthful names are Hārith and Hammām. The ugliest names are Harb and Murra.’ ” (Authentic)
Commentary: 1. Allah the Mighty and Exalted created man and jinn for His worship; so He loves everything that shows the servant’s praise and worship of Him. 2. At all times, people sow what they will reap either in this world or in the hereafter, as the word al-Haarith depicts. Likewise, they all have the zeal for various achievements as the name, Hammaam shows. So they are both truthful names. 3. Harb (war) and Murrah (bitter) are names intrinsically displeasing! 4. Although it is permissible from other authentic narrations to name our children by the names of the Prophets (see narrations in Chapter 371); the first phrase here, “Name yourselves with the names of the Prophets”, is weak and should therefore not be ascribed to the Prophet ﷺ like an authentic statement from him.

815. Jābir said: “A child was born to a man among us (the Anār) and he named him al-Qasim. We said, ‘We will not give you the kunya of Abū‘l-Qāsim nor will we so honour you; The Prophet ﷺ was told and said, ‘Call your son ‘Abdu‘r-Rahmān.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The scholars have viewed differently about the permissibility of taking a Kunya after that of the Prophet ﷺ. One of the views is that taking the Kunya, Abu al-Qasim, is only prohibited for the one whose name is Muhammad based on the weak hadeeth that the Prophet ﷺ said, “Whoever takes after my name should not take my Kunya…” However, this position is clearly weak due to the weakness of the hadeeth upon which it is based. Others hold that it was only prohibited during the lifetime of the Prophet ﷺ in order to avoid mix-up based on the hadeeth of Anas bin Malik (hadeeth no. 837); and that it became allowed after his death. The third opinion – and which is the correct position, Allah willing – is that it is generally prohibited to take the Kunya, Abu al-Qasim, whether during the lifetime of the Prophet ﷺ or after him or whether the person is also named Muhammad or not. This is because the Prophet ﷺ stated the reason for the prohibition: “I am Abu‘l-Qāsim. Allah gives and I distribute” (hadeeth no. 844), and this is a status that is not conferred on anyone during his lifetime...
nor after him. Thus, no one should also bear the kunya. Also, if it were allowed in his time and after him ﷺ, it would not have been necessary for Alee ( ﺔ) to ask for permission to give his son the kunya, Abu al-Qasim. And Alee’s statement, “...and it became allowed for me...” as collected authentically by Imam At-Tirmidhee in his Sunan will be meaningless. As such, Imam Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah (رحمه الله) concluded that, “The correct thing is that to name after his name is allowed but to take his kunya is prohibited and the prohibition is worse during his lifetime, and to combine them (i.e. his name and kunya) is also prohibited.”

Chapter 357: Changing A Name To Another Name

816. Sahl said: “Al-Mundhir b. Abī Usayd was brought to the Prophet ﷺ when he was born and the Prophet placed him on his thigh while Abū Usayd was seated near him. The Prophet ﷺ became busy with something in front of him, so Abū Usayd told someone to take his son from the leg of the Prophet ﷺ. When the Prophet ﷺ became aware of it, he asked, ‘Where is the child?’ Abū Usayd said, ‘We sent him home.’ The Prophet asked, ‘What is his name?’ He said, ‘Such-and-such.’ The Prophet said, ‘No, rather his name is al-Mundhir (the warner).’ So we called him al-Mundhir from that day.” (Authentic)
Commentary: This is one of the ahaadeeth that proves that a person should change his name if the name is one that is prohibited or disliked in the Sharee’ah. It also proves that the name could be changed by the one in authority such as the judge or the like over his subordinate. See hadeeth no. 820 to 826.

Chapter 358: The Name That Allah, The Mighty And Exalted, Hates The Most

817. Abū Hurayra said; “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘The name that Allah hates the most is that a man be called the King of Kings.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The Prohibition indicated here includes all names that have the same meaning; such as Shaahaan Shah (Shah is the title of Persian kings in the past) and the like.
Chapter 359: One Who Calls Another Person Using The asghīr (Diminutive Form) Of His Name

818. Talq b. Habīb said: “I was the most vehement of people in denying intercession. I questioned Jābir and he said, ‘Tulayq, I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, “They will come out of the Fire after entering it,” and we recite (the same Book) you recite.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: Some of the deviant sects such as the Kharijites reject Intercession. In a similar report in Saheeh Muslim, Jabir bin Abdullah al-Ansaaee (ﷺ) explained the questions they raised from the verses they cited and pointed to evidences that affirm Intercession. The point of reference in this report here is the companion’s reffering to Talq as Tulayq.

Chapter 360: Calling A Man By The Name He Loves The Most

819- عن حنطلة بن حذيم رضي الله عنه قال: ((كان النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم يُجْهِبُهُ أَنْ يُدْعَى الرَّجُلُ بِأَحَبِّ أَسَّاءِهِ إِلَيْهِ، وَأَحَبِّ كُنَاهِهِ)). ضَعِيفٌ
819. Hanzala b. Hidhyam said: “The Prophet ﷺ used to like to call a man by the name that he liked the best and by his favourite kunya.” (Weak)

820. Ibn ‘Umar said: “The Prophet ﷺ changed the name of ‘Asiya (which means “rebellious”), saying, ‘You are Jamīla (beautiful).’ ” (Authentic)
821. Muhammad b. ‘Amr b. ‘Atā’ said: “I visited Zaynab bint Abū Salama and she asked me about the name of one of my sisters. I said, ‘Her name is Barra.’ She said, ‘Change her name. The Prophet ﷺ married Zaynab bint Jahsh whose name was Barra and changed her name to Zaynab. He visited Umm Salama when married and my name was Barra and he heard her call me Barra. He said, ‘Do not flatter yourselves, Allah is the One who knows those who are pious (barra) among you and who are erring. Call her Zaynab.’ Umm Salama said, ‘She is Zaynab.’ I said to Zaynab, ‘Give her a name.’ Zaynab said, ‘Change it to what the Messenger of Allah ﷺ changed it.’ So Muhammad called her Zaynab.” (Authentic)

822. ‘Umar b. ‘Uthman b. ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān b. Sa‘īd al-Makhzūmi reported that his grandfather narrated from his father - whose name had been as-Sarm before the Prophet ﷺ changed it to Sa‘īd. He said, ‘I saw ‘Uthmān, may Allah be pleased with him, reclining in the mosque.’ ” (Weak Chain)
823. ‘Alī, may Allah be pleased with him, said: “When al-Hasan, may Allah be pleased with him, was born, I named him Harb. The Prophet came and said, ‘Show me my son. What have you named him?’ We said, ‘Harb.’ He said, ‘He is Hasan.’ When al-Husayn, may Allah be pleased with him, was born, I named him Harb. The Prophet came and said, ‘Show me my son. What have you called him?’ We said, ‘Harb.’ He said, ‘He is Husayn.’ When we had a third son, I named him Harb. The Prophet came and said, ‘Show me my son. What have you named him?’ We said, ‘Harb.’ He said, ‘He is Muhassin,’ Then he said, ‘I have named them according to the names of the sons of Hārūn (Prophet), Shabbar, Shabbīr and Mushabbīr.’” (Weak)

Chapter 363: Ghurāb (Crow)
824. Muslim said: ‘I was present at Hunayn with the Prophet and he said to me, ‘What is your name?’ I said, ‘Ghurāb (Crow).’ He said, ‘No, your name is Muslim.’’’ (Weak Chain)

825. ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “A man called Shihāb (Flame) was mentioned in the presence of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ. The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Rather, you are Hishām.’’’ (Sound)
826. Mutī’ said: “I heard the Prophet  say on the day of the Conquest of Makka, ‘No Qurayshi will be killed for apostasy from today until the Day of Rising.’

“None of Quraysh named Al-‘As except Mutī’ became Muslim. His name was Al-‘As (rebel) and the Prophet  named him Mutī’ (obedient).” (Authentic)

Commentary: Imam an-Nawawee (رحمه الله) explained. “The scholars say that it (i.e. this hadeeth) is information that the people of Quraysh will all accept Islam and no one will apostasize among them as others did after him  from those who were fought, captured and slain. It does not mean that they will never be captured and slain unlawfully for what happened to the people of Quraysh (of unlawful capture and slay), thereafter is well-known. Allah knows Best.”

Chapter 366: One Who Calls His Companion And Shortens Or Leaves Out Part Of His Name

827. ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “The Messenger of Allah  said, ‘Ā’ish! Jibrīl sends the greeting to you.’ She replied, ‘And peace be upon him and the mercy of Allah.’ She said, ‘He sees what I do not see.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth contains points of benefit including: 1. The virtue of ‘A’aisha (radiya Allahu anha); greetings of Salam were extended to her by angel Jibreel (رضي الله عنه). 2. The correct word to employ to convey a persons greeting of Salam to the other is: ‘Fulan, yaqrau ‘alayka as-salam’ (So-and-
so extends the greetings of Salam to you). 3. The person to whom the greeting of Salam is conveyed returns the greeting using the second person singular: wa alayhi as-Salam. 4. The permissibility of calling a person in a shortened form of his name.

828. Umm Kulthūm bint Thumāma, said: “I went on hajj. My brother, al-Mukhāriq b. Thumāma said, ‘Go to ‘Ā’isha and ask her about ‘Uthmān b. ‘Affān because people have said a lot about him.’ I went to her (‘Ā’isha) and said, ‘One of your sons sends you greetings and inquires about ‘Uthmān b. ‘Affān.’ ‘Ā’isha said, ‘And peace be upon him and the mercy of Allah.’ ‘Ā’isha then went on, ‘I testify that I saw ‘Uthmān in this house one hot night when the Prophet of Allah ﷺ had received revelation through Jibrīl, peace be upon him. The Prophet ﷺ struck the palm - or the shoulder - of Ibn ‘Affān with his hand, saying, ‘Write, ‘Uthman! Allah would only elevate to this position with His Prophet ﷺ a man who is honoured by Him. Whoever abuses Ibn ‘Affān, has the curse of Allah on him.”’ (Weak Chain)
لا يمكنني قراءة النص العربي واللمس الذي يتمتع به من الصور. إذا كنت بحاجة إلى مساعدة في شيء آخر، فأخبرني بذلك.
Commentary: Al-Khasāsiyya was the grandmother of Bashīr. The point in this hadith vis-à-vis the chapter heading is that the Prophet ﷻ changed his name from Zahm to Basheer. See hadith no. 775.

830. Iyād b. Laqit said: I heard Lailā the wife of Bashīr narrate from Bashīr b. al-Khasāsiyya, whose name was Zahm, that he had his name changed to Bashīr by the Prophet ﷻ. (Authentic)

831. ‘Ibn ‘Abbās said: “Juwayriyya’s name had been Barra (Pious) and then the Prophet ﷻ named her Juwayriyya.” (Authentic)

832. Abū Hurayra said: “Maymūna’s name was Barra and then the Prophet ﷻ renamed her Maymūna.” (Strange)
Chapter 369: Aflah (Most Fortunate)

833. Jābir said: “The Prophet  said, ‘If I live long enough, I will prohibit my Umma - if Allah so wills - from any of them taking the name Baraka (blessing), Nafi‘(beneficial) or Aflah (most fortunate) (and I do not know whether he said-Rafi‘(he who elevates) or not).’

“For someone who asks, ‘Is Baraka (blessing) here?’ and is told, ‘He (blessing) is not here.’ The Prophet  died before he could forbid it (using those names).” (<i>Authentic</i>)

834. Jābir b. ‘Abdullāh said: “The Prophet  wished to forbid people calling themselves Ya‘la (to rise), Baraka (blessing), Nafi‘(beneficial), Yasār (wealth), Aflah (most fortunate) and names like that. Then he was silent about that matter and did not say anything.” (<i>Authentic</i>)

Commentary: 1. Samurah bin Jundub (ﷺ) reported in the hadeeth collected by Imam Muslim in his Saheeh that the Prophet  said, “Do not name your servant Yasar (wealth), nor Rabah (profit), nor Najeeh (saved), nor Aflah
(most fortunate)...” Thus, while Jabir knew and reported the Prophet’s wish to forbid the names, Samurah was aware of the Prophet’s prohibition of the names, and so, he reported it. 2. Some of the scholars including Imam at-Tabaree, an-Nawawee and Al-Albaanee (rahimahumullah) have, based on other narrations, such as the hadeeth of Rabaah below, mentioned that the names are actually only discouraged and not absolutely prohibited. 3. Imam Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah (rahimahullah) went on that, “It (i.e. the dislike) includes names in the meaning of these, such as Mubaarak (blessed), Muftih (successful), Khayr (good), Suroor (joy), Ni’mah (favour) and others like that. (This is) because the reasons for the Prophet’s discouragement of those four are also contained in them. It could be said, ‘Is Khayr (good) with you?’ ‘Is Suroor (joy) with you?’ ‘Is Ni’mah (favour) with you?’ and he says, ‘No’ and the heart becomes disturbed as a result...” 4. Some of the pious predecessors – may Allah shower blessings on them - might have borne any of these names being unaware of the narrations that show discouragement for it. Allah knows Best.

370 - باب رَبَاح

Chapter 370: Rabāh (Profit)

835. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Abbās said: “‘Umar b. al-Khattab said, ‘When the Prophet ﷺ withdrew from his wives, I met unexpectedly with Rabāh, the servant of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ and I called, “Rabāh, ask permission for me to come to the Messenger of Allah ﷺ.”’” (Sound)

Commentary: These are from the narrations that show that the prohibition mentioned in the hadeeth of Samurah bin Jundab (rasulullah) only imply discouragement. Allah Knows Best.
836. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Call yourself by my name but do not use my kunya. I am Abū’l-Qāsim.’” (Authentic)

837. Anas b. Mālik said: “The Prophet ﷺ was in the market. A man called out, Abū’l-Qāsim!’ The Prophet ﷺ turned towards the man. He said, ‘Messenger of Allah, I was calling this man.’ The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Name yourselves with my name but do not use my kunya.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: 1. Basically, the orders of the Messenger ﷺ have a ruling of obligation. However, the command to name ourselves with his name, Muhammad here, implies that it is allowed to call ourselves by that name; otherwise, it will be obligatory for every Muslim to be called Muhammad which is known to be incorrect by consensus. The fact that he – peace and blessings be upon him – named children with other than Muhammad is also evidence here that the other implies allowance and encouragement. 2. The Prophet, Muhammad ﷺ, is the leader of Allah’s prophets and messengers. Therefore, if it is allowed to call ourselves with his name, then
the permissibility of naming ourselves after the name of other prophets – peace and blessings be upon them all – is with a greater reason. 3. As for the prohibition of taking his kunya, it is generally prohibited. See comment on hadeeth no. 815.

838. Yūsuf b. ‘Abdullāh b. Salām said: “The Prophet ﷺ named me Yūsuf and let me sit in his lap and stroked my head.” (Authentic)

839. Jābir b. ‘Abdullāh said: “One of our men among the Ansār had a son and wanted to call him Muhammad.”

In the hadīth of Mansur, Shu’ba said: “The Ansāri said, ‘I put him on my shoulder and took him to the Prophet ﷺ.’”

In the hadīth of Sulaymān, “He had a son and they wanted to name him Muhammad. The Prophet said, ‘Name yourselves with my name but do not use my kunya. I have been made the distributor (Qāsim) to divide things between you.’” Husayn said that he added, “I was sent as a distributor to divide between you.” (Authentic)
840. Abū Mūsā said: “I had a son and I brought him to the Prophet ﷺ and he named him Ibrāhīm. He chewed up a date and gave it to him and prayed for him to be blessed and then gave him back to me.”

Ibrāhīm was the oldest son of Abū Mūsā. (Authentic)

841. Saʿīd b. al-Musayyib related from his father, from his grandfather, (Hazn b. Abū Wahab), that he came to the Prophet ﷺ. He asked, “What is your name?” He said, “Hazn (rough).” The Prophet said, “You are Sahl (Easy).” He said, “I will not change a name which my father gave me.”

(Ibn al-Musayyib commented, “Roughness (hazūna) remained among us thereafter.”) (Authentic)

Commentary: The scholars of genealogy have mentioned that the descendants of Hazn were known for coarseness in their character. The narration evinces
the fact that people are influenced by the name they call themselves. We seek Allah’s protection from crude character.

Chapter 373: The Prophet’s Name (ﷺ) And His Kunya

842. Jābir said: “One of our men had a son and named him al-Qāsim. The Ansār said, ‘We will not give you the kunya of Abu’l-Qāsim to make you happy.’ He went to the Prophet (ﷺ) and told him what the Ansār had said. The Prophet (ﷺ) said, ‘The Ansār did well. Name yourselves with my name but do not use my kunya. I am Qāsim (the distributor).’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: This hadeeth contains the major reason for the prohibition of the use of the kunya, Abu al-Qasim. Since no one can be given that status, then no one is allowed to take the kunya whether during the lifetime of the Prophet (ﷺ) or after him. See comment on hadeeth no. 815.
843. Ibn al-Hanafiyya said: “There was an allowance made for ‘Alī. He said, ‘Messenger of Allah, if I have a son after you, can I call him with your name and use your kunya?’ He said, ‘Yes.’” (Authentic)

844. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ forbade anyone to have both his name and his kunya. He said, ‘I am Abu’l-Qāsim. Allah gives and I distribute.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 815.

845. As No. 837, with a different isnād.

(Authentic)

Commentary: The point of reference in relation to the chapter heading is the reference to Ibn Ubayy bin Salul as Abu Hubab at the time he was a declared polytheist. However, the man added deception of the Muslims to polytheism when he announced Islam while actually harbouring bitter hatred for it! He became known as the leader of the hypocrites!

Chapter 375: A Kunya For A Child

847. Anas said: “The Prophet ﷺ used to visit us, and I had a young brother who used the kunya of ‘Abū ‘Umayr. He had a sparrow which he played with and then it died. The Prophet ﷺ came in and saw...
that he was sad. When he asked, ‘What is wrong with him?’ he was told, ‘His sparrow has died.’ The Prophet said, ‘Abū ‘Umayr, what has happened to the little sparrow?’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comments on hadeeth no. 269.

Chapter 376: Having A Kunya Before Having A Child

Ibrāhīm [An-Nakha’ee] said: “‘Abdullāh gave Alqama the kunya of Abū Shibl before he (‘Alqama) had had a child.” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: Since it is permissible from the hadeeth of Anas bin Malik and his brother Abu ‘Umayr (radiya Allahu anhuma) for a child to take a kunya, then its allowance for someone more elderly is with a greater reason even if such has not had a child. This point is further proven in these narrations from the pious predecessors.
Chapter 377: The Kunya For Women

A‘isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “I went to the Prophet ﷺ and said, ‘Messenger of Allah, you give your wives kunyas, so also give me a kunya.’ He said, ‘Adopt the kunya of your nephew, ‘Abdullāh.’” (Authentic without the expression: ‘you give...’)

Commentary: The hadeeth is authentic without the expression, “...you give your wives kunyas.” Imam Al-Albaanee (رحمه الله) said, “It is a strange increment.”

A‘isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “Prophet of Allah, won’t you give me a kunya?” He said, “Use the kunya of your son,” i.e. ‘Abdullāh b. az-Zubayr (the son of A‘isha’s elder sister Asmā’). She was given the kunya of Umm ‘Abdullāh. (Authentic)

Commentary: The allowance of taking kunya for women - as could be deduced already from the narrations regarding children and men – is emphasized in these narrations. The practice is a well-known one among the Muslims – generation after generation.
Chapter 378: One Who Gives A Man A Kunya By Something Or Someone Related To Him

852. Sahl b. Sa’d said: “The name that ‘Alî, may Allah be pleased with him, liked the best was Abū Turāb (father of dust) and he was happy when called that. Only the Prophet ﷺ gave him that name. One day he was cross with Fatima and went out and lay against the wall of the mosque. The Prophet ﷺ came to look for him and was told that he was leaning against the wall. The Prophet ﷺ went up to him and his back was covered with dust so the Prophet ﷺ began to wipe the dust off his back and said, ‘Sit down, Abū Turāb (father of dust)!’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: 1. Hafidh Ibn Hajar (رفعته الله) said, “It contains evidence of a person taking more than one kunya and giving a laqab (nickname) in the form of a kunya and from the condition of a person.” 2. It also shows the high moral standards of the Prophet ﷺ. He looked for Alee (الله) in order to please him despite the status of messengership and his love for his daughter. Rather than blame him for being angry with his daughter, the Prophet ﷺ even dusted off his back and gave him a nickname which became so beloved to him.
853. Anas said: “While the Prophet ﷺ was in a palm grove of ours, the palm-trees belonging to Abū Talha, he went out for something. Bilāl was walking behind the Prophet ﷺ (instead of walking by his side). Bilāl did this as a mark of respect. The Prophet ﷺ passed by a grave and stood until Bilāl reached him. He said, ‘Woe to you, Bilāl. Did you hear what I heard?’ He said, ‘I did not hear anything.’ He said, ‘The man in the grave is being punished.’ It was found out that the dead man in the grave was a Jew.” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: Placing this hadeeth under this chapter heading demonstrates that Imam Al-Bukhaaree (رحمه الله) deduced from it that one should walk behind noble people rather than by their sides by way of showing respect to them. The narration of Abu Hurayrah (رضي الله عنه) in narration no. 44 lends credence to this point.
Chapter 380: Abundance Of Friends Entails Abundance Of Enemies

854. Qays [Ibn Abī Hāzim] said: “I heard Mu‘āwiya say to a young brother of his, ‘Mount your servant behind you.’ He refused. Mu‘āwiya said to him, ‘How badly you have been taught!’ ” Qays said, “I heard Abū Sufyān, (Mu‘āwiya’s father), say, ‘Leave your brother alone.’ ” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: Perhaps this narration should be under the previous chapter because it talks about the manner of walking with superiors. Allah knows Best.

855. ‘Amr b. al-‘As said: “When you have a lot of close friends, you have a lot of creditors.”

Mūsā was asked, “What are creditors?” He replied, “Rights owed.” (Authentic Chain)
Chapter 381: There Is Wisdom In Some Poetry

856. Khālid b. Kaysan said: “I was with Ibn ‘Umar when Iyās b. Khaythama got up and said to him, ‘Shall I recite some of my poetry, Ibn al-Fārūq?’ He said, ‘Yes, but only recite good poetry to me.’ He recited until he came to something which Ibn ‘Umar disliked. Then he told him, ‘Stop.’” *(Weak Chain)*

857. Mutarrif said: “I accompanied ‘Imrān b. Husayn from Kūfa to Basra. Very rarely did he arrive at a place without reciting some poetry to me. He said, ‘Allusions give great scope for avoiding lies.’” *(Authenctic)*

**Commentary:** Shaykh Husayn al-‘Awaayisha (hafizahullah) explained that, “this is when one is constrained to do that to put off lies. But if their is no need or dire necessity, then no (it is not permissible)... Its connection with the chapter heading is that poetry involves allusions which prevent lying.”

Commentary: That is, not all forms of poetry is vain and evil; some poems involve things that affirm the truth and exhort towards good deeds. Likewise speech, it is lawful when it contains good and unlawful when it contains vain and evil things. See hadeeth no. 792 and 865.

859. Al-Aswad b. Suray‘ said: “Messenger of Allah, I have praised my Lord, the Mighty and Exalted, in some words of praise.” He said, “Your Lord loves praise.” He did not say anything more. (Sound)

Commentary: The Prophet ﷺ approved of poetry that praises Allah the Mighty and Sublime since such is from wisdom.

860. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘It is better for a man to fill his belly with oozing pus than to fill it with poetry.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Shaykh Husayn al-‘Awaayisha (hafizahullah) explains, “The meaning is that, when poetry becomes dominating on him, engrossing him so much that he gets busy away from the Qur’an and other sciences of the
Sharee’ah and the remembrance of Allah the Exalted. Then, this is prohibited, no matter the kind of poetry it is. But if the Qur’an and hadeeth and other sciences of the Sharee’ah are the predominant, then there is no harm in memorizing some poetry alongside since his bowels would not have been filled with poetry.” Imam Muhammad al-Ameen ash-Shinqeetee (رحمه الله) gave a similar explanation of the hadeeth.

861. Al-Aswad b. Suray‘ said: “I was a poet and went to the Prophet ﷺ and said, ‘Shall I recite to you hymns of praise, which I have composed to glorify my Lord, the Mighty and Exalted.’ He said, ‘Your Lord loves praise.’ He did not say to me anything more.” (Authentic)

862. ‘A’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “Hassān b. Thābit asked the Messenger of Allah ﷺ for permission to satirize the idol-worshippers (of Makka). The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘And what of my relation to them?’ He said, ‘I will distinguish you from them as a hair is taken from dough.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: To criticize disbelief and its people is certainly wise and praiseworthy when it is done within the limits of the Sharee’ah. Similarly, the hadeeth is evidence that it is not allowed to compose satires that bring the noble and pious to disrepute. This is certainly not wise!
863. ‘Urwah said: “I began to abuse Hassān in the presence of ‘Ā’isha and she said, ‘Do not Abuse him. He used to defend the Messenger of Allah ﷺ’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth shows the virtue of Hassan bin Thabit (ﷺ), and exhorts towards defending one’s brother behind him when someone speaks of him inappropriately and mentioning his praises in such circumstance especially his zeal to spread the truth and refute falsehood.

Chapter 382: The Good In Poetry Is Like The Good In Speech And Some Of It Is Bad

865. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Poetry is in the same category as speech. The good of it is like good speech and its bad part is like bad speech.’” (Authentic due to supporting proof)

866. Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, used to say: “Poetry is both good and bad. Take the good and leave the bad. Some of the poetry of Ka’b b. Mālik was related to me. It included an ode of forty verses and some with less than that.” (Authentic)

Commentary: It shows the great zeal with which Aa’isha (radiya Allahu anhāa) acquired knowledge. Apart from being amongst those who reported majority of the Sunnah including the Qur’an and the explanation of its verses and the legal deductions from both, she also learnt poetry differentiating the good of it from its evil. ‘Urwah bin Zubayr (رحمه الله) was one the greatest scholars among the students of the companions; he said, “I had been in Aa’isha’s company; I did not find anyone more knowledgeable about a verse revealed or an obligation or a recommendation or poem, or who recited it more or that was more knowledgeable about the history of the period of Ignorance or genealogy or in this or that or about the rulings or medicine than she was.” Imam Adh-Dhahabee (رحمه الله) summed it up: “I do not know (of any woman) in the Ummah of Muhammad ﷺ, infact, of all women generally, who is more knowledgeable than her.”
867. Shurayh said: “I asked ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, ‘Did the Messenger of Allah ﷺ recite any poetry?’ She said, ‘He used to recite some of the poetry of ‘Abdullāh b. Rawāha:

Wa Ya’tīka bil-Akhbāri man lam Tuzawwidī.

And someone to whom you have not given provisions brings you news.’ ”

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 792.

868. Similar to No. 861, with a different isnād.

869. Ash-Sharīd said: “The Prophet ﷺ asked me to recite the poetry of Umayya b. Abi’s-Salt and I recited it. The Prophet ﷺ began to say, ‘Hey, Heh, Go on, go on,’ until I had recited a hundred
lines. The Prophet said, ‘He (that poet) had been about to become a Muslim.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 799.

Chapter 384: One Who Disliked Someone Being Obsessed By Poetry

As No. 860, from Ibn ‘Umar, with a different isnād.

Ibn ‘Abbās said about the verse: “The poets – those in error follow them. Haven’t you seen them wandering in every valley. And how they say what they do not do”, that it was abrogated and an exemption was made. He said, “Except those who believe and do good work and remember Allah much and vindicate themselves after they have been wronged. Those who do wrong will come to know by what a great reverse they will be overturned.” (al-Shu‘arā’ 26: 224-7)

Commentary: See comments on the narrations in Chapter 381.
Chapter 385: One Who Says, “There Is some Magic In Eloquence”

Ibn ‘Abbās said: A man – or a Bedouin – came to the Prophet ﷺ and spoke some eloquent words. The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Some eloquent speech has the influence of magic, and some poetry contains wisdom.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Magical spells make the victim perceive evil as good and vice-versa. Likewise, listeners to powerful and articulate speech may get busy contemplating the articulation and eloquence and get swayed to accept falsehood as truth and vice-versa. Therefore, such use of eloquence is prohibited as magic is completely prohibited.

‘Umar b. Sallām narrated that ‘Abdu’l-Malik b. Marwān entrusted his children to ash-Sha‘bi for teaching. He said, “Teach them poetry so that they will possess dignity and vigour. Feed them meat so that their hearts will be strong. Cut off their hair so that their necks will be strong. Make them sit with men of distinction who will contradict
them in words.” (Weak)

Chapter 386: Poetry Which Is Disliked

((إنَّ أَعْظَم‍ النَّاسِ جُرْمًا إِنْسَانٌ شَاعِرٌ يَهْجُو الْقَبِيلَةَ مِنْ أَسْرِهَا، وَرَجُلٌ انْتَفَى مِنْ أَبِهِ)). صَحِيحٌ.

874. ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘The greatest of criminals is the poet who satirizes the whole tribe and a man who disclaims his father.’” (Authentic)

Chapter 387: Talkativeness

((يَا أَيُّهَا النَّاسُ! قُولُوا قَوْلَكُمْ، فَإِنََّا رَسُولُ اللهِ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ يَخْطُبُ، فَقَالَ رَسُولُ اللهِ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ البَيَانَ سِحْرًا)). صَحِيحٌ.
875. Ibn ‘Umar said, “In the time of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ two orators came from the East to visit. They stood up, spoke and then sat down. Thābit b. Qays, the orator of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ stood up and spoke and the people admired their speech. The Messenger of Allah ﷺ stood up and said, ‘O people, say what you have to say. Chattering about words is from Satan.’ Then the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘There is Magic in some eloquence.’” *(Authentic)*

**Commentary:** Here the Prophet ﷺ exhorted being calm and factual in our speeches avoiding unnecessary artificiality and sweet-talking. Shaytan would deceive such speakers to tell lies, speak irrelevances and even speak the truth for pride and popularity. The Prophet ﷺ had said in an authentic hadeeth that, “The best speech is that which is brief and direct.” Read the next narration.

876. Anas said: “A man made a speech in the presence of ‘Umar and did so at length. ‘Umar said, ‘Too many words in orations come out of the prattling of Satan.’” *(Authentic Chain)*
877. Abū Yazīd – or Ma’n b. Yazīd – said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Gather in your mosques. When the people are gathered, come and tell me.’ The first of those to whom he came was our group and he sat down. One of the speakers from among us made a speech and said, ‘Praise be to Allah. No praise can be directed to anyone except Him nor is there any escape without Him.’ The Prophet ﷺ became angry and stood up and we blamed each other. We said, ‘We were the first to whom he came.’ Then he went to another mosque and sat in it and we went to him and spoke to him. He came with us and sat where he had been sitting or near to it. Then he said, ‘Praise be to Allah who puts whatever He wishes before Him and whatever He wishes behind Him. Some eloquent speech has the influence of magic.’ Then he commanded us and taught us.” (Sound Chain)

Commentary: This unnecessary artificiality and tattling which the Prophet ﷺ prohibited in this hadeeth forms the order of the day in many Friday and ‘Eid sermons people deliver today!

888. Bāb al-ta’imī

Chapter 388: Wishing

878. ‘Ā’isha said, “The Prophet ﷺ was sleepless one night and said, ‘I wish that a righteous man from among my Companions would come and guard me tonight!’ and then we heard the sound of weapons. He (the Prophet) called, “Who is it?” Sa’d answered, “Sa’d.” Sa’d went
on, “Messenger of Allah, I have come to guard you.” The Prophet ﷺ slept until we heard him snore.’” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** The point of reference in the hadeeth in relation to the chapter topic is the Prophet’s saying, “...I wish...”. In another version of the same hadeeth collected by Imam Muslim in his Saheeh, “the Messenger of Allah ﷺ then prayed for him...”. From the lessons in this narration is that the people should protect their leader and that such does not contradict reliance on Allah the Exalted.

---

389

**Chapter 389: When One Says Of A Man, A Thing, Or A Horse, “It Is A Sea”**

879. Anas b. Mālik said: “There was some alarm in Madīna and the Prophet ﷺ borrowed a horse belonging to Abū Talha called al-Mandūb. He rode it and when he returned, he said, ‘We did not see anything and we found the horse to be like a sea (smooth and flowing).’” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** It is deduced from this narration that one could name a riding animal and borrow a ride from a friend or associate. The horse was likened to a sea in its race. It was also reported that al-Mandub, was hitherto sluggish in its movement but became unequalled in its speed and smooth movement afterwards.
Chapter 390: Beating For Mistakes In Pronunciation

880. Nāfi‘ said: “Ibn ‘Umar used to strike his son for mistakes in pronunciation.” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: The companions were very keen on imparting knowledge to their children and others. They would correct them when they err in the way the Arabic language is customarily spoken, and discipline them as appropriate.

881. ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān b. ‘Ajlān said: “‘Umar b. al-Khattāb, may Allah be pleased with him, passed by two men who were shooting. One of them said to the other, ‘Asabta instead of Asabta, You hit the mark (using the letter sīn instead of sad)’ ‘Umar said, ‘A mistake in pronunciation is worse than a bad shot.’” (Weak Chain)

882. ‘Urwa b. az-Zubayr said: “‘Ā’isha, the wife of the Prophet ﷺ said, ‘People asked the Prophet ﷺ about kahins (soothsayers). He told them, “They (the soothsayers) are nothing.” They said, “Messenger of Allah, they speak of things that sometimes turn out true.” The Prophet ﷺ responded, “That (morsel of truth) is a word that Satan steals and then mumbles into the ear of his protégé with a sound like the clucking of a chicken. They mix more than a hundred lies with it.”’”  

(Authentic)

Commentary: The point in this hadeeth here is the Prophet’s saying; “laysoo bi shay-in” i.e. what they say is not true or that they are not upon the truth. From the lessons in this hadeeth is that students should not hesitate to seek clarification from the teacher about difficult areas in their studies. In an authentic hadeeth collected by Imam Ahmad and others, the Prophet ﷺ warned, “Whosoever approaches a fortune-teller and believes what he says has disbelieved in what was revealed to Muhammad.”
Chapter 392: Indirect Allusion

883. Anas b. Mālik said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ was on one of his journeys and the camel-driver was chanting. The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Gently, Anjasha! Be careful with the fragile creature, (lit: glass vessels)’ (referring to the women).” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 264 and 884.

884. ‘Umar said: “A man is reckoned to be lying when he transmits all that he hears.”

Abū ‘Uthmān said that he thought that ‘Umar said: “Are not indirect allusions enough to keep a Muslim from lying?” (Authentic in the Mawqoof form)

Commentary: Generally a person would hear things some of which will be true and some, of course, will be lies. So when a person tells just whatever
he hears, he would transmit something that is not true becoming one of the liars knowingly or unknowingly. In indirect allusions however, the speaker would disguise his expressions such that the listener may understand other than what the speaker intended. For example, the Prophet’s statement to ‘Anjasha: “Be gentle when you are driving glass vessels!” (no. 264 and 883) could be understood by the women to mean that they should be driven gently while it was an allusion to ‘Anjasha that the women could easily be put to trial through his sonorous voice.

885. Mutarrif b. ‘Abdullah b. ash-Shakhkhīr said: “I accompanied ‘Imrān b. Husayn to Basra. Every day he used to recite poetry to us and he said, ‘Indirect allusions give ample scope for avoiding lying.’” (Authentic in the Mawqoof form)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 857.

Chapter 393: Divulging A Secret

886- عن عمرو بن العاص رضي الله عنه قال: ((عجبت من الرجل يغمر من القدر، وهو مواقيه! وبرى الدعا في عين أخيه، ويدع الجدع في عينه! ويجرح الضعن من نفسه! وما وضعته سري عند أحد كلمنه على إفشائه، وكيف ألمه وقد ضفت به ذرعا؟)) صحيح الإسناد
886. ‘Amr b. al-‘Ās said: “I am astonished at a man who flees from fate when he has to face it and who sees the mote in his brother’s eye and not the tree trunk in his own. He uncovers the rancour in his brother’s heart and not the rancour in himself. I have never entrusted anyone with a secret of mine and then blamed him for divulging it. How could I blame him when I myself could not keep it a secret?” (Authentic Chain)

887. ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “A man suffering from an affliction passed by some women and they laughed together mocking him and so one of them got that affliction.” (Weak Chain)
888. A man from Baliy said: “I came to visit the Messenger of Allah ﷺ with my father. He whispered something to my father which I could not hear. I said to my father, ‘What did he say to you?’ He said, ‘When you desire something, then you must proceed with a measured pace until Allah shows you a way out of it or until Allah makes a way out for you.’ ” (Weak)

889. Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya said: “Unwise is he who does not deal correctly with a person whose company he cannot avoid until Allah appoints for him a release or a way out.” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: This would include one’s wives, parents, servants, neighbours, superiors in offices, workers, in-laws and so on. Since one may not disconnect ties with these people easily, due contemplation would suggest strongly that one deals with them in a good manner until Allah the Exalted brings relief.
Chapter 396: One Who Guides In An Alley Or On A Path

890: Al-Barā’ b. ‘Azib said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Whoever lends something to someone to use or guides down a lane’ - or he said ‘a path’ - ‘that is the equivalent for him of freeing a slave.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Allah’s favors on His servants are limitless; just guiding somebody to a place is rewarded with the equivalent of the reward of the one who frees a slave! The hadeeth encourages giving gifts and helping people to locate their destinations. Conversely, it prohibits misleading people. See narration no. 892.

891. Abū Dharr said: “Your putting some of (the water from) your bucket into your brother’s bucket is sadaqa. Your commanding good and prohibiting wrong is sadaqa. Your smiling when you meet your brother is sadaqa. Your removing the stones, thorns and bones from people’s path is sadaqa: Your guiding a man in a place where there is fear of getting lost is sadaqa.” (Authentic)

Commentary: See narrations under Chapter 116 and hadeeth no. 224.
Chapter 397: One Who Misleads A Blind Person


Commentary: It shows how odious and wicked this action is such that it brings its perpetrator no less than the wrath of the Most Merciful! We seek Allah’s refuge from His curse.

Chapter 398: Outrage
Ibn ‘Abbās said: “While the Prophet ﷺ was sitting in the courtyard of his house in Makka, ‘Uthmān b. Maz‘ūn passed by and smiled at him ﷺ. The Prophet ﷺ said to him, ‘Why don’t you sit down?’ He said, ‘Yes.’ So the Prophet ﷺ sat facing him. While they conversed, the Prophet ﷺ stared at the sky and said, ‘A messenger from Allah came to me just now while you were sitting.’ ‘Uthmān asked, ‘What did he say to you?’ He said, ‘Allah commands justice and doing good and giving to relatives and He forbids indecency, objectionable acts and outrage. He warns you so that you might remember.’ (al-Nahl 16:90)

“‘Uthmān said, ‘That was the moment belief established itself in my heart and I loved Muhammad.’” (Weak)

893. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “While the Prophet ﷺ was sitting in the courtyard of his house in Makka, ‘Uthmān b. Maz‘ūn passed by and smiled at him ﷺ. The Prophet ﷺ said to him, ‘Why don’t you sit down?’ He said, ‘Yes.’ So the Prophet ﷺ sat facing him. While they conversed, the Prophet ﷺ stared at the sky and said, ‘A messenger from Allah came to me just now while you were sitting.’ ‘Uthmān asked, ‘What did he say to you?’ He said, ‘Allah commands justice and doing good and giving to relatives and He forbids indecency, objectionable acts and outrage. He warns you so that you might remember.’ (al-Nahl 16:90)

894. Anas said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘I will be in the Garden with one who brings up two daughters until they come of age, like these two.’”

Chapter 399: The Punishment For Outrage

894- عن أنس عن النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم قال: ((من غالب جاريتي حتى تدرك ما دخله أنا وهو في الجنة كهاتين))، وأشار محمَّد بن عبد العزيز بالسنابية والوسطى صحيح.
Muhammad (b. ‘Abdu’l-‘Azīz) indicated the closeness of his index-finger and middle finger. (Authentic)

895. And “Two categories of punishment are quickly reached in this world: outrage and cutting off off relatives.” (Authentic)

Commentary: This report is the concluding part of the hadeeth that precedes it and contains the point of reference vis-à-vis the chapter heading. It strongly condemns aggression and severing the ties of kinship. See comment on hadeeth no. 29.

400- باب الحسن

Chapter 400: Noble Descent

896. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet (ﷺ) said, ‘The noble son of the noble son of the noble one was Yūsuf ibn Ya’qūb ibn Ishāq ibn Ibrāhīm (peace be upon them).’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 605.
بِالأعمال، وَتَأْتُونَ بِالدُّنْيَا تَْمِلُونَهَا عَلَى رِقَابِكُمْ، فَتَقُولُونَ: يا مُحَمَّدًا! فَأَقُولُ: هَكَذَا، وَهَكَذَا: لَا) وأَعْرِضَ فِي كِلاَ عُطْقِهِ. حَسَنٌ

897. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Those near me on the Day of Rising will be those who are fearfully conscious of Allah, even if one lineage is closer than another. It should not be that some people come to me with their good actions, while you (meaning the Quraysh, his own people by lineage) come with only worldliness and call me, “Muhammad!” I will say, “No,” (making the gesture of turning his face away).’” (Sound)

Commentary: See hadith no. 48.

898. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “I do not know anyone who acts by this verse: ‘O people! We created you male and female and We made you tribes and peoples so that you might distinguish one another. The noblest among you is the one with the most taqwā (fearful consciousness).’ (al-Hujurat 49: 13) A man says to another man, ‘I am more noble than you.’ No one is nobler than another person except by Taqwā of Allah.” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: That is, acting upon the meaning of this verse, no one will say to another person, ‘I am nobler than you’ since the verse will hold him back from that. Unfortunately, many of the people are soaked in arrogance over their lineage. And Ibn Abbass – may Allah be pleased with them both - was from the people with the best lineage.
899. Ibn ‘Abbas said: “What do you think nobility is? Allah has made nobility clear. The noblest of you in the sight of Allah is the one with the greatest taqwa. What do you think lineage is? The best of you in lineage is the best of you in character.” (Authentic Chain)

900. ‘A’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, ‘The souls are like recruited troops, those who are of like qualities are inclined to each other but those of dissimilar qualities differ.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The inclination of the souls towards each other is a function of their dispositions towards good or evil as the case may be. So, when their intrinsic dispositions are alike they incline towards each other. Imam Ibn al-Jawzee (رحمه الله) explains, “It could be deduced from this hadeeth that if a person finds enstrangement in himself towards the noble and pious, it is necessary that he finds out the reason for that, so that he hastens to remove it and gets purified from the negative attribute.
Chapter 402: A Man Saying, “Subhāna Allah, Glory Be To Allah!” When He Is Amazed

902. Abū Hurayra said: “I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, ‘While a shepherd was herding his sheep, a wolf came and took one of the sheep. The shepherd went after the wolf which turned to him and said, ‘Who will look after them on the ‘Day of Wild Beasts’? They will have no shepherd but me.’ People said, “Subhāna Allah, Glory be to Allah!’ The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘I believe it - I and Abū Bakr and ‘Umar.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: 1. ‘The Day of Wild Beast’ refers to the time of trials and tribulations when people will be forced to abandon their herds without any shepherd to the wild beasts. 2. The hadeeth highlights the virtue of the two
great Shaykhs, Abu Bakr and ‘Umar (radiya Allahu anhuma). In another version in Saheeh al-Bukhaaree, it said, “And they were both not present there (at the time).”

3. The point in this hadeeth in relation to the chapter heading is the companions’ statement, Subhaanallah; Glorious is Allah, because they were surprised at the narration.

903. ‘Alī, may Allah be pleased with him, said: “The Prophet ﷺ was in a funeral and he took something and began to scratch the ground with it. He said, ‘There is not one but has his place written for him - either in the Fire or in the Garden.’ They said, ‘Messenger of Allah, then should we not rely on our book and leave action?’ He said, ‘Act. It is easy for someone to do something for which he was created.’ He (further) said, ‘As for someone who is among the people of happiness, it is easy for him to do the actions of happiness. As for someone who is one of the people of wretchedness, it is easy for him to do the actions of wretchedness.’ Then he recited, ‘As for the one who gives and is fearful and conscious (of Allah) and confirms the good.’ ” (al-Layl 92: 5-10)

Commentary: 1. Allah the Mighty and Sublime has absolute knowledge of all things – generally and specifically – ever before (which negates been preceded by Ignorance) and everlastingly (which negates forgetfulness) whether it has to do with His actions or those of His creatures. All these are written down in the Laoh al-Mahfooz (the Preserved Tablet). This definitely...
includes where every person will end up – whether in the Fire or the Garden. This clearly refutes the wrong position of the Qadarites that Allah has no knowledge or record of events before they occur! 2. The Prophet (ﷺ) ordered the people to “Act”; that is, carry out Allah’s commands and abstain from His prohibitions by way of giving servitude to Him showing that they have will and ability to actually obey or disobey. Thus, it refutes the position of the Jabarites who hold – albeit wrongly – that the servant does not have will or ability and that they carry out acts of obedience and disobedience under coercion! Every mentally balanced person knows the difference between the actions they perform out of their own volitions and those they perform out of coercion.

Chapter 403: Wiping The Ground With The Hand

904. ‘Usayd b. Abū ‘Usayd narrated from his mother (who) said: “I said to Abū Qatāda, ‘Why don’t you narrate from the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) as other people narrate from him?’ Abū Qatāda said, ‘I heard the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) say, “Whoever attributes anything false to me, paves the way for himself to a bed in the Fire.” When the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said that, he began to wipe his hand on the ground.’ ” (Weak)
Commentary: Imam Al-Albaanee (رحمه الله) explains, “The mother of Usayd is an unknown reporter; but the hadeeth is authentically reported in Mutawaatir form with the word: ‘Whoever deliberately ascribes any falsehood to me should find his place in the Fire.’”

Chapter 404: Slings

Commentary: The Prophet (ﷺ) prohibited Khazf, hurling stones by placing them between the first finger and the thumb which was common during the time. He – peace and blessings be upon him – gave the reason for the prohibition in the hadeeth: it is of no benefit and very harmful. Therefore, as Imam Ibn Maalik (رحمه الله) puts it, “Everything with the same implications is joined to it (in ruling).”
Chapter 405: Do Not Curse The Wind

906. Thābit b. Qays said: “Abū Hurayra said, ‘A fierce wind blew on the people on the road to Makka while ‘Umar was making the hajj. ‘Umar said to those around him, ‘What is the wind?’ They did not give any answer. I urged my camel forward, I caught up with him and said, ‘I have heard that you asked about the wind. I heard the Messenger of Allah ﷺ say, “The wind (rīh) is from the mercy of Allah. It brings mercy and it brings punishment. Do not curse it. Ask Allah for the good in it and seek refuge from its evil.”’” (Sound and Authentic)

Commentary: Imam Alee Qaaree explained the expression, Min Raoh al-Allah, as ‘from the Mercy of Allah’ and Imam Al-Albaanee affirmed it. However, it may be asked, ‘How could the wind be from Allah’s mercy and yet, it could still bring punishment?’ Dr. Muhammad Luqman as-Salafee (hafizahullah) explained that, “If it is punishment for the wrongdoers; then it is mercy for the righteous.” See Chapter 298.
Chapter 406: A Man's Words, "We Have Been Given Rain By The Rising Of Such-And-Such And Such-And-Such (A Star)"

907. Zayd b. Khālid al-Juhani said: "The Messenger of Allah ﷺ prayed the morning prayer with us at al-Hudaybiyya and there were traces of the rain that had fallen during the night. When the Prophet ﷺ had finished, he turned to the people and said, 'Do you know what your Lord says?' They said, 'Allah and His Messenger know best.' He said, ‘Allah says, “In the morning there are those of My slaves who believe in Me and those who disbelieve. As for someone who says, ‘We have been given rain by the favour and mercy of Allah,’ that person is the one who believes in Me and disbelieves in the stars. As for someone who says, ‘It is by the rising of such-and-such a star,’ that person disbelieves in Me and believes in the stars.”’ (Authentic)

Commentary: To believe that rainfall is actually caused and controlled basically by a particular star is disbelief that takes a person out of the fold of Islam. However, if a person makes such a statement believing that rainfall is by the favour and mercy of Allah and that the rising of a particular star is usually a sign of rainfall, then such is not disbelief. The hadeeth exhorts towards watching our statements so that we do not unknowingly make statements of disbelief. We seek Allah's refuge from disbelief.
Chapter 407: What A Man Says When He Sees Clouds

When 'A'isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “When the Prophet saw rain clouds, he would get up and sit down, and walk to and fro, and his face would change. When rain came from the sky, he would be relieved.”

When ‘A’isha commented on this, the Prophet said, “(It is that) I do not know. Perhaps it is to be as Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, said, ‘When they saw it coming towards their valleys.’” (al-Ahqāf, 46:24) (Authenticated)

Commentary: See hadith no. 251 and comment on no. 686.

‘Abdullāh b. Mas‘ūd said: “The Prophet said, ‘Tiyara - Superstition is shirk, one who follows it is not one of us, Allah removes it through reliance (on Him).’” (Authenticated)

Commentary: 1. At-Tiyara is so called because during the days of Ignorance, when a person intends to travel or do something and comes out of his house, he may find some birds (sing. Tayr) flying towards the right – which in their
thoughts was good omen, or to the left – which they held to mean evil omen! So, the Sharee’ah prohibited this superstition. 2. The expression, wamaa minnaa (lit. ‘and there is not any of us’, but translated here as, ‘one who follows it is not one of us’) according to Imam Ibn al-Atheer, “has been reported like that, disconnected, without mentioning the exemption: ‘except that superstition comes over him and disapproval (for superstition) quickly comes to his mind’. However, it is omitted for summary hoping that the listener already understands the intent.” 3. Tiyara is from the aspects of Shirk, joining partners with Allah, because it involves belief that if they followed the implications of the direction of the flight of the birds, it will basically bring them fortune or prevent evil. 4. However, by Allah’s guiding the servant to rely on Him the Exalted, he takes away such superstitious notions.

Chapter 408: Omens

910. Abū Hurayra said: “I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, ‘Tiyara; and the good omen is called (al-fa’l).’ They asked, ‘What is the good omen?’ He said, ‘A right, pleasant word that one of you has heard.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: At-Tafaa’ul is for example, that a sick person hears been referred to as, ‘Salim (One who is well)’. So he regards it as a good sign of what will happen to him soon. It is connected to Tiyara because they are both notions but is different because it involves having good opinion about Allah, hopeful of His favours.
Chapter 409: The Excellence Of Someone Who Takes No Notice Of Omens

911. ‘Abdullāh b. Mas‘ūd said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘The nations were presented to me on the Festival during the days of Hajj, and I was astonished at the great number of my ‘Umma. They filled the plains and mountains. I was asked, “Muhammad, are you content?” I said, “Yes, O Lord.” ’ ”

He ﷺ also said: “Among those people there are seventy thousand who will enter the Garden without any reckoning. They are those who do not use charms nor cauterize themselves nor seek omens and who depend on their Lord.” ‘Ukkāsha said, “Ask Allah to place me among them.” The Prophet ﷺ said, “O Allah, place him among them!” Then another man said, “Ask Allah to place me among them.” The Prophet said, “‘Ukkāsha has beaten you to it.” (Sound and Authentic)
Commentary: The hadeeth discourages the use of charms, making cauterization and having evil omens. It also shows the favour of Allah upon this Ummah, and the virtue of the companion, ‘Ukasha (). However, the point of reference in this hadeeth vis-a-vis the chapter heading is the virtue of not having ill omens.

Chapter 410: Concerning Superstition, Against The Jinn

‘Ā’isha said: “Children used to be brought to her when they were born and she would pray for blessing for them. A child was brought to her and she removed its pillow and found a straight razor under his head. She asked about the razor and they said, ‘We put it there against the jinn.’ She took the razor and threw it away and forbade them to use it. She said that the Messenger of Allah  disliked and hated such charms.”

‘Ā’isha used to forbid this. (Weak Chain)
Chapter 411: Good Omens

913. Anas said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘There is no contagion and no seeing bad omens in things. I like the good omen - the good word.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: ‘Adwaa (translated as ‘contagion’) is the belief during the times of Ignorance that, for example, a camel infected by scabbies would be kept away from other camels so that the scabbies does not get transmitted to them thinking that the disease can by itself infect. Islam rejected this belief and affirms that sickness and cure are by Allah’s Will and what He ordinarily allows. See hadeeth no. 909 and 910.

914. Hābis b. Rabī’a said: “I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, ‘There is nothing in him as (night bird), and the most truthful of omens is the good omen. The Evil Eye is a reality.’ ” (Authentic due to supporting proof)

Commentary: Hāma is a night bird, usually an owl, said to embody the spirit of the dead calling for vengeance. People in Jāhiliyya used to believe in this but Islam rejected it.
Chapter 412: Seeing Blessing In A Good Name

915. ‘Abdullāh b. as-Sā’ib said: “In the year of al-Hudaybiyya, ‘Uthmān b. ‘Affān told the Prophet ﷺ that Suhayl had been sent to him by his people to make a truce with them that provided that he left them that year, they would leave Makka empty for him for three days. When Suhayl came and the people said, ‘Suhayl has come,’ the Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Allah has made your business easy (sahhala and Suhayl meaning easy).’” ‘Abdullāh b. as-Sā’ib met the Prophet ﷺ.

(Sound due to supporting proofs)

Chapter 413: Bad Luck In A Horse

916. ‘Abdullāh b. as-Sā’ib said: “In the year of al-Hudaybiyya, ‘Uthmān b. ‘Affān told the Prophet ﷺ that Suhayl had been sent to him by his people to make a truce with them that provided that he left them that year, they would leave Makka empty for him for three days. When Suhayl came and the people said, ‘Suhayl has come,’ the Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Allah has made your business easy (sahhala and Suhayl meaning easy).’” ‘Abdullāh b. as-Sā’ib met the Prophet ﷺ.

(Sound due to supporting proofs)
916. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar said: “The Messenger of Allah  said, ‘Bad luck can exist in a house, a woman and in a horse.’ ” (Strange)

917. Sahl b. Sa‘īd said: “The Messenger of Allah  said, ‘If there is bad luck in anything, it is to be found in a woman, a horse and a house.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The Prophet  rejected ill omen in authentic narrations as cited earlier. Here, he also rejected it and mentioned the things about which the people easily and widely opine evil omen. However, as mentioned earlier, he  said, “...Allah removes it through reliance (on Him).” See hadeeth no. 918.

918. Anas b. Mālik said: “A man said, ‘Messenger of Allah, we lived in a house and there were a large number of us and we had a lot of property in it. Then we moved to another house and our numbers decreased and our property became less in it (the new house).’ The Messenger of Allah  said, ‘Leave it (the new house) - it is bad.’ ” (Sound)

Commentary: That is, it is bad since it was leading them to a wrong belief that they began to suffer deprivation because of the new house. Otherwise, Allah alone increases and reduces wealth when He Wills.
919. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Allah loves the sneeze and dislikes the yawn. When someone sneezes and then praises Allah, it is a duty for every Muslim who hears him to say, “May Allah have mercy on you.” As for the yawn, it is from Satan, so one should repress it as much as possible. When a man says, “Haw!” Satan laughs at him.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: 1. Shaykh Husayn al-ʻAwaayisha (hafizahullah) explained that Allah loves the sneeze, “because it makes the sneezer vigorous in worship”, and that He dislikes the yawn, “because it weakens the yawner in worship and brings about inadvertence. Thus Satan gladdens at it...” 2. This hadeeth evinces the point that it is an individual obligation upon anyone who hears the sneezer giving thanks to Allah after sneezing to say the supplication, yahdeeka Allahu wa yuslih baalak (may Allah guide you and set your affairs right). This is because, duties we owe our brothers are basically obligatory and while expressing the order to supplicate for him, he – peace and blessings be upon him – emphasized that the duty is “for every Muslim.” 4. It is obligatory for the person that sneezes to also say, Alhamdulillah (Praise be to Allah) and to supplicate for him as mentioned above, depends on his saying Alhamdulillah. See hadeeth no. 921, 923 and 930.
Chapter 415: What To Say When You Sneeze

Ibn ‘Abbās said: “When one of you sneezes and says, ‘Al-hamdu li’l-lāh, (Praise be to Allah),’ the angel adds, ‘Rabbi’l-‘ālamīn, (The Lord of the Worlds).’ When you say, ‘Rabbi’l-‘ālamīn, (The Lord of the Worlds),’ the angel says, ‘Yarhamuka’llāh, (May Allah have mercy on you).’"

921. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet (ﷺ) said, ‘When someone sneezes, he should say, “Al-hamdu li’l-lāh (Praise be to Allah).” When he says that, his brother or companion should say to him, “Yarhamuka’l-lāh (May Allah have mercy on you).” When it is said to him, the person who sneezed should say, “Yahdīka’l-lāhu wa yuslihu bālaka (May Allah guide you and put your affairs in order).’”’”

Abū ‘Abdullāh (Bukhārī) commented, “The most confirmed of what is related on this subject is this hadīth which is related from Abū Sālih as-Sammān.” (Authentic)
Chapter 416: Wishing Mercy On The One Who Sneezes

922. ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān b. Ziyād b. An’ām al-Afrīqi said: “My father narrated to me that they were taking part in a sea raid in the time of Mu’āwiya. (He said), ‘Our ship was right up against the ship of Abū Ayyūb al-Ansārī. When it was time for our midday meal, we invited him and he came. He said, “You invited me, but even though I am fasting, I may not avoid accepting your invitation because I heard the Messenger of Allah ﷺ say, ‘A Muslim owes six things to his brother. If he neglects any of them, he has neglected an obligatory
He should greet him when he meets him. He should accept when he gives him an invitation. He should pray for mercy on him when he sneezes. He should visit him when he is ill. He should attend his funeral when he dies. He should give him good counsel when he asks him for advice.

“He said, ‘There was a humorous man with us who said to the man who was serving our food, “May Allah repay you with good and piety.” The man became angry with him when he said this to him several times. Then the first man who had joked said to Abū Ayyūb, “What do you think of a man who becomes angry and reviles me when I say to him, ‘May Allah repay you with good and piety.’?”’ Abū Ayyūb said, “We used to say, ‘If someone is not put right by good, he will be put right by evil’” So change the words against him. He said to the man when he came, “May Allah reward you with evil and disgrace!” The man laughed and was pleased and said, “Will you not stop joking?” The man said, “May Allah repay Abū Ayyūb al-Ansāri with good.”’” (Weak Chain)

923. Ibn Mas‘ūd said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘There are four things that one Muslim owes to another Muslim: to visit him when he is ill, to attend his funeral when he dies, to accept when he gives him an invitation, and to pray for mercy on him when he sneezes.’” (Authentic)
924. Al-Barā' b. ‘Azib said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ commanded us seven things and he forbade us to do seven things. He commanded us to visit the sick, to follow the bier, to pray for mercy on one who sneezes, to help someone in fulfilling an oath, to help the wronged, to extend the greeting, and to answer an invitation. He forbade us gold signet-rings, silver vessels, red (silk) saddle cloths, Qasī (silk and flax) garments, thick brocade, embroidered silk, and pure silk.” (Authentic)

925. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘A Muslim owes another Muslim six duties.’ He was asked, ‘What are they, Messenger of Allah?’ He said, ‘To greet him when he meets him, to accept when he gives him an invitation, to give him good counsel when he asks him for advice, to pray for mercy on him when he sneezes and says, “Praise be to Allah,” to visit him when he is ill, and follow him (attend his funeral) when he dies.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The point of reference in these narrations is that to supplicate for the one who sneezes and says, Alhamdulillah is from the obligations he is owed by everyone who hears him say, Alhamdulillah.
Chapter 417:-When Someone Hears A Sneeze, And Says, “Al-Hamdu Lillāh, Praise Be To Allah”

When Someone hears a sneeze and says, ‘Al-Hamdu lillāhi, Rabbil ‘Alamīna ‘ālā kullihāll, Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds in every situation,’ he will never get toothache or ear-ache.” (Weak)

Chapter 418: How To Wish Mercy On A Person When You Hear A Sneeze

926. ‘Alī, may Allah be pleased with him, said: “When Someone hears a sneeze and says, ‘Al-Hamdu lillāhi, Rabbil ‘Alamīna ‘ālā kullihāll, Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds in every situation,’ he will never get toothache or ear-ache.” (Weak)

927. As No. 921, with a different isnād.
((إنَّ اللهَ عَنْ أَبِي هُرَيْرَةَ رَضِيَ اللهُ عَنْهُ، عَنِ النَّبِيِّ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ قَالَ: (يُحِبُّ الْعَطَاسَ، وَيَكْرَهُ التَّثَاؤُبَ، وَإِذَا عَطَسَ أَحَدُكُمْ وَحَمِدَ اللهَ كَانَ حَقًّا عَلَى كُلِّ مُسْلِمٍ سَِعَهُ أَنْ يَقُولَ: يَرْحَمُكَ اللهُ. فَإِنََّا هُوَ مِنَ الشَّيْطَانِ، فَإِذَا تَثَاءَبَ مُسْلِمٍ سَِعَهُ أَنْ يَقُولَ أَحَدُكُمْ فَلْيَرُدَّهُ مَا اسْتَطَاعَ، فَإِنَّ أَحَدُكُمْ إِذَا تَثَاءَبَ ضَحِكَ مِنْهُ الشَّيْطَانُ)). صَحِيحٌ

928. Similar to No. 919, with a different isnād.

((إِذَا شُمِّتَ صَحِيحٌ: إِذَا شُمِّتَ ابْنَ عَبَّاسٍ رَضِيَ اللهُ عَنْهُمَا يَقُولُ: "عَافَانَا اللهُ وَإِيَّاكُمْ مِنَ النَّارِ. يَرْحَمُكُمُ اللهُ)

929. Abū Jamra said: “I heard Ibn ‘Abbās when he sneezed and someone prayed for mercy for him, he would say, ‘Aafaana Allahu wa iyyakum mina an-Naar. Yarhamukumullah (May Allah protect us and you from the Fire. May Allah have mercy on you).’” (Authentic)

((عَافَانَا اللهُ وَإِيَّاكُمْ مِنَ النَّارِ. يَرْحَمُكُمُ اللهُ

930. Abū Hurayra said: “We were sitting with the Messenger of Allah ﷺ when a man sneezed and praised Allah. The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said to him, ‘May Allah have mercy on you.’ Then another man sneezed, but the Prophet did not say anything to him. The man said, ‘Messenger of Allah, you responded to the other man, but did not say anything to me!’ The Prophet said, ‘He praised Allah whereas you were silent.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 919.
Chapter 419: When Someone Does Not Praise Allah, You Should Not Pray For Mercy For Him

931. Anas said: “Two men sneezed in the presence of the Prophet [] and he wished mercy on one of them but not on the other man. The second man asked, ‘Why did you pray for mercy for this man and not for me?’ He said, ‘This one praised Allah but you did not praise Him.’” (Authentic)

932. Abū Hurayra said: “Two men sat in the presence of the Prophet [] and one was from a nobler family than the other. The nobler one sneezed and did not praise Allah, so the Prophet did not ask for mercy on him. The other sneezed and did praise Allah, so the Prophet [] asked for mercy on him. The nobler one said, ‘I sneezed in
your presence and you did not ask for mercy on me. This other man sneezed and you asked for mercy on him.’ The Prophet said, ‘This man mentioned Allah, so I mentioned him. You forgot Allah, so I forgot you.’” (Sound)

Commentary: The narrations stress the points raised earlier that the supplication, Yarhamukallaahu (may Allah be merciful to you) should not be said for the one who sneezes and does not say, Alhamdulillah (Praise be to Allah).

Chapter 420: What Should Someone Who Sneezes Say First?

933. Nāfi‘ said: “When ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar sneezed and it was said to him, Yarhamukallaahu (May Allah have mercy on you),’ he would respond, “Yarhamuna wa iyyaakum, wa yagfirlana wa ilakum (May He have mercy on us and you. May He forgive us and you).’” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: In a related authentic narration from Nafi’ (رحمه الله), it says, “A man sneezed near Ibn ‘Umar and said, ‘Alhamdulillah, was-salaat was-salaam ‘ala Rasoolillah (Praise be to Allah, and peace and blessings be upon the messenger of Allah).’ Ibn ‘Umar retorted, ‘I also praise Allah and send His peace and blessings upon the Prophet; but that was not how the messenger of Allah taught us. He taught us to say, Alhamdulillah ‘alaa kulli haal (Praise be to Allah no matter the circumstance).’” (At-Tirmidhee and others). Thus, Ibn ‘Umar insisted on what the Prophet had taught rejecting an addition. Imam Ibn ‘Aabideen and Suyootee have also rejected additions to the formula taught by the Prophet. Therefore, while
commenting on the addition in the narration of Ibn Abbass (no. 929), Imam Al-Albaanee said, “Perhaps Ibn Abbass – may Allah be pleased with them both – did not stick to it. The same thing will be said regarding the addition of Ibn ‘Umar on no. 933: ‘and on you’. You should keep this in mind because what is reported from the Prophet is: ‘Yarhamukallah’ as in the next narration and others. And sticking to the Sunnah is preferred.” Saheeh Adab al-Mufrad (pg. 248).

934. ‘Abdullāh [b. Mas’ood] said: “When one of you sneezes, he should say, ‘Praise be to Allah, the Lord of the Worlds.’ Let anyone responding to him say, ‘May Allah have mercy on you.’ Then the person who sneezed should say, ‘May Allah forgive me and you.’ ” (Authentic Chain in the Mawqoof form)

935. ‘Iyās b. Salama narrated from his father who said: “A man sneezed in the presence of the Prophet (ﷺ) and the Prophet said, ‘May Allah have mercy on you.’ Then the man sneezed again and the Prophet (ﷺ) said, ‘This man has a cold.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: 1. In another authentically reported hadeeth from Abu Hurayrah (ﷺ), the Prophet (ﷺ) said, “If any one amongst you sneezes, those seated around him should supplicate for him. If he exceeds the third, then he has cold, and the supplication should not be made after the third.”
(Ibn Sunnee and others). Imam at-Tirmidhee also collected an authentic report with the same meaning in his Sunan. So, the supplication could still be said after the second and third sneezing. 2. “If it is asked, ‘since he was ill, he is in greater need to be supplicated for?’ The response is that, ‘It is recommended to supplicate for recovery for him and not do the supplication for the sneezer.’” Sharh Saheeh Adab al-Mufrad (3/64).

Chapter 421: Of One Who Says, “May Allah Have Mercy On You If You Praised Allah”

Chapter 422: Do Not Say, “Āb”
937. Mujāhid said: “A son of ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar - either Abū Bakr or ‘Umar - sneezed and he said, ‘Āb!’ Ibn ‘Umar said, ‘What is this Āb’? Āb is a name of one of the Satans whom he put between the sneeze and the praise.” (Authentic)

Chapter 423: When Someone Sneezes Several Times

938. As No. 935, with a different isnād.

939. Abū Hurayra said: “Pray for mercy for a person once, twice, and three times. Anything more than that is a cold.” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 935.
424. Chapter 424: When A Jew Sneezes

940. Abū Mūsā said: “The Jews would pretend sneeze in the presence of the Prophet ﷺ hoping that he would say to them, ‘May Allah have mercy on you.’ He would say to them, ‘May Allah guide you and put your affairs right.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The Jews know that the Prophet, Muhammad ﷺ is truly the Messenger of Allah even though they reject his message! So during his time they would wish that he prayed Allah’s Mercy for them and so, would pretend to sneeze in his presence. Since he – peace and blessings be upon him – was a mercy to the entire mankind, he supplicated to Allah for them for guidance to Islam and recitification of affairs which are prerequisites for the mercy they wanted him to pray for. It evinces the fact that it is not permissible to say the word, Yarhamukallahu meant for the people of Eemaan to the people of Kufr.
Chapter 425: How A Man Prays For Mercy For A Woman When She Sneezes

941. Abū Burda (son of Abū Mūsā) said: “I came to Abū Mūsā while he was in the house of the Umm al-Fadl b. al-'Abbās, and I sneezed and Abū Mūsā did not pray for mercy on me. Umm al-Fadl sneezed and he prayed for mercy on her. I told my mother about that, so when Abū Mūsā came to her, she confronted him and said, ‘My son sneezed and you did not pray for mercy on him. She (Umm al- Fadl) sneezed and you prayed for mercy on her.’ Abū Mūsā replied, ‘I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, “When one of you sneezes and praises Allah, you should pray for mercy on him. If he does not praise Allah, do not pray for mercy for him.” My son sneezed and did not praise Allah, so I did not pray for mercy for him. She sneezed and praised Allah, so I wished mercy on her.’ She said, ‘You did well.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: 1. As regards the expression, “while he was in the house of Umm al-Fadl bint Abbas”, our Shaykh, Shaykh Sameer bin Ameen az-Zuhayree (hafizahullah) said, “that is how it is in the two manuscripts: ‘while he was in the house of Umm al-Fadl bint al-Abbass’. But in Saheeh Muslim (it says): ‘while he was in the house of the daughter of Fadl bin Abbass’.
Imam an-Nawawee said: ‘This was Umm Kulthum, the daughter of Fadl bin Abbass, the wife of Aboo Moosa al-Ash’aree. He married her after Hasan bin Alee’s separation with her and she gave birth for Aboo Moosa who died while still married to her.’” 2. It demonstrates the companion’s adherence to the Sunnah. 3. It evinces the permissibility of saying, Ahsanta, ‘you did well’, to someone who acts rightly. 4. Males are permitted to pray for Allah’s mercy on the female if she sneezes and praises Allah.

Chapter 426: Yawning

942. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘When one of you yawns, he should repress it as much as possible.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 919.

Chapter 427: One Who Says, “Labbayk (At Your Service)” When He Answers

943. Anas, on the authority of the Prophet ﷺ said: “When he gathered his companions, he said: ‘Labbayk, O God, and His mercy upon you.’” (Authentic)
943. Mu‘ādh said: “I was riding behind the Prophet ﷺ and he called, ‘Mu‘ādh!’ I said, ‘Labbayka, wa sa‘dayka, At your service.’ Then the Prophet ﷺ said the same thing three times and went on, ‘Do you know what Allah has made obligatory for His slaves? That they must worship Him and not associate anything with Him.’ Then he rode on for an hour and called, ‘Mu‘ādh!’ I said, ‘Labbayka, wa sa‘dayka, At your service!’ He said, ‘Do you know what right the slaves have over Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, when they do that? That He will not punish them.’ ” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** The point of reference in relation to the chapter heading is Muadh’s saying, Labbayka, wa sa‘dayka, ‘At your service’, when the Prophet ﷺ called him.
944. ‘Abdullāh b. Ka‘b b. Mālik who was the guide of Ka‘b from amongst his children when he became blind - said: “I heard Ka‘b b. Mālik narrating his experience during the raid on Tabūk when he had stayed behind the Messenger of Allah ﷺ (i.e. he did not join the army). Allah accepted his repentance. The Messenger of Allah ﷺ announced after he had prayed the Fajr prayer that Allah had forgiven him. People came to Ka‘b in great numbers to congratulate him on the good news that Allah had forgiven him.

(Ka‘b said,) “They said, ‘Allah has turned to you’ until I entered the mosque. There was the Messenger of Allah ﷺ surrounded by some people. Talha b. ‘Ubaydullāh got up for me and came forward hastily until he shook my hand and congratulated me. By Allah, he was the only man among the Muhājirīn to get up for me. I will not forget that Talha did that.” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth contains the following points of benefit amongst others: 1. It shows the seriousness of sins. 2. The love of the Prophet ﷺ and the companions (产品研发) for one another. They were all glad that Ka‘b and the two others were forgiven. 3. We should be satisfied with the apparent disposition of people and not poke around about their intentions. 4. From the ways of congratulating people is to stand up and shake them. 5. Shaykh Saleem bin ‘Eid al-Hilaalee (hafizahullah) gave a commentary of the hadeeth in a separate work titled, Ihaaf as-Saalik bi Fawaaid Hadeeth al-Mukhallifeen min Riwayati Ka‘b bin Maalik in over 300 pages and explained 110 points of benefits from this hadeeth.
Abū Sa‘īd al-Khudrī reported this: “Some people (from the Jews of Qurayza) choose to abide by the judgement of Sa‘d b. Mu‘ādh who was sent for (by the Prophet ﷺ) and came on a donkey. When he drew near to the mosque, the Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Come forward to the best of you or your leader.’ Then the Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Sa‘d, these people have chosen to abide by your judgement.’ Sa‘d pronounced, ‘My judgement regarding them is that their fighting men be executed and their children taken as booty.’ The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘You have given the judgement of Allah’ or he said, ‘You have given the judgement of the King.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: 1. Sa‘d bin Mu‘adh (may Allah shower blessings on him) who was in the Prophet’s mosque recovering from the serious injury he sustained during the Battle of Trench came to meet the Prophet ﷺ and the rest of the people in a mosque temporarily set up for the daily obligatory prayers during the siege on the Jews of Qurayza after their treachery. 2. In another authentic narration of the same hadith, it says, “Qoomoo ilaa sayyidikum (Stand up to your leader (i.e. Sa‘d bin Mu‘adh))”; and in another, with the addition, “fa anziloohu (… and help him alight).” Based on these expressions, Imam al-Albaanee (رحمه الله) averred, “So it appears to me - and Allah knows Best – that the author (may Allah shower blessings on him) actually only intended to relate the meaning of the hadeeth (and not the exact wording) in order to draw attention that it is not connected with a man’s standing up for his brother out of respect as is common place but (he could do that) only to help him come down, for he (Sa‘d bin Mua‘dh) was ill (at the time). If he (may Allah shower blessings on him) had intended the first meaning, (i.e. standing for a person to show respect), he would have said, ‘Qoomoo li sayyidikum (stand up for the sake of your leader)’ which is not contained in any of the chains of report of the hadeeth.” Therefore, the narration establishes standing up to meet our brother, in order to offer help to him or the like. It could even imply standing up to a person to slap or beat
him. However, to stand up out of respect for him does not have any basis in this hadeeth. Allah knows Best. See hadeeth no. 977 and Silsilat al-Ahaadeeth as-Saheehah (67).

946. Anas said: “There was no one the people loved to see more than the Prophet . But when they saw him, they did not stand up to him, since they knew that he disliked that.” (Authentic)

Commentary: In other versions of this hadeeth collected by Imam At-Tahaawee in Mushkil al-Aathaar and Abu Ya’alaa in his Musnad, the above expression, ‘lam yaqoomoo ilayhi (translated as, ‘they did not stand up to him’), occurs as lam yaqoomoo lahu (they would not stand up because of him). According to Imam Al-Albaanee (رحمه الله), “Apparently, this is the correct thing (i.e. that they would not stand up because of him) due to the earlier cited difference between, ‘standing up because of him’ and ‘standing up to him’. While the first is that which is disapproved, the second standing is clearly permissible (since it has to do with helping him fulfill a particular need), regarding even the general people how much more their leaders as is in the hadeeth of Sa’d bin Mu’adh...” In the report of Imam al-Bayhaqee, it says, “lam yataharrakoo (they would not even move)” indicating that what was known to be detested is to stand up because of him, ‘to stand up to him’ would mean to help him which may even be obligatory and not detested. While stating this report, Imam al-Bayhaqee said, “Abu Abdillah, al-Haafidh (i.e. Imam Hakim) said, ‘I attended the lesson of Abu Muhammad, Abdur-Rahman bin Mirzabaanee al-Khazzaaz – the great scholar of hadeeth of his time - at Hamdan. He came out to us while we were sitting down looking at him. When he drew near us, we all stood up. He forbade and prevented us from that and then said...(he then related the chain of narration up to Anas bin Malik and read this hadeeth).’” Thereafter, Imam al-Albaanee (رحمه الله) said, “There are many of such reports from the pious predecessors such that if compiled, could make a treatise.” These shed light on the fact that what the Prophet  disapproved was standing up because of a person. See hadeeth no. 977.
947. ‘Ā’isha, the Umm al-Mu’mīnīn, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “I have not seen anyone who more resembled the Prophet ﷺ in words or speech or manner of sitting than Fatima.”

‘Ā’isha continued, “When the Prophet ﷺ saw that she had come, he would welcome her and then he would stand up to her, kiss her, take her hand and bring her forward until he made her sit in his place. When the Prophet ﷺ visited her, she greeted him and stood up for him and kissed him. She came to the Prophet ﷺ in his final illness and he greeted and kissed her and told her a secret. She wept. Then he said something secretly to her again and she laughed. I said to the women, ‘I see that this woman is superior to other women, yet she is one of them. First she wept and then she laughed.’ I asked her, ‘What did he say to you?’ She said, ‘If I told you, I would be divulging a secret.’ When the Prophet ﷺ died, Fatima said, ‘He said secretly to me, “I am dying.”’ so I wept. Then he said secretly to me, “You will be
the first of my family to join me,” so I was happy and pleased at that.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The point of reference in this hadeeth in relation to the chapter heading is the expression, “qaama ilayha (he would stand up to her),” and it has been mentioned that it differs from ‘standing up because of her’ which is disapproved. The import of his standing up here is similar to that of hadeeth no. 944.

Chapter 429: A Man Standing Up For A Man Sitting Down

948. Jābir said: “The Prophet ﷺ was ill and we prayed behind him while he was sitting down. Abū Bakr relayed his takbīr to the people. The Prophet turned toward us and saw that we were standing. He indicated to us that we should sit down. So we prayed with him sitting down. After giving the taslīm, he said, ‘You were about to do what the Persians and Romans do. They stand in front of their kings while they are seated. Do not do that. Follow your imāms. If the imām prays standing, then pray standing. If he prays sitting down, then pray sitting down.’” (Authentic)
**Commentary:** This hadith prohibits standing before a person while he is seated by way of showing reverence to him which was from the ways of the non-Muslims. As such, it also prohibits imitating the non-Muslims regarding things that are basically exclusive to them.

Chapter 430: When Someone Yawns, He Should Put His Hand Over His Mouth

١٩٤٩- عَنْ أَبِي سَعِيدٍ رَضِيَ اللهُ عَنْهُ، عَنِ النَّبِيِّ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ قَالَ تَثَاءَبَ أَحَدُكُمْ، فَلْيَضَعْ يَدَهُ بِفِيهِ؛ فَإِنَّ الشَّيْطَانَ يَدْخُلُ فِيهِ). صَحِيحٌ.

949. Abū Sa‘īd said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘When one of you yawns, he should put his hand over his mouth. Because Satan will enter it.’” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** When the mouth opens due to something which is detested in the Sharee’ah, it becomes a path for Satan who is given the ability to enter the belly of man and move within it as blood moves within the veins. Therefore, it is only noble for one to repress the yawn as much as possible as mentioned earlier, or put his hand over his mouth to prevent the great enemy access into his body.

١٩٥٠- عَنِ ابْنِ عَبَّاسٍ رَضِيَ اللهُ عَنْهُمَا قَالَ إِذَا تَثَاءَبَ فَلْيَضَعْ يَدَهُ عَلَى فِيهِ فَإِنَّا هُوُ مِنَ الشَّيْطَانِ. صَحِيحٌ.

950. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “When someone yawns, he should place his hand over his mouth. Yawning is from Satan.” (Authentic)
Chapter 431: Should Anyone Delouse Someone Else’s Head?

951. As No. 949, with a different isnād.

952. Anas b. Mālik said: “The Prophet ﷺ used to visit Umm Harām, the daughter of Milhān who was married to ‘Ubada b. as-Sāmit. He visited her and she served him food and started delousing his head so he slept and then awoke cheerful.” (Authentic)

Commentary: 1. Imam an-Nawawee (رحمه الله) said, “the scholars are agreed that she is from those relations permanently prohibited in marriage to him – peace and blessings be upon, but differ on how. Ibn Abdil-Barr and others hold that she was one of his foster aunts. Others say she was an aunt to his father or grandfather since Abdul-Muttalib’s mother was from the Najjaar tribe.” 2. Hafidh Ibn Hajar (رحمه الله) explained that, “It does not imply that he had anything on his head. She was only teasing apart the hair of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ to soothe him since teasing apart the hair makes one feel relaxed.” 3. He became cheerful when he woke up owing to the dream he had that, a group of people in his Ummah will sail on the sea as kings on
their thrones. This is authentically related in another version in the two Saheehs.

359 - عن قيسي بن عاصم السعدي قال: آتت رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم فقال: ((هذا سيد أهله الوبي)). فقلت: يا رسول الله! ما المال الذي ليس علي فيه تبعة من طالب، ولا من ضيف? فقال رسول الله: ((نعم المال أربعون، والأكثر ستوين، وويل لأصحاب الدين، إلا من أعظم الكرية، ومنح الغزير، وخير السبيبة، فأكل، وأطعم القائم والمغترب)). قلت: يا رسول الله! ما أكرم هذه الأخلاء، لا يحل بؤد أثنا فيه من كثرة نعمي. فقال: (كيف تصنف بالعطية؟) قلت: أعطي البكر، وأعطي الناب قال: (كيف تصنف في النباحة؟) قال: يا رجل الناس بحبابهم ولا يوزع رجل من حمل يختتمه، فيمسكه ما بدأ له، حتى يكون هو يرده، فقال النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم: ((فمالك أحب إليك، أم مال مواليك؟))، قال: مالى، قال: (إذا لك من مالك ما أكلت فأطعنت، أو أعطيت فأقضيت، وسائرة موالتك)). قلت: لا جرم، لين رجعت لاقلعن عدها. فلما حضرت الموت جمع بهما، فقال: يا بنى! حدوا عنني، فإنكم لن تأخذوا عن أحد هو أصخ لكم متي: لا تتوحوا علي، فإن رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم لم ينح علي، وقد سميت النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم ينهى عن الباحرة، وكفنون في يبائي التي كنت أصلي فيها، وسودوا أكابركم فإنكم إذا سودتم أكابركم لم ينزل لأيكم فيكم خليفة، وإذا سودتم أصحابكم هان أكابركم على الناس، وزهدوا فيكم، وأصبحوا عنكم، فإن في غنى عن طلب الناس، وإنكما واملئته، فإنها آخر كسب المرض. وإذا دفنتموني فسوا عليئ قبري، فإني كان...
953. Qays b. ‘Asim as-Sa’di said: “I came to the Messenger of Allah ﷺ and he said, ‘This is the master of the people of the desert.’ I asked, ‘Messenger of Allah, how much property may I own without owing any claim to someone who comes with a request or as a guest?’ The Messenger of Allah said, ‘The best property is forty. A lot of property is sixty. Woe to whoever has hundreds unless he gives away something precious, lends an animal with abundant milk or sacrifices a fat animal to eat and feed the beggar and the poor.’ I said, ‘Messenger of Allah, how noble these qualities are! The valley where I live is full of my cattle.’ The Prophet asked, ‘What do you give as a gift?’ I said, ‘I give the virgin camel and I give the she-camel.’ The Prophet asked, ‘How much do you lend for a loan?’ I said, ‘I lend a hundred.’ He asked, ‘What do you do with she-camels that are ready to be mated?’ I said, ‘People bring their ropes (to use as halters for the male camels) and no man is prevented from taking a camel on which he puts a halter. He takes the male camel he thinks suitable (for mating and keeps it) until he himself returns it.’ The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Which do you love more - your property or your heirs’ (mawāli)?’ I said, ‘My property.’ The Prophet said, ‘Your share is what you eat of your property and consume or what you give and spend. The rest of it belongs to your heirs.’ I said, ‘When I go back, I must reduce it by giving it away. When Qays b. ‘Asim as-Sa’di was near death, he gathered his sons around him and said, “My sons, take from me. You will not listen to anyone who will give you better advice than me. Do not wail over me. The Messenger of Allah ﷺ was not wailed for. I heard the Prophet ﷺ forbid wailing. Shroud me in the garment in which I used to pray. Make the oldest of you your leader. If you make the oldest of you your leader, you will continue to have a successor from your father among you. If you make the youngest of you your leader, then the eldest of you will be lowered in people’s eyes and they would desert you. Be abstinent among yourselves. Have a good livelihood and you
will be free of the need to ask from other people. Beware of begging. It is the lowest of a man’s earnings. When you bury me, flatten my grave. There have been some bad feelings between me and the tribe of Bakr b. Wa’il in this area because of wounds I inflicted. I do not trust a fool to bring something about that might occasion disgrace to your religious life (dīn) (i.e. by his revealing the site of the grave).’”  
(Sound due to supporting proof).

Commentary: See comments on hadeeth no. 361.

Chapter 432: Shaking The Head And Biting The Lips In Amazement

954. ‘Abdullāh b. as-Samit said: “My close friend Abū Dharr said, ‘I brought to the Prophet ﷺ some water for wudū’. He shook his head and bit his lips. I said, “My father and mother be your ransom, have I offended you?” He said, “No, but you will meet amirs - or imāms- who delay the prayer beyond its time.” I said, “What do you command me to do?” He said, “Pray the prayer at the proper time. If you come
across them, then pray with them and do not say, – ‘I have already prayed, so I will not pray again.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: See hadeeth no. 957.

Chapter 433: A Man Striking His Hand On His Thigh When He Is Amazed Or For Some Other Reason

955. ‘Alī, may Allah be pleased with him, said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ came at night to me and Fatima, the daughter of the Prophet ﷺ and said, ‘Do you not pray?’ (‘Alī said) I said, ‘Messenger of Allah, our spirits are with Allah. When He wishes to wake us up, we will wake up.’ The Prophet ﷺ left without saying anything to me. Then after he had turned his back I heard him strike his thigh and say, ‘Man is the most contentious of beings.’ ” (al-Kahf, 18: 54) (Authentic)

Commentary: Apart from being evidence for the permissibility of a man’s striking his own thighs when he is astonished, the prophet’s use of this verse as proof against Alee’s response – even though the late-night prayer is not
obligatory, and he only sought to give an excuse for not having stood up up till the time - disproves the view of those who give preordainment as excuse for their laxity in their religious obligations.

956. Abū Razīn said of Abū Hurayra: “I saw him striking his forehead with his hand and saying, ‘People of Iraq, do you claim that I lie against the Messenger of Allah ﷺ? Should you have contentment while I have the sin? I testify that I heard the Messenger of Allah ﷺ say, “When one of you breaks his sandal-strap, he should not walk in his other sandal until it is mended.”’” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** The point of reference is Abu Hurayrah’s striking his forehead with his hand. The hadeeth also highlights: 1. Disapproval for walking in a single sandal or leather socks or socks since it contradicts sedateness. 2. Islam exhorts towards paying serious attention to good manners in every aspect of life. 3. The companions of the Prophet – may Allah be pleased with them all – love and really believe in the Prophet ﷺ. So, they report his words with great precision and conviction.
434- بَابٌ إِذَا ضَرَبَ الرَّجُلُ فَخْذَ أَخِيهِ وَلَمْ يُرِدْ بِهِ سُوءًا

Chapter 434: When A Man Strikes His Brother's Thigh And Does Not Intend Any thing Bad By It

957. Abu’l-‘Aliyya al-Barā’ said: “‘Abdullāh b. as-Sāmit was passing by me and I gave him a chair. He sat down. I said to him, ‘Ibn Ziyād has delayed the prayer. What do you command?’ He struck my thigh (and the narrator thinks Abu’l-‘Aliyya said, ‘So that it left a mark on it’) and then said, ‘I asked Abū Dharr as you asked me. He struck my thigh as I have struck yours and said, “Pray the prayer at the proper time, but if you come across some of them, pray with them and do not say, ‘I have already prayed,’ so I will not pray (again).’” ’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The point in this hadeeth in relation to the chapter heading is the permissibility of striking a person’s thigh without any negative intention. As regards the Prophet’s statement in another version of the same hadeeth, (954): “...you will meet amirs who delay the prayer beyong its time”, Imam an-Nawawee (رحمه الله) explains, “That is, its preffered time; not completely beyond its prescribed time. This is because, what is reported from the amirs – both the earlier and later ones – is that they used to delay it beyond its preffered time. No one of them delayed it completely beyond its prescribed time. Therefore, it is pertinent to understand these narrations in the light of what really happened.” The hadeeth also exhorts towards observing the prayers at their preffered times, and avoiding difference and confrontation with the rulers.
الآب المفرد

958. Sālim b. ‘Abdullāh said: “‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar said that ‘Umar b. al-Khattāb went with the Messenger of Allah ﷺ and a group of Companions, to Ibn Sayyād and found him playing with some boys in the fortress of the Banū Maghāla. Ibn Sayyād at that time was near puberty. He was not aware of the Prophet ﷺ until he struck him on the back with his hand. Then he said, ’Do you testify that I am the Messenger of Allah?’ He looked at him and said, ‘I testify that you are the Messenger of the unlettered people.’ Ibn Sayyād said, ’Do you testify that I am the Messenger of Allah?’ The Prophet ﷺ squeezed him and then said, ’I believe in Allah and His Messenger.’ Then he said to Ibn Sayyād, ’What dreams do you have?’ Ibn Sayyād said, ‘(I dream of) a truthful man and a liar coming to me.’ The Prophet ﷺ said, ’You are confused.’ The Prophet ﷺ said, ’I have concealed something from you (in my mind).’ Ibn Sayyād said; ’It is “Dukh” (smoke).’ The Prophet ﷺ said, ’Get away! You will not go beyond your rank.’ ‘Umar said, ’Messenger of Allah, will you give me permission to strike off his head?’ The Prophet ﷺ said, ’If it is him (i.e. the Dajjāl), then you are not the one to overcome him. If it is not him, you gain nothing good by killing him.’

Sālim said, “I heard ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar say, ‘After that, the Prophet ﷺ went one day with Ubayy b. Ka’b al-Ansāri to the palm-trees where Ibn Sayyād was. The Prophet ﷺ entered and hid behind the palm-trunks, trying to hear something from Ibn Sayyād before he saw him. Ibn Sayyād was lying on his bed in a wrapper and a murmuring could be heard coming from him. Ibn Sayyād’s mother saw the Prophet ﷺ hiding behind the palm-trunk and called to Ibn Sayyād, ”Sāf (that was his name)! Here is Muhammad.” Ibn Sayyād stopped and the Prophet ﷺ said, ”If she had left him alone, the business would have been clear”.’

Sālim said that ‘Abdullāh said, “The Prophet ﷺ stood up among the people, praised Allah as is His due and then spoke of the Dajjāl and said, ’I warn you of him. There is no prophet who has not warned his people about him. Nūh warned his people, but I will tell you something that no prophet before has told his people: you should know that he is one-eyed and that Allah is not one-eyed.’” (Authentic)
Commentary: The point of reference in the hadeeth vis-à-vis the chapter heading is the expression, “...until he struck him on the back with his hand...” However, it contains other lessons including that: 1. The Dajjal cannot be overpowered by any single person – no matter how pious or powerful – except Nabiiyy ‘Eesa – peace be upon him –, as contained in other authentic narrations, after his descent which is from the Major Signs of the Hour. 2. It is prohibited to kill a person without a just cause. Allah the Exalted says: “Do not kill anyone whose killing Allah has forbidden, except for a just cause...” (Q 17:33). 3. We should only act based on clear knowledge and not illusions and suppositions. This informed the Prophet’s painstaking effort to verify the person of Ibn Sayyad. 4. The Authority has the responsibility of unraveling mysterious or complicated matters of interest to the general populace. It was widely feared then that Ibn Sayyad was the Dajjal about whose trial and tribulation the Prophets (alayhim as-Salam) have warned their people. 5. The Authority also has the duty of warning the people apprioprately about any impending danger as the Prophet  warned about the coming of Dajjal and even gave additional information because his coming was no doubt in his Ummah. 6. It supports the fact that Allah the Mighty and Sublime has two Eyes.

959. Jābir said: “When the Prophet  was in janāba, (e.g. he ought to have a bath) he poured three handfuls of water over his head.”

When al-Hasan b. Muhammad (b. al-Hanafiyyah) said, “Abū ‘Abdullāh. I have more hair than that,” Jābir struck his hand on al-Hasan’s thigh, and said, “Nephew, the Prophet  had more hair than you have and better hair as well!” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: Al-Hasan bin Muhammad bin al-Hanafiyyah (رحمه الله) only sought to point out that, the Prophet  perhaps, only used three handfuls.
because his hairs were not much and that for those with much hair, they would require more handfuls. However, the companion’s response is evidence that even though the Prophet’s hair was much more and better, which should, based on al-Hasan’s thought, require him to use many handfuls, he – peace and blessings be upon him – sufficed with three handfuls. “It demonstrates what the pious predecessors were upon, of giving evidence with the action of the Prophet ﷺ and submitting to it.” Sharh Saheeh al-Adab al-Mufrad (3/101). In this narration also, the allowance of striking one’s hand on the thigh of another person when no evil is intended is established.

Chapter 435: One Who Dislikes Being Seated While Others Are Standing Up

632. Jābir said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ was thrown from a horse in Madīna onto a palm-trunk and dislocated his foot. We used to visit him in the room of ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her. We came upon him while he was praying sitting down and we prayed standing. Then we visited him another time while he was praying the obligatory prayer sitting and we prayed standing behind him. He indicated to us that we should sit down. When he finished the prayer, he said, ‘When
the imām prays sitting, then pray sitting. When he prays standing, then pray standing. Do not stand while the imām is sitting as the Persians’ custom is with their great men.’” (Authentic)

961. He (Jābir) said: “One of the young men of the Ansār had a son and he called him Muhammad. The Ansār said, ‘We will not give you the kunya of the Messenger of Allah (i.e. Abūl Qāsim).’ Then they sat at the road-side and asked the Prophet about the Hour. The Prophet said, ‘You have come-to me to ask me about the Hour?’ We said, ‘Yes.’ He said, ‘There is no one present now who will live to see a hundred years.’

“We said, ‘A young man of the Ansār has had a son and called him Muhammad.’ The Ansār said, ‘We will not call you by the kunya of the Messenger of Allah.’ The Prophet said, ‘You have done well Call yourselves with my name but do not use my kunya.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The prophecy mentioned in this hadeeth was one of the miracles of the Prophet (ﷺ) that no one who was alive at that time lived more than a hundred years after that. As to their question it is also an indirect answer, as in another hadith, ‘whoever dies, his Hour has come’, means he cannot do anything after that except to stand in front of his Lord so it is no use knowing the actual time of the Hour. See narrations in Chapter 373.
Chapter 436: [This World Is More Worthless In The Sight Of Allah Than A Dead Goat]

962. Jābir b. ‘Abdullāh said: “The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) passed the market on his way in from a high part of the city and the people were on both sides of him. He passed a dead goat with both ears cut off and reached out and took its ear. Then he said, ‘Who would like to buy this for a dirham?’ The people said, ‘Why would we want to when it is worthless? What would we do with it?’ He said, ‘Would you like to have it?’ They said, ‘No.’ He said that to them three times and they said, ‘No, by Allah! If it were alive, it would have a defect as it has no ear. Why would we want it when it is dead?’ The Prophet said, ‘By Allah. this world is less in the sight of Allah than this dead goat is to you.’ ” (Authentic)
635. ‘Utayy b. Damura said: “I saw a man with Ubayy who was calling to another man in the way people used to call each other in the days of Jāhiliyya. Ubayy then rebuked him and refused to use his kunya. His companions looked at Ubayy, so he said, ‘You seem to disapprove!’ He said, ‘I will never respect anyone who does this. I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, ‘If someone calls people in the way people did in the days of Jāhiliyya, ‘then rebuke him, and do not use his kunya.’” ’ ” (Authentic)

Chapter 437: What A Man Says When His Foot Goes Numb

964. ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān b. Sa’d said: “Ibn ‘Umar’s foot went numb/deadened and a man said to him, ‘Mention the person you love the most.’ He said, ‘Muhammad.’ ” (Weak)
Chapter 438: [Tidings To Certain Companions]

965. Abū Mūsā said: “He was with the Prophet ﷺ in one of the gardens of Madīna. The Prophet ﷺ had a twig in his hand with which he was striking the water and the mud. A man came asking for the garden to be opened to him and the Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Open it for him and give him the good news of the Garden.’ I went and it was Abū Bakr, may Allah be pleased with him. I opened the door for him and gave him the good news of the Garden. Then another man asked to be let in and the Prophet said, ‘Open the door and give him the good news of the Garden.’ It was ‘Umar, may Allah be pleased with him, and I let him in and gave him the good news of the Garden. Then another man asked to be let in and the Prophet was reclining and then sat up. He said, ‘Open it for him and give him the good news of the Garden along with an affliction that will befall him (in this world) - or that will happen.’ I went and it was ‘Uthmān, may Allah be pleased with him. I opened the door for him and told him what the Prophet ﷺ had
said. He said, ‘Allah is the One who is asked for help.’ ” (Authentic)

Chapter 439: Shaking Hands With Children


Commentary: The narration shows the kindheartedness of the companion (ﷺ), and encourages shaking and stroking the head of the young and supplicating for them.
Chapter 440: Shaking Hands

967. Anas b. Mālik said: “When the people of Yemen came, the Prophet ﷺ said, ‘The people of Yemen have come and they have more courteous hearts than you’. They are the first who introduced the handshake.” (Authentic)

Commentary: This hadith cites the connection between tenderheartedness and handshake, and encourages handshake. In another authentic narration collected by Imam Aboo Daawood, at-Tirmidhee and others, the Prophet ﷺ said, “No two Muslims meet and shake hands except that they are both forgiven before they depart.”

968. ‘Abdullāh b. Yazīd said: “Al-Barā’ b. ‘Āzib said, ‘Part of the full greeting is to shake your brother’s hand.’” (Authentic)
Chapter 441: A Woman Stroking A Child's Head

Marzūq ath-Thaqafī said: “Abdullāh b. az-Zubayr sent me to his mother, Asmāʿ bint Abū Bakr, and he told her how Hajjaj was treating them. She prayed for me and stroked my head. I was a young boy at that time.” (Weak)

Chapter 442: Embracing
970. Jābir b. ‘Abdullāh said: “A hadīth reached me on the authority of a Companion of the Prophet ﷺ so I purchased a camel and rode it for a month until I reached Syria. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Unays was there, and I sent word to him, saying, ‘Jābir is at the door’. The messenger returned and said, ‘Jābir b. ‘Abdullah?’ I said, ‘Yes.’ So ‘Abdullāh came out and embraced me. I said, ‘A hadīth reached me which I myself did not hear (from the Prophet) and I feared that one of us would die.’ He (‘Abdullāh b. ‘Unays) said, ‘I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, “Allah will gather His slaves’ - or ‘people’ - ‘naked, uncircumcised, without anything.’ We asked, ‘What is meant by “without anything”? ’ The Prophet said, ‘They will have nothing with them of worldly goods.’ (The Prophet went on), ‘He will call them with a voice that is heard from afar’ - (and I think that he said: - ‘as if it was heard somewhere nearby’)- ‘saying “I am the King. No one of the people of the Garden will enter the Garden while any (one) of the people of the Fire is seeking him for some injustice he did to him. No one of the people of the Fire will enter the Fire while any (one) of the people of the Garden is seeking him for an injustice he did to him.’ ” I asked, ‘How can this be? We come to Allah naked and without any worldly goods?’ He (‘Abdullāh b. ‘Unays) said, ‘Either with good actions or with evil actions.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The point of reference in this hadeeth vis-a-vis the chapter heading is that Abdullah came out and then embraced Jabir bin Abdullah (radiya Allahu anhum). Anas bin Malik (ﷺ) reported that, “When the companions of the Prophet ﷺ meet, they would shake each other. And when they return from journeys, they embraced each other.” See Silsilat al-Ahadeeth is-Saheehah (1/301).
Chapter 443: A Man Kissing His Daughter

971. ‘Ā’isha, the Umm al-Mu’minīn, said: “I did not see anyone who more resembled in speech the Messenger of Allah ﷺ than Fatima. When she came to him, he stood up to her and welcomed her and kissed her and made her sit down in his place. When the Prophet came to her, she stood up for him and took his hand and made him welcome and kissed him and made him sit in her place. She came to him during his final illness and he greeted her and kissed her.” (Authentic)
Ibn ‘Umar said: “We were in a battlefield and some people retreated (from the front). We said, ‘How can we face the Prophet ﷺ when we have run away?’ Then it was revealed, ‘Unless withdrawing to fight again or removing to join another host.’* (al-Anfāl 8:16) We said, ‘We will not advance to Madīna and then no one will see us.’ Then we said, ‘Perhaps we should go.’ The Prophet ﷺ came from the Fajr prayer and we said, ‘We are those who fled.’ He said, ‘But you are those who return to the fighting.’ We kissed his hand. He said, ‘I am your host whom you joined.’” *(Weak)*

‘Abdu’r-Rahmān b. Razīn said: “We passed by ar-Rabdha and were told, ‘There is Salama b. al-Akwa‘.’ We went to him and greeted him. Then he held out his hands and said, ‘With these two hands I offered allegiance to the Prophet of Allah ﷺ.’ He held out his palm - as massive as the palm of a camel - and we rose and kissed it.” *(Sound Chain)*

**Commentary:** Explaining similar narrations, Imam Al-Albaanee explained, “As for kissing the hand, there are many narrations which all point to its establishment from the Prophet ﷺ and the pious predecessors. Thus, it is our opinion that it is permissible to kiss the hand of a scholar if the following conditions are fulfilled: 1. It should not be made a custom such that the scholar becomes used to stretching out his hands to his students and the students also get used to seeking blessings through that. This is because...
although the Prophet’s hand was kissed, it was rare, and whatever is like that should not be taken as continuous practice as is known from the Fundamentals of Islamic Jurisprudence. 2. That it should not lead to the scholar being arrogant towards others, feeling self-important, as is the case with some Shaykhs today. 3. That it should not lead to suspending a well-known Sunnah such as the Sunnah of handshake which is approved from his actions and statements, and which brings about the falling-off of the sins of the two persons shaking hands as is reported in many hadiths. So, it is not allowed to cancel it because of an act which is, to say the most, only permissible.” See Sharh Saheeh Adab al-Mufrad (3/117).

974. Thābit said to Anas: “Did you touch the Prophet ﷺ with your hand?” He said, “Yes.” So he (Thābit) kissed it. *(Weak)*

975. Al-Wāzi‘ b. ‘Amir said: “We came and it was said, ‘That is the Messenger of Allah.’ We took his hands and feet and kissed them.” *(Weak)*
976. Suhayb said: “I saw ‘Alī kiss the hands and feet of al-‘Abbās (his uncle).”  (Weak)

Chapter 446: A Man Rising Out Of Respect For Another Man

977. Abū Mijlaz said: “Mu‘āwiya came out while ‘Abdullah b. ‘Amir and ‘Abdullāh b. az-Zubayr were seated. Ibn ‘Amir got up and Ibn az-Zubayr remained seated - and he was the wiser of the two. Mu‘āwiya said, ‘The Prophet ﷺ said, “Whoever likes to have the slaves of Allah stand up out of respect for him will take his place in the Fire.”’”  (Authentic)

Commentary: This hadeeth shows, as Imam Al-Albaanee (رحمه الله) said, that “one: prohibition of the one coming to meet the people desiring their standing up for him. This is clear-cut, not requiring explanation. The other: Disapproval for those sitting to stand up for the one coming even if the person dislikes the standing; and that is from the aspects of cooperating upon goodness and closing the door of evil. This point is very precise and is pointed to us by the reporter of the hadeeth – Mu’awiyah (ṣ) by his disapproving of Abdullah bin ‘Aamir’s standing up for him. He then advanced the hadeeth as evidence...”
Chapter 447: Giving The Greeting First

Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Allah created Ādam, peace be upon him, in his form and his height was sixty spans. He said, “Go and greet those (a group of the angels who were seated) and listen to how they answer you. It is your greeting and the greeting of your descendants.”’ He said, “Assalamu ‘alaykum (Peace be upon you).” They said, “Assalamu ‘alayka warahmatullah (Peace be upon you and the mercy of Allah).” They added, “Warahmatullah (and the mercy of Allah).” All who enter the Garden will have his form, but ‘creation has continued to decline until now (in height).’” (Authentic)
Chapter 448: To Disseminate The Greeting

((أَفْشُوا السَّلاَمَ))

979. Al-Barā’ said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Spread the greeting (of salam) and you will be safe.’” (Sound)

((لاَ ... بَيْنَكُمْ)). صَحِيحٌ:

980. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘You will not enter the Garden until you believe and you will not believe until you love one another. Shall I show you something that will make you love one another?’ They said, ‘Yes, Messenger of Allah.’ The Prophet said, ‘Spread the greeting among yourselves.’” (Authentic)

981. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Worship the Merciful and feed the people. Spread the greeting among yourselves and you will enter the Garden.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The narrations under this chapter highlight the virtues of extending the greetings of Salam: safety, loving one another, increases
Chapter 449: One Who Gives The Greeting First

بَابٌ مَنْ بَدَأَ بِالسَّلاَمِ

Chapter 449: One Who Gives The Greeting First

M Fits ah b. Yasar said: “No one preceded- or got ahead of - Ibn ‘Umar when giving the greeting.” (Authentic)

Commentary: In an authentic hadeeth collected by Imam at-Tirmidhee in his Sunan, the Prophet ﷺ said, “The best of the people with Allah are those who go ahead of them to give the greeting of Salam.” The practice of Ibn Umar (radiya Allahu anhuma) shows the keenness of the companions – may Allah be pleased with them – to earn rewards from good deeds by adhering to the Sunnah. See narration no. 984 and 1006.

Jabir said: “The rider greets the person on foot and the person on foot greets the person sitting down. When there are two people walking, the better of them is the one who gives the greeting first.” (Authentic)
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984. Ibn ‘Umar said “Al-Agharr (a man from Muzayna, who was a Companion of the Prophet ﷺ) was owed some wasaq (measurement) of dates by a man from the Banū ‘Amr b. ‘Awf and came to him many times. He (Al-Agharr) said, ‘I went to the Prophet ﷺ (asking help to have the dates returned) and he sent Abū Bakr as-Siddīq with me.’ He went on, ‘Everyone we met, greeted us with Salam.’ Abū Bakr said, ‘Don’t you see that when people initiate the greeting, they have the reward? Initiate the greeting and you will have the reward.’ ”

Ibn ‘Umar narrated this to express his own manner. (Sound)

Commentary: See narration no. 987.

985. ‘Abū Ayyūb said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘It is Not lawful for a Muslim to separate himself from his brother for more than three days (in such a way that) when they meet, each one turns away from the other. The better of them is the one who gives the greeting first.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: See hadeeth no. 398 and 399.
Chapter 450: The Virtue Of The Greeting

986. Abū Hurayra said: “A man passed by the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) while he was in an assembly and said, ‘Peace be upon you.’ The Prophet said, ‘Ten good deeds.’ Another man passed by and said, ‘Peace be upon you and the mercy of Allah.’ The Prophet said, ‘Twenty good deeds.’ Then another man passed by and said, ‘Peace be upon you and the mercy of Allah and His blessing.’ The Prophet said, ‘Thirty good deeds.’ Then a man in the assembly got up (to leave) and did not give the greeting. The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said, ‘How quickly your companion forgets! When one of you comes to an assembly, he should give the greeting. If he desires to sit down, he sits down. When he stands up to leave, he gives the greeting. Neither is a more meritorious duty than the other.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Imam Al-Albaanee (رحمه الله) observes, “Saying the greeting of Salam when one gets up to leave a gathering is an etiquette that is being abandoned in some of the lands. And the most appropriate of those to revive it are the people of knowledge and its students. Thus it is pertinent that they say the Salam when they join the students in the class, for example, and likewise when they leave for the first is not more meritorious than the other.”
987. ‘Umar said: “I was riding behind Abū Bakr and he passed some people. He said, ‘Peace be upon you.’ They responded, ‘And peace be upon you and the mercy of Allah.’ He said, ‘And peace be upon you and the mercy of Allah.’ They responded, ‘Peace be upon you and the mercy of Allah and His blessings.’ Abū Bakr said, ‘Today the people have excelled us in additional rewards.’ ” (Authentic Chain)

Zayd (one of the narrators) said: ‘Umar narrated the same thing to us.”

988. ‘Ā’isha said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘The Jews are not jealous of you for anything the way they envy you for the Salām and the Āmīn.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The Jews are jealous of the Muslims for many of the Muslims’ beliefs and practices, which quite badly, has led to their serious hatred for the Muslims. Allah the Exalted says: “Verily, you will find the strongest among men in enmity to the believers (Muslims) the Jews and those who are polytheists...” (Q 5: 82) 2. The hadeeth highlights the virtues of the greeting of Salam and the saying of Amin (O Allah, accept the supplication) during congregational Salat.
Chapter 451: As-Salām (Salām) Is One Of The Names Of Allah, The Mighty And Majestic

989. Anas said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘As-Salām (peace) is one of the names of Allah the All-Mighty which He has placed in the earth. Therefore spread the Salām (greeting) amongst yourselves.’” (Authentic)

990. Ibn Masʿūd said: “They were praying behind the Prophet ﷺ and someone said, ‘as-Salām (peace) be upon Allah.’ When the Prophet ﷺ finished his prayer, he said, ‘Who said, “as-Salām be upon Allah”? Allah is as-Salām. Say, “Greetings belong to Allah, and prayer and the good. Peace be upon you, O Prophet and the mercy of Allah and His blessings. Peace be upon us and upon the right-acting slaves of Allah. I testify that there is no god but Allah and I testify that Muhammad is His slave and Messenger.”’”
Ibn Mas‘ūd said, “They used to learn that as one of you learns a sūra from the Qur’ān.” (Authentic)

Commentary: This hadith and the one that precedes it are evidences that establish that As-Salaam is from the Names of Allah the Mighty and Sublime. They show the significance of the expression, As-Salam alaykum... and encourage extending greetings to one another with the formula. In other versions of the hadith of Ibn Mas‘ood, it added that after the death of the Prophet ﷺ, they would say, “assalamu ‘ala an-Nabiyy - Peace be upon the Prophet” and not, “assalamu ‘alayka ayyuha an-Nabiyy - Peace be upon you, O Prophet”.

Chapter 452: It Is A Duty For One Muslim To Greet Another Muslim When He Meets Him

991. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘The Muslim owes another Muslim five things.’ He was asked, ‘What are they?’ He said, ‘When you meet him, you should greet him. When he gives you an invitation, you should accept. When he asks you for advice, you should give him good counsel. When he sneezes and praises Allah, you should pray for mercy on him. When he is ill, you should visit him. When he dies, you should accompany him.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The point of reference in this hadith here is that, it is from the rights of the Muslim that one extends the greeting of Salam to him. See hadith no. 925.
Chapter 453: The Person Walking Greets The Person Sitting Down

992. ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān b. Shibl said: “I heard the Prophet ﷺ say, ‘The person riding should greet the person on foot. The person on foot should greet the person who is seated. The smaller group should greet the larger. Whoever answers the greeting, it is for him. Whoever does not answer it, has nothing.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Since it is from the right of every Muslim that he is given the greeting of Salam when approached, this hadeeth clarifies the one with the greater obligation of starting the greeting. As regards the phrase, “...whoever does not answer it has nothing”, Imam Al-Albaanee (رحمه الله) noted, “That is, he has nothing of rewards; that (i.e. the reward) is only for the individuals that responded amongst the group. It (also) contains strong evidence that the single person’s reply is sufficient on behalf of the group...”

993. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘The person riding greets the person walking. The person walking greets the person sitting. The small group greets the large group.’” (Authentic)
994. Jābir said: “When two people walking meet, then the one who gives the greeting first is the better of the two.” *(Authentic)*

**Commentary:** It could be deduced from this narration and those in Chapter 449 in relation to the chapter heading here, that although certain groups of people have greater obligation to commence the greeting, the other group too could initiate the greeting as was the practice of the companions — may Allah be pleased with them all —: “The better of them is the one who gives the greeting first.” See narration no. 997.

**Chapter 454: The Person Riding Greets The Person Sitting**

995. As No. 993, with a different isnād.

996. As Nos. 993-995. from Fadāla, with a different isnād.
Chapter 455: May The Person Walking Greet The Person Riding?

997. Husayn said: “Ash-Sha‘bī met a man riding a horse and gave the greeting first. I asked, ‘Do you give the man riding the greeting first?’ Ash-Sha‘bī replied, ‘I saw Shurayh walking and he gave the greeting first.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on narration no. 994.

Chapter 456: The Small Group Greets The Large Group

998. Fadāla b. ‘Ubayd said: “The Prophet (ﷺ) said, ‘The person riding greets the person walking. The person walking greets the person sitting. The small group greets the large group.’” (Authentic)
Chapter 457: The Young Person Greets The Old

Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘The young person greets the old person, and the person walking greets the person sitting and the small group greets the large group.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The point of reference in the narration vis-a-vis the chapter heading is that, the older have a right to be greeted first by the young, and exhorts towards showing respect for elders.
٤٥٨- بَابُ مُنْتَهَى السَّلاَمِ

Chapter 458: The End Of The Greeting

١٠٠١- عَنْ أَبِي الزِّنَادِ قَالَ:

1. Perhaps this narration from the companion – Zayd bin Thaabit (ً) - was mentioned with this chapter heading to show that one may add things like, “wa magfiratuh, wa teeb salawaatuhu (His forgiveness and the best of His blessings)” to the word, “wabarakaatuhu (and His blessings)” when one initiates the greeting. However, it is authentically reported that Abdullah bin Abbass and Ibn Umar (radiya Allahu anhum) would disapprove of that. In the narration collected by Imam Malik in the Muwattau upon which Ibn Hajar was silent in al-Fath, Ibn Abbass said to the one who initiated the greeting with an addition that, “The greeting ends at al-Barakah (and His blessings).” This is the correct view more so, that an addition was neither taught by nor authentically linked to the Prophet (ﷺ). This was also the position of Imam Ibn Katheer and others (rahimahumullah).

2. As regards adding “wamagfiratuhu” to the expression, “wabarakaatuh” while replying the greeting of Salam, Zayd bin Arqam (ً) reported that the Prophet (ﷺ) said, “When the Prophet (ﷺ) greets us with the Salam we would say, ‘Wa ‘alayka as-Salam warahmatullah wabarakaatuh wamagfiratuh (And peace be upon you, and the mercy of Allah and His blessings and His forgiveness).’” Silsilat al-Ahaadeeth is-Saheehah (1449).
Chapter 459: The Person Who Greets By A Gesture

1002. Abū Qurra al-Khurāsani said: “I saw Anas pass by us and he indicated to us with his hand that he was giving the greeting. He had white spots, and I saw al-Hasan using yellow dye and wearing a black turban.” (Weak)

(...) And Asmā’ said, ‘The Prophet ﷺ waved his hand to indicate the greeting to the women.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See hadeeth no. 1047.

1003. Sa’d said: “I went out with ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar and al-Qāsim b. Muhammad until they stopped at Sarif and ‘Abdullāh b. az-Zubayr passed by and made a gesture of greeting to them and they answered his greeting.” (Weak)
1004. ‘Atā’ b. Abī Rabāh said: “They used to dislike the greeting made with the hand.”

Or he said, “The greeting with the hand was disliked.” (Sound Chain)

Commentary: Perhaps the basis for the disapproval of giving the greeting with the hand is the authentic narration collected by Imam at-Tirmidhee (رحمه الله) in his Sunan in which the Prophet ﷺ prohibited it and mentioned that it was from the ways of the Jews and the Christians.

Chapter 460: Make It Heard When You Greet

1005. Thābit b. ‘Ubayd said: “I came to a group which included ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar who said, ‘When you greet, make it clearly audible for it is a greeting from Allah containing goodness and blessing.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: From the Sunnah regarding the greeting is to make it audible to the person been greeted. See hadeeth no. 1028.
Chapter 461: One Who Goes Out To Greet And Is Himself Greeted

1006. At-Tufayl b. Ubayy b. Ka‘b said: “He used to visit ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar and would go with him to the market.

He (At-Tufayl) said, “When we went to the market, ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar did not pass by any junk site nor merchant nor poor person nor anyone else without greeting them.”

At-Tufayl said, “I visited ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar one day and he asked me to follow him to the market. I said, ‘What is the point of your going to the market? You do not engage in selling nor ask about goods nor bargain for them nor sit in any of the groups in the market. Let us sit here and talk.’ ‘Abdullāh said to me, ‘You with the belly! – At-Tufayl had a large belly - We go out only for the sake of the greeting we give to those we meet.’” (Authentic)
Chapter 462: The Greeting When Someone Comes To An Assembly

1007. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘When one of you comes to an assembly, he should give the greeting. If he leaves he should give the greeting. Neither greeting is more deserving than the other.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 986.

Chapter 463: The Greeting When Someone Gets Up From An Assembly

1008. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘When a man gets up from a sitting group, he should give the greeting. If he does not get up before leaving the group, he should give the greeting. Neither greeting is more deserving than the other.’” (Authentic)
1008. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘When a man comes to an assembly, he should give the greeting. When he sits down and then thinks that he should leave before the assembly has broken up, he should give the greeting. Neither greeting is more deserving than the other.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadith no. 986.

Chapter 464: The Duty Of Someone Who Gives The Greeting
When He Stands Up

1009. Mu‘āwiya b. Qurra said: “My father said to me, ‘If you sit in a gathering expecting good to come from it, but something occurs which makes you leave, say, “Peace be upon you,” and you will share in any reward they obtain in that assembly. There are no people who sit in an assembly and then disperse without Allah having been mentioned but that it is as if they were leaving the corpse of a donkey.’” (Authentic)
Abū Hurayra said: “Whoever meets his brother should greet him. If a tree or a wall comes between them and then he meets him, he should greet him (again).” *(Authentic)*

**Commentary:** The narration is also authentically reported from the companion, Abu Hurayrah (ﷺ) from the Prophet ﷺ. See narration no. 1011.

Anas b. Mālik said: “The Companions of the Prophet ﷺ used to walk together and [while walking] they would come across a tree ahead and so a group of them would go to the right and a group to its left. When they met again, they would greet each other.” *(Authentic)*

**Commentary:** See narrations on Chapter 448.

Thābit al-Banānī said: “In the morning, Anas used to oil his hand with scented oil in preparation for shaking the hands of his..."
brothers (fellow Muslims).” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: It shows the great importance the companions attached to the greeting of Salam. They would give the greeting in the most perfect form being the first to extend the greeting, give handshakes and even oil and perfume their hands before the shake. It also showed the importance they attached to clean and healthy life as opposed to the coarse, austere, self-imposed life some of the people live, claiming to seek Allah’s pleasure thereby: “Allah is clean and He only accepts that which is clean”!

Chapter 466: Greeting Those You Know And Those You Do Not Know

010- عن عَبْدِ اللَّهِ بْنِ عَمْرٍو: أَنَّ رَجُلًا قَالَ: يَا رَسُولَ اللهِ! أَيُّ اْلإِسْلاَمِ خَيْرٌ؟ قَالَ: مَعَالَةَ اللَّهِ أَيَّ الإِسْلاَمِ خَيْرٌ؟ قَالَ: ((تُطْعِمُ الطَّعَامَ، وَتُقْرِئُ السَّلاَمَ عَلَى مَنْ عَرَفْتَ، وَمَنْ لَمْ تَعْرِفْ)). صَحِيحٌ

1013. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said: “A man asked, ‘Messenger of Allah, what Islam is the best of Islam?’ He said, ‘Feeding people and giving the greeting to those you know and those you do not know.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: In other authentic reports, the Prophet (ﷺ) outrightly mentioned giving the greeting of Salam only to those we know as from the signs of the Last Hour. Abdullah bin Mas’ood (ﷺ) reproached the one who did that. See narration no. 1049.
Chapter 467: To Sit In Front Of The House Or On The Road
And The Necessary Conduct

1014. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ forbade people to sit in front of the house and on the road. The Muslims said, ‘We will not be able to avoid it. We cannot undertake that.’ He said, ‘If not, then give it its due.’ They said, ‘What is its due?’ He said, ‘Lower the eyes, and guide the traveler, and wish for mercy on someone who sneezes and praises Allah, and return the greeting.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: It indicates that students and subordinates may ask their teachers and superiors how to resolve a difficult matter into which they may fall due to particular instructions already given by them regarding the matters.

1015. Abū Hurayra said: “The most miserly of people is the person who is miserly with the greeting. The loser is the one who does not
return it. If a tree comes between you and your brother, and you are able to be the first to initiate the greeting before the other does, then do so.” (Weak)

1016. Sālim, the mawlā of ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr, said: “When Ibn ‘Amr was greeted, he returned the greeting and added to it. I came upon him while he was seated and I said, ‘Peace be upon you,’ and he responded, ‘Peace be upon you and the mercy of Allah.’ Then I came upon him another time and said, ‘Peace be upon you and the mercy of Allah,’ and he replied, ‘Peace be upon you and the mercy of Allah and His blessings.’ Then I came upon him another time and said, ‘Peace be upon you and the mercy of Allah and His blessings,’ and he responded, ‘Peace be upon you and the mercy of Allah and His blessings and the best of His prayers.’ ” (Weak)
Chapter 468: One Should Not Greet A Person Who Leads A Sinful Life

لَيْسَ بَيْنَكَ وَبَيْنَ الْفَاسِقِ حُرْمَةٌ. صَحِيحُ: ٨١٨- عَنْ قَتَادَةَ، عَنِ الَّسَنِ، قَالَ: لاَ تُسَلِّمُوا عَلَى شَرَابِ الْحَمِسٍ. ضَعِيفٌ

1017. ‘ Abdullāh b. ‘Amr b. al-‘Ās said: “Do not greet anyone who drinks wine.” (Weak Chain)

لاَ تُسَلِّمُوا أَنَّهُ سَِعَ عَلِيَّ بْنَ عَبْدِ اللهِ يَكْرَهُ الأَسْبِرَنَْ، وَيَقُولُ: ٩١٩- عَنْ أَبِي رُزَيْقٍ عَلَى مَنْ لَعِبَ بِهَا وَهِيَ مِنَ الَْيْسِرِ. ضَعِيفٌ

1018. Al-Hasan said: “There should be no sense of respect between you and a person who has left the correct path.” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comments on hadeeth 402 and 403.

1019. Abū Ruzayq said: “I heard ‘ Alī b. ‘ Abdullāh (b. al-‘ Abbās) expressing his dislike for chess and saying, ‘Do not greet the one who plays it. It is a kind of gambling.’ ” (Weak)
Chapter 469: Not Greeting The Person Wearing Khalūq Perfume And Those Who (Openly) Commit Offences

1020. ‘Alī b. Abī Tālib, may Allah be pleased with him, said: “The Prophet (ﷺ) walked past some people amongst whom was a man who used kalūq perfume. He looked at them and greeted them but turned away from that man. The man said, ‘Have you turned away from me?’ He said, ‘There is (the colour of) flame between your eyes.’” (Sound)

Commentary: The Khaluq is coloured perfume used exclusively by women. So he – peace and blessings be upon him – turned away from the man because he imitated women in its use. Shaykh Husayn al-‘Awayisha (hafizahullah) advises, “It is good to look at the result of cutting off the sinner and not greeting him and things like that. If we note that doing that will further keep him away from Allah and make him persist in sin, then we should leave the cut-off and say the greeting to him.” Sharh Saheeh al-Adab al-Mufrad (3/155).
1021. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr b. al-‘Ās said: “A man came to the Prophet ﷺ with a gold signet-ring on his hand. The Prophet ﷺ turned away from him. When the man saw the Prophet’s dislike of the gold, he threw the ring away. He made a ring out of iron and wore that. He came to the Prophet ﷺ who said, ‘This is worse. This is the ornament of the people of the Fire.’ The man, went away, threw it away and put on a silver ring and the Prophet ﷺ did not say anything about it.”

(Sound)

1022. Abū Sa‘īd said: “A man came from al-Bahrayn to the Prophet ﷺ and greeted him, but the Prophet did not answer him. The man was wearing a gold ring and a silk robe. The man went away in sorrow. He complained to his wife and she said, ‘Perhaps the Messenger of Allah objects to your robe and your ring. Throw them away and then go back.’ He did that and then the Prophet returned his greeting. He said, ‘I came to you earlier and you turned away from me.’ The Prophet said, ‘You had a coal of the Fire on your hand.’ He said, ‘I came then with many coals (he meant that he came from Bahrayn wearing many
ornaments).’ The Prophet said, ‘Gold that you come with is not more valuable than the stones of Harra (at Madīna). But it is the enjoyment of the life of this world.’ He said, ‘What should I make a ring from?’ He said, ‘From silver or brass or iron (interpreted as meaning iron plated with silver).’” (Weak)

Chapter 470: Greeting The Amīr

470- بَابُ التَّسْلِيمُ عَلَى الْأَمِيرِ
Ibn Shihāb said: "‘Umar b. ‘Abdu’l-‘Azīz asked Abū Bakr b. Sulaymān b. Abī Hathama, ‘Why did Abū Bakr used to write, “From Abū Bakr, the Khalīfa of the Messenger of Allah,” and then ‘Umar wrote after him, “From ‘Umar b. al-Khattāb, the Khalīfa of Abū Bakr?” Who was the first to write (using the title) “Amīr al-Mu’minīn (leader of the Faithful)”?’ He said, ‘My grandmother, ash-Shifā’ related this to me, and she was one of the first muhājir women, - and when ‘Umar b. al-Khattāb, may Allah be pleased with him, entered the market, he visited her - she said, ‘‘Umar b. al-Khattāb wrote to the Governor of Kūfa and Basra requesting him to send him two trustworthy noble men so that he could question them about Iraq and its people. The Governor of Kūfa and Basra sent Labīd b. Rabī’a and also ‘Adī b. Hatim, and they came to Maḍīna. They set their animals to kneel in the courtyard of the mosque and then they entered and found ‘Amr b. al-‘Ās. They said to him, ‘Amr, ask for permission for us to come in to the Amīr al-Mu’minīn ‘Umar.’ ‘Amr got up quickly and went to ‘Umar. He said, ‘Peace be upon you, Amīr al-Mu’minīn.’ ‘Umar said to him, ‘Ibn al-‘Ās, what made you say this name? You must give me an explanation why you said it.’ He said, ‘Yes, Labīd b. Rabī’a and ‘Adī b. Hatim came and said to me, “Ask permission for us to come in to the Amir al-Mu’minīn.” I said, “You two, by Allah, have found the correct name. He is the Amir and we are the believers. The title (‘Amīr al-Mu’minīn’) came into practice from that day.”’ (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: The point in this hadeeth with respect to the chapter title is ‘Amr’s greeting ‘Umar (radiya Allahu anhuma) with the greeting of Salam.
1024. ‘Ubaydullāh b. ‘Abdullāh said: “Mu‘āwiya came (from Syria) on his first hajj after he became Khalīfa. ‘Uthmān b. Hunayf al-Ansāri came to him and said, ‘Peace be upon you, Amir, and the mercy of Allah.’ The people of Syria objected to that and said, ‘Who is this hypocrite who shortens the greeting of the Amīr al-Mu‘minīn?’ ‘Uthmān knelt down and said, ‘Amir al-Mu‘minīn, these men have taken objection to me for something that you know better than them. By Allah, I used this greeting for Abū Bakr, ‘Umar and ‘Uthman, and none of them objected to it.’ Mu‘āwiya said to those who had spoken among the people of Syria, ‘Be calm. It was partly as he said. But when these trials occurred (he meant the confusion between Muslims which led to the civil war between them) the people of Syria said, “Do not shorten the greeting of our Khalīfa in our presence.” People of Madīna, I think you call the collector of zakāh “Amir.”’” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: 1. ‘Uthman bin Hunayf who had knelt down to show the significance of the matter rather than by way of greeting the Amir cited the fact that he had greeted Abu Bakr, ‘Umar and ‘Uthman similarly since the Prophet ﷺ had ordered the Ummah to follow the ways of these righteous caliphs. 2. The caliph – Mu‘awiyah bin Abee Sufyan (¶) – reconciled the varying notions on the subject showing that dialogue is an important instrument to bring about peace and harmony. 3. The point in this hadeeth here is the greeting of Salam given to the Amir.

Commentary: See narrations in the preceding chapter. Hajjaaj bin Yoosuf was was a tyrannical ruler who shed the blood of the people with impunity!

1026. Tamīm b. Hadhlam said: “I remember the first person to be greeted as ‘Amīr’ in Kūfa. Al-Mughīra b. Shu’ba left by the ar-Rahba Gate and a man from Kinda came up to him - they say that this was Abū Qurra al-Kindī - who greeted al-Mughīra, saying, ‘Peace be upon you, O Amir, and the mercy of Allah; Peace be upon you (all). He disliked it and the man said (repeating the man’s words), ‘Peace be upon you, O Amir and the mercy of Allah; Peace be upon you (all). Am I one of them or not?’ “Simāk said, ‘Afterwards he accepted it.’” (Authentic)

1027. Ziyād b. ‘Ubayd (ar-Ru’ayni) said: “We went to Ruwayfi’ who was the Amīr of Antābulis (a town between Alexandria and Barqa). A man came and greeted him, saying, ‘Peace be upon the Amīr’, while we were with him. He said, ‘Peace be upon you, Amīr!’ Ruwayfi’ said
to him, ‘If you had greeted us, we would have returned the greeting. But you greeted Maslama b. Mukhllad (Maslama was Amīr of (the whole of) Egypt). Go to him and he will return your greeting.’”

Ziyād said, “(Afterwards) whenever we came in and found Ruwayfi’ in the assembly we would say, ‘Peace be upon you.’” (Weak)

Chapter 471: Greeting The Sleeper

1028. Al-Miqdād b. al-Aswād said: “The Prophet ﷺ used to come at night and would give the greeting in such a way that it would not awaken anyone asleep, but the person who was awake would hear it.” (Authentic)
Chapter 472: Hayyaka Allah Min Ma’rifah (May Allah Give You Long Life)

1029. ‘Umar said to ‘Adī b. Hātim: “Hayyaka Allah min marifah. May Allah give you long life.” (Weak)

Chapter 473: Marhaban (Welcome)

1030. ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “Fatima came walking in the same way that the Prophet ﷺ walked. He said to her, ‘Marhaban bi ibnatī (Welcome my daughter)!’ Then he had her sit down on his right or his left.” (Authentic)
1031. ‘Alī, may Allah be pleased with him, said: “‘Ammār asked for permission to come in to the Prophet ﷺ. The Prophet recognised his voice and said, ‘Welcome to a man who is good and pure.’” (Authentic)

Chapter 474: How To Return The Greeting

1032. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said: “During a journey between Makka and Madīna, while we were sitting with the Prophet ﷺ in the shade of a tree, a bedouin, who was an example of the coarsest and fiercest kind of people, came up and said, ‘Peace be upon you,’ and they said, ‘And upon you.’” (Authentic)

1033. Abū Jamra said: “I heard Ibn ‘Abbās say when he was greeted, ‘And upon you and the mercy of Allah.’” (Authentic Chain)
Commentary: This is not a well-known way of responding to the greeting of Salam. However, it is authentically established from the Prophet ﷺ and is therefore, acceptable. See hadeeth no. 1035.


1035. Abū Dharr said: “I came to the Prophet ﷺ when he had finished his prayer. I was the first person who greeted him with the greeting of Islam. He said, ‘And on you and the mercy of Allah. From where have you come?’ I said, ‘From Ghifār.’” (Authentic)

1036. ‘Ā’ishah, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘A’ish! This is Jibrīl who sends you greetings.’” She said, “I said, ‘And peace be upon him and the mercy of Allah
and His blessings. You see what I do not see.’” She referred to the Messenger of Allah ﷺ. (Authentic)

See hadith no. 827.

1037. Mu‘āwiya b. Qurra said: “My father said to me, ‘My son, when a man passes by you and says, ‘As Salāmu ‘alaikum, Peace be upon you (plural),’ do not say, ‘Wa alaika as-Salam, And on you (singular)’ as if you were singling that greeting out for him alone. Rather, say, ‘As-Salāmu ‘alaikum, Peace be upon you (plural).’” ’ (Authentic)

Chapter 475: One Who Does Not Return The Greeting

1038. ‘Abdullāh b. as-Sāmit said: “I said to Abū Dharr, ‘I passed by ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān b. Umm al-Hakam and I greeted him and he did not answer me at all.’ He said, ‘Nephew, what harm have you suffered from that? Someone better than him answered you - the angel on his right.’” (Authentic)
Commentary: The hadith encourages disseminating the greeting of Salam and appeases the one who does not get response from the one to whom he extends the greeting. Although the ascription of the report here stops at the companion, similar narrations have been authentically reported from the Prophet ﷺ. See Silsilat al-Ahadith is-Saheehah (184).

((إِنَّ السَّلاَمَ اسْمٌ مِنْ أَسَْاءِ اللهِ، وَضَعَهُ ﻋَنْ عَبْدِ اللهِ رَضِيَ اللهُ عَنْهُ قَالَ: "اللهُ فِي اْلأَرْضِ، فَأَفْشُوهُ بَيْنَكُمْ، إِنَّ الرَّجُلَ إِذَا سَلَّمَ عَلى الْقَوْمِ فَرَدُّوا عَلَيْهِ كَانَتْ عَلَيْهِمْ فَضْلُ دَرَجَةٍ؛ لأَنَّهُ ذَكَّرَهُمُ السَّلاَمَ، وَإِنْ لَمْ يُرَدَّ عَلَيْهِ رَدَّ عَلَيْهِ مَنْ هُوَ خَيْرٌ مِنْهُ وأَطْيَبُ"). صَحِيحٌ 1039. 'Abdullāh said: “Salām (peace) is one of the names of Allah which Allah has placed on the earth. Extend it among you. When a man greets people and they answer him, then he has a higher degree than them because he reminds them of peace. If no one answers him, he will be answered by one who is better and more excellent.” (Authentic)

(( التَّسْلِيمُ تَطَوُّعٌ، وَالرَّدُّ فَرِيضَةٌ)). صَحِيحُ اْلإِسْنَادِ:

1040. Al-Hasan said: “Greeting is (Tatawwu’) a voluntary act while the answer is (Faridah) a duty.” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: Some of the scholars have generally mentioned the like of the statement above; that initiating the greeting is only Mandoob (recommended) while responding is Wajib (obligatory). As regards the validity of the position, al-Imam al-Albaanee (رحمه الله) asserted: “The correctness of this generalization is disputable in my opinion because it implies that if two Muslims meet and no one amongst them both first greets his brother with the Salam - they just started talking – that they have not sinned! This clearly contradicts the various ahaadeeth that command giving the greeting of Salam and disseminating it and that it is from the duties of the Muslim to his brother to first initiate the greeting of Salam to him when he meets him and that the most miserly of the people is the one who is miserly with the greeting of Salam amongst other texts that emphasize that it is Wajib (obligatory)
many of which had been cited earlier in this blessed book – Allah willing. In fact, that (i.e. the obligation) is further emphasized by the fact that he gave an array of who will be the first to initiate the greeting in some circumstances…”

Saheeh Adab al-Mufrad (pg. 305).

Chapter 476: One Who Is Miserly With The Greeting

1041. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Āmr b. al-‘As said: “A (great) liar is someone who lies in his oath. A miser is someone who is miserly with the greeting. A great thief is someone who steals the prayer (does not pray properly).” (Weak)

1042. Abū Hurayra said: “The most miserly of people is the one who is miserly with the greeting. The most incapable of people is the one who is incapable of supplication.” (Authentic)
Commentary: This forms one of the evidences upon which the ruling on the obligation of initiating the greeting of Salam is based.

Chapter 477: The Greeting To Children

Thābit al-Bunāni said: “Anas b. Mālik walked past some children and greeted them. Then he said, ‘The Prophet ﷺ used to do that with them (i.e. greet children).’” (Authentic)

Commentary: It shows the tenderheartedness of the Prophet ﷺ and demonstrates that children should be nurtured along the lines of righteousness right from their very early ages.

Chapter 478: Women Greeting Men

1045. ‘Umm Hāni’ bint Abī Tālib said: “I went to the Prophet ﷺ while he was taking a bath. I greeted him and he asked, ‘Who is this?’ I said, ‘Umm Hāni’.’ He said, ‘Marhaban, welcome, Umm Hāni.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: This hadeeth and report from one of the pious predecessors and others in its meaning evince the fact that it is basically allowed for a woman to greet a man even though he is none of her Mahaarim. The Prophet ﷺ was not a Mahram to Umm Hani (radiya Allahu anha) and the instance was on the day of the Triumph over Makkah not in the early days of Islam as some may wish to counter. However, based on the legal maxim of giving precedence to warding off evil over seeking benefits, “whosoever can vouch for himself about being steadfast should greet, but the one who cannot guarantee himself should not.” Saheeh al-Adab al-Mufrad (pg. 288).
Chapter 479: Greeting Women

Asmā’ said: “The Prophet ﷺ passed by a group of women sitting down in the mosque. He greeted them by (a gesture of) his hand. He said, ‘Beware of the ingratitude of those who have known blessings. Beware of the ingratitude of those who have known blessings.’ One of them said, ‘We seek refuge with Allah, O Prophet of Allah, from ingratitude for the blessings of Allah.’ He said, ‘Yes. One of you women might have been without a husband for a long time (and then Allah provides her with one) and then when she becomes angry at him, she says (to him), “By Allah, I have never known an hour of good from you.” That is ingratitude for the blessings of Allah. That is the ingratitude of those who have known blessings.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: 1. Asma here is bint Yazeed al-Ansaariyyah as mentioned in the next report. 2. The Prophet ﷺ repeated the warning to show the seriousness of the matter. 3. It encourages seeking clarifications regarding an evil, seeking Allah’s refuge from it and avoid it. 4. The hadeeth points to the fact that being granted spouse is from the favours of Allah. As it should be with the women, the men should recognize this favour and treat their spouses kindly. 5. It is prohibited to be ungrateful of the favours of Allah. 6. The point of reference in the hadeeth is the permissibility of giving the greeting of Salam to women. This refutes the view of those who give a blanket ruling that it is prohibited.
1048. Asmā’ daughter of Yazīd al-Ansāriyya said: “The Prophet ﷺ passed by me while I was with some young girls of my age. He greeted us and said, ‘Beware of the ingratitude of those who have known blessings.’ I was the boldest of them in coming forward to question him and I said, ‘Messenger of Allah, what is the ingratitude of those who have known blessings?’ He said, ‘Perhaps one of you will remain with her parents unmarried for a long time and then Allah provides her with a husband and provides her with children from him and then when she gets angry, she becomes ungrateful and says, “I have never known any good at all from you.”’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 1047 above.
Chapter 480: One Who Dislikes To Greet A Particular Person
In A Group

1049. Tāriq said: “We were sitting with ‘Abdullāh when his servant came and said, ‘The Iqāma for the prayer has been given.’ He got up and we got up with him and went to the mosque. He saw people praying and were in rukū‘ at the front of the mosque. ‘He (joined them) saying the takbīr and bowed and we did as he did. Then a man rushed past and said, ‘Peace be upon you, Abū ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān.’ He (‘Abdullāh) said, ‘Allah has spoken the truth and His Messenger has conveyed the message.’ When we had prayed, he returned and went into his house. We remained sitting in our places, waiting for him until he came out. We said to each other, ‘Which of us will ask him?’ Tāriq said, ‘I will ask him,’ and he did so. ‘Abdullāh replied, (reporting) from the Prophet ﷺ that he said, ‘Before the Hour people will single out one individual for the greeting, commerce will grow until...”
a woman helps her husband in business, people will cut off links with their relatives, knowledge will spread, false testimony will appear and true testimony will be concealed.’” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** The Sunnah is to give the greeting of Salam to those we know and those we do not know amongst the Muslims, fulfilling our duties to them and not being miserly as contained in the ahadeeth mentioned earlier. However, when the Hour draws near the people will abandon this Sunnah, being undutiful and miserly giving the greeting only to those whom they know! See hadeeth no. 1013.

1050. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said: “A man asked the Messenger of Allah ﷺ ‘Which is best of Islam?’ He said, ‘Feeding people and giving the greeting to those you know and those you do not know.’” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** Same as hadeeth no. 1013.

### 481

**Chapter 481: How Was The Verse Of Veiling Revealed?**

1051. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said that the Prophet ﷺ said: “He informed me of the events of the Hijrah and I knew the events of the Hijrah before anyone else.”
1051. Anas said: “I was ten years old when the Messenger of Allah ﷺ came to Madīna. My Mothers used to send me regularly to serve him and I served him for ten years. He passed away when I was twenty. I am the person who knows best about the matter of the veil. The first instance that was revealed occurred when the Messenger of Allah ﷺ married Zaynab bint Jahsh. He celebrated his wedding and invited the people and they ate and then left. A group remained with the Prophet ﷺ. They stayed a long time and then the Prophet went out and I went out hoping that they would leave. He walked and I walked with him until he came to the threshold of ‘Ā’ishah’s room. Then, thinking that they would have left, he returned and I returned with him. He went to Zaynab but they were still sitting there. He left again and I left with him until he once more reached the threshold of ‘Ā’ishah’s room. When he thought that they would have gone, he went back again and I went back with him. This time they had indeed left. The Prophet ﷺ then put up a curtain between me and him and (the verse about) the veil was revealed.” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** By his statement, “my mothers”, Anas bin Malik meant his mother and his aunts. In the verse – Q 33: 53 - Allah the Exalted prohibited:

1. Entering the Prophet’s house unless permission is given for a meal, and even then, not so early as to wait for its preparation. 2. Waiting after the meal, holding conversations. 3. Women been asked for anything directly by those who are their non-Mahrams without the screen. 4. The wives of the Prophet ﷺ been married by anyone after his death.
Chapter 482: Three Times Of Undress

Tha‘laba b. Abū Mālik al-Qurazī said: “He rode to ‘Abdullāh b. Suwayd, the brother of the Banū-Haritha b. al-Harith to ask him about the three times of undress. ‘Abdullāh used to observe these times (and I asked him about these times).

Tha‘laba said, “He asked, ‘What do you want?’ I said, ‘I want to observe them.’ He said, ‘When I take off my garment at midday, none of my family who has reached puberty comes to me without my permission unless I call them. Nor do they come until dawn when people know that I have prayed (the morning prayer), nor do they come when I have prayed ‘Isha’ and undressed in order to sleep.’ ”

(Authentic)

Commentary: The three times are: 1. During the midday heat. 2. Before the dawn until after the Subhi prayer. 3. After the ‘Isha prayer. These times are also mentioned in Q 24: 58. These rulings show how seriously the Muslim should hold adherence to noble manners in his dealings.
Chapter 483: A Man Eating With His Wife

1053. ‘A’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “I was eating ‘hays’ (a mixture of dates and butter) with the Prophet ﷺ. ‘Umar visited and the Prophet invited him and he ate. ‘Umar’s hand touched my fingers and he said, ‘Oh! If I were obeyed about you (women), no eye would ever see you!’ Then the verse about the veil was revealed.” (Authentic)

Commentary: While the ruling of the permissibility of a man eating with his wife in a single bowl still remains with the revelation of the verse on the veil, it became prohibited for a man to eat or even see a woman who is not his Mahram without her being veiled. See hadeeth no. 1051.

1054. Umm Sabiyya bint Qays – she is Khawla, grandmother of Kharija b. al-Harith - said: “My hand and the hand of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ scopped out (water) in turns from one vessel.” (Authentic)

Commentary: 1. The scholars have given various explanations for this instance since the Prophet ﷺ was not a Mahram to Umm Sabiyyah (radiya allahu anha). Thus, Imam ash-Shawkaanee (رحمه الله) said, “The best thing is...
to say is that it was not prohibited to perform it (i.e. the ablution) together
before the verse of Hijab came down, but afterwards, it became restricted to
the Mahaarim and the husbands.” Nayl al-Awtar. 2. Perhaps the author,
Imam Al-Bukhaaree (رحمه الله), sought evidence from this narration for the
chapter from the angle that since it is allowed for men to scoop up water
from the same container with their wives and Mahaarim while performing
ablution, to take out food together from the same bowl is also allowed. Allah
knows Best.
for you to enter houses which are not lived in where there is benefit for you. Allah knows what you conceal and what you disclose.’ ” (al-Nūr 24: 29) (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: The narrations explain what the companions would do when entering a house in which nobody lives: it does not require asking for permission which includes giving the greeting of Salam and knocking the door asking to be allowed in. Since some of those buildings might have been taken as an abode by the Jins, amongst whom are Muslims and non-Muslims, the greeting of Salam is said in a manner that makes it exclusive for the Muslims among them.

Chapter 485: “Let Those Your Right Hands Own Ask You For Permission To Enter.”(Al-Nūr 24: 58)

1057. Ibn ‘Umar said: “Let those your right hands own (slaves) ask you for permission to enter.” (al-Nūr 24: 58) He said, “That applies to men rather than women.” (Weak)
486 - Bab Qawl Allahu ‘Wazza ‘Aqila ‘Ala Al-Awfail Min ‘Akhlam
((al-Nur: 59))

Chapter 486: The Words Of Allah: “When Your Children Reach Puberty” (al-Nur 24: 59)

Chapter 487: Asking Permission To Come In To Visit One’s Mother

1058. Nafi’ said: “When some of Ibn ‘Umar’s children reached puberty, he would separate them. None of them entered where he was except with his permission.” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: See narration no. 1052.

1059. ‘Alqama said: “A man came to ‘Abdullāh and said, ‘Shall I ask permission to go in where my mother is?’ He said, ‘Yes. For you would not wish to see her in every condition.’ ” (Authentic Chain)
1060. Muslim b. Nadhīr said: “A man asked Hudhayfa, ‘Should I ask permission to enter where my mother is?’ He said, ‘If you were not to ask her permission, you might see what you would not wish (to see).’” *(Authentic Chain)*

*Commentary:* These narrations show the adherence of the companions – ﷺ– to the rulings of the Sharee’ah, and give a clue on one of the major reasons for the prohibition of entering people’s homes without asking for permission: seeing things we will detest or seeing people in conditions they detest been seen in. The prohibition of entering upon our fathers, sisters and other matured members of our household without asking for permission could be deduced from the narration. See narration no. 1063.

---

1061. Mūsā b. Talha said: “I entered with my father to where my mother was. He went in and I followed him. He turned and pushed me on the chest until I fell back on my bottom. Then he said, ‘What? Will you enter without my permission!’” *(Weak)*
Chapter 489: Asking Permission To Enter To One's Father And One's Child

1062. Jābir said: “A man should ask permission from his son and his mother - even if she is old - his brother, his sister and his father.” (Weak)

Chapter 490: Asking Permission From A Sister
1063. ‘Atā’ said: “I asked Ibn ‘Abbās, ‘Do I ask permission of my sister?’ He said, ‘Yes.’ I repeated the question, saying, ‘My two sisters live under my care; I provide for them and spend on them, so do I ask them for permission?’ He said, ‘Yes. Would you want to see them naked?’ Then he recited: ‘O you who believe, let those whom your right hands own and those of you who have not reached puberty ask for permission from you at three times - before the prayer of Fajr, when you take off your clothes at midday and after the ‘Isha’ prayers - three times of undress for you.’ (al-Nūr 24: 58)

‘Ibn ‘Abbās said, ‘They were not ordered to ask permission except at the three times of undress.’ He went on to cite (the verse), ‘When your children reach puberty, then they should ask permission as those before them asked permission.’ (al-Nūr 24: 58)

‘Ibn ‘Abbās said, ‘Asking permission is obligatory.’ Ibn Jurayj added, ‘For all people.’ ” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: See comment on narration no. 1060.

Chapter 491: Asking Your Brother For Permission To Enter
1064. ‘Abdullāh [b. Mas’ood] said: “A man asks permission of his father, his mother, his brother and his sister.” (Weak)

Chapter 492: Asking Permission Three Times

1065. ‘Ubayd b. ‘Umayr said: “Abū Mūsā al-As‘h‘ari asked permission of ‘Umar b. al-Khattāb and he was not given permission. It seemed as if he (‘Umar) was busy. Abū Mūsā returned and ‘Umar had finished. He said, ‘Didn’t I hear the voice of ‘Abdullāh b. Qays (Abū Mūsā)? Give him permission.’ He said, ‘He has gone back,’ so he sent after him. Abū Mūsā explained his going back, ‘We were commanded to behave like that (i.e. go back after having asked permission to enter three times).’ ‘Umar said, ‘Bring me a clear proof of it.’ Abū Mūsā then went to the assembly of the Ansār. He questioned them and they said, ‘Only the youngest of us will testify to that - Abū Sa‘īd al-Khudrī.’ Abū Mūsā went back with Abū Sa‘īd. ‘Umar asked, ‘Is something of what the Messenger of Allah ﷺ commanded hidden from me? Transactions in the market-place distracted me’ (i.e. having
Commentary: 1. Apparently, ‘Umar () took the matter very serious and insisted on getting clarification because Aboo Moosa () ascribed his turning back after asking for permission three times to the Prophet (ﷺ). In another version of the report collected by Imam al-Bukhaaree in his Saheeh, Aboo Moosa said, “...and the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) had said, ‘If any of you seeks permission thrice and he is not permitted, he should go back.’” 2. The youngest of them could have been brought to testify to show that it was something well-known at the time. 3. Hafidh Ibn Hajar (رحمه الله) said, “It proves that an eminent companion who was always in the company of the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) may not know of his affairs while those relatively lower in status would know it.” 4. The point in the hadeeth here is the fact that asking for permission is thrice after which the one asking for permission should go back. See hadeeth no. 1073.

Chapter 493: Asking Permission To Enter Without Greeting

1066. Abū Hurayra said about the person who asks for permission to enter before he gives the greeting: (Abū Hurayra said) “He is not given permission until he has first given the greeting.” (Authentic)
1067. Abū Hurayra said: “When someone comes in and does not say, ‘Assalamu ‘alaykum, Peace be upon you,’ then say, ‘No’ until he brings the key, that is, the greeting (Salām).” (Authentic)

Commentary: That is, saying the greeting of Salam and asking for permission to come in are two different things. The narration indicates that the correct thing is to start with saying the greeting which the companion likened to the key to the house. See hadeeth no. 1081.

Chapter 494: When Someone Looks Without Permission, His Eye Is Gouged Out

1068. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘If a man looks into your house and you take some pebbles and gouge out his eye, there is no fault on your part.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: It shows the greviousness of peeping, or looking into people’s houses without permission. Similarly, it proves the significance of the privacy of the people such that when violated, it is allowed to gouge out the peeping eye. See hadeeth 1069.
1069. Anas said: “The Prophet ﷺ was standing in prayer and a man looked into his room. He (the Prophet ﷺ) took an arrow from his quiver and aimed it at his eyes.” (Authentic)

Chapter 495: Seeking Permission Is To Avoid Unlawful Looking

1070. Sahl b. Sa’d said: “A man looked through a gap in the door of the Prophet ﷺ while the Prophet ﷺ had a comb with which he was scratching his hair. When the Prophet ﷺ saw the man, he said, ‘If I had known that you were peeping at me, I would have stabbed you in the eye with this.’” (Authentic)
1071. The Prophet ﷺ said: “Permission is sought for the sake of the eye that one should not look at a thing prohibited to see.” (Authentic)

Commentary: See narrations and comments on Chapter 487.

1072. Anas said: “A man looked through the gaps into the room of the Prophet ﷺ and the Messenger of Allah ﷺ aimed an arrow-head at him and the man withdrew his head.” (Authentic)

Commentary: These narrations categorically prohibit looking into a person’s house without his permission; and the prohibition covers all people. See narration no. 1063.
1073. Abū Mūsā said: “I asked permission three times to come in to ‘Umar and permission was not given to me. I went away. He (called me back and) said, ‘Abdullāh, is it hard on you to be kept waiting at my door? Know that people similarly find it hard to be kept waiting at your door.’ I said, ‘I asked permission from you three times and it was not given to me, so I went away as we were commanded to do.’ ‘Umar said, ‘From whom did you hear this?’ I said, ‘I heard it from the Prophet ﷺ.’ ‘Umar said, ‘Did you hear from the Prophet ﷺ something that we did not hear? If you do not bring me a clear proof, I will punish you.’ I, therefore went until I came to a group of the Ansār sitting in the mosque. I asked them and they said, ‘Does anyone doubt this?’ I told them what ‘Umar had said. They said, ‘Only the youngest of us will go with you.’ So Abū Sa‘īd al-Khudrī – or Abū Mas‘ūd – accompanied me to ‘Umar and said to him, ‘We went out with the Prophet ﷺ when he was going to Sa’d b. ‘Ubāda. He gave the greeting and permission was not given to him. Then he greeted a
second time and then a third time, but still it was not given to him. So
the Prophet said, ‘We have done what we must.’ Then he went back
and Sa’d caught up to him and said, ‘Messenger of Allah! By the One
who sent you with the Truth, every time you greeted me, I heard and
answered you, but I wanted to have much greeting (salām) from you
for myself and the people of my house.’

“Abū Mūsā said, ‘By Allah, I am trustworthy as regards the hadīth of
the Messenger of Allah ﷺ.’ ‘Umar said, ‘Yes, but I wanted to make
sure.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadīth no. 1065.

Chapter 497: A Man’s Invitation Is His Permission

1074. ‘Abdullāh said: “When a man is given an invitation, that is his
permission (to enter).” (Authentic)

1075. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘When one of you
gives someone an invitation and the person you invited comes with
your messenger, that is his permission to enter.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Imam Abdur-Rauf al-Munaawee (رحمه الله) said, “That is, it
takes the place of his permission, being satisfied with the fact of been sought.
Therefore, there is no need to ask for permission again. (However), that is if
the interval between the coming and invitation was not long or when the situation does not basically require asking for permission; otherwise, it is still obligatory to give the greeting of Salam and ask for permission.” Imam al-Bayhaqee further clarified, “this is when no wife or any other woman is in the house; otherwise, it is generally obligatory to ask for permission.” Sharh Saheeh al-Adab al-Mufrad (3/202).

1076. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘A man’s messenger to another man is his permission to enter.’” (Authentic)

1077. Abu’l-‘Alāniyya said: “I came to Abū Sa‘īd al-Khudrī and greeted him, but permission was not given to me. Then I greeted him again and it was not given to me. Then I greeted him a third time raising my voice and said, ‘Peace be upon you, people of the House,’ and still it was not given to me. Then I went off to one side and sat down. A boy came out to me and said, ‘Enter.’ I entered and Abū Sa‘īd said to me, ‘If you had asked more (than three), you would not have been given permission (because it is sunna to ask only three times). I asked him about the vessels (that had been used for wine). Whatever I
asked him about, he said, ‘Harām (forbidden).’ I asked him about al-Jaff, an old milk-skin made into a bucket (for fermentation purposes). He said, ‘Harām (forbidden).’ ”

Muhammad (b. Sīrīn) said, “(al-Jaff) is a pot with a skin on its top to tighten it.” (Authentic)

Commentary: The point of reference in this hadeeth in relation to the chapter heading is the invitation of the young boy to Abu al-‘Aaliyah (رحمه الله) to come in. It served as the permission to enter. It is one of the narrations that demonstrate the companions' strict adherence to the teachings of Islam.

Chapter 498: How Does A Person Stand At The Door?

1078. ‘Abdullāh b. Busr, the Companion of the Prophet ﷺ said: “When the Prophet ﷺ came to a door where he wanted to ask permission to enter, he did not face it directly. He stood either to the right or the left of the door. If he was given permission, he went in. If not, he left.” (Sound and Authentic)

Commentary: Here, the Prophet ﷺ demonstrated another prescript of asking for permission to enter a house: one must not stand in front of the door to avoid looking in to the house for whatever reason. “Indeed in the Messenger of Allah you have a good example to follow...” (Q 33: 21).
Chapter 499: When Someone Asks Permission To Enter And Is Told, “Wait Until I Come Out”, Where Should He Sit?

1079. Mu‘āwiya b. Hudayj said: “I came to ‘Umar b. al-Khattāb, may Allah be pleased with him, and asked permission to enter. I was told, ‘Stay there until he comes out to you.’ I sat down near his door.”

He continued, “‘Umar came out to me, called for water and did wudū’. Then he wiped over his leather socks. I asked, ‘O Amīr al-Mu’mīnīn, is this (mash, wiping of the sock) on account of urine?’ He said, ‘On account of urine or other things.’” (Sound Chain)

Commentary: To rub over the Khuff (leather socks), the socks and shoes during ablution – whether on account of urine or having evacuated the bowels - they would have been put on while one was in a state of ablution. Subsequently the traveller could wipe over them for three days and nights while the non-traveller can do so for a whole day. The point in the hadīth here, however, is Mu‘āwiya’s sitting down near the Amir’s door, waiting for the Amir after asking for permission to enter.
1080. Anas b. Malik said: “People knocked on the door of the Prophet ﷺ with their fingernails (quietly).” *(Authentic)*

**Commentary:** Hafidh Ibn Hajar al-Asqalaanee (رحمه الله) explained, “The companions – may Allah be pleased with them all – used to do that with reverence and regards (for the Prophet ﷺ). So it becomes known that it is not proper to knock at the door of the scholars except softly, using the fingernails, and then the fingers and then the knuckles. Rightly, if the place is far from the door such that the sound of the knock with the fingers will not be heard then the knocking should be done with something more than that within the limits of need.”

1081. These are the words of Abu Asim: “If you knock on the door of the scholars, use your fingernails, fingers and the knuckles. If the distance of the place from the door is such that knocking with the fingers will not be heard then the knocking should be done with something more than that within the limits of need.”
Kalada b. Hanbal said: “Safwān b. ‘Umayya sent me to the Prophet ﷺ during the Conquest of Makka with some milk, gazelle, and Daghābīs. (Abū ‘Asim said that he meant vegetables.) The Prophet ﷺ was at the top of the valley and Kalada neither gave the greeting nor asked for permission. The Prophet said, ‘Go back and say, ‘Peace be upon you. May I enter?’ ’ That was after Safwān had become Muslim.”

‘Amr said, “ ‘Umayya b. Safwān related this to me from Kalada and he did not say, ‘I heard it from Kalada.’ ” (Authentic)

**Commentary:**
1. The difference between saying the greeting and asking for permission to enter is highlighted here; it proves that the earlier should precede the later. See hadeeth no. 1067.
2. When a person enters without following these prescripts, he should be taught the right thing and asked to go back and follow the etiquette. See hadeeth no. 1084.

Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘If someone looks inside, he should not be given permission to enter.’ ” (Weak)
Chapter 502: When Someone Says, “Can I Come In?” And Does Not Give A Greeting

1083. Abū Hurayra said: “When someone says, ‘Can I come in?’ and does not give a greeting, then say, ‘No, not until you bring the key.’ When asked, ‘You mean the salām?’ Abū Hurayra said, ‘Yes.’”

(Authentic)

Commentary: See narration no. 1067.
Rib'ī b. Hirāsh said: “A man from the Banū ‘Āmir narrated to me that he came to the Prophet ﷺ and asked, ‘Can I come in?’ The Prophet ﷺ said to his maid, ‘Go out and say to him, “Say, ‘Peace be upon you! Can I come in?’ ” He did not ask for permission in a proper way.’ The man said, ‘I overheard that before the girl came out to me and I said, “Peace be upon you! Can I come in?” Then the Prophet said, “And upon you. Enter!” The man continued, ‘I went in and said, “With what have you been sent?” The Prophet said, “I have only brought good. I have come to you (to teach that) you worship Allah alone with no partner and stop worshipping al-Lāt and al- ‘Uzza, and that you pray five prayers in the night and day, fast a month in the year and go on hajj to this House. You are to take from the property of your rich men and give it to your poor.” I said to him, “Is there anything you do not know?” The Prophet said, “Allah knows the good. There is knowledge that no one knows except Allah. There are five things that only Allah knows: Allah has the knowledge of the Hour. He sends down Abundant rain. He knows what is in the wombs. No soul knows what it will earn the next day. A soul does not know in which land it will die.” ’” (Luqmān 31: 34) (Authentic)

**Commentary:** The hadeeth contains the following points of benefit among others: 1. One could say, “a-alij” or “a-adkhul” to ask for permission to enter. They are both approved and they have the same meaning. 2. The one who wrongly seeks to enter should be taught the correct prescripts of entering. 3. The companions – may Allah be pleased with them - keenly obeyed the Prophet ﷺ. 4. While answering questions, one could start by giving a synopsized response before following with its explanation. 5. The hadeeth mentions the five pillars of Islam as cited in other authentic ahaadeeth such as the hadeeth of Ibn Umar (rādiy Allāhu anhuma) collected by al-Bukhaaree and Muslim in their Saheehs. 6. Students should not unnecessarily jerky and be ambiguous when they ask questions, they should present their questions confidently, clearly and mannerly. 7. Allah the Exalted says: “And of Knowledge, you (mankind) have been given only a little.” (Q 17: 85).
Chapter 503: How To Ask Permission To Enter

1085. Ibn Abbās said: "‘Umar asked permission to visit the Prophet ﷺ and said, ‘Peace be upon the Messenger of Allah! Peace be upon you! Can ‘Umar come in?’ ” (Authentic)


1086. Jābir said: “I came to the Prophet ﷺ about a debt my father owed. I knocked at the door and he said, ‘Who is it?’ I said, ‘Me.’ He said, ‘Me? Me?’ as if he disliked that.” (Authentic)

Commentary: Imam an-Nawawee ﷺ explained, “The scholars say: when a person asks for permission and he is asked, ‘who is it’ it is disapproved for him to say, ‘I’, based on this hadeeth, and because his saying, ‘I’ has not brought any benefit or addition. The ambiguity still remains. He should
rather say, ‘So-and-so’ mentioning his name. If he says, ‘I, so-and-so’, there is no blame in that as Umm Hani (radiya Allahu anha) said when she sought for permission and the Prophet ﷺ asked, ‘Who is it?’ and she said, ‘I, Umm Hani.’” See hadeth no. 1087 below.

1087. Burayda said: “The Prophet ﷺ went out to the mosque while Abū Mūsā was reciting. He said, ‘Who is it?’ I said, ‘I am Burayda, may I be your ransom!’ The Prophet said, ‘This man has been given one of the flutes of the family of (Prophet) Dāwūd.’” (Authentic)

Chapter 505: When One Asks Permission And Is Told, “Enter With Peace”

1088. ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān b. Jud‘ān said: “I was with ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar and he asked permission from the people of a house to enter. He was told, ‘Enter with peace’ but he refused to enter." (Authentic)

Commentary: It seems that he did not like the expression ‘enter with peace’ because Allah, Exalted is He, says on the Day of Judgement to the believers: “Enter it with peace without fear” (Q 15: 46), so it is not befitting for a human to use the expression used by Allah, Exalted is He.
Chapter 506: Looking Into Houses

((إِذَا : قَالَ رَسُولُ اللهِ صَلَّي اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ : أَدْخُلُ؟ أَسْتَأْذَنُ عَلَى أُمِّي؟ قَالَ : إِنْ لَمْ تَسْتَأْذَنْ رَأَيْتَ مَا يَسُؤُكَ. حَسَنٌ : أَسْتَأْذَنُ عَلَى أُمِّي؟ قَالَ مَعْلُومٌ. حُذَيْفَةُ قَالَ : أَمَّا عَيْنُكَ فَقَدْ دَخَلَتْ، وَأَمَّا إِسْتُكَ فَلَمْ تَدْخُلْ)). صَحِيحٌ

1089. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said, ‘When the eye enters, permission to enter should not be given:’” (Weak)

1090. Muslim b. Nadhīr said: “A man asked permission from Hudhayfa to come in. He looked in and said, ‘May I come in?’ Hudhayfa said, ‘As for your eye, it has already entered. As for your bottom, it has not entered.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The companion –  – berated the man for peeping into the house before been allowed to come in. As mentioned earlier, looking into the house while seeking permission before been allowed in is prohibited for it violates people’s privacy and defeats the whole essence of asking for permission before entrance.

1090. A man said (to Hudhayfa): “Shall I ask permission from my mother?” He said, “If you do not ask her permission, you may see something you would not wish (to see).” (Authentic)

Commentary: See narration no. 1060.
1091. Anas b. Mālik said: “A bedouin came to the house of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ and put his eye to the crack of the door. Therefore the Prophet took an arrow or a sharp stick and aimed it at the bedouin as if to gouge out his eye. The man moved off and the Prophet said, ‘If you had stayed, I would have gouged out your eye.’” (Authentic)

See hadith no. 1069.

1092. ‘Ammār b. Sa’d al-Tujībi said: “‘Umar b. al-Khattāb, may Allah be pleased with him, said, ‘Whoever fills his eye with the contents of a house before he has been given permission has transgressed.’” (Weak)
1093. Thawbān, the mawlā of the Messenger of Allah  said: “The Prophet  said, ‘It is not lawful for a Muslim to look inside a house until he has been given permission. If he does that, he has entered. ‘And no one should act as the Imām of a people and single himself out for supplication to the exclusion of others until he leaves.

‘And no one should pray while he is under pressure to urinate until he has relieved himself.’ ”

Abū ‘Abdullāh (al-Bukhārī) said, “This is the soundest hadīth on this matter.” (Authentic)

Commentary: 1. The one who looks into a house before being allowed to enter gets the sin of one who has entered without permission. 2. The expression: “And no one should act as the Imām of a people and single himself out for supplication to the exclusion of others until he leaves” is graded weak by some of the scholars including Ibn Taimiyyah and Ibn Qayim (رحمه الله). The Prophet  has been authentically and widely reported to have made supplications using singular personal pronouns.

Chapter 507: The Virtue Of Someone Who Enters His House With “Salam”
1094. Abū Umāma said: “The Prophet  said, ‘Three – Allah is responsible for all of them – if they live, they will have enough, and if they die, they will enter the Garden: Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, is responsible for whoever enters his house saying “Salām.” Allah is responsible for whoever goes out to the mosque. Allah is responsible for whoever goes out in the way of Allah.’ ” (Authentic)

1095. Jābir said: “When you come to your family, greet them with a greeting from Allah which is blessed and good.”

He said, “I only think that this is a part of what is meant by God’s injunction, ‘When you are offered a greeting, respond with a better greeting or return the like of it.’ ” (al-Nisā’ 4: 86) (Authentic)

Commentary: It seems that the companion – Jabir bin Abdullah () – ordered that the greeting should be said when one enters his house because of the various orders from the Prophet  to give the greeting and in order to ward off the evil of the Shaytan. See hadeeth no. 1096.

Chapter 508: When Someone Does Not Mention Allah When He Enters The House, Satan Spends The Night In It

1096. - إنْ ۚ إِذَا لَمْ يَذْكُرُ اللهَ عِنْدَ دُخُولِهِ الْبَيْتَ ، يَبِيَتُ فِيهِ الْشَّيْطَانُ
1096. Jābir said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘When a man enters his house, he should mention Allah, the Mighty and Exalted; when he enters and when he eats. If he does this, Satan says (to his satans), “You cannot spend the night or eat here.”

‘But when the man enters, and does not mention Allah when he does so, Satan says to his satans, “You have your house for the night.” If the man does not mention Allah when he eats, Satan says to his satans, “You have your house for the night and your supper.”’” (Authentic)

Chapter 509: Where One Is Not Obliged To Ask Permission

1097. A’yan al-Khwarzimī said: “We came to Anas b. Mālik while he was sitting in his foyer without anyone else with him. My companion greeted him and said, ‘May I come in?’ Anas said, ‘Come in. This is a place where no one asks for permission.’ He had food brought to us and we ate. Then a goblet of sweet nābīdḥ (water) was brought and he drank and gave it to us to drink.” (Weak)
Chapter 510: Asking Permission In Shops In The Market

1098. Mujāhid said: “Ibn ‘Umar did not ask permission to enter shops in the market.” (Authentic)

1099. ‘Atā’ said: “Ibn ‘Umar used to ask permission to enter market-stalls.” (Authentic)

Commentary: “Dhullat al-Bazzaaz” translated as ‘market-stalls’ actually refers to a shop where clothings are sold. Thus, Ibn Umar (radiya Allahu anhum) would not ask for permission in the market shops except while entering the boutiques since a buyer may be removing or wearing a cloth such that not asking for permission before entrance may lead to violating the person’s privacy. Allah knows Best.
Chapter 511: How To Ask Permission From Persians (Meaning In Other Than Arabic Language)

1100. Abū ‘Abdu'l-Mālik, the mawlā of Umm Miskīn, daughter of (‘Umar b.) ‘Āsim b. ‘Umar b. al-Khattāb, said: “My mistress sent me to Abū Hurayra and he came with me. When he was at the door, he said in Persian, ‘Ander āēm, Can we come in?’ She said in Persian, ‘Andarūn, Come in.’ Then she said, ‘Abū Hurayra, if visitors come to me after ‘Isha’ (prayer), should I enter into conversation?’ He said, ‘Converse as long as you have not prayed the witr prayer. If you have prayed the witr, there is no conversation after that.’” (Weak)
Chapter 512: When The Dhimmi Writes And Gives The Greeting, He Is To Be Answered

1101. Abū ‘Uthmān an-Nahdi said: “Abū Mūsā wrote to a Persian grandee and greeted him in his letter. He was asked, ‘Do you greet him while he is an unbeliever?’ He said, ‘He wrote to me and greeted me, so I have answered him.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: It could be deduced from the narration that the companion –  ORDERED – agreed with the rest of the people that it was not allowed to give the greeting of Salam to the non-Muslims, but he clarified that the prohibition is restricted to initiating the greeting of Salam such that if a non-Muslim clearly says the greeting of Salam to us, we should respond with the greeting of Salam too. See narrations in Chapter 515.
Chapter 513: Do Not Give The People Of The Dhimma The Greeting First

1102. Abū Basra al-Ghifārī said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘I will ride to the Jews tomorrow. Do not give them the greeting first. If they greet you, then respond, saying, “wa ‘alaykum, and upon you.” ’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth prohibits giving the Salam first to the non-Muslims, and teaches that when the non-Muslims greet us first with the Salam, we should say, “Wa ‘alaykum, and upon you.” However, it appears this manner of replying their greeting of Salam, was because the non-Muslims used to say, ‘As-Saam ‘alaykum, death (instead of peace) be upon you’” as in hadeeth no. 311, 1105 and 1106. They should be answered with the like of what they say.

1103. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘The People of the Book, do not give them the greeting first. Constrain them to the narrowest part of the road.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The one who ascribes to Allah what He is not and gives worship to other than the One Who created and provides for all is, to say the
least, an ingrate, not deserving of the reverence of first been greeted with the Salam. And from the ignominy that follows him for his disbelief is his been constrained to the sides of the road!

Chapter 514: A Person Greeting The Dhimmi With A Gesture

1104. ‘Alqama said: “Abdullāh used to greet the Persian grandees with a gesture.” (Authentic)

Commentary: Imam Al-Albaanee (رحمه الله) deduced from this narration that one could initiate greeting a non-Muslim first with other known forms of greeting such as “good morning”, “how are you” and similar others. See Silsilat al-Ahaadeeth is-Saheehah (2/320).


Commentary: Apparently, the Prophet (ﷺ) disapproved of the companions’ response to the Jew because he said, “death be upon you” instead of “peace be upon you”. Therefore, to ‘answer them with what they say’ would imply also, that if they clearly express the greeting of Salam they should be replied with the Salam too.
1106. ‘Abdullāh b. Umar said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘When one of the Jews greets you, he only says, “As-Sam ‘alaykum (Death be upon you),” respond, “And upon you.” ’” (Authentic)

1107. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “Return the greeting to whoever it is, Jew, Christian or Magian. That is because Allah says, ‘When you are greeted, then respond with a greeting better than it or return the like of it.’ ” (al-Nisā’ 4: 86) (Sound)

Commentary: Perhaps the author, Imam al-Bukhaaree (رحمه الله) cited this narration here, and in fact the one before it, to demonstrate that if a non-Muslim greets us first with a clear greeting of Salam, we should respond also with the greeting of Salam. Imam Ibn Battal (رحمه الله) and others among the pious predecessors averred similarly. See narration no. 1101 and 1113.
Chapter 516: The Greeting To The Assembly Which Includes Both Muslims And Idol-Worshippers

1108. Usāma b. Zayd said: “One day the Prophet ﷺ was riding on a donkey on a straw saddle covered by a rug from Fadak. Usāma b. Zayd was riding behind him. He was on his way to visit Sa’d b. ‘Ubāda. He passed by a meeting which included ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Ubayy b. Salūl – and that was before the ‘Abdullāh announced being a Muslim. The meeting contained a mixture of Muslims and Mushriks and idol-worshippers. He greeted them with the salam.” (Authentic)

Commentary: Imam an-Nawawee (رحمه الله) explained that, “The Sunnah is that if a person passes by a gathering in which there are Muslims and non-Muslims, he should say the greeting of Salam in a manner that encompasses all while intending the Muslims.” Sharh Saheeh al-Adab al-Mufrad (3/229).
Chapter 517: How Does One Write To The People Of The Book?

1109. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Abbās said: “Heraclius, the Byzantine Emperor sent for Abū Sufyan b. Harb and asked him for the letter of the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) which Dihya al-Kalbi had brought to the Governor of Busra. The Governor had forwarded it to Heraclius who read it. It said, ‘In the name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate. From Muhammad, the slave and Messenger of Allah to Heraclius, the Chief of the Greeks. Peace be upon those who follow the guidance. I invite you to come to Islam. If you become Muslim, you will be safe and Allah will give you your reward twice over. If you turn away, then you will be guilty of the sin of your followers. “O People of the Book, come to a word which is common between you and us: That we worship none but Allah; That we associate no partners with Him; That we erect not from among ourselves, Lords and patrons other than Allah.” If then they turn back, say: “Bear witness that we (at least) are Muslims (bowing to Allah’s will)”’” (Āl ‘Imrān 3:64) (Authentic)
Commentary: From the points of benefit in this hadeeth are: 1. It establishes correspondence as one of the means of inviting to the religion. 2. It is recommended to commence letters with the expression, “Bismillah ir-Rahmaan ar-Raheem”. See Chapter no. 527. 3. If it were permissible to start greeting a non-Muslim first with the Salam, the Prophet ﷺ would have done so in this letter. 4. The expression, “Amma ba’d, To proceed”, is also used in letters as in speeches. See Chapter 526. 5. A person who leads others towards goodness is also rewarded with goodness practiced by those he has guided towards it. Similarly, he bears the burdens of the sins of those he led to sin along with his own sin.

Chapter 518: When The People Of -The Book Say, “As-Sām ‘Alaykum (Death Be Upon You)”

1110. Jābir said: “Some of the Jews greeted the Prophet ﷺ saying, ‘As-Sām ‘alaykum (Death be upon you)’ and the Prophet responded, ‘And upon you.’ ‘Ā’isha, ‘may Allah be pleased with her, said angrily, ‘Didn’t you hear what they said?’ The Prophet replied, ‘Yes, and I answered them. We will be answered for what we said of them and they will not be answered for what they said of us.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: See hadeeth no 1105.
Chapter 519: The People Of The Book Are Forced To The Narrowest Part Of The Road

١١١١- عن أبي هريرة رضي الله عنه، عن النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم قال: (إذا لقيتم المشركين في الطريق، فلا تبدأوه بالسلام، واضطروه إلى أضيقهم). شاذ.

1111. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘When you meet the Mushriks in the road, you should not give the greeting to them first and you should force them to the narrowest part of the road.’” (Strange)

Chapter 520: How To Make Supplication For A Dhimmi


1112. ‘Abū ‘Amr ash-Shaybāni said: “‘Uqba b. ‘Amir al-Juhani passed by a man who looked like a Muslim who greeted him and ‘Uqba answered him, saying, ‘And upon you and the mercy of Allah and His blessings.’ The servant said to him. ‘He is a Christian.’ ‘Uqba
rose and followed the man until he caught up to him. He said, ‘The mercy of Allah and His blessings are for the believers, but may Allah make your life long and give you much wealth and many children.’ ”

(Sound)

Commentary: It could be deduced that the companion –  – viewed that it is not allowed to return the greeting of Salam to the non-Muslim that greets us with it. However, the earlier position is more preponderant because it is corroborated by, amongst other narrations, the verse cited by Abdullah bin Abbass (rādiya Allahu anhuma). The point of reference in this narration is the permissibility of supplicating for the non-Muslim.

1113. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “If Pharaoh had said to me, ‘May Allah bless you,’ I would have said, ‘And you.’ But Pharaoh is dead.” (Authentic)

See comment on narration no. 1105.

1114. Abū Musa said: “The Jews used to sneeze in the presence of the Prophet () hoping that he would say to them. ‘May Allah have mercy on you,’ but he would say, ‘May Allah guide you and put your affairs in order.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The point of reference in this hadeeth here is the permissibility of supplicating for the non-Muslim for guidance, the greatest of which is been guided unto Islam. See hadeeth no. 940.
Chapter 521: When Someone Greets A Christian Unknowingly

1115. ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān said: “Ibn ‘Umar passed by a Christian who greeted him and Ibn ‘Umar returned the greeting. He was told that the man was a Christian. When he learned that, he went back to the man and said, ‘Give me back my salām.’” (Sound)

Commentary: It contains further proof for the prohibition of initiate the greeting with a non-Muslim, and shows the companion’s keenness to extend the greetings of Salam.

Chapter 522: When One Says, “So-And-So Sends You His Greetings”

1116. ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “The Prophet ﷺ told her, ‘Jibrīl sends you the greeting.’ She replied, ‘And peace be upon him and the mercy of Allah.’” (Authentic)
Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 827.

Chapter 523: Answering A Letter

1117. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “I think that answering a letter is a duty just like returning the greeting.” (Sound)

Commentary: That is, it is obligatory to respond to the greeting of Salam in a correspondence as it is obligatory in speech. See narration no. 1108.

Chapter 524: Letters To Women And Replying To Them

1118. ‘Abdul ‘Azīz b. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Abbās said: “After Ummaysah, daughter of Aamir; and me, and the others...
1118. ‘Ā’isha bint Talha said: “I spoke to ‘Ā’isha when I was in her care. People used to visit her from everywhere. Old people used to visit me because of my position with her. Young men used to treat me as a sister and give me presents and write to me from their cities. I said to ‘Ā’isha, ‘Aunt, this is a letter from so-and-so and his gift.’ ‘Ā’isha said to me, ‘My daughter, answer him and reward him. If you do not have anything to give, I will give something to you.’”

She (‘Ā’isha bint Talha) said, “She did used to give to me.” (Sound Chain)

Commentary: Aa’isha bint Talha (rahimahallah) was the daughter of Umm Kulthum, sister of ‘Aa’isha both daughters of Abu Bakr as-Siddeeq (radiya Allahu anhum). She was a very beautiful, brilliant and pious woman. The point of reference, however, in this narration is that it is allowed to write letters to the scholars about the matters of the religion and send gifts to them too even if they are females. It encourages exchanging gifts and helping one another upon goodness.

Chapter 525: How To Write The Beginning Of A Letter

“He wrote to him, ‘In the Name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate. To ‘Abdu’l-Mālik, the Amīr al-Mu’mīnīn from ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar, Peace be upon you. I praise Allah to you. There is no god but Him. I offer you obedience according to the sunna of Allah and the sunna of His Messenger as far as I can.’” (Authentic)

Chapter 526: “Ammā Ba’d, To Proceed”

1120. Zayd b. Aslam said: “My father sent me to Ibn ‘Umar and I saw him write, ‘In the name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate. Amma ba’d, As for what follows …’” (Authentic)

1121. Hishām b. ‘Urwa said: “I saw some of the letters from the Prophetsand. At the end of every topic, he said, ‘Amma ba’d, As for what follows.’” (Authentic)
Chapter 527: Beginning Letters With “In The Name Of Allah, The Merciful, The Compassionate”

1122. Khārija b. Zayd narrated from the older people of the family of Zayd b. Thābit, that: “Zayd b. Thābit wrote this letter, ‘In the name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate, to the slave of Allah, Mu‘āwiya, the Amīr al-Mu‘minin, from Zayd b. Thābit. Peace be upon you, Amīr al-Mu‘minin, and the mercy of Allah. I praise Allah to you. There is no god but Him. As for what follows. . .’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on narrations in Chapter 517.

1123. Abū Mas‘ūd al-Jurayri said: “A man asked al-Hasan about reading, ‘In the name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate.’ He said, ‘That should be placed at the beginning of letters.’” (Authentic)
Chapter 528: The One Who Is Mentioned First In A Letter

1124. Nāfi’ said: “Ibn ‘Umar needed something from Mu‘āwiya and he wanted to write to him. People said, ‘Begin with his name.’ They persisted with him on this until he wrote, ‘In the name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate, to Mu‘āwiya.” (Authentic)

1125. Anas b. Sīrīn said: “I wrote for Ibn ‘Umar and he said, ‘Write, “In the name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate. As for what follows: To so-and-so.” ’” (Authentic)

1126. Anas b. Sīrīn said: “A man wrote in the presence of Ibn ‘Umar, ‘In the name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate for so-and-so.’ Ibn ‘Umar forbade him and said, ‘Say, “In the name of Allah. It is to him (so-and-so).” ’ (Authentic)

Commentary: These narrations show that we should begin with the name of the addressee in correspondences before writing the sender’s name. However, it seems that it is also permissible to start with the sender’s name since the Prophet (ﷺ) started with his own name in his letter to the Byzantine Emperor. See hadeeth no. 1109.

1128. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘A man from the Banū Isra’il - and the narrator mentioned the whole hadīth - (whose irrelevant part has been dropped here) had his friend write to him, “From so-and-so to so-and-so” ‘ ” (Weak)

Chapter 529: Kayfa Asbahta (How Are You This Morning?)

1129- بَابُ كَيْفَ أَصْبَحْتَ؟
Mahmūd b. Labīd said: “When Sa’d’s arm was gravely wounded on the Day of the Ditch, they moved him to the house of a woman called Rufayda who used to treat the wounded. When the Prophet ﷺ passed by him, he would say, ‘How are you this evening?’ and in the morning, he said, ‘How are you this morning’ and he (Sa’d) would tell him.” (Authentic)

Ibn’ Abbās said: “‘Alī b. Abī Tālib, may Allah be pleased with him, left the Messenger of Allah ﷺ during the illness from which he died. People said, ‘Abū’l-Hasan”), how was the Messenger of Allah ﷺ this morning?’ He said, ‘He is better this morning, by the praise of Allah.’ ‘Abbās b. ‘Abdu’l-Muttalib took his hand and said, ‘By Allah, don’t you see that in three days time, you will be one of the subjects (lit: slave of the staff). By Allah, I think that the Messenger...
of Allah  is going to die of this illness. I recognise death in the
faces of the Banū ‘Abdu’l-Muttalib. Let us go to the-Messenger of
Allah  and ask him who will have authority (after him). If it is for
us, we will know that. If it is for someone else, we can speak to him
and he will give it to us.’ ‘Alī said, ‘By Allah, if we ask him and we
are denied it, then people will never give it to us after him. By Allah, I
will never ask the Messenger of Allah  for it.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The point in this narration is the question of the people that:
“How is the Messenger of Allah  this morning?” It should be noted
however, that the question is only rightly asked after the exchange of the
greetings of Salam. See narration no. 1132.

Chapter 530: The One Who Writes At The End Of A Letter,
“Peace Be Upon You And The Mercy Of Allah, So-And-So Son
Of So-And-So, On The 18th Of The Month”
Abū’z-Zinād said that he took this letter from Khārija b. Zayd and from the seniors of the family of Zayd: “In the name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate. To the slave of Allah, Mu‘awiya, the Amīr al-Mu’mīnīn, from Zayd b. Thābit. Peace be upon you, Amīr al-Mu’mīnīn, and the mercy of Allah. I praise Allah to you. There is no god but Him. As for what follows, you asked me about the inheritance of the grandfather and the brother (and he mentioned the letter). We ask Allah for guidance, preservation and firmness in all our affairs. We seek refuge with Allah from being misguided or ignorant or taking on what we have no knowledge of. Peace be upon you, Amīr al-Mu’mīnīn, and the mercy of Allah and His blessings and His forgiveness. Wuhayb has written it on Thursday, the 18th of Ramadān, (the year) 42 (AH).” (Sound)

Commentary: Here, the author seeks to describe the elements of the end of correspondences as he cited narrations on how to begin letters.

1131. Abū’z-Zinād said that he took this letter from Khārija b. Zayd and from the seniors of the family of Zayd: “In the name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate. To the slave of Allah, Mu‘awiya, the Amīr al-Mu’mīnīn, from Zayd b. Thābit. Peace be upon you, Amīr al-Mu’mīnīn, and the mercy of Allah. I praise Allah to you. There is no god but Him. As for what follows, you asked me about the inheritance of the grandfather and the brother (and he mentioned the letter). We ask Allah for guidance, preservation and firmness in all our affairs. We seek refuge with Allah from being misguided or ignorant or taking on what we have no knowledge of. Peace be upon you, Amīr al-Mu’mīnīn, and the mercy of Allah and His blessings and His forgiveness. Wuhayb has written it on Thursday, the 18th of Ramadān, (the year) 42 (AH).” (Sound)

Chapter 531: How Are You?

1132. Anas b. Mālik said: “He (Anas) heard ‘Umar b. al-Khattāb, may Allah be pleased with him, being greeted by a man and he returned the greeting. Then ‘Umar asked the man, ‘How are you?’ The man replied, ‘I praise Allah to you.’ ‘Umar said, ‘This is what I wanted to hear from you.’ ” (Authentic)
Chapter 532: How To Answer When Someone Asks You, “How Are You This Morning?”

1133. Jābir b. ‘Abdullāh said: “The Prophet ﷺ was asked, ‘How are you this morning?’ He said, ‘Well. Nobody among the community died or fell ill.’ ” (Sound due to supporting proofs)

1134. Muhājir as-Sā’igh said: “I used to sit with one of the Companions of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ who was a hefty man from Hadramaut. When someone said to him, ‘How are you this morning?’ he would reply, ‘We do not associate anything with Allah.’ ” (Sound)

Commentary: Meaning as long as we are Muslims we are well.
Sayf b. Wahb said: “Abū’t-Tufayl asked me, ‘How old are you?’ I said, ‘I am thirty-three years old.’ He said, ‘Shall I tell you a hadīth which I heard from Hudhayfa b. al-Yamān? A man from Muhārib b. Khasafa (clan) called ‘Amr b. Sulay’, a Companion, was my age on that day and I was your age. We went to Hudhayfa in the mosque. I sat at the edge of the people.’ ‘Amr went over until he was standing in front of him and said, ‘How are you this morning – or evening – slave of Allah?’ Hudhayfa said, ‘I praise Allah.’ ‘Amr said, ‘What are these ahādīth that have come to us from you?’ Hudhayfa responded, ‘What have you heard from me. ‘Amr’?’ He said. A hadīth that I have not heard anywhere else.” Hudhayfa said, ‘By Allah, if I were to relate to you all I have heard, you would not leave me till the middle of this night. However, ‘Amr b. Sulay’, if you see Qays taking control of Syria, then beware and again beware. By Allah, Qays will not leave a believing slave of Allah without putting him in a state of fear or killing him. By Allah, a time will come to them when they will be left helpless.’ ‘Amr said, ‘Then what will help you against your people, may Allah have mercy on you?’ Hudhayfa said, ‘That is my business.’ Then ‘Amr sat down.” (Weak Chain)
Commentary: The point of reference in this hadeeth vis-à-vis the chapter heading is from its weak aspects. However, the warning of Hudhayfah (ḍ) about Qays’ taking over Syria, up to his saying, “...a time will come to them when they will be left helpless” is authentically related from the Prophet (ﷺ).

Chapter 533: The Best Assembly Is The Most Spacious One

1136. ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān b. Abī ‘Amra al-Ansāri said: “Abū Sa‘īd al-Khudrī was told of a funeral. It seemed that he was hanging back until people had taken their seats. Then he came forward. When the people saw him, they quickly made room for him. One of them stood up for him to let him sit in his place. He said, ‘Don’t. I heard the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) say, “The best assembly is the most spacious one.” Then he went to the side and sat where there was ample space.” (Authentic)

Commentary: 1. The excellence of spacious gatherings may be understood from the fact that they allow the people to be relaxed and prevent grudge bearing and repugnance brought about by constricted sittings. 2. It seems the companion refused to sit in the place of the one who stood up for him since that may lead to making people leave their sits for others to sit which is prohibited by the Prophet (ﷺ). See hadeeth no. 1140 and 1153.
Chapter 534: Facing The Qibla

In most of the assemblies of ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar, he would face the qibla. Once Yazīd b. ‘Abdullāh b. Qusayt recited ‘Sajda’ while the sun was coming out. He prostrated and the people there prostrated except for ‘Abdullah b. ‘Umar. When the sun rose, ‘Abdullāh uncurled his legs and then prostrated. He said, ‘Did you see the prostration of your companions? They prostrated at a time when the prayer should not be prayed.’ ” (Weak Chain)

Chapter 535: When Someone Stands Up And Then Returns To His Place

If a man stands up and then returns to his place, then he must raise to the place of congregation.
1138. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘When one of you leaves his place and then returns to it, he is more entitled to it.’ ”  
(Authentic)

**Commentary:** Therefore, if he returns he could request the one who took the place to rise and then he sits there. It shows an exception for the prohibition of making a person leave a sit for another.

---

1139. Anas said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ came to us when we were children. He greeted us and sent me to get something he needed. He sat on the road waiting for me until I came back to him.”

Anas said, “I kept Umm Sulaym (my mother) waiting. She said, ‘What kept you?’ I said, ‘The Prophet ﷺ sent me for something he needed.’ She asked, ‘What was it?’ I said, ‘It is a secret.’ She said, ‘Keep the secret of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ.’ ”  
(Authentic)

**Commentary:** The point of reference from the hadeeth in relation to the chapter title was the Prophet’s sitting on the road as he waited for Anas (dr). However, the permissibility of sitting on the road has some conditions cited in other narrations. See Chapter 544.
Chapter 537: Making Room In A Gathering

Chapter 538: A Man Sitting At The Edge Of A Gathering
– alayhis-salam – came to teach the people their religion while the Prophet  was in a sitting with the companions (radiya Allahu anhum). In the report of Aboo Hurayrah and Aboo Dharr (radiya Allahu anhuma) in Sunan an-Nasaaee and others, it says: “The stranger asked, ‘Should I come close, O Muhammad?’ The Prophet  answered, ‘Come close.’ The stranger kept on asking to come close many times and he was told, ‘come close.’ So he stepped over the shoulders of the people until he sat down before the Prophet  in the manner each of us sits in his Salat.” See hadeeth no. 1144.

539 - بَابٌ لاَ يُفَرَّقُ بَينَْ اثْنَيِنَّ

Chapter 539: Do Not Separate Two People

1142. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said: “The Prophet  said, ‘It is not lawful for a man to separate two people except with the permission of both.’” (Sound)
Chapter 540: Stepping Over People To Approach The Leader Of A Gathering

Ibn ‘Abbās said: “When ‘Umar, may Allah be pleased with him, was attacked, I was one of those who carried him into his house. He said to me: ‘Nephew, go and see who wounded me and who wounded with me.’ I went and returned to tell him, but the room was full at that time. I didn’t want to step over their necks because I was young, so I sat down. ‘Umar’s rule when he sent someone for a need was that he commanded him not to speak about it (to the other person). ‘Umar had a cover over him. Ka‘b came and said, ‘By Allah, if the Amīr al-
Muʿminīn asks Allah, Allah will let him remain alive and restore him to this community until he does such-and-such and such-and-such for them’ until Kaʿb mentioned the hypocrites. He actually named them and used their kunyas. I said, ‘Shall I convey to him what you have said?’ Kaʿb said, ‘I only said it because I meant that to be done.’ I plucked up courage and stood up. I stepped over people’s shoulders until I sat by his head. I said, ‘You sent me to find out such-and-such. Thirteen people were wounded with you. Kulayb al-Jazzār was wounded while he was doing wudūʾ in the tub. Kaʿb swore such-and-such by Allah. He said, ‘Call Kaʿb.’ He was summoned and ‘Umar said, ‘What did you say?’ He said, ‘I said such-and-such.’ ‘Umar said, ‘No, by Allah. I will not pray (for that). But ‘Umar will be wretched if Allah does not forgive him.’” (Weak)

1144. Ash-Shaʿbī said: “A man came to ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr and there were some people sitting with him. He stepped over them to reach him. They stopped him. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said, ‘Let him.’ The man came until he sat with ‘Abdullāh and then said, ‘Tell me something that you heard from the Messenger of Allah ﷺ.’ ‘Abdullāh said, ‘I heard the Messenger of Allah ﷺ say, “The Muslim is the one from whose tongue and hand the Muslims are safe. The Muhājir (emigrant) is the one who leaves what Allah has forbidden.”’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth 1141.
Chapter 541: The Dearest Of People To A Man Are Those Who Sit With Him

1145. Ibn ‘Abbās said: ‘The dearest of people to me is the one who sits with me.’ (Authentic)

Commentary: Shaykh Husayn al-’Awaayisha (hafizahullah) explains, “It encourages a man to honour those who sit with him and his visitors. This is doubtlessly restricted to pious companions because their sitting with him helps him upon righteousness and cooperating upon the truth and mutual encouragement on patience.” See narration no. 1147.

1146. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “The dearest of people in my opinion is he who sits with me, so much so that he may step over the shoulders of others until he can sit by me.” (Weak Chain)
Chapter 542: Does A Man Put His Foot In Front Of Someone He Is Sitting With?

1147. Kathīr b. Murra said: “I entered the mosque on Jumu’a and I found ‘Awf b. Mālik al-Ashja’ī sitting in a circle of men. His feet were stretched out in front of him. When he saw me, he drew his feet back in and said to me, ‘Do you know why I put my foot out? So that a righteous man might come and sit down (in that place).’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: 1. The one who does a thing found disquieting by those around him may explain the reason for his action. 2. ‘Awf bin Malik (رضي الله عنه) was a companion of the Prophet (صلى الله عليه وسلم) who witnessed the Triumph over Makkah; yet he sought to only have pious people around him. Katheer bin Murrah (رحمه الله) was a student of the companions; he met about seventy of those who fought at Badr among the companions – raddia Allahu anhum.
Chapter 543: When A Man In A Group Of People Spits

1148. Al-Harith b. 'Amr as-Sahmi said: “I came to the Prophet when he was in Mina or at ‘Arafat. People crowded round him and Bedouins came and, on seeing his face, said, ‘This is a blessed face.’ I said, ‘Messenger of Allah, ask for forgiveness for me.’ He said, ‘O Allah, forgive us!’ I turned around and asked, ‘Ask forgiveness for me.’ He said, ‘O Allah, forgive us!’ I turned and said, ‘Ask forgiveness for me.’ He said, ‘O Allah, forgive us!’ He spat on his hand and wiped his sandal with it - he did not want it to get on anyone around him.”

(Sound)

Commentary: It shows the high moral standard of the Prophet ﷺ: he was extremely careful not discomfort anyone. However, it is permissible to use the handkerchief if one finds it.
Chapter 544: Gatherings On Roads

1149. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ forbade gatherings on the road. They said, ‘Messenger of Allah, it is hard for us to sit in our houses.’ He said, ‘If you do sit there, then fulfill the rights of the gathering.’ They asked, ‘What is its right, Messenger of Allah?’ He said, ‘Guiding anyone who asks for directions, returning the greeting, lowering the eye, commanding the correct and forbidding the objectionable.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: See hadith no. 1014.
Abū Sa‘īd al-Khudrī said: “The Prophet  said, ‘Beware of sitting in the road.’ They said, ‘Messenger of Allah, we must meet where we can sit to talk.’ The Messenger of Allah  said, ‘If you refuse not to, then give the road its due.’ They said, ‘What is the due of the road, Messenger of Allah?’ He said, ‘Lowering the eye, avoiding doing anything harmful, commanding the correct and forbidding the objectionable.’ ” (Authentic)
وَسَلَّمَ فَكُشَفَ عَنْ سَاقَيْهِ وَدَلاَّهُمَا فِي الْبِئْرِ فَامْتَلَأَ الْقُفُّ، فَلَمْ يَكُنْ فِيهِ مَجْلِسٌ
ثُمَّ جَاءَ عُثْمَانُ، فَقُلْتُ ((ائْذَنْ لَهُ، وَبَشِّرْهُ بِالَْنَّةِ مَعَهَا بَلاَءٌ يُصِيبُهُ)). فَدَخَلَ، فَلَمْ يَجِدْ مَعَهُمْ مَجْلِسًا،
فَتَحَوَّلَ حَتَّى جَاءَ مُقَابِلَهُمْ، عَلَى شَفَةِ الْبِئْرِ، فَكَشَفَ عَنْ سَاقَيْهِ، ثُمَّ دَلاَّهُمَا فِي الْبِئْرِ.
فَجَعَلْتُ أَتََنَّى أَنْ يَأْتِيَ أَخٌ لِي، وَأَدْعُو اللهَ أَنْ يَأْتِيَ بِهِ، فَلَمْ يَأْتِ حَتَّى قَامُوا. قَالَ ابْنُ
الُْسَيِّبِ 1151. Sa‘īd b. al-Musayyib narrated that Abū Musa al- Ash’ari said:
“The Prophet ﷺ went out one day to one of the walled gardens of Madīna and I went out after him. When he entered the garden, I sat at its door and said, ‘Today I will be the doorkeeper of the Prophet ﷺ even though he has not commanded me to do it!’ The Prophet went and answered a call of nature and sat on the edge of a well. He uncovered his legs and dangled them in the well. Abū Bakr, may Allah be pleased with him, came and asked permission to enter. I said, ‘Stay where you are until I ask for permission for you.’ He stopped. I went to the Prophet ﷺ and said, ‘Messenger of Allah, Abū Bakr asks permission to come in.’ He said, ‘Give him permission and give him the good news of the Garden.’ He entered and came from the right side of the Prophet ﷺ. Then he uncovered his legs and dangled them in the well. Then ‘Umar came. I said, ‘Stay where you are until I ask permission for you.’ The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Give him permission and give him the good news of the Garden.’ ‘Umar came from the left side of the Prophet ﷺ and uncovered his legs and dangled them in the well. The well rim was now full up and there was no place left to sit. Then ‘Uthmān came. I said, ‘Stay where you are until I ask permission for you.’ The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Give him permission and give him the good news of the Garden along with an affliction that is to befall him.’ ‘Uthmān came in and could not find a place with them. Then he moved around until he was facing them on the other side of the well and he uncovered his legs and dangled them in the well. I began to wish that a brother of mine would come before they had got up.”
Ibn al-Musayyib commented, “I interpreted this to refer to their graves. They (the Prophet, Abū Bakr and ‘Umar) were buried together here, but ‘Uthmān was alone.” (Authentic)

Commentary: Imam An-Nawawee (رحمه الله), “The hadeeth contains the virtues of those three, and that they are from the people of the Garden and the virtue of Aboo Moosa. It also has a clear miracle for the Prophet ﷺ in his telling about the story of ‘Uthman and the tribulations. (It also includes that) the three will continue upon Eemaan (true faith) and guidance.” The point of reference is their sitting at the edge of the well, uncovering their shanks and dangling them in the well.

1152. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ went out in the heat (of the day). He did not speak to me nor did I speak to him until he came to the market of the Banū Qaynuqa’. He sat in the courtyard of Fatima’s house and said, ‘Is the little one here? Is the little one here?’ Fatima held her son back for a short while. I think - that she was putting a necklace on him or washing him. Then he came running and he hugged him and kissed him. He said, ‘O Allah, love him and love those who love him.’” (Authentic)
Chapter 546: When A Man Rises In An Assembly To Give His Place To Someone, That Person Should Not Accept

When a man rose from his seat for Ibn ‘Umar. He would not sit in it.

(Authentic)

Commentary: See comments on hadeeth no 1136 and 1140.

Chapter 547: The Trust
1154. Anas said: “I served the Messenger of Allah ﷺ one day. When I thought that I had finished serving him. I said, ‘The Prophet ﷺ is having a midday rest.’ So I left him and there were some children playing. I stood looking at them and their game. The Prophet ﷺ came out and came up to them and greeted them. Then he called me and sent me for something he needed. He remained in the shade until I came to him. I was late for my mother and she asked, ‘What delayed you?’ I said, ‘The Prophet ﷺ tasked me to get something he needed.’ She said, ‘What was it?’ I said, ‘It is a secret of the Prophet ﷺ.’ She said, ‘Keep the secret of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ. I have not told anyone that secret. If I had told it, I would have told it to you.’”

(Authentic)

Commentary: Anas bin Malik (ﷺ) never told the secret to anyone; neither to his dear mother (radiya Allahu anha) nor to his eminent student, Thaabit al-Bunaanee (رحمه الله) who reported this hadeeth from him.
1155. Sa‘īd b. al-Musayyib said: “Abū Hurayra described the Messenger of Allah ﷺ with the words, ‘He was of medium height, but nearer to being tall. He was very white with a black beard and good front teeth. He had long eye-lashes. He was very broad between the shoulders and had full cheeks. He walked on his entire feet, but they did not have a hollow. He turned towards people fully or turned his back fully. I have not seen anyone like him before or since.’” (Sound due to supporting proofs).

Commentary: See comment on hadīth no. 255.

1156: Aslam said: “‘Umar said to me, ‘If I send you to a man (to find out something), do not tell him why I sent you to him. If you do, Satan will prepare a lie for him in that.’” (Weak)
Chapter 550: Should One Ask, “Where Have You Come From?”

Mujāhid said: “It is disliked for a man to look sharply at his brother or to follow him with his glance when he leaves him or to ask him, ‘Where have you come from and where are you going?’” (Weak)

Mālik b. Zubayd said: “We passed by Abū Dharr at ar-Rabadha. He said, ‘Where have you come from?’ We said, ‘Makka’ - or ‘from the Ancient House.’ He said, ‘Is this all you went for?’ We said, ‘Yes.’ He said, ‘And was there any other involvement in worldly business with it?’ We replied. ‘No.’ He said, ‘Then resume your actions anew’ ” (Weak)

Commentary: That Allah has forgiven all your sins and you can resume your life anew.
551- بَابٌ مَنِ اسْتَمَعَ إِلَى حَدِيثٍ قَوْمٍ وَهُمْ لَهُ كَارِهُونَ

Chapter 551: One Who Listens To People’s Conversation When They Do Not Wish It

1159. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Whoever makes an image will have to blow life into it and he will be punished as he will not be able to breathe life into it. Whoever claims to have seen a vision in a dream will have to string two beads of barley together and he will be punished because he will not be able to string them together. Whoever listens to people’s conversation when they move away from him will have molten lead poured into his ears.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadith only prohibits making images of all kinds of animals as is indicated by other texts that allow making images of trees and similar other things, lying about dreams and eavesdropping on people’s private talks.
Chapter 552: Sitting On A Raised Seat

1160. Al-'Uryān b. al-Haytham said: “My father came to Mu‘āwiya when I was a boy. When he reached him, Mu‘āwiya said, ‘Welcome, welcome.’ A man was sitting with Mu‘āwiya on the raised seat who said, ‘Amīr al-Mu’mīnīn, who is this you are welcoming?’ He said, ‘This is the noblest of the people of the east, al-Haytham b. al-Aswad.’ My father asked, ‘Who is this?’ They said, ‘This is ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr b. al-‘Ās.’ My father said to him, ‘Abū so-and-so. From where will the Dajjāl emerge?’ He said, ‘I have not seen the people of any land who (so readily) ask about what is far off and leave out what is near (at hand) than the people in the land you are from.’ Then he said, ‘He will emerge from the land of Iraq with the trees and palm-trees.’” (Weak)
1161. Abū'l-'Āliya said: “I sat with Ibn ‘Abbās on an elevated seat.”  
.Authentic Chain

(...) Abū Jamra said: “I used to sit with Ibn ‘Abbās. He would make me sit on his seat. He said to me, ‘Stay with me so that I can allot you a portion of my property.’ I stayed with him for two months.” 
.Authentic

Commentary: “Sareer” could literally refer to “a bed”, or “seat” or “bier”. However, the context in which it is used in the narrations in the chapter indicates that it refers to “seat” See hadeth no. 1164. Shaykh Husayn al-'Awaayishah (プリンセス・オブ・ザ・レイン) remarked that, “Perhaps the intent of the author for this chapter titling and the narration is that one should not avoid sitting on a chair, and establishing its permissibility (in the Sharee’ah).” Sharh Saheeh al-Adab al-Mufrad (3/283).

1162. Khālid b. Dinār Abū Khalda said: “I heard Anas b. Mālik - while he was with al-Hakam, the Amīr of Basra, on a seat - he said, ‘When it was hot, the Prophet ﷺ would delay the (Zuhr) prayer until a cooler time of the day. When it was cold, he made the prayer early.’ ” 
.Authentic
1163. Anas b. Mālik said: “I came to the Prophet ﷺ while he was on a seat with a band woven on it. There was a pillow under his head made of skin stuffed with palm fiber. There was a cloth between his skin and the seat. ‘Umar visited him and wept. The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘What has made you weep, ‘Umar?’ He said, ‘By Allah, Messenger of Allah, I am only weeping since I know that you are more noble with Allah than Chosroes and Caesar and they live in worldly comfort while you, Messenger of Allah, are in the place I see.’ The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Aren’t you content, ‘Umar, that they have this world and we have the Hereafter?’ ‘Umar said, ‘Yes, Messenger of Allah.’ The Prophet said, ‘That is the way it is.’ ” (Sound and Authentic)

Commentary: 1. In another version of the hadith collected in the two Sahihs, it said that ‘Umar () began to weep when he saw the signs of the straw mat on the sides of the Prophet ﷺ. 2. Indeed the Chosroes and Caesar lived in material comfort in this transient and trifling life, they will live in the worst punishment and ignominy in the Hereafter. Allah the Exalted says: “Let not the free disposal (and affluence) of the disbelievers throughout the land deceive you. A brief enjoyment; then, their ultimate abode is Hell; and worst indeed is that place for rest.” (Q 3 : 196-197)
1164. Abū Rifā‘a al-‘Adawi said: “I came to the Prophet ﷺ while he was speaking. I said, ‘Messenger, a strange man has come to ask about his religion (dīn). He does not know what his religion (dīn) is.’ He turned to me and stopped speaking. He was brought a chair which I think had iron legs - Humayd said, ‘I think that it was black wood resembling iron’ - and sat down on it. He began to teach me what Allah had taught him. Then he finished his speech.” (Authentic)

1165. Mūsā b. Dihqān said: “I saw Ibn ‘Umar sitting on a bridal seat wearing a red (striped) garment.” (Weak Chain)

(...) ‘Imrān b. Muslim said, “I saw Anas sitting on a bed, placing one foot on the other.” (Sound)
Chapter 553: When One Sees People Conversing
Confidentially He Should Not Enter Where They Are

1166. Sa‘īd al-Maqburi said: “I passed by Ibn ‘Umar, he was conversing with a man. I stood by them and he struck me on my chest and said, ‘When you find two men conversing, do not go up to them nor sit with them until they give you permission. I said, ‘May Allah correct you, Abū’ Abdu’r-Rahmān. I only wished to hear something good from both of you.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The narration is evidence that good intentions do not justify actions; the action too must be correct as the intention to be acceptable before Allah the Exalted. It also shows the religion outrightly prohibits violating people’s privacy.

1167. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “Whoever listens to people’s conversations when they do not want him to, will have molten lead poured into his ears. Whoever lies about a dream, will be obliged to string a barley bead.” (Authentic)
Chapter 554: Two Should Not Converse To The Exclusion Of A Third

Commentary: As it prohibits eavesdropping on people’s private talks, the religion also prohibits alienating a third person in a group of three which may lead him to listen in their conversation. This hadeeth is also evidence that whatever essentially leads to a prohibited act is also prohibited.

1168. ‘Abdullāh (b. ‘Umar) said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘When there are three people, two should not converse together to the exclusion of the third.’”  

(Authentic)

1169. ‘Abdullāh b. Mas’ud said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘When there are three people, two should not converse together to the exclusion of the third for that would grieve him.’”  

(Authentic)
Chapter 555: When There Are Four People

1170. Ibn ‘Umar said: “The Prophet ﷺ said something similar. We asked, ‘What if they are four?’ He answered, ‘If there are four then it will not harm him.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: When two persons converse privately, the rest of the people could continue with whatever they were doing without feeling neither estranged nor been tempted to listen in the talk. Thus the permission mentioned in the hadeeth. This forms evidence for the legal maxim that: “Rulings change with their causes.”

1171. ‘Abdullāh [b. Mas’ud] said: “The Prophet ﷺ said. ‘Two should not converse to the exclusion of another until they are mixing with many people since that would grieve him (the excluded person).’” (Authentic)

1172. Ibn ‘Umar said: “When there are four, there is no harm.” (Authentic)
Chapter 556: When A Man Sits With Another Man, He Should Ask His Permission To Leave

1173. Abū Burda b. Abī Mūsā said: “I sat with ‘Abdullāh b. Salām. He said, ‘You have sat down with us, but now it is time for us to leave.’ I said, ‘As you wish.’ He got up and I followed him to the door.” (Weak)

Commentary: In another report it says: “He prohibited sitting between sunlight and shade and said: ‘It is the seat of Shaytan.’” See Silsilat al-Ahādeeth is-Saheehah (838).
Chapter 558: Squatting Wrapped Up In A Garment

Abü Saʿīd al-Khudrī said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ forbade two types of dress and two sales transactions. He forbade the mulāmasa and munabādha in sales transactions (mulāmasa is that a man touches another man’s garment and munabādha is that a man throws his garment to another man, and that completes their transaction without inspection.) The two types of dress are as-sammā’ (as-sammā’ means to put the corner of his garment over one shoulder so that one side is uncovered with nothing on it). The other style of dress is to wrap oneself up in a garment while sitting down, without anything (else) covering the private parts.” (Authentic)
Chapter 559: One Who Has A Pillow Offered To Him

1176. Abū Qulāba said: “Abū’l-Malīh said, ‘I went with your father Zayd to ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr. He told us, “When the Prophet ﷺ was informed about my fasting, he visited me and I offered him a skin cushion stuffed with palm fibre. He sat on the ground. The cushion was between him and me. He said to me, ‘Is three days out of every month enough for you?’ I said, ‘Messenger of Allah (I like to fast more)!’ He said, ‘Five?’ I said, ‘Messenger of Allah!’ He said, ‘Seven?’ I said, ‘Messenger of Allah!’ He said, ‘Nine?’ I said, ‘Messenger of Allah!’ He said, ‘Eleven?’ I said, ‘Messenger of Allah!’ (Then) he said, ‘Do not fast more than the fast of Dāwūd. Half of the time. Fast one day and break the fast one day.’ ’’ (Authentic)

Commentary: The point of reference vis-a-vis the chapter heading is that the Prophet was given a skin cushion stuffed with fibre.
1177. 'Abdullāh b. Busr said: “The Prophet ﷺ passed by his (‘Abdullah’s) father who laid down for him a rug which he sat on.” (Authentic)

Chapter 560: Squatting

1178. Qayla said: “I saw the Prophet ﷺ sitting squatting. When I saw the Prophet ﷺ humble in his way of sitting, I trembled with fear.” (Sound)
Chapter 561: Sitting Cross-Legged


1180. Ma’n (al-Qazzāz) said: “Abū Ruzayq said that he saw ‘Alī b. Abdullāh b. ‘Abbās sitting cross-legged with one foot crossed over the other, the right over the left.” (Weak)

1181. ‘Imrān b. Muslim said: “I saw Anas b. Mālik sitting like that – cross-legged, with one of his feet over the other.” (Authentic)
Chapter 562: Wrapping Oneself Up

1182. Sulaym b. Jābir al-Hujaymi said: “I came to the Prophet (ﷺ) when he was wrapped up in a cloak the edges of which were over his feet.

“I said, ‘Messenger of Allah, advise me.’ He said, ‘You must have taqwā (fear and consciousness) of Allah. Do not scorn anything good, even pouring from your bucket into the bucket of someone who seeks water or talking to your brother with a happy face. Beware of dragging your waist-wrapper – it is part of arrogance and Allah does not like it. If a man blames you for something he knows of you, do not blame him for anything you know of him. Leave him to his own evil. You will have your reward. Do not Abuse anything.’

“He said, ‘I never abused anything, animal or man, after that.’” (Authentic based on supporting proof).
1183. Abū Hurayra said: “I never saw al-Hasan without my eyes overflowing with tears. That is because the Prophet ﷺ went out one day and I found him in the mosque. He took my hand and I went along with him. He did not speak to me until we came to the market of the Banū Qaynuqa’. He walked around it and looked. Then he left and I left with him until we came to the mosque. He sat and wrapped himself up in his garment. Then he said, ‘Where is the little one? Call the little one to me.’ Hasan came running and fell in his lap. Then he put his hand in his beard. Then the Prophet ﷺ opened his mouth and put his mouth on his mouth. Then he said, ‘O Allah, I love him, so love him and love the one who loves him.’” (Sound)

Commentary: The point in these narrations is the Prophet’s wrapping himself up in his garment.
Chapter 563: One Who Kneels

1184. Anas b. Mālik said: “The Prophet ﷺ prayed Zuhr with them (the Companions). When he said the taslīm (finished the prayer), he stood on the minbar and talked about the Hour. He mentioned terrible things about it. Then he said, ‘Whoever wants to ask about something should ask about it. By Allah, whatever you ask me about, I will tell you as long as I am in this place.’” Anas said, “People wept a lot when they heard that from the Messenger of Allah ﷺ: The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said many times, ‘Ask.’ ‘Umar knelt on his knees and said, ‘We are content with Allah as a Lord, with Islam as a dīn (religious life) and Muhammad as a Messenger.’ The Messenger of Allah ﷺ was silent when ‘Umar said that. Then the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Better! By Him who holds Muhammad’s soul in His hand, I..."
was shown the Garden and the Fire inside this very garden while I was praying. I have not seen such good and evil as I have this day.’”

(Sound and Authentic)

Commentary: “Baraka ‘ala rukbatayh, knelt on his knees” involves resting one’s body on the knees such that the buttocks rest on the heels while the thighs rest on the shanks, similar to the (Iftirash) sitting in Salaat as is contained in other versions.

Chapter 564: Lying Down


Commentary: Istilqaa is “having the body flat on the floor with the nape (and the back) on the ground whether it is followed with sleep or not.” One should be sure in such situations that the private areas are not exposed.
1186. Al-Miswar b. Makhrama said: “I saw ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān b. ‘Awf lying down on his back with one of his feet over the other.” (Weak)

1187. Tikhfa al-Ghifari said that he was one of Ahl-as-Suffa (the People of the Bench), and said: “I was sleeping in the mosque during the last part of the night and lying on my stomach. Someone came to me and moved me with his foot, saying, ‘Get up. This is a manner of lying down that Allah hates.’ I raised my head and the Prophet ﷺ was standing by my head.” (Authentic)

1188. Abū Umāma said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ passed by a man in the mosque who was lying on his front. He kicked him with his foot and said, ‘Get up. That is the sleeping of Jahannam.’ ” (Weak Chain)
Chapter 566: Only Give Or Take Things With The Right Hand

1189. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘None of you should eat with his left hand nor drink with his left hand. Satan eats and drinks with his left hand.’”

He (the narrator) said, “Nāfi’ (the mawlā of Ibn ‘Umar and his closest student) used to add to this, ‘and he should not take or give with it.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The deduction of Nafi’ (رحمه الله), which forms the point of reference of the hadeeth under the chapter title here, is also authentically reported directly from the Prophet ﷺ. See Silsilat al-Ahaadeeth is-Saheehah (1236).

Chapter 567: Where One Should Put His Sandals When He Sits Down

1190. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘None of you should eat or drink with your left hand. Satan eats and drinks with his left hand.’”

Chapter 567 - Chapter 566
Ibn ‘Abbās said: “Part of the sunna is that when a man sits down, he removes his sandals and puts them at his side.” (Weak)

Chapter 568: Satan Comes With The Stick Or Something That He Throws On The Bed

Abū Umāma said: “Satan comes to one of your beds after his family have prepared it for him and throws sticks, stones or other things on it to make him angry with his family. When he finds something like that on his bed, he should not get angry with his family.’ He (Abū Umāma) said, ‘Because that is one of the businesses of Satan.’ ” (Sound)
Chapter 569: One Who Spends The Night On A Flat Roof
Without Any Protection Around It

1192. ‘Alī b. Shayban al-Hanafi said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Whoever spends the night on the top of the house without protection (around it), Allah has no responsibility for (protecting) him.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Imam Al-Albaanee (رحمه الله) noted that the correct word is “Hijar, whatever protects from fall” instead of “Hijab” as seen in the Arabic text. The hadeeth emphasizes that reliance upon Allah the Mighty and Sublime does not foreclose following means to the objectives.

1193. ‘Alī b. ‘Umāra said: “Abū Ayyūb al-Ansāri came and I went up with him on a flat roof. He came down and said, ‘I would nearly have spent the night with no protection (i.e. Allah’s protection).’” (Weak)
1194. A man from among the Companions of the Prophet ﷺ said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Whoever spends the night on a flat roof (without walls) and falls from it and dies - no one carries any responsibility for him. Whoever embarks on the sea when it is savage (stormy), and dies - no one bears any responsibility for him.’” (Sound)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 1192.

Chapter 570: Should One Let His Feet Dangle When He Sits?

1195. Abū Mūsā al-Ash‘ari said: “The Prophet ﷺ was sitting in a walled garden on the edge of a well dangling his feet into the well.” (Sound and Authentic)
Chapter 571: What One Should Say When He Goes Out For Something

1196. Muslim b. Abū Maryam said: “When Ibn ‘Umar left his house, he used to say, ‘Allāhumma sallimnī wa sallim minnī – O Allah, keep me safe and protect others from me.’” (Weak)

1197. Abū Hurayra said: “When the Prophet (ﷺ) left his house, he used to say, ‘Bismi’llāhi, at-tuklānu ‘ala’llāhi, lā hawla wa lā quwwata illā billāh (In the name of Allah. Reliance is on Allah. There is no power nor strength except by Allah).’” (Weak)
Chapter 572: Can A Man Put His Feet Out In Front Of His Companions And Can He Lie Down In Their Presence?
وَحَطَّ أَحْمَالَهَا، وَجَمَعَ مَتَاعَهَا، ثُمَّ أَخْرَجَ عَيْبَةً لَهُ وَأَلْقَى عَنْهُ ثِيَابَ السَّفَرِ وَلَبِسَ حُلَّةً،

ثُمَّ أَقْبَلَ يَْشِي مُتَرَسِّلاً، فَقَالَ النَّبِيُّ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ

(ابْنُ سَادَتِكُمْ هَذَا؟)). وَكَانَ أُولُو يُوْمٍ سُِّىَ اْلأَشَجَّ ذَلِكَ الْيَوْمَ، أَصَابَتْهُ حِمَارَةٌ بِحَافِرِهَا وَهُوَ فَطِيمٌ،

فَكَانَ فِي وَجْهِهِ مِثْلُ الْقَمَرِ، فَأَقْعَدَهُ إِلَى جَنْبِهِ، وَأَلْطَفَهُ، وَعَرَفَ فَضْلَهُ عَلَيْهِم، فَأَقْبَلَ

الْبَرْنِى فَيُسَمِّونَ هَذَا الصَّرْفَانِ؟)). قَالُوا

كَانَتْ عِنْدَنَا خَصْبةٌ نَعْلِفُهَا إِبْلَنَا وَحَمِيرَنَا، فَلَمَّا رَجَعْنَا مِنَ وِفَادَتِنَا  تِلْكَ عَظُمَتْ رَغْبَتُنَا

فِيهَا، وَفَسَلْنَاهَا حَتَّى تََوَّلَتْ ثَِارُنَا مِنْهَا، وَرَأَيْنَا الْبَرَكَةَ فِيهَا. ضَعِيفٌ
the east and said to us. “Tomorrow from that direction (i.e. the east) there will come the best delegation of the Arabs.” I spent the night preparing to leave. This morning, I rode long and hard on my camel until the day rose. Then I thought of returning, but I saw the heads of your mounts.’

“Then he turned his mount with his rein and went back the way he had come until he reached the Prophet  who was surrounded by Companions—both from the Muhājirīn and the Ansār. The man said, ‘May my father and mother be your ransom. I have come to give you the good news of the delegation of the ‘Abdu’l-Qays.’ The Prophet said, ‘Umar, where did you see them?’ He said, ‘They are following behind.’ When he had said that, the Prophet said, ‘May Allah give you good news of blessings.’ The people prepared places (for the new arrivals). The Prophet  was sitting and took the end of his robe in his hand. He was lying on it and he had his feet spread out.

“The delegation arrived and the Muhājirīn and the Ansār expressed joy at seeing them. When they (the delegation) saw the Prophet  and the Companions, they made their mounts prance for joy. They came forward swiftly. The people made room for them and the Prophet  remained reclining. Al-Ashajj, who is Mundhir b. ‘A’idh b. Mundhir b. al-Hārith b. an-Nu‘mān b. Ziyād b. ‘Asar, stayed back. He rounded up their mounts and set them to kneel. He removed their loads and gathered their baggage together. Then he took out a bag that belonged to him, took off his travel clothes and put on a robe, and walked over slowly. The Prophet  asked, ‘Who is your master and leader, the one in command?’ They all pointed at al-Ashajj. He said, ‘Is this man the son of your leaders?’ They said, ‘His fathers were our masters in the time of the Jāhiliyya and he led us to Islām.’ When al-Ashajj arrived, he wanted to sit in a corner, but the Prophet  sat upright and said, ‘Here, Ashajj!’ It was the first time that al-Ashajj was called that. He had been kicked by a she-donkey when he was weaned - (the mark) was like the moon in his face. The Prophet seated al-Ashajj at his side and was kind to him and acknowledged his higher position over the others. People came to the Prophet  to ask him things and
he answered them.

“Finally, the Prophet said, ‘Do you have something to eat?’ They said, ‘Yes.’ They got up quickly, every man going to his load. They brought a heap of dates in their hands and placed them on a mat before him. Also in front of him there was a palm branch between one and two arm-spans long which he used to lean against and was often with him. He pointed with it to a pile of those dates and said, ‘You call these Ta’dud?’ They said, ‘Yes.’ He said, ‘And you call these ones Sarafan?’ They said, ‘Yes.’ He said, ‘And you call these ones Barni?’ They said, ‘Yes’. He said, ‘They are the best of your dates and the most beneficial for you.’

“Some of the elders of the area added, ‘This brand of date has the greatest blessing. They were a sort of fodder that we used to feed to our camels and donkeys. When we returned (home) from that delegation, our desire for these dates increased and we planted them in great number and we saw the blessing in them.’ ” (Weak)

Commentary: See hadeeth no. 1147.
Abū Hurayra said: “In the morning, the Prophet ﷺ would say, ‘Allāhumma bika asbahnā wa bika amsaynā wa bika nahyā wa bika namūtu, wa ilayka’n-nushūr (O Allah, we enter the morning by You and we enter the evening by You. We live by You and we die by You and to You is the gathering).’ In the evening, he would say, ‘Allāhumma bika amsaynā wa bika asbahnā wa bika nahyā wa bika namūtu, wa ilayka’l-masīr (O Allah, We enter the evening by You and We enter the morning by You and we live by You and we die by You and to You is the return).’ ” (Authentic)

Ibn ‘Umar said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ did not fail to say the following words in the morning and the evening, ‘Allāhumma innī as-aluka’ I-‘afwa wa’l-‘āfiyata fi’d-dunyā wa’l-‘ākhirah. Allāhumma innī as-aluka’l- ‘afwa wa’l-‘āfiyata fi dīnī wa dunyāya wa ahlī wa mālī. Allāhumma’stur ‘awratī wa ’āmin raw’atī. Allāhumma’ hafzni min bayni yadayya wa min khalfī, wa ‘an yamīnī wa ‘an shimālī wa min fawqī, wa a’ūdhu bi ‘azmatika min ’ughtāla min tahtī (O Allah, I ask You for well-being in this world and the Hereafter. O Allah, I ask You for forgiveness and well-being in my dīn (religious life) and in this world and in my family and my property. O Allah, Veil my faults and calm my fears. O Allah, give me protection from in front of me and from behind me, from on my right and from on my left and from above me. I seek refuge by Your might from being overwhelmed from under me).’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The Prophet ﷺ sought Allah’s protection, mentioning all the directions from which afflictions reach man. The narration encourages being brief and encompassing in supplications.
1201. Anas b. Mālik said: "The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said, ‘Whoever says in the morning, ‘Allāhumma innā asbahnā nush-hiduka wa nush-hidu hamalata ‘arshika wa malā’ikata wajamī’a khalqika annaka anta’Ilāhu lā ilāha illā anta wahdaka lā sharīka laka, wa anna Muhammadan ‘abduka wa rasūluka (O Allah, we make You and we make The bearers of Your Throne and Your angels and all Your creation (our) witness that You are Allah, there is no god but You alone with no partner and Muhammad is your slave and Messenger,” Allah will free a quarter of him from the Fire on that day because he said that. If someone says it twice, Allah will free half of him from the Fire. If he says it four times, Allah will free him from the Fire completely on that day.’ ’" (Weak)
1202. Abū Hurayra said: “Abū Bakr said, ‘Messenger of Allah, teach me something that I can say morning and evening.’ The Prophet said, ‘Say, “Allāhumma ‘ālima'l-ghaybi wa’shshahādati, fātira’s-samāwāti wa’l-ardi, kullu shay’in bi kaffayka, ash-hadu an lā ilāha illā anta, a’ūdhu bika min sharri nafsī wa min sharri’sh-shaytāni wa shirkihī (O Allah, Knower of the Unseen and the Seen, Creator of the Heavens and the Earth, everything is in Your hands. I testify that there is no god but You. I seek refuge with You from the evil of myself and the evil of Satan and his associating others [with You]).” Say it in the morning and the evening and when you go to sleep.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Regarding the expression, “wa shirkihi”, Imam al-Khattaabee (rahimahullah) said, “It has been reported in two wordings: with a kasra below the Shin (shirkihi), meaning the invitations and insinuations of Shaytan including joining partners with Allah; that others besides Allah benefits or fulfill his needs. Secondly, with a fatha over both the sheen and raa (sharakihi) meaning, the traps and webs of Shaytan.”

1203. Abū Hurayra has it with similar words. He said: “The Lord of everything and its Master.” And said, “The evil of Satan and his associating (others with Allah).” (Authentic)
1204. Abū Rāshid al-Hubrāni said: “I came to ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr and asked him: ‘Relate to us what you heard from the Messenger of Allah ﷺ.’ He gave me a paper and said, ‘This is what the Prophet ﷺ dictated to me.’ I looked at it and it read,

‘Abū Bakr as-Siddīq asked the Prophet ﷺ saying, “Messenger of Allah, teach me what to say in the morning and evening.” He said, “Abū Bakr, say, ‘Allāhumma fātira’s-samāwāti wa’l-ardi, ‘ālima’l-ghaybi wash-shahādati rabba kulli shay’in wa malīkahu. A’ūdhu bika min sharri nafsī wa sharri’sh-shaytāni wa shirkīhi, wa an aqtarifa ‘alā nafsī sū’an aw ajurrahū ilā muslimin (O Allah, the Creator of the Heavens and the Earth, the Knower of the Unseen and the Seen, the Lord of everything and its Master. I seek refuge with You from the evil of myself and from the evil of Satan and his associating (others with Allah) and lest I bring evil on myself or upon another Muslim).’” (Authentic)
Chapter 575: What To Say When You Go To Bed

1205. Hudhayfa said: “When the Prophet ﷺ wanted to go to sleep, he said, ‘Bismika’llāhuma amūtu wa ahyā (By Your name, O Allah, I die and live).’ When he woke up, he used to say, ‘Al-hamdu li’llāhi’l-ladhī ahyāna ba’dā mā amātanā wa ilayhi’n-nushūr (Praise be to Allah, who gives us life after He makes us die and to Him is the gathering).’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeth proves that sleep is a form of death, and that even when we wake up from sleep; our final return is to Allah. Therefore, as we live by His Name, we should conduct our lives according to His dictates.

1206. Anas said: “When the Prophet ﷺ went to bed, he said, ‘Al-hamdu li’llāhi’l-ladhī at’amanā wa saqānā wa kafānā wa ’āwānā; kam min man lā kāfiya lahū wa lā mu’wiya (Praise be to Allah who has fed us and given us to drink and given us enough and given us refuge. How many people have neither enough nor refuge!)’ ” (Authentic)

Abū’z-Zubayr said. “They excel every sūra in the Qur’ān by seventy good rewards. Whoever recites them has seventy good actions written for him and is raised seventy degrees by it and has seventy errors fall away from him.” (Authentic)

Commentary: The statement is only authentically related from Abu az-Zubayr al-Makkee (rahimahullah). However, reading the two chapters before bed is an established Sunnah.

1208. ‘Abdullāh [b. Mas’ud] said: “Sleeping during dhikr comes from Satan. If you like, you can put that to the test. When one of you goes to bed and wants to go to sleep, he should mention Allah; the Mighty and Exalted.” (Authentic)

Commentary: Shaytan is an avowed enemy of man; he tries hard to interrupt and prevent him from giving obedience to Allah the most High. So, one should be conscious while giving remembrance of Allah especially in the evenings after the day’s toil, before going to bed. See hadeeth no. 1216.
1209. Jābir said: “The Prophet ﷺ did not go to sleep until he had recited, ‘Tabāraka’ (Sūra 67) and ‘Alif-Lām-Mīm – Tanzīl’ (Sajda) (Sūra 32).” (Authentic due to supporting proof)

1210. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘When one of you goes to bed, he should undo the inside of his lower garment and dust the bed with it. He does not know what has been on his bed since he left it. He should lie down on his right side and say, “Bismika wada’tu jambī, fa ’in ihtabasta nafsī fa’rhamhā wa in arsaltahā fa’hfazhā bimā tahfazu bihī “ibādaka’s-sālihīn (In Your name, I have lain down on my side. If You take my soul, then have mercy on it. If You release it, then guard over it in the manner in which You guard over the righteous, or he said, Your righteous slaves).” ’ ’ (Authentic)
1211. Al-Barā’ b. ‘Āzib said: “When the Prophet ﷺ went to bed, he slept on his right side. Then he said, ‘Allāhumma wajjahtu wajhī ilayka, wa aslamtu nafṣī ilayka wa alja’tu zahrī ilayka, rahbatan wa raghbatan ilayka, là mâńja’a wa là malja’a minka illā ilayka. ’Āmantu hi kitābika’l-ladhī anzalta, wa nabiyyika’l-ladhī arsalta (O Allah, I have turned my face to You and I have surrendered myself to You and I have committed my back to You out of fear and desire for You. There is no place of safety or refuge from You except with You. I have believed in Your Book which You revealed and Your Prophet whom You sent.’ He said, ‘Whoever says this at night and then dies, he dies in fitra (natural state of Islam).’” (Authentic)

Commentary: As for the expression, “alja’tu Zahree ilayk, I have committed my back to you”, it means: I rely on You in all my affairs, so that You help me in what is beneficial to me.

1212. Abū Hurayra said: “When the Messenger of Allah ﷺ went to bed, he used to say, ‘Allāhumma rabba’s-samāwāti wa’l-ardi wa rabba kulli Shay’in. Fāliqa’l-habbi wa’n-nawā, munzila’t-tawrāti wa’l-injili wa’l-qur’ān. A’ūdhu bika min kulli dhī sharrin anta ’ākhidhun bi nāsīyatihī. Anta’l-awwalu fa laysa qablaka Shay’in, wa anta’l-‘ākhiru fa laysa ba’daka Shay’in wa anta’z-zāhiru fa laysa fawqaka Shay’in wa anta’l-bātinu fa laysa dūnaka Shay’in; iqd ‘anni’d-dayna wa aghnīnī min’l-faqr (O Allah, Lord of the Heavens and the Earth and Lord of everything, Splitter of the grain and date stone, the One who...
sent down the Torah, the Injīl and the Qur’ān, I seek refuge with You from every evil-monger whose forelock is under Your control. You are the first, there is nothing before You. You are the last, there is nothing after You. You are the Outward, and there is nothing above You. You are the Inward and there is nothing below You. Pay my debt for me and keep me safe from poverty).’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth contains points of benefit, including: 1. From the recommended manners of supplication is to ask Allah by His Ruboobiyyah (Lordship). 2. The Taoraah was a revealed book from Allah the Exalted. 3. It shows that from Allah’s Names are: Al-Awwal, al-Aakhir, az-Zaahir and al-Baatin, and gives their meanings. 4. It shows that Allah is above His creatures and is not dependent on them. 5. It encourages seeking refuge from the evils of the soul. 6. It is appropriate to ask Allah for sufficiency and sustenance. 7. It is allowed to seek the means towards lawful earning and settling one’s debts. 8. Poverty leads to great evils; so the Prophet ﷺ asked Allah’s protection from poverty. We seek Allah’s protection from poverty.

576- بَابُ فَضْلُ الدُّعَاءِ عِنْدَ النَّوْمِ

Chapter 576: The Virtue Of Praying When Going To Sleep

١٢١٣- عن البَرَاءِ بْنِ عَازِبٍ رَضِيَ اللهُ عَنْهُ قَالَ: كَانَ رَسُولُ اللهِ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ נּَ وَسَلَّمَ إِذَا أَوَى إِلَى فِرَاشِهِ، نَامَ عَلَى شَقِّهِ، ثُمَّ قَالَ: (( اللَّهُمَّ أَسْلَمْتُ نَفْسِي إِلَيْكَ، وَسَلَّمَ إِذَا أَوَى إِلَى فِرَاشِهِ نَامَ عَلَى شَقِّهِ اْلأَيَْنِ ثُمَّ قَالَ وَوَجَّهْتُ بِوَجْهِي إِلَيْكَ، وَفَوَّضْتُ أَمْرِي إِلَيْكَ، وَأَلَْأْتُ ظَهْرِي إِلَيْكَ؛ رَغْبَةً وَرَهْبَةً إِلَيْكَ، لاَ مَنْجَا وَلاَ مَلْجَأَ مِنْكَ إِلَّا إِلَيْكَ، آمَنْتُ بِكِتَابِكَ الَّذِي أَنْزَلْتَ، وَبِنَبِيِّكَ الَّذِي أَرْسَلْتَ)). قَالَ رَسُولُ اللهِ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ: ( ﻣَنْ قَالَهُنَّ ثُمَّ مَاتَ تَْتَ لَيْلَتِهِ أَرْسَلْتَ)). صَحِيحٌ
1213. Al-Barā’ b. ‘Āzib said: “When the Messenger of Allah  went to bed, he slept on his right side and said, ‘Allāhumma aslamtu nafsī ilayka wa wajjahtu wajhī ilayka, wa fawwadtu amrī ilayka, wa alja’tu zahrī ilayka raghbatan wa rabbatan ilayka, lā manja’a wa lā malj’a a minka illā ilayka. ’Āmantu bi kitābika’lladhī anzalta wa nabiyyika’lladhī arsalta (O Allah, I have surrendered myself to You and I have turned my face towards You and I have entrusted my business to You and I have committed my back to You out of desire and fear for You, There is no place of safety or refuge from You except with You, I have believed in Your Book which You revealed and Your Prophet whom You sent).’ The Messenger of Allah  said, ‘Whoever says this, then dies in the night, will die in fitra (natural state of Islam).’ ”

(Authentic)

Commentary: See hadeeth no. 1211.

1214. Jābir said: “When a man enters his house or goes to bed, an angel and Satan hasten to him. The angel says, ‘Seal it with good.’ Satan says, ‘Seal it with evil.’ If he praises Allah and remembers Him, the angel kicks Satan away and spends the night guarding him. When he wakes up, the angel and Satan hasten to him and say the same thing again. If he mentions Allah and says, ‘Al-hamdu li’llāhi’ ladhī radda
Chapter 577: Placing One's Hand Under One's Cheek

1215. Al-Barā’ said: “When the Prophet ﷺ wanted to go to sleep, he put his hand under his right cheek and said, ‘Allāhumma qinī ‘adhābaka yawma tab’athu ‘ibādaka (O Allah, protect me from Your punishment on the Day You raise up Your slaves!’)’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: It demonstrates the following etiquettes of sleeping: lying on the right side, placing the right hand under the right cheek and supplicating. As for the various formulas, one could say any of them or combine them. The supplications before sleep remind about death and resurrection. We ask Allah’s protection from His wrath. While commenting on this narration, Imam Al-Albaanee (rahimahullah) said, “As for the addition: ‘three times’, it is Munkar (strange) or Shaadh (irregular)...”
Chapter 578: [The Excellence Of Subhāna’llāh, Al-Hāmdu Lillāh And Allāhu Akbar]

1216. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘If a Muslim man persists in two actions he will enter the Garden. They are easy, but those who do them are few.’ He was asked, ‘What are they, Messenger of Allah?’ He said, ‘That you say “Allāhu Akhar” ten times, “Al-Hamdu lillāh” ten times, and “Subhānallāh” ten times after every prayer. That is 150 on the tongue and 1500 in the balance’ - I (‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr) saw the Prophet ﷺ counting them on his hand. – Then he said, ‘When you go to bed, you should say, “Subhāna’llāh,” “Al-hamdu lillāh” and “Allāhu Akbar.” That is 100 on the tongue and 1000 in the balance. Which of you can do 2500 bad actions in a day and a night?’ He was asked, ‘Messenger of Allah, how can it be that they are not fulfilled?’ He said, ‘Satan comes to one of you while he...
is praying and reminds him of something – that he has to do such-and-such and such-and-such – so he does not remember to do it.’ ”

(Authentic)

Commentary: 1. The formulas will be 150 on the tongue when we say them as mentioned during the five daily obligatory prayers. 2. The hadith shows that deeds are rewarded in manifolds. 3. It encourages sitting calmly in the mosque after the obligatory prayers and basically discourages hastily leaving the mosque. 4. The Sunnah is to count the fingers of the right hand during remembrance of Allah the Exalted. If there were any other permissible means, the Prophet ﷺ would have practised such. 5. Shaytan is really our enemy; we should be wary of him at all times and seek Allah’s protection from his traps and webs. See narration no. 1208.

Chapter 579: When Someone Gets Up From His Bed And Then Goes Back, He Should Dust It

1217. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘When one of you goes to bed, he should dust his bed with the inside of his lower garment. He should say, “In the name of Allah.” He does not know what might have been on it after he left it. If he wants to lie down, he should lie down on his right side and say, “Sub-hāna rabbī, bika wada’tu jambī, wa bika arfa’uhū, in amsakta nafsī fa’ ghfīr lahā, wa
in arsaltahā fa’hfazhā bimā tahfazu bihī ‘ibādaka’s-sālihīn (Glory be to You, my Lord, I have laid down my side by You and I raise it up by You. If You take my soul, then forgive it. If You release it, then guard over it as You guard over Your righteous slaves).” ‘” (Authentic)

Chapter 580: What To Say When You Wake Up In The Night

1218. Rabī‘a b. Ka‘b said: “I used to spend the night at the door of the Prophet ﷺ and I would give him his wudū’ water.” He said, “I heard him after a long period in the night saying, ‘Allah hears whoever praises Him,’ and I heard him say after a long period of the night, ‘Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: It encourages saying these formulas when one wakes up during the night.
Chapter 581: The Person Who Goes To Sleep With Oil On His Hand

Ibn ‘Abbās said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Whoever goes to sleep with soup on his hand without washing it off, and is then afflicted by something, should not blame anyone except himself.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Since he was negligent about cleaning his hands properly after food, he should only blame himself for the repercussions of his negligence.

Chapter 582: Putting Out Lamps

As No. 1219, from Abū Hurayra, with a different isnād.
Al-Adab Al-Mufrad

الصباح، فإن الشيطان لا يفتح غلظاً، ولا يحل كاء، ولا يكشف إناة، وإن الغونسة تضرم على الناس بينهم)). صحيح

١٢٢١. Jābir b. ‘Abdullāh said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Lock the doors, tie the water-skins, turn over the vessels, cover the vessels and put out the lamps. Satan does not open a locked door, nor untie a water-skin nor uncover a vessel. A mouse can cause a house to burn down with its inhabitants in it.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: It highlights other etiquettes of the night before going to bed. As for the mouse causing a house to burn down, see the hadeeth that follows.

١٢٢٢. Ibn’ Abbās said: “A mouse came and began to drag the wick. The slave-girl began to stop it. The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Leave it.’ The mouse brought the wick and put it on the mat where he was sitting. It burned a hole in it the size of a dirham. The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘When you go to sleep, put out your lamps. Satan guides things like this and then they burn you.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Apparently, since the mouse would drag the wick and set the house ablaze, the Prophet ﷺ prohibited going to sleep while the fire burns either from the wick or anything like it. Thus, the order to put out fire in a room before going to sleep may not be related to present-day electric lamps if the possibility of electric surges that cause appliances to catch fire is remote. See hadeeth no. ١٢٢٤.
1223. Abū Sa‘īd said: ‘The Prophet ﷺ woke up one night and a mouse had taken the wick and climbed with it to the roof to burn the house down on them. The Prophet ﷺ cursed it and he made it lawful for a person in the state of Ihrām to kill it.” (Weak)

1224. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Do not leave the fire (burning) in your house when you go to sleep.’” (Authentic)

1225. Ibn ‘Umar said: “‘Umar, may Allah be pleased with him, said, ‘Fire is an enemy, so beware of it.’”
Ibn ‘Umar used to go round the fires of his family and put them out before he went to sleep at night. (Authentic)

1226. Ibn ‘Umar said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Do not leave a fire burning (unattended) in your houses. It is an enemy.’ ” (Authentic)

1227. Abū Mūsā said: “A house in Madīna burned down with its inhabitants during the night. The Prophet ﷺ was informed of it and said, ‘Fire is your enemy. When you go to sleep, put out the fires.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 1222.

Chapter 584: Happiness On Seeing The Rain

1228. ‘Abd al-‘Uzza b. Ubayy said: “When it rains, the Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Have you seen what rain does? It makes the trees bear fruit and the fish jump out of the sea. We should be grateful to God.’ ” (Authentic)
1228. ‘Abū Mulayka said: “When it rained, Ibn ‘Abbās would say, ‘O maid, bring out my saddle and bring out my garment’, and would recite this verse: ‘We have sent down blessed rain from the sky...’ ” (Qāf 50: 9) (Authentic)

Commentary: See hadeeth no. 571.

Chapter 585: Hanging Up A Whip In The Room

1229. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “The Prophet ﷺ commanded that a whip should be hung up inside the house.” (Authentic)

Commentary: The narration exhorts towards teaching and enforcing Islamic morals in the household. The whip would indicate that discipline will be ensured at all times within the limits of the Sharee’ah. In a similar narration collected by Imam Ahmad in his Musnad it says, “Do not leave them without the whip by way of discipline. Make them be conscious of Allah.” (Ahmad)
Chapter 586: Locking The Door At Night

1230. Jābir b. ‘Abdullāh said: “The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said, ‘Beware of conversing after the night has become still. None of you knows what creatures Allah will send about so lock your doors and tie the water-skins and turn down the vessels and put out the lamps.’” (Sound)

Commentary: As regards the word, “as-Samar”, translated here as ‘conversing’, Imam Al-Albaanee (rahimahullah) clarified that the correct word is rather, as-Sayr, ‘walking around’ as the context shows and as is indicated in other versions of the hadeeth. See hadeeth no. 1233. However, the point of reference in this hadeeth vis-a-vis the chapter heading is that the doors of the house must be shut up before bed.

Chapter 587: Bringing Children In When Evening Falls

1231. Jābir b. ‘Abdullāh said: “The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said, ‘Do not bring your children in when evening falls until after the sun sets (坊哈) or (فورة) – a time of darkness.” (Sound)
1231. Jābir said: “The Prophet ﷺ said: ‘Keep the children in until the first darkness of evening disappears, that time is the hour when the satans come out.’” (Authentic)

Chapter 588: Making Animals Fight Each Other

1232. Ibn ‘Umar, may Allah be pleased with them both – “disliked making animals fight each other.” (Sound based on supporting proof)

Commentary: The reason for such disapproval is that it involves needlessly tiring out and causing pains to the animals! See narrations on Chapter 176.

Chapter 589: The Barking Of Dogs And The Braying Of Donkeys
1233. Jābir b. ‘Abdullāh said: “The Prophet  said, ‘Do not go out often after the night has become still. Allah has animals that He sends out. Whoever hears the barking of a dog or the braying of a donkey should seek refuge with Allah from the accursed Satan. They see what you do not see.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: In another version of this hadeeth, it says, “...because it saw a satan.” This report also show that seeking refuge with Allah when we hear the barking of a dog or the braying of the donkey is restricted to the night; not any other time of the day.

1234. Jābir b. ‘Abdullāh said: “When you hear a dog barking or a donkey braying in the night, seek refuge with Allah. They see what you do not see. Shut the doors and mention the name of Allah over them (the doors). Satan will not open a door which has been shut and had the name of Allah mentioned over it. Then cover the pots, tie the water-skins and turn down the vessels.’ ” (Authentic)

1235. Similar to No. 1233, with a different isnād.
Chapter 590: When You Hear The Cock

1236. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘When you hear the crowing of a cock in the night, it has seen an angel. Ask Allah for His blessing. If you hear the braying of a donkey in the night, it has seen Satan, so seek refuge with Allah from Satan.’” (Authentic)

Chapter 591: Do Not Curse Fleas

1237. Anas b. Mālik said: “A man cursed fleas in the presence of the Prophet ﷺ and the Prophet said, ‘Do not curse them. A flea woke up one of the Prophets for the prayer.’” (Weak)
Chapter 592: Sleeping At Midday

1238. As-Sā'ib related from ‘Umar: “Sometimes some of the men of Quraysh would sit at Ibn Mas‘ūd’s door. When the shadows had shifted from west to east, ‘Umar would say, ‘Get up. Any time spent here after this is for Satan.’ He made everyone he passed get up. While we were getting up, someone said to him, ‘This is the mawlā of the Banū‘l-Has-hās who composes poetry.’ ‘Umar called and said, ‘What have you got to say?’ The man quoted:

‘Say farewell to Sulaymā if you prepare to go in the morning.

White hair (old age) and Islam is enough prohibition for a man.’

‘Umar said, ‘Enough! You have spoken the truth. You have spoken the truth.’” (Sound Chain)
As-Sā'ib b. Yazīd said: “‘Umar, may Allah be pleased with him, used to pass by us in the middle of the day – or near to it – and say, ‘Get up and take a midday nap. Any time spent here after this is for Satan.’” (Sound Chain)

Commentary: The Prophet ﷺ in a report checked and graded authentic in Silsilat al-Ahaadeeth is-Saheehah (1647) similarly ordered taking the midday rest. Siesta rests the body and helps towards waking up for the late-night prayer. This narration also warns about falling into the traps of Shaytan.

Anas said: “They used to pray the Jumu‘a prayer and then take a midday nap.” (Authentic)

Commentary: Anas bin Malik (ائ) referred to the companions – may Allah be pleased with them all – by his statement, “They used to...” They would observe the siesta after the Friday congregational prayer during the time of the Prophet ﷺ as in other authentic reports.
1241. Anas said: “At the time that wine was made unlawful, there was no drink that the people of Mada‘ina liked better than that made from dried dates and unripe dates. (One day) I was serving that drink to the Companions of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ in the home of Abū Talha when a man passed by and said, ‘Wine has been forbidden.’ They did not say, ‘When?’ or ‘Wait until we see.’ They said, ‘Anas, pour it down.’ Then they had a midday nap in the house of Umm Sulaym until it became cool and they had washed themselves. Then, after Umm Sulaym put perfume on them, they went to the Prophet ﷺ and the news was just as the man had said.” Anas said, “After this they never tasted it.” (Authentication)

Commentary: The point of reference here is their having a midday nap.

Chapter 593: Sleeping At The End Of The Day

1242. Khawwat b. Jubayr said: “Sleeping at the beginning of the day is ignorance. Sleeping in the middle of the day is a habit, and sleeping in the last part of it is imbecility.” (Authentication)

Commentary: Perhaps the one who would sleep in the mornings is unaware of the Prophet’s supplication to Allah to bless the early morning endeavors of his Ummah. If such a person knows but still chooses to sleep at the beginning of the day without necessity, then both lack of knowledge and deliberately contradicting knowledge are forms of ignorance. However, sleeping in the middle of the day is a good habit as evinced from other authentic narrations. Likewise, the habit of sleeping in the evenings without necessity may be considered goofy since it contradicts the noble habit of observing the siesta.
Maymūn b. Mahrān said: “I asked Nāfi’, ‘Did Ibn ‘Umar ever invite people to a banquet?’ He said, ‘A camel of his once broke a limb and so we slaughtered it. Then Ibn ‘Umar said, “Gather the people of Madīna together for me.”’ Nāfi’ said, ‘I said, “Abū ‘Abdu’r-Rahmān, to what? We do not have any bread.” He said, “Allāhumma Laka al-Hamd, O Allah, praise belongs to You. These are bits of meat and this is broth,” or he said, “Broth and meat bits. Whoever likes can eat and whoever likes can leave it.”’ ” *(Authentic)*

**Commentary:** It further demonstrates the keenness of the companions – radiya Allahu anhum – to do good deeds and earn rewards therefrom. See hadeeth no. 981.
Chapter 595: Circumcision

1244. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, (Prophet) ‘Ibrāhīm, peace be upon him, was circumcised when he was more than eighty years old. He was circumcised at ‘Qaddūm.’

“Abū’ Abdullah (al-Bukhārī) said that ‘Qaddūm’ refers to the name of a place.” (Authentic)

Commentary: Shaykh Husayn al-‘Awaayisha (hafizahullah) said, “It shows that a matured person who had not been circumcised should do so or when he becomes a Muslim.” Sharh Saheeh al-Adab al-Mufrad (3/354). This noble practice of the Fitrah is been abandoned by many of the parents for their daughters on the flimsy excuse that it is only Mustahabb (recommended)! Quite badly, some Muslim countries have even legislated against female circumcision!
Umm al-Muhājir said: “I was captured with some girls from Byzantium. ‘Uthmān offered Islam to us but only myself and one other girl accepted Islam. ‘Uthmān said, ‘Go and circumcise them and purify them.’” (Weak)

Sālim said: “Ibn ‘Umar circumcised Nu‘aym and me and he sacrificed a ram for us. We expressed our happiness to the (other) children since a ram had been sacrificed for us.” (Weak)
Chapter 598: Amusement After A Circumcision

1247. Umm ‘Alqama said: “When ‘Ā’isha’s brother’s daughters were circumcised, ‘Ā’isha was asked, ‘Shall we call someone to amuse them?’ She replied, ‘Yes.’ She sent for ‘Adī and he came to them. ‘Ā’isha passed by the room and saw him singing and shaking his head in rapture – and he had a large head of hair. She said, ‘Uff! A Satan! Get him out! Get him out!’” (Sound)

Commentary: 1. The narration demonstrates that it was a normal practice amongst the early Muslims to circumcise girls. This is further asserted in the hadeeth checked and graded in Silsilat al-Ahaadeeth is-Saheehah, that: “The women migrated (from Makkah to Madeenah) and amongst them was Umm Habeebah who was known to circumcise girls. When the Messenger ﷺ saw her, he said to her, ‘O Umm Habeebah! Do you have with you today what you always had with you?’ She said, ‘Yes, O Messenger of Allah! Except it is not permissible so you can prohibit me.’ So the Messenger ﷺ said, ‘No, it is allowed; come closer so that I can teach you (how to do it).’ She came closer and he said, ‘When you do it do not cut deep for that (i.e. to slightly remove a part of it) better brightens the face (of the woman) and is found more honorable by the husband.’” 2. The hadeeth shows that entertainment could be permissible or even encouraged when they do not involve sins. 3. Sins should not be tolerated; the Muslims should seek appropriate means to quickly discourage them.
Chapter 599: The Invitation Of The Dhimmi

1248. Aslam, the mawlā of ‘Umar, said: “When we came to Syria with ‘Umar b. al- Khattāb, the chief came to him and said, ‘Amir al-Mu’mīnīn, I have prepared some food for you and I would like you to bring some nobles with you. That will strengthen me in my duty and be a greater honour for me.’ ‘Umar said, ‘We cannot enter these churches of yours with the images which are inside them.’” (Weak)

Chapter 600: Circumcising Slave-Girls

1249. Umm al-Muhājir said: “I was captured with some girls from Byzantium. ‘Uthmān offered Islam to us and only myself and one
other girl accepted Islam. ‘Uthmān said, ‘Go and circumcise them and 
purify them.’ I used to serve ‘Uthmān.’” (Weak)

Chapter 601: Circumcision Of An Older Person

Sa‘īd b. al-Musayyib narrated that ‘Abū Hurayra said: “(Prophet) 
Ibrāhīm, peace be upon him, was circumcised when he was 120 years 
old. Then he lived 80 years after that.”

Sa‘īd added, “Ibrāhīm was the first to be circumcised, the first to give hospitality, the first to trim the moustache, the first to cut the nails and the first to get white hair. He said, ‘O Lord, what is this?’ Allah said, ‘Gravity.’ Ibrāhīm said, ‘O Lord, increase me in gravity.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The report ascribed to the Prophet  here is not authentic; it was even graded Mawdoo’ (fabricated) by Imam al-Albaanee (rahimahullah) in Silsilat al-Ahaadeeth id-Da’eefah (2112). See hadeeth no. 1244. As for the statement of Sa‘eed bin Musayyib (rahimahullah), they are authentically reported from him. However, reliance on such reports from a taabi’ee requires corroborating evidences from the Prophet .
1251. Al-Hasan said: “Aren’t you astonished at this man (i.e. Mālik b. al-Mundhir)? He went to some old people of Kaskar who had become Muslims and examined them and then commanded that they be circumcised although it was winter. I heard that some of them died. Greeks and Abyssinians became Muslim with the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) and they were not examined at all.” (Authentic)

Commentary: Commenting on this narration, Imam Albaanee (rahimahullah) said, “Rightly, they were not examined. However, that did not prevent them from being ordered to circumcise, and even to completely shave the hair of the period of disbelief which is from the obligations upon the Muslim. Likewise other traits of Fītrah. In the hadeeth collected by Aboo Daawood and others, (it says) that the Prophet (ﷺ) said to a man: ‘Shave off the hairs of the period of disbelief and circumcise.’ See Saheeh Abee Daawood (383). The next narration strengthens it.”

1252. Ibn Shihāb said: “When a man became Muslim, he was commanded to be circumcised, even if he was old.” (Authentic)

Commentary: Imam az-Zuhreee, Muhammad bin Muslim bin Shihaaab (rahimahullah), was from the scholars among the students of the companions (radiya Allahu anhum). So, his statement here demonstrates that circumcision was a well established custom among the early Muslims. See narration no. 1247.
Chapter 602: An Invitation When A Child Is Born

1253. Bilāl b. Ka‘b al-‘Akkī said: “We – Ibrāhīm b. Adham, ‘Abdu’l-‘Azīz b. Qarīr, Mūsā b. Yasār and I – visited Yahya b. Hassan (al-Bakrī al-Filistīnī) in his village. He brought us some food and Mūsā held back because he was fasting. Yahya said, ‘We had a man with the kunya of Abū Qursāfa from the Banū Kināna who had been one of the companions of the Prophet ﷺ as our Imām in this mosque for forty years. He would fast one day and break the fast one day. My father had a son born to him and he invited this man on the day that he was fasting and (Abū Qursāfa) broke his fast.’ Ibrāhīm stood up and swept the place with his cloak and Mūsā broke his fast (although he had been fasting).”

(‘Abū ‘Abdullāh said, “Abū Qursāfa’s name was Jandara b. Khayshana.”) (Weak)
Chapter 603: Putting Something In A Child’s Mouth (Tahnīk)

1254. Anas said: “I took ‘Abdullah b. Abī Talha to the Prophet ﷺ on the day he was born. The Prophet was wearing a woolen robe and marking one of his camels with tar. He asked, ‘Do you have any dates with you?’ I said, ‘Yes.’ I gave him some dates. He chewed the dates and opened the child’s mouth and put some chewed dates into the child’s mouth. The child licked his lips. The Prophet ﷺ, said, ‘The Ansār love dates,’ and he named him ‘Abdullāh.” (Authentic)

Commentary: It demonstrates among other things that one could seek the learned and pious to give the child tahneek and name him.
Chapter 604: Supplication At Birth

1255. Mu‘āwiya b. Qurra said: “When Iyas was born to me, I invited a group of the Companions of the Prophet ﷺ and I fed them and they prayed. I said, ‘You have prayed, so may Allah bless you for doing so. If I make a supplication, then you will say “Amen.” ’

He went on, “I made a lot of supplication for him for his dīn, his intellect and things like that.” He added, “I still recognise in him the supplication of that day.” (Authentic)

Commentary: The narration encourages supplicating for a child at birth and even asking the righteous to do same. It shows that it is allowed for people to say, Ameen to the supplication of a single person, and that one could invite people to a banquet when a child is born.
Chapter 605: The Person Who Praises Allah When A Child Is Born If He Is Well-Formed And Is Not Concerned Whether It Is A Boy Or A Girl

1256. Kathīr b. ‘Ubayd said: “When someone in the family of ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, had a child, she did not ask, ‘Boy or girl?’ She said, ‘Was he created well-formed?’ If the answer was, ‘yes,’ she said, ‘Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds.’” (Authentic)

Chapter 606: Shaving The Pubic Hair

1257- عن أبي هريرة رضي الله عنه قال: قال رسول الله صل الله عليه وسلم: ((خمس من الفطرة: قص الشارب، وتقليم الأظفار، وحلق العانة، وتنف الإبط، والسواك)). مكتوب
1257. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah  said, ‘Five things are included in the fitra (natural state): trimming the moustache, cutting the nails, shaving the pubic hair, plucking the armpits and using the siwāk (tooth stick).’ ” (Strange)

Commentary: The tooth-stick is only authentically reported as from the Fitrah in the hadeeth of A‘aisha (radiya Allahu anhaa). Thus, the Sunnah of plucking the armpits, which forms the point of reference in this hadeeth is established from authentic reports. See hadeeth no. 1292.

Chapter 607: The Time For Cutting The Nails And Hair

1258. Nāfi‘ said: “Ibn ‘Umar used to trim his nails every fifteen days and shave his pubic hair every month.” (Authentic)

Commentary: It highlights the adherence of the companion to the Sunnah, and how he attended to personal hygiene. However, in an authentic hadeeth, collected in Sunan Abee Dawood and others, Anas bin Malik (ṣ) said, “The Messenger of Allah  gave a forty days range for us to shave the armpits, cut the fingernails, trim the moustache and shave the pubes.” Thus Imam ash-Shawkaanee (rahimahullah) said, “Therefore, it is not permissible to exceed it, and the one who leaves trimming and its like after it gets long for up to that limit is not considered to be contradicting the Sunnah.” See Nayl al-Awtaar (1/164).
Chapter 608: Gambling

1259. Sa‘id b. Jubayr said that Ibn ‘Abbās narrated to me that, “It used to be said (in the time of the Jāhiliyya), ‘Where are those who play with gambling arrows for the camel to be slaughtered? They buy a camel with ten shares. Then they shuffle the arrows, and, it becomes nine shares and they continue until it goes to one share. The others lose their shares to the one share. That is gambling (arrow-shuffling).’” (Weak)

1260. Ibn ‘Umar said: “Arrow-shuffling is gambling.” (Authentic)

Commentary: Shaykh Husayn al-‘Awaayisha (hafizahullah) explained that the word Qimaar is “every game which involves betting in which the loser gives the winner something previously agreed upon by them both.”
Chapter 609: Betting A Cock

1261. Rabīʿa b. ʿAbdullāh b. al-Hadir b. ʿAbdullāh said: “Two men wagered two cocks in the time of ʿUmar. ʿUmar commanded that the cock be killed and a man from the Ansār said to him, ‘Will you kill something that glorifies (Allah)?’ So ʿUmar let it live.” (Weak)

Chapter 610: One Who Says To His Companion, “Come On, I'll Make A Bet With You”

should say, “La ilāha illa Allāh, There is no god but Allah.” Whoever says to his companion, “Come on, I will make a bet with you,” should give sadaqa.” (Authentic)

Commentary: As explained earlier, people were used to swearing with other than Allah during pre-Islamic times. So when that became prohibited in Islam, some would still mistakenly utter such words. Thus, saying the statement of testimony in the Oneness of Allah apart from reaffirming faith is from the aspects of hastening towards good deeds after committing an error. Likewise inviting someone to a bet; it is a sin for which the offender should give charity in atonement.

Chapter 611: Betting A Pigeon

Husayn b. Mus‘ab said: “Someone said to Abū Hurayra, ‘We wager two pigeons and we do not want there to be a third unwagered pigeon between us so that the unwagered pigeon might take the winnings.’ Abū Hurayra said, ‘That is childish work. You should abandon it.’ ” (Weak)
Chapter 612: Doing The Camel-Chant For Women

1264. Anas said: ‘al-Bara’ b. Mālik used to do the camel-chant for the men and Anjasha used to do the camel-chant for the women. He had a good voice and the Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Anjasha, be gentle when you drive fragile creatures (lit: the glass-vessels)! (i.e. the women)’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 264.

Chapter 613: Singing

1265. Sa’īd b. Jubayr said: “Ibn ‘Abbās said about the words of Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, ‘There are people who buy diverting talk’ (Luqmān 31: 6), ‘That means singing and things like it.’ ” (Authentic)
Al-Barā’ b. ‘Āzib said: “The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said, ‘Extend the greeting and you will be safe. Worthless talk is an evil.’ ”

Abū Mu‘āwiya said, “Ashra’ (word used in the Hadīth) meaning worthless.”  

Commentary: See comments on narration in Chapter 340.

“Fadāla b. ‘Ubayd was in a gathering. He heard that some people were playing backgammon. He got up in anger and forbade it in the strongest possible terms. Then he said, “Anyone who plays this in order to consume the winnings is like someone who eats pig meat and does wudū’ with blood.”

He meant “nard” (backgammon) by the word “kuba”. (Weak)
Chapter 614: One Who Does Not Greet Backgammon Players

Muslim said: “When ‘Alī, may Allah be pleased with him, went out of the gate of the palace, he saw some backgammon players. He took them and locked them up from morning till night. Some of them he only locked up for half the day. Those he locked up until night were those who used silver (money). Those he locked up for half the day were those who only played for amusement. He also commanded that they should not be greeted.” (Weak)

Chapter 615: The Sin Of The One Who Plays Backgammon

Muslim said: “Among the people of Moses, the Prophet of Allah, may Allah bless him and the Prophet, was one who said: (One who plays backgammon has gone against Allah and His Prophet).” (Good)
Abū Mūsā al-Ashʿarī said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Whoever plays backgammon has rebelled against Allah and His Messenger.’” (Sound)

Commentary: This hadith categorically prohibits playing backgammon; and apparently, whether it involves betting or not. See narration no. 1277. Obviously, it becomes worse when joined with gambling!

‘Abdullāh b. Mas‘ūd said: “Beware of these two marked cubes. They are forcibly condemned. They are part of gambling.” (Authentic)

The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘The person who plays backgammon is like the person who stains his hand in the meat and blood of a pig.’” (Sound)

Commentary: Imam an-Nawawī (rahimahullah), “The meaning of staining his hand in the meat and blood of a pig is while he eats from it. It is a form of likening of its prohibition to the prohibition of the two things (the blood and flesh of swine).”

As No. 1269, with a different isnād.
Chapter 616: Teaching Manners And Removing Those Who Play Backgammon And The People Of Trivial Pursuits (Ahl Al-Batil)

1273. Nāfiʿ said: “If ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar found any of his family playing backgammon, he would beat them and break the board.” (Authentic)

1274. ‘Ā’ishah, may Allah be pleased with her, heard that some people living in a room in her house had a backgammon game. She sent to them, saying: “If you do not remove it, I will evict you from my house.” She criticised them for that. (Sound)

Commentary: The companions – may Allah be pleased with them all – did not tolerate sin; they sought every permissible means to discourage disobedience to Allah and His Messenger .
1275. Kulthūm b. Jabr said: "Ibn az-Zubayr addressed us and said, 'People of Makka, I have heard that there are men of Quraysh who play a game called backgammon. It is played with the left hand. Allah said, "O ye who believe! Strong drink and games of chance and idols and divining arrows are only an infamy of Satan’s handiwork. Leave it aside in order that ye may succeed (al-Māʾīda 5: 90), I swear by Allah, that if I am brought any man who plays it, I will punish him in his hair and skin and I will give his booty to the one who brings him to me." ’ ’ (Sound)

Commentary: Apart from prohibiting backgammon, it evinces the fact that rulers must prohibit their subjects from sinful acts and punish offenders accordingly.

1276. Yaʿlā b. Murra said: “I heard Abū Hurayra say about the person who plays backgammon and bets on it, that he is like the person who eats pig meat, and the one who plays it without betting is like the person who dips his hand in pig blood. The person who sits looking at it is like the person who looks at pig meat.” (Weak)
1277. ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Amr b. al-‘As said: “The person who plays with dice for a bet is like the person who eats pig meat. The person who plays without betting is like the person who dips his hand in pig blood.” (Authentic)

Commentary: See hadeeth no. 1269 above.

1278. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘A believer is not bitten from the same hole twice.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hole is mentioned since most of what comes from it rather harm than benefit. Explaining the hadeeth, Imam al-Khattaabee (rahimahullah) said, “This expression is of information but it implies command. That is, the believer should be wise and careful not to be hit due to nonchalance and so, he is deceived one time after the other. That could be from the aspects of religion as it could also be in worldly matters...” As for the indifferent believer, he could be hit hard many times!
Chapter 618: One Who Shoots At Night

1279. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet (ﷺ) said, ‘Whoever shoots at us at night is not one of us.’” (Authentic due to supporting proof)

Commentary: That is, the one who shoots in people’s direction at night. As regards the expression, “...is not one of us”, it may means that, ‘he is not acting in accordance with our Sunnah for it is not from our Sunnah to harm fellow Muslims’, or ‘he is of the non-Muslims who direct harm towards the Muslims.

1280. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said, ‘Whoever bears arms against us, is not one of us.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: However, it should be noted that, the fact that it is from the ways of the non-Muslims to bear arm against Muslims does not mean that it basically forms an act of disbelief. In his Saheeh, the author related that the Prophet (ﷺ) said, “No one of you should point arm at his brother. He may not know, the Satan may prompt his hand, and he so, he falls in a pit of the Fire.”
1281. As No. 1280, from Abū Mūsā, with a different isnād

Chapter 619: When Allah Wants To Take The Soul Of One Of His Slaves In Some Land, He Gives Him A Reason For Going There

1282. Abīl Malīh narrated on the authority of a person from his tribe (who was a Companion of the Prophet ﷺ) that: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘When Allah wants one of His slaves to die in some land, he makes a need for him (to go there).’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: See hadeeth no. 780.
Chapter 620: One Who Blows His Nose In His Garment

1283. Muhammad b. Sīrīn said: “Abū Hurayra blew his nose in his garment and then said, ‘bakh, bakh! Now Abū Hurayra blows his nose in cotton. Before, I was lying faint between the room of ‘Ā’isha and the minbar (of the Prophet’s Mosque). People used to call me “Mad.” but I was only hungry.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: Bakh, bakh is used to express surprise. The companion –  – thanked Allah the Exalted for easing his affairs such that he could blow his nose in cotton after he could only barely feed. However, in relation to the chapter title, it demonstrates that, rather than harm others with phlegm we should blow our noses in handkerchiefs or other similar things.

Chapter 621: Whispering

1284. ‘Abū Hurayra’s hadith:

- يَا رَسُولَ اللَّهِ! إِنَّا نَِدُ فِي أَنْفُسِنَا شَيْئًا مَا نُتَكَلَّمُ بِهِ وَإِنَّ لَنَا مَا طَلَعَتْ عَلَيْهِ الشَّمْسُ. قَالَ: (ذَاكَ صَرِيحُ الإِيَانِ)). صَحِيحٌ

Q. "What did 'Ā’isha mean when she said, ‘I heard the Prophet saying, ‘Abū Hurayra was mad’?

A. The Prophet did not call people to act madly. The hadith indicates that the Prophet’s companions used to call someone mad not because of their actions, but because of their failing health.
1284. Abū Hurayra said: “Some people said, ‘Messenger of Allah, we feel in ourselves something that we do not want to speak about, even if we were to receive everything that the sun shines on.’ He asked, ‘Have you really felt like that?’ They said, ‘Yes.’ He said, ‘That is clear belief.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadeeth highlights the true Eemaan of the companions – may Allah be pleased with them all. Clear belief is to believe and follow the Messenger ﷺ in everything that he says, and not prefer or be deceived by any other.

1285. Shahr b. Hawshab said: “My maternal uncle and I visited ‘Ā’isha and said, ‘Sometimes something occurs in the heart to one of us and if he spoke about it, that would be the end of his hopes for the World Hereafter. If it were to be revealed, he would be killed for it.’”

Shahr said, “She said, ‘Allāhu Akbar, Allah is greater,’ three times. And then she said, ‘The Messenger of Allah ﷺ was asked about that and said, “If that happens to one of you, he should say, ‘Allah is greater’ three times. Only a believer feels that.”’” (Weak)
1286. Anas b. Mālik said: “The Messenger of Allah  said, ‘People will continue to ask about things that do not exist to such an extent that they will say, “Allah created everything, so who created Allah?” ’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: In a similar report collected in the two Saheehs it says, “When that comes to him he should seek refuge with Allah and hold back (such thoughts).” In another report such a person is asked to say: “Allahu Ahad. Allahu as-samad. Lam yalid walam yoolad, walam yakun lahu kufwan Ahad (Allah is One. Allah is the Self- Sufficient Master. He begets not, nor was He begotten. And there is none co-equal or comparable to Him). Then he should spit to his left three times and seek refuge against the Satan.” See Silsilat al-Ahaadeeth is-Saheehah (118).

Chapter 622: Suspicion

1287. Abu Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah  said, ‘Beware of suspicion. Suspicion is the worst type of lie. Do not spy. Do not fight each other. Do not try to ensnare each other (in sales). Do not envy each other. Do not hate each other. O slaves of Allah, be as brothers.’ ” (Authentic)
1288. Anas said: “While the Prophet ﷺ was with one of his wives, a man passed by and the Prophet ﷺ called him and said, ‘So-and-so, this is my wife so-and-so.’ The man said, ‘Whoever I might suspect, I would not suspect you.’ The Prophet said, ‘Satan flows in the son of Adam as blood flows.’ ” (Authentic)

1289. ‘Abdullāh said” “The Person who has had something stolen from him continues to be suspicious until he becomes worse than the thief.” (Authentic)

Commentary: The narration shows the seriousness of suspicion; it could be worse than theft!

1290. Bilāl b. Sa’d al-Ash‘arī said: Mu‘āwiya wrote to Abū Dardā’, ‘Write down for me the erring people of Damascus.’

“Abū Dardā’ said, ‘What have I to do with the erring people of Damascus and how would I know them?’ His son Bilāl said, ‘I will
write them,’ so he wrote them down. Abū Dardā’ said, ‘How do you know? You would only know that they are erring people if you were one of them. Begin with yourself!’ He did not send their names.” (Weak)

Chapter 623: The slave-Girl And Wife Shaving the Husband

1291. Abdul-‘Azeez b. Qays said: “I visited ‘Abdullāh b. ‘Umar while a slave girl was shaving his hair. He said, ‘The lime depilatory makes the skin supple.’ ” (Weak)

Chapter 624: Plucking The Armpits
1292. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet  said, ‘The fitra (natural state) consists of five: circumcision, shaving the pubic hair, plucking the armpits, trimming the moustache and clipping the nails.’ ” (Authentic)

1293. As No. 1292, with a different isnād. (Weak)

1294. It is an athar of Abū Hurayra, but the words are similar to Nos. 1292 and 1293, and with a different isnād. (Authentic)

Chapter 625: Good Observance of Relations

1295. Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet  of Allah’s peace and blessing upon him said: ‘If a child is born an orphan, then I will raise him until he is ten years old. Then I will say: “This is my daughter.”’ (Weak)
1295. Abu’t-Tufayl said: I saw the Prophet ﷺ divide the meat at al-Ji’rana. At that time I was a boy and I carried the camel’s leg. A woman came to him and he spread out his robe for her. I asked, ‘Who is this?’ the reply was, ‘This is the woman who suckled him.’” (Weak)

Chapter 626: Recognition

بَابُ الْعِرْفَةِ ٦٢٦

اً أَصْلَحَ اللَّهُ اْلَّامِيرَ! إِنَّ آذِنَكَ يَعْرِفُ رِجَالًا
قَالَ رَجُلٌ عَنْ الُّغِيرَةِ بْنِ شُعْبَةَ
٦٩٢١
((عَذَرَهُ اللَّهُ؛ إِنَّ الْعِرْفَةَ لَتَنْفَعُ عِنْدَ الْكَلْبِ العَقُورِ، وَعِندَ الَّمَلِ الصَّئُول*). ضَعِيفٌ

1296. Al-Mughīra b. Shu’ba said: “A man said, ‘May Allah make the Amīr thrive! Your chamberlain recognises certain men and gives them preference with permission to enter.’ He said, ‘May Allah excuse him! Recognition helps in the case of a voracious dog and an attacking camel.’” (Weak)

Chapter 627: Children Playing With Nuts

بَابُ لُعَبُ الصِّبْيَانِ بِالَْوْزِ ٦٢٧

((كَانَ أَصْحَابُنَا يُرَخِّصُونَ لَنَا فِي اللُّعَبِ: عَنْ إِبْرَاهِيمَ بنِ يَزِيدِ النَخَعِي قَالَ ٦٩٢١
يَعْنِي لِلصِّبْيَانِ. صَحِيحٌ، غَيرِ الْكِلاَب*). قَالَ أَبُو عَبْدِ اللَّهِ
كُلِّهَا، غَيرِ الْكِلاَب).
1297. Ibrāhīm said: “Our elders used to allow us all sorts of playing things except dogs. (Abū ‘Abdullāh said, ‘He meant the children.’)”

(Authentic)

Commentary: Shaykh Husayn al-‘Awaayisha (hafizahullah) said, “The author cited this narration under this section to show the permissibility of children playing with nuts. However, it should not be along with betting and it should not take much time so that they do not get used to that when they mature, and so that it does not prevent them from acts of obedience they should master and be nurtured upon. Allah Knows Best.”

1298. An old pious man with the kunya of Abū ‘Uqba said: “I once passed with Ibn ‘Umar on the road. He passed by some Ethiopian boys and saw them playing. He brought out two dirhams and gave them.”

(Weak)

1299. ‘Ā’isha, may Allah be pleased with her, said: “The Prophet ﷺ used to call my small companions to me while they were playing with dolls.”

(Authentic)

Commentary: Same as hadeeth no. 368.
Chapter 628: Slaughtering Pigeons

Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ saw a man following a dove and said, ‘A Satan following a Satan.’” (Sound and Authentic)

Commentary: Turning away from good is the lexical meaning of the word, ash-Shatn, from which Shaytaan is coined. Thus, the one who followed the dove, getting busy with that, being prevented from worship and beneficial things lexically falls in the category. Likewise the cause of such distraction.

Al-Hasan said: “I heard ‘Uthmān command in his khutba that dogs should be killed and pigeons slaughtered.” (Weak Chain)
Chapter 629: The Person Who Has A Need Is The Person With The Greatest Right To Go Out For It

بَابٌ مَنْ كَانَ لَهُ حَاجَةٌ فَهُوَ أَحَقُّ أَنْ يُذْهَبْ إِلَيْهِ

Chapter 630: When Someone Spits While He Is With People

بَابٌ إِذَا تَنَخَّعَ وَهُوَ مَعَ الْقَوْمِ
1303. Abū Hurayra said: “when someone spits in the presence of people, he should shade his mouth with his palm so that his spit falls to the ground. When he fasts, he should oil himself so that the traces of his fast are not seen on him.” (Weak)

Chapter 631: When A Man Speaks To People, He Should Not Turn To One Particular Person

1304. Habīb b. Abī Thābit said: “When a man spoke, his turning to one particular man was not liked; it was preferred for him to address everyone.” (Sound)

Chapter 632: Excessive Curiosity
1305. Ibn Abī’l-Hudhayl said: “‘Abdullāh [Ibn Mas’ud] visited a man with one of his companions. When he entered the house, his companion began to stare about. ‘Abdullāh said to him, ‘By Allah, it would have been better for you if your eyes had been gouged out.’” *(Sound)*

**Commentary:** That is, your eyes have been created to be used in obedience to Allah the Exalted; but instead, it was been unnecessary employed in something non-beneficial, and perhaps, sinful. As such that you don’t have the eye is better than having it and making it engage in sin. The narration disapproves curiously looking here and there. See hadeeth no. 1093.

1306. Nāfi‘ said: A group of the people of Iraq visited Ibn ‘Umar. They saw a gold neck-band on one of his servants (in Ibn ‘Umar’s house) and they looked at each other. He said, ‘How quick you are to detect evil!’” *(Authentic)*

---

Chapter 633: Excessive Words

1307. Abū Hurayra said: “There is no good in excessive words.” *(Weak)*
Abū Hurayra said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘The worst of my community are those who talk a lot, those who go too far in what they say and who fill their mouth with words. The best of my community are the best of them in character.’” (Authentic)

Chapter 634: The Two-Faced Person

Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘The worst person is someone who is two-faced. He is the person who comes to a group of people with one face and another group of people with another face.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 409.
Chapter 635: The Sin Of The Two-Faced Person

Ammār b. Yāsir said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘The person who has two faces in this world will have two tongues from the Fire on the Day of Rising.’ ” (Sound)

Commentary: The narration seriously condemns being double-faced and indicates that such persons will be punished in the Fire in the manner they employed their tongues while dealing with the people in the world. The Prophet’s knowledge of such persons was through revelation and his pointing at him would encourage the person to repent from the sin and further discourage others from falling into the sin.

Chapter 636: The Worst Person Is The One From Whom Evil Is Feared

A stout man passed by and (he) said, ‘This is one of them.’ ”

Commentary: The narration seriously condemns being double-faced and indicates that such persons will be punished in the Fire in the manner they employed their tongues while dealing with the people in the world. The Prophet’s knowledge of such persons was through revelation and his pointing at him would encourage the person to repent from the sin and further discourage others from falling into the sin.
1311. ‘Ā’isha said: “A man asked permission to visit the Prophet ﷺ and the Prophet said, ‘Give him permission. He is an evil brother of his tribe.’ When the man entered, he spoke kindly to him. I said, ‘Messenger of Allah, you said what you said and then you spoke politely to him?’ He said, ‘Ā’isha, the worst of men is the one people leave alone fearing his coarseness.’ ” (Authentic)

Commentary: The hadith teaches that it is permissible to flatter someone because of the evil consequences of doing otherwise. See hadith no. 314

---

Chapter 637: Modesty


Bushayr b. Ka‘b said: It is written in books of wisdom: ‘Modesty brings gravity. Modesty brings serenity.’ ”
‘Imrān said, “I relate to you from the Messenger of Allah and you relate to me from your book?!” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** Modesty will ever bring about good because it drives towards abstinence from sin and adherence to obedience to Allah and His Messenger (ﷺ). The aversion of the companion – Ḥusayn – to Bushayr’s reference to a book of wisdom is not from the angle of the content of the book but from the aspects of citing it in connection with the statement of the messenger of Allah (ﷺ).

1313. Ibn ‘Umar said: “Modesty and belief are both together. If one of them is removed, then the other is removed.” (Authentic)

**Commentary:** See narrations in Chapter 271.

1314. Abū Bakra said: “The Prophet (ﷺ) said, ‘Modesty is part of belief. Belief is in the Garden. Foul language is part of coarseness and coarseness is in the Fire.’” (Authentic)
1315. ‘Alī b. Abī Tālib said: “The Prophet ﷺ had a large head and big eyes. When he walked, he bent forward as if he was walking down a hill. When he turned around, he turned fully.” (Sound)

Commentary: See comment on hadeeth no. 255.

Chapter 639: If You Are Not Modest, Then You Can Do Whatever You Like

1316. Abū Mas‘ūd said: “The Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Part of what people know of the words of early prophecy (of former prophets) is that if someone is not modest, he can do whatever he likes.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Same as hadeeth no 597.
Chapter 640: Anger

1317. Abū Hurayra said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘The strong person is not the one who can knock people down. The strong person is the one who controls himself when he is angry.’” (Authentic)

Commentary: The statement is also authentically related from the Prophet ﷺ.

Chapter 641: What Someone Should Say When He Is Angry

1318. Ibn ‘Umar said: “There is nothing that is swallowed which has a greater reward with Allah than in the case of a slave (of Allah) who swallows and contains his rancour out of the desire to please Allah.” (Mawqoof, with reliable narrators).
1319. Sulaymān b. Surad said: “Two men abused each other in the presence of the Prophet ﷺ and one of them began to get angry and his face became red. The Prophet ﷺ looked at him and said, ‘I know some words that, if he says them, will remove this from him. They are: ‘A’udhu billāhi minash shaytānir Rajīm. I seek refuge with Allah from the accursed Satan.’” A man went to that man and said, ‘Do you know what he (the Prophet) said? He said, ‘I seek refuge with Allah from the accursed Satan.’’ The man said, ‘Do you think I am mad?’” (Authentic)

Commentary: Same as hadeeth no. 434.

Chapter 642: A Person Should Be Silent When He Is Angry

1320. Ibn ‘Abbās said: “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, ‘Teach and make it easy. Teach and make it easy,’ three times. He went on, ‘When you are angry, be silent,’ twice.” (Authentic due to supporting proof)

Commentary: Same as hadeeth no. 245.
Chapter 643: Love The One You Love In Measure

1321. ‘Ubayd al-Kindī said: “I heard ‘Alī say to Ibn al-Kawwā’, ‘Do you know what the early people have said? “Love the one you love in measure. It may be that one day he will be the one you hate. Hate the one you hate in measure. It may be that one day he will be the one you love.”’” (Sound due to proof in Mawqoof form).

It encourages being of the middle course in our love or hatred for people, and alludes to the repercussions of conspiring with people upon evil or divulging one’s secrets to people: the same persons may hate us one day. Imam Hasan al-Basree (rahimahullah) would say: “Love in measure and show hatred in measure. Some went to extremes in love for some others and they were ruined (as a result), and some were extreme in hatred for some people and became ruined.” The statement is also authentically reported from the Prophet ﷺ.
Chapter 644: Do Not Let Your Anger Be Destruction

1322. ‘Umar b. al-Khattāb said: “Do not let your love be a total infatuation. Do not let your anger be destruction.”

Aslam asked, “How can that be?” ‘Umar replied. “That is when you love, you are infatuated like a child, and when you hate, you desire your companion’s destruction.” (Authentic Chain)

Commentary: Loving a person should be for the sake of Allah the Exalted; likewise hating. However, some of the people develop unreasoning love for or passion in people leading them to behave irrationally. Similarly, when they dislike a person, they desire that such persons are put to destruction! These two extremes demonstrate that their love and hatred are not for the sake of Allah and this is disapproved – And the refuge is only with Allah.

All praise belong to Allah, and may His peace and blessings be upon His Messenger, Muhammad, his companions, and those who follow their footsteps until the Last Day. Amin.

Commentary by Abu Naasir, Ibrahim Abdur-Rauf.